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X P R E F A C E . 

^ ^ \ 
•̂  T h e favourable notices of the First Edition of this work which 

%.^ appeared on its publication, and the reception it has met with in 

\i the Principal Schools and Universities of this Country and the 
•^ Colonies, claim the Editor's grateful acknowledgements, and 

afford the satisfaction, that this his first though imperfect essay 

I. V in Editorship has not been made in vain. 

r^^* One of the Reviewers was pleased to observe in reference to 

^ the Selection of the Geometrical Exercises, " As a scies of judi

cious exercises, w e do not think there exists one a,, all compa

rable to it in our language, viewed either in reference to the 

student or teacher". This opinion may receive some confirma

tion from *̂  'ict, that a Translation in German by Hans H. 

von Aller, o^ the Geometrical Exercises, was published at 

Hanover in 1860, vrith a preface by Dr. Wittstein. 

Li this Edition, the text of Dr. Simson is retained as the 

authorised English Version of EucUd's Elements, with the ex

ception of a few verbal emendations. Those portions of the 

Eleventh and Twelfth Books which are now read at Cambridge 

are retained, and the rest omitted. 

The explanatory notes have been considerably augmented and 

unproved; and Algebraical proofs of the propositions of the 

Fifth Book have been added to the notes on that Book. 

A Selection of questions on the Elements, chiefly taken from 

the College Examination Papers, has been added to each of the 

first Six Books after the notes on each Book. 

Considerable additions have been made to the Geometrical 

Exercises, and those which involve the consideration of Loci, 

Maxima and Minima, and Tangencles have been arranged in 

"tnree separate classes. 

A s the design of the Editor has been to exhibit the teaching 

at Cambridge of Elementary Geometry, as It might be learned 

from the Exercises proposed In the College and University 

Examinations, he considers it advisable In this N e w Edition to 

replace many of the Geometrical Exercises by others which 

have appeared in recent examinations since the publication of 
the First Edition. 

The " hints, &c., for the solution of the Problems, &c." have 
been included in the Yolume itself. 
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It was intended to add some account of the Extensions of the 

Euclidean Geometry, Including the Porlsms, Transversals, Poles 

and Polars, &c. &c., but as the volume has grown to larger dimen

sions than was anticipated, the Editor is compelled to reserve 
that part of his work for a future publication. The sketch of 

the History of Geometry prefixed to the First Edition is also 

reserved; but the Editor trusts that the following brief notices and 

remarks^ may not be without Interest to the student. 

Euclid's Elements of Geometry are invested with an Interest 

which belongs to no other Elementary work on Pure Science. 

Having survived the age in which It was composed for the 

long period of upwards of twenty centuries, it has maintained 

its superiority in Schools and Universities, as the best introduc

tion to the Science of Pure Geometry. In ancient times this 

work sustained its reputation in the Schools of Athens and Alex

andria, the chief places of resort of philosophers and their hearers. 

In the age succeeding that of Euclid, the Science was greatly 
advanced by Archimedes, ApoUonius, Theodoslus, and others; 

and during the long stationary period which followed, down to 

the times of Proclus in the fifth century of the Christian era, 

no superior work appeared to take the place of Euclid's Elements. 

The appropriate opinion of Professor D e Morgan may be here 

quoted:—" There never has been, and till we see It, w e never 

shall beheve there can be, a system of Geometry worthy of the 

name, which has any material departures (we do not speak of 

corrections, or extensions or developements) from the plan laid 

down by Euclid. If there be one worthy of consideration, it is 
the commencing with a strict theory of proportion. But it m a y 

very well be doubted whether any complete treatment of the 

Fifth Book of Euclid could be made intelligible to students of 

our day, before they have had some familiarity with demonstra

tion applied to particular species of magnitude. W e say of our 

day, because it is impossible to foresee what the advance of edu

cation may do. It is perfectly conceivable that the rapid advance 

of demonstrative Arithmetic as a study preliminary to that of 

Geometry, may ultimately render the change desirable". 

The rise of the Mahommedan power in the Seventh Century, 

and the rapid and desolating effects which followed, hastened the 

extinction of Grecian Science. In the conquest of Egypt, the 

great library of Alexandria was committed to the flames by the 

ignorance and fanaticism of the Arabian conquerors: and the. 
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learned men there congregated for the cultivation of Science 

and Philosophy, either fell by the sword, or escaped by flight, 

carrying with them some remains of the Sciences. 

It is remarkable that in little more than a century after 

this Infatuated deed of destruction, the Arabians became most 
zealous cultivators of the Science and Philosophy of the Greeks. 

The few Manuscripts of the Mathematical and Philosophical 

writings of the Greeks which had escaped the general ruin, 

were diligently sought and translated into Arabic, and commen

taries were written to elucidate and explain them. 

About the middle of the Twelfth Century, in the reign of 

Henry I., the Elements of Euclid were Introduced into England 

through a Latin translation from the Arabic. Manuscript copies 

of this most ancient translation of Euclid's Elements are pre

served at Oxford in the Library of Trinity College, and in the 

Bodleian Library. It was long after this period, the fact became 

known in Western Europe, that Euclid's Elements were originally 

written in Greek. 
The revival of ancient literature In Europe about the middle of 

the Fifteenth Century, contributed to extend the knowledge of the 

Mathematical writings of the Greeks; and the discovery of the 
art of printing, was the commencement of a new era in literature 

and science. The writings of the Greeks were no longer con

fined to the few who had the means of purchasing or procuring 

manuscript copies; and both the Greek text of Euclid's Elements 

and Latin translations of it were printed in different countries. 

The Latin translation of the Elements made from the Arabic 

by Campanus of Novara, was printed at Venice In 1482, and 

was the earliest Edition printed in that language. The ori

ginal Greek was first printed at Basle in 1533. Translations 

also of the Elements soon after appeared in the modern languages 

of Western Europe. The first English translation of Euclid's 

Elements was made by Henry Bllllngsley, a citizen of London, 
and was pubUshed in London In the year 1570. A learned 

preface was prefixed to the translation by a Fellow of Trinity 

College, one of those who were first elected at the foundation 

of the College by Henry VIII. It does not appear that this 

English Version of Euclid's Elements was adopted at either of 

the English Universities. Latin being at that time the language 

of the learned, translations in that language were preferred, as 

text-books In Elementary Geometry, as in all other subjects of 

Academical study. 
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In the year 1655, the first Lucasian Professor of Mathe

matics, Isaac Barrow, M.A., Fellow, and afterwards Master 

of Trinity College, published a Latin translation of Euclid's 

Elements; and five years afterwards an English translation, of 

which more than one Edition was printed; the latest bears the 

date of 1751. A new Edition of Dr. Barrow's Mathematical 

writings, edited by Dr. Whewell, has recently been printed at 

the University Press. 

In the year 1756, Dr. Eobert Simson, when he had been Pro

fessor of Mathematics In the University of Glasgow for upwards 

of forty years, published a Latin and also an English transla

tion of the first Six and the Eleventh and Twelfth books of 

Euclid's Elements. Dr. Simson's new translations of the Elements 
were favourably received at Oxford, and the Bev. Robert Smith, 

D.D., then Master of Trinity College, Cambridge, entertained 
so high an opinion of their superiority, that he earnestly pro

moted the introduction of them at Trinity College. There is ex

tant a letter in the hand-writing of Dr. Simson, In which he refers 

to thirty-six copies subscribed for by the Rev. Dr. Smith at 

Cambridge; and two letters of Dr. Smith, from which it appears, 

he paid to Dr. Simson's publisher in London forty pounds within 

a few shillings, for copies of the work which he had received. 

Dr. Smith was also the founder of two annual prizes which bear 

his name, for the two most distinguished proficients in Mathe
matics and Natural Philosophy among the commencing Bachelors 
of Arts in the University, 

Dr, Simson's translation having been thus introduced by Dr. 

Smith at Trinity College, It appears to have been preferred in the 

University, until at length it became established, as the authorised 

text of the English Version of Euclid's Elements of Geo

metry. Time, usage and experience have concurred to confirm 
this estimation. The translation, though not faultless, having 

now maintained Its character for superiority at the English 

Universities for more than a century, is entitled, at least to 

the careful and cautious consideration of any editor in making 

amendments and alterations. Some years ago Simson's Euclid 

was published in " the Symbolical form", and became extensively 

used both at Cambridge and elsewhere. This form is open to 

very serious objections. A more correct taste has of late years 

returned, and the Symbolical form of EucHd's Elements is not 

deemed at Cambridge, the most appropriate for introducing the 
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student to a correct knowledge of the Science of Pure Geometry. 

It may be added, that this opinion has been publicly recognised 

in the University. In the Examination papers in Pure Geo

metry both in the Senate-House and In College examinations, 
a caution has, of late years, been printed at the head of the papers 

against the use of Algebraical Symbols In writing the demonstra

tions of Euclid's propositions. There is still among mathemati

cians a difference of opinion with respect to the desu-ableness of 

exhibiting the demonstrations of Pure Geometry in Algebraical 

language. It is by some urged that the symbolical demonstra
tions are shorter and save time; by others it Is replied, that 

" attempts at abbreviation have caused endless confusion". It 

m a y perhaps be granted, that when a learner understands clearly 

the distinction between Pure Geometry and Algebraic Geometry, 

a certain latitude may be admitted in the use of symbolical lan

guage in Pure Geometry, which if allowed at an early stage 

of his progress, would most probably have led him Into error, 

by the interchange of the terms of one Science with the written 
notation of the other. 

A distinguished Geometer of the last century has thus fairly 
stated one side of the question :—" The frequent use of symbols, 

common to the algebraic notation, may perhaps be looked upon as 

repugnant to the rigour and strictness of Geometry. But it is not 

the use of Symbols (which some more scrupulous than discerning, 

have condemned) but the Ideas annexed to them, that render the 

consideration Geometrical or un-Geometrical. In Pure Geometry, 

regard Is always had to absolute quantity of some one of the three 

kinds of extension, abstractedly considered; and whatever symbols 

are used here, are to be considered as expressive of the quan

tities themselves, and not as any measures, or numerical values 

of them. Thus, hj A x b taken In a Geometrical sense, we 

have an idea, not of the product of two numbers (as in the Alge

braic Notation,) but of a real, rectangular space, comprehended 

under two right lines, represented by A and B, and two others 

equal to them. So likewise, ^ is not to be understood here 

in the light of an algebraic fraction, but as a right line which 

is a fourth proportional to three other right lines, represented by 

A , B and C These distinctions are absolutely necessary to those 

who would have an accurate idea of the subject." 

Professor D e Morgan, on the other side maintains, that " Those 

who introduce Algebraical symbols Into Elementary Geometry, 
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destroy the peculiar character of the latter to every student who 
has any mechanical associations connected with those symbols; 

that is, to every student who has previously used them in ordi
nary Algebra. Geometrical reasoning, and Arithmetical process, 

have each its own office: to mix the two in elementary instruc

tion. Is injurious to the proper acquisition of both." 
The following opinion of Sir Isaac Newton will be regarded as 

not without weight on this point: " Equations are expressions of 

Arithmetical computation, and properly have no place in Geometry, 

except as far as quantities truly Geometrical (that Is lines, sur

faces, solids, and proportions) m a y be said to be some equal to 

others. Multiplications, Divisions, and such sort of computations, 

are newly received into Geometry, and that unwarily, and con

trary to the first design of this Science. For whosoever considers 

the construction of Problems by a right line and a circle, found 

out by the first Geometricians, will easily perceive that Geometry 

was invented that we might expeditiously avoid, by drawing 

lines, the tedlousness of computation. Therefore these two Sciences 

ought not to be confounded. The ancients did so industriously 

distinguish them from one another, that they never Inti'oduced 
Arithmetical terms into Geometry. A n d the moderns, by con

founding both, have lost the simplicity in which aU the elegance 

of Geometry consists. Wherefore that Is arithmetically more 

simple which is determined by the more simple Equations; but 

that is geometrically more simple which is determined by the 

more simple drawing of lines; and in Geometry, that ought to 

be reckoned best which is geometrically most simple." The 

judgment of Sir Isaac Newton therefore is decided and clear, that 

the two Sciences of Pure Geometry and Algebraic Geometry 

ought not to be confounded. The remark of L a Place is also 

worth notice:—" Cependant, les considerations g^om^trlques ne 
dolvent point 6tre abandonn^es; elles sont de la plus grande 

utillte dans les arts. D'alUeurs, 11 est curieux de se figurer 

dans I'espace les divers rd?ultats de 1'analyse; et r^clproque-

ment, de lire toutes les affections des lignes et des surfaces, et 

toutes les variations du mouvement des corps, dans les equa

tions qui les expriment. Ce rapprochement de la g^om^trle 

et de 1'analyse r^pand un nouveau jour sur ces deux sciences; 

les operations intellectuelles de celle-ci, rendues senslbles par les 

images de la premifere, sont plus facUes &, salsir, plus Int^ressantes 

h. suivre," 
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At the present day, the school studies of Elementary Geometry 

and Arithmetic occupy the time of students at the University 

which ought to be applied to studies, which with greater pro

priety m a y be termed Academical. The University of Cam

bridge by its recent legislation has attempted to enlarge and 

extend the sphere of Academical study by the institution of the 

Natural Science, and the Moral Science Triposes, and that of Con

stitutional History and Law. The limited success which has 

followed these laudable measures, may be mainly, if not entirely 

attributed to the imperfect and otherwise defective elementary 

knowledge with which a large number of students commence resi

dence in the University. It is essential that those stiidents who desire 
to secure the advantages of a course of study at Cambridge, should 

have previously mastered the Elements of Geometry and Arithme

tic, as well as those of the Classical languages. Indeed it would be 

no detriment to the character of the University of Cambridge, 

if it were to adopt the restriction (/iijSets dyecofieTpTiro^ ela-ira)) 

which is reported to have been maintained by Plato with respect 
to his disciples before they were admitted to pursue the more 
advanced intellectual studies. The Ancient Statutes of the Uni

versity of Cambridge, set forth by Edward VI. ordained,—" that 

a student's first year should be devoted to Arithmetic, Geometry, 

and as much as he could manage of Astronomy and Cosmography." 

At this period, students were considerably younger at the time 

of their admission than at present, and at the end of their first 

year, the studies of Geometry and Arithmetic were mastered and 

completed, before they had actually attained the age at which 

students now commence their residence at the University. At 

a later period in the history of the University, however, when 
Geometry and other elementary subjects had fallen into neglect, 

it was foimd necessary to remind the Candidates for Academical 

honours, that a competent knowledge of Euclid's Elements was 

essential, as will be seen from the following caution published by 

the Vice-Chancellor on M a y 20, 1774:—" That unless a person he 

found to have a competent knowledge of Euclid's Elements, and of 

the plainer parts of the four branches of Natural Philosophy, no 

attention will be paid to his other Mathematical knowledge. A n 4 

that in every branch of science, the clearest and most accurate 

knowledge, rather than the most extensive, will be regarded as 

the best claim to Academical Honors." 
Before closing these remarks, the Editor desires to direct the 
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student's attention to the opinions of two distinguished men, on 
the utility and importance of the Geometrical Element in Mathe
matical Studies. The late Rev, Dr. Chalmers has stated:—" I a m 

not aware that as an expounder to the people of the lessons of 
the Gospel, I a m much the better for knowing that the three 

angles of a triangle are equal to two right angles; or that the square 
of the hypotenuse is equal to the squares of the two containing 

sides in a right-angled triangle. But I have a strong persuasion, 

that both the power to apprehend and the power to convince, 

m a y be mightily strengthened—that the habit of clear and con

secutive reasoning, m a y be firmly established by the successive 

journeys which the mind is called on to perform along the pathway 

of Geometrical Demonstration. The truth is, that, as a prepara

tive, whether for the bar or for the pulpit, I have more value 

in Mathematics for the exercise which the mind takes as it travels 

along the road, than for all the spoil which it gathers at the 

landing-place". And Dr. Whewell's opinion is to the same effect:— 

" Yet perhaps it m a y sometimes appear, both to teachers and 

to students, that it Is a waste of time and a ̂ perverseness of judg

ment to adhere to the ancient kinds of Mathematics [Arithmetic 
and Geometry], when we have, in the modern Analysis, an in

strument of greater power and range for the solution of Problems; 

giving us the old results by more compendious methods; an 

instrument, too, in itself admirable for its beauty and generality. 

But to this we reply, that we require our Permanent Mathematical 

Stiidies, not as an instrument, but as an exercise of the intellectual 

powers; that it is not for their results, but for the intellectual 
habits which they generate, that such studies are pursued. To this 

w e may add, as we have already stated, that in most minds, the 

significance of Analytical Methods is never fully understood, 

except when a foundation has been laid in Geometrical Studies. 
There is no more a waste of time in studying Geometry before we 
proceed to solve questions by the Differential Calculus, than there 
is a waste of time in making ourselves acquainted with the 

grammar of a language before we try to read its philosophical 
or poetical Literature." 

R. P. 

Tkinity College, 
October 1, 1861. 
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This new edition of Euclid's Elements of Geometry will be 
found to differ considerably from those at present In general use 

in Academical Education. The text is taken from Dr. Simson's 

approved edition, with occasional alterations; but so arranged as to 

exhibit to the eye of the student the successive steps of the de

monstrations, and to facilitate his apprehension of the reasoning. 

N o abbreviations or symbols of any kind are employed in the 

text. The ancient Geometry had no symbols, nor any notation 

beyond ordinary language and the specific terms of the science. 

W e may question the propriety of allowing a learner, at the com

mencement of his Geometrical studies, to exhibit Geometrical 

demonstrations in Algebraical symbols. Surely it is not too much 

to apprehend that such a practice may occasion serious confusion 

of thought. It m a y be remarked that the practice of exhibiting 

the demonstrations of Elementary Geometry in an Algebraical 

form, is now generally discouraged in this University. T o each 

book are appended explanatory notes, in which especial care has 

been taken to guard the student against the common mistake of 

confounding ideas of number with those of magnitude. The work 

contains a selection of problems and theorems from the Senate-house 

and College Examination Papers, for the last forty-five years. 

These are arranged as Geometrical exercises to the several books 

of the Elements, and to a few only in each book the solutions 

are given. A n Introduction is prefixed, giving a brief outline of 

the history and progress of Geometry. 

The analysis of language, together with the sciences of number 

and magnitude, have been long employed as the chief elements of 

intellectual education. At a very early period, the study of 

Geometry was regarded as a very important mental discipline, as 

m a y be shewn from the seventh book of the Republic of Plato. 

T o his testimony m a y be added that of the celebrated Pascal, 

((Euvres, Tom. I. p. 66,) which Mr. Hallam has quoted in his 

History of the Literature of the Middle Ages. "Geometry, 

Pascal observes, is almost the only subject as to which we find 

truths wherein all men agree; and one cause of this is, that 

geometers alone regard the true laws of demonstration. These 
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are enumerated by hun as eight in number. 1. to define nothing 

which cannot be expressed in clearer terms than those in which 
it is already expressed. 2. To leave no obscure or equivocal terms 

undefined. 3. To employ in the definition no terms not already 
known. 4. To omit nothmg In the principles from which w e argue, 

unless w e are sure it is granted. 5. To lay down no axiom which 
is not perfectly self-evident. 6. To demonstrate nothing which Is 
as clear already as it can be made. 7. T o prove every thing in the 

least doubtful, by means of self-evident axioms, or of propositions 

already demonstrated. 8. T o substitute mentally the definition 

instead of the thing defined. Of these rules he says the first, 

fourth, and sixth are not absolutely requisite to avoid erroneous 

conclusions; hut the other five are indispensable. H e also re

marks, that although they may be found In our ordinary books of 
,logic, yet none but geometers have recognised their importance, 

or been guided by them." 
If we consider the nature of Geometrical and Algebraical 

reasoning, it will be evident that there is a marked distinction 
between them. T o comprehend the one, the whole process must 

be kept In view from the commencement to the conclusion; while 

in Algebraical reasonings, on the contrary, the mind loses the 

distinct perception of the particular Geometrical magnitudes com
pared ; the attention is altogether withdrawn from the things 

signified, and confined to the symbols, with the performance of 

certain mechanical operations, according to rules of which the 

rationale m a y or may not be comprehended by the student. It 

must be obvious that greater fixedness of attention is required in 

the former of these cases, and that habits of close and patient 

observation, of careful and accurate discrimination will be formed 

by it, and the purposes of mental discipline more fully answered. 
In these remarks it is by no means intended to undervalue the 
methods of reasoning by means of symbolical language, which 
are no less important than Geometry. It appears, however, highly 

desirable that the provinces of Geometrical and Algebraical rea
soning were more definitely settled than they are at present, at 

least in those branches of science which are employed as a means 
of mental discipline. The boundaries of Science have been ex

tended by means of the higher analysis; but It must not be 
forgotten that this has been effected by men well skilled in 

Geometry and fully able to give a geometrical Interpretation of 
the results of their operations; and though it m a y be admitted 
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that the higher analysis is the more powerful instrument for that 

purpose, it may still be questioned whether it be well suited to 
form the chief discipline of ordinary intellects without a previous 

knowledge of the principles of Geometry, and some skill in their 

application. Though the method of Geometrical analysis is very 

greatly inferior in power to the Algebraical, yet as supplementary 

to the Elements of Euclid, it is of great importance. It m a y 

be added, that a sound knowledge of the ancient geometry is the 

best introduction to the pursuits of the higher analysis and its 

extensive applications. O n this subject the judgment of Sir Isaac 

Newton has been recorded by Dr. Pemberton, in the preface to his 

view of Sir Isaac Newton's Discoveries. H e says: "Newton 

censured the handling of geometrical subjects by algebraical 

calculations. H e used to commend the laudable attempt of Hugo 

d'Omerique (in his ' Analysis Geometrica,') to restore the 

ancient analysis, and very much esteemed the tract of ' ApoUonius 

D e Sectione Ratlonis,' for giving us a clearer notion of that analysis 

than w e had before. The taste and mode of geometrical demon

stration of the ancients he professed to admire, and even censured 

himself for not having more closely followed them than he did 

and spoke with regret of his mistake, at the beginning of his mathe

matical studies, in applying himself to the works of Descartes and 

other algebraic writers, before he had considered the Elements of 

Euclid with that attention which so excellent a writer deserves." 

Regarding the study of Geometry as a means of mental 

discipline, It is obviously desirable that the student should be 

accustomed to the use of accurate and distinct expressions, and 

even to formal syllogisms. In most sciences our definitions of 
things are in reahty only the results of the analysis of our 

own Imperfect conceptions of the things; and in no sclence> 

except that of number, do the conceptions of the things coincide 

so exactly (if w e m a y use the expression) with the things them

selves, as in Geometry. Hence, in geometrical reasonings, the 

comparison made between the ideas of the things, becomes almost 

a comparison of the things themselves. The language of pure 

Geometry is always precise and definite. The demonstrations are 

effected by the comparison of magnitudes which remain unaltered, 

and the constant use of terins whose meaning does not on any, 

occasion vary from the sense in which they were defined. It is 
this peculiarity which renders the study so valuable as a mental 

discipline: for w e are not to suppose that the habits of thought 
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thus acquired, will be necessarily confined to the consideration of 

lines, angles, surfaces and solids. The process of deduction pur
sued In Geometry from certain admitted principles and possible 

constructions to their consequences, and the rigidly exact com
parison of those consequences with known and estabhshed truths, 

can scarcely fail of producing such habits of mind as will influence 
most beneficially our reasonings on all subjects that m a y come 

before us. 
In support of the views here maintained, that Geometrical 

studies form one of the most suitable and proper introductory 

elements of a scientific education, w e m a y add the judgment of 

a distinguished living writer, the author of " T h e History and 

Philosophy of the Inductive Sciences," who has shewn, In his 
"Thoughts on the Study of Mathematics," that mathematical 

studies judiciously pursued, form one of the most effective means 

of developing and cultivating the reason: and that " the object 

of a liberal education is to develope the whole mental system 
of man;—to make his speculative inferences coincide with his 

practical convictions;—to enable him to render a reason for 

the belief that is in him, and not to leave him in the condition 

of Solomon's sluggard, who is wiser In his own conceit than 

seven m e n that can render a reason." T o this we m a y sub

join that of Mr. John Stuart Mill, which he has recorded In 

his invaluable System of Logic, (Vol. ii. p. 180) in the following 

terms. " The value of Mathematical instruction as a preparation 

for those more difficult investigations (physiology, society, govern

ment, &c.) consists in the applicability not of its doctrines, but of 

its method. Mathematics will ever remain the most perfect type 

of the Deductive Method in general; and the applications of Mathe

matics to the simpler branches of physics, furnish the only school 

in which philosophers can effectually learn the most difficult and 

important portion of their art, the employment of the laws of 
simpler phenomena for explaining and predicting those of the more 

complex. These grounds are quite sufficient for deeming mathe

matical traialng an indispensable basis of real scientific education, 

and regarding, with Plato, one who is a'̂ eayfierpriTO';, as wanting 

in one of the most essential qualifications for the successful culti
vation of the higher branches of philosophy." 

E. P. 
Tein-ity Coheob, 

October I, 1845. 
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E U C L I D ' S 

ELEMENTS OF GEOMETRY. 

BOOK L 

DEFINITIONS. 

I. 

A POINT is that which has no parts, or which has no magnitude. 

n . 

A line is length without breadth. 

ni. 
The extremities of a line are points. 

IV. 

A straight line is that which lies evenly between its extreme points. 

V. 

A superficies is that which has only length and breadth. 

' VI. 

The extremities of â superficies are Hues. 

vn. 
A plane superficies is that in which any two poiats being taken, the 

straight fine between, them hes wholly in that superficies. 

vin. 

A plane angle is the inclination of two lines to each other in a plane, 
which meet together, hut are not in the same direction. 

IX. 

A plane rectilineal angle is the inclination of two straight lines to one 
another, which meet together, hut are not ia the same straight line. 

D 
A 

C 
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N.B. If there be only one angle at a point, it may be expressed by a letter 
placed at that point, as the angle at E: but when several angles are at one poiat 
B, either of them is expressed by three letters, of which the letter that is at the 
vertex of the angle, that is, at the point in which the straight lines that contain 
the angle meet one another, is put between the other two letters, and one of these 
two is somewhere upon one of these straight lines, and the other upon the other 
line. Thus the angle which is contained by the straight lines AB, CB, is named 
the angle ABC, or CBA; that which is contained by AB, DB, is named the 
angle ABD, or DBA j and that which is contained by DB, CB, is called the angle 
DBC, or CBD. 

W h e n a straight line standing on another straight Kne, makes the 
adjacent angles equal to one another, each of these "angles is called a 
right angle; and the straight line which etands on the other is called 
a perpendicular to it. 

XI. 
A n obtuse angle is that which is greater than a right angle. 

XII. 

A n acute angle is that which is less than a right angle. 

XIII. 

A term or boundary is the extremity of any thing. 

xrv. 
A figure is that which is enclosed by one or more boundaries. 

XV. 
_ A circle is a plane figure contained by one liae, which is called the 
circumference, and is such that all straight hues drawn from a oertaia 
point withm the figure to the ch^cumferenoe, are equal to one another. 
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XVI. 
A n d this point is called the center of the circle. 

xvn. 
A diam.eter of a circle is a straight line drawn through the center, 

and terminated both ways by the circumference. 

XVHl. 

A semicirele is the figure contained by a diameter and the part of 
the circumference cut off by the diameter. 

XIX. 
The center of a semicirde is the same with that of the circle. 

XX. 

EectOineal figures are those which are contained by straight lines. 

XXI. 

Trilateral figures, or triangles, by three straight lines. 

xxn. 

-=^uadiilateral, by four straight fines. 

xxm. 
Multilateral figures, or polygons, by more than, four straight lines. 

' XXIV. 

Of three-sided figures, an equilateral triangle is that which has 
three equal sides. 

XXV. 

A n isosceles triangle is that which has two sides equal. 

B2 
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XXVI. 
^ A scalene triangle is that which has three unequal sides. 

A right-angled triangle is that which has a right angle. 

xxvin. 

A n obtuse-angled triangle is that which has an obtuse angle. 

XXIX. 

An acute-angled triangle is that which has three acute angles. 

XXX. 

Of quadrilateral or four-sided figures, a square has aU its sides equal 
and all its angles right angles. 

XXXI. 

aU ̂ s l d e s T ul?'^* ̂ ^"^ ̂ "^ "̂ ^ ̂^̂  ̂ "̂ ^̂ ^̂  "^^* ̂ ^^®®' ̂ ^^ ̂ ^ ̂ ^̂  

xxxn. 
A rhombus has aD its sides equal, hut its angles are not right angles. 
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xxxin. 
A rhomboid has its opposite sides equal to each other, but all its 

sides are not equal, nor its angles right angles. 

XXXIV. 
All other four-sided figures besides these, are called Trapeziums. 

XXXV. 
Parallel straight lines are such as are in the same plane, and which 

being produced ever so far both ways, do not meet. 

A. 

A parallelograin is a four-sided figure, of which the opposite sides 
are parallel: and a diameter, or a diagonal is a straight fine joining 
two of its opposite angles. 

POSTULATES. 

I. 

Let it be granted, that a straight line may be drawn from any one 
point to any other point. '"'̂ i„.C-t--i 

n . 

That a terminated straight line may be produced to any length in 
a straight line. 

rn. 
And that a circle may he described from any center, at any distance 

from that center. ,̂., 

AXIOMS. 

I. 
Things which are equal to the same thing, are equal to one another. 

n. 

If equals he added to equals, the wholes are equal. 
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in. 
If equals be taken from equals, the remamders are equal 

IV. 

If equals be added to unequals, the wholes are unequal. 

V. 

If equals he taken from unequals, the remainders axe unequal. 

VI. 

Things which are double of the same, are equal to one another. 

vn. 
Things which are halves of the same, are equal to one anotiier. 

vm. 
Magnitudes which coincide with one another, that is, which exactly 

fill the same space, are equal to one another. 

IX. 

The whole is greater than its part. 

X. 

Two straight Hues cannot enclose a space. 

XI. 

All right angles are equal to one ariother. 

xn. 
If a straight fine meets two straight Hues, so as to make the two 

interior angles on the same side of it taken together less than two right 
angles; these straight lines being continually produced, shall at length 
meet upon that side on which are the angles which are less than two 
right angles. 



BOOK I. 

PROPOSIfiON I. PROBLEM. 

To desoriie an equilateral triangle upon a given finite straight line. 

Let AB he the given straight line. 
It is required to describe an equilateral triangle upon A B . 

IVom the center^, at the distance .4.5, describe the circle .BCD; (post. 3.) 
from the center B, at the distance B A , describe the circle A OF; 
and from C, one of the points in which the circles cut one another, 
draw the straight lines CA, C B to tie points A, B. (post. 1.) 

Then A B C shall be an equilateral triangle. 
Because the point A is the center of the circle B CD, 

therefore ̂ <7is equal to A H ; (def. 15.) 
and because the point B is the center of the circle A CE, 

therefore B C is equal to A B ; 
but it has been proved that AOis equal to A B ; 
therefore A C , B C are each of them equal to A B ; 

but things which are equal to the same thing are equal to one another; 
therefore ̂ C is equal to .B 5; (ax. 1.) 

wherefore A B , B C, C A are equal to one another: 
and the triangle A B C is therefore equilateral, 

and it is described upon the given straight line A B . 
"Which was required to he done. 

PEOPOSITION n. PROBLEM. 

IVom a given point, to 3raw a straight line equal to a given straight line. 

Let A be the given point, and BC the given straight line. 
It is required to draw from the point A a straight line equal to BC. 

Prom the point A l o B draw the straight line A B ; (post. 1.) 
upon AJi describe the equilateral triangle A B D , (i. 1.) 

and produce the straight fines D A , D B to E and F; (post. 2.) 
from the center B, at the distance 5 C describe the circle C G S , (post. 3.) 

cutting D F in the point G : 
and from the center D, at the distance D G , describe the circle GKL^ 

cutting D E in the point L. 
Then the straight line A L shall he equal to BC. 

Because the point B is the center of the circle C O S , 
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therefore .SCis equal to BG; (def. 15.) 
and because D is the center of the circle GK^L, 

• therefore D X is equal to D G , 
and D A , D B parts of them are equal; (i. 1.) 

therefore the remaiader A £ is equal to the remaiader B G ; (ax. 3.) 
hut it has been shewn that BCis equal to B G , 

wherefore A L and B G are each of them equal to B G ; 
and things that are equal to the same thing are equal to one another; 

therefore the straight line A L is equal to BC. (ax. 1.) 
Wherefore from the given poiat A, a straight line A L has been drawn 
equal to the given straight line B C . Which was to be done. 

PROPOSITION III. P R O B L E M . 

Froin the greater of two given straight lines to out off a part equal to the less. 

Let AB and C be the two given straight lines, of which AB is 
the greater. 
It is required to cut oSi A B the greater, a part equal to C, the less. 

Prom the point A draw the straight fine A D equal to C; (i 2 ̂  
and from a e center A, at the distance A D , describe the circle 

D E F (ĵ oat. 3.) cutting A B m. the point E. 
Then A E shall he equal to C. 

Because A is the center of the circle DEF, 
therefore A E is equal to A D ; (def. 15.) 

but the straight hne Cis equal to A D ; (constr.) 
whence A E and C are each of them equal to A D ; 

wherefore the straight hne AEia equal to C. (ax. 1.) 
And therefore from A B the greater of two straight fines, a part A E 

has been cut off equal to C, the less. Which was to be done. 

PROPOSITION IV. THEOREM. 

If two tHmglea hme two sides of the one equal to two sides of the 
other, eaok to each; and have likewise the angles contained ly those sides 
equal to each other; they sJmll Mhewise have tJmr bases, or third sides, 

be equal, each to each, vi%. those to which the equal sides are opposite. 

equal toi)wi^"^fl^ ^tT^ ^TJ?^^'^'.' ^^^^°^ ^^^^ ^^^ two sides AB, A C 
t S n^^ + w 1 ? ̂ ^' ̂ .̂ ' "̂ ''̂  *° ê cli' ^2- ̂ S to DE, and A C 

T S u l a U fCt"^7f^l^' ̂ -^C- equal to the included angle E D F 
A B c Z t f t M r n l ^ v ^ ' T . ^ *°i^" ̂'̂ '̂̂  ̂ ^' ̂ ^ ̂iê triangle 

the angle Wef, antt':.3S^Tt'o ^^^10^1^^! ^^^^^ ^^^ *° 
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Por, if the triangle A B C he appHed to the triangle DEF, 
so that the point A may be on D, and the straight Hne A B on D E ; 

then the point B shall coincide with the point E, 
because A B is equal to.DE; 
and A B coinciding with D E , 

the straight Hne A C shall fall on DF, 
because the angle B A C is equal to the angle E D F ; 

therefore also the point C shall coincide with the point F, 
because ̂ C is equal to D F ; 

but the point B was shewn to coincide with the point E ; 
wherefore the base B C shah, coincide with the base E F ; 
because the point B coinciding with E, and C with F, 

if the base B C io not coincide with the base EF, the two straight 
lines B O and ̂ i^would enclose a space, which is impossible, (ax. 10.) 

Therefore the base B C does coincide with EE, and is equal to it; 
and the whole triangle A B C coincides with the whole triangle 

D E F , and is equal to it; 
also the remaining angles of one triangle coincide with the remaining 

angles of the other, and are equal to them, 
viz. the angle A B C to the angle D E E , 

and the angle A CB to DFE. 
Therefore, if two triangles have two sides of the one equal to two sides, &c. 

W ^ e h was to be demonstrated. 
PROPOSITION V. THEOREM. 
The angles at the base of an isosceles triangle a/re equal to each other; 
and if the equal sides be produced, the angles on the other side of the base 
shall le equal. 

Let AB C be an isosceles triangle of which the side AB is equal to A C, 
and let the equal sides A B , A Che produced to D and E. 
Then the angle A B C shall he equal to the angle A CB, 

and the angle D B C to the angle ECB. 

In B D take any point E ; 
from A E the greater, cut o3 A G equal to A F the less, (i. 3.) 

and jom. EC, GB. 
Because AFia equal to A G , (constr.) and A B to A C ; (hyp.) 

the two sides FA, A C, are equal to the two GA, A B , each to each; 
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and they contain the angle FA G common to the two triangles AFC, A GB; 
therefore the base E C is equal "to the base GB, (i-*•) 
and the triangle A F C is equal to the triangle A G-b, , 

also the remainmg angles of the one are equal to the remaining angi«» 
of the other, each to each, to which the equal sides axe opposite, 

viz. the angle 4 O F to the angle A B G , 
and the angle A F C to the angle A GB. 

And because the whole .̂ -î is equal to the whole A(x, 
of which the parts A B , A 0, are equal 5 

therefore the remainder ̂ i^is equal to the remainder Cfi'; (ax. 6.) 
and E C has been proved to be equal to brJi; 

lienoe because the two sides BE, F G are equal to the two CQ, 
6*5, each to each; •, , .%. i nni) 

and the angle B F G has been proved to be equal to the angle 06-i/, 
also the base 5 C is common to the two triangles D ^ 6, LbrJi; 

wherefore these triangles are equal, (l. 4.) 
and their remaining angles, each to each, to which the equal sides 

are opposite; 
therefore the angle F B O ia equal to the angle GCB, 

and the angle B O F to the angle CBG. 
And, since it has been demonstrated, 

that the whole angle A B G is equal to the whole A CF, 
the parts of which, the angles CBG, B C F are also equal;' 

therefore the remaining angle A B C ia equal to the remaining angle-4 CB, 
which are the angles at the base of the triangle A B C ; 
and it has also been proved, 
that the angle F B C is equal to the angle GCB, 

which are the angles upon the other side of the base. 
Therefore the angles at the base, &c. q.e.d. 

Cob. Hence an equilateral triangle is also equiangular. ^^~^ ' IpROPOSITION VI. THEOREM. 

If two angles of a triangle le equal to each other, the sides also which 
subtend, or are opposite to, the equal angles, shall he equal to one another. 

Let AB C be a triangle having the angle AB 0 equal to the angle ui CB-
Then the side A B shall be equal to the side A C. 

Por, if A B be not equal to A C, 
one of them is greater than the other. 
If possible let A B he greater than .4 C; 

and from B A cut off B D equal to CA the less, (i. 3.) and ioin D G 
Then, in the triangles D B C , A B C , 

because D B is equal to A 0, and 5 C is common to both triangles 
the two sides D B , B C are equal to the two sides A C, CB, each to each • 
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and the angle DBCia equal to the angle ACB; (hyp.) 
therefore the base D O ia equal to the base A B , (i. 4.) 
and the triangle D B G ia equal to the triangle A B C , 

the less equal to the greater, which is absurd, (ax. 9.) 
Therefore A B is not unequal to A O, that is, A B is equal to A C. 

Wherefore, if two angles, &c. q. e. d. 
Cob. Hence an equiangular triangle is also equilateral. 

PEOPOSITION VII. THEOREM. 

Upon the same base, and on the same side of it, there cannot be two 
triangles that have their sides which are terminated in one extremity of the 
base, equal to one another, and likewise those which are terminated in the 
other extremity. 

If it be possible, on the same base AB, and upon the same side of 
it, let there be two triangles A OB, A D B , which have their sides CA, 
D A , terminated in the extremity A of the base, equal to one another, 
and likewise their sides, OB, D B , that are terminated in B. 

Jom CD. _ • ;:• 
Pirst. W h e n the vertex of each _ of the triangles is Without the 

other triangle. 
Because ̂  C is equal to A D in the triangle A CD, 

therefore the angle .42*C is equal to the angle A CD; (i. 5.) 
but the angle A O D i a greater than the angle B C D ; (ax. 9.) 

therefore also the angle AuDCia greater than B C D ; 
much more therefore is the angle B D 0 greater than B CD. 

Again, because the side ̂  C is equal to B D in the triangle B CD, (hyp.) 
therefore the angle BDCis equal to the angle B C D ; (i. 5.) 
but the angle B D C waa proved greater than the angle B C D , 

hence the angle B D 0 is both equal to, and greater than the angle B CD; 
which is impossible. 

Secondly. Let the vertex D of the triangle A D B fall within the 
triangle A OB. 

Produce A C to E and A D to F, and join CD. 
Then because A d a equal to A D in the triangle A CD, 

therefore the angles E O D , E D O upon the other side of the base 
CD, are equal to one another; (i. 6.) 

but the angle E O D is greater than the angle B C D ; (ax. 9.) 
therefore also the angle E D O ia greater than the angle B C D ; 
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much more then is the angle BDO greater than f^^^^^^*^^' 
Agam, because i5Cis equal to B D rn the triangle î  ̂^.^ 

therefore the angle BDOia equal to the '^^Ji^/.r^'ij^i), 
but the angk BDChas ̂ e^Z^^^^^'tud JrTater than 

: wherefore the angle B D O ia both equal to, and gre 
the angle .BCi>; . . .,, 

which IB unpossible. ^ ^ 
Thirdly. The case in which the vertex of one tn g 

side of the other, T'^'^° "^basrand on\e same side of it, &c. Q.E.D. 
Therefore, upon the same Dase anu. u 

PROPOSITION vm. THEOREM. 

If two triangles h^e two j£ ^ £/-JT^Lt/X S^ IS 
f : ; j £ d ' i ; ^ t Z t i i : : ^ Z % le equ!l to tU â glfcontained 
ly tJie two sides equal to them, of the other. 

Let A B O , D E F be two triangles, having iiie i^o aides A B , A C 
equal to the two sides D E , DE, each to each, ̂ - A B to D E , and A C 
to D F ; and also the base B C equal to the base EE. 

Then the angle B A O shall be equal to the angle EDF. 
Por, if the triangle A B O he appHed to DEF, so that the point B he 

on E, and the straight line B O on E F ; 
then because i?C is equal to EF, (hyp.) _ 

therefore the point 0 shall coincide with the point F; 
wherefore B 0 coinciding with EF, 

B A and A O shafi coincide with E D , D F ; 
for, if the base £ 0 coincide with the base EF, but the sides BA, 

A C , do not coincide with the sides E D , DF, but have a different 
situation as E G , G F : 

Then, upon the same base, and upon the same side of it, there can 
be two triangles which have their sides which are terminated in one 
extremity of the base, equal to one another, and likewise those sides 
which are terminated in the other extremity; 

but this is unpossible. (i. 7.) 
Therefore, if the base ̂ C coincide with the base EE, 

the sides BA, 4 C cannot but coincide with the sides E D , D F ; 
wherefore likewise the angle B A 0 coincides with the angle EDF, 

and is equal to it. (ax. 8.) 
Therefore, if two triangles have two sides, &c. q.e.d. 
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PROPOSITION IX. PROBLEM. 

To bisect a given rectilineal angle, that is, to divide it info two equal 
angles. 

Let B A 0 be the given rectilineal angle. 
It is required to bisect it. 

In A B take any point D; 
from A G cut off A E equal to AJ), (i. 3.) and join D E ; 

on the side of D E remote fi-om A, 
describe the equilateral triangle D E F {i. 1.) and join AF. 
Then the straight line A F shall bisect the angle B A 0. 

Because A D is equal to A E , (constr.) 
and A F is common to the two triangles D A E , E A F ; 

the two sides D A , AF, are equal to the two sides EA, AF, 
each to each; 
and the base D F is equal to the base E E ; (constr.) 

therefore the angle D A E is equal to the angle E A F . (i. 8.) 
Wherefore the angle B A 0 is bisected by the straight fine AF. q.e. e. 

PROPOSITION X. PROBLEM. 

To bisect a given finite straight line, that is, to divide it into two 
equal parts. 

Let ATI be the given straight fine. 
It is required to divide A B into two equal parts. 

Upon A B describe the equilateral triangle A B C ; (l. 1.) 

and bisect the angle A C B by the straight line CD meeting A B 
in the point D. (i. 9.) 
Then A B shall be out into two equal parts in the point D. 

Because A C ia equal to OB, (constr.) 
and CD is common to the two triangles A CD, B C D ; 

the two sides A 0, C D are equal to the two B O, CD, each to each; 
and the angle A C D is equal to B CD; (constr.) 

therefore the base A D is equal to the base BD. (i. 4.) 
Wherefore the straight fine A B is divided into two equal parts ia 

the point D. q. e. s. 

••> 
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PROPOSITION XI. PROBLEM. 

To d/roM) a straight line at right angles to a given 
a given point in the same. . . 

Let A B be the given straight fine and C a given point m i^ 
It is requfred to draw a straight hne from the pomt v ^ 

angles to A B . 

In retake any pomt D,. andinake (̂ -̂ êqual to CD, (i- 3-) 
upon I ) ^ describe the equilateral triang e i).SiF; (i^l) and jom(7i^. 
^ Then C F diawn from the pomt 0 shafi be at right angles to^-S; 
Because D O ia equal to EC, and F O is common to the two tri

angles DOF, E C E ; „ ^ „ , , , 
the two sides D C, O F are equal to the two sides EC, CF, each to each, 

and the base Ziî is equal to the base E F ; (constr.) 
therefore the angle DC2^is equal to the angle E O F : (i- 8.) 

and these two angles are adjacent angles. 
But when the two adjacent angles which one straight line makes 

with another straight Hne, are equal to one another, each of them is 
cafied a right angle: (def. 10.) 

Therefore each of the angles DOF, E O F ia a right angle. 
Wherefore from the given point 0, in the given straight line A B , 

FChaa been drawn at right angles to A B . q.b.b. 
Cob. By help of this problem, it may be demonstrated that two 

straight fines caimot have a common segment. 
If it be possible, let the segment A B be common to the two straight 

'&!i.esABC,A£D. 
E 

Prom the point B, draw B E at right angles to A B ; (i. 11-) 
then because A B C is a straight fine, 

therefore the angle A B E i a equal to the angle E B O . (def. 10.) 
Similarly, because A B D is a straight fine, 

therefore the angle A B E is equal to the angle E B D ; 
but the angle A B E is equal to the angle E B O , 

wherefore the angle E B D is equal to the angle E B O , (ax. 1.) 
the less equal to the greater angle, which is impossible. 

Therefore two straight fines cannot have a common segment. 

PROPOSITION XII. PROBLEM. 

To draw a straight line perpendioular to a given straight line of un
limited length, from a given point without ii. 

Let AB be the given straight line, which may be produced any 
length both ways, and let C be a point without it. 
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It is required to draw a straight line perpendicular to AB from 
the point 0. 

Upon the other side of A B take any point D, 
and from the center C, at the distance CD, describe the circle E G F 

meeting A B , produced if necessary, in i?'and G; (post. 3.) 
hiaeot F G in S(i. 10.), and join CE'. 

Then the straight Hne C J drawn from the given point C, shafi be 
perpendicular to the given straight Hne A B . 

Join EC, and OG. 
Because î LB̂ is equal to H G , (constr.), 

and H C is common to the triangles F H O , G S C ; 
the two sides EK, S O , are equal to the two GH, S C , each to each; 

and the base CFis, equal to the base OG; (def. 15.) 
therefore the angle E S C is equal to the angle G S C ; (i. 8.) 

and these are adjacent angles. 
But when a straight line standing on another straight line, makes 

the adjacent angles equal to one another, each of them is a right angle, 
and the straight Hne which stands upon the other is caUed a perpen
dicular to it. (def. 10.) 

Therefore 'from the given point O, a perpendicular O S has been 
drawn to the given straight Hne A B . q. e. e. 

PROPOSITION XIII. THEOREM. 

The angles which one straight line makes with another upon one side of 
it, are either two right angles, or are together equal to two right angles. 

Let the straight line AB make with CD, upon one side of it, the 
angles CBA, A B D . 

Then these shafi be either two right angles, 
or, shafi be together, equal to two right angles. 

E 
A 

Por if the angle C B A be equal to the angle A B D , 
each of them is a right angle, (def. 10.) 

But if the angle C B A be not equal to the angle A B D , 
from the point B draw B E at right angles to CD. (i. 11.) 

Then the angles OBE, E B D are two right angles, (def. 10.) 
And because'-the'angle O B E is equal to the angles CBA, A B E , 

add the angle E B D to each of these equals; 
therefore the angles OBE, E B D are equal to the three angles 

CBA, ABE, EBD. (ax. 2.) 
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Again, because the angle DBA is equal to the two angles DDE, ESA, 
add to each of these equals the angle A B C ; .̂̂ l̂ea 

therefore the angles D B A , A B O are equal to the three ang 
DBF, EBA, ABO. i ̂.̂  +Tio Rame 

But the anglesCb^, E B D have been proved equal to the same 
three angles ; i +„ rvno another: 
and things which are equal to the same thing, are equal to one , 
therefore the angles CBE, E B D are equal to the angles ̂ •^^. ̂ J^^ , 

but the angles CBE, E B D are two right angles, 
therefore the angles D B A , A B O are together equal to two right 

angles, (ax. 1.) .,,-,• a. ^ -n. r. 
Wherefore when a straight hne, &c. Q.B.D. 

PROPOSITION XIV. THEOREM. 

If at a point in a straight line, two other straight lines, upon m 
opposite sides of it, make the adjacent angles together equal to two right 
angles ; then these two straight lines shall be in one and the same straight Ime. 

At the point B in the straight Hne AB, let the two straight fines 
BC, B D upon the opposite sides of A B , make the adjacent angles 
A B O , A B D together equal to two right angles. 

Then B D shall be in the same straight line with BO. 

Por, if B D be not in the same straight fine with BO, 
if possible, let B E he in the same straight line with it. 

Then because A B meets the straight fine OBE; 
therefore the adjacent angles CBA, A B E are equal to two right 

angles; (i. 13.) 
but the angles CBA, A B D are equal to two right angles; (hyp.) 

therefore the angles CBA, A B E are equal to the angles CBA, A B D : 
(ax. 1.) 

take away from these equals the common angle CBA, 
therefore the remaining angle A B E is equal to the remaining angle 

A B D ; (ax. 8.) 
the less angle equal to the greater, which is impossible: 
therefore B E is not in the same straight fine with BO. 

And in the same manner it may be demonstrated, that no other can 
be m the same straight fine with it but BD, which therefore is in the 
same straight Hne with BC. 

Wherefore, if at a point, &e. q.e.d. 
PROPOSITION XV. THEOREM. 

shaiiu7q£"''^^* ^'' """^ ""' '""'^''''''' *^' '''''*''"'^' "'^ opposite angles 

Let the two straight fines AB, CD cut one another in the pomt E. 
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Then the angle A E O shall be equal to the angle D E B , and the 
angle C E B to tie angle A E D . 

A 

Because the straight fine A E makes with CD at the point E, the 
adjacent angles CEA, A E D ; 

these angles are together equal to two right angles, (i. 13.) 
Again, because the straight fine D E makes with A B at the point E, 

the adjacent angles A E D , D E B ; 
these angles also are equal to two right angles; 

but tlie angles CEA, A E D have been shewn to be equal to two 
right angles; 

wherefore the angles CEA, A E D are equal to the angles A E D , D E B ; 
take away from each the common angle A E D , 

andtheremaining angle CLELi is equaltotheremaining angle i).£'i?. (ax. 3.) 
In the same manner it may be demonstrated, 

that the angle C E B is equal to the angle A E D . 
Therefore, if two straight fines cut one another, &c. q.b.e. 

Cob. 1. Prom this it is manifest, that if two straight fines out each 
other, the angles which they make at the point where they cut, are 
together equal to four right angles. 

Cob. 2. And consequently that all the angles made by any number 
of fines meeting in one point, are together equal to four right angles. 

PROPOSITION XVI. THEOREM. 

If one side of a triangle be produced, the exterior angle is greater than 
either of the interior opposite angles. 

Let ABO he a triangle, and let the side BChe produced to D. 
Then the exterior angle A CD shall be greater than either of the 

interior opposite angles C B A or B A 0. 

Bisect A C in E, (i. 10.) and join B E ; 
produce B E to F, ma£ing .SF equal to B E , (i. 3.) and join FC. 

Because A E is equal to EC, and B E to E F ; (constr.) 
the two sides A E , E B are equal to the two CE, EF, each to each, 

in the triangles ..i.B.S; OFF; 
and the angle A E B is equal to the angle CEF, 

because they are opposite vertical angles; (i. 16.) 
therefore the base A B is equal to the base OF, (i- 4.) 

and the triangle A E B to the triangle CEF, 
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and the remauung angles of one triangle to the remaming angles of 
the other, each to each, to which the equal sides are ̂ posite, 
wherefore the angle B A E i s equal to the angle E O F ; 

but the angle E O D or A CD is greater than the angle .ACJ , 
therefore the angle A O D is greater than the angle ̂ 4 ° n v l r̂ r̂. 
In the same manner, if the side B C h e bisected, and A L De pro

duced to G; it may be demonstrated that the angle B C G , max is, one 
angle A CD, (i. 15.) is greater than the angle A B O . 

Therefore, if one side of a triangle, '&c. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION xvn. THEOREM. 

Any two angles of a triangle a/re together less than two right angles. 

Let ABC he any triangle. 
Then any two of its angles together shall be less than two right angles. 

Produce any side B C to D. 
Then because A O D is the exterior angle of the triangle A B C ; 
therefore the angle A CD is greater than the interior and opposite 

angle A B O ; (i. 16.) 
to each of these unequals add the angle A CB; 

therefore the angles A O D , A C B axe greater than the angles A B C , 
ACB; 
but the angles A O D , A C B are equal to two right angles; (i. 13.) 

therefore the angles A B 0, A CB axe less than two right angles. 
In Hke manner it may be demonstrated, 

that the angles B A 0, A CB are less than two right angles; 
as also the angles CAB, A B O . 

Therefore any two angles of a triangle, &c. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION XVIII. THEOREM. 

Uie greater side of every triangle is opposite to the greater angle. 

Let ABC he a triangle, of which the side AC ia greater than the 
side A B . 

Then the angle A B C shaU be greater than the angle A C B . 

Since the side A C ia greater than the side A B , (hyp.) 
•make A D equal to A B , (i. 3.) and join BD. 

Then, because A D is equal to A B , in the triangle A B D , 
therefore the angle A B D is equal to the angle A D B , (i. 5.) 
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but because the side CD of the triangle BDO ia produced to A, 
therefore the exterior angle A D B is greater than the interior and 
opposite angle 2)C-B; (i. 16.) 

but the angle A D B has been proved equal to the angle A B D , 
therefore the angle A B D is greater than the angle D O B ; 

wherefore much more is the angle A B 0 greater than the angle A CB. 
Therefore the greater side, &c. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION XIX. THEOREM. 

The greater angle of every triangle is subtended by the greater side, or 
has the greater side opposite to it. 

Let ABG he a triangle of which the angle ABCia greater than the 
angle B O A . 

Then the side A C shall be greater than the side A B . 

Por, if ̂  <7 be not greater than A B , 
A 0 must either be equal to, or less than A B ; 

a A C were equal to A B , 
tiien the angle ̂ ^ C would be equal to the angle A C B ; (i. 5.) 

but it is not equal; (hyp.) 
therefore"the side .̂  C is not equal to A B . 

Again, i£ A C were less than A B , 
then the angle A B C would' be less than the angle A C B ; (i. 18.) 

but it is not less, (hyp.) 
therefore the side A C ia not less than A B ; 

and A 0 has been shewn to be not equal to A B ; 
therefore A C is greater than A B . 

Wherefore the greater angle, &c. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION XX.-- THEOREM. 

Any two sides of a triangle are together greater than the third side. 

Let ABC he a triangle. 
Then any two sides of it together shafi be greater than the third side, 

viz. the sides B A , ̂ C greater than the side B O ; 
A B , B C greater than A C ; 

and BO, CA greater than A B . 

Produce the side B A to the point D, 
make A D equal to A C , (i. 3.) and join DC. 

C2 
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Then because ^i) is equal to .^C, i<^^^^;) ', .\ 
therefore the angle A O D is equal to the angle^i^6 > J^'^-^ 
but the angle B O D is greater than the angle -^'^•^^J^^^l'^ 
therefore eSso the angle B O D is greater than the angle AUJO-

And because in the tnangle D M L , 
the anele B C D ia greater th&n the an^ieJUJt,, , . . 

and that t h e ^ e X angle is Shtended by the ̂ e a er ŝ de_; (i. 19.) 
therefore the side D B is greater than the side B t , 

but D B is equal to B A and jIV, 
therefore the sides B A and A C are greater than 5C. 

In the same manner it may be demonstrated, 
that the sides A B , B C are greater than CA; 

also that BC, CA are greater than A B . , 
Therefore any two sides, &c. Q. e. d. 

PROPOSITION XXI. THEOREM. 
If from the ends of a side of a triangle, there be drawn two straight 
lines to a point within the triangle; these sUll be less tham the otJoer 
two sides of the triangle, but shall contain a greater angle. 

Let ̂ ^ C b e a triangle, and from the points B, 0, the ends of the 
side BO, let the two straight fines B D , C D he drawn to a point D 
within the triangle. 

Then B D and D C shall be less than B A and A C the other two 
sides of the triangle, 

but shall contain an angle B D O greater than the angle B A O . 
A 
/XE 

Produce B D to meet the side A C in E.^ 
Because two sides of a triangle are greater than the third side, (i. 20.) 
therefore the tsvo sides B A , A E of the triangle A B E are greater 
than B E ; 

to each of these unequals add E C ; 
therefore the sides B A , A 0 are greater than B E , EC. (ax. 4.) * 
Again, because the two sides CE, E D of the triangle C E D are* 
greater than D<7; (i. 20.) 

:, add D B to each of these unequals; 
therefore the sides CE, E B are greater than CD, D B . (ax. 4.) 
But it has been shewn that B A , A C are greater than B E , E C ; 

much more then are B A , A C greater than B D , D O . 
Again, because the exterior angle of a triangle is greater than the 

interior and opposite angle; (i. 16.) 
therefore the exterior angle B D O of the triangle O D E is greater 

than the interior and opposite angle C E D ; 
for the same reason, the exterior angle C E D of the triangle A B E 

is greater than the interior and opposite angle B A 0; 
and it has been demonstrated, 

that the angle B D 0 is greater than the angle C E B ; 
much more therefore is the angle B D O greater than the angle B A G . 

Therefore, if from the ends of the side, &c. q. e. d. 
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PROPOSITION XXII. PROBLEM. 

To make a triangle of which the sides shall be equal to three given 
straight lines, but any two whatever of these must be greater than the third. 

Let A, B, 0 be the three given straight fines, 
of which any two whatever are greater than the third, (i. 20.) 

namely, A and B greater than 0; 
A and 0 greater than B ; 

and B and 0 greater than A. 
It is required to make a triangle of which the sides shaU be equal 

to A, B, 0, each to each. 

A 
B 
c 

Take a straight fine D E terminated at the point D, but unlimited 
towards E, 
make _Z)î equal to A, F G equal to B, and ffiZ"equal to 0; (i. 3.) 

from the center F, at the distance FD, describe the circle D K L ; 
(post. 3.) 

from the center G, at the distance G S , describe the circle S L K ; 
from ^ where the circles cut each other draw K F , K G to the points 

then the triangle KEG shall have its sides equal to the three 
straight lines A, B, 0. • 

Because the point F is the center of the circle D K L , 
therefore F D is equal to E K ; (def. 15.) 
but F D is equal to the straight fine A ; 

therefore i^is equal to A. 
Again, because G is the center of the circle S K L ; 

therefore G S ia equal to GK, (def. 15.) 
but G S is equal to 0; 

therefore also GKia equal to 0; (ax. 1.) 
and F G is equal to B ; 

therefore the three straight fines K F , EG, GK, are respectively 
equal to the three. A, B, 0: 

and therefore the triangle JKFG has its three sides KF, FG, GK, 
equal to the three given straight lines A, B, 0. Q. b, e. 

PROPOSITION XXIIL PROBLEM. 

At a given point in a given straight line, to make a rectilineal angle 
equal to a given rectilineal angle. 

Let A B be the given straight fine, and A the given point in it, 
and D O E the given rectfiineal angle. 

It is required, at the given point A in the given straight fine A B , to 
mak» an angle that shall be equal to the given rectilineal angle D C E . 
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In CD, CE, take any points D, E, and join iJ.S'; 
on AB, make the triangle AFG, the sides of which shall be equal 

to the three straight fines CD, DE, EC, so that A F be equal to 
CD, A G to OE, and EG to DE. (i. 22.) 

Then the angle FAG^ahaH be equal to the angle DOE. 
Because FA, A G are equal to DC, CE, each to each, 

and the base FG is equal to the base D E ; 
therefore the angle F A G is equal to the angle DOE. (i. 8.) 

Wherefore, at the given point A in the given straight hne AB, the 
angle F A G is made equal to the given rectilineal angle DCE. q.e.e. 

'-; PROPOSITION XXIV. THEOREM. 
If two triangles have two sides of the one equal to two sides of the other, 

each to each, but the angle contained ly the two sides of one of them greater 
; than the amgle contained ly the two sides equal to them, of the other; the 
[ lase of that which has the greater angle, shall be greater than the base 
\_ of the other. 
Let AB 0, DEF be two triangles, which have the two sides AB, 
AC, equal to the two DE, DF, each to each, namely, A B equal to 
DE, and A C ta DP; but the angle B A O greater than the angle EDF. 

Then the base B G shall be greater than the base EF. 

Of the two sides DE, DF, let D E be not greater than DF, 
at the point D, in the line DE, and on the same side of it as DF, 

make the angle E D G equal to the angle BAO; (i. 23.) 
make D G equal to D F or AC, (i. 8.) and join EG, GF. 
Then, because D E is equal to AB, and D G to AC, 

the two sides DE, D G are equal to the two AB, AC, each to each, 
and the angle E D G is equal to the angle B A 0; 

therefore the base E G is equal to the base BC. (r. 4.) 
And because DGia equal to D F in the triangle DFG, 

therefore the angle DFG is equal to the angle DGF; (i. 5.) 
but the angle D G F is greater than the angle EGF; (ax. 9.) 
therefore the angle DFCf is also greater than the angle EGF; 

much more therefore is the angle EFG greater than the angle EGF. 
And because in the triangle EFG, the angle EFG is greater than 

the angle EGF, 
and that the greater angle is subtended by the greater side; (i. 19.) 

therefore the side E G is greater than the side EF; 
but E G was proved equal to .gC; 
therefore B C ia greater than EF. 

Wherefore, if two triangles, &c. q. e. jv 
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PROPOSITION XXV. THEOREM. 

If two triangles have two sides of the one equal to ttvo sides of the other, 
each to each, but the base of one greater than the base of the other; the 
angle contained by the sides of the one which has the greater base, shall le 
greater than the angle contained by the sides, equal to them, of the other. 

Let AEG, DEFhe two triangles wliich have the two sides AB, A O, 
equal to the two sides D E , DF, each to each, namely, A B equal to 
DE, and ̂  C to D F ; but the base B 0 greater than the base EF. 

Then the angle B A 0 shafi be greater than the angle EDF. 

Por, if the angle B A C he not greater than the angle EDF, 
it must either be equal to it, or less than it. 

If the angle B A 0 were equal to the angle EDF, 
then the base .BC would be equal to the base E F ; (i. 4.) 

but it is not equal, (hyp.) 
therefore the angle B A 0 is not equal to the angle EDF. 
Again, if the angle B A 0 were less than the angle EDF, 
then the base .fiC would be less than the base E F ; (i. 24.) 

but it is not less, (hyp.) 
therefore the angle B A C is not less than the angle E D F ; 

and it has been shewn, that the angle B A 0 is not equal to the angle EDF; 
therefore the angle B A 0 is greater than the angle EDF. 

Wherefore, if two triangles, &c. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION XXVL THEOREM. 

If two triangles home two angles of the one equal to two angles of the 
other, each to each, and one side equal to one side, viz. either the sides adjacent 
to the equal angles in each, or the sides opposite to them ; then shall the oilier 
sides be equal, each to each, and also the third angle of the one equal to the 
third angle of the other. 
Let ABC, DEF be two triangles which have the angles ABC, 
B C A , equal to the angles DEF, EFD, each to each, namely, A B C 
to DEF, and B CA to E F D ; also one side equal to one side. 

Pirst, let those sides be equal which are adjacent to the angles that 
are equal in the two triangles, namely, B O to EF. 

Then the other sides shall be equal, each to each, namely, A B to 
DE , and ̂  C to DF, and the third angle B A C to the third angle FDF. 
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Por, if AB be not equal to DE, 
one of them must be greater than the other. 
If possible, let; A B be greater than D E , 

make B G equal to ED, (i. S.) and join GO. 
Then in the two triangles GBO, DEF, 

because G B is equal to D E , and B C to EF, Q^T^-) -, . 
the two sides GB, BCare equal to the two D E , E F , e a ^ to each, 

and the angle G B O is equal to the angle DJiM ; 
therefore the base G C is equal to the base DI^JJ- ̂ •) 

and the txiangle G B C to thetj^angleDJiJf, 
, and the other angles to the other angles, each to each, to which 

the equal sides are opposite; , titttt 
therefore the angle G C B ia equal to the angle D F E ; 

but the angle A OB is, by the hypothesis, equal to the angle D E E ; 
wherefore also the angle G O B is equal to the angle A C B ; (ax. 1.) 

the less angle equal to the greater, which is impossible; 
therefore A B is not unequal to D E , 

tkat is, A B is equal to D E . 
Hence, in the triangles A B C , D E F ; 

because A B is equal to D E , and ̂ C to EF, (hyp.) 
and the angle ABCia equal to the angle D E F ; (hyp.) 
therefore the base .^C is equal to the base DF, (i. 4.) 
and the third angle B A O to the third angle EDF. 

Secondly, let the sides which are opposite to one of the equal angles 
in each triangle be equal to one another, namely, A B equal to DE. 

Then in this case likewise the other sides shall be equal, A C to DF, 
and B O to EF, and also the third angle B A G to the third angle EDF. 

E c 
Por if 5 C be not equal to EF, 

one of them must be greater than the other. 
If possible, let B C h e greater than E F ; 

make ̂ iZ" equal to EF, (i. 3.) and join A S . 
Then in the two triangles A B S , DEF, 

because ud.B is equal to D E , and B S to EF, 
and the angle A B S to the angle D E F ; (hyp.) 

therefore the base A S is equal to the base DE, (i. 4.) 
and the triangle A B S to the triangle DEF, 

and the other angles to the other angles, each to each, to which the 
equal sides are opposite ; 

therefore the angle B S A is equal to the angle E F D ; 
but the angle E F D is equal to the angle B O A ; (hyp.) 

therefore the angle B S A is equal to the angle BCA, (ax. 1.) 
that is, the exterior angle B S A of the triangle A S C , is 

equal to its interior and opposite angle B CA; 
which is impossible ; (i. 16.) 

wherefore B C is not unequal to EF, 
that is, BOia equal to EF. 

Hence, in tie triangles A B O , D E F ; 
because A B is equal to DF, and ̂ C to EF, (hyp.) 
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and the included angle AB 0 is equal to the included angle DEF; (hyp.) 
therefore the base AOis equal to the base DF, (i. 4.) 

and the third angle B A 0 to the third angle EDF. 
Wherefore, if two triangles, &c. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION XXVII. THEOREM. 
If a straight line falling on two other straight lines, make the alter

nate angles equal to each other; these two straight lines shall bepai-allel. 
Let the straight line EF, which falls upon the two straight lines A B , 

CD, make the alternate angles A E F , E F D equal to one another. 
Then A B shafi be parallel to CD. 

A e/ B 

Por, if A B be not paraUel to CD, 
then A B and C D being produced will meet, either towards A and C, 

or towards B and D. 
Let A B , CD, he produced and meet if possible, towards B and D, 

in the point G; then G E E is a triangle. 
And because a side G E of the triangle G E E is produced to A, 

therefore its exterior angle A E F is greater than the interior 
and opposite angle E F G ; (i. 16.) 
but the angle A E F is equal to the angle E F G ; (hyp.) 

therefore the angle A E F is greater than, and equal to, the angle E F G ; 
which is unpossible. 

Therefore A B , CD being produced, do not meet towards B, D. 
In like manner, it may be demonstrated, that they do not meet 

when produced towards A, O. 
But those straight fines in the same plane, which meet neither way, 

though produced ever so far, are parallel to one another; (def. 35.) 
therefore A B is parafiel to CD. 

Wherefore, if a straight line, &c. q.e.d. 
PROPOSITION XXVm. THEOREM. 

if a straight line falling upon two other straight lines, make the exterior 
angle equal to the interior and opposite upon the same side of the line; or 
make the interior angles upon the same side together equal to two right angles ; 
the tvjo straight lines shall be parallel to one another. 

Let the straight Hne E F , which falls upon the two straight fines A B , 
CD, make the exterior angle E G B equal to the interior and opposite 

angle G S D , upon the same side of the fine E F ; 
or make the Itwo interior angles B G S , G S D on the same side together 
equal to two right angles. 

Then A B shafi be paraUel to CD. 
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Because the angle EGB is equal to the angle GSD, (hypO 
and the angle E G B is equal to the angle A G S (i- j-̂ J . 

therefore the angle A G S i a equal to the angle GMJJ; (.as. .j 
and they are alternate angles, . 

Again, heo^traii::^Tir^Sle iogS equal to two 

thelfStenKngt'lk BGS axe equal to the angles BGS, 
GSD; (ax. 1.) 
take away from these equals, the common angle BGS; 

therefore the remaining angle AGSia equal to the remauung 
angle GSD; (ax. 3.). 

and they are alternate angles; 
therefore A B is paraUel to CD. (i. 27.) 

Wherefore, if a straight fine, &c. q.e.d. 
PROPOSITION XXIX. THEOREM. 
If a straight line fall upon two parallel straight fines, it makes the 

alternate angles equal to one another; and the exterior angle equal to the 
interior and opposite upon the same side; and likewise the two interior 
angles upon the same side together equal to two right angles. 

Let the straight fine .EZ^faU upon the paraUel straight fines A B , CD. 
Then the alternate angles A G S , G S D shall be equal to one another; 
the exterior angle E G B shaU be equal to the interior and opposite 

angle G S D upon the same side of the fine E F ; 
and the two interior angles B G S , G S D upon the same side of .EF, 

shafi be together equal to two right angles. 

E 
Pirst. Por, if the angle A G S he not equal to the alternate angle 

G S D , one of them must be greater than the other; 
if possible, let A G S he greater than G S D , 

then because the angle A G S i a greater than the angle G S D , 
add to each of these unequals the angle B G S ; 

therefore the angles A GS, B G S are greater tiiin the angles B G S , 
G S D ; (ax. 4.) 

but the angles A G S , B G S are equal to twd right angles; (i. 13.) 
therefore the angles B G S , G S D are less than two right angles; 
but those straight lines, which with another straight fine falfing 

upon them, make the two interior angles on the same side less than two 
right angles, wUl meet together if continuaUy produced; (ax. 12.) 

therefore the straight fines A B , CD, if produced far enough, wiU 
meet towards B, D; 

but they never meet, since they are parafiel by the hypothesis; 
therefore the angle A G S i a not imequal to the angle GSJ>, 
that IS, the angle A G S ia equal to the alternate angle G S D . 

Secondly, because the angle A G S is equal to the angle E G B ; (i. 15.) 
and the angle A G S is equal to the angle G S D , 
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therefore the exterior angle EGB is equal to the interior and opposite 
angle G S D on the same side of the fine. 

Thirdly. Because the angle E G B is equal to the angle GSD, 
add to each of them the angle B G S ; 

therefore the angles E G B , B G S axe equal to B G S , G S D ; (ax. 2.) 
but E G B , B G S axe equal to two right angles ; (i. 13.) 

therefore also the two interior angles B G S , G S D on the same side 
of the line are equal to two right angles, (ax. I.) 

Wherefore, if a straight fine, &c. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION XXX. THEOREM. 

Straight lines which are parallel to the same straight line are parallel to 
each other. 

Let the straight fines A B , CD, be each of them parallel to EF. 
Then shall A B be also parafiel to CD. 

'Let the straight fine GSKcat A B , EF, CD. 
Then because G S K cuts the paraUel straight fines A B , EF, in G, S ; 
therefore the angle A G S i a equal to the alternate angle GSF. (i. 29.) 
Again, because G^S^ cuts the paraUel straight fines EF, CD, in S, K ; 
therefore the exterior angle G S F is equal to the interior angle S K D ; 

and it was shewn that the angle A G S i a equal to the angle G S F ; 
therefore the angle A G S i a equal to the angle G K D ; 

and fiiese are alternate angles; 
therefore A B is parallel to CD. (i. 27.) 

Wherefore, straight fines which are parallel, &c. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION XXXI. PROBLEM. 

To draw a straight line through a given point pa/rallel to a given 
straight line. 

Let A be the given point, and B O the given straight line. 
It is required to draw, through the point A, a straight fine paraUel 

to the straight fine B C. 

In the line B 0 take any point D, and join A D , 
at the point A in the straight fine A D , make the angle D A E equal 

to the angle A D O , (i. 23.) on the opposite side oiAD; and produce 
the straight fine E A to F. 

• Then E F shaU be paraUel to ̂  C. 
Because the straight fine A D meets the two straight fines EF, BC, 

and makes the alternate angles E A D , A D O , equal to one another, 
therefore E F ia parafiel to BO. (i. 27.) ; 

Wherefore, through the given point A, has been drawn a straight 
fine E A F parafiel to the given straight fine BO. Q. e. e. 
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PROPOSITION xxxn. THEOREM. 

If a side of any 1/riangle be produced, the exterior angle is equal to 
two interior and opposite angles; and the three interior angles of 
triangle are together equal to two right angles. 

Let ABC he a triangle, and let one of its sides^ £ beproduced to D 
Then the exterior angle A O D shaU be equal to the two mterior and 

"•^^and Ve^fhxee interior angles ABC, BCA, CAB shaU be equal to 
two right angles. 

Through the point 0 draw CLE'parallel to the side B A . (i. 81.) 
Then because C E is paraUel to B A , and A 0 meets them, 

therefore the angle A C E is equal to the alternate angle B A 0. (i. 29.) 
Again, because O E is parallel to A B , and B D faUs upon them, 
therefore the exterior angle E O D is equal to the interior and op

posite angle A B C ; (i. 29.) 
but the angle ACE-waa shewn to be equal to the angle B A G ; 
therefore the whole exterior angle A C D is equal to the two interior 

and opposite angles C A B , A B C . (ax. 2.) 
Again, because the angle A C D is equal to the two angles A B 0, B A G, 

to each of these equals add the angle A OB, 
therefore the angles A C D and A C B are equal to the three angles 

AB O, BA 0, and A OB; (ax. 2.) 
but the angles A CD, A C B are equal to two right angles, (i. 13.) 

therefore also the angles A B 0, B A O, A O B axe equal to two right 
angles, (ax. I.) 

Wherefore, if a side of any triangle be produced, &c. q.e.d. 
Cob. 1. AU the interior angles of any reetUineal figure together 
vrith four right angles, are equal to twice as many right angles as the 
figure has sides. 

Por any rectfiineal figure A B O D E can be divided into as many tri
angles as the figure has sides, by drawing straight fines fr-om a point F 
within the figure to each of its angles. 

Then, because the three interior angles of a triangle are equal to 
two right angles, and there are as many triangles as the figure has sides, 

therefore aU the angles of these triangles are equal to twice as many 
right angles as the figure has, sides; 

but the same angles of these triangles are equal to the interior angles 
of the figure together with the angles at the point F: 
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and the angles at the point F, which is the common vertex of aU the 
triangles, are equal to four right angles ; (i. 15. Cor. 2.) 

therefore the same angles of these triangles are equal to the angles 
of the figure together with four right angles; 

but it has been proved that the angles of the triangles axe equal to 
twice as many right angles as the figure has sides; 

therefore all the angles of the fig^e together with four right angles, 
axe equal to twice as many right angles as the figure has sides. 

Cob. 2. All the exterior angles of any rectfiineal figure, made by 
producing the sides successively in the same dfi'ection, are together 
equal to four right angles. 

Since every interior angle A B O , with its adjacent exterior angle 
A B D , is equal to two right angles, (i. 13.) 

therefore all the interior angles, together with all the exterior angles, 
are equal to twice as many right angles as the figure has sides; 

but it has been proved by the foregoing corollary, that aU the inte
rior angles together with four right angles are equal to twice as many 
right angles as the figure has sides; 

therefore aU the interior angles together with all the exterior angles, 
axe equal to all the interior angles and four right angles, (ax. 1.) 

take from these equals all the interior angles, 
therefore afi the exterior angles of the figure are equal to four right 

angles, (ax. 3.) 

PROPOSITION XXXIII. T H E O R E M . 

The straight lines which join the extremities of two equal and pa/rallel 
straight lines towa/rds tlie same pa/rts, are also themselves equal and 

Let A B , C D be equal and paraUel straight fines, and joined towards 
the same parts by the straight fines A 0, B D . 

Then A 0, B D shafi be equal and parafiel. 

Join.BC. 
Then because A B is parallel to CD, and B 0 meets them, 

therefore the angle A B 0 is equal to the alternate angle B C D ; (i. 29.) 
and because A B is equal to CD, and B 0 common to the two tri

angles -ABC, D O B ; the two sides A B , B C , are equal to the two D O , 
CB, each to each, and the angle A B C was proved to be equal to the 
Emgle.BCZ>: 

therefore the base A d a equal to the base B D , (i. 4.) 

http://Join.BC
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and the triangle ABO to the triangle BCD, 
and the other angles to the other angles, each to each, to whicn m e 

equal sides axe opposite; rivn 
therefore the angle A CB is equal to the angle 6.̂ .̂ -̂

And because the straight fine ̂ C meets the two straight Hnes^C, 
BD, and makes the alternate angles A C B , C B D equal to one another; 

therefore ̂  C is paraUel to B D ; (1-27.) 
and A 0 was shewn to be equal to BD. 
Therefore, straight fines which, &o. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION XXXIV. THEOREM. 

The opposite sides and angles of a pa/rallelogram a/re equal to one 
another, and the diameter biseots it, that is, divides it into two equal 

Let A C D B he a parallelogram, of which .BC is a diameter. 
Then the opposite sides and angles of the figure shall be equal to 

one another; and the diameter B 0 shafi bisect it. 

Because A B is paraUel to CD, and .BC meets them, 
therefore the angle A B C ia equal to the alternate angle BCD. (i. 29.) 

And because A C ia paraUel to B D , and B C meets them, 
therefore the angle A CB is equal to the alternate angle CBD. (i. 29.) 

Hence in the two triangles A B C, CBD, 
because the two angles A B C , B O A in the one, are equal to the two 

angles B O D , C B D in the other, each to each; 
and one side BC, which is adjacent to their equal angles, common to 

the two triangles; 
therefore their other sides axe equal, each to each, and the third angle 

of the one to the third angle of the other, (i. 26.) 
namely, the side A B to the side CD, and JiC to BD, and the angle 

5 ^ C to the angle .Bi)C. 
And because the angle A B O is equal to the angle B C D , 

and the angle C B D to the angle A C B , 
therefore the whole angle A B D is equal to the whole angle A C D ; 

(ax. 2.) 
and the angle B A C h a s been shewn to be equal to B D C ' 

therefore the opposite sides and angles of a paraUelogram axe equal to 
one another. 

Also the diameter .BC biseots it. 
Por since A B is equal to CD, and B O common, 

the two sides A B , BO, are equal to the two DO, OB, each to each 
and the angle ̂ .BC has been proved to be equal to the angle B O D ; 
therefore the triangle A B G is equal to the triangle B CD; (i. 4.) and 

the diameter .BC divides the parallelogram A C D B into two equal parts. 
Q.E.D. 
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. ,. " ^ ' PROPOSITION XXXV. THEOREM. 

Parallelograms upon the same base, and between the same parallels, are 
equal to one another. 

Let the paiaUelograms ABOD, EBOF be upon the same base BC, 
and between the same pai'aUels AF, B 0. 

Then the parafielogram A B CD shall be equal to the parallelogram 
EBOF. 

A D E F A E D F 

If the sides A D , Di?'of the paraHelograms A B O D , DBCF, opposite 
to the base BO, be terminated in the same point D; 
then it is plain that each of the parallelograms is double of the triangle 

B D O ; (i. 34.) 
and therefore the parallelogram A B CD is equal to the paraUelogram 

DBCF. (ax. 6.) 
But if the sides A D , EF, opposite to the base B C, be not termi

nated in the same point; 
Then, because A B O D is a paxaUelogram, 
therefore A D is equal to .BC; (i. 34.) 

and for a similar reason, E F ia equal to B O ; 
wherefore A D is equal to E F ; (ax. 1.) 

and D E is common: 
therefore the whole, or the remainder A E , is equal to the whole, or 

the remainder D F ; (ax. 2 or 3.) 
and A B is equal to D C ; (i. 34.) 

hence in the triangles E A B , F D G, 
because F D is equal to EA, and D O to A B , 

and the exterior angle E D O ia equal to the interior and opposite angle 
E A B ; (i. 29.) 

therefore the base F C is equal to the base EB, (i. 4.) 
and the triangle F D 0 is equal to the triangle E A B . 
Prom the trapezium ̂ ^Ci^tate the triangle EDO, 
and from the same trapezium take the triangle F A B , 

and the remainders are equal, (ax. 3.) 
therefore the parafielogram A B CD is equal to the paraUelogram E B CF. 

Therefore, paraUelograms upon the same, &c. q.e.d. 
--^ > PROPOSITION XXXVI. THEOREM. 
Parallelograms upon equal bases and between the same pa/rallels, are 
equal to one another. 

Let A B O D , E F G S h e paraUelograms upon equal bases BO, EG, 
and between the same parallels A S , BG. 

Then the paraUelogram A B O D shaU be equal to the paraUelogram 
EFGS. 
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Join BE, OS. ^ , 04 \ 
Then because B C is equal to FG, (hyp.) and FGfa M U , \J- -J 

therefore .BC is equal to E S ; (ax. 1.) , 
and these fines axe parafiels, and joined towards the same parts oy tne 

b:rSgh"r^fsi.Mi^-om the extremities of equal -dpaxgel 
straightfines towards the same parts, are themselves equal and paraUel, 

^'" ^^'^ therefore BE, CSare both equal and parcel; 
wherefore EBCff is a Pa^aUdogram. (del. A.) 

•And because the paraUelograms A B O D , E B O S , are u^on the 
same base BO, and between the same parallels BO, A S ; 

therefore the parallelogram A B O D is equal to the parallelogram. 
EBGS {1.^^.) „„„n„i„^„rr, v.-warr \a o^„<.i +^ .n.„ 

:am 

Por the same reason, the paraUelogram E F G S is equal to the 

paraUelogram .SBCff; .-r,„-r. • ij.ii, n 1 
therefore the paxaUelogram A B O D is equal to the paraUelogri 

EFGS. (ax. 1.) 
Therefore, paraUelograms upon equal, &c. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION XXXVII. THEOREM. 

Triangles upon the same base and between the same pa/rallels, a/re equal to 
one another. 

Let the triangles ABC, DBOhe upon the same base BC, 
and between the same paraUels A D , B 0. 

Then the triangle ̂ 5 C shall be equal to the triangle DBG. 
EAD F 

Produce A D both ways to the points E, F; 
through B draw .B-E parallel to CA, (i. 31.) 

and through C draw C F parallel to BD. 
Then each of the figures E B C A , D B C F is a paraUelogram; 

and E B C A is equal to D B C F , (i. 35.) because they axe upon the 
same base BC, and between the same paxaUels BC, EF. 

And because the diameter A B bisects the paxaUelogram EBCA, 
therefore the triangle ABCia half of the paraUelogram E B C A ; (i. 34.) 

also because the diameter D G bisects the parallelogram i)BCF, 
therefore the triangle D B C ia half of the paxaUelogram DBCF, 

but the halves of equal things are equal; (ax. 7.) 
therefore the triangle A B C ia equal to the triangle DBC. 

Wherefore, triangles, &o. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION XXXVin. THEOREM. 

Triangles upon equal bases and between the same parallels, are ejml 
to one mother. 

http://ij.ii
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Let the triangles ABC, DEF be upon equal bases BC, EF, and 
between the same paraUels BE, A D . 

Then the triangle A B C ahaR be equal to the triangle DEF. 

Produce A D both ways to the points G, S ; 
through B draw B G paraUel to CA, (i. 31.) 
and through F draw i^^ parafiel to ED. 

Then each of the figures GBCA, D E F S i a a parafielogram.; 
and they are equal to one another, (i. 36.) 
because they are upon equal bases BC, EF, 
and between the same paxaUels BF, G S . 

And because the diameter A B bisects the parafielogram GBCA, 
therefore the triangle A B C is the half of the paxaUelogram G B O A ; 
(I. 34.) 

also, because the diameter i)i^ bisects the paxaUelogram D E F S , 
therefore the triangle D E F is the half of the paraUelogram D E F S ; 

but the halves of equal things axe equal; (ax. 7.) 
therefore the triangle A B 0 is equal to the triangle DEF. 

Wherefore, triangles upon equal bases, &c. Q.B.D. 

PROPOSITION XXXIX. THEOREM. 

Equal triangles upon the same base and upon the same side of it, are 
between the same pa/rallels. 

Let the equal triangles ABG, DBG be upon the same base BC, 
and upon the same side of it. 

Then the triangles A B C , D B C shafi be between the same paraUels. 

Join A D ; then A D shaU be paraUel to BC. 
Por if A D be not parallel to B 0, 

if possible, through the point A, draw ̂ ^ paraUel to BC, (i. 31.) 
meeting BD, or B D produced, in E, and join EC. 

Then the triangle A B G is equal to the triangle EBO, (i. 37.) 
because they are upon the same base B C, 
and between the same paxaUels BC, A E : 

but the triangle ABCia equal to the triangle D B C ; (hyp.) 
therefore the triangle D B C ia equal to the triangle FBO, 
the greater triangle equal to the less, which is impossible: 

therefore A E is not paxaUel to B O. 
In the same manner it can be demonstrated, 

that no other Hne drawn from A but A D is parallel to B G ; 
A D is therefore paxaUel to B 0. 

Wherefore, equal triangles upon, &c. q.e.d. 
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PROPOSITION XL. THEOREM. 

Equal triangles upon equal bases in the same straigU line, and towards 
the same parts, are between the same paarallels. 

Let the equal triangles^5C, i>^i^ he upon eqii^ bases BC, EF, 
in the same straight fi^e BF, and towards the same parts. 

Then they shaU be between the same paraUela. 

Join A D ; then A D shall be parallel to BF. 
Por if A D be not paraUel to BF, 

if possible, through A draw A G paraUel to BF, (i. 31.) 
meeting ED, or E D produced in G, and join GF. 

Then the triangle ABCia equal to the triangle GEE, (i. 38.) 
because they are upon equal bases BO, EF, 
and between the same paraUels BF, A G; 

but the triangle A B O is equal to the triangle J^EZ^; (hyp.) 
therefore the triangle D E F is equal to the triangle GEF, (ax. 1.) 

the greater triangle equal to the less, which is impossible: 
therefore A G ia not parallel to BF. 

And in the same manner it can be demonstrated, 
that there is no other Hne drawn from A parafiel to it but A D ; 

A D is therefore parallel to BF. 
Wherefore, equal triangles upon, &e. q. e. d. 

4 ' PROPOSITION XLI. THEOREM. 

If a parallelogram and a triangle le upon the same base, and between 
the same parallels ; the parallelogram shall (be double of the triangle. 

Let the paraUelogram ABOD, and the triangle EBO he upon tlie 
same base B 0, and between the same paraUels B 0, A E . 

Then the paraUelogram A B C D shall be double of the triangle ESQ. 

Join A C. 
Then the triangle A B O is equal to the triangle E B C , (i. 37.) 
because they are upon the same base B 0, and between the same 

parallels B O , A E . 
But the paraUelogram A B C D is double of the triangle A B C , 

because the diameter A 0 bisects it; (i. 34.) 
wherefore A B O D is also double of the triangle E B C . 

Therefore, if a parallelogram and a triangle, &o. q.e.d. 
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PROPOSITION XLII. PROBLEM. 

To describe a pa/rallelogram that shall be equal to a given triangle, and 
have one of its angles equal to a given rectilineal angle. 

Let ABO be the given triangle, and D the given rectilineal angle. 
It is required to describe a parallelogram that shaU be equal to the 

given triangle AJBG, and have one of its angles equal to D. 

L 

B E 
Bisect B O i n E , (i. 10.) and join A E ; 
at the point E in the straight Hne EC, 

make the angle O F F equal to the angle D; (i. 23.) 
through C draw O G parallel to EF, and thiough A draw A F G 

parallel to BO, (i. 31.) meeting EFin F, and O G in G. 
Then the figure O E F G is a paraUelogram. (def. A.) 

And because the triangles A B E , A E O are on the equal bases BF, 
EC, and between the same parallels BC, A G ; 

they axe therefore equal to onp another; (i. 38.) 
and the triangle ABCia double of the triangle A E O ; 

but the parallelogram F E O G is double of the triangle A E O , (i. 41.) 
because they axe upon the same base EC, and between the same 

parallels EC, A G ; 
therefore the paraUelogram F F O G is equal to the triangle A B 0, (ax. 6.) 
and it has one of its angles O F F eqttal to the given angle D. 

Wherefore, a parallelogram F E O G has been described equal to the 
given triangle A S 0, and having one of its angles C E F equal to the 
given angle D. Q. e. e. 

PROPOSITION XLIII. THEOREM. 

The complements of the parallelograms, which are about the diameter 
of any parallelogram, a/re equal to one another. 

Let ABCD be a paxaUelogram, of which the diameter is ^C: and 
E S , (?î  the parallelograms about ̂ C , that is, through which A C passes: 

also BJK, K D the other paraUelograms which make up the whole 
• figure A B O D , which are therefore cafied the complements. 

Then the complement B K shaU be equal to the complement K D . 

Because A B O D is a parafielogram, and A C its diameter, 
therefore the triangle A B O is equal to the triangle A D O . (i. 34.) 

Again, because E K S A i s a paraUelogram, and ̂ JT its diameter, 
d2 
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therefore the triangle AEK is equal to the triangle -^"^Lip^wn 
and for the same reason, the triangle K G C i a equal to the toang -

Wherefore the two triangles^-EiT, K G C are equal to tne two 
triangles ̂ iZZ", KFO, (ax. 2.) . •, jT)ri. 
but t L whole tiiangle'^^C i equal to the J^ole triangle A D ^ rh;;;?r Z r r ^ ; g T o m p l e = iiTis equal to the remaining 

complement K D . (ax. 3.) „ ,, -n 
Wherefore the complements, &o. Q.b.d. 

PROPOSITION XLIV. PROBLEM. 

Io a given straight line to apply a parallelogram, which shall be equal 
to a given triangle, and home one of its angles equal to a gwen rectilineal 
angle. 

Let A B he the given straight line, and C the given triangle, and B 
the given rectilineal angle. .-,,•,• j t, 

It is required to apply to the straight line A B , a parafielogram 
equal to the triangle C, and having an angle equal to the angle D. 

F E K 

^ J ° K -

Make the paraUelogram B E F G equal to the triangle C, 
and having the angle E B G equal to the angle D, (i. 42.) 

so that B E he in the same straight line with A B ; 
produce F G to S, 

through A draw ̂ JTparaUel to B G or EF, (i. 31.) and join SB. 
Then because the straight Hne S F faUs upon the paxaUels A S , EF, 

therefore the angles A S F , S E E are together equal to two right 
angles ; (l. 29.) 

wherefore the angles B S E , S E E are less than two right angles : 
but straight lines which with another straight line, make the two 

interior angles upon the same side less than two right angles, do meet 
if produced far enough: (ax. 12.) 

therefore S B , F F shaU meet if produced; 
let them be produced and meet in K, 

through K draw K L paraUel to E A or FS, 
and produce S A , G B to meet K L in the points L, If. 

Then S L K F is a paraUelogram, of which the diameter is S K ; 
and A G, M E are the paraUelograms about S K ; 

also LB, B F are the complements; 
therefore the complement L B is equal to the complement BF; (i. 43.) 

but the complement B F ia equal to the .triangle C; (constr.) 
wherefore L B is equal to the triangle C. 

And because the angle G B E is equal to the angle A B M , (i. 15.) 
and, fikewise to the angle D; (constr.) 

therefore the angle A B M ia equal to the angle D. (ax. 1.) 
Therefore to the given straight line A B , the paraUelogTam L B has 

been applied, equal to the triangle C, and having tlie angle A S M 
equal to the given angle i). q.e.e. 
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PROPOSITION XLV. PROBLEM. 

To describe a parallelogram equal to a given rectilineal figure, and 
having an angle equal to a given rectilineal angle. 

Let ABCD be the given rectfiineal figure, and E the given recti
lineal angle. 

It is required to describe a parafielogram that shall be equal to the 
figure A B CD, and having an angle equal to the given angle E. 

K H M 
Join D B . 

Describe the paxaUelogram F S equal to the triangle A D B , and 
having the angle F K D equal to the angle E ; (i. 42.) 

to the straight fine G S , apply the paraUelogram G M equal to the 
triangle D B C , having the angle G S M equal to the angle E. 

(1. 44.) 
Then the figure F K M L shaU be the paraUelogram required. 

' Because each of the angles F K S , G S M , is equal to the angle F, 
therefore the angle F K S ia equal to the angle G S M ; 

add to each of these equals the angle K S G ; 
therefore the angles F K S , K S G are equal to the angles K S G , G S M ; 

but F K S , K S G are equal to two right angles ; (i. 29.) 
therefore also K S G , G S M are equal to two right angles; 
and because at the point S, in the straight fine G S , the two 

straight fines K S , S M , upon the opposite sides of it, make the ad
jacent angles K S G , G S M equal to two right angles, 

therefore S K i a in the same straight fine with S M . (i. 14.) 
And because the Hne S G meets the paraUels K M , FG, 

therefore the angle M S G is equal to the alternate angle S G F ; (i. 29.) 
add to each of these equals the angle S G L ; 

therefore the angles M S G , S G L are equal to the angles S G F , S G L ; 
but the angles M S G , S G L are equal to two right angles; (i. 29.) 

therefore also the angles S G F , S G L are equal to two right angles, 
and therefore F G is in the same straight fine with GL. (i. 14.) 

And because K F is paraUel to S G , and S G to M L , 
therefore Xi?"is.paraUel to J/Z; (i. 30.) 
and F L has been proved paraUel to K M , 

wherefore the figure F K M L is a paraUelogram; 
and sin'ce the paxaUelogram S F is equal to the triangle A B D , 

and the parafielogram G M to the triangle B D C ; 
therefore the whole paraUelogram K F L M is equal to the whole 

rectilineal figure A B CD. 
Therefore the paraUelogram K F L M has, been described equal to 

the given reetUineal figure A B O D , having the angle F K M equal to 
the given angle E. q. b. e. 

Cob. Prom this it is manifest how, to a given straight line, to apply 
a parallelogram, which shaU have an angle equal to a given rectilineaJ. 
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angle, and shaU be equal to a givenrectifinealfigure; viz. by appl^g 
to the given sfa:aight Hne a paraUelogram equal to the first la g 
A B D , (l. 44.) and having an angle equal to the given angie. 

PROPOSITION XLVI. PROBLEM. 

To describe a square upon a given straight i 

Let AB he the given straight fine. 

c 

It is required to describe a square upon A B . 
Prom the point A draw A C at right angles to A B ; (i. 11.) 

make A D equal to A B ; (i. 3.) 
through the point D draw i).£'parallel to A B ; (i. 31.) 

and through B, draw B E parafiel to A D , meeting D E in E ; 
therefore A B E D is a paraUelogram; 

whence A B is equal to D E , and A D to B E ; (i. 34.) 
but A D is equal to A B , 

therefore the four lines A B , B E , ED, D A are equal to one another, 
and the paraUelogram A B E D is equUateral. 
It has likewise aU its angles right angles; 
since A D meets the paraUels A B , D E , 

therefore the angles B A D , A D E are equal to two right angles; (i. 29.) 
but B A D is a right angle; (constr.) 
therefore also A D E is a right angle. 

But the opposite angles of paraUelograms are equal; (i. 34.) 
therefore each of the opposite angles A B E , B E D is a right angle; 

wherefore the figure A B E D is rectangular, 
and it has been proved to be equilateral; 

therefore the figure A B E D is a square, (def. 30.) 
and it is described upon the given straight fine A B . q.e.f. 

OoE. Hence, every parafielogram that has one of its angles a right 
angle, has aU its angles right angles. 

PROPOSITION XLVIL THEOREM. 

In any right-angled triangle, the square which is described upon the side 
subtending the right angle, is equal to the squares described upon the sides 
which contain the right angle. 

Let ABG be a right-angled triangle, having the right angle BAG. 
Then the square described upon the side BC, shafi be equal to the 

squares described upon B A , A 0. 
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Upon B O describe the square B D E O , (i. 46.) 
and upon B A , u4 C the squares GB, S C ; 

through A draw A L parafiel to B D or C E ; (i. 31.) 
and join A D , FC. 

Then because the angle B A C is a right angle, (hyp.) 
and that the angle B A G is a right angle, (def. 30.) 

the two straight lines A G , A G upon the opposite sides of A B , make 
with it at the point A, the adjacent angles equal to two right angles; 

therefore C A is in the same straight fine with A G . (x. 14.) 
Por the same reason, B A and A S axe in the same straight fine. 

And because the angle DBCia equal to the angle F B A , 
each of them being a right angle, 

add to each of these equals the angle A B C, 
therefore the whole angle A B D is equal to the whole angle F B 0. (ax. 2.) 

And because the two sides A B , B D axe equal to the two sides FB, 
BC, each to each, and the included angle A B D is equal to the included 
angle F B C , 

therefore the base A D is equal to the base FC, (i. 4.) 
and the triangle A B D to the triangle FBO. 

N o w the paxaUelogram B L is double of the triangle A B D , (i. 41.) 
because they are upon the same base BD, and between the same 

parallels BD, A L ; 
also the square G B is double of the triangle F B 0, 

because these also axe upon the same base FB, and between the 
same paxaUels FB, GC. 
But the doubles of equals are equal to one another; (ax. 6.) 
therefore the parallelogram B L is equal to the square GB. 

Similarly, by joining A E , B K , it can be pioved, 
that the parafielogram CL is equal to the square S C . 

Therefore the whole square B D E O is equal to the two squares GB, 
S C ; (ax. 2.) 

and the square BDEGia described upon the straight fine BC, 
and the squares GB, S C , upon A B , A C: 

tiherefore the square upon the side BC, ia equal to the squares upon 
the sides A B , A C. 

Therefore, in any right-angled triangle, &c. q.e.d. 
PROPOSITION XLVm. THEOREM, 
.^ the square deseriled upon one of the sides of a triangle, be equal to 
the squares described upon the other two sides of it; the angle contained by 
these two sides is a right angle. 
Let the square described upon BC, one of the sides of the triangle 
A B G , be equal to the squares upon the other two sides, A B , A C . 
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Then the angle ^.^CshaU be a right angle. 

Prom the point A draw A D at right angles to AC, (i. 11.) 
make A D equal to A B , and join DO. 
Then, because A D is equal to A B , 

the square on A D is equal to the square on A B ; 
to each of these equals add the square on A C ; 

therefore the squares on A D , A 0 are equal to the squares on A B A 0' 
but the squares on A D , A 0 are equal to the square on DO, (i. 47.') ' 

because the angle D A C is a right angle; 
and the square on B 0, by hypothesis, is equal to the squares on B A A C' 

therefore the square on D C is equal to the square on BC- ' 
and therefore the side _0C is equal to the side BC. 
And because the side A D is equal to the side A B 

and A C is common to the two triangles D A 0, B A O • 
the two sides DA, AC, are equal to the two BA, AC, each to each-

and the base D O has been proved to be equal to the base BC- ' 
therefore the angle.D^Cis equal to the angle B A G - (i. Si' 

but D A C is a right angle; > \- •) 
therefore also B A C is a right angle. 

Therefore, if the square described upon, &e. q. e. d. 



NOTES TO BOOK I. 

ON THE DEFINITIONS. 
G e o m e t B T is one of the most perfect of the dednctive Sciences, and seems to 

rest on the simplest inductions from experience and observation. 
The first principles of Geometry are therefore in this view consistent hypotheses 

founded on facts cognizable by the senses, and it is a subject of primary importance 
to draw a distinction between the conception of things and the things themselves. 
These hypotheses do not involve any property contrary to the real nature of the 
things, and consequently cannot be regarded as arbitrary, but in certain respects, 
agree with the conceptions which the things themselves suggest to the mind 
through the medium of the senses. The essential definitions of Geometry there
fore being inductions from observation and experience, rest ultimately on the 
evidence of the senses. 

It is by experience we become acquainted •with the existence of individual 
forms of magnitudes ; but by the mental process of abstraction, which begins 
with a particular instance, and proceeds to the general idea of all objects of the 
same kind, w e attain to the general conception of those forms which come under 
the same general idea. 

The essential definitions of Geometry express generalized conceptions of real 
existences in their most perfect ideal forms: the laws and appearances of 
nature, and the operations of the human intellect being supposed uniform and 
consistent. 

It has been maintained by some writers both of ancient and m o d e m times, that 
Geometry is a perfectly abstract Science, a body of truths completely independent 
of all human observation and experience. The truths of Geometry may, possibly, 
be a portion of absolute and universal truths, such as change not in all time, 
and which maintain the same constant universality under every conceivable 
state of existence. StUl it must be admitted that however abstract and indepen
dent of experience such truths may be in themselves, it was not as such that 
they were originally discovered, or in that form that they are apprehended by 
the human mind. 

The natural process of the human mind in the acquirement of knowledge 
and in the discovery of truth, is, to proceed from the particular to the general, 
from the sensible to the abstract. It is perhaps not too much to affirm, that the 
human mind would never have speculated on the abstract properties of circles 
and triangles unless some visible forms of such figures had first been exhibited 
to the senses. It does seem more probable and analogous to the rise and progress 
of other branches of human knowledge, that the fundamental truths of Geometry 
should have been first discovered from suggestions made to the senses; and this 
opinion, too, is not repugnant to the earliest historical notices existing on the 
subject. The human mind is so constituted that exact knowledge in any Science 
can only be acquired progressively. Every successive step in advance must be 
taken as a sequel to, and dependent upon, the previous acquirements; and some 
intelligible facts and first principles must form the basis of all human Science. 

N o w the only possible way of explaining terms denoting simple perceptions 
is to excite those simple perceptions. The impossibility of defining » word 
expressive of a simple perception is well known to every one who has paid 
any attention to his own intellectual progress. The only way of rendering a 
simple term intelligible is to exhibit the object of which it is the sign, or some 
sensible representation of it. A straight line therefore must be drawn, and by 
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drawing a curved line and a crooked line, the distinction will be perfectly 
understood. Again, the definition of a complex term consists merely in the 
enumeration of the shnple ideas for which it stands, and it wiU be found that 
aU definitions must have some term or terms equaUy requiring definition or 
explanation with the one defined. 

But in cases where the subject falls under the class of simple ideas, the terms 
of the definitions so called, are no more than merely equivalent expressions. The 
simple idea described by a proper term or terms, does not in fact admit of definition 
properly so called. The definitions in Euclid's Elements m a y be divided into 
two classes, those which merely explain the meaning of the terms employed, and 
those, which, besides explaining the meaning of the terms, suppose the existence 
of the things described in the definitions. 

Definitions in Geometry are intended to designate the things named, and not 
to explain the nature and properties of the figures defined: it is snfl3.cient that 
they give marks whereby the thing defined m a y be distinguished from every 
other of the same kind. It will at once be obvious, that the definitions of 
Geometry, one of the pure sciences, being abstractions of space, are not like the 
definitions in any one of the physical sciences. The discovery of any new 
physical facts may render necessary some alteration or modification in the 
definitions of the latter. 

The definitions of Euclid appeal directly to the senses ; and the fundamental 
theorem (Euc. i. 4) which forms the basis of all the succeeding propositions, 
is demonstrated by one of the simplest appeals to experience. At every step 
there is a reference made to something exhibited to the senses, the coincidence of 
the lines, the angles, and lastly, the surfaces of the two triangles ; and by shewing 
a perfect coincidence, their equality is inferred. The instance exhibited, and the 
proof applied to it, is equaUy valid for any triangles whatever which have the 
same specified conditions given in the hypothesis. The same reasoning may be 
applied to any similar case which can be conceived, and thus from a single 
instance demonstrated by appeal to the senses, w e are led to admit the statement 
contained in the general enunciation. These considerations appear to support 
the opinion, that the truths of Geometry, as a portion of human Science, rest 
ultimately on the evidence of the senses. 

It may also be suggested, whether it be not a point of considerable importance to 
be able to discriminate, where human Science begins, and how certainty is acquired. 

Def. I. Simson has adopted Theon's definition of a point. Euclid's definition 
is crji/xelov ia-Tiv oS ftipô  ovSiv, " A point is that, of which there is no part," 
or which cannot be parted or divided, as the line, the angle, the surface, and 
the solid. The word point in Geometry is not employed in the sense in which 
the Earth is called a point in respect of the Universe. The Greek term 
mi/isiov, literally means, a visible sipi or mark on a surface, in other words, a 
physical point. The English term point, means the sharp end of any thing, or 
a mark made by it. The word point comes from the Jjatinpuncium, through the 
French word point. Neither of these terms, in its literal sense, appears to give 
a very exact notion of what is to be understood by a point in Geometry. Euclid's 
definition of a point merely expresses a negative property, which excludes the 
proper and literal meaning of the Greek term, as applied to denote a physical point, 
or a mark which is visible to the senses. 

Pythagoras defined a point to be fiovds Siaiv txov(ra," a monad having position,' 
B y uniting the positive idea of position, with the negative idea of defect of magni
tude, the conception of a point in Geometry may be rendered intelligible, so 
that a point has position only, but no magnitude. 
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Def. II. Every visible line has both length and breadth, and it is impossible to 
draw any line whatever which shall have no breadth. The definition requires the 
conception of the length only of the line to be considered, abstracted from, and 
independently of, all idea of its breadth. 

Def. III. This definition renders more intelligible the exact meaning of the 
definition of a point: and w e m a y add, that, in the Elements, Euclid supposes 
that the intersection of two lines is a point, and that two straight lines can intersect 
each other in one point only. 

Def. IV. The straight line or right line is a term so clear and intelligible as to 
be incapable of becoming more so by formal definition. Euclid's definition is 
"Evdaia ypafifrri icTiv, TjTts e^ laov Tote £0' lauTJjs ar̂ fizioii KstTal, wherein he 
states it to lie evenly, or equally, or upon an equality («^ Xcrov) between its ex
tremities, and which Proclus explains as being stretched between its extremities, 
tJ ett' aKputv TETapivt]. 

If the line be conceived to be drawn on a plane surface, the words £'£ Itrov may 
mean, that no part of the line which is called a straight line deviates either from 
one side or the other of the direction which is fixed by the extremities of the line; 
and thus it may be distinguished from a curved line, which does not lie, in this 
sense, evenly between its extreme points. If the Hne be conceived to be drawn in 
space, the words tf '<7ov must be understood to apply to every dfrection on every 
side of the line between its extremities. 

Every straight line situated in a plane, is considered to have two sides ; and 
when the dfrection of a line is known, the line is said to be given in position ; also 
when the length is known or can be found, it is said to be given in magnitude. 

From the definition of a straight line, it follows, that two points fix a straight 
line in position, which is the foundation of the first and second postulates. Hence 
straight lines which aie proved to coincide in two or more points, are called, " one 
and the same straight line," Prop. 14, Book i, or which is the same thing, viz. 
"two straight lines cannot have a common segment." 

The following definition of straight lines has also been proposed. " Straight 
lines are those which, if they coincide in any two pohits, coincide as far as 
they are produced." But this is rather a criterion of straight lines, and analo
gous to the eleventh axiom, which states that, " all right angles are equal to 
one another," and suggests that all straight lines may be made to coincide wholly, 
if the lines be equal; or partially, if the lines be of unequal lengths. A definition 
should properly be restricted to the description of the thing defined, as it exists, 
independently of any comparison of its properties or of tacitly assuming the ex
istence of axioms, 

Def. VII. Euclid's definition of a plane surface is 'EiriVŝ os iwiipdvwi iaTiv 
^TK ej taov TaTs B(p' iavrijs stOsmis Kti-rai, " A plane surface is that which lies 
evenly or equally with the straight Hues in it;" instead of which Simson has given 
the definition which was originally proposed by Hero the Elder. A plane super
ficies may be supposed to be situated in any position, and to be continued in every 
dfrection to any extent. 

Def, VIII. Simson remarks that this definition seems to include the angles 
formed by two curved lines, or a curve and a straight line, as well as that formed 
by two straight lines. The latter only are treated of in Elementary Geometry. 

Def. IX. A n angle is a species of magnitude; for one angle may be greater 
than, equal to, or less than another angle. It is of the highest importance to 
attain a clear conception of an angle, and of the sum and dififerenoe of two 
angles. The literal meaning of the term angulus suggests the Geometrical 
conception of an angle, which may be regarded as formed by the divergence of 
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two straight lines from a point. In the definition of an angle, tlie magnitude of 
the angle is independent of the lengths of the two lines by which it is included; 
thefr mutual divergence from the point at which they meet, is the criterion of 
the magnitude of an angle, as it is pointed out in the succeeding definitions. 
The point at which the two lines meet is called the angular pomt, or the vertex 
of the angle, and must not be confounded with the magnitude of the angle itseH. 
The right angle is fixed in magnitude, and, on this account, it is made the standard 
with which all other angles are compared. 

T w o straight lines which actually intersect one another, or which when 
produced would intersect, are said to be inclined to- one another, and the 
inclination of the two lines is determined by the angle which they make with 
one another. 

T w o straight lines are said to be conterminous which have a common 
termination, or when one extremity of each line coincides in the same point, 
and both the lines may be, or may not be, in the same direction. 

Def. x. It may here be observed that in the Elements, Euclid always 
assumes that when one line is perpendicular to another line, the latter is also 
perpendicular to the former j and always calls a right angle, opSri ywvia; but 
a straight line, evQ̂ ia ypap/̂ tri. 

Def. XVI. Euclid in defining a cfrcle does not give any method by which 
it may be described. The definition simply states what a cfrcle is, and one 
property which distinguishes it from other figures. In laying down his principles 
Euclid avoids entering into any method of showing how a straight line or a 
circle may be conceived to be generated. A cfrcle might be defined in the 
following manner:—If a finite straight line be supposed to revolve in a plane 
about one of its extrem_ities which remains fixed, until it return to its original 
position, the surface which the revolving line has passed over is called a circle, 
and the linear space which the moving extremitj'" of the revolving line has 
traced out is called the circumference of the circle. The straight line which 
revolves is called the radius, and the fixed point about which it revolves is 
called the center. The adoption of such a form of definition would have 
introduced the consideration of a locus. Instead of adopting such a. mechanical 
method of defining a cfrcle, he assumes that a circle may be described, and the 
thfrd postulate seems to suggest that the method above stated is the assumption 
made by Euclid, which he does not place among the principles of his Ffrst Book. 
In the Eleventh Book, the sphere, the cone, and the cylinder are defined by 
plane figures which revolve about one side which is supposed to remain fixed. 

Def. XIX. This has been restored from Proclus, as it seems to have a 
meaning in the construction of Prop. 14, Book ii.; the first case of Prop. 33, 
Book III,, and Prop. 13, Book vi. The definition of the segment of a cfrcle 
is not once alluded to in Book i., and is not required before the discussion of 
the properties of the circle in Book iii. Proclus remarks on this defiuition: 
"Hence you may collect that the center has three places: for it is either 
within the figure, as in the circle; or in its perimeter, as in the semicfrcle; 
or vrithout the figure, as in certain conic lines." 

Def. xxiv-xxix. Triangles are divided into three classes, by reference to 
the relations of their sides; and into three other classes, by reference to their 
angles. A further classification may be made by considering both the relation 
of the sides and angles in each triangle. 

In Simson's definition of the isosceles triangle, the word only must be omitted, 
as in the Cor. Prop. 6, Book i., an isosceles triangle may be equilateral, and 
an equilateral triangle is considered isosceles in Prop. 15, Book iv. Objection 
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has been made to the definition of an acute-angled triangle. It is said that 
It cannot be admitted as a definition, that all the three angles of a triangle 
are a^mte, which is supposed in Def. 29. It m a y be replied, that the definitions 
of tlie three kinds of angles point out and seem to supply a foundation for a 
similar distinction of triangles. 

Def. XXX.-XXXIV. The definitions of quadrilateral figures are liable to ob
jection. A U of them, except the trapezium, come under the general idea of 
a parallelogram; but as Euclid defined parallel straight lines after he had defined 
four-sided figures, no other arrangement could be adopted than the one he 
has followed; and for wliich there appeared to him, without doubt, some 
probable reasons. Sfr Henry Savile, in his Seventh Lecture, remarks on some 
of the definitions of Euclid, " Nee dissiraulandum aliquot harum in manibus 
exiguum esse usum in Geometria." A few verbal emendations have been 
proposed in some of them. A square is a four-sided plane figure having all 
its sides equal, and one angle a right angle: because it is proved in Prop. 46, 
Book I., that if a parallelogram have one angle a right angle, all its angles eire 
right angles. .Aji oblong is a plane figure of four sides, having only its opposite 
sides equal, and one of its angles a right angle. A rhomboid is a four-sided 
plane figure having only its opposite sides equal to one another and its angles not 
right angles. Sometimes an frregular four-sided figure which has two sides 
parallel, is called a trapezoid. 

Def. XXXV. It is possible for two straight lines never to meet when produced, 
and not be parallel. 

Def. A. The term parallelogram literally implies a figure formed by parallel 
straight lines, and m a y consist of four, six, eight, or any even number of sides, 
where every two of the opposite sides are parallel to one another. In the Elements, 
however, the term is restricted to four-sided figures, and includes the square, the 
oblong, the rhombus, and the rhomboid. 

The synthetic method is followed by Euclid not only in the demonstrations of 
the propositions, but also in laying down the definitions. H e commences with 
the simplest abstractions, defining a point, a line, an angle, a superficies, and thefr 
different varieties. This mode of proceeding involves the difficulty, almost in
surmountable, of defining satisfactorily the elementary abstractions of Geometry. 
It has been observed, that it is necessary to consider a solid, that is, a magnitude 
which has length, breadth, and thickness, in order to understand aright the de
finitions of a point, a line, and a superficies. A solid or volume considered apart 
from its physical properties, suggests the idea of the surfaces by which it is 
bounded: a surface, the idea of the line or lines which form its boundaries : and 
a finite line, the points which form its extremities. A solid is therefore bounded 
by surfaces ; a surface is bounded by lines ; and a line is terminated by two points. 
A point marks position only: a line has one dimension, length only, and defines 
distance: a superficies has two dimensions, length and breadth, and defines ex
tension : and a solid has three dimensions, length, breadth, and thickness, and 
defines some portion of space. 

It may also be remarked that two points are sufficient to determine the position 
of a straight line, and three points not in the same straight line, are necessary 
to fix the position of a plane. 
ON THE POSTULATES. 

Euclid prescribes no instruments as sufficiently accurate or sufficiently ex
tensive for drawing the straight lines and describing the circles required in his 
demonstrations. H e postulates, so to speak, both the drawing of straight lines 
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and the description of cfrcles. The ruler and compasses may be preferred to 
other instruments for performing the operations allowed by the postulates, only 
taking care that the compasses are confined to thefr proper use, namely, to de
scribe cfrcles, not to measure distances. The following opinion of bir Isaac 
Newton accords with this view. " N a m et Hnearum rectarum et circulorum 
descriptiones, in quibus Geometria fundatur, ad Mechamcam pertment. Has 
lineas describere Geometria non docet sed postulat. Postulat enim ut tyro 
easdem accurate describere prius didicerit, quam limen attingat Geometrise ; dein, 
quomodo per quas operationes problemata solvantur, docet; rectas et cfrculos 
describere problemata sunt, sed non Geometrica. E x Mechanicapostulaturhorum 
solutio, in Geometria docetur solutorum usus. A c gloriatur Geometria quod, 
tam paucis principiis aliunde petitis, tam multa praestet." 

The definitions assume the possible existence of straight lines and circles, and 
the postulates predicate the possibility of drawing and of producing straight lines, 
and of describing cfrcles. The postulates form the principles of construction 
assumed in the Elements; and are, in fact, problems, the possibility of which is 
admitted, not only because the description of them may be readily conceived, but 
also, because it is impossible to draw a perfectly straight line, or to describe an 
exact circle by any methods consistent with the definitions of them. 

The second postulate admits that a straight line m a y be produced in either 
direction or in both dfrections. 

It must, however, be carefully remarked, that the third postulate only admits, 
that when any line is given in position and magnitude, a cfrcle m a y be described 
from either extremity of the line as a center, and with a radius equal to the length 
of the line, as in Euc. i. 1. It does not admit the description of a cfrcle with 
any other point as a center than one of the extremities of the given line. 

The third postulate does not admit that the true length of a straight line 
m a y be taken by a pafr of compasses, and that length so taken transferred 
to another place. Euc, i. 2, shews how, from any given point, to draw a 
straight line equal to another straight line which is given in magnitude and 
position. ON THE AXIOMS. 

Axioms are usually defined to be self-evident truths, which cannot be rendered 
more evident by demonstration; in other words, the axioms of Geometry are 
theorems, the truth of which is admitted without proof. It is by experience we 
•̂ rst become acquainted with the different forms of geometrical magnitudes, and 
he axioms, or the fundamental ideas of their equality or inequaUty rest on the 
ame basis. The conception of the truth of the axioms does not appear to be more 
emoved from experience than the conception of the definitions. 

These axioms, or first principles of demonstration, are such tlieorems as oan-
aot be resolved into simpler theorems, and no theorem ought to be admitted as 
:-.. first principle of reasoning which is capable of being demonstrated. A n axiom, 
jnd (when it is convertible) its converse, should both be of such a nature as that 
leither of them should require a formal demonstration. 

The first and most simple idea, derived from experience is, that every mag-
litude fills a certain space, and that several magnitudes may successively fill 
lie same space. 

All the knowledge we have of magnitude is purely relative, and the most 
imple relations are those of equality and inequality. In the comparison of 
'lagnitudes, some are considered as given or known, and the unknown are com-
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pared with the known, and conclusions are synthetically deduced with respect 
to the equality or inequality of the magnitudes under consideration. In this 
manner we form our idea of equality, which is thus formally stated in the eighth 
axiom: " Magnitudes which coincide with one another, that is, which exactly 
fill the same space, are equal to one another." 

Every specific definition is referred to this universal principle. With regard 
to a few more general definitions which do not furnish an equality, it will be 
found that some hypothesis is always made reducing them to that principle, 
before any theory is built upon them. A s for example, the definition of a straight 
line is to be referred to the tenth axiom; the definition of a right angle to the 
eleventh axiom; and the definition of parallel straight lines to the twelfth axiom. 

The eighth axiom is called the principle of superposition, or, the mental 
process by which one Geometoical magnitude may be conceived to be placed on 
another, so as exactly to coincide with it, in the parts which are made the 
subject of comparison. Thus, if one straight line be conceived to be placed 
•upon another, so that thefr extremities are coincident, the two straight lines 
are equal. If the dfrections of two lines which include one angle, coincide •with 
•the dfrections of the two lines which contain another angle, where the points, 
from which the angles diverge, coincide, then the two angles are equal: the 
lengths of the lines not afiecting in any way the magnitudes of the angles. "When 
one plane figure is conceived to be placed upon another, so that the boundaries 
of one exactly coincide •with the boundai-ies of the other, then the two plane 
figures are equal. It may also be remarked, that the converse of this propo
sition is not universally true, namely, that when two magnitudes are equal, they 
coincide •with one another: since two magnitudes may be equal in area, as two 
parallelograms or two triangles, Euc. i.. 35, 37; but thefr boundaries may not 
be equal: and, consequently, by superposition, the figures could not exactly 
coincide: all such figures, however, having equal areas, by a different arrange
ment of thefr parts, may be made to coincide exactly. 

This axiom is the criterion of Geometrical equality, and is essentially different 
from the criterion of Arithmetical equality. T w o Geometrical magnitudes are 
equal, when they coincide or may be made to coincide: two abstract numbers 
are equal, when they contain the same aggregate of units; and two concrete 
numbers are equal, when they contain the same number of units of the same 
kind of magnitude. It is at once obvious, that Arithmetical representations of 
Geometrical magnitudes are not admissible in Euclid's criterion of Geometrical 
equality, as he has not fixed the unit of magnitude of either the straight line, 
the angle, or the superficies. Perhaps Euclid intended that the ffrst seven 
axioms should be applicable to numbers as well as Geometrical magnitudes, 
and this is in accordance with the words of Proclus, who calls the axioms, 
common notions, not peculiar to the subject of Geometry. 

The axioms 2, 8, 4, and 5 admit also that the same thing as well as equal 
things m a y be added to, and taken from, equals and unequals, as in Euc. i. 
21, &c.: as also from the same thing, equals may be taken, and the remainders 
•will be equal, as in Euc. i. 35, 

Axioms 6 and 7 admit that things which are doubles, and things which are 
halves, of equal things, are also equal, as in Euc. in. 21. 

Several of the axioms m a y be generally exemplified thus : 
Axiom 1-. If the straight line A B be equal to A B 

the straight line C D ; and if the straight line E F C D 
be also equal to the straight line C D ; then the E P 
straight line A B in equal to the straight Hne EF. 
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Axiom II. If the Hne AB be equal to the line ^ _ — 
CD; and if the Hne EF be also equal to the line ^ 
GM: then the sum of the lines A B and E F is equal 1 
to the sum of the lines C D and GH. „ 

Axiom III. If the Hne A B be equal to the A — line C D ; and if the Hne E F be also equal to the 
line G H ; then the difference of A B and EF, is = r ^ 
equal to the difference of CD and OS. 

Axiom IV. admits of being exemplified under the two foUowmg forms: 
1. If the Hne A B be equal to the Hne C D ; A B c 

and if the Hne E F be greater than the line O H ; 
then the sum of the lines A B and E F is greater '̂  P_ G H 
than the sum of the lines CD and OH. 

2. If the line A B be equal to the line C D ; and A b C 
if the line E F be less than the line G H ; then the 
sum of the Hnes A B and B F is less than the sum E F G H 
of the lines C D and GH. 

Axiom V. also admits of two forms of exemplification. 
1. If the line A B he equal to the line C D ; A B c D 

and if the line E F be greater than the line G H ; then 
the difference of the lines A B and E F is greater than E Z ?_ 
the difference of CD and G H. 

2. If the line A B h e equal to the line CD ; and 
if the line E F be less than the line G H ; then the 
difference of the lines A B and E F is less than the 
difference of the lines C D and GH, 

The axiom, " If unequals be taken from equals, the remainders are tmequal" 
may be exempHfied in the same manner. 

Axiom VI. If the line A B be double of the line 
CD; and if the line E F be also double of the line 
CD; then the Hne A B is equal to the line EF. 

Axiom VII. If the line A B be the half of the 
line CD; and if the line E F be also the half of the 
Hne CD; then the line .dB is equal to the line EF. 

It may be observed that when equal magnitudes are taken from imequal mag
nitudes, the greater remainder exceeds the less remainder by as much as tlie 
greater of the unequal magnitudes exceeds the less. 

If unequals be taken from unequals, the remainders are not always imequal; 
they may be equal: also if unequals be added to unequals the wholes are not 
always unequal; they may also be equal. 

Axiom IX. "The whole is greater than its part," and conversely, "thepart 
is less than the whole" appears to assert the contrary of the eighth axiom. 

Axiom X. The property of straight lines expressed by the tenth axiom, 
namely, "that two straight lines cannot enclose a space,'' is ob̂ viously implied 
in the dcflnitioa of straight lines; for if they enclosed a space, they could not 
coincide between thefr extreme points, when the two lines are equal. 

Axiom XI. Tills axiom has been asserted to be a demonsteable theorem; 
the converse of this axiom is not generally true, namely, that all angles wMoh are equal to one another are right angles. Axiom xii. If the words "and form a triangle" be .idded to the twelfth axiom, it booomos the exact formal converse of lSfe<j. t. 17. See the notes on Prop. XXIX. Book i. 
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ON THE PROPOSITIONS. 
"Whbnevbb a judgment is formaUy expressed, there must be something re

specting which the judgment is expressed, and something else which constitutes 
the judgment. The former is called the subject of the proposition, and the latter, 
the predicate, which may be anything which can be affirmed or denied respecting 
the subject. 

The propositions in Euclid's Elements of Geometry may be divided into two 
classes, problems and theorems. A proposition, as the term imports, is something 
proposed; it is a problem, when some Geometrical construction is required to be 
effected: and it is a theorem, when some Geometrical property is to be demonstrated. 
Every proposition is naturally divided into two parts; a problem consists of the 
data, or things given; and the qucesila, or things required: a theorem, consists of 
the hypothesis, and the predicate. Hence the distinction between a problem and 
a theorem is this, that a problem consists of the data and the quffisita, and requfres 
solution: and a theorem consists of the hypothesis and the predicate, and requfres 
demonstration. 

All propositions are affirmative or negative; that is, they either assert some 
property, as Euc. i. 4, or deny the existence of some property, as Euc. i. 7; and 
every proposition which is affirmatively stated, has a contradictory corresponding 
proposition. If the afErmative be proved to be true, the contradictory is false. 

All proposi'tions may be viewed as (1) universally a^rmative, or universally 
negative; (2) as particularly affirmative, ot particularly negative. 

The connected course of reasoning by which any Geometrical truth is establish
ed is caHed a demonstration. It is caUed a direct demonstration when the 
predicate of the proposition is inferred dfrectly from the premisses, as the con
clusion of a series of successive deductions. The demonstration is caUed indirect, 
when the conclusion shews that the introduction of any other supposition contrary 
to the predicate stated in the proposition, necessarily leads to an absurdity. 

It has been remarked by Pascal, that " Geometry is almost the only subject 
as to which we find truths wherein aU men agree; and one cause of this is, that 
Geometers alone regard the true laws of demonstration." These are enumerated 
by him as eight in number. 
" 1. To define nothing which cannot be expressed in clearer terms than those 

in which it is afready expressed. 
2. To leave no obscure or equivocal terms undefined. 
3. To employ in the definition no terms not afready kno^wn. 
4. To omit nothing in the principles from which we argue, imless we are 

sure it is granted. 
5. To lay do^wn no axiom which is not perfectly self-evident. 
6. To demonstrate nothing which is as clear afready as it can be made. 
7. To prove every thing in the least doubtful by means of self-evident axioms, 

or of propositions afready demonstrated. 
8. To substitute mentaUy the definition instead of the thing defined." 

Of these rules, he says, " the ffrst, fourth and sixth are not absolutely requisite to 
avoid erroneous conclusions, but the other five are indispensable. He also re
marks that although they may be found in our ordinary books of logic, yet none 
but Geo-—eters have recognized thefr importance or have been guided by them. 

The course pursued in the demonstrations of the propositions in EucHd's 
Elements of Geometry, is always to refer dfrectly to some expressed principle, to 
leave nothing to be inferred from vague expressions, and to make every step of 
the demonstrations the object of the understanding. 

It has been maintained by some phikwophers, that a genuine definition con-
E 
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tains some property or properties which can form a basis for demonstration, and 
that the science of Geometry is deduced from the definitions, and that on them 
alone the demonstrations depend. Others have maintained that a definition ex
plains only the meaning of a term, and does not embrace the nature and properties 
of the thing defined. 

If the propositions usually caUed postulates and axioms are either tacitly 
assumed or expressly stated in the definitions ; in this view, demonstrations may 
be said to be legitimately founded on definitions. If, on the other hand, a defini
tion is simply an explanation of the meaning of a term, whether abstract or 
concrete, by such marks as m a y prevent a misconception of the thing defined; it 
wHl be at once obvious that some constructive and theoretic principles must be 
assumed, besides the definitions to form the ground of legitimate demonstration. 
These principles w e conceive to be the postulates and axioms. The postulates 
describe constructions which may be admitted as possible by dfrect appeal to our 
experience; and the axioms assert general theoretic truths so simple and self-
evident as to require no proof, but to be admitted as the assumed first principles 
of demonstration. Under this view all Geometr#al reasonings proceed upon the 
admission of the hypotheses assumed in the definitions, and the unquestioned 
possibility of the postulates, and the truth of the axioms. 

Deductive reasoning, is generaUy delivered in the form of an enthymeme, or 
an argument wherein one enunciation is not expressed, but is readily supplied by 
the reader: and it m a y be observed, that although this is the ordinary mode of 
speaking and writing, it is not in the strictly syUogistic form; as either the major 
or the minor premiss only is formally stated before the conclusion: Thus in 
Euc. 1. 1. 

Because the point A is the center of the cfrcle B C D ; 
therefore the straight line A B is equal to the straight Hne AC. 

The premiss here omitted, is: all straight Hnes drawn from the center of a 
circle to the cfrcumferenoe are equal. 

In a similar way m a y be supplied the reserved premiss in every enthymeme. 
The conclusion of two enthymemes m a y form the major and minor premiss of a 
thfrd syllogism, and so on, and thus any process of reasoning is reduced to the 
strictly syUogistic form. A n d in this way it is shewn that the general theorems 
of Geometry are demonstrated by means of syllogisms founded on the axioms and 
definitions. 

Every syllogism consists of three propositions, of which, two are called the 
premisses, and the third, the conclusion. These propositions contain three terms, 
the subject and predicate of the conclusion, and the middle term which connects 
the predicate and the conclusion together. The subject of the conclusion is called 
the minor, and the predicate of the conclusion is caUed the mcjor term of the 
syllogism. The major term appears in one premiss, and the minor term in the 
other, with the middle term, which is in both premisses. That premiss •which 
contains the middle term and the major term, is called the major premiss; and that 
which contains the middle term and the minor term, is called the minor premiss 
of the syllogism. A s an example, w e m a y take tlie syllogism in the demonstra
tion of Prop. 1, Book 1, wherein it will be seen that the middle term is the subject 
of the ma.jor premiss and the predicate of tlio minor. 
Major premiss. Because the straight lino A B is equal to the straight line AC: 
Minor premiss, and, because the straight line B C is equal to the steaight line AB; 

Conclusion, therefore the straight line B C is equal to tbe steaight line AC. 
Hero, B C is the subject, and A C the predicate of the conclusion. 

£ C is the subject, and A B tho predicate of tlie minor premiss. 
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AB is the subject, and AC the predicate of the major premiss. 
Also, A C is the major term, B C tho minor term, and A B the middle term of the 

syUogism. 
In this syllogism, it may be remarked that the definition of a straight line is 

assimied, and the definition of the Geometrical equaHty of two straight Hnes ; also 
that a general theoretic truth, or axiom, forms the ground of the conclusion. 
A n d frirther, though it be impossible to malce any point, mark or sign (a-rifisiov) 
which has not both length and breadth, and any line which has not both length 
and breadth; the demonstrations in Geometry do not on this account become 
invalid. For they are pursued on the hypothesis that the point has no parts, but 
position only: and the Hue has length only, but no breadth or thickness: also 
that the surface has length and breadth only, but no thickness : and aU the con
clusions at which we arrive are independent of every other consideration. 

The truth of the conclusion in the syUogism depends upon the truth of the 
premisses. If the premisses, or only one of them be not true, the conclusion is 
false. The conclusion is said to follow from the premisses ; whereas, in truth, it 
is contained in the premisses. The expression must be understood of the mind 
apprehending in succession, the truth of the premisses, and subsequent to that, 
the truth of the conclusion; so that the conclusion follows from the premisses in 
order of time, as far as reference is made to the mind's apprehension of the whole 
argument. 

The essential parts of every Problem are the data and qucesita; and of a 
theorem, the hypothesis and predicate. These should be accurately discriminated 
by the student in the ffrst place in order to avoid confusion of thought. It m a y 
also assist him in his progress, to observe that every complete proposition may be 
divided into six parts, as Proclus has pointed out in his Commentary on the Ffrst 
Book of EucHd's Elements. 

1. The proposition, or general enunciation, which states in general terms the 
conditions of the problem or theorem. 

2. The exposiiio7i, or particular enunciation, which exhibits the subject oi the 
proposition in particular terms as a fact, and refers it to some diagram described. 
3 The determination contains the predicate in partictdar terms, as it is^pointed out 

in the diagram, and dfrects attention to the demonstration, by pronoimcing the 
thing sought. 

4. The construction appHes the postulates to prepare the diagram for the 
demonstration. 

5. The demonstration is the connexion of syUogisms, which prove the truth or 
falsehood of the theorem, the possibility or impossibility of the problem, in that 
particular case exhibited in the diagram. 

6. The conclusion is merely the repetition of the general enunciation, wherein 
the predicate is asserted as a demonstrated truth. 

Prop. I. In the first two Books, the circle is employed as a mechanical 
instrument, in the same manner as the straight line, and the use made of it rests 
entfrely on the thfrd postulate. N o property of the circle is employed in these 
books except the defiuition, and the third postulate. W h e n two circles are de
scribed, one of which has its center in the circumference of the other, the two 
circles being each ofthem partly within and partly without the other, thefr cir
cumferences must intersect each other in two points ; and it is ob^^ous from the 
two cfrcles cutting each other in two points, one on each side of the given line, 
that two equilateral triangles m a y be formed on the given line. 

Prop. II. W h e n the given point is neither in the line, nor inthe Hne pro
duced, this problem admits of eight different lines being drawn from the given 

E2 
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point in different directions, every one of which Is a solution of the problem. 
For, 1. The given line has two extremities, to each of which a line m a y be drawn 
from the given point. 2. The equUateral triangle may be described on either side 
of this line. 3. A n d the side B D of the equilateral triangle A B D m a y bepro
duced either way. 

But when the given point Hes either in the line or in the Hne produced, the 
distinction which arises from joining the two ends of the Hne with the given point, 
no longer exists, and there are only four cases of the problem. 

The construction of this problem assumes a neater form, by first describing the 
circle C G H with center B and radius BC, and producing D B the side of the 
equUateral triangle D B A to meet the circumference in G : next, with center D and 
radius D G , describing the circle O K L , and then producing D A to meet the cir
cumference in L. 
_ B y a simUar construction the less of two given straight Hnes m a y be produced, 

so that the less together with the part produced may be equal to the greater. 
Prop. III. This problem admits of two solutions, and it is left undetermined 

from which end of the greater line the part is to be cut off. 
B y means of this problem, a straight line m a y be found equal to the sum or 

the difference of two given lines. 
Prop. IV. This forms the first case of equal triangles, two other cases are 

proved in Prop. v m . and Prop. xxvi. 
The term base is obviously taken from the idea of a building, and the same 

may be said of the term altitude. In Geometry, however, these terms are not 
restricted to one particular position of a figure, as in the case of a buUdiug, but 
may be in any position whatever. 

Prop. V. Proclus has given, in his commentary, a proof for the equality of the 
angles at the base, without producing the equal sides. The construction follows 
the same order, taking ra. A B one side of the isosceles triangle A B C , a point D and 
cutting off from J C a, part A E equal to A D , and then joining C D and BE. 

A corollary is e. theorem which results from the demonstration of a proposition. 
Prop. VI. is the converse of one part of Prop. v. One proposition is defined 

to be the converse of another when the hypothesis of the former becomes the pre
dicate of the latter ; and vice versa. 

There is besides this, another kind of conversion, when a theorem has several 
hypotheses and one predicate ; by assuming the predicate and one, or more than 
one of the hypotheses, some one of the hypotheses m a y be infeiî ed as the predi
cate of the converse. In this manner. Prop. v m . is the converse of Prop. iv. It 
m a y here be observed, that converse theorems are not universally true: as for 
instance, the follo^wing direct proposition is universally true; " If two triangles 
have tiieir three sides respectively equal, the three angles of each shall be respec
tively equal." But the converse is not universally true; namely, "If two 
triangles have the three angles in each respectively equal, the three sides are re
spectively equal." Converse theorems require, in some instances, the considera
tion of other conditions than those which enter into the proof of the direct theorem. 
Converse and contrary propositions are by no means to be confounded; the contrary 
proposition denies what is asserted, or asserts what is denied, in the direct propo
sition, but the subject and predicate in each are tlie same. A contrary propositioa 
is a completely contradictory proposition, and tlie distinction consists in this—that 
two contrary propositions m a y both be false, but of two contradictory propositions, 
one of them must be true, and the other false. It may here be remarked, that one 
of the most common intellectual mistakes of learners, is to imagine that the 
denial of a proposition, is a legitimate ground for affirming the contrary as true! 
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whereas the rules of sound reasoning allow, that the affirmation of a proposition as 
true, only affords a ground for the denial of the contrary as false. 

Prop. VI. is the first instance of indirect demonstrations, and they are more 
suited for the proof of converse propositions. All those propositions which are 
demonstrated ex absurdo, are properly analytical demonstrations, according to the 
Greek notion of analysis, which first supposed the thing requfred, to be done, or 
to be true, and then shewed the consistency or inconsistency of this construction 
or hypothesis with truths admitted or already demonstrated. 

In indirect demonstrations, where hypotheses are made which are not true and 
conteary to the truth stated in the proposition, it seems desirable that a form of 
expression should be employed different from that in which the hypotheses are 
frue. In aU cases therefore, whether noted by Euclid or not, the words if possible 
have been introduced, or some such qualifying expression, as in Euc. i. 6, so as 
not to leave upon the mind of the learner the impression, that the hypothesis 
which contradicts the proposition, is reaUy true. 

A n argument which ends in an absurdity, is that in which, by proving the 
contradictory of the assertion contained in the predicate, to be evidently false, 
the assertion in the predicate itself is true. The logical principles on which it 
depends are these: from the contradictory of the assertion we •wish to prove, and 
from another assertion, the truth of which is manifest, we deduce a concl^nsiou 
ê vidently false. A s the conclusion is false, one of the premisses must be false ; 
for a true conclusion cannot foUow from a false premiss : but one of the premisses 
is supposed to be evidently true: therefore the false premiss must be the contra
dictory of the assertion, the truth of which we wish to establish; and as the con
tradictory of the assertion is false, the assertion itself is true. 

In general, with respect to indirect demonstrations, it m a y be questioned 
whether they ought ever to be admitted as a legitimate mode of proof in a primary 
and fundamental proposition. Indirect demonstrations are properly and most 
effectuaUy appHed in pro-nng the converse of a proposition, which has been 
demonstrated by a direct appeal to assumed or demonstrated principles. To 
make a negative property or an indfrect demonstration the basis of a positive 
doctrine, seems to be an inversion of the natural process the mind pursues in the 
investigation of truth, and to leave the doctrine exposed to the objections which 
m a y be made from the iUogical attempt, to prove the affirmative from a negative. 

Prop. VII. The enunciation in the text was altered into that form by Simson. 
EucHd's is, 'E-n-l t^s auTrjs tvdilâ , 6vgI Tot's avTals Ei)0£lats aWai Suo audtiat 
urai EKaTtpa EKaTtpa ov irva-Tad̂ cTOVTat mp6% aXXw /cai aXXo) (rTjfîLU) e'-ttI Tti auTii 
Ufpr], Ta av-ra iripaTa i\ov<TaL Tiris £^ apxu^ £u0£iais. 

Prop. VIII. W h e n the three sides of one triangle are shewn to coincide with 
the three sides of any other, the equality of the triangles is at once obvious. This 
however, is not stated at the conclusion of Prop. v m . or of Prop. xxvi. For the 
equality of the areas of two coincident triangles, reference is always made by 
Euclid to Prop. iv. 

A direct demonstration may be given of this proposition, and Prop. vn. m a y 
be dispensed with altogether. 

Let the triangles A B C , D E F be so placed that the base B C may coincide with 
the base EF, and the vertices A, D may be on opposite sides of EF. Join A D . 
Then because E A D is an isosceles triangle, the angle E A D is equal to the angle 
E D A ; and because C D A is an isosceles triangle, the angle C A D is equal to the 
angle CDA. Hence the angle E A F is equal to the angle E D F , (ax. 2 or 3 ) : 
or the angle B D C is equal to the angle E D F . 

Prop. IX. If B A , A C he in. the same straight line This problem then becomes 
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the same as Prob. xi., which may be regarded as drawing a line which bisects an 
angle equal to two right angles. 

If F A be produced in the fig. Prop, ix, it bisects the angle which is the defect 
of the angle B A C from four right angles. 

B y means of this problem, any angle may be divided into four, eight, sixteen, 
&c. equal angles. , -. . 

Prop. X. A finite straight Hne may, by this problem, be divided mto four, 
eight, sixteen, &c. equal parts. 

Prop. XI. W h e n the point is at the extremity of the Hne ; by the second 
postulate the Hne may be produced, and then the construction appHes. See note 
on Euc. III. 31. 

The distance between two points, is the straight Hne which joins the points; 
but the distance between a point and a straight line, is the shortest line which can 
be drawn from the point to the line. 

From this Prop, it follows that only one perpendicular can be dra^wn from a 
given point to a given line; and this perpendicular may be shewn to be less than 
any other line which can be drawn from the given point to the given Hne ; and of 
the rest, the line which is nearer to the perpendicular is less than one more remote 
from it: also only two equal straight lines can be drawn from the same point to 
the Hne, one on each side of the perpendioular or the least. This property is 
analogous to Euc. m . 7, 8. 

The corollary to this proposition is not in the Greek text, but was added 
by Simson, namely:—"That two straight Hnes cannot have a common segment." 
It seems to have been assumed in the demonstration of Euc. i. 4. 

Prop. XII. The third postulate requires that the line C D should be drawn 
before the circle can be described •with the center C, and radius CD, 

Prop. xrv. is the converse of Prop. x m . " Upon the opposite sides of it." If 
these words were omitted, it is possible for two lines to make with a third, two 
angles, which together are equal to two right angles, in such a manner that the 
two Hnes shall not be in the same straight Hue. 

The line B E may be supposed to fall above, as in Euclid's figure, or below the 
line B D , and the demonstration is the same in form. 

Prop. XV. is the development of the definition of an angle. If the lines at the 
angular poult be produced, the produced lines have the same inclination to one 
another as the original Hnes, but in a different position. 

The converse of this Proposition is not proved by EucHd, namely :—If the 
vertical angles made by four straight lines at a point be respectively equal to 
each other, each pair of opposite lines shall be in the same straight Hne. 

Prop. XVII. appears to be only a corollary to the preceding proposition, 
and to be introduced to explain Axiom xti., of which it is the converse. Theexact 
truth respecting the angles of a triangle is proved in Prop, xxxii. 

Prop, xviii. It may here be remarked, for the purpose of guarding the student 
against a very common mistake, that in this proposition and in the converse of it, 
the hypothesis is stated before the predicate. 

Prop. XIX. is the converse of Prop. xthi. Prop. xix. bears the same relation 
to Prop. XVIII., as Prop. vi. does to Prop. v. 

Prop. XX. The following corollary arises from this proposition :— 
A straight line is the shortest distance between two points. For the straight 

line B C is always less than B A and A C, however near the point A may be to the 
line BC. And also the sum of tho three sides taken together, is greater thanthe 
double of any one side, but less than the double of any two sides. 

It may be easUy shewn from this proposition, that the diflerence of any two 
sides of a triangle is less than the third side, 
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Prop. XXI. It must be remarked that the two Hnes drawn to a point within 
the triangle must be drawn from tlie extremities of the base ; otherwise, it is pos
sible for two lines to be drawn from two points in the base, such that thefr sum 
shaU be greater than the two sides of the triangle. This however is not possible 
when tie given triangle is equUateral, or isosceles having the base less than either 
of the equal sides. In other cases it is always possible to find a point within a 
triangle such that two Hnes may be dra^vn from points in the base, having thefr 
sum greater than the two sides of the triangle. See Pappi. Math. CoU. Lib. in. 
Props. 28—34. 

The demonstration of this proposition is an instance of what is called the argu
ment ifortiori, because the premisses are more than sufficient to prove the conclu
sion. The argument in EucHd, namely—Because BA, A C are greater than BE, 
E C ; and because B E , E C are greater than BD, D C ; therefore BA, A C are greater 
than B D , D C ; does not constitute a legitimate syllogism, because there is no 
middle term, and it involves more than a syllogism can express. The foUo^wing 
additional proposition must be added before the form can be made completely 
logical: if BE, E C he a magnitude greater than B D , DC, then every magnitude 
greater than B E , EC, is also greater than B D , DC. The legitimate logical form 
then becomes. 

Because BJ, A C contain BE, E C and more, 
and because BE, E C contain B D , D C and more, 

therefore BA, A E contain B D , D C and more, 
and consequently BA, A C are greater than B D , D C , 

Prop. XXII. W h e n the sum of two of the lines is equal to, and when it is less 
than, the thfrd line; let the diagrams be described, and they will exhibit the 
impossibiHty impHed by the restriction laid dowm in the Proposition. 

The same remark may be made here, as was made under the first Proposition, 
namely:—If one cfrcle He partly •within and partly •without another cfrcle, the 
cfrcumferences of the cfrcles intersect each other in two points. 

Prop. XXIII. C D might be taken equal to CE, and the construction effected 
by means of an isosceles triangle. It would, however, be less general than Euclid's, 
but is more convenient in practice. 

Prop. XXIV. Simson makes the angle E D G at Z) in the line ED, the side which 
is not the greater of the two ED, D F ; otherwise, three different cases would arise, 
as may be seen by forming the diflferent figures. The point G might faU below or 
upon the base E F produced as weU as above it. Prop. xxrv. and Prop. xxv. bear 
to each other the same relation as Prop. iv. and Prop. v m . 

Prop. XXVI. This forms the thfrd case of the equaHty of two triangles. Every 
triangle has three sides and three angles, and when any three of one triangle are 
given equal to any three of another, the triangles may be proved to be equal to one 
another. Whenever the three magnitudes given in the hypothesis are independent 
of one another. Prop. iv. contains the first case, when the hypothesis consists of 
two sides and the included angle of each triangle. Prop. v m . contains the second, 
when the hypothesis consists of the three sides of each triangle. Prop. xxvi. 
contains the thfrd, when the hypothesis consists of two angles and one side,either 
adjacent to the equal angles, or opposite to one of the equal angles in each triangle. 
There is another case, not proved by EucHd, when the hypothesis consists of two 
sides and one angle in each triangle, but these not the angles included by the two 
given sides in each triangle. This case however is only teue under a certain 
resteiction, thus: 

If two triangles have two sides of one of them, equal to two sides of the other, each to 
each, and have also the angles opposite to one of the equal sides in each triangle, equal 
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to one another, and if the angles opposite to the other equal sides be both acute, or both 
obtuse angUs; then shall the third sides be equal in each triangle, as also the remaining 
angles of the one to the remaining angles of the other. 

Let ABC, D E F be two triangles which have the sides A B , A C equal to the two 
sides DE, DF, each to each, and the angle A B C equal to the angle D E F ; then, if 
the angles ACB, D E F , be both acute, or both obtuse angles, the thfrd side BC shall 
be equal to the thfrd side EF, and also the angle B C A to the angle E F D , and the 
angle B A C to the angle EDF. 

First. Let the angles ACB, D F E opposite to the equal sides A B , DE, be both 
acute angles. 

If B C be not equal to EF, let B C be the greater, and from BC, cut o S B G equal 
to EF, and join A G . 

Then in the triangles A B G , D E F , Euc. i. i, A G is equal to DF, and the angle 
A 6 B to D F E . But since A C is equal to DF, A G i& equal to A C : and therefore 
the angle A C G is equal to the angle A G C , which is also an acute angle. But 
because A G C , A G B are together equal to two right angles, and that A G C is an 
acute angle, A G B must be an obtuse angle ; which is absurd. Wherefore, B C 
is not unequal to EF, that is, B C is equal to EF, and also the remaining angles 
of one triangle to the remaining angles of the other. 

Secondly. Let the angles A C B , D F E , he both obtuse angles. By proceeding 
in a similar way, it may be she^wn that B C cannot be other-(vise than equal to EF, 

If A C B , D F E he both right angles: the case faUs under Euc. i. 26. 
Prop. XXVII. Alternate angles are defined to be the two angles which two 

straight lines make •with another at its extremities, but upon opposite sides of it. 
W h e n a straight line intersects two other straight Hnes, two pafrs of alternate 
angles are formed by the Hnes at their intersections, as in the figure, BEF, E F C 
are alternate angles as well as the angles A E F , E F D . Parallelism admits of 
being regarded as reciprocal; if A B he paraUel to CD, C D is paraUel to A B . 
' Prop. xxvm. One angle is called "the exterior angle," and another "the 
interior and opposite angle," when they are formed on the same side of a straight 
Hne which falls upon or intersects two other straight lines. It is also obvious 
that on each side of the line, there wUl be two exterior and two interior and 
opposite angles. The exterior angle E G B has the angle G H D for its corres
ponding interior and opposite angle: also the exterior angle F H D has the 
angle H G B for its interior and opposite angle. 

Prop. XXIX. is the converse of Prop, xxvii. and Prop. xxvm. 
As the definition of paraUel straight Hnes simply describes them by a state

ment of the negative property, that they never meet; it is necessary that some 
positive property of paraUel lines should be assumed as an axiom, on which 
reasonings on such lines may be founded. 

Euclid has assumed the statement in the twelfth axiom, which has been 
objected to, as not being self evident. A stronger objection appears to be, that 
the converse of it forms Enc. i. 17 ; for both the assumed axiom and its converse, 
should be so obvious as not to require formal demonstration. 

Simson has attempted to overcome the objection, not by any improved 
definition and axiom respecting parallel Hnes; but, by considering Euclid's 
twelfth axiom to be a theorem, and for its proof, assuming two definitions and 
ane axiom, and then demonstrating five subsidiary Propositions. 

Instead of Euclid's twelfth axiom, the foUo^wiug has been proposed as a 
more simple property for the foundation of reasonings on parallel lines ; namely 
"If a straight Hne fall on two paraUel straight Hnes, the alternate angles are 
equal to one another." In whatever this may exceed Euclid's definition ui 
simplicity, it is liable to a simUar objection, being the converse of Euc. i. 27. 
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Professor Playfair has adopted in his Elements of Geometry, that "Two 
straight Hnes which intersect one another, cannot be both paraUel to the same 
straight Hne." This apparently more simple axiom follows as a direct inference 
fr-om Euc. r. 30 ; and is suggested by the diagram in the Commentary of Proclus 
on Euc. 1. 29. 

But one of the least objectionable of all the definitions which have been pro
posed on this subject, appears to be that which simply expresses the conception of 
equidistance. It m a y be formaUy stated thus ; " Pai'allel straight Hnes are such as 
He in the same plane, and which neither recede from, nor approach to, each other." 
This mcludes the conception stated by Euclid, that parallel lines never meet. 
Dr. WaUis observes on this subject, " Parallelismus et aquidistantia vel idem' 
sunt, vel certe se mutuo conntantur." A s an additional reason for this definition. 
befrig preferred, it may be remarked that the meaning of the terms ypapp.al 
irapdWriXoi, suggests the exact idea of such lines. 

A n account of thirty methods which have been proposed at different times 
for avoiding the difficulty in the twelfth axiom, •will be found in the appendix, to 
Colonel Thompson's " Geometry •without Axioms." 

With respect to the different proposals made for the amendment of EucHd's 
method of treating the subject of parallel straight lines, it may be observed, that 
they aU consist in setting out either with a different or a modified result from that 
of EucHd,—aU true, and more or less obvious to the senses. 

EucHd has. discussed the elementary properties of triangles, or of two lines 
which meet one another and are intersected by a thfrd line, before he has entered 
upon the discussion of the properties of two lines which do not meet when they 
are intersected by a thfrd line. The principal objection to EucHd's method of 
treating the subject of paraUel Hnes, is the assumption of one truth as an axiom, 
which forms the converse of a theorem which he has demonstrated as the 
seventeenth proposition of the first book. .Almost every writer on the subject 
admits the necessity of assuming some positive property of parallel luies as the 
basis of the reasonings on such lines: and that amendment of Euclid's method 
would seem to be the best, which simply supplies a defect, and leaves the so-called 
twelfth axiom to assume its rightful position as a theorem, and to fall into its 
proper place after the seventeenth proposition. 

T w o straight Hnes in the same plane which do not meet, when produced, may 
be convergent or divergent with respect to each other, according to the dfrections 
in which both Hnes are produced; or, when produced in either dfrection, they 
m a y bo neither divergent nor convergent. 

W h e n a thfrd line falls upon two straight lines and makes the two interior 
angles on one side of it less than two right angles ; on that side of the Hne, the 
two straight lines are convergent, and will, if produced far enough, meet one 
another, as it is stated in the so-called twelfth axiom. O n the other side of the 
line, the two interior angles are greater than two right angles, and the two straight 
lines are divergent, and wiU never meet, how far soever they may be produced. 

The limiting position of the two straight lines, is, when they are neither 
convergent nor divergent, that is, when they do not meet when produced in either 
direction; and such lines are then said to be parallel to one another. If the t-wo 
paraUel lines be intersected by a third Ime, the following properties exist 
respecting the angles, whether the intersecting Hne be perpendicular or be not 
perpendicular to either of the parallel lines. 

(1) The two interior angles on each side of the intersecting Hne are equal to 
two right angles. Euc. i. 28, 

(2) The alternate angles on each side of the intersecting line are equal to one 
another. Euc. u 27. 
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(3) The exterior angles are equal to thefr corresponding interior angles on 
the same sidq of the intersecting line. Euc. i. 28. 

,Tf the intersecting Hne be perpendicular to one of the paraUel Hnes; it is also 
perpendicular to the other : and 

(4) The perpendioular distance between the two lines is always the same. 
If it has been correctly stated, that aU axioms are in reality theorems assumed 

without proof, and that all demonstrated truths must depend on some truths 
assumed or admitted to be true, not necessarily truths first discovered, but truths 
the most simple and which arise dfrectly from the subject of the definitions; the 
doctrine of paraUel Hnes may be legitimately treated by assuming some one 
of the positive properties of such Hnes as the basis for demonstrating their 
other properties. 

A n y one of the four positive properties just stated may be assumed as the 
foundation of the theory of parallel lines, and that theory may be made to depend 
on the distance between the parallel lines, or on some of the angles made by any 
intersecting line. If the former assumption be adopted: does it not involve that 
lines which are perpendicular to one of the parallel Hnes, are also perpendicular 
to the other, as well as that aU such distances are equal? This would requfre 
more to be taken for granted, than would be necessary by assuming the equaHty 
of the exterior and interior angles, or either of the two remaining properties 
respecting the angles which the paraUels make with any intersecting Hue. 

O n the whole, perhaps, the axiom adopted by Playfafr in pro^viug Pi-op. xxix, 
is the least objectionable of all the. methods proposed for dispensing -with the 
twelfth axiom, as an axiom, and letting that axiom take its place as the converse 
of Prop. XVII. 

Prop. XXX. In the diagram, the two lines A B and C D are placed one on each 
side of the Hne E F : the proposition may also be proved when both A B and C D 
are on the same side of EF. 

Prop. xxxTi. From this proposition, it is obvious that if one angle of a 
triangle be equal to the sum of the other two angles, that angle is a right angle, 
as is she^wn in Euc. iii. 31, and that each of the angles of an equilateral triangle, 
is equal to two-thirds of a right angle, as it is she^wn in Euc. iv. 15. Also, if one 
angle of an isosceles triangle be a right angle, then each of the equal angles is half 
a right angle, as in Euc. ii. 9. 

The three angles of a triangle may be shewn to be equal to two right angles 
without producing a side of the triangle, by drawing through any angle of the 
triangle a line parallel to the opposite side, as Proclus has remarked in his 
Commentary on this proposition. It is manifest from this proposition, that tlie 
third angle of a triangle is not independent of the sum of the other two; but 
is known if the sum of any two is known. Cor. 1 may be also proved by drawing 
lines from any one of the angles of the figure to the other angles. If any of the 
sides of the figure bend inwards and form what are caUed re-entering angles, 
the enunciation of these two corollaries wUl require some modification. As 
Euclid has given no definition of re-entering angles, it may fairly be concluded, he 
did not intend to enter into the proofs of the properties of figures which contain 
such angles. 

Prop. XXXIII. The words "towards the same parts" are a necessary resteiction: 
for if they were omitted, it would be doubtful whether the exteemities A, C, and 
B, D were to be joined by the lines A C and B D ; or the extremities A, D, and 
B, C, by the lines A D and BC. 

Prop. XXXIV. If the other diameter be drawn, it may be she'wn that the 
diameters of a parallelogram bisect each other, as well as bisect the area of the 
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paraUelogram. And any straight line drawn through the bisection of the diagonals, 
also bisects the parallelogram. If the paraUelogram be right-angled, the diagonals 
are equal; if the parallelogram be a square or a rhombus, the diagonals bisect each 
other at right angles. The converse of this Prop., namely, " If the opposite sides or 
opposite angles of a quadrilateral figure be equal, the opposite sides shaU also 
be paraUel; that is, the figure shaU be a parallelogram," is not proved by EucHd. 

Prop. XXXV. The latter part of the demonstration is not expressed very 
intelligibly. Simson, who altered the demonstration, seems in fact to consider 
two teapeziums of the same form and magnitude, and from one of them, to take 
the triangle A B E ; and from the other, the triangle D C F ; and then the remainders 
are equal by the third axiom: that is, the parallelogram A B C D is equal to the 
paraUelogram EBCF. Otherwise, the triangle, whose base is D E , (fig. 2.) is 
taken twice from the trapezium, which would appear to be impossible, if the 
sense in which EucUd appHes the third axiom, is to be retained here. 

It may be observed, that the two paraUelograms exhibited in fig. 2 partiaUy 
He on one another, and that the triangle whose base is B C is a common part of 
them, but tliat the teiangle whose base is D E is entfrely •without both the 
paraUelograms. After ha^ving proved the teiangle A B E equal to the triangle 
DC F , if we take from these equals (fig. 2.) the triangle whose base is D E , and 
to each of the remainders add the triangle whose base is BC, then the parallelo
gram A B C D is equal to the paraUelogram EBCF. In fig. 3, the equality of the 
paraUelograms A B C D , EBCF, is she-wn by adding the figure E B C D to each of 
the triangles A B E , DCF. 

In this proposition, the word equal assumes a new meaning, and is no longer 
restricted to mean coincidence in aU the parts of two figures. 

Prop. XXXVIII. In this proposition, it is to be understood that the bases of 
the two faiangles are in the same straight Hne. If in the diagram the point E 
coincide •with C, and D •with A, then the angle of one triangle is supplemental 
to the other. Hence the foUo-wiug property:—If two triangles have two sides 
of the one respectively equal to two sides of the other, and the contained angles 
supplemental, the two triangles are equal. 

A distinction ought to be made between equal triangles and equivalent teiangles, 
the former including those whose sides and angles mutuaUy coincide, the latter 
those whose areas only are equivalent. 

Prop. XXXIX. If the vertices of all the equal triangles which can be described 
upon the same base, or upon the equal bases as in Prop. 40, be joined, the line 
thus formed wUl be a steaight Hne, and is caUed the locus of the vertices of equal 
teiangles upon the same base, or upon equal bases. 

A locus in plane Geometry is a steaight line or a plane curve, every point 
of which and none else satisfies a certain condition. With the exception of the 
straight Hne and the cfrcle, the two most simple loci; all other loci, perhaps 
including also the Conic Sections, may be more readily and effectually investigated 
algebraicaUy by means of their rectangular or polar equations. 

Prop. XLI. The converse of this proposition is not proved by Euclid; viz. 
If a paraUelogram is double of a triangle, and they have the same base, or equal 
bases, upon the same straight line, and towards the same parts, they shaU be 
between the same paraUels. TUso, it may easily be shewn that if two equal 
teiangles are between the same paraUels; they are either upon the same base, 
or upon equal bases. 

Prop. XLIV. A paraUelogram described on a straight line is said to be 
applied to that line. 

Prop. XLV. The problem is solved only for a reetUineal figure of four sides. 
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If the given reetUineal figure have more than four sides, it may be divided into 
triangles by drawing steaight lines from any angle of the figure to the opposite 
angles, and then a parallelogram equal to the thfrd triangle can be applied to 
L M , and having an angle equal to E : and so on for aU the triangles of which the 
rectilineal figure is composed. 

Prop. XLVI. The square being considered as an equUateral rectangle, its 
area or surface may be expressed numerically if the number of Hneal units in 
a side of the square be given, as is shewn in the note on Prop, i., Book ii. 

The student will not faU to remark the analogy which exists between the 
area of a square and the product of two equal numbers; and between the side of a 
square and tlie square root of a number. There is, however, this distinction to be 
observed; it is always possible to find the product of two equal numbers, (or 
to find the square of a number, as it is usually called,) and to describe a square on 
a given line ; but conversely, though the side of a given square is known from 
the figure itself, the exact number of units in the side of a square of given area, 
can only be found exactly, in such cases where the given number is a square 
number. For example, if the area of a square contain 9 square units, then 
3 the square root of 9, indicates the number of lineal imits in the side of 
that square. Again, if the area of a square contain 12 square units, the side 
of the square is greater than 3, but less than 4 Hneal units, and there is no 
number which wiU exactly express the side of that square : an approximation 
to the true length, however, may be obtained to any assigned degree of accuracy. 

Prop. xLvii. In a right-angled triangle, the side opposite to the right angle 
is called the hypotenuse, and the other two sides, the base and perpendicular, 
according to their position. 

In the diagram the three squares are described on the outer sides of the 
triangle A B C . The Proposition may also be demonsteated (1) when the three 
squares are described upon the inner sides of the triangle : (2) when one square 
is described on the outer side and the other two squares on the inner "sides of 
the triangle : (3) when one square is described on the inner side and the other 
two squares on the outer sides of the triangle. 

As one instance of the third case. If the square B E on the hypotenuse be 
described on the inner side of B C and the squares BG, H C on the outer sides 
of A B , A C ; the point D falls on the side F G (Euclid's fig.) of the square BG, 
and JKff produced meets CE in E. Let L A meet B C in M. Join D A ; then the 
square G B and the oblong L B are each double of the triangle D A B (Euc. i. 41.); 
and simUarly by joining EA, the square H C and oblong L C are each double of 
the triangle E A C . Whence it follows that the squares on the sides AB, A C are 
together equal to the square on the hypotenuse BC. 

By this proposition may be found a square equal to the sum of any given 
squares, or equal to any multiple of a given square : or equal to the difference 
of two given squares. 

The truth of this proposition may be exhibited to. the eye in some particular 
instances. As in the case of that right-angled triangle whose three sides are 
3, 4, and 5 units respectively. If through the points of division of two 
contiguous sides of each of the squares upon the sides, lines be drawn parallel 
to the sides (see the notes on Book ii.), it will be obvious, that the squares will 
be divided into 9, 16 and 25 small squares, each of the same magnitude; and 
that the number of the small squares into which the squares on the perpendicular 
and base are divided, is equal to the number into which the square on the hypotenuse 
is divided. Also every right-angled triangle whose sides are respectively any 
equimultiples whatever of 3, 4, 5 units, may be eshibited in a simUar manner. 
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Prop. xLviii. is the converse of Prop, xlvii. In this Prop, is assumed the 
CoroUary, that "the squares described upon two equal Hnes are equal," and the 
converse, which properly ought to have been appended to Prop. xlvi. 

The First Book of Euclid's Elements, it has been seen, is conversant with 
the consteuction and properties of rectilineal figures. It ffrst lays down the 
definitions w-hich limit the subjects of discussion in the First Book, next the 
three postulates, which resteict the operations by which the constructions in 
Plane Geometry are effected; and thirdly, the twelve axioms, which express the 
principles by which a comparison is made between the ideas of the things defined. 
And it must have been perceived that neither the definitions themselves, nor 
the properties of the figures are tlie imaginary phantoms which some meta
physicians have represented them, but perfect ideal conceptions derived from 
natural objects and abstracted from all possible imperfection; not for the 
purpose of empty speculation, but that they might be applied to exact reasonings 
on the properties of space. 

This Book may be divided into three parts. The first part treats of the 
origin and properties of teiangles, both with respect to thefr sides and angles; 
and the comparison of these mutuaUy, both with regard to equality and inequality. 
The second part treats of the properties of parallel lines and of parallelograms. 
The thfrd part exhibits the connection of the properties of triangles and paraUelo
grams, and the equaHty of the squares on the base and perpendicular of a 
right-angled teiangle to the square on the hypotenuse. 

When the propositions of the First Book have been read with the notes, the 
student is recommended to use different letters in the diagrams, and where it is 
possible, diagrams of a form somewhat different from those exhibited in the text, 
for the purpose of testing the accuracy of his knowledge of the demonstrations. 
And further, when he has become sufficiently familiar with the method of 
geometrical reasoning, he may dispense •with the aid of letters altogether, and 
acqufre the power of expressing in general terms the process of reasoning in 
•the demonstration of any proposition. Also, he is advised to answer the foUowing 
questions before he attempts to apply the principles of the Ffrst Book to the 
solution of Problems and the demonsteation of Theorems. 

It cannot reasonably be expected that any one who has not a clear apprehen
sion and a firm conviction of the truth of the principles of Geometry, or in fact, of 
any other subject, should be able to apply them honestly and consistently If 
there be any excuse for the rather lengthy remarks which have been drawn to
gether on the fundamental principles of Geometry, perhaps the judgment of 
Aristotle may be urged, who has laid it dovra:—" That he who would attain to 
knowledge by demonstration, should have a more perfect knowledge of, and fuUer 
confidence in, the first principles than in the deductions from them." 

QUESTIONS O N B O O K L 

1. What is the name of the Science of which Euclid gives the Elements ? 
What is meant by Solid Geometry ? Is there any distinction between Plane Geometry, 
and the Geometry of Planes ? 

2. Define the term magnitude, and specify the different kinds of magnitude 
considered in Geometry. What dimensions of space belong to figures treated of 
in the ffrst six Books of Euclid ? 
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3. Give EucHd's definition of a " steaight Hue." What does he really use as 
his test of rectilmearity, and where does he first employ it? W h a t objections have 
been made to fr, and what substitute has been proposed as an available definition ̂  
H o w many points are necessary to fix the position of a steaight Hne in a plane. 
W h e n is one straight line said to cut, and when to meet another ? 

4. W h a t positive property has a Geometrical point ? From the definitaon of a 
steaight Hne, shew that the intersection of two lines is a point. 

6. Give EucHd's definition of a plane rectiUneal angle. W h a t are the Hmits 
of the angles considered in the Ffrst Book ? Does EucHd consider angles greater 
than two right angles ? 

6. W h e n is a straight line said to be dra-wn at right angles, and when perpen
dicular, to a given straight line ? 

7. Define a triangle ; shew how many kinds of triangles there are according to 
the variation both of the angles, and of the sides. 

8. W h a t is Euclid's definition of a circle? Point out the assumption in
volved in your definition. Is any axiom implied in it? Shew that in this 
as in aU other definitions, some geometrical fact is assumed as somehow previously 
known. 

9. It has been objected to Euclid's definition of a cfrcle, that when he has so de
fined a cfrcle, it becomes questionable whether there can be a plane figure hâ ring 
such a property. This possibiHty, as it is not self-evident, ought not to be assumed. 
Examine the force of this objection. , 

10. Define the quadrilateral figures mentioned by Euclid. 
11. Describe briefiy the use and foundation of definitions, axioms, and 

postulates : give Ulnstrations by an instance of each. 
12. W h a t objection may be made to the method and order in which Euclid 

has laid down the elementary abstractions of the Science of Geometry ? What 
other methods have been suggested ? 

13. W h a t distinctions may be made between definitions in the Science of 
Geometry and in the Physical Sciences ? 

14. W h a t is necessary to constitute an exact definition ? Are definitions 
propositions? Are they arbitrary ? Are they convertible ? Does a Mathematical 
definition admit of proof on the principles of the Science to which it relates ? 

15. Enumerate the principles of construction assumed by Euclid. 
16. Of what instruments may the use be considered to meet approximately 

the demands of Euclid's postulates ? W h y only approximately J 
17. " A circle may be described from any center, with any straight line as 

radius." H o w does this postulate differ from Euclid's, and which of his problems 
is assumed in it ? 

18. W h a t principles in the Physical Sciences correspond to axioms in 
Geometry ? 

19. Enumerate Euclid's twelve axioms and point out those which have special 
reference to Geometry. State the converse of those which admit of being so 
expressed. 

20. W h a t two tests of equality are assumed by Euclid ? Is the assumption 
of the principle of superposition (ax. S.), essential to all Geometrical reasoning ? 
Is it correct to say, that it is " an appeal, though of the most familiar sort, to 
external observation" ? 

21. Could any, and if any, which of the axioms of Euclid be turned into 
definitions ; and with what advantages or disadvantages ? 

22. Define the terms, Problem, Postulate, Axiom and Theorem, Are any of 
EucHd's axioms improperly so called ? 
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23. Of what two parts does the enunciation of a problem, and of a Theorem 
consist? Distinguish them in Euc. i. 4, 6, 18, 19. 

24. W h e n is a problem said to be indeterminate ? Give an example. 
25. W h e n is one proposition said to be the converse or reciprocal of another ? 

Give examples. Are converse propositions universally true ? If not, imder what 
efrcumstances are they necessarily teue? W h y is it necessary to demonsteate 
converse propositions ? H o w are they proved ? 

26. Explain the meaning of the word proposition. Distinguish between 
converse and contrary propositions, and give examples. 

27. State the grounds as to whether Geometrical reasonings depend for thefr 
conclusiveness upon axioms or definitions. 

28. Explain the meaning of enthymeme and syllogism. H o w is the enthymeme 
made to assume the form of the sj'Uogism ? Give examples. 

29. W h a t constitutes a demonstration ? State the laws of demonsteation. 
30. W h a t are the principal parts, in the entire process of establishing a 

proposition ? 
31. Distinguish between a direct and indirect demonsteation. 
32. WTiat is meant by the term synthesis, and what, by the term, analysis? 

Which of these modes of reasoning does Euclid adopt in his Elements of 
Geometry ? 

33. In what sense is it true that the conclusions of Geometey are necessary 
truths? 

34. Enunciate those Geometeical definitions which are used in the proof of 
the propositions of the First Book. 

35. If in Euclid i. 1, an equal triangle be also described on the other side of 
the given line, what figure wiU the two triangles form ? 

36. In the diagram, EucHd i. 2, if D B a side of the equilateral triangle D A B 
be produced both ways and cut the cfrcle whose center is B and radius B C in two 
points G and H ; shew that either of the distances D G , D H may be taken as the 
radius of the second cfrcle; and give the proof in each case. 

37. Draw the figure of Euc. i. 2, when the given point is the vertex of an 
equUateral triangle described upon the given line. 

38. Explain h o w the propositions Euc. i. 2, 3, are rendered necessary by the 
restriction imposed by the thfrd postulate. Is it necessary for the proof, that the 
triangle described in Euc. i. 2, shoiUd be equUateral ? Could we, at this stage of 
the subject, describe an isosceles triangle on a given base ? 

39. State how Euc. i. 2, may be extended to the following problem : "From 
a given point to drawa steaightHne in agiven direction equal to a given straight line." 

40. H o w would you cut off from a steaight line unHmited in both dfrections, 
a length equal to a given steaight line ? 

41. In the proof of EucHd i. 4, how much depends upon Definition, how 
much upon Axiom ? 

42. Enunciate the converse theorem of Euc. i. 4, and give a dfrect demonstra
tion of it. 

43. Shew that by placing the triangles in juxta-position, Euc. i. 8, this pro
position may be proved -without assuming the seventh. 

44. In the construction Euclid i. 9, is it indifferent in aU cases on which side 
of the joining line the equUateral triangle is described ? 

45. Shew how a given straight line may be bisected by Euc. i. 1. 
46. In what cases do the lines which bisect the interior angles of plane tri

angles, also bisect one, or more than one of the corresponding opposite sides of 
the teiangles ? 
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47. " Two straight lines cannot have a common segment." Has this corol
lary been tacitly assumed in any preceding proposition ? i i" 5 

48. In Euc. J. 12, must the given line necessarily be " of unlimited length . 
49. Shew that (fig. Euc. i. 11) every point without the perpendicular drawn 

from the middle point of every straight line D E , is at unequal distances from the 
extremities D, E of that line. . 

50. From what proposition may it be inferred that a steaight Hue is the 
shortest distance between two points ? 

51. Enunciate the propositions you employ in the proof of Euc. 1. 16. 
62. Is it essential to the truth of Euc. x. 21, that the two straight Hnes be 

drawn from the extremities of the base ? 
63. In the diagram, Euc. i. 21, by how much does the greater angle B D C 

exceed the less B A C ? 
64. In the enunciation of Euc. i. 22, it is stated that " any two of the given 

straight Hnes must be greater than the third." Is any use directiy or indirectly 
made of this limitation in the demonstration ? 

55. To form a triangle with three straight lines, any two of them must be 
greater than the thfrd : is a simUar Hmitation, in every case, necessary with re
spect to the three angles ? 

66. Point out where the construction fails in Euc. i. 22, when the given 
straight lines do not satisfy the restriction. Exemplify, by applying EucHd's 
method to construct a triangle whose sides are 1, 2, 3 units, and 1, 2, 4 units 
respectively. 

67. Is it possible to construct a triangle whose angles shaU be as the numbers 
1, 2, 3? Prove or disprove your answer. 

68. W h a t is the reason of the limitation in the construction of Euc. i. 24, 
viz. " that D E is that side which is not greater than the other ?" 

59. Quote the ffrst proposition in which the equality of two areas which can
not be superposed on each other is considered. 

60. Is the following proposition universally true ? " If two plane triangles 
have three elements of the one respectively equal to three elements of the other, 
the triangles are equal in every respect." Enumerate all the cases in which this 
equality is proved in the First Book. W h a t case is omitted ? 

61. W h a t parts of a triangle must be given in order that the triangle may be 
described ? 

62. State the converse of the second case of Euc. i. 26. Under what limita
tions is it true ? Prove the proposition so limited. 

63. Shew that the angle contained between the perpendiculars drawn to two 
given straight lines which meet each other, is equal to the angle contained by the 
lines themselves. 

64. Are two triangles necessarily equal in all respects, where a side and two 
angles of the one are equal to a side and two angles of the other, each to each ? 

65. Illustrate fully the difference between analytical and synthetical proofs. 
W h a t propositions in Euclid are demonstrated analytioaUy ? 

66. Can it be properly predicated of any two straight Hnes that they never 
meet if indefinitely produced either way, antecedentiy to our knowledge of some 
other property of such Hnes, which makes the property fii-st predicated of them 
a necessary conclusion from it ? 

67. Enunciate Euclid's definition and axiom relating to parallel straight 
Hnes ; and state in what Props, of Book i. they are used. 

68. W h y was it necessary to lay down an axiom relating especially to 
parallels, when there is no axiom relating especiaUy to cfrcles ? 
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69. What proposition is the converse to the twelfth axiom of the First Book? 
What other two propositions are complementary to these ? , 

70. If hnes being produced ever so far do not meet; can they be otherwise 
than parallel ? If so, under what efrcumstances ? 

71. Define adjacent angles, opposite angles, vertical angles, and alternate angles; 
and give examples fr-om the First Book of Euclid. 

72. Can you suggest anything to justify the assumption in the twelfth axiom 
upon which the proof of Euc. i. 29, depends ? 

73. What objections have been m-ged against the definition and the doctrine 
of paraUel straight lines as laid down by Euclid? Where does the difficulty ori
ginate ? TiTiat other assumptions have been suggested, and for what reasons ? 

74. Assuming as an axiom that " two straight lines which cut one another, 
camiot both be parallel to the same steaight line"; deduce Euclid's twelfth axiom 
as a corollary of Euc. i. 29. 

75. From Euc. i. 27, shew that the distance bet-ween two parallel straight 
Hnes is constant. 

76. If two steaight lines be not paraUel, shew that aU straight lines falling on 
them, mEike alternate angles, which differ by the same angle. 

77. Taking as the definition of parallel straight lines, that they are equaUy 
inclined to the same straight line towards the same parts ; prove that " being 
produced ever so far both ways they do not meet." Prove also EucHd's axiom 
12, by means of the same definition. 

78. What is meant by exterior and interior angles ? Point out examples. 
79. Can the three angles of a teiangle be proved equal to two right angles 

without producing a side of the triangle ? 
80. Shew how the corners of a teiangular piece of paper may be turned do^wn, 

so as to exhibit to the eye that the three angles of a triangle are equal to two 
right angles. 

81. Explain the meaning of the term corollary. Enunciate the two corolla
ries appended to Euc. i. 32, and give another proof of the first. What other 
corollaries may be deduced from this proposition ? 

82. Shew that the two lines which bisect the exterior and interior angles of a 
triangle, as weU as those which bisect any two interior angles of a parallelogram, 
contain a right angle. 

83. The opposite sides and angles of a paraUelogram are equal to one another, 
and the diameters bisect it. State and prove the converse of this proposition. 
Also shew that a quadrUateral figure is a parallelogram, when its diagonals bisect 
each other : and when its diagonals divide it into four triangles, which are equal, 
two and two, -viz. those which have the same vertical angles. 

84. In constructing a paraUelogram, state what data render the problem deter
minate or indeterminate. Exemplify each of the cases. 

85. If two steaight lines join the extremities of two parallel steaight lines, 
but not towards the same parts, when are the joining Hnes equal, and when are 
they unequal ? 

86. If either diameter of a four-sided figure, divide it into two equal triangles, 
is the figure necessarily a parallelogram? Prove your answer. 

87. Shew how to di-yide one of the paraUelograms in Euc. i. 35, by straight 
lines, so that the parts when properly arranged shall make up the other paral
lelogram. 

88. Distinguish between equal triangles and equivalent triangles, and give 
examples from the Ffrst Book of EucHd. 
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89. What is meant by the locus of a point ? Adduce instances of loci from 
the first Book of Euclid. , 

90. H o w is fr shewn that e<lual teiangles upon the same base or upon equal 
bases, have equal altitudes, Vhether they are situated on the same side or upon 
opposite sides of the same straight line ? , t, 

91. In Euc. I. 37, 38, if the triangles are not towards the same parts shew 
tiiat the straight line joining the vertices of the teiangles is bisected by the Ime 
containing the bases. i • » 

92. If the complements (fig. Euc. i. 43) be squares, determme their relation to 
the whole paraUelogram. 

93. What is meant by a paraUelogram being appHed to a steaight line ? 
94. Is the construction of Euc. i. 45, perfectly general ? 
95. Define a square without including superfluous conditions, and explain the 

mode of constructing a square upon a given straight Hne in conformity with such 
a definition. 

96. The sum of the angles of a square is equal to four right angles. Is the 
converse true ? If not, why ? 

97. Conceiving a square to be a figure bounded by four equal straight Hnes 
not necessarily in the same plane, what condition respecting the angles is necessary 
to complete the definition ? 

98. In Euclid i. 47, why is it necessary to prove that one side of each square 
described upon each of the sides containing the right angle, should be in the 
same straight line -with the other side of the triangle ? 

99. O n what assumption is an analogy shewn to exist between the product of 
two equal numbers and the surface of a square ? 

100. Is the triangle whose sides are 3, 4, 5 right-angled, or not ? 
101. Can the side and diagonal of a square be represented simultaneously by 

any finite numbers ? 
102. B y means of Euc. i. 47, the square roots of the natural numbers, 1, 2, 3, 

4, &c. may be represented by straight Hnes. 
103. Prove the 47th Prop, of Book i. by describing the squares on the sides 

towards the hypotenuse, and she^wing that they are divided by the sides of the 
square on the hypotenuse into segments which may be so placed as to cover 
exactly that square. 

104. If Euclid II. 2, be assumed, enunciate the form in which Euc. i. 47 may 
be expressed. 

105. Classify aU the properties of triangles and parallelograms, proved in the 
Ffrst Book of EucHd. 

106. Mention any propositions in Book i. which are included in more general 
ones which follow. 

107. Beginning with the forty-seventh proposition of the First Book of 
EucHd's Elements, trace backwards how many of the propositions of the book 
are necessary to the proof. 

108. H o w are converse propositions generaUy proved? D o you Imow of any 
exception to this general rule ? 

109. Talung s o M % as a fundamental idea of Geometry, how would you define 
a superficies, a line, a point ? 

110. What general classification may be made of the Propositions contamed 
in the Ffrst Book of EucHd ? 
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DEFINITIONS. 

I. 

EviBBT right-angled parallelogram is called a rectangle, and is said 
to be contaiued by any two of the straight lines which contain one of • 
the right angles. 

II. 

In every parallelogram, any of the parallelograms about a diameter 
together -with the two complements, is called a gnomon. 

F 

"Thus the parallelogram H O together With the complements AF, FC, is 
the gnomon, which is more briefly expressed by the letters A GK, or EHC, which 
are at the opposite angles of the parallelograms which make the gnomon." 

PROPOSITION I. T H E O R E M . 

If tliere le two straight lines, one of which is divided into any number 
of parts; the rectangle contained ly the two straight lines, is equal to the 
rectangles contained by the undivided line, and the several parts of the 
divided line. 

Let A and .B C be two straight hnes ; 
and let B C h e divided iato any parts BD, DE, EC, in the points D, E. 

Then the rectangle contained by the straight hnes A and B 0, shall 
be equal to the rectangle contained by A and BD, together wili. that 
contained by A and DE, and that contaiaed by A and EC. 

K L H 

Prom the point B, draw ̂ i^at right angles to BC, (r. 11.) 
and make B G equal to A ; (i. 3.) 

f2 
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Through G draw GS parallel to BG,{j.. 31.) r, 
and through D, E, 0, draw D K , EL, C.ff parallel to B G , meeting 

G S in K,L,S. . -dtt tit tptt 
Then the rectangle -B-ZTis equal to the rectangles î .̂ :, JJJ., m.J1-

And B S is contained by A and BC, 
for it is contamed by GB, BC, of which G B is equal to ̂  : 

and the rectangle B K i s contamed by A, MJJ, 
for it is contamed by GB, BD, of which G B is equal to A : 

also D L is contained by A, DM, 
because J.2r; that is, BG, (i. 34.) is equal to A ; 

and in Hke manner the rectangle ESia contamed bj A, E C : 
therefore the rectangle contained by A, BC, is equal to the several 

rectangles contained by A, BD, and by A, D E , and by A, FC. 
Wherefore, if there be two straight Hnes, &c. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION II, THEOREM. 

If a straight line le divided into any two parts, the rectangles contained 
by the whole and each of the parts, are together equal to the square on the 

Let the straight Hne .45 be di-ridedinto any two parts in the point C. 
Then the rectangle contained by A B , B O, together -with that con

tained by A B , A 0, shall be equal to the square on A B . 

Upon A B describe the square A D E B , (i. 46.) and through 0 draw 
Ci^ parallel to A D or B E , (i. 31.) meetmg DEia. F. 

Then A E is equal to the rectangles AF, OE. 
And A E is the square on A B ; 

and .̂ î is the rectangle contained by B A , A C ; 
for it is contained by D A , A 0, of which D A is equal to A B : 

and C^is contained by A B , BC, 
for B E is equal to A B : 

therefore the rectangle contained by A B , A 0, together -with the 
rectangle A B , B O is equal to the square on A B . 

If therefore a straight Hne, &c. q. e. d. 

PROPOSITION III. THEOREM. 

If a straigU line le divided into any two parts, t}ie rectangle contained ly 
the whole and one of the parts, is equal to the rectangle contained by the two 
parts, together with the square on the aforesaid part. 

Let the straight Hne AB he divided mto any two parts m the point C. 
Xfren the rectangle A B , BO, shaU be equal to the rectangle 

A C , CB, together -with the square on .SC. 
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Upon 5 C describe the square ODEB, (i. 46.) and produce E D to F, 
trough 4 draw .4i^ parallel to C D or B E , (i. 31.) meeting EFinF. 

Then the rectangle A E is equal to the rectangles A D , CE. 
And A E is the rectangle contained by A B , B 0, 

for it is contained by A B , B E , of which B E is equal to B G : 
and A D is contained by A 0, CB, for C D is equal to CB: 

and C E is the square on B O : 
therefore the rectangle A B , BO,ia equal to the rectangle A C , CB, 

together -with fiie square on BO. 
If therefore a straight Hne be dî rided, &e. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION IV. THEOREM. 

If a straight line be divided into any two parts, the square on the whale 
line is equal to the squares on the two parts, together with twice the rectangle 
contained by the parts. 

Let the straight Hne AB he divided into any two parts in 0. 
Then the square on A B shall be equal to the squares on A 0, and 

CB, together -srith twice the rectangle contained by A C, CB. 
A c B 

G 

/ 

Upon A B describe the square A D E B , (i. 46.) joia BD, 
through 0 draw O G F parallel to A D or B E , (i. 31.) meeting B D 

ia GandDEinF; 
and through G draw S G K parallel to A B or D E , meeting A D in 

S, and BE in K; 
Then, because C E is parallel to A D and B D falls upon them, 

therefore the exterior angle B G O is equal to the interior and opposite 
angle B D A ; (i. 29.) 

but the angle B D A is equal to the angle D B A , (i. 6.) 
because B A is equal to A D , being sides of a square; 

wherefore the angle B G O is equal to the angle D B A or G B O ; 
and therefore •Qie side B O is equal to the side CG; (i. 6.) 
but B C is equal also to GK, and C G to B K ; (i. 34.) 

wherefore the figure C G K B is equilateral. 
It is like'wise rectangular; 

for, siuce C G is parallel to B E , and 5 C meets them, 
therefore the angles K B C , B O G are equal to two right angles; (i. 29.) 

but the angle K B C ia a right angle; (def. 30. constr.) 
wherefore B O G is a right angle: 

and therefore also the angles CGK, G K B , opposite to these, are right 
angles; (i. 34.) 
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wherefore CGKB is rectangular: 
but it is also equilateral, as was demonstrated; 

wherefore it is a square, and it is upon the side CB. 
Por the same reason JTi^ is a square, 

and it is upon the side S G , wMoli is equal to AC. (i- 34.) 
Therefore tlie figures SF, CK, are the squares on AC, CM. 

And because the complement 4 G< is equal to .the complement hM, 
(i. 43.) . _, 

and that AGia the rectangle contamed by A C, CM, 
for <rCis equal to CB; 

therefore G E is also equal to the rectangle A C , CB; 
wherefore A G , G E are equal to t-wioe the rectangle AC, OB; 

and SF, C K are the squares on AC, CB; 
wherefore.the four figures SF, OK, A G , GE, are equal to the 

squares on A C , CB, and twice the rectangle AC, OB: 
but SF, OK, A G , G E make up the whole &gaxe A D E B , which 

is the square on A B ; 
therefore the square on A B is equal to the squares on A C, CB, and 

twice the rectangle A 0, CB. 
Wherefore, if a straight Ene be divided, &c. q.e.d. 
Cob. From the demonstration, it is manifest, that the parallelo

grams about the diameter of a square, are like-wise squares. 
PROPOSITION V. THEOREM. 

If a straight line le divided into two equal parts, and also into two 
unequal parts; the rectangle contained ly the unequal parts, together with 
the square on the line between the points of section, is equal to the square 
on half the line. 

Let the straight Hne AB be di-rided into two equal parts in the 
point 0, and into -two unequal parts in the point D. 

Then the rectangle A D , D B , together with the square on CD, shall 
be equal to the square on CB. 

1 T. •h!/I 

/ 
G F 

Upon OB describe the square OEFB, (l. 46.) join BE, 
through D draw D S G parallel to C E or BF, (i. 31.) meetmg D E 
in S, and E F in G, 

and through S draw K L M parallel to CB or FF, meeting O E 
in L, and B F in M ; 

also through A draw A K paraHel to CL or B M , meeting M L K in K. 
Then because the complement O S is equal to the complement S F , 
(i. 43.) to each of these equals add D M ; 

therefore the whole C M is equal to the whole D F ; 
but because the Hne A C ia equal to CB, 
therefore A L is equal to CM, (i. 36.) 
therefore also AIL is equal to D F ; 
to each of these equals add OS, 
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and therefore tiie whole AS ia equal to DF and OS: 
but A S i a the rectangle contaiued by A D , D B , for Z'.H'is equal to D B ; 

ajid i) J'together with O S ia the gnomon C M G ; 
therefore the gnomon C M G is equal to the rectangle A D , D B : 
to each of those equals add LG, which is equal to the square on 

CD; (n. 4. Oor.) 
therefore the g-nomon C M G together-with LG, is equal to the 
rectangle A D , D B , together with the square on CD : 

but the gnomon C M G and L G make up the whole fig-ure OEFB, 
which is the square on OB; 

therefore the rectangle A D , D B , together -with the square on C D 
is equal to the square on CB. 

^Tierefore, if a straight line, &c. q.e.d. 
Cos. From this proposition it is manifest, that the difference of 

the squares on -two unequal lines A 0, CD, is equal to the rectangle 
contained by their sum A D and their difference DB. 

PROPOSITION VI. THEOREM. 

If a straight line le lisected, and produced to any point; the rectangle 
contained ly the whole line thus produced, and the part of it produced, 
together with the square on half the line bisected, is equal to the square on 
the straight line which is made up of the half and the part produced. 
Let the straight line AB he bisected iu C, and produced to the point D. 

Then the rectangle AD, DB, together with the square on OB, shall 
be equal to the square on CD. 

A c B D 

M 

Upon CD describe the square CFFD, (i. 46.) and joia DE, 
through B di-aw B S G parallel to CE or DF, (i. 31.) meetiag D E 
inS, and.EFm G: 

through S draw K L M parallel to A D or EF, meeting D F ia 
M, and OE in L: 

and through A draw A K paraUel to OL or D M , meeting M L K in K. 
Then because the Hne A C is equal to CB, 

therefore the rectangle A L is equal to the rectangle OS, (i. 36.) 
but OSia equal to S F ; (i. 43.) 
therefore A L is equal to S F ; 

to each of these equals add C M ; 
therefore the whole A M is equal to the gnomon C M G : 

but A M is the rectangle contained by A D , D B , 
for D M i a equal to D B : (ii. 4. Oor.) 

therefore the gnomon C M G is equal to the rectangle A D , D B : 
to each of these equals add L G which is equal to the square on CB: 

therefore the rectangle A D , D B , together -with the square on CB, is 
equal to the gnomon CMG, and the figure L G ; 

but the gnomon C M G and L G make up the whole figure CEFD, 
which is the square on CD; 
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therefore the rectangle AD, DB, together with the square on CB, 
is equal to the square on CD. 

Wherefore, if a straight Hne, &c. Q. e. d. 

PROPOSITION VII. THEOREM. 

If a straight line be divided into any two parts, the squares on the whole 
line, and on one of the parts, are equal to twice the rectangle contained by 
flm whole and that part, togetJier with the square on tlie other part. 

Let the straight Hne AB he divided into any two parts in the point C. 
Then the squares on A B , B O shaU be equal to twice the rectangle 

A B , BC, together with the square on A C . 
A C B 

o / 

Upon A B describe the square A D E B , (i. 46.) and join B D ; 
through C draw C F parallel to A D or B E (i. 31.) meetiag B D in 

G, and D E in F; 
through G^ draw S G K parallel to A B or DF, meeting A D in. S, 

and BE in K. 
Then because A G is equal to GE, (i. 43.) 

add to each of them O K ; 
therefore the whole ̂ iT is equal to the whole CE; 

and therefore A K , CE, are double of A K : 
but A K , CE, are the gnomon A K F and the square OK; 

therefore the gnomon A K F and the square O K are double of A K : 
but twice the rectangle A B , BC, is double of A K , 

for B K is equal to B O ; (ii. 4. Cor.) 
therefore the gnomon A K F and the square OK, are equal to twice the 

rectangle A B , B 0; 
to each of these equals add SF, which is equal to the square on A 0, 
therefore the gnomon A K F , and the squares CK, S F , are equal to 
twice the rectangle A B , BC, and the square on A C ; 

but the gnomon A K F , together with the squares CK, S F m ^ e 
up the whole figure A D E B and CK, which are the squares on A S 
and BC;^ 

therefore the squares on A B and B O are equal to twice the rectangle 
A B , B 0, together •with the square on A O. 

Wherefore, if a straight Hne, &c. q. e. d. PROPOSITION VIIL THEOREM. 

If a straight line be divided into any two parts, four times the rectangle 
contained by the whole line, and one of the parts, together with the square on 
the other part, is equal to the square on the straight line, which is made up 
of the whole and that pa/rt. 
Let the straight Hne AB be di-vided into any two parts in the point G. 
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Then four times the rectangle AB, B 0, together -with the square on 
A C, shall be equal to the square on the straight line made up of A B 
and B 0 together. 

C B D 
N 

E H L P 

Produce AB to D, so that BD he equal to OB, (i. 3.) 
upon A D describe the square AEFD, (i. 46.) and join DE, 

through B, 0, draw BL, O S parallel to A F or DF, and cutting D E 
in the points K, P respectively, and meeting E F in L, S; 
through K, P, draw MGKN, XPBO paraUel to A D or EF. 
Then because OB is equal to BD, CB to GK, and B D to KIT; 

therefore GKia equal to K N ; 
for the same reason, PB, is equal to iJO; 

and because CB is equal to BD, and G K to KN", 
therefore the rectangle C^is equal to BN, and GR to Rlf; (i. 36.) 

but C^is equal to RN, (i. 43.) 
because they are the complements of the paraUelogram CO; 

therefore also ̂ iVis equal to GR; 
and the four rectangles BN, CK, GR, RN, are equal to one another, 

and so axe quadruple of one of them OK. 
Again, because CB is equal to BD, and B D to BK, that is, to CG; 

and because OB is equal to GK, that is, to GP; 
•therefore OG is equal •to GP. 

And because CG is equal to GP, and PR to RO, 
therefore the rectangle A G ia equal to MP, and PL to RF; 

but the rectangle M P is equal to PL, (i. 43.) 
because they are the complements of the paraUelogram M L : 

wherefore also AGia equal to RF: 
•therefore the four rectangles AG, MP, PL, RF, are equal to one 

another, and so are quadruple of one of them A G. 
And it was demonstrated, that the four OK, BN, GR, and RN, are 
quadruple of CK: 

therefore the eight rectangles which contain the gnomon A OS, are 
quadruple of AK. 
And because A K is the rectangle contained by AB, BO, 

for BKia equal to BO; 
therefore four times the rectangle AB, B C ia quadruple oi A K : 
but the gnomon A G S waa demonstrated to be quadruple oi A K ; 

therefore four times the rectangle AB, B C is equal to the gnomon A OR; 
to each of these equals add XS, which is equal to the square on AC; 
therefore four times the rectangle AB, B 0, together •with the square 

on A 0, is equal to the gnomon A O S and the square X S ; 
but the gnomon A O S and X S make up the figure AEFD, which is 

the square on A D ; 
therefore four times the rectangle AB, .BC together -with the square 

on .4C, is equal to the square on AD, that is, on A B and B C added 
together in one straight Ime. 

Wherefore, if a straight Hne, &c. q.e.d. 
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PROPOSITION IX. THEOREM. 

If a straight line le divided into two equal, and also into ^o jxn-
equal parts; the squares on the two unequal parts are together doubk of 
the square on half the line, and of the square on tU hne letween the points 
of' • 

Let the straight Hne A B he divided into two equal parts in the point 
C, and into t-ŵo unequal parts in the point D. 

Then the squares on A D , D B together, shaU be double of the 
squares on ̂ iC, CD. 

e 

C D B 

Prom the poiat C draw OF at right angles to AB, (i. II.) 
make C E equ.al to A C or OB, (i. 3.) and join EA, E B ; 

through D draw DJ?" paraUel to CE, meeting E B in F, (i. 31.) 
through F draw F G paraUel to BA, and join AF. 

Then, because A C ia equal •fco OE, 
therefore the angle A E O is equal to the angle E A C ; (i. 5.) 

and because A O F is a right angle, 
therefore the two other angles A F C , E A 0 of the triangle, are together 

equal to a right angle ; (l. 32.) 
and siuce they are equal to one another; 

therefore each of them is half a right angle. 
Por the same reason, each of the angles CEB, E B C is half a right 

angle, 
and therefore the whole A E B is a right angle. 

And because the angle G E F is half a right angle, 
and E G F a right angle, 

for it is equal to the interior and opposite angle F O B , (i. 29.) 
therefore the remaining angle E F G is half a right angle; 
wherefore the angle G E F is equal to the angle EFG, 

and the side ff-F equal to the side FG. (i. 6.) 
Again, because the angle at B is half a right angle, 

and F D B a right angle, 
for it is equal to the interior and opposite angle F O B , (i. 29.) 
therefore the remaining angle B E D is half a right angle ; 

wherefore the angle at B is equal to the angle BED, 
and the side Di^ equal to the side D B . (i. 6.) 

And because 4 C is equal to OE, 
the square on 4 C is equal to the square on O E ; 

therefore the squares on AG, C E are double of the square on A C ; 
but the square on A E is equal to the squares on A C , OF, (i. 47.) 

because A C F is a right angle ; 
therefore the square on A E is double of the square on A 0. 

Agaia, because E G is equal to GF, 
the square on E G is equal to the square on G F ; 

therefore the squares on EG, G F are double of the square on GF\ 
but the square on E E is equal to the squares on E G , G F ; (l. 47.) 

therefore the square on E F is double of the square on G F ; 
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and GF is equal to CD; (i. 34.) 
therefore the square on E F is double of the square on CD; 

but the square on AEia double of the square on A C ; 
therefore the squares on A F , E F are double of the squares on AC, CD; 

but the square on A F is equal to the squares on A E , EF, 
because A E F ia a right angle : (i. 47.) 

therefore the square on A F ia double of the squares on AC, CD: 
but the squares on A D , D F are equal to the square on A F ; 

because the angle A D E is a right angle; (i. 47.) 
therefore the squares on A D , D F are double of the squares on A 0, CD; 

and D F is equal to D B ; 
therefore the squares on ALD, D B are double of the squares on A 0, CD. 

If therefore a straight Hue be dî vided, &c. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION X. THEOREM. 

If a straight line le bisected, and produced to any point, the squa/re on 
the whole line thus produced, and the square on the part of it produced, are 
together doiible of the square on half the line lisected, and of the square on 
the line made up of the half and the pa/rt produced. 
Let •the straight line AB ha bisected in C, and produced to the 
point D, 

Then the squares on A D , DB, shall be double of the squares on 
AC, CD. 

Prom the point 0 draw O E at right angles to A B , (i. H.) 
make O E equal to A 0 or OB, (i. 3.) and join A E , E B ; 

through E draw .E!F parallel to A B , (i. 31.) 
and through D draw DZparaUel to CE, meeting EFin F. 

Then because the straight Hue _Ey meets the paraUels OE, FD, 
therefore the angles CEF, E F D are equal to two right angles; (i. 29.) 
and therefore the angles BEF, F E D are less than two right angles. 

But straight lines, which -with another straight line make the in
terior angles upon the same side of a line, less than two right angles, 
•wiUmeet if produced far enough; (i. ax. 12.) 

therefore EB, F D -wiU meet, if produced towards B, D; 
let them be produced and meet in G, and join A G . 

Then, because A C is equal to CE, 
therefore the angle C E A is equal to the angle E A C ; (i. 5.) 

and the angle A O E is a right angle ; 
therefore each of the angles CEA, E A C is hahf a right angle, (i. 32.) 

Por the same reason, 
each of the angles CEB, E B C ia haH a right angle ; 

therefore the whole A E B is a right angle. 
And because E B O ia half a right angle, 

therefore D B G is also half a right angle, (i. 15.) 
for they are veriicaUy opposite; 

but B D G is a right angle, 
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because it is equal to the alternate angle DCE; (i. 29.) 
, therefore the remaining angle D G B is half a right angle; 

and is therefore equal to the angle D B G ; 
wherefore also the side B D is equal to the side D G . (i. 6.) _ 

Again, because E G F is half a right angle, and the angle at i' is a 
right angle, being equal to the opposite angle F C D , (i. 34.) 

therefore the remaining angle F E G is half a right angle, 
and therefore equal to the angle E G F ; 

wherefore also the side G F is equal to the side FE. (i. 6.) 
And because E C is equal to CA; 

the square on E C is equal to the square on CA ; 
therefore the squares on EC, CA are double of the square on OA : 
but the square on F A is equal to the squares on EC, CA ; (i. 47.) 

therefore the square on E A is double of the square on A O. 
Again, because G'î  is equal to FE, 

the square on G F ia equal to the square on F E ; 
therefore the squares on GF, F E are double of the square on F E ; 
but the square on E G is equal to the squares on GF, F E ; (i. 47.) 

therefore the square on E G is double of the square on F E ; 
and F F ia equal to CD; (l. 34.) 

wherefore the square on F G is double of the square on CD; 
but it was demonstrated 

that the square on E A is double of the square on A C ; 
therefore the squares on EA, F G are double of the squares on A 0, CD; 
but the square on ̂ G' is equal to the squares on E A , E G ; (i. 47.) 
therefore the square on A G is double of the squares on A 0, CD: 
but the squares on A D , D G are equal to the square on A G ; 

therefore the squares on A D , D G are double of the squares on A 0, CD; 
but D G is equal to D B ; 

therefore the squares on A D , D B are double of the squares on A C, CD. 
Wherefore, if a straight Hne, &c. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION XI. PROBLEM. 
To divide a given straight line into two parts, so that tlie rectangle con
tained ly the whole and one of the parts, shall le equal to the square on the 

Let A B he the given straight Hne. 
It is required to di-vLde A B into two parts, so that the rectangle 

contained by the whole Hne and one of the parts, shall be equal to 
the square on the other part. 

H 
B 

Upon A B describe the square A C D B ; (i. 46 "S 
bisect ̂  C in ̂ , (I. 10.) and join B E , 

produce OA to F, and make E F equal to E B , (i 3 ) 
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upon ^i?" describe the square FGSA. (i. 46.) 
Then A B shaU be divided in S, so that the rectangle A B , BS\a 

equal to the square on A S . 
Produce G S to meet CD in K. 

Then because the straight Hue ̂  C is bisected in F, and produced to F, 
therefore the rectangle OF, F A together -with the square on A F , 
is equal to the square on E F ; (ri. 6.) 

but E F ia equal to F B ; 
therefore the rectangle CF, F A together -with the square on A E , is 

equal to the squai-e on E B ; 
but the squares on B A , A E axe equal to the square on EB, (i. 47.) 

because the angle E A B is a, right angle; 
therefore the rectangle CF, FA, together -with the square on A E , 
ia equal to the squares on B A , A E ; 
take away the square on A F , wliich is common to both; 

therefore the rectangle contained by CF, F A is equal to the square 
on_B^. 
But the figure i^is the rectangle contained by CF, FA, 

for F A is equal to F G ; 
and A D is the square on A B ; 

therefore the figure FKia equal to A D ; 
take away the common part A K , 

therefore the remainder F S is equal to the remainder S D ; 
but S D is the rectangle contained by A B , B S , 

for A B is equal to B D ; 
and F S ia the square on A S ; 

therefore the rectangle A B , B S , is equal to the square on A S . 
Wherefore the straight Hne A B is dî rided in S, so that the 
rectangle A B , B S i a equal to the square on A S . q. e. f. 

PROPOSITION XII. THEOREM. 
In oliuse-angled triangles, if a perpendicular be drawn from either of 
the acute angles to the opposite side produced, the sqvMre on the side sul-
tending the oltuse angle, is greater than the squares on the sides containing 
the obtuse angle, ly twice the rectangle contained ly the side upon which, 
when produced, the perpendicular falls, and the straight line intercepted 
without the triangle between the perpendicular and the obtuse angle. 
TietABOhe an obtuse-angled triangle, having the obtuse angle 
A G B , and from the point A, let A D he dra-wn perpendicular to ^ C 
produced. 

Then the square on A B shaU be greater than the squares on A 0, 
CB, by twice the rectangle BO, CD. 

Because the straight Hne B D is di-rided into two parts in the point C, 
therefore the square on B D is equal to the squares on BO, CD, 
and twice the rectangle BC, CD; (ii. 4.) 

to each of these equals add the square on D A ; 
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therefori! the squares on BD, DA are equal to the squares on BC, 
CD, D A , and twice the rectangle B C , CD; 

but the square on B A is equal to tho squares on B D , D A , (i. 47.) 
because the angle at 2» is a right angle ; 

and the square on C A is equal to the squares on CD, D A ; 
therefore the square on B A is equal to the squares on BO, CA, and 

twice the rectangle B 0, C D ; 
that is, the square on B A is greater than the squares on BC, CA, by 

twice the rectangle BG, CD. 
Therefore in obtuse-angled triangles, &c. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION XIII. T H E O R E M . 

In every triangle, the square on the side subtending either of the acate 
angles, is less than the squares on the sides containing that angle, ly twice 
the rectangle contained ly either of these sides, and the straight line inter
cepted letioeen the acute angle and the perpendicular let fall upon it from 
the opposite angle. 
Let ABO he any triangle, and the angle at B one of its acute 
angles, and upon BO, one of the sides containing it, let faU the 
perpendicular A D from the opposite angle, (i. 12.) 

Then the square on ̂  C opposite to the angle B, shall be less than 
the squares on CB, B A , by twice the rectangle CB, B D . 

B D 
Pirst, let A D faU within the triangle A B 0. 

Then, because the straight Hne C B is divided into two parts in D, 
the squares on OB, B D are equal to twice the rectangle contained by 
CB, B D , and the square on D G ; (ii. 7.) 

to each of these equals add -fche square on A D ; 
therefore the squares on OB, B D , D A , are equal to twice the 

rectangle OB, B D , and the squares on A D , D O ; 
but the square on A B is equal to the squares on B D , D A , (i. 47.) 

because the angle B D A is a right angle; 
and the square on ̂  C is equal to the squares on A D , D C ; 

therefore the squares on OB, B A are equal to the square on A 0, 
and •twice the rectangle OB, B D : 

that is, the square on .-4 C alone is less than the squares on CB, B A , 
by t-wice the rectangle CB, B D . 

Secondly, let A D fall -without the tiiangle A B C . 

Then, because the angle at D is a right angle, 
the angle A C B is greater than a right angle; (i. 16.) 
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and therefore the square on AB is equal to the squares on AC, CB, 
and twice the rectangle 5C, CD; (ii. 12.) 

to each of these equals add the square on B C ; 
therefore the squares on A B , B O are equal to the square on A C , 

twice the square on'BC, and t-wioe the rectangle BC, C D ; 
but because B D is di-rided into two parts in C, 

tlierefore the rectangle D B , B O is equal to the rectangle BC, CD, 
and the square on .SC; (ii. 3.) 

and the doubles of these are equal: 
that is, twice the rectangle D B , B C is equal to twice the rectangle 

B C , C D and twice the square on B O : 
therefore the squares on A B , B O are equal to the square on A C , 

and t-wice the rectangle D B , B 0: 
wherefore the square on ̂ C alone is less than the squares on A B , B G ; 

by twice the rectangle D B , BG. 
Lastly, let the side A C he perpendioular to BC. 

Then B C is the straight line between the perpendioular and the 
acute angle at B ; 
and it is manifest, that the squares on A B , BO, are equal to the 

square on A C , and twice the square on BC. (i. 47.) 
Therefore in any triangle, &c. q. e. d. 

PROPOSITION XIV. proble:\i. 

To describe a square that shall le equal to a given rectilineal figure. 
Let A he the given rectilineal figure. 

It is required to describe a square that shaU be equal to A. 

\ 

Describe the rectangular paTaU.elogram B O D E equal to the recti
lineal figure A. (i. 45.) 

Then, if the sides of it, BE, ED, are equal to one another, 
it is a square, and what was required is now done. 

But if B E , E D , are not equal, 
produce one of them B F to F, and make E F equal to E D , 

hiaeot B F ia G; (i. 10.) 
from the center G, at the distance GB, or GF, describe the semicircle 

BSF, 
and produce D E to meet the circumference in S. 

The square described upon E S shaU be equal to the given recti
lineal figure A. 
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Join GS. 
Then because the straight line B F is di-rided into two equal parts 

in the point G, and into two unequal parts in the point E ; 
therefore the rectangle BE, EF, together with the square on E G , 

is e4ual to the square on GF; (ii. 5.) 
but G F is equal to G S ; (def. 15.) 

therefore the rectangle BE, EF, together with the square on EG, is 
equal to the square on G S ; 

but the squares on S E , E G are equal to the square on G S ; (i. 47.) 
therefore the rectangle BE, EF, together -with the square on EG, 
is equal to the squares on S E , E G ; 

take away the square on EG, which is common to both; 
therefore the rectangle BE, E F ia equal to the square on S E . 
But the rectangle contained by B E , E F is the paraUelogram BD, 

because E F is equal to F D ; 
therefore B D is equal to the square on F S ; 

but B D is equal to the reetUineal figure A ; (constr.) 
therefore the square on E S ia equal to the rectilineal figure A. 
Wherefore a square has been made equal to the given reetUineal 

figured, namely, the square described upon E S . q.e.e. 



NOTES TO BOOK II. 

In Book I,, Geometrical magnitudes of the same kind, lines, angles and sur
faces, more particularly triangles and parallelograms, are compared, either as 
being absolutely equal, or unequal to one another. 

In Book II, the properties of right-angled parallelograms, but without reference 
to thefr magnitudes, are demonstrated, and an important extension is made of 
Euc. I. 47, to acute-angled and obtuse-angled triangles. EucKd has given no 
definition of a rectangular parallelogram or rectangle: probably, because the Greek 
expression irapaX\Ti\6ypap.pov Spdoytovtou, or opdoycivLov simply, is a definition of 
the figure. In English, the term rectangle, formed from rectus angulus, ought to 
be defined before its properties are demonstrated. A rectangle m a y be defined to 
be a parallelogram having one angle a right angle, or a right-angled parallelogram; 
and a square is a rectangle having all its sides equal. 

A s the squares in Euclid's demonstrations are squares described or supposed 
to be described on straight lines, the expression " the square on A B , " is a more 
appropriate abbre-viation for " t/ie square described on the line A B , " than " the 
square of A B . " The latter expression more fitly expresses the arithmetical or 
algebraical equivalent for the square on the line A B . 

In Euc. I. 35, it m a y be seen that there m a y be an indefinite number of paral
lelograms on the same base and between the same parallels whose areas are 
always equal to one another ; but that one of them has all its angles right angles, 
and the length of its boundary less than the boundary of any other parallelogram 
upon the same base and between the same parallels. The area of this rectangular 
parallelogram is therefore determined by the two lines which contain one of its 
right angles. Hence it is stated in Def. 1, that every right-angled parallelogram 
is said to be contained h j 3.nj two of the straight lines which contain one of the 
right angles. N o distinction is made in Book ii, between equality and identity, as 
the rectangle m a y be said to be contained by two lines which are equal respec
tively to the two which contain one right angle of the figure. It may be remarked 
that the rectangle itself is bounded by four straight lines. 

It is of primary importance to discriminate the Geometrical conception of a 
rectangle from the Arithmetical or Algebraical representation of it. The subject 
of Geometry is magnitude not number, and therefore it would be a departure from 
strict reasoning on space, to substitute in Geometrical demonstrations, the 
Arithmetical or Algebraical representation of a rectangle for the rectangle itself. 
It is however, absolutely necessary that the connexion of nurnber andmagnittide be 
clearly understood, as far as regards the representation of lines and areas. 

All lines are measured by lines, and aU surfaces by surfaces. Some one line 
of definite length is arbitrarily assumed as the linear unit, and the length of every 
other line is represented by the number of linear units, contained in it. The 
square is the figure assumed for the measure of surfaces. The square unit or the 
unit of area is assumed to be that square, the side of which is one unit in 
length, and the magnitude of every surface is represented by the number of square 
•units contained in it. But here it m a y be remarked, that the properties of rect
angles and squares in the Second Book of Euclid are proved independently of the 
consideration, whether the sides of the rectangles can be represented by any 
multiples of the same linear unit. If, however, the sides of rectangles are supposed 
to be divisible into an exact number of linear units, a numerical representation for 
the area of a rectangle m a y be deduced, 

G 
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On two lines at right angles to each other, take AB equal to i, and AD equal 
to 3 linear units. 

Complete the rectangle ABCD, and through the points of division of AB, A D , 
draw EL, FM, GiV parallel to A D ; and HP, K Q paraUel to A B respectively. 

A E F G B 

H P 
K _ 5 _ q B, 

D L M N C 
Then the whole rectangle A C is divided into squares, all equal to each other. 
And A C is equal to the sum of the rectangles AL, EM, FN, G C ; (n. 1.) 

also these rectangles are equal to one another, (i. Z&^ 
therefore the whole ̂ C is equal to four times one of them AL, 

Again, the rectangle A L is equal to the rectangles EH, HR, BD, and these 
rectangles, by construction, are squares described upon the equal lines A H , HK, 
KD, and are equal to one another. 

Therefore the rectangle A L is equal to 3 times the square on A H , 
but the whole rectangle ACis equal to 4 times the rectangle AL, 

therefore the rectangle .^C is 4 x 3 times the square on ̂ H , or 12 square units: 
that is, the product of the two numbers which express the number of linear 

units in the two sides, •will give the number of square units in. the rectangle, and 
therefore will be an arithmetical representation of its area. 

And generally, if AB, AD, instead of 4 and 3, consisted of a and 5 linear units 
respectively, it may be shewn in a similar manner, that the area of the rectangle 
A C would contain ab square units ; and therefore the product ab is a proper 
representation for the area of the rectangle AG. 

Hence, it follows, that the term rectangle- in Geometry corresponds to the term 
product in Arithnietic and Algebra, and that a similar comparison may be made 
between the products of the two numbers which represent the sides of rectangles, 
as between the areas of the rectangles themselves. This forms the basis of what 
are called Arithmetical or Algebraical proofs of Geometrical properties. 

If the two sides of the rectangle be equal, or if 6 be equal to a, the figure is a 
square, and the area is represented by aa or a*. 

Also, since a triangle is equal to the half of a parallelogram of the same base 
and altitude; 

Therefore the area of a triangle •will be represented by half the rectangle which 
has the same base and altitude as the triangle : in other words, if the length of 
the base be a units, and the altitude be b imits ; 

Then the area of the triangle is algebraically represented by Jb6. 
The demonstrations of the first eight propositions, exemplify the obvious axiom, 

that, " the whole area of every figure in each case, is equal to all the parts of it 
taken together." 

Def. 2. If through any point F in the diameter B D of a parallelogram, 
ABCD, there be drawn two straight lines EFG, HFK, parallel respectively to the 
sides of the figure, these lines will divide the figure into four parallelograms. The 
two parallelograms EK, EG, through which the diameter B D passes, are said to 
be " about the diameter of the parallelogram", and the other two parallelograms 
AF, FC, which complete the figure, are called " the complements of the paraUelo
grams about a diameter", also either of the paraUelograms about. a diameter 
together with the two complements is caUed a gnOmon, so that the parallelogram 
E X together with the complements AF, FC, is also a gnomon, as weU as the 
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parallelogram HG with the same complements. Also if the other diameter AC 
be drawn, two gnomons are formed by the lines dra^wn through any point in A C 
paraUel to the sides. 

Prop. I. For the sake of brevity of expression, " the rectangle contained by 
the straight lines A B , BC," is called "the rectangle A B , B C ; " and sometimes 
" the rectangle ABC." 

To this proposition may be added the corollary: If two straight lines be divided 
into any number of parts, the rectangle contained by the two straigLt lines, is equal 
to the rectangles contained by the several parts of one line and the several parts of 
the other respectively. 

The method of reasoning on the properties of rectangles, by means of the products 
which indicate the number of square units contained in their axeas, is foreign to 
Euclid's ideas of rectangles, as discussed in his Second Book, which have no re
ference to any particular unit of length or measiu-e of surface. 

Prop. I. The figures B H , BK, DL, BHare rectangles, as may readily be shewn. 
Por, by the parallels, the angle C E L is equal to E D K ; and the angle E D K is equal 
to B D O (Euc. I. 29.). But B D G is a right angle. Hence one of the angles in 
each of the figures B H , BK, DL, E H is a right angle, and therefore (Euc. i. 46, 
Cor.) these figures are rectangular. 

Prop I. Algebraically, (fig. Prop, i.) 
Let the line B C contain a linear units, and the line A, b linear units of the 

same length. 
Also suppose the parts B D , D E , E C to contain m, n,p linear units respectively. 

Then a = m + n + p, 
multiply these equals by b, 

therefore ab = b m + bn + bp. 
That is, the product of two numbers, one of which is divided into any number 

of parts, is equal to the sum of the products of the undivided number, and the 
several parts of the other ; 

or, if the Geometrical interpretation of the products be restored, 
The number of square units expressed by the product ah, is equal to tho 

number of square units expressed by the sum of the products bm, bn, bp, 
Prop, i. may be exhibited arithmetically as well as algebraically: 

If a he equal to 12 units, and J to 6 units, 
also if m, 71, p, be equal to 6, 4, 2 units respectively, 

then 12 = 6 -1- 4 -t- 2. 
Multiply these equals by 5, 
.-. 5 X 12 = 5 X (6-1-4 + 2), 

or, 6 x l 2 = 5x6-f-5x4-|-5x2. 
In a similar way, the foUo^wing propositions may be exhibited, by taking any 

numbers whatever for the algebraic expressions assumed for the lines. 
Prop. II. AlgebraicaUy. (fig. Prop, ii.) 
Let A B contain a linear units, and AC, CB, m and n linear units respectively. 

Then m + n = a, 
multiply these equals by a, 

therefore am -f a» = a'. 
That is, if a number be divided into any two parts, the sum of the products of 

the whole and each of the parts is equal to the square of the whole number. 
Prop. III. In the construction, B C is the part of the line taken. The other 

part ̂  e of the line may be taken, and it is equally true, that the rectangle contained 
by A B , A C is equal to the rectangle contained by AC, CB together with the 
square on AC. 

g2 
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Prop. III. Algebraically, (fig. Prop, in.) 
Let A B contain a linear units, and let B C contain m, and AC, n linear units. 

Then a = m + n, 
'multiply these equals by m, 

therefore ma = m' + mn. 
That is, if a number be divided into any two parts, the product of the whole 

number and one of the parts, is equal to the square of that part, and the product 
of the two parts. 

Prop. IV. might have been deduced from the two preceding propositions ; but 
Euclid has preferred the method of exhibiting, in the demonstrations of the second 
book, the equality of the spaces compared. 

In the coroUary to Prop. xlvi. Book I, it is stated that a paraUelogram which 
hag one right angle, has aU its angles right angles. By applying this corollary, 
the demonstration of Prop. iv. may be considerably shortened. 

If the two parts of the line be equal, then the square on the whole hue is equal 
to four times the square on half the line. 

Also, if a line be divided into any three parts, the square on the whole line is 
equal to the squares on the three parts, and twice the rectangles contained by 
every two parts. And generally, If a line be divided into any number of parts, 
the square on the whole line, is equal to the squares on the several parts, together 
with twice the rectangles contained by every two parts. 

Prop. IV. Algebraically, (fig. Prop, iv.) 
Let the line A B contain a Unear units, and the parts of it A C and BC, m and 

n linear units respectively. 
Then a = m + n, 

squaring these equals, .'. a' = (m -f »i)', 
or a' — m' + Imn -f n'. 

That is, if a number be divided into any two parts, the square of the number 
is equal to the squares of the two parts together with twice the product of the 
two parts. 

Prom Euc. ii. 4, may be deduced a proof of Euc. i, 47. In the fig. take D L on 
DE, and £ M on EB, each equal to BC, and join CH, HL, LM, IklC. Then the 
figure H L M C is a square, and the four triangles CAH, H D L , LEM, M B C are equal 
to one another, and together are equal to the two rectangles AG, GE. 

N o w AG, GB, FH, C K are together equal to the whole figure A D E B ; and 
H L M C , with the four triangles CAH, HDL, LEB, M B C also make up the whole 
figure A D E B ; 

Hence AG, GE, FH, C K are equal to H L M C together with the four triangles: 
but A G, G E are equal to the four triangles, 
wherefore /• H, CK are equal to H L M C , 

that is, the squares on AC, A H are together equal to the square on CH. 
Prop. V. "When a straight line is divided into two parts, the rectangle 

contained by the two parts is the greatest possible, and the sum of the squares of 
the two parts is the least possible, when the two parts are equal, or when the line 
is bisected. 

The proof of the Corollary to this proposition may be easily proved from the 
diagram. 

It must be kept in mind, that the sura of two sfraight lines in Geomefry, means 
the straight line formed by joining the two lines together, so that both may be in 
the same straight line. 
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The foUowing simple properties respecting the equal and unequal division of a 
line are worthy of being remembered. 

I. Since AB = 2BC = 2{BD +DC) =2BD+2DC. (fig. Prop, v.) 
and AB = AD + DB ; 

.. 2CD + 2DB = AD + DB, 
and by subtracting 2DB from these equals, 

.-. 2CD = A D - DB, 
and CD =i {AD - DB). 

That is, if a line A B he divided into two equal parts in C, and into two unequal 
parts in D, the part CD of the line between the points of section is equal to half 
the difference of the unequal parts A D and DB. 

II. Here A D = A C + CD, the sum of the unequal parts, (fig. Prop, v.) 
and D B = A C — CD thefr difference. 

Hence by adding these equals together, 
.-. AD + DB = 2AC, 

or the sum and difference of two lines AC, CD, are together equal to twice the 
greater line. 

And the halves of these equals are equal, 
.•.i.AD + i.DB = AC, 

or, half the sum of two unequal Unes AC, C D added to half their difference, is 
equal to the greater line AC. 

III. Again, since A D = A C + CD, and D B = A C - CD, 
by subtracting these equals, 

.-. A D - DB = 2CD, 
or, the difference between the sum and difference of two unequal lines, is equal 
to twice -the less line. 

And the halves of these equals are equal, 
.•.i.AD-i-.DB= CD, 

or, half the difference of two lines subtracted from half their sum is equal to 
the less of the two lines. 

IV. Since ^ C - CZ) = JDB the difference, 
.-. AC= CD+ DB, 

and adding C D the less to each of these equals, 
.-. AC+ CD = 2CD + DB, 

or, the sum of two unequal lines, is equal to twice the less line together with 
the difference between the lines. 

Prop. V. The rectangle contained by A D and DB, and the square on JBC are 
each bounded by the same extent of hne, but the spaces enclosed differ by the 
square on CD. 

Bearing in mind that AC, C D are respectively half the sum and half the 
difference of the two lines AD, D B ; the corollary to this proposition may be 
expressed in the following form: "The rectangle contained by two straight 
lines is equal to the difference of the squares on half their sum and half their 
difference." 

Prop. V. AlgebraicaUy. 
Let A B contain 2a linear units, 

its half B C wUl contain a linear units. 
And let C D the line between the points of section contain m linear units. 

Then A D the greater of the two unequal parts, contains a + m linear units; 
and D B the less contains a — m units. 
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Also m is half the difference of a -t- m and a-m; 
.-. {a + m) (a — m) = a'' — m', 

to each of these equals add m'; 
.•. (a + m) {a - m) + m^ = a'. 

That is, If a number be divided into two equal parts, and also mto two unequal 
parts, the product of the unequal parts together with the square of half their 
difference, is equal to the square of half the number. 

Prop. VI. A given straight line is said to be produced when it has its length in
creased in either direction, and the increase it receives, is called the part produced. 

If a point be taken .in a line or in a line produced, the line is said to be divided 
internally or externally, and the distances of the point from the ends of the line 
are called the ioternal or external segments of the Kne, according as the point 
of section is in the line or the Une produced. Props, v. and vi., also ix. and x., 
are, in fact, the same, if the division of the lines be regarded •with respect to thefr 
external and internal division. 

Prop. VI. AlgebraicaUy. 
Let A B contain 2a linear units, then its half B C contains a units ; and let 

B D contain m units. 
Then A B contains 2a + m units, 
and .'. (2a + m) m = 2am + m^; 
to each of these equals add a*, 

/. (2a + m) m + â  = â  + 2am + m'. 
But â  -f 2am + n' = (a + m)', 
.". (2a + m) m + a'' ̂  (a + m)'. 

That is. If a number be divided into two equal numbers, and another number 
be added to the whole and to one of the parts ; the product of the whole number 
thus increased and the other number, together with the square of half the 
given number, is equal to the square of the number which is made up of half 
the given number increased. 

The algebraical results of Prop. v. and Prop. vi. are identical, as it is 
obvious that the difference oi a + m and ce — to in Prop.^ v. is equal to the 
difference of 2a + m and m in Prop, vi., and one algebraical result expresses 
the truth of both propositions. 

This arises from the two ways in which the difference between two unequal 
lines may be represented geometrically, when they are in the same direction. 

In the diagram (fig. to Prop, v.), the difference D B of the two unequal lines 
A C and CD is exhibited by producing the less Une CD, and making CB equal 
to A C the greater. 

Then the part produced D B is the difference between A C and CD, 
for ̂ Cis equal to CB, and taking CD from each, 

the difference of A C and CD is equal to the difference of CB and CD. 
In the diagram (fig, to Prop, vi.), the difference D B of the two unequal 

lines CD and CA is exhibited by cutting off from CD the greater, a part CB 
equal to CA the less. 

Prop. VII. Either of the two parts AC, CB of the line A B may be talcen: 
and it is equally true, that the squares on A B and A C are equal to twice the 
rectangle AB, AC, together with the square on BC. 

This Proposition may be enunciated iu the following form. The square on 
the difference of any two lines, is equal to the difference between the sum of the 
squares on the two lines, and twice their rectangle. 

It also appears that the difference between the squares on the sum, and on the 
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difference of two Ifries, is equal to four times the rectangle contained by the 
lines themselves. 

Prop. VII. -AlgebraicaUy. 
Let A B contain a Unear units, and let the parts A C and CB contain m and « 

linear units respectively. 
Then a = m + n; 

squaring these equals, 
.'. a' = m' + 2mn + n', 

add n' to each of these equals, 
.-. a" -f »« = m» -f 2mn + 2n'. 

But 2mn + 2n' r= 2 (m + n)n = 2an, 
.•. a' + n' = m' + 2an. 

That is, If a number be dî vided into any two parts, the squares of the whole 
number and of one of the parts, are equal to tvidce the product of the whole 
number and that part, together with the square of the other part. 

Prop. vni. As in Prop, vn., either part of the line may be taken, and it ia 
also true in this Proposition, that four times the rectangle contained by AB, A C 
together with the square on BG, is equal to the square on the straight line made 
up of A B and A C together. 

The truth of this Proposition may be deduced from Euc. n. 4 and 7. 
For the square on A D (fig. Prop. 8.) is equal to the squares on AB, BD, and 

twice the rectangle AB, B D ; (Euc. ii. 4.) or the squares on AB, BC, and twice 
the rectangle AB, BC, because B C is equal to B D : and the squares on AB, B C 
are equal to twice the rectangle AB, B C with the square on A C : (Euc, ii. 7.) 
therefore the square on A D is equal to foiu times the rectangle AB, B C together 
•with the square on AC. 

Prop. v m . Algebraically. 
Let the whole line A B contain a linear units of which the parts AC, CB 

contain m, n units respectively. > 
Then m + n — a, 

and subtracting or taking n from each, 
.'. m = o — n, 

squaring these equals, 
.'. m.' = a' ~ 2o» + n', 

and adding ian to each of these equals, 
.". ian + m' = a' + 2an + n'. 
But a' + 2an -f n' = (o -f- »)», 

.'. 4a» -f Ml" = (o -I- «)'. 
That is, If a number be di-rided into any two parts, four times the product 
of the whole number and one of the parts, together with the square of the other 
part, ia equal to the square of the number made of the whole and the part first 
taken. 

Prop. •VIII. may be put under the foUovring form: The square on the sum 
of two lines exceeds the square on thefr difference, by four times the rectangle 
contained by the fines. 

Prop. IX. The demonstration of this proposition may be deduced from 
Euc. II. 4 and 7. 

Por (Euc. n. 4.) the square on A D is equal to the squares on AC, CD and 
twice the rectangle AC, CD; (fig. Prop. 9.) and adding the equate on D B to 
each, therefore the squares on AD, D B are equal to the squares on AC, CD and 
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twice the rectangle ^C, CO together with the square on DB; or to the squares 
on BC, CD and twice the rectangle BC, CD with the square on DB, because BC 
is equal to AC. . 

But the squares on BC, CD are equal to twice the rectangle BC, CD, with 
the square on DB. (Euc. ii. 7.) 

Wherefore the squares on AD, D B are equal to twice the squares on B C 
and CD, 

Prom this Proposition, it appears that the square on the sum of two Unes 
AC, CD and the square on thefr difference DB, are together equal to double of tho 
sum of the squares on the two lines AC, CD. 

Prop. IX. AlgebraicaUy. 
Let A B contain 2a Unear units, its half A C or BC wiU contain o units ; and 

let CD the line between the points of section contain m units. 
. Then A D the greater of the two unequal parts contains a + m units, 

and D B the less contains a — m units; 
.-. (d 4- m ) ' = â  + 2am + m', 

and (a - m)^ = â  — 2am -I- m". 
Hence by adding these equals, 

,-. (o -f- m y + (a- m y = 2a' + 2m'. 
Tliat is, If a number be divided into two equal parts, and also into two 

unequal parts, the sum of the squares of the two unequal parts, is equal to twice 
the square of half the number itself, and twice the square of half the difference 
of the unequal parts. 

The proof of Prop. x. may be deduced from Euc. ii. 4, 7, as Prop. ix. 
Prop. X. Algebraically. 
Let the line A B contain 2a linear •units, of which its half A C or CB will 

contain a units; 
and let B D contain m units. 

Then the whole Une and the part produced wUl contain 2a + m units, 
and half the Une and the part produced •wUl contain a + m units, 

.•. (2a + m)' = ia' + iain + m', 
add m' to each of these equals, 

•. (2a + m)^ + m' = ia' + iam + 2m'. 
Again, (a + m)' = a' + 2am + m', 
add a' to each of these equals, 

.•. (a + m)' + a' = 2a' + 2am + m', 
and doubling these equals, 

.•. 2(a -f m ) ' + 2a' = 4a^ + iam + 2m'. 
But (2a -1- m ) ' + m^ <= ia' + iam + 2m'. 

Hence .-. (2a -|- m)» + m' = 2a'+ 2 {a + m)*. 
That is. If a number be divided into two equal parts, and the whole number 

and one of the parts be increased by the addition of another number, the squares 
of the whole number thus increased, and of the number by which it is increased, 
are equal to double the squares of half the number, and of half the number 
increased. 

The algebraical results of Prop, ix., and Prop, x., are identical, (the enuncia
tions of the two Props, arising, as in Prop. v. and Prop, vi,, from the two ways 
of exhibiting the difference between two lines) ; and both may be included 
under the following proposition: The square on the sum of two Unes and the 
square on their difference, are together equal to double the sum of the squares 
on the two lines. 
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Prop. XI. The following problem is contained in the construction: Produce 
a straight Une, so that the rectangle contained by the whole Une thus produced 
and the part produced, shall be equal to the square on the original Une. Por 
the rectangle contained by AF, FA is manifestly equal to the square on CA or AB. 

Two series of lines, one series decreasing, and the other series increasing in 
magnitude, and each line divided in the same manner may be found by means 
of this proposition. / 

(1) To find the decreasing series. 
In the fig. Euc. ii. 11, A B = A H + BH, 

and since AB, BH = AH', .-. (AH + BHJ . BH = AH', 
.-. BH' = AH' - AH. BH = AH. {AH - BH). 
If now in HA, H L be taken equal to BH, 

then HL' = A H {AH - HL), »x A H . A L = HL': 
that is, A H is divided in L, so that the rectangle contained by the whole line A H 
and one part, is equal to the square on the other part HL^ By a simUar process, 
H L may be so divided; and so on, by always taking from the greater part of the 
divided line, a part equal to the less. 

(2) To find the increasing series. 
Prom the fig. it is obvious that CF .FA = CA'. 

Hence CF is divided in .4, in the same manner as A B is divided in H, by adding 
A F a line equal to the greater segment, to the given line CA or AB. And by 
successively adding to the last line thus divided, its greater segment, a series of 
lines increasing in magnitude may be found simUarly divided to AB. 

It may also be she^wn that the squares on the whole Une and on the less 
segment are equal to three times the square on the greater segment. (Euc. xiii. 4.) 

To solve Prop. xi. algebraically, or to find the point H in A B such that the 
rectangle contained by the whole line A B and the part HB, shaU be equal to the 
square on the other part AH. 

Let A B contain a linear units, and A H one of the unknown parts, contain 
X units, 

then the other part H B contains a — x units. 
And .•. a(a — x) = x', by the problem, 
or «* -t- aa: = a', a quadratic equation. 

Whence x = -^ . 
The former of these values of x determines the point H. 

So that X = ^—^— , AB = AH, one part, 

and a — x = a — AH = —~— . AB — HB, the other part. 

It may be observed, that the parts AH and HB cannot be numerically 
expressed by any rational number. Approximation to thefr true values in terms 
of AB, may be made to any requfred degree of accuracy, by extending the 
extraction of the square root of 6 to any number of decimals. 

VS-f I 
To ascertain the meaning of the other result x = = . a. 

In the equation a{a — x) — x', 
for X write — x, then a{a + x) =x', 

which, when translated into words, ̂ ves the following problem: 
To find the length to which a given line must be produced, so that the 
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rectangle contained by the given Une and the line made up of the given line and 
the part produced, may be equal to the square on the part produced. 

Or, the problem may also be expressed as foUows : 
To find two lines ha-ring a given difference, such that the rectangle contained 

by the difference and one of them, may be equal to the square on the other. 
It may here be remarked, that Prop. xi. Book ii. affords a simple Geometrical 

construction for a quadratic equation. 
Prop. XII. The perpendicular may be dra-wn from either of the acute angles. 
In Euclid's construction, the perpendicular is dra-wn from the acute angle A 

to meet the side B C produced in D: the other construction is omitted, as the 
perpendicular also may be drawn from the acute angle B to meet the side A D 
produced in some point E. 

Prop. XII. Algebraically. 
Assuming the truth of Euc. i. 47. 

Let BC, CA, A B contain a, b, c linear units respectively, 
and let CD, DA, contain m, n units, 

then B D contains a + m units. 
And therefore, c' ̂  (a + m y + n', from the right-angled triangle A B D , 

also h' = m' + n' from A C D ; 
,', c" — b' = (a + m ) ' — m^ 

— a' + 2am + m? — mf 
= o" -f 2am, 

.-. (? = b' + a' + 2am, 
that is, c' is greater than b' + a' by 2am. 

Prop. XIII, Case ii. may be proved more simply as foUows: 
Since B D is divided into two parts iu the point D, 

therefore the squares on CB, B D are equal to twice the rectangle contained 
by CB, B D and the square on CD; (ii. 7.) 

add the square on A D to each of these equals; 
therefore the squares on CB, BD, D A are equal to twice the rectangle CB, BD, 

and the squares on CD and DA, 
but the squares on BD, D A are equal to the square on AB, (i. 47.) 

and the squares on CD, D A are equal to the square on AC, 
therefore the squares on CB, B A are equal to the square on AC, and t̂ wice 

the rectangle CB, BD. That is, &c. 
The ifrst and second cases of this Proposition may be included in the same 

proof. 
Prop. XIII. AlgebraicaUy. 
Let BC, CA, A B contain respectively a, b, c Unear units, and let B D and A D 

also contain m and n units. 
Case I. Then D C contains a — m units. 

Therefore c' = n' + m' from the right-angled triangle A B D , 
and 6̂  = n' -1- (a - m)' from A D C J 
.'. (? — b' = m' — (a — m)' 

= m' — a' + 2am — m' 
= — a' -t- 2am, 

.-. a' + c'^b' + 2am, 
or 6' -f 2am = a' + c', 

that is, 6' is less than o' -|- c* by 2o»». 
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Case II. DC = m — a units, 
.•. c' = m' + n- from the right-angled triangle ABD, 

and b' = (m — a)' + n' from ACD, 
.". (̂  — b' = m' — (>n — a)', 

= m' — }n' + 2am — a' 
= 2am — a', 

.•. a' + c' = b' + 2am, 
or 6- + 2am = a' -f- c", 

that is, b' is less than a' + c' by 2om. 
Case in. Here m is equal to a. 

And b' + a' = c', from the right-angled triangle ABC. 
Add to each of these equals a', 

.: b' + 2a' = <i' + a', 
that is, 6̂  is less than o" -)- â  by 2a', or 2oa. 

These two propositions, Euc. n. 12,13, •with Euc. i. 47, exhibit the relations 
which subsist between the sides of an obtuse-angled, an acute-angled, and a right-
angled triangle respectively. 

N O T E O N T H E ABBREVIATIONS A N D ALGEBRAICAL 
S Y M B O L S EMPLOTEID IN G E O M E T R Y . 

The ancient Geometry of the Greeks admitted no symbols besides the diagrams 
and ordinary language. In later times, after symbols of operation had been 
devised by •writers on Algebra, they were very soon adopted and employed on 
account of thefr brevity and convenience, in •writings purely geometrical Dr. 
Barrow was one of the first who introduced algebraical symbols into the language 
of Elementary Geometry, and distinctly states in the preface to his Euclid, that his 
object is " to content the desfres of those who are deUghted more with symboUcal 
than verbal demonstrations." As algebraical sjTnbols are employed in almost aU 
works on the mathematics, whether geometrical or not, it seems proper in this 
place to give some brief account of the marks which may be regarded as the alphabet 
of symboUcal language. 

The mark=was first used by Robert Recorde, in his treatise on Algebra entitled, 
"The Whetstone of Witte," 1557. H e remarks; "And to avoide the tediouse 
repetition of these woordes: is equalle to : I wUl sette as I doe often in woorke use, 
a pafre of paraUeles, or Gemowe lines of one lengthe, thus: =, bicause noe 2 
thynges can be more equaUe." It was employed by him as simply affirming the 
equaUty of two numerical or algebraical expressions. Geometrical equaUty is not 
exactly the same as numerical equaUty, and when this symbol is used in geometrical 
reasonings, it must be understood as having reference to pure geometrical equality. 

The signs of relative magnitude, > meaning, is greater than, and <, is less than, 
were first introduced into algebra by Thomas Harriot, in his " Artis Analyticae 
Praxis," which was pubUshed after his death in 1631. 

The signs + and — were first employed by Michael Stifel, in his " Arithmetica 
Integra," which was published in 1544. The sign + was employed by him for the 
word plus, and the sign —, for the word minus. These signs were used by Stifel 
strictly as the arithmetical or algebraical signs of addition and subtraction. 
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The sign of multiplication x was first mtroduced by Oughtred in his " Clavis 
Mathematica," which was published in 1631. In algebraical multipUcation he either 
connects the letters which form the factors of a product by the sign x , or writes 
them as words without any sign or mark between them, as had been done before 
by Harriot, who first introduced the smaU letters to designate kno-wn and unknown 
quantities. However concise and convenient the notation ̂ B x B C or A B .BC 
may be in practice for "the rectangle contained by the lines A B and B C " ; the student 
is cautioned against the use of it, in the early part of his geometrical studies, as 
its use is likely to occasion a misapprehension of EucUd's meaning, by confounding 
the idea of Geometrical equality with that of Arithmetical equality. Later writers 
on geometry who employed the Latin language, explain the notation A B x B C by 
" A B ductum in B C " ; that is, if the line A B he carried along the line B C in a 
normal position to it, untU it come to the end C, it -will then form •with BC, the 
rectangle contained hy A B and BC. Dr. Barrow sometimes expresses "therec
tangle contained by A B and B C " by " the rectangle ABC." 

Michael Stifel was the first who introduced integral exponents to denote the 
powers of algebraical symbols of quantity, for which he employed capital letters. 
Vieta afterwards used the vowels to denote known, and the consonants, nnkno-wn 
quantities, but used words to designate the powers. • Simon Stevin, in his treatise 
on Algebra, which was published in 1605, improved the notation of Stifel, by 
placing the figures that indicated the powers within small circles. Peter Ramus 
adopted the initial letters I, q, c, bq of latus, quadratus, cubus, biquadratus, as the no
tation of the first four powers. Harriot exhibited the different powers of algebraical 
symbols by repeating the symbol, two, three, four, &c. times, according to the order 
of the power. Descartes restored the numerical exponents of powers, placing 
them at the right of the numbers, or symbols of quantity, as at the present time. 
j)r. Barrow employed the notation ABq, for " the square on the line AB," in his 
edition of Euclid. The notations AB', AB^, for " the square and cube on the line 
whose extremities are A and B," as well as ̂ S x /JC, for " the rectangle contained 
by A B and BC," axe •used as abbreviations in almost aU works on the Mathe
matics, though not whoUy consistent with the algebraical notations a' and â . 

The symbol ^f, being originally the initial letter of the word radix, was first 
used by Stifel to denote the square root of the number, or of the symbol, before 
which it is placed, * 

The Hindus, in thefr treatises on Algebra, indicated the ratio of two numbers, 
or of two algebraical symbols, by placing one above the other, •without any line of 
separation. The line was first introduced by the Arabians, from whom it passed 
to the Italians, and from them to the rest of Europe. This notation has been 
employed for the expression of geometrical ratios by almost all writers on the 
Mathematics, on account of its great convenience. Oughtred first used points to 
indicate proportion ; thus, a : b :: c : d, means that a bears the same proportion to 
b, as c does to d. 

Q U E S T I O N S O N B O O K II. 

1. Define the word magnitude in all the senses in which it can be used in 
Geometry, and clearly explain the species of magnitudes considered in the Second 
Book of Euclid. 

2. H o w may a rectangular parallelogram be conceived to be generated ? Is 
the conception recognised in any of the demonstrations of the Second Book of 
EucUd ? 
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3. Is rectangle the same as rectus angulust E.Kplain the distinction, and give 
the corresponding Greek terms. 

4. What is meant by the sum of two, or of more tlian two straight lines in 
Geometey ? 
^ 6. Is there any difference between the straight lines by which a rectangle is 

said io be contained, and those by which it is bounded^ 
6. Define a gnomon. H o w may gnomons appear from the same construction ia 

the same rectangle r Find the difference between them. 
7. What axiom is assumed in proving the first eight propositions of the 

Second Book of EncUd ? * 
8. Of equal squares and of equal rectangles, which must necessarily coincide? 
9. Distinguish between the square on a Une and the square of a line. What 

objection exists to the use of the notation AB', or A B . B C in a system of pure 
geometry ? 

10. In a given square, shew how a gnomon may be drawn equal in area to 
any part, (as a half, a thfrd, or a fourth^ of the given square. 

11. W h e n the adjacentsides of arectangle are commensurable, the area of the 
rectangle is properly represented by the product of the number of units in two 
adjacent sides of the rectangle. Illustrate this by considering the case when the 
two adjacent sides contain 3 and 4 units respectively, and distinguish between the 
units of the factors and thetmits of the product. Shew generally that a rectangle 
whose adjacent sides are represented by the integers a and 5, is represented by ab. 

Also shew, that in the same sense, the rectangle is represented by —, if the sides 
•̂  m n 

be represented by —, -. 
m n 

12. W h y may not Algebraical or Arithmetical proofs be substituted (as being 
shorter) for the demonsteations of the Propositions in the Second Book of Euclid? 

13. In what sense is the area of a triangle said to be equal to half the product 
of its base and its altitude ? What two propositions of Euclid may be adduced to 
piove it? 

14. H o w do yon shew that the area of a rhombus is equal to half the rectangle 
contained by the diagonals ? 

15. H o w may a rule be deduced for finding a numerical expression for the 
area of any parallelogram, when two adjacent sides are given ? 

16. The area of a trapezium which has two of its sides paraUel, is equal to 
that of a rectangle contained by its altitude and half the sum of its parallel sides. 
W h a t propositions of the First and Second Books of Euclid are employed to prove 
this ? Of what service is the above in the mensuration of fields with irregular 
borders ? 

17. From what propositions of Euclid may be deduced the following rule for 
finding the area of any quadrilateral figure :—" Multiply the sum of the perpen
diculars draviTi from opposite angles of the figure upon the diagonal joining the 
other two angles, and take half the product ?" 

18. From Euc. ii. 3, shew that the difference between the rectangles con
tained by the whole line A B and each of the parts, A C and BC, is equal to the 
difference of the squares on the parts BC, A C . 

19. If a straight line be divided into any number of parts, the difference be
tween the square on the whole line, and the sum of the squares on the several 
parts, is equal to t̂ wice the sum of aU the rectangles that can be formed by the 
several parts. 

20. H o w may the demonstration of EucUd u. 4, be legitimately shortened? 
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Give the Algebraical proof, and state on what suppositions it can be regarded af 
a proof. 

21. Shew that the proof of Euc. ii. 4, can be deduced from the two previous 
propositions without any geometrical construction. 

22. Shew that if the two complements be together equal to the two squaf es, 
the given line is bisected. 

23. Prove geometrically that if a straight Une be teisected, the square on the 
whole line equals nine times the square on a thfrd part of it. 

24. If the Une A B , as in Euc. ii. 4, be divided into any three parts, enunciate 
and prove the analogous proposition. 

25. Draw two gnomons to a given square, so that the inner square may be one 
half of the given square. 

26. Deduce from Euc. ii. 4, a proof of Euc. i. 47. 
27. K a straight line be dî vided into two parts, when is the rectangle con

tained by the parts, the greatest possible f and when is the sum of the squares of the 
parts, the least possible f 

28. Shew that if a Une be divided into two equal parts and into two unequal 
parts ; the part of the line between the points of section is equal to half the diffe
rence of the unequal parts. 

29. If half the sum of two unequal lines be increased by half thefr difference, 
the sum wiU be equal to the greater line : and if the sum of two Unes be dimi
nished by half thefr difference, the remainder "wiU be equal to the less line. 

30. Explain what is meant by the internal and external segmetits of a line. 
W h y is this extension of the term segment made ? Shew that the sum of the ex
ternal segments of a line, or the difference of the internal segments, is double the 
distance between the points of section and bisection of the line. 

31. Shew how Euc. ii, 6, may be deduced immediately from the preceding 
Proposition, Euc. n. 5. 

32. Prove Geometrically that the squares on the sum and difference of two 
lines are equal to twice the squares on the lines themselves. 

33. A given rectangle is dî vided by two straight Unes into four rectangles. 
Given the areas of the two which have not common sides: find the areas of the 
other two. 

34. I n h o w m a n y ways may the difference of two Unes be exhibited? Enun
ciate the propositions in Book ii. which depend on that circumstance. 

35. H o w may a series of lines be found simUarly divided to the line A B in 
Euc. II. 11 ? 

36. Divide AlgebraicaUy a given line a into two parts, such that the rect
angle contained by the whole and one part may be equal to the square on the 
other part. Deduce EucUd's construction from one solution, and explain the other. 

37. Given the less segment of a line, divided as in Euc. ii. 11, find the 
greater. 

38. Enunciate the Arithmetical theorems expressed by the foUowing Alge
braical formulae: 

(a + b)' = a' + 2ab + b' : a'-b'= {a + b){a - b ) : { a ~ b)' = o' - 2o5 +b', 
and state the corresponding Geometrical propositions. 

39. Shew that the first of the Algebraical.proposifions, 
(a + x){a-x) + x ' =a'\{a + xf + {a - x)' = 2o' + 2x', 

is equivalent to the two propositions v. and vi., and the second ofthem, to the 
two propositions ix. and x. of the Second Book of EucUd. 

40. Prove Euc. ii. 12, when the perpendicular B E is drawn from B on A C 
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produced to E, and shew that the rectangle BC, CD is equal to tlie rectangle 
AC, CE. 

41. Include the first two cases of Euc. ii. 13, in one proof. 
42. In the second case of Euc. ii. 13, draw a perpendicular CE from the 

obtuse angle C upon the side AB, and prove that the square on A B is equal to the 
rectangle AB, A E together with the rectangle BC, BD. 

43. Enunciate Euc. ii. 13, and give an -Algebraical or Arithmetical proof of it. 
44. The sides of a triangle are as 3, 4, 5. Determine whether the angles be

tween 3, 4 ; 4, 5 ; and 3, 5; respectively are greater than, equal to, or less than, a 
right angle. 

45. Two sides of a triangle are 4 and 5 inches in length, if the third side be 
6,̂6 inches, the triangle is acute-angled, but if it be 6î o inches, the triangle is 
obtuse-angled. 

46. A teiangle has its sides 7, 8, 9 units respectively ; a strip of breadth 2 
units being taken off aU round from the triangle ; find the area of the remainder. 

47. If the original figure, Euc. ii. 14, were a right-angled triangle, whose 
sides were represented by 8 and 9, what number would represent the side of a 
square of the same area ? Shew that the perimeter of the square is less than the 
perimeter of the triangle. 

48. If the sides of arectangle are 8 feet and 2 feet, what is the side of the 
equivalent square ? 

49. " A U plane rectilineal figures admit of quadrature." Point out the suc
cession of steps by which EucUd establishes the truth of this proposition. 

50. Explain the construction (without proof) for making a square equal to a 
plane polygon. 

61. Shew froin Euc. ii. 14, that any algebraical surd as '/a can be represented 
by a Une, if the unit be a Une. 

62. How may a rectangle be dissected so as to form an equivalent rectangle of 
any proposed length ? 

63. If the sides of the rectangle in Prop. 14, Book ii, be given numerically, 
what is the condition that the side of the square may be expressed by a rational 
number ? 

54. Shew that the area of every rectangular paraUelogram, is equal to the 
rectangle contained by the diagonal and the perpendicular drawn from one of the 
angles upon the diagonal. 

55. Classify aU the properties of triangles demonsteated in the Ffrst and 
Second Books of EucUd. 

66. Could any of the propositions of the Second Book be made corollaries to 
other propositions, •with advantage ? Point out any such propositions, and give 
your reasons for the alterations you would make. 
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DEFINITIONS. 

I. 

Eqtjai, circles are those of which the diameters are equal, or from 
the centers of which the straight lines to the circumferences are • 
equal. 

This is not a definition, but a theorem, the truth of which is evident; far, 
if the circles be applied to one another, so that their centers coincide, the 
circles must likewise coincide, since the straight Unes from the centers are 
equal. 
n. 
A straight Hne is said to touch a circle when it meets the circle, and 
being produced does not cut it. 

m . 

Circles are said to touch one another, which meet, but do not cut 
one another. 

rv. 

Straight Hnes are said to be equally distant from the center of a 
circle, when the perpendictdars dra^wn to them from the center are 
equal. 

And the straight line on which the greater perpendicular falls, is 
said to he further from the center. 

VI. 

A segment of a circle is the figure contained by a straight Hne, and 
tlie arc or the part of the circumference which it cuts off. 
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VII. 

97 

The angle of a segment is that which is contained by a straight 
line and a part of the ch-cumference. 

vin. 

An angle in a segment is any angle contained by two straight Hnes 
dra^wn fr-om any point in the arc of the segment, to the extremities of 
•the straight line which is the base of the segment. 

IX. 

An angle is said to insist or stand upon the part of the circum
ference intercepted between the straight Hnes that contain the angle. 

A jscto?. of a circle is the figure contained by two straight lines 
dra-wn from the center and the arc between them. 

XI. 

Similar segments of circles are those in which the angles are equal, 
or which contain equal angles. 

^ , 

S. 
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PROPOSITION I. PROBLEM. 

To find the center of a given circle. 

Let ABC be the given circle: it is required to find its center. 
c 

Draw -within it any straight Hne A B to meet the circumference in 
A, B ; and bisect A B in D; (i. 10.) from the pomt D draw D O at 
right angles to A B , (i. II.) meeting the circumference in C, produce 
(Jd to E to meet the cfrcumference again in E, and bisect C E in F. 

Then the point F shall be the center of the cfrcle A B C . 
For, if it be not, if possible, let G he the center, and join GA, GD, GB. 

Then, because D A is equal to D B , (constr.) 
and D G common to the two triangles A D G , B D G , 

the two sides A D , D G , are equal to the two B D , D G , each to.each; 
and the base G A is equal to the base GB, (i. def. 15.) 

because they are drawn from the center G: 
therefore the angle A D G is equal to the angle G D B : (i. 8.) 

but when a straight Hne standing upon another straight line makes 
the adjacent angles equal to one another, each of the angles is a right 
angle; (i. def. 10.) 

therefore the angle G D B is a right angle : 
but F D B is Hke-wise a right angle; (constr.) 

wherefore the angle F D B is equal to the angle G D B , (ax. 11.) 
the greater angle equal to the less, which is impossible; 

therefore G is not the center of the cfrcle A B C. 
In the same manner it can be she'wn that no other point out of the 

Hne O F is the center ; 
and since O E is bisected in F, 

any other point in O E dirides O E into unequal parts, and cannot 
be the center. 
Therefore no point but F is the Center of the cfrcle A B 0. 

Which was to be found. 
Cob. From this it is manifest, that if in a cfrcle a steaight Hne 

bisects another at right angles, the center of the cfrcle is in the Hne 
which bisects the other. PROPOSITION II. T H E O R E M . 

If any two points le taken in the circumference of a circle, the straight 
line which joins them shall fall within tlie circle. 

Let AB C be a cfrcle, and A, B any two points in the cfrcumference. 
Then the steaight Hne drawn from A t a B shaU fall -within the circle. 
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For if AB do not fall -ndthin the cfrcle, 
lot it faU, if possible, -without the cfrcle as A E B ; 

find D the center of the cfrcle A B O , (in. I.) and join D A , D B ; 
in the cfrcumference A B take any point E, 
join DF, and produce it to meet A B in E. 

Then, because D A is equal to D B , (t. def. 15.) 
therefore the angle D B A is equal to the angle D A B ; (i. 5.) 
and because A E , a side of the triangle D A E , is produced to B, 

the exterior angle D E B is greater than the interior and opposite angle 
D A E ; (i. 16.) 

but D A E was proved to be equal to the angle D B F ; 
therefore the angle D E B is greater than the angle D B E ; 

but to the greater angle the greater side is opposite, (i. 19.) 
therefore D B is greater than D E : 
but D B is equal to D F ; (i. def. 15.) 
wherefore D F is greater than D E , 

the less than the greater, which is impossible; 
therefore the steaight line drawn fr'om A t o B does not fall -without 

the cfrcle. 
In the same manner, it may be demonsteated that it does not fall 

upon the cfrcumference; 
therefore it falls -within it. 

"Wherefore, if any two points, &c. Q.E.n. 
PROPOSITION III. THEOREM. 
J^ a straight line drawn through the center of a circle lisect a straight 
line in it which does not pass through the center, it shall cut it at right 
angles: and conversely, if it cut it at right angles, it shall lisect it. 
Let AB O he a cfrcle; and let CD, a straight Hne drawn through 
the center, bisect any straight Hne A B , which does not pass through 
the center, in the point F. 

Then C D shall cut A B at right angles. 

Take ̂ the center of the circle, (in. I.) and join E A , E B . 
Then, because ̂ i^is equal to FB, (hyp.) 

and F E common to the two triangles A F E , B E E , 
there are two sides in the one equal to two sides in the other, each 

to each; 
and the base E A is equal to the base E B ; (i. def 15.) 

therefore the angle A E F is equal to the angle B E E ; (i. 8.) 
but when a straight Hne standing upon another steaight Hne makes 

the adjacent angles equal to one another, 
each of them is a right angle ; (i. def. 10.) 

therefore each of the angles A E F , B E E , is a right angle : 
wherefore the straight Hne CD, dra-(vn through the center, bisecting 

another A B that does not pass through the center, cuts the same at 
right angles. 

H2 
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Conversely, let CD cut AB at right angles. 
Then C D shah also bisect A S , that is, A F shall be equal to FB. 

The same construction being made, 
because, EB, E A , from the center are equal to one another; 

(i. def. 15.) 
therefore the angle EAFia equal to the angle E B F ; (i. 5.) 

and the right angle A F F is equal to the right angle B E E ; (i. def. 10.) 
therefore, in the two teiangles, E A F , E B F , 

there are two angles in the one equal to two angles in the other, each 
to each; 

and the side EF, which is o|)posite to one (,f the e'-|ual angles in each, 
is common to both; 

therefore the other sides are equal; (l. 26.) 
therefore ̂ i^is equal to FB. 

"Wherefore, if a straight line, &o. q.e.d. 
PROPOSITION IV. THEOREM. 
If in a cirole ttoo straight lines out one another,, which do not loth pass 
through the center, they do not lisect each other. 

Let AB CD he a cfrcle, and A C, BD two straight Hnes in it which 
cut one another in the point E, and do not both pass through the center. 

Then A 0, B D , shaU not bisect one another. 

' For, if it be possible, let A E be equal to EC, and B E to ED. 
If one of the Hnes pass through the center, 

it is plain tfrat it cannot he bisected by the other which does not 
pass through the center : 

but if neither of them pass through the center, 
find F the center of the cfrcle, (in. 1.) and join EF. 

Then because FF, a straight Hne di-awn through the center, bisects 
another ̂  C which does not pass through the center, (hj-p.) 

therefore F F outs ̂  C at right angles : (m.' 3.) 
wherefore F F A is a right angle. 

Again, because the straight line F E bisects the steaight Hne B D , 
which does not pass through the center, (hyp.) 

therefore F E cuts B D at right angles : (m. 3.) 
wherefore F E B is a right angle : 

but F E A was shewn to be a right angle ; 
therefore the angle F E A is equal to the angle FEB, (ax. 1.) 

the less equal to the greater, which is impossible : 
therefore A 0, B D do not bisect one another. 

Wherefore, if in a circle, &c. q. e. d. 
PROPOSITiq^V.^^ THEOREM. 

If two circles out one another, they shall not have the same center. 
Let the two cfrcles ABO, CDG, cut one another in the points B, C. 

They shaU not have the same center. 
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If possible, let E be the center of the two circles; join EG, 
and draw any steaight line E F G meeting the cfrcuinferences in F and G. 

And because E is the center of the cfrcle A B G , 
therefore ̂ i^is equal to E C : (i. def. 15.) 

again, because Eia the center of the cfrcle CDG, 
therefore E G is equal to E C : (i. def. 15.) 
but ̂ i^'was shewn to be equal to E C ; 
therefore E F ia equal to E G , (ax. I.) 

the less line equal to the greater, which is impossible. 
Therefore Eia not the center of the cfrcles A B O , CDG. 

"Wherefore, if 'two cfrcles, &c. q. e. d. 

' PROPOSITION VI. THEOREM. 

If one circle touch another internally, they shall not have tlie same center. 

Let the cfrcle O D E touch the cfrcle A B 0 intemaUy in the point C. 
They shall not have the same center. 

If possible, let F h e the center of the two cfrcles: join FO, 
and draw any steaight Hne F E B , meeting the cfrcumferences in E and B. 

And because î îs the center of the cfrcle A B O , 
F B is equal to E C ; (i. def. 15.) 

also, because F is the center of the cfrcle CDF, 
E E ia equal to F C : (i, def. 15.) 

but F B was she-wn to be equal to F C ; 
therefore F E is equal to FB, (ax. I.) 

the less Hne equal to the greater, which is impossible : 
therefore -Fis not the center of the cfrcles A B O , ODE. 

Therefore, if two cfrcles, &c. a. e. d. 
PROPOSITION VIL ^ THEOREM. 

If any point le talcen in ths ^dnameter of a circle which is not the center, 
of all the straight lines which can le drawn from it to the circumference, 
the greatest is that in which the center is, and the other part of that 
diameter is the least; and, of the rest, that which is nearer to the line 
which passes through the center, is always greater than one morê  remote: 
and from the same point, there can le drawn only two equal straight hnes 
to the circumference, one upon each side of the diameter. 
Let AB CD be a cfrcle, and AD its diameter, in which let any pomt 
-Fbe taken which is not the center: 

let the center be E. 
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Then, of aU the straight Hnes FB, FO, FG, &c. that can be drawn 
fi'om F to the cfrcumference^ 

FA, that in which the center is, shall be the greatest, 
and FD, the other part of the diameter A D , shall be the least: 
and of the rest, FB, the nearer to FA, shaU be greater than F C 

the more remote, and F C greater than FG, 

Jom BE, OE, GE. 
Because two sides of a triangle are greater than the thfrd side, (i. 20.) 

therefore B E , EF, are greater than B F : 
but ̂ .E'is equal to B E ; (i. def. 15.) 

therefore A E , EF, that is, A F is greater than BF. 
Again, because B E is equal to CE, 

and F E common to the triangles BEF, CEF, 
the two sides BE, EF, are equal to the two CF, EF, each to each; 

but the angle B E F is greater than the angle OFF; (ax. 9.) 
therefore the base B F ia greater than the base CF. (i. 24.) 

Por the same reason C F is greater than GF. 
Again, because GF, F E are greater than EG, (l. 20.) 

and E G is equal to E D ; 
therefore GF, F E are greater than E D : 

take away the common part FE, 
and the remainder G F is greater than the remainder FD. (ax. 5.) 

Therefore, F A is the greatest, and F D the least, 
of all the steaight Hnes from F to the cfrcumference; 

and ̂ i^is greater than CF, and Ci*'than GF. 
Also, there can be dra-wn only two equal straight lines fi'om -the 

point î to the cfrcumference, one upon each side of the diameter. 
At the point F, in the straight Hne EF, 

make the angle .Ẑ îf equal to the angle F E G , (i. 23.) 
and join F S . 

Then, because G E ia equal to E S , (i. def. 15.) 
and E F common to the two teiangles GEF, S E E ; 

the two sides GE, E F are equal to the two S E , EF, each to each, 
and the angle G E F ia equal to the angle S E E ; (conste.) 
therefore the base F G is equal to the base F S : (i. 4.) 

but, hesides F S , no other steaight line can be dra-wn from F to the 
cfrcumferenoe equal to F G : 

for, if possible, let it be F K : 
and because î JT is equal to FG, and F G to F S , 

therefore i^Xis equal to JIH"; (ax. I.) 
that is, a Une nearer to that which passes through the center, is equal 

to one which is more remote; 
which has been proved to be impossible. 

Therefore, if any point be taken, &o. q.e.d. 
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PROPOSITION VIIL THEOREM. 

If any point be taken without a circle, and straight lines be drawn from 
it to the circumference, whereof one passes through tlie center ; of those which 
fall upon the concave part of the circumference, the greatest is that lohioh-
passes through the center; and of the rest, that which is nearer to the one 
passing through the center is always greater than one more remote: lut of 
those which fall upon the convex part of the circumference, the least is that 
between the point without the circle and the diameter; and of the rest, that 
which is nearer to the least is always less than one more remote; and only 
tioo equal straight lines can be drawn from the same point to the circumference, 
one upon each side of the line which passes through the center. 
Let ABC he a circle, and D any point without it, from which let 
the straight Hnes D A , D E , DF, D C he drawn to the cfrcumference, 
whereof D A passes through the center. 

D 

Of those which fall upon the concave pari of the cfrcumference 
A E F O , the greatest shall be D A , which passes through the center; 

and any Ime nearer to it shall be greater than one more remote, 
viz. D E shall be greater than DF, and D F greater than D C ; 

but of those which fall upon the convex pari of the cfrcumference S L K G , 
the least shall he D G between the point D and the diameter A G ; 

and any Hne nearer to it shah be less than one more remote, 
viz. D K leaa than DL, and D L less than D S . 
Take .M"the center of the cfrcle A B O , (hi. I.) 

and join ME, MF, MO, MK, ML, MS. 
And because A M is equal to M E , 
add M D to each of these equals, 

therefore A D is equal to F M , M D : (ax. 2.) 
but E M , M D are greater than E D ; (i. 20.) 

therefore also A D is greater than ED. 
Again, because M E is equal to M F , and M D common to the triangles 
E M D , F M D ; E M , M D , are equal to FM, M D , each to each; 

but the angle E M D is greater than the angle F M D ; (ax. 9.) 
therefore the base E D is greater than the base FD. (i. 24.) 

In Hke manner it may be she-wn that F D is greater than OD. 
Therefore D A is the greatest; 

and J-E"greater than DF', and ĵ i?"greater than DC. 
And, because M K , K D are greater than M D , (i. 20.) 

and M K i a equal to M G , (i. def. 15.) 
the remahider-irZ) is greater than the remainder GD, (ax. 5.) 

that is, G B is less than K D : 
and because M L D is a triangle, and from the points M, D, the 

extremities of its side M D , the steaight Hnes M K , D K are drawn to 
the point X within the triangle, 
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therefore MK, KD are less than ML, LD: (i- 21.) 
but MK:is equal to M L ; (i. def. 15.) 

therefore, the remainder D K is less than the rernainder DL. (ax. S.) 
In Hke manner it may be she-wn, that D L is less than D S . 

Therefore, D G is the least, and D K less than DL, and D L less 
than D S . 
Also, there can be dra-wn only two equal straight Hnes^ from the 

point D to the cfrcumferenoe, one upon each side of the line which 
passes through the center. 

At the point M, in the steaight Hne M D , 
make the angle D M B equal to the angle D M X , (i. 23.) and join DB. 

And hecause MKia equal to M B , and M D common to the teiangles 
KMD, BMD, 

the two sides K M , M D are equal to the two BM, M D , each to each; 
and the angle K M D is equal to the angle B M D ; (constr.) 
therefore the base DKia equal to the base D B : (i. 4.) 

but, besides DB, no straight Hne equal to D K can be dra-wn from D 
to the cfrcumference, 

for, if possible, let it be D N ; 
and because DKia equal to DN, and also to DB, 

therefore D B is equal to D N ; 
that is, a line nearer to the least, is equal to one more remote, 

which has been proved to be impossible. 
If therefore, any point, &c. q.e.d. 
PROPOSITION IX. THEOREM. 

If a point be taken within a circle, from which there fall more titan 
two equal straight lines to the circumference, that point is tlie center of the 

Let the point D be taken •within the cfrcle A B 0, from which to the cfrcum
ferenoe there fall more than two equal straight lines, •yiz. D A , D B , D C . 

Then the point D shall be the center of the cfrcle. 

For, if not, let E, if possible, be the center : 
join D E , and produce it to meet the cfrcumference in F, G: 

then E G is a diameter of the cirole A B O : (i. def. 17.) 
and,because in FG, the diameter of the cfrcle A B C , there is taken 

the point D, which is not the center, 
therefore D G ia the greatest line drawn from it to the cfrcumference, 

and D O is greater than D B , and D B greater than D A : (iii. 7.) 
but these Hnes are likê wise equal, (hyp.) which is impossible : 

therefore E is not the center of the circle A B 0. 
In like manner it may be demonsteated, 
that no other point but D is the center; 

D therefore is the center. 
"Wherefore, if a point be taken, &c. q.e.d. 
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PROPOSITION X. THEOREM. 

One circumferenee of a circle cannot eat another in more than two points. 

If it be possible, let the cfrcumference A B C cut the circumference 
D E F in more than two points, -riz. in B, G, F. 

A 

C 
Take the center K of the cfrcle A B O , (m. 1.) and join K B , K G , KF. 

Then because Kis the center of the cfrcle A B O , 
therefore K B , K G , K F are all equal to each other: (i. def. 15.) 
and because "within the cfrcle D E F there is taken the point K, from 

which to the cfrcumference D E F fall more than two equal straight 
lines KB, KG, KF; 

therefore the point Kia the center of the cfrcle D E F : (m. 9.) 
but ̂ is also the center of the cfrcle A B C ; (constr.) 

therefore the same point is the center of two cfrcles that cut one 
another, which is impossible, (in. 5.) 

Therefore, one cfrcumference of a cfrcle cannot cut another in more 
than two points, q. e. d. 

PROPOSITION XI. THEOREM. 

If one circle touch another internally in any point, the straight line 
tvhich joins their centers being produced, shall pass through that point of 
contact. 
Let the cfrcle AJ)E tou(^ the cfrcle .4i?C internally in the point A ; 
and let F be the center of the cfrcle A B O, and G the center of the 

cfrcle A D E ; 
then the steaight Hne which joins the centers F, G, being produced, 

shall pass l£rough the point of contact A. 

For, i£FG produced do not pass through the point A, 
let it fall otherwise, if possible, as F G D S , and join AF, A G . 
Then, because two sides of a teiangle are together greater than the 

thfrd side,- (i. 20.) 
therefore FG, G A are greater than F A : 
but F A is equal to F S ; (i. def. 15.) 

therefore FG, G A are greater than FJEI: 
take away from these imequals the common pari F G ; 

therefore the remainder AGia greater than the remainder G S ; (ax. 5.) 
but ̂ (? is equal to G D ; (i. def 15.) 
therefore G D is greater than G S , 

the less than the greater, which is impossible. 
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Therefore the straight Hue which joins the points F, G, being produced, 
cannot fall otherwise than upon the point A, 

that is, it must pass through it. 
Therefore, if one cfrcle, &c. Q. e. d. 

PROPOSITION xn. THEOREM. 

If two circles touch eaih other externally in any point, the straight line 
centers, slall pass through that point of contact. 

Let the two cfrcles A B 0, A D E , touch each other extemaUy in the 
point A ; 
and let JP he the center of the cfrcle A B 0, and G the center of A D E . 
Then the steaight Hne which joins the points F, G, shall pass through 

the point of contact A. 
E 

If not, let it pass other-wise, if possible, as F C D G , and join FA, A G . 
And because Fia the center of the cfrcle A B O , 

F A is equal to F C : 
also, because G is the center of the cfrcle A D E , 

G A is equal to G D : 
therefore FA, A G are equal to FC, D G ; (ax. 2.) 
wherefore the whole F G is greater than FA, A G: 

but F G is less than FA, A G; (i. 20.) which is impossible: 
therefore the straight Hne which joins the points F, G, cannot pass 

otherwise than through A the point of contact, 
that is, FG'muBt pass through the point A. 

Therefore, if two cfrcles, &c. q. e. d. 

PROPOSITION XIII. THEOREM. 

One cirole cannot touch another in more points than one, whether it 
it on the inside or outside. 

For, iE it be possible, let the cfrcle E B F touch the cfrcle A B O in 
more points than one, 

and first on the inside, in the points B, D. 

Join BD, and draw G'.ff bisecting B D at right angles, (i. II.) 
Because the points B, D are in the circumferences of each of the cfrcles, 
therefore the steaight Hne B D falls within each of them; (in. 2.) 
therefore thefr centers are in the straight Hne GSyflach bisects B D 

at right.angles; (in. I. Oor.) 
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therefore <?2" passes through the point of contact: (in. II.) 
but it does not pass through it, 

because the pouats B, D are without the steaight Hne G S ; 
which is absurd: 

therefore one cfrcle cannot touch another on the inside in more points 
than one. 

Nor can two efrdes touch one another on the outside in more than 
one point. 

For, if it be possible, 
let the cfrcle ̂ C Xtouch the cfrcle A B O in the poiats A, 0 ; 

join A C . 

Because the two points A, 0 are in the cfrcumference of the cfrcle 
ACK, 
therefore the steaight line A 0 which joins them, falls •within the cfrcle 

A C K : (in. 2.) 
but the circle A C K is -without the cfrcle A B O ; (hyp.) 

therefore the steaight line A C ia without this last cfrcle : 
but, because, the points A, Care in the circumference of the cfrcle A B 0, 

the steaight Hne .4 C must be -within the same cfrcle, (ni. 2.) 
which is absurd; 

therefore one cfrcle cannot touch another on the outside in more than 
one point: 

and it has been she-wn, that they cannot touch on the inside in more 
points than one. 

Therefore, one cfrcle, &c. Q. e. d. 

PROPOSITION XIV. T H E O R E M . 

Equal straight lines in a circle are. equally distant from the center; and 
conversely, those which are equally distant from the center, are equal to one 
another. 

Let the steaight lines A B , OD, in the cfrcle A B D O , be equal to 
one another. 

Then A B and O D shall be equally distant from the center. 
c 

Take Ethe center of the cfrcle A B D O , (m. 1.) 
from E draw EF, E G perpendiculars to A B , CD, (i. 12.) and join 

EA, FO. 
Then, because the steaight Hne E F ^asemg through the center, 

cuts A B , which does not pass through the center, at right angles; 
^i?"bisects A B in the point F: (m. 3.) 

therefore ̂ -F is equal to FB, and ̂ -5 double oiAF. 
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For the same reason GD is double of OG: 
but A B is equal to CD: (hyp.) 

therefore ̂ i^is equal to OG. (ax. 7.) 
And because AEia equal to EG, (i. def. 16.) 
the square on ̂ .Eis equal to the square on E G : 

but the squares on AF, F E are equal to the square on A E , (i. 47.) 
because the angle A F E is a right angle ; 

and for the same reason, the squares on EG, G C are equal to the 
square on E C ; 

therefore the squares on AF, F E are equal to the squares on CG, 
G E : (ax. I.) 

but the square on A F is equal to the square on CG, 
because A F is equal to CG; 

therefore the remaining square on E F is equal to the remaining 
square on EG, (ax. 3.) 

and the steaight Hne E F is therefore equal to E G : 
but ste-aight Hnes in a cirole are said to be equaUy distant from the 

center, when the perpendiculars drawn to them from the center are 
equal: (ni. def. 4.) 

therefore A B , CD are equaUy distant from the center. 
Conversely, let the steaight Unes A B , CD he equaUy distant from 

the center, (m. def. 4.) 
that is, let F E be equal to E G ; 
then A b shaU be equal to OD. 

For the same consteuction being made, 
it may, as before, be demonsteated, 

that A B is double of AF, and CD double of CG, 
and that the squares on FE, A F are equal to the squares on EG, GO: 

but the square on F E is equal to the square on EG, 
because F E is equal to E G ; (hyp.) 

therefore the remaining square on A F is equal to the remaining square 
on OG: (ax. 3.) 

and the straight line AEia therefore equal to C G : 
but A B was shewn to be double of AF, and CD double of CG; 

wherefore A B is equal to OD. (ax. 6.) 
Therefore equal steaight Hnes, &c. q.e.d. PROPOSITION XV. THEOREM. 

" The diameter is the greatest straight line in a cirole; and of tlie rest, 
that which is nearer to the center is ahvays greater than one more remote : 
and conversely, the greater is nearer to the center than the less. 

Let ABCD be a circle of which the diameter is AD, and the center .£•; 
and let B C h e nearer to the center than FG. 

Then A D shaU be greater than any straight Hne BO, which is not a 
diameter, and B O shaU be greater than FG. 
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From E draw ES, perpendicular to BO, and EK to FG (i 12 ) 
and̂ oin EB, EC, EF. 

And because ̂ ^is equal to EB, and F D to EC, (i. def. 15.) 
therefore A D is equal to EB, E C : (ax. 2.) 
but EB, E C are greater than B C ; (i. 20.) 
wherefore also A D is greater than B C. 

And, because B C ia nearer to the center than FG, (hyp.) 
therefore ESia less than E K : (in. def. 5.) 

but, as was demonsteated in the preceding proposition, 
-SC is double of B S , and F G double of FK, 

and the squares on E S , S B are equal to the squares on EK, K F : 
but the square on E S is less than the square on FK, 

because ESia less than E K ; 
therefore the square on BSia greater than the square on FK, 

and the steaight line 5.2" greater than FK, 
and therefore BCia greater than FG. 

Next, let B C h e greater than F G ; 
then B 0 shaU be nearer to the center than FG, that is, the same con

steuction being made, ̂ EH'shaU be less than FK. (in. def. 5.) 
Because BOia greater than FG, 
5_Zriike-wise is greater than K F : 

and the squares on B S , S E are equal to the squares on FK, K E , 
of which the square on BSia greater than the square on FK, 

because BSia greater than E K : 
therefore the square on E S is less than the square on EK, 

and the steaight Hne ̂ iTless than E K : 
and therefore B C is nearer to the center than FG. (m. def. 5.) 

"Wherefore the diameter, &c. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION XVL THEOREM. 

The straight line drawn at right angles to the diameter of a circle, from 
the extremity of it, falls without the circle ; and no straight line can be drawn 
from the extremity between that straight line and the circumference, so as not 
to cut the circle: or, which is the same thing, no straight line can make so 
great an acute angle with the diameter at its extremity, or so small an angle 
with the straight line which is at right angles to it, as not to cut the circle. 
Let ABC he a cfrcle, the center of which is D, and the diameter AB. 

Then the steaight line dra-wn at right angles to A B from its ex-
teemity A , shall fall -without the cfrcle. 

For, if it does not, let it fall, if possible, -within the cfrcle, as .̂  C; 
and draw D C to the point 0, where it meets the circumference. 

A.nd because D A is equal to D C , (i. def 15.) 
the angle D A C i a equal to the angle A C D : (i. 5.) 
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but DA C is a right angle; (hyp.) 
therefore AODia a right angle; 

and therefore the angles D A G , A C D are equal to two right angles; 
which is impossible : (i. 17.) 

therefore the steaight line drawn from A at right angles to B A , does 
.not faU -within the cfrcle. 

In the same manner it may be demonstrated, 
that it does not faU upon the cfrcumference ; 

therefore it must faU without the cfrcle, as A E . 
Also, between the steaightHne.^^ and the cfrcumference, no steaight 

line can be dra-wn from the point A which does not cut the cfrcle. 
For, if possible, let AEfaU between them, 

FE 

and from the point D, let D G he drawn perpendicular to AF, (i. 12.) 
and let it meet the cfrcumference in S : 
And because A G D is a right angle, 

and D A G less than a right angle, (l- 17.) 
therefore D A is greater than D G : (i. 19.) 

but D A is equal to D S ; (i. def. 15.) 
therefore D S ia greater than D G , 

the less than the greater, which is impossible: 
therefore no straight line can be drawn from the point A, between 
A E and •the cfrcumference, which does not cut the cfrcle: 
or, which amounts to the same thing, however -great an acute angle 

a straight Hne makes with the diameter at the point A, or however 
smaU an angle it makes •with A E , the cfrcumference must pass be
tween that steaight Hne and the perpendicular A E . q.e.d. 

Cob. From this it is manifest, that the straight Une which is 
dra-wn at right angles to the diameter of a cfrcle from the extremity 
of it touches the cfrcle ; (in. def. 2.) and that it touches it only in one 
point, hecause, if it did meet the cfrcle in two, it would fall •within it. 
(in. 2.) "Also, it is erident, that there can be hut one steaight Hue, 
which touches the cfrcle in the same point." 

PROPOSITION XVII. PROBLEM. 

To draw a straight line from a given point, either without or in the cir-
eumferenoe, which shall touch a given circle. 

Ffrst, let ^ be a given point without the given circle BCD; 
it is requfred to draw a straight Hne from A which shaU touch the circle. 

Find the center .E of the cfrcle, (iii. 1.) and join A E ; 
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and from the center E, at the distance EA, describe the cfrcle AFG; 
from the point D draw D F at right angles to E A , (i. II.) meeting 

the cfrcumference of the cfrcle A F G in F; 
and join E B F , A B . 

Then A B shall touch the cfrcle B C D in the point B. 
Because Eia the center of the cfrcles B O D , A F G , (i. def. 15.) 

therefore E A is equal to EF, and- E D to E B ; 
therefore the two sides A E , E B , are equal to the two FE, ED, 

each to each: 
and they contain the angle at E common to the two teiangles A E B , 

FED; 
therefore the base D F is equal to the base A B , (i. 4.) 

and the teiangle F E D to the triangle A E B , 
and the other angles to the other angles: -

therefore the angle E B A is equal to the angle E D F : 
but E D F ia a right angle, (conste.) 

wherefore E B A is a right angle : (ax. 1.) 
and E B is dra^wn from the center: 

but a steaight Hne dra-wn from the exteemity of a diameter, at right 
angles to it, touches the cfrcle : (in. 16. Oor.) 

therefore A B touches the cfrcle ; 
and it is dra-wn from the given point A. 

Secondly, if the given point be in the cfrcumferenoe of the circle, 
as the point D, 

draw D E to the center E, and D F at right angles to D E : 
then J3i^touches the cfrcle. (m. 16. Oor.) q.e.e. 

PROPOSITION XVIII. THEOREM. 

If a straight line touch a circle, the straight line drawn from the center to 
the point of contact, shall le perpendicular to the Une touching the circle. 

Let the straight Une 2>^ touch the cfrcle ABC in the point C; 
take the center F, and draw the steaight Une FC. (m. 1.) 

Then E G shall be perpendicular to D E . 

If F O be not perpendicular to D E ; from the point F, if possible, 
let E B G be dra-wn perpendicular to D E . 

And because E G G is a right angle, 
therefore G O F is an acute angle; (i. 17.) 

and to the greater angle the greater side is opposite : (i. 19.) 
therefore F O is greater than F G : 
but F C is equal to F B ; (i. def. 15.) 
therefore F B is greater than EG, 

the less than the greater, which is impossible: 
therefore F G is not perpendicular to D E . 
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In the same manner it may be shewn, 
that no other Une is perpendicular to D E besides FG, 

that is, F C is perpendicular to D E . 
Therefore, if a steaight Hne, &c. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION XIX. THEOREM. 

If a straight line touch a circle, and from the point of contact a straight 
ne le drawn at right angles to the touching line, the center of tlie circle shall 
'• in that line. 

Let the steaight Une D E touch the cfrcle A B 0 in 0, 
and fi'om 0 let CA he drawn at right angles to D E . 

Then the center of the cfrcle shaU. be in CA. 

For, if not, let i^be the center, if possible, and join CF. 
Because D E touches the cfrcle A B 0, 

and F C is drawn from the center to the point of contact, 
therefore F O is perpendicular to D E ; (ni. 18.) 

therefore F O E is a right angle: 
but A O E ia also a right angle; (hyp.) 

•therefore the angle F O E is equal to the angle A CE, (ax. 1.) 
the less to the greater, which is impossible : 

therefore î is not the center of the circle A B O . 
In the same manner it may be shewn, 

that no other point which is not in CA, is the center ; 
that is, the center of the cfrcle is in OA. 
Therefore, if a steaight Hne, &o. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION XX. THEOREM. 

The angle at the center of a cirole is doulle of the angle at the circumfer
ence upon the same base, that is, upon the same pa/rt of the circumference. 

Let A B C be a cfrcle, and B E O an angle at the center, and B A O 
an angle at the cfrcumference, which have B 0 the same part of the 
cfrcumference for thefr base. 

Then the angle B E O shaU be double of the angle B A 0. 

Join A E , and jiroduce it to F. 
First, let the center of -the circle be within the angle B A 0. 

Because E A is equal to E B , 
therefore the angle E B A is equal to the angle E A B ; (i. 5.) 
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therefore the angles EAB, EBA are double of the angle EAB : 
but the angle B E F is equal to the angles E A B , E B A ; (i. 32.) 

therefore also the angle B E F is double of the angle E A B : 
for the same reason, the angle E E C is double of the angle E A C : 
therefore the whole angle B E O is double of the whole angle B A 0. 
Secondly, let the center of the cfrcle be •without the angle B A 0. 

It may be demonste-ated, as in the first case, 
that the angle E E C is double of the angle F A 0, 

and that FEB, a part of the first, is double of F A B , a part of the other; 
therefore the remaining angle B E O is double of the remaining 
angle B A 0. 

Therefore the angle at the center, &c. Q. e. d. 

PROPOSITION XXI. THEOREM. 

The angles in the same segment of a circle are equal to one another. 

Let ABCD he a cfrcle, 
and B A D , B E D angles in the same segment B A E D . 

Then the angles B A D , B E D shall be equal to one another. 
Ffrst, let the segment B A E D he greater than a semicfrcle. 

Take F, the center of the cfrcle A B C D , (in. 1.) and join BF, FD. 
Because the angle B F D is at the center, and the angle B A D at 

the cfrcumference, and that they have the same part of the cfrcumfer
ence, viz. the arc B CD for thefr base; 

therefore the angle B F D is double of the angle B A D : (in. 20.) 
for the same reason the angle B F D is double of the angle B E D : 
therefore the angle B A D is equal to the angle BED. (ax. 7.) 
Next, let the segment B A E D be not greater than a semicfrcle. 

A E 

Draw A F to the center, and produce it to C, and jom CE. 
Because ̂  C is a diameter of the cfrcle, 

therefore the segment B A D O i a greater than a semicurcle ; 
and the angles in it B A 0, B E O are equal, by the first case: 

I 
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for the same reason, because OBED is greater than a semicfrcle, 
the angles CAD, CED, are equal: 

therefore the whole an^e B A D is equal to the whole angle B E D . (ax. 2.) 
"Wherefore the angles in the same segment, &c. g. e. d, 

PROPOSITION XXII. THEOREM. 

The opposite angles of any quadrilateral figure inscribed in a circle, are 
together equal to two right i 

Let A B C D be a quadrUateral figure in the cfrcle A B C D . 
Then any two of its opposite angles shall together be equal to two 
right angles. 

Join A 0, BD. 
And because the three angles of every triangle are equal to two 

right angles, (i. 32.) 
the three angles of the triangle CAB, riz. the angles CAB, A B 0, 

B OA, are equal to two right angles: 
but the angle C A B is equaltothe angle CDB, (in. 21.) 

because they are in the same segment G D A B ; 
and the angle A CB is equal to the angle A D B , 
because they are in the same segment A D C B : 

therefore the two angles CAB, A C B are together equal to the whole 
angle A D C : (ax. 2.) 

to each of these equals add the angle A B C ; 
therefore the three angles A B C , CAB, B C A are equal to the two 
angles A B C , A D C : (ax. 2.) 

but A B O , CAB, BCA, are equal to two right angles; 
therefore also the angles A B 0, A D G are equal to two right angles. 
In the same manner, the angles B A D , D CB, may be shewn to be 
equal to two right angles. 

Therefore, the opposite angles, &c. q. b. d. 

PROPOSITION XXIIL THEOREM. 

Upon the same straight line, and upon the same side of it, there cannot 
le two similar segments of circles, not coinciding with one anotiier. 

If it be possible, upon the same straight line AB, and upon the 
same side of it, let there be two similar segments of circles, A C B , 
A D B , not coinciding with one another. 

B A 

Then, because the cfrcumference A CB cuts the cfrcumference ADB 
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in the two points A, B, they cannot cut one another in any other 
point: (ill. 10.) 
therefore one of the segments must faU -within the other: 

let A C B iaR within A D B : 
draw the steaight Hne B C D , and join CA, D A . 

Because the segment A CB is sinular to the segment A D B , (hyp.) 
and that similar segments of cfrcles contaui equal angles ; (in. def. II.) 

therefore the angle A C B is equal to the angle A D B , 
the exterior angle to the interior, which is impossible, (i. 16.) 
Therefore, there cannot be two simUar segments of cfrcles upon the 

same side of the same line, which do not coincide, q. e. d. 

PROPOSITION XXIV. THEOREM. 

Similar segments of circles upon equal straight lines, are equal to one another. 

Let AEB, CED be simUar segments of cfrcles upon the equal 
steaight lines A B , OD. 

Then the segment A E B shall be equal to the segment OFD. 

For if the segment A E B be appHed to the segment OFD, 
BO that the point A may be on C, and the straight Une A B upon CD, 

then the point B shaU coincide with the point D, 
because A B is equal to CD: 

therefore, the steaight line A B coinciding -with CD, 
the segment A E B must coincide -with the segment OFD, (in. 23.) 

and therefore is equal to it. (i. ax. 8.) 
"Wherefore similar segments, &o. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION XXV. PROBLEM. 

A segment of a circle being given, to describe the circle of which it is the 
segment. 

Let A B O be the given segment of a cfrcle. 
It is requfred to describe the cfrcle of which it is the segment. 
Bisect A C ia. D, (i. 10.) and from the point D draw D B at right 

angles to A C , (i. II.) and join A B . 
Ffrst, let the angles A B D , B A D he equal to one another: 

B 

£]^ 
A D C 

then the steaight Hne D A is equal to D B , (i. 6.) and therefore, to D C ; 
and because the three straight Unes D A , D B , D C are all equal, 

therefore D is the center of the cfrcle. (in. 9.) 
From the center D, at the distance of any of the three D A , D B , 

D 0, describe a cfrcle; 
12 
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this shaU pass through the other points; 
and the cfrcle of which A B O is a segment has been described: 

and because the center D is in A O, the segment A B 0 is a semicfrcle. 
But if the angles A B D , B A D are not equal to one another: 

at the point A, in the straight Hne A B , 
make the angle B A E equal to the angle A B D , (i. 23.) 

and produce B D , if necessary, to meet A E in E, and join EC. 
Because the angle A B E is equal to the angle B A E , 

therefore the straight Une F A is equal to F B : (i. 6.) 
and because A D is equal to D 0, and D E common to the triangles 

ADE, ODE, 
the two sides A D , D E , are equal to the two CD, D E , each to each; 

and the angle A D E is equal to the angle ODE, 
for each of them is a right angle ; (conste.) 

therefore the base E A is equal to the base E C : (i. 4.) 
but E A was shewn to be equal to E B : 

wherefore also E B is equal to E C : (ax. I.) 
and therefore the three straight Unes EA, E B , E C are equal to one 

another: 
wherefore Eis the center of the cfrcle. (ni. 9.) 

From the center E, at the distance of any of the three EA, EB, 
EC, describe a cfrcle; 

this shaU pass through the other points; 
and the cfrcle of which A B C is a segment, is describet-

And it is evident, that if the angle A B D be greater than the angle 
B A D , the center E faUs without the segment A b C, which therefore 
is less than a semicircle : 

but if the angle A B D he less than B A D , the center jE" falls -within 
the segment A B C , which is therefore greater than a semicfrcle. 

"Wherefore a segment of a cfrcle being given, the cfrcle is described 
of which it is a segment, q. e. f. 

PROPOSITION XXVI. THEOREM. 

In equal circles, equal angles stand upon equal arcs, whether the angles 
at the centers or circumfei 

Let A B O , D E F h e equal circles, 
and let the angles B G C , E S F at thefr centers, 

and B A C, E D F at thefr cfrcuinferences be equal to each other. 
Then the arc B K C shaU be equal to the arc ELF. 
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Join-BC, EF. 
And because the cfrcles A B C, D E F are equal, 

the steaight Hnes dra-wn from thefr centers are equal: (in. def I.) 
therefore the two sides B G , GC, are equal to the two E S , SF, each 

to each: 
and the angle at G is equal to the angle at S ; (hyp.) 
•therefore the base .BC is equal to the base EF. (i. 4.) 

And because the angle at A is equal to -the angle at D, (hyp.) 
the segment B A C is simUar to •the segment E D F : (in. def. II.) 

and they are upon equal steaight Unes BC, E F : 
but similar segments of cfrcles upon equal straight Hues, are equal 
to one another, (in. 24.) 
therefore the segment B A 0 is equal to the segment E D F : 
but the whole cfrcle A B C i a equal to the whole D E F ; (hyp.) 

•therefore the remaining segment B K C is equal to the remaining 
segment ELF, (i. ax. 3.) 

and the arc B K C to the arc ELF. 
Wherefore, in equal cfrcles, &c. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION XXVII. THEOREM. 
"t 

In equal circles, the angles which stand upon equal arcs, are equal to one 
another, wJiether they be at the centers or circumferences. 
Let AB 0, DEF he equal cfrcles, 

and let the angles B G C , E S F at thefr centers, 
and the angles B A 0, E D F at thefr cfrcumferences, 

stand upon the equal arcs B 0, EF. 
Then the angle B G C shaU be equal to the angle E S F , 

and the angle B A C to the angle EDF. 

If the angle B G C he equal to the angle E S F , 
it is manifest that the angle B A O ia also equal to EDF. (iii. 20. and 

I. ax. 7.) 
But, if not, one of them must be greater than the other : 
if possible, let the angle B G C he greater than E S F , 

and at the point G, in the steaight Une B G, 
make the angle BGKeqo.al to the angle E S F . (i. 23.) 
Then because the angle B G K i a equal to the angle E S F , 

and that equal angles stand upon equal arcs, when they are at the 
centers; (m. 26.) 

therefore the arc BKia equal to the arc E F : 
but the arc ̂ i^is equal to the arc B O ; (hyp.) 

therefore also the arc ̂ iTis equal to the arc BC, 
the less equal to the greater, which is impossible : (i. ax. 1.) 
therefore the angle B G C ia not unequal to the angle E S F ; 

that is, it is equal to it: 
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but the angle at A is half of the angle BGC, (iii. 20.) 
and flie angle at D, half of the angle E S F ; 

therefore the angle at A is equal to the angle at D. (i. ax. 7.) 
"Wherefore, in equal cfrcles, &c. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION XXVni. THEOREM. 

In equal circles, equal straight lines cut off equal arcs, the greater equal 
to the greater, and the less to the less. 

Let ABC, DEFhe equal cfrcles, 
and B C, F F equal straight lines in them, which out off the two greater 

arcs BAO, EDF, and the two less BGC, ESF. 
Then the greater arc B A 0 shall be equal to the greater EDF, 

and the less aio B G O to the less ESF. 

Take K, L, the centers of the cfrcles, (ni. 1.) and join^X, KC, EL, LE. 
Because the cfrcles A B C , D E F are equal, 

the steaight Hnes fr-om thefr centers are equal: (ni. def. I.) 
therefore BK, K O are equal to EL, LF, each to each : 

and the base i?C is equal to the base EF, in the faiangles BCK, EEL, 
therefore the angle B K C is equal to the angle FILE: (i. 8.) 

but equal angles stand upon equal arcs; when they are at the 
centers: (in. 26.) 

therefore the arc B G C is equal to the arc E S F : 
but the whole circumference A B O is equal to the whole E D F ; (hyp.) 

therefore the remaining part of the cfrcumference, 
viz. the arc BAC, is equal to the remaining part EDF. (i. ax. 3.) 

Therefore, in equal cfrcles, &c. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION XXIX. THEOREM. 

In equal cireles, equal arcs are subtended by equal straight lines. 

Let ABC, DEFhe equal cfrcles, 
and let the arcs BGC, E S F also be equal, 
and joined by the straight Hnes BC, EF. 

Then the ste'aight Hne B 0 shaU be equal to the steaight Hne EF. 

Take K, L, (in. I.) the centers of the cfrcles, and join BK, KO, EL, LF. 
Because the arc B G C ia equal •to the arc ESF, 

therefore the angle B K C is equal to the angle E L F : (in. 27.) 
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a,nd because the cfrcles ABO, DEF, are equal, 
the steaight Hnes fi'om their centers are equal; (in. def. 1.) 

therefore B K , K O , are equal to EL, LF, each to each: ' 
and they contain equal angles in the triangles B C K , E E L ; 
therefore the base .BC is equal to the base EF. (i. 4.) 

Therefore, in equal cfrcles, &c. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION XXX. PROBLEM. 

To bisect a given arc, that is, to dî ride it into two equal parts. 

Let ADB he the given arc; 
it is requfred to bisect it. 

D 

^^ 
A C B 

Join A B , and bisect it in 0; (i. 10.) 
from the point C draw C D at right angles to A B . (i. 11.) 

Then the arc A D B shall be bisected in the point D. 
Join AD, DB. 

And because ̂  C is equal to CB, 
and C D common to the triangles A CD, B CD, 

the two sides ̂ C , CD, are equal to the two BC, CD, each to each; 
and the angle A CD is equal to the angle B CD, 

because each of them is a right angle : 
therefore the base A D is equal to the base BD. (i. 4.) 
But equal steaight Hnes cut off equal arcs, (ni. 28.) 

the greater are equal to the greater, and the less arc to the less; 
and the arcs AJ), D B , are each of them less than a semicfrcle; 

because DO, if produced, passes through the center: (iii. 1. Oor.) 
therefore the arc A D is equal to the arc DB. 

Therefore the given arc A D B is bisected in D. q. e. e. 
PROPOSITION XXXI. THEOREM. 

In a circle, the angle in a semicircle is a right angle ; lut the angle in a 
segment greater than a semicircle is less than a right angle; and the angle 
in a segment less than a semicircle is greater than a right angle. 

Let ABOD be a cfrcle, of which the diameter is BO, and center E, 
and let O A be dra^wn, dividing the cfrcle into the segments A B C, A D 0. 

Join BA, AD, DC. 
Then the angle in the semicfrcle B A O shah be a right angle; 

and the angle in the segment A B C , which is greater than a semicfrcle, 
shaU be less than a right angle; 

and the angle in the segment A D C , which is less than a semicfrcle, 
shall be greater than a right angle. 

F 
a/ 
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Join AE, and produce BA to F. 
Ffrst, because E B is equal to EA, (i. def. 15.) 

the angle E A B is equal to E B A ; (i. 5.) 
also, because E A is equal to EC, 
the angle E C A is equal to E A C ; 

wherefore the whole angle B A 0 is equal to the two angles E B A , 
E G A ; (I. ax. 2.) 

but FAC, the exterior angle of the triangle A B O , is equal to the two 
angles E B A , E G A ; (i. 32.) 
therefore the angle B A C ia equal to the angle F A C ; (ax. 1.) 

and therefore each of them is a right angle : (i. def. 10.) 
wherefore the angle B A C in a semicircle is a right angle. 

Secondly, because the two angles A B G , B A O of the teiangle 
A B C are together less than two right angles, (i. 17.) 

and that B A C has been jiroved to he a right angle; 
therefore A B O must be less than a right angle: 

and therefore the angle in a segment A B 0 greater than a semicircle, 
is less than a right angle. 

And lastly, because A B C D is a quadrUateral figure in a cfrcle, 
any two of its opposite angles are equal to two right angles : (in. 22.) 
therefore the angles A B 0, A D 0, are equal to two right angles: 

and ̂ .BC has been proved to be less than a right angle; 
wherefore the other A D 0 is greater than a right angle. 

Therefore, in a cfrcle the angle in a semicfrcle is a right angle, &c. q. e. d. 
CoE. From this it is manifest, that if one angle of a triangle be 

equal to the other two, it is a right angle : because the angle adjacent 
to it is equal to the same two; (i. 32.) and when the adjacent angles 
are equal, they are right angles, (i. def. 10.) 
PROPOSITION XXXII. THEOREM. 
If a straight line touch a circle, and from the point of contact a straight 
line le d/ramn meeting the circle; the angles which this line makes with the 
line touching the circle shall le equal to the angles which are in the alternate 
segments of the circle. 
Let the steaight Hne .EFtouch the cfrcle ABOD in B, 

and from the point B let the straight Hne B D he drawn, meeting 
the circumference in D, and diriding it into the segments D CB, D A B , 
of which D CB is less than, and D A B greater than a semicfrcle. 

Then the angles which B D makes with the touching Hne EF, 
shaU be equal to the angles in the alternate segments of the cfrcle ; 

that is, the angle D B F shaU be equal to the angle which is in the 
segment D A B , 

and the angle D B E shaU be equal to the angle in the alternate 
segment D CB. 

From the point B draw B A at right angles to EF, (i. II.) meeting 
the cfrciunference in A ; 
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take any point C in the arc DB, and join AD, DO, CB. 
Because the steaight Hne .EFtouches the cfrcle A B C D in the point B, 

and B A is drawn at right angles to the touching Une from the 
point of contact B, 

the center of the circle is in B A : (in. 19.) 
therefore the angle A D B in a semicfrcle is a right angle: (in. 31.) 
and consequently the other two angles B A D , A B D , are equal to 
a right angle; (i. 32.) 

but A B E is likê wise a right angle; (constr.) 
therefore the angle ABFia equal to the angles .BJ^D, A B D : (i. ax. I.) 

take fr'om these equals the common angle A B D : 
therefore the remaining angle DBFia equal to the angle B A D , (i. ax. 3.) 

wliich is in B D A , the alternate segment of the cfrcle. 
And because A B CD is a quadrUateral figure in a cfrcle, 

the opposite angles B A D , B C D are equal to two right angles: (in. 22.) 
but the angles DBF, D B E are likê wise equal to two right angles; (i. 13.) 

therefore the angles D B F , D B E are equal to the angles B A D , 
B C D , (I. ax. 1.) 

and D B F has been proved equal to B A D ; 
therefore the remaining angle D B E is equal to the angle BCD, in 
B D C the alternate segment of the cfrcle. (i. ax. 3.) 

"Wherefore, if a ste-aight Hne, &c. Q. e. d. 
PROPOSITION XXXIII. PROBLEM. 

Vpon a given straight line to descrile a segment of a circle, which shall 
contain an angle equal to a given rectilineal angle. 

Let A B he the given straight Hne, 
and the angle C the given rectilineal angle. 

It is requfred to describe upon the given steaight Une A B , a segment 
of a cfrcle, which shaU contain an angle equal to the angle 0. 

Ffrst, let the angle C be a right angle. 

a. 

Bisect A B m F, (i. 10.) 
and from the center i?; at the distance FB, describe the semicfrcle A S B , 
and draw A S , B S to any point .ff in the circumference. 

Therefore -the angle A S B in a semicfrcle is equal to the right 
angle 0. (m. 31.) 

But if the angle C be not a right angle: 

at the point A, m the straight Hne A B , 
make the angle B A D equal to the angle 0, (i. 23.) 
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and from the point A draw AE at right angles to AD; (i. 11.) 
bisect ̂ .B ui î , (i. 10.) 

and from J'draw F G at right angles to A B , (i. II.) and join GB. 
Because A F is equal to FB, and F G common to the teiangles 

AFG, BFG, 
the two sides AF, F G are equal to the two BF, FG, each to each, 

and the angle A F G is equal to the angle B F G ; (i. def. 10.) 
therefore the base .^G* is equal to the base G B ; (i. 4.) 

and the cfrcle described fr-om the center G, at the distance GA, 
shaU pass through the point B : 

let this be the cfrcle A S B . 
The segment A S B shall contain an angle equal to the given rec

tiUneal angle C. 
Because fr-om the point A the extremity of the diameter A F , A D 

is dra^wn at right angles to A E , 
therefore A D touches the cfrcle : (in. 16. Cor.) 

and because A B , drawn fi-om the point of contact A, cuts the cfrcle, 
the angle D A B is equal to the angle in the alternate segment 

A S B : (ni. 32.) 
but the angle d A B is equal to the angle 0; (conste.) 

therefore the angle C is equal to the angle in the segment A S B . 
"Wherefore, upon the given straight Hne A B , the segment A S B 

of a cfrcle is described, which contains an angle equal to the given 
angle C. q.e.e. 

PROPOSITION XXXIV. PROBLEM. 

From a given circle to cut off a segment, which shall contain an angle 
" to a given rectilineal angle. 

Let ABC be the given cfrcle, and D the given rectilineal angle. 
It is requfred to cut off from the cfrcle A B 0 a segment that shall 

contain an angle equal to the given angle D. 

Draw the steaight Une .EF touching the circle A B C in any point B, 
(in. 17.) 

and at the point B, in the straight Hue BF, 
make the angle F B O equal to the angle D. (i. 23.) 

Then the segment B A 0 shaU contain an angle equal to the given 
angle D. 

Because the straight line E F touches the circle A B C , 
and B O ia drawn from the point of contact B, 

therefore the angle'ii'^C is equal to the angle in the alternate 
segment B A 0 of the cfrcle: (in. 32.) 
hut the angle F B O is equal to the angle D; (conste.) 

therefore the angle in the segment B A 0 is equal to the angle D. 
Wherefore from the given circle ̂ 5 C , the segment B A C is cut 

off, containing an angle equal to the given angle D. q.e.f. 
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PROPOSITION XXXV. THEOREM. 

If two straight lines cut one another within a circle, the rectangle contained 
by th« segments of one of them, is equal to the rectangle contained ly the 
segments of tlie other. 
Let the two sti-aight Unes A O, BD, cut one another in the point E, 
within the circle A B C D . 

Then the rectangle contaiaed by A E , E C shall be equal to the 
rectangle contained by B E , E D . 

Ffrst, i£ A C , B D pass each of them through the center, so that E 
is the center; 
it is evident that since A E , EC, BE, ED, are all equal, (i. def. 15.) 
therefore the rectangle A S , E C is equal •to the rectangle B E , E D . 

Secondly, let one of them B D pass through the center, and cut the 
other A 0, which does not pass through the center, at right angles, in 
the point E. 

B 
Then, if B D he bisected in F, 

JFia the center of the cfrcle A B C D 
Join AF. 

Because B D which passes through the center, cuts the straight 
line A C, which does not pass through the center, at right angles in E, 

therefore A E is equal to E C : (in. 3.) 
and because the steaight Une B D is cut into two equal parts in the 

point F, and into two unequal parts in the point E, 
therefore the rectangle B E , ED, together -with the square on EF, 

is equal to the square on F B ; (n. 5.) that is, to the square on F A : 
but the squares on A E , EF, are equal to the square on F A : (l. 47.) 

therefore the rectangle B E , E D , together -with the square on EF, 
is equal to the squares on A E , E F : (i. ax. 1.) 

take away the common square on EF, 
and the remaining rectangle B E , E D is equal to the remaining 
square on A E ; (i. ax. 3.) that is, to the rectangle A E , EC. 

Thfrdly, let B D , which passes through the center, cut the other A 0, 
which does not pass through the center, in E, but not at right angles. 

Then, as before, if B D be bisected in F, Fia the center of the cfrcle. 
Join A F , and from F draw F G perpendicular to A 0; (i. 12.) 

therefore A G is equal to G C ; (m. 3.) 
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wherefore the rectangle AF, EC, together -with the square on EG, 
is equal to the square on A G : (ii. 5.) 

to each of these equals add the square on G F ; 
therefore the rectangle A E , EC, together with the squares on EG, 

GF, is equal to the squares on A G , GF; (l. ax. 2.) 
but the squares on EG, GF, are equal to the square on E F ; (i. 47.) 

and the squares on A G , GF, are equal to the square on A F : 
therefore the rectangle A E , EC, together -with the square on EF, 

is equal to the square on A F ; that is, to the square on F B : 
but the square on F B is equal to the rectangle B E , FD, together 

•with the square on E F ; (ii. 5.) 
therefore the rectangle A E , EC, together -with the square on EF, 

is equal to the rectangle BE, ED, together with the square on 
E F ; (i. ax. I.) 

take away the common square on .EF, 
and the remaining rectangle A E , EC, is therefore equal to the re

maining rectangle BE, ED. (ax. 3.) 
Lastly, let neither oftiie steaight Unes ̂ C,.BD pass through the center. 

Take the center F, (in. 1.) and through .Ethe intersection of the 
straight Hnes A 0, DB, draw the diameter G E F S . 

And because the rectangle A E , E C is equal, as has been shewn, 
to the rectangle GE, E S ; 

and for the same reason, the rectangle BE, E D is equal to the 
same rectangle GE, E S ; 

therefore the rectangle A E , F O is equal to the rectangle BE, ED. 
(i. ax. I.) 

Wherefore, if two straight Unes, &c. q. b. d. 

PROPOSITION XXXVI. THEOREM. 
If from any point without a circle two straight lines be drawn, one of 

which outs the circle, and the other touches it; the rectangle contained by 
the whole line which cuts the circle, and the part of it without the circle, 
shall le equal to the square on the Une which touches it. 
Let D he any point without the circle ABC, 

and let D O A, D B he two straight Unes dra-wn from it, 
of which D C A cuts the cirole, and D B touches the same. 

Then the rectangle A D , D O shaU be equal to the square on D B . 
Either D C A passes through the center, or it does not: 

first, let it pass through the center E. Join E B , 
d 
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•therefore tne angle EBD is a right angle, (m. 18.) 
And because the straight line ̂  C is bisected in E, and produced 

to tlie point D, 
therefore the rectangle A D , DC, together with the square on EC, 
is equal to the square on E D : (ii. 6.) 

but O E is equal to E B ; 
therefore the rectangle A D , DC, together with the square on EB, 
is equal to the square on E D : 

but the square on E D is equal to the squares on EB, BD, (i. 47.) 
because E B D is a right angle : 

therefore the rectangle A D , DC, togetlier with the square on EB, 
is equal to the squares on EB, B D : (ax. I.) 

take away the common square on E B ; 
therefore the remaining rectangle A D , D C is equal to the square 

on the tangent DB. (ax. 3.) 
Next, i£DCA does not pass through the center of the cfrcle A B O . 

Take .Ethe center of the cfrcle, (ni. 1.) 
draw .EF perpendicular to A 0, (i. 12.) and join EB, EC, ED. 
Because the steaight line EE, which passes through the center, cuts 

the steaight line A O, which does not pass through the center, at right 
angles; it also bisects ̂ C , (in. 3.) 

therefore A F is equal to F C ; 
and because the steaight line ̂  C is bisected in F, and produced to D, 

the rectangle A D , DC, together -with the square on FC, 
is equal to the square on F D : (n. 6.) 

to each of these equals add the square on E E ; 
;herefore the rectangle A D , DO, together -with the squares on CF, FE, 

is equal to the squares on DF, F E : (i. ax. 2.) 
but the square on E D is equal to the squares on DF, FE, (i. 47.) 

because E F D is a right angle; 
and for the same reason, 

the square on E C is equal to the squares on OF, F E ; 
therefore the rectangle A D , D 0, together -with the square on EC, 

is equal to the square on E D : (i. ax. I.) 
but C E is equal to E B ; • 

therefore the rectangle A D , DC, together -with the square on EB, 
is equal to the square on E D : 

3ut the squares on E B , B D , are equal to the square on ED, (i. 47.) 
because E B D is a right angle : 

therefore the rectangle A D , D C, together with the square on EB, 
is equal to the squares on EB, B D ; 

take away the common square on E B ; 
and the remaining rectangle A D , D C ia equal to the square on D B . 

(r. ax. 3.) 
Wherefore, if from any point, &c. Q.E.D. 
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Cob. If from any point without a cfrcle, there be drawn two 
steaight Hnes cutting it, as A B , A C, the rectangles contained by the 
whole Hnes and the parts of them without the cfrcle, are equal to one 
another, viz. the rectangle BA, A E , to the rectanglê  C.4, A F : for 
each ofthem is equal to the square on the straight Hne A D , which 
touches the cfrcle. 

PROPOSITION XXXVII. THEOREM. 

If from a point without a cirole there le drawn two straight lines, one of 
which outs the circle, and the other meets it; if the rectangle contained ly the 
whole line which cuts the circle, and the part of it without the circle, le equal 
to the square on the line which meets it, the line which meets, shall touch the circle. 
Let any point D he taken -without the cfrcle AB O, and from it let 
two steaight Hues I W A and D B he drawn, of which D O A cuts the 
cfrcle hi the points 0, A, and D B meets it in the point B. 

If the rectangle A D , D C he equal to the square on D B ; 
then D B shaU touch the cfrcle. 

Draw the steaight Une D E , touching the cfrcle A B O , in the 
point .E; (ni. 17.) 

find F, the center of the cfrcle, (m. I.) and join E E , F B , F D . 
Then F E D is a right angle : (in. 18.) 

and because D E touches the cfrcle A B O , and D C A cuts it, 
therefore the rectangle A D , D C ia equal to the square on D E : (in. 36.) 
but the rectangle A D , D 0, is, by hypothesis, equal to the square on D B : 
therefore the square on D E is equal to the square on D B ; (i. ax. 1.) 

and the straight Une D E equal to the straight line D B : 
and F F is equal to F B ; (i. def. 15.) 

wherefore D E , E F are equal to D B , B F , each to each; 
and the base E D is common to the two triangles D E F , D B F ; 
therefore the angle D E F ia equal to the angle D B F : (i. 8.) 

but D E F was she-wn to be a right angle; 
therefore also D B F is a right angle: (i. ax. I.) 

and BF, if produced, is a diameter; 
and the steaight Une which is drawn at right angles to -a diameter, 

fi-om the exteemity of it, touches the cfrcle; (in. 16. Oor.) 
therefore D B touches the cirole A B C. 
Wherefore, if from a point, &c. q. e. d. 



NOTES TO BOOK III. 

In the Third Book of the Elements are demonstrated the most elementary pro
perties of the cfrcle, assuming all the properties of figures demonstrated in the 
Ffrst and Second Books. 

It m a y be worthy of remark, that the -woxi'circle wiU be found sometimes 
taken to mean the surface included within the cfrcumference, and sometimes the 
circumference itself. Euclid has employed the word Trfpi^epsin, periphery, both 
for the whole, and for a part of the circumference of a circle. If the word circum
ference were restricted to mean the whole circumference, and the word arc to mean 
a part of it, ambiguity might be avoided when speaking of the circumference of a 
cfrcle, where only a part of it is the subject under consideration. A cfrcle is said 
to be given in position, when the position of its center is known, and in magnitude, 
when its radius is kno-nm. 

Def. I. A n d to which may be added, " or of which the cfrcumferences are 
equal." An.d conversely: if two cfrcles be equal, thefr diameters and radU are 
equal; as also thefr cfrcumferences. 

Def. T. states the criterion of equal circles. Simson calls it a theorem; and 
EucUd seems to have considered it as one of those self-evident theorems, or axioms, 
which might be admitted as a basis for reasoning on the equaUty of cfrcles. 

Def. II. There seems to be tacitly assumed in this definition, that a straight 
line, when it meets a cfrcle and does not touch it, must necessarily, when pro
duced, cut the circle. 

A straight line which touches a circle, is called a tangent to the cfrcle; and a 
straight line which cuts a cfrcle is called a secant. 

Def. III. One cfrcle m a y touch another externally or internally, that is, the 
convex circumference of one cfrcle may touch the convex or concave circum
ference of another cfrcle. T w o cfrcles may be said to touch each other externally, 
but it cannot -with propriety be said that two cfrcles touch each other internally. 

Def. IV. The distance of a straight line from the center of a circle is the dis
tance of a point from a straight Une. See Note on Euc. i. 11, p. Si. 

Def. -VI. "When any Geometrical magnitude is divided into parts, the parts are 
called segments, as if a sfraight line be divided into any parts, any one of the parts ' 
is a segment of the line: but the term segment of a circle is not any part of a circle, 
but is limited to any part of a circle which can be cut off by one sfraight Une. 

Def. -VI. X. -An arc of a cfrcle is any portion of the cfrcumference; and a chord 
is the straight line joining the extremities of an arc. Every chord except a dia
meter divides a cfrcle into two unequal segments, one greater than, and the other 
less than, a semicircle. A n d in, the same manner, two radii' drawn from the center 
to the circumference, divide the - circle into two unequal sectors, which become 
equal when the two radu are in the same straight Une. As Euclid, however, does 
not notice re-entering angles, a sector of the circle seems necessarUy restricted to 
he figure which is less than a semicircle. A quadrant is a sector whose radii are 
erpendicular to one another, and which contains a fourth part of the circle. 
Def. VII. N o use is made of this definition in the Elements. 
Def. XL The definition of similar segments of circles as employed in the Third 

Book is restricted to such segments as are also equal. Props, xxiri. and xxiv. are 
the only two instanees,. in which reference is made to similar segments of circles. 

Prop. I. The expression "Unes dra-wn in a circle," always means in EucUd, 
such lines only as are terminated at their extremities by the cfrcumferenoe. 
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If the point G be in the diameter CE, but not coinciding with the point F, the 
demonstration given in the text does not hold good. At the same time, it is obvi
ous that O cannot be the center of the circle, because 6 C is not equal to OB. 

The best practical method of finding the center of a circle is to bisect any two 
chords in the circle, and at the points of bisection, to draw perpendiculars to the 
chords; the intersection of these perpendiculars is the center, as is seen in the 
construction of Euc. iv. 5. 

Indirect demonstrations are more frequently employed in the Third Book than 
in the Pirst Book of the Elements. Of the demonstrations of the forty-eight pro
positions of the First Book, nine are indirect: but of the thirty, seven of the Third 
Book, no less than fifteen are indirect demonstrations. The indirect is, in general, 
less readily appreciated by the learner, than the direct form of demonstration. 
The indirect form, however, is equally satisfactory, as it excludes every assumed 
hypothesis as false, except that which is made in the enunciation of the proposi
tion. It may be here remarked that Euclid employs three methods of demon
strating converse propositions. First, by indirect demonstrations as in Euc. i. 6 : 
III. 1, &c. Secondly, by shewing that neither side of a possible alternative can be 
true,and thence inferring the truth of the proposition, as in Euc. 1.19, 25. Thirdly, 
by means of a construction, thereby avoiding the indfrect mode of demonstration, 
as in Euc. i. 48 : iii. 37. 

Prop .11. In this proposition, the circumference of a cirole is proved to be 
essentially different from a straight line, by shewing that every straight line 
joining any two points in the arc falls entirely within the cfrcle, and can neither 
coincide with any part of the circumference, nor meet it except in the two assumed 
points. It excludes the idea of the circumference of a cirole being flexible, or 
capable under any efrcumstances, of admitting the possibility of the line falling 
outside the circle. 

If the line could fall partly within and partly without the circle, the circum
ference of the cfrcle would intersect the line at some point between its extremities, 
and any part without the circle has been shewn to be impossible, and the part 
within the circle is in accordance with the enunciation of the Proposition. If the 
line could fall upon the circumference and coincide with it, it would follow that a 
straight line coincides with a curved line. 

From this proposition follows the corollary, that " a straight Une cannot cut 
the cfrcumference of a cfrcle in more points than two." 

Commandine's dfrect demonstration of Prop. ii. depends on the following 
axiom : " If a point be taken nearer to the center of a cfrcle than the cfrcumference, 
that point falls within the cfrcle," 

Take any point E in A B , and join D A , D E , D B . (fig. Euc. in. 2.) Then be
cause D A is equal to D B in the triangle D A B ; therefore the angle D A B is equal 
to the angle D B A ; (i. 5.) but since the side A E of the triangle D A E is produced 
to B, therefore the exterior angle D E B .is greater than the interior and opposite 
angle D A E ; (i. 16.) but the angle D A E is equal to the angle D B E , therefore the 
angle D E B is greater than the angle D B E . A n d in every triangle, the greater side 
is subtended by the greater angle j therefore the side D B is greater than the side 
D E ; but D B from the center meets the cfrcumference of the circle, therefore D E 
does not meet it. Wherefore the point E falls within the circle : and E is any 
point in. the straight line A B : therefore the straight line A B falls within the circle. 

Prop. IV. The only case in which two chords in a cfrcle can bisect each other, 
is when they pass through the center, and in that case, the chords are dia
meters. ' 

Prop. -VII. and Prop. v m . exhibit the same property j in the former, the point 
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is taken in the diameter, and in the latter in the diameter produced; and exhibit 
an instance of the division of the diameter into internal and external segments. 

Prom this proposition the following coroUary may be deduced:—If two chords 
of a circle intersect each other and make equal angles with a diameter at the point 
of intersection, the two chords ai-e equal to one another. This is obvious if GF, H F 
be produced to meet the circumference in it/, N. Then M F is equal to N F , 
-whence Glf is equal to H N . Also, If chords be dra-ivn thi-ough the same point in 
a circle, they are cut less and less unequally in that point, as the angle formed 
-n"ith the diameter passing through that point approaches a right angle. 

Prop. Tin. A n arc of a cfrcle is said to be convex or concave with respect to a 
point, according as the straight Unes drawn from the point meet the outside or 
inside of the cfrcular arc : and the two points found in the circumference of a 
cfrcle by two straight l-nes drawn from a given point to touch the circle, divide 
the cfrcumference into two portions, one of which is convex and the other cô icave, 
•\rith respect to the given point. 

This is the first proposition in which mention is made of the convexity and con
cavity of circular arcs. These terms have not been noticed in the definitions, as the 
expressions irpô  -rijy kol\i]v ireptcpspzlav and Trpds Tt]U Kvpri'llf •TTEpKplpi.iav in the 
original, are suflB.ciently explanatory of the meaning. 

If two chords of a circle intersect each other when produced, and make equal 
angles -with the diameter produced and passing through the point of intersection, 
the two chords may be shewn to be equal. Let D B be produced to meet the cfr
cumference in P, the chord B P may be shewn to be equal to the chord K E . 

Prop. IX. This appears to follow as a corollary from Euc. in. 7. 
Prop. XI. and Prop. xn. In the enunciation it is not asserted that the contact 

of two cfrcles is confined to a single point. The meaning appears to be, that 
supposing two circles to touch each other in any point, the straight line which 
joins their centers being produced, shaU pass through that point in •\\hich the 
circles touch each other. In Prop. xiii. it is proved that a cfrcle cannot touch 
another in more points than one, by assumuig two points of contact, and proving 
that this is impossible. 

Both Prop. XI. and Prop. xn. might have been proved directly if they had 
been placed after Prop, xviii. For let a sfraight line' touch both circles at the 
point A. If F, G be the centers of the circles, join FA, G A ; then each of these 
lines is at right angles to the line which touches the circles at A, whence F A G is 
a sfraight line, (Euc. i. 14.) if one circle lie outside the other; or ̂ F coincides 
partly mth-AG, if one cfrcle be within the other. 

Prop. XIII. The foUowing is EucUd's demonstration of the case, in which one 
circle touches another on the inside. 

If possible, let the circle E B F touch the cfrcle A B C on the inside, in more 
points than in one point, namely in the points B, D. (fig. Euc. in. 13.) Let P 
be the center of the circle A B C , and Q the center of EBF. Join P, Q; then P Q 
produced shall pass through the points of contact B, D. Por since P is the 
center of the cfrcle A B C , P B is equal to P D , but P B is greater than QD, much 
more then is Q B greater than Q D . Again, since the point Q is the center of the 
cfrcle EBF, Q B is equal to Q D ; but Q B has been shewn to be greater than QD, 
which is impossible. One circle therefore cannot touch another, &c. 

Prop. XVI. m a y be denionstrated directly by assuming the following axiom; 
" If a- point be taken further from the center of a cfrcle than the cfrcumference, 
that point falls without the circle." 

If one cfrcle touch another, either internally or externally, the two cfrcles can 
have, at the point of contact, only one common tangent. 

K 
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Prop. XVII. When the given point is -without the cfrcumference of the given 
cfrcle, it is obvious that two equal tangents may be drawn from the given point 
to touch the circle. 

Produce F D to meet the circumference of the cfrcle A K F in K, draw E K 
cutting the circumference of the circle D B C in H ; join A H , then A H is also a 
tangent drawn from A, and equal to A B . 

The tangent A B does not necessarily terminate in the point B, in the figure, it 
may be produced to any length. 

The best practical method of drawing a tangent to a cfrcle from a given point 
-without the circumference, is the foUowing: join the given point and the center 
of the circle, upon this line describe a semicircle cutting the given cfrcle, then 
the Une dra-wn from the given point to fhe intersection wiU be a tangent. 

Cfrcles are caUed concentric circles when they have the same center. 
A tangent may be dra-wn from any point in the circumference of a cfrcle 

without finding the center. From D the given point, take equal arcs D B , B C 
on the cfrcumference, join DC, -with center D and radius D B , describe a circle 
F B H cutting D C in F. Take .Bff equal to BF, and join H D . Then H D touches 
the cfrcle. The proof requfres Euc. in. 32. 

Prop. XVIII. appears to be the converse of Prop, xvi., because a tangent to any 
point in the circumference of a cfrcle, is a straight line at right angles at the ex-
fremity of the diameter which meets the circumference in that point. 

Prop. XX. If in the cfrcumference of a cfrcle, two points A, B be taken, 
and from them be drawn two lines to the center C, and two other lines to any 
point in the circumference; two angles are formed, one A C B caUed the angle at 
the center, and the other A D B the angle at the circumferenee. 

This proposition is proved by EucUd only in the case in which the angle at the 
cfrcumference is less than a right angle, and the demonstration is free from 
objection. If, however, the angle at the cfrcumference be a right angle, the 
angle at the center disappears, by the two straight lines from the center to 
the extremities of the arc, becoming one straight line. And, if'the angle at 
the circumference be an obtuse angle, the angle formed by the two lines from 
the center, does not stand on the same arc, but upon the arc which the assimied 
arc wants of the whole circumference. 

If Euclid's definition of an angle be strictly observed, Prop. xx. is geome
trically true, only when the angle at the center is less than two right angles. 
If, however, the defect of an angle from four right angles may be regarded as 
an angle, the proposition is universally true, as may be proved by dra-wing a 
Une from the angle in the circumference through the center, and thus forming 
two angles at the center, in EucUd's strict sense of the term. 

In case 1, it is assumed that, if there be four magnitudes, such that the first 
is double of the second, and the thfrd double of the fourth, then the ifrst and third 
together shall be double of the second and fourth together : also in case 2, that, 
if one magnitude be double of another, and a part taken from the first be double 
of a part taken from the second, the remainder of the first shall be double the 
remainder of the second, which is, in fact, a particular case of Euc. v. 5. 

Prop. XXI. Hence, the locus of the vertices of all triangles upon the same 
base, and which have the same vertical angle, is a circular arc. 

Prop. XXII. The converse of this Proposition, namely: If the opposite 
angles of a quadrUateral figure be equal to two right angles, a cfrcle can be 
described about it, is not proved by Euclid. 

It is obvious from the demonstration, that if any side of the inscribed figure 
be produced, the exterior angle is equal to the opposite angle of the figure. 
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Prop. XXIII. It is ob-vious from this proposition that of two circular segments 
upon the same base, the larger is that which contains the smaller angle. 

Prop. XXIV. This Proposition is supplemental to the assumption, that if 
the radii of two circles are equal, the circles themselves are equal, and also 
their circumferences are equal. 

Prop. xxv. The three cases of this proposition may be reduced to one, by 
drawing any two contiguous chords to the given arc, bisecting them, and from 
the points of bisection drawing perpendiculars. The pomt m which they meet 
will be the center of the circle. This problem is equivalent to that of finding 
a point equally distant from three given points, which are not in the same straight 
line. 

Prop. XXVI. The remaining segment B K C of the circle A B C is proved equal 
to the remaining segment E L F of the cfrcle D E F ; and since the equal segments 
B K C , E L F are upon the equal straight lines BC, EF, the arc B K C is equal to 
the arc ELF, by Euc. in. 24. 

Props. XXVI—XXIX. The properties predicated in these four propositions 
with respect to equal circles, are also true when predicated of the same circle. In 
Euc. IV. 12, it is admitted that angles at the center of the same circle on equal 
arcs, are equal. 

Prop. XXX. It is manifest from the demonstration of this proposition, that 
the straight line drawn through the center of a cfrcle to bisect the chord, bisects 
the arc : and if it bisects the arc, it also bisects the chord. 

Prop. XXXI. suggests a method of drawing a line at right angles to another, 
at a given point, when the given point is at the extremity of the given line. 
And that if the diameter of a cfrcle be one of the equal sides of an isosceles 
triangle, the base is bisected by the circumference. 

It is also obvious from the figure that the middle point of the hypotenuse of a 
right-angled triangle, is equaUy distant from the three angular points. 

Prop. xxxn. The converse of this proposition is not proved by Euclid. 
Prop, XXXV. The most general case of this Proposition might have been 

first demonsteated, and the other more simple cases deduced from it. But this 
is not EucUd's method. H e always commences -with the more simple case, and 
proceeds to the more difiicult afterwards. The foUowing process is the reverse 
of EucUd's method. 

Assuming the construction in the last fig. to Euc. in. 35. Join FA, FD, and 
draw fjf perpendicular to AC, and F L perpendicular to BD. Then (Euc. ii. 5.) 
the rectangle A E , E C with the square on E K is equal to the square on A K : 
add to these equals the square on F K : therefore the rectangle A E , EC, with 
the squares on EK, FK, is equal to the squares on AK, FK. But the squares 
on EK, FKsxe equal to the square on EF, and the squares on AK, F K are equal 
to the square on AF. Hence tho rectangle A E , EC, with the square on E F is 
equal to the square on AF. 

In a similar way maybe shewn, that the rectangle BE, E D with the square 
on E F is equal to the square on FD. And the square on F D is equal to th „ 
square on AF. Wherefore the rectangle A E , E C with the square on E F is 
equal to the rectangle S E , E D with the square on EF. Take from these equals 
the square on EF, and the rectangle A E , E C is equal to the rectangle BE, ED. 

The other more simple cases may easUybe deduced from this general case. 
The converse is not proved by Euclid; namely,—If two straight Unes intersect 

one another, so that the rectangle contained by the parts of one, is equal to the 
rectangle contained by the parts of the other ; then a cfrcle may be described 
passing through the extremities of fhe two Unes. Or, in other words:—If the 

K2 
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diagonals of a quadrilateral figure intersect one another, so that the rectangle 
contained by the segments of one of them, is equal to the rectangle contained 
by the segments of the other; then a cfrcle may be described about the 
quadrilateral. 

Prop. XXXVI. The converse of the corollary to this proposition may be thus 
stated:—If there be two straight lines, such that, when produced to meet, the 
rectangle contained by one of the Unes produced, and the part produced, be 
equal to the rectangle contained by the other line produced and the part 
produced ; then a circle can be described passing through the extremities of the 
two straight Unes. , Or, If two opposite sides of a quadrUateral figure be pro
duced to meet, and the rectangle contained by one of the sides produced and 
the part produced, be equal to the rectangle contained by the other side produced 
and the part produced; then a circle may be described about the quadrUateral 
figure. 

Prop, xxxvn. The demonstration of this theorem may be made shorter by 
a reference to the note on Euclid in. Def. 2: for if D B meet the circle in B and 
do not touch it at that point, the line must, when produced, out the circle in 
two points. 

It is a cfrcumstance worthy of notice, that in this proposition, as well as iu 
Prop. XLVIII. Book i. Euclid departs from the ordinary ex absurdo mode of proof 
of converse propositions. 

Q U E S T I O N S O N B O O K III. 

1. Dei-ine accurately the terms radius, arc, circumference, chord, secant. 
2. H o w does a sector differ in form from a segment of a cfrcle J Are they in 

any case coincident? 
3. What is Euclid's criterion of the equality of two circles ? 'What is meant 

by a given circle ? H o w many points are necessary to determine the magnitude 
anAijosition of a circle? 

4. W h e n are segments of circles said to be similar ? Enunciate the proposi
tions of the Third Book of Euclid, in which this definition is employed. Is it 
employed in a restricted or general form ? 

5. In how many points can a circle be cut by a straight line, and by 
another circle ? 

6. W h e n are straight lines equally distant from the center of a cfrcle ? 
7. Shew the necessity of an indirect demonstration in Euc. in. 1. 
8. Find the center of a given circle without bisecting any straight line. 
9. Shew that if the circumference of one of two equal circles pass through 

the center of the other, the portions of the two circles, each of which lies 
without the circumference of the other circle, are equal. 

10. If a straight line passing through the center of a cfrcle bisect a straight 
line in it, it shall cut it at right angles. Point out the exception ; and shew 
that if a straight Une bisect the arc and base of a segment of a circle, it wfll, 
when produced, pass through the center, 

11. If any point be taken within a circle, and a straight line be drawn from 
it to the circumference J how many lines can generally be dra-wn equal to it S 
Draw them. 

12. Find the shortest distance between a circle and a given straight line 
without it. 
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13. Shew that a circle can only have one center, stating the axioms upon 
which your proof depends. 

14. W h y would not the demonstration of Euc. in. 9, hold good, if there 
were only two such equal straight lines ? 

15. Two parallel chords iu a circle are respectively six and eight inches in 
length, and one inch apart; how many inches is the diameter in length ? 

1 l'. Which is the greater chord in a cfrcle whose diameter is 10 inches ; that 
whose length is 5 inches, or that whose distance from the center is 4 inches ? 

17. W h a t is the locus of the middle points of all equal straight lines in 
a circle? 

18. The radius of a circle B C D G F , (fig. Euc. in. 15.) whose center is B, 
is equal to five inches. The distance of the Une F G from the center is four 
inches, and the distance of the line B C from the center is three inches, requfred 
the lengths of the lines FG, BC. 

19. If the chord of an arc be twelve inches long, and be divided into two 
segments of eight and four inches by another chord: what is the length of the 
latter chord, if one of its segments be two inches ? 

20. W h a t is the radius of that cfrcle of which the chords of an arc and of 
double the arc are five and eight inches respectively ? 

21. If the chord of an arc of a cfrcle whose diameter is 8J inches, be five 
inches, what is the length of the chord of double the arc of the same circle ? 

22. 'When is a straight line said to touch a cfrcle ? Shew from your defini
tion that a sfraight Une cannot be dra-wn to touch a cfrcle from a point within it. 

23. Can more cfrcles than one touch a straight line in the same point ? 
24. Shew from the construction, Euc. in. 17, that two equal straight lines, 

and only two, can be dra-wn touching a given circle from a given point without it: 
and one, and only one, from a point in the circumference. 

25. W h a t is the locus of the centers of aU the cfrcles which touch a straight 
line iu a given point ? 

26. H o w may a tangent be dra-wn at a given point in the circumference of a 
circle, -without kno-wing the center ? 

27. In a circle place two chords of a given length at right angles to each other. 
28. From Euc. in. 19, shew how many cfrcles equal to a given circle may be 

dra-wn to touch a straight Une in the same point. 
29. Enunciate Euc. in. 20. Is this true, when the base is greater than a 

semicfrcle ? If so, why has Euclid omitted this case ? 
30. The angle at the center of a circle is double of that at the cfrcumferenoe. 

H o w wUl it appear hence that the angle in a semicircle is a right angle ? 
31. H o w is it shewn that any angle exterior to a circle is less than, and any 

angle interior to a cfrcle is greater than, half the angle at the center on the same 
base or are, and towards the same parts ? 

32. W h at conditions are essential to the possibility of the inscription and cir
cumscription of a circle in and about a quadrUateral figure ? 

33. W h a t conditions are requisite in order that a parallelogram may be in
scribed in a circle ? Are there any analogous conditions requisite that a parallelo
gram may be described about a circle ? 

34. Define the angle in a segment of a circle, and the angle on a segment; and 
shew that in the same cfrcle, they are together equal to two right angles. 

35. State and prove the converse of Euc, in, 22, 
36, A U cfrcles which pass through two given points have thefr centers in a 

certain straight Une. 
37. Describe the cfrcle of which a given segment is a part. Give EucUd's 
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more simple method of solving the same problem independently of the magnitude 
of the given segment. 

38. In the same cfrcle equal straight lines cut off equal cfrcumferences. If 
these straight lines have any point common to one another, it must not be in the 
cfrcumference. Is the enunciation given complete ? 

39. Enunciate Euc. in. 31, and deduce the proof of it from Euc. in. 20. 
40. What is the locus of the vertices of all right-angled triangles which can 

be described upon the same hypotenuse ? 
41. H o w may a perpendicular be dra-wn to a given straight Une from one of 

its extremities without producing the line f 
42. If the angle in a semicfrcle be a right angle; what is the angle in a 

quadrant ? 
43. The sum of the squares of any two lines dra-wn from any point in the arc 

of a semicircle to the extremity of the diameter is constant. Express that eonstani 
in terms of the radius. 

44. In the demonstration of Euc. in. 30, it is stated that " equal straight 
lines cut off equal circumferences, the greater equal to the greater, and the less to 
the less :" explain by reference to the diagram the meaning of this statement. 

45. H o w many circles may be described so as to pass through one, two, and 
three given points ? In what case is it impossible for a cfrcle to pass through 
three given points ? 

46. Compare the circumference of the segment (Euc. iii, 33.) •with the whole 
circumference when the angle contained in it is a right angle and a half. 

47. Include the four cases of Euc. iii. 35, in one general proof. 
48. Enunciate the propositions which are converse to Props. 32, 36 of Book in. 
49. If the position of the center of a circle be kno-wn with respect to a given 

point outside a cirole, and the distance of the circumference to the point be ten 
inches : what is the length of the diameter of the cfrcle, if a tangent drawn from 
the given point be fifteen inches ? 

60. If two straight lines be drawn from a point -without a circle, and be both 
terminated by the concave part of the circumference, and if one of the lines pass 
through the center, and a portion of the other line intercepted by the circle, be 
equal to the radius : find the diameter of the circle, if the two Unes meet the con
vex part of the circumference, a, b, units respectively from the given point. 

61. Upon what propositions depends the demonstration of Euc. in. 35 ? Is 
•any extension made of this proposition in the Third Book ? 

52. What conditions must be fulfilled that a cfrcle may pass through four 
given points ? 

63. 'Wliy is it considered necessary to demonstrate all the separate cases of 
Euc. ni. 36, 36, geometrically, which are comprehended in one formula, when ex
pressed by Algebraic symbols ? 

54. Enunciate theconverse propositions of the Thfrd Book of Euclid which 
are not demonstrated ex absurdo: and state the three methods which Euclid 
emptoys in the demonstration of converse propositions in the First and Thfrd 
Books of the Elements. 

66. What supposition is made in Euc. ill. 2, -with respect to the form of the 
circumference of the circle, so that the straight Une may apparently faU outside 
the circle ? Is such a supposition consistent with Euclid's definition of a circle ? 

66. Could any of the Propositions of the Third Book have been dispensed 
with, or modified with advantage, if EucUd had recognized in his definition of a 
cfrcle any method for the generation of it, as he has done for the generation of a 
sphere in the fourteenth definition of the Eleventh Book of the Elements f 



BOOK IV. 

DEFINITIONS. 

I. 

A BEOTn.TNEAi figure is said to he inscrihed in another reetUineal 
figure, when all the angular points of the inscrihed figure are upon the 
sides of the figure in which it is inscrihed, each upon each. 

n . 

In like manner, a figure is said to he descrihed ahout another figure, 
when aU the sides of the cfrcumscrihed figure pass through the angular 
points of the figure about which it is descrihed, each through each. 

m. 

A rectilineal figure is said to he inscrihed in a circle, when aU tho 
angular points of the inscribed figure are upon the cfrcumference of 
the cfrcle. 

A rectilineal figure is said to be described about a cfrcle, when each 
side of the cfrcumscrihed figure touches the cfrcumference of the cfrcle. 

In like manner, a cfrcle is said to be inscribed in a reetUineal figure, 
when the cfrcmnference of the cfrcle touches each side of the figure. 

VI. 

A cfrcle is said to be described about a rectiUneal figure, when the 
cfrcumference of the cfrcle passes through aU the angular points of the 
figure about which it is described. 

VII. 

A straight line is said to be placed in a cfrcle, when the exteemities 
of it are in the cfrcumference of the cfrcle. 
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PROPOSITION L PROBLEM. 

In a given circle to place a straight Une, equal to a given straight line 
which is not greater than the diameter of the cirole. 

Let A B C be the given circle, and D the given steaight Une, not 
greater than the diameter of the cfrcle. 

It is requfred to place in the circle A B C a steaight line equal to D. 

Draw .BC the diameter of the cfrcle A B C . 
Then, if .B C is equal to D, the thing requfred is done; 

for in the cfrcle A B 0 a straight line B C ia placed equal to D. 
But, if it is not, B O ia greater than D; (hyp.) 

make CE'equal to D, (i. 3.) 
and from the center C, at the distance CE, describe the cfrcle AEF, 

and join CA. 
Then CA shaU be equal to D. 

Because C is the center of the cfrcle A E F , 
therefore CA is equal to C E : (i. def. 15.) 

but CEia equal to D; (constr.) 
therefore D is equal to CA. (ax. 1.) 

'Wherefore in the cfrcle A B G, a steaight Une CA is placed equal to 
the given straight Une D. which is not greater thanthe diameter of the 
cfrcle. Q.E.E. 

PROPOSITION II. PROBLEM. 

In a given circle to inscrile a triangle equiangular to a given triangle. 

Let A B O he the given cfrcle, and D E F the given teiangle. 
It is required to inscribe in the cfrcle A B 0 a triangle equiangular 

to the triangle D E F . 

z \ 

Draw the straight Une (?..4.H" touching the circle in the points, (m. 17.) 
and at the point A, in the straight line A S , 

make the angle S A 0 equal to the angle D E F ; (i. 23.) 
and at the point A, in the straight Une A G, 

make the angle GA-B equal to the angle D F E ; 
and join B C : then A B C shaU he the teiangle requfred. 

Because S A G touches the circle A B C , 
and .̂  C is draw.n from the point of contact, 

therefore the angle S A 0 is equal to the angle A B 0 in the alternate 
segment of the cfrcle: (in. 32.) 

but S A 0 is equal to the angle D E F ; (conste-.) 
therefore also the angle A B O is equal to D E E : (ax. 1.) 
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for the same reason, the angle ACB is equal to the an^eDFE: 
therefore the remaining angle B A 0 is equal to the remaining angle 

E D F : (i. 32. and ax. 3.) 
wherefore the teiangle ABCia equiangular to the teiangle DEF, 

and it is inscribed in the cfrcle A B C . q.e.e. 

PROPOSITION m . PROBLEM. 

Alout a given circle to descrile a triangle equiangular to a given triangle. 

Let A B 0 be the given cfrcle, and D E F the given teiangle. 
It is requfred to describe a teiangle about the cfrcle A B O equian

gular to the teiangle DEF. 

Produce .EFboth ways to the points Q, S ; 
find the center J^of the cfrcle A B O , (iii. 1.) 
and from it draw any steaight Une K B ; 
at the point Kin the steaight line K B , 

mate the angle B K A equsil to the angle D F G , (i. 23.) 
and the angle B K C equal to the angle D F S ; 

and through the points A, B, 0, draw the steaight lines L A M , M B N , 
N C L , touching the cfrcle A B C . (in. 17.) 

Then ZJCV shall be the triangle requfred. 
Because LM, M N , N L touch the cfrcle A B C in the points A, B, 0, 

to which from the center are drawn K A , K B , K C , 
therefore the angles at the points A, B, 0 are right angles : (in. 18.) 

and because the four angles of the quadrilateral figure A M B K are 
equal to four right ai].gles, 

for it can be dirided into •two triangles; 
and that two of them K A M , K B M are right angles, 

therefore the other two A K B , A M B are equal to two right angles: 
(ax. 3.) 

but the angles D F G , D E F are Uke-wise equal to two right angles; 
. (I. 13.) 

therefore the angles A K B , A M B are equal to the angles D E G , D E F ; 
(ax. 1.) _ _ 

of which A K B is equal to D E G ; (conste.) 
wherefore the remaining angle A M B is equal to the remaining angle 

DEF. (ax. 3.) 
In like manner, the angle L N M may be demonstrated to be equal 

to DFE; 
and -therefore the remaining angle M L N is equal to the remaining 

angle E D F : (i. 32 and ax. 3.) 
therefore the triangle L M N is eqmangular to the triangle D E E : 

and it is described about the cfrcle A B C . q.e.e. 
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PROPOSITION IV. PROBLEM. 

Ih inscrile a circle in a given triangle. 

Let the given teiangle be ABO. 
It is requfred to inscribe a cfrcle in A B C. 

Bisect the angles A B 0,BCA, by the steaight lines B D , CD meeting 
one another in the point D, (i. 9.) 
from which draw D E , DF, D G perpendiculars to A B , BC, OA. (i. 12.) 

And because the angle E B D is equal to the angle E B D , 
for the angle A B C ia bisected hjBD, 

and that the right angle B E D is equal to the right angle B F D ; (ax. 11.) 
therefore the two teiangles E B D , E B D have two angles of the one, 

equal to two angles of the other, each to each; 
and the side B D , which is opposite to one of the equal angles in each, 

is common to both ; 
therefore thefr other sides are equal; (l. 26.) 

wherefore D E is equal to D F : 
for the same reason, DGia equal to D F : 
therefore D.E'is equal to i ) ^ : (ax. 1.) 

therefore the three straight Unes D E , DF, D G are equal to one 
another; 

and the cfrcle described from the center D, at the distance of any 
of them, •wUl pass through the exteemities of the other two, and touch 
the steaight Unes A B , B 0, CA, 

because the angles at the points E, F, G are right angles, 
and the steaight Une which is dra-wn from the exteemity of a diameter 

at right angles to it, touches the cfrcle : (in. 16.) 
therefore the steaight Unes A B , BG, O A do each of them touch the 

cfrcle, 
and therefore the cfrcle E F G is inscribed in the teiangle A B O . q.b.i'. 

PROPOSITION V. PROBLEM. 

To descrile a circle alout a given triangle. 

Let the given teiangle be AB 0, 
It is required to describe a cfrcle about A B G , 

Bisect A B , A C in the points D, E, (i. 10.) 
and from these points draw i)î , iEF at right angles to ̂ .B, A C ; (i. 11.) 
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DF, EF produced meet one another: 
for, if they do not meet, they are paraUel, 

wherefore A B , A 0, which are at right angles to them, are paraUel; 
which is absurd: 

let them meet in F, and join F A ; 
also, if the point i^ be not in i?C, join B E , OF. 

Then, because A D is equal to D B , and D F common, and at right 
angles to A B , 

therefore the base AEia equal to the base FB. (i. 4.) 
In lite manner, it may be she-wn that Ci^ is equal to F A ; 

and therefore i?î is equal to E C ; (ax. 1.) 
and FA, FB, F O are equal to one another: 

wherefore the cfrcle described from the center F, at the distance of 
one of them, -wiU pass -through the exte'emities of the other two, and 
be described about the teiangle A B O . q.e.e. 

CoE.—And it is manifest, that when the center of the cfrcle faUs 
•within the teiangle, each of its angles is less than a right angle, (m. 31.) 
each of them being in a seg^ment greater than a semicfrcle; but when 
the center is in one of the sides of the triangle, the angle opposite to 
this side, being in a semicfrcle, (in. 31.) is a right angle; and if the 
center falls "without the triangle, the angle opposite to the side beyond 
•which it is, bemg in a segment less than a semicircle, (ni. 31.) is greater 
than a right angle : therefore, conversely, if the given teiangle be acute-
angled, the center of the cfrcle faUs -within it; if it be a right-angled 
triangle, the center is in the side opposite to the right angle; and if it 
be an obtuse-angled teiangle, the center falls -without the triangle, be
yond the side opposite to the obtuse angle. 

PROPOSITION VI. PROBLEM. 

To inscribe a square in a given circle. 

Let AB OD be the given cfrcle. 
It is requfred to inscribe a square in A B C D . 

Draw the diameters ̂ C , B D , at right angles to one another, (m. 1. 
and I. 11.) 

and join AB, BC, CD, DA. 
The figure A B C D shsJl be the square requfred. 

Because B E is equal to E D , for E is the center, and that E A is 
common, and at right angles to B D ; 

the base B A is equal to the base A D : (i. 4.) 
and, for the same reason, B C , C D are each of them equal to B A , 

or AD; 
therefore the quadrilateral figure A B C D is eqidlateral. 

It is also rectangular; 
for •the steaight Une B D being the diameter of the cfrcle A B C D , 
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BAD is a semicircle ; 
wherefore the angle B A D is a right angle : (in. 31.) 

for the same reason, each of the angles A B O , B C D , C D A is a right 
angle: 

therefore the quadrUateral figure A B C D is rectangular : 
and it has been shewn to be equUateral, 
therefore it is a square: (i. def. 30.) 

and it is inscribed in the cfrcle A B C D . q.e.e. 

PROPOSITION VII. PROBLEM. 

To descrile a squa/re alout a given circle. 

Let ABCD he the given cfrcle. 
It is reqtdred -to describe a square about it. 

G A F 

Draw two diameters A 0, B D of the cfrcle A B OD, at right angles 
to one another, 

and through the points A, B, 0, D, draw FG, G S , S K , X F touching 
the cfrcle. (in. 17.) 

The figure F G S K A^&R be the square requfred. 
Because F G touches the circle A B CD, and E A is dra-wn from the 

center F to the point of contact A, 
therefore the angles at A are right angles : (in. 18.) 

for the same reason, the angles at the points B, 0, D, are right angles; 
and because the angle A E B is a right angle, as Uke-wise is E B G , 

therefore Ĝ iZ" is paraUel to JiC: (i. 28.) 
for the same reason ̂  C is paraUel -to F K : 

and in Uke manner GF, S K may each of them be demonstrated to be 
paraUel to B E D : 

therefore the figures GK, GC, A K , FB, B K are paraUelograms; 
and therefore G F ia equal to S K , and G S to F K : (i. 34.) 

and because ̂  C is equal to BD, and that A O is equal •to each of the 
two GS, FK; 

and B D to each of the two GF, S K : 
G S , F K are each of them equal to GF, or S K ; 

therefore the quadrilateral figure F G S K is equUateral. 
It is also rectangular; 

for G B E A being a paraUelogram, and A E B a right angle, 
therefore A G B is Uke-wise a right angle : (i. 34.) 

and in the same manner it may be shewn that the angles at S, K, F, 
are right angles: 
therefore the quadrUateral figure F G S K is rectangular: 

and it was demonstrated to be equUateral; 
therefore it is a square; (i. def. 30.) 

and it is descrihed about the circle A B C D . q.e.f. 
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PROPOSITION vm. PROBLEM. 

To inscrile a circle in a given square. 

Let ABOD be the given square. 
It is requfred to inscribe a cfrcle ia A B CD. 

Bisect each of the sides A B , A D in the points F, E, (i. 10.) 
and through E draw .EZZ"paraUel to A B or DC, (i. 31.) 

and through F dxaw i'l̂ 'joaraUel to A D or B C : 
therefore each of the figures^Z; K B , A S , S D , A G , G O , B G , GD, 

is a right-angled paraUelogram; 
and thefr opposite sides are equal: (i. 34.) 

and because A D is equal to A B , (i. def. 30.) 
and that A E is the half of A D , and A F the half of A B , 

therefore AEia equal to A F ; (ax. 7.) 
wherefore the sides opposite to these are equal, yvz. F G to G E : 
in the same manner it may be demonsteated that G S , G K are each 

of them equal to F G or G E : 
therefore the four ste'aight lines GE, GF, G S , G K are equal to one 

another; 
and the cfrcle described from the center G at the distance of one of 

them, -wiU pass through the exteemities of the other three, and touch 
the ste-aight Unes A B , BC, CD, D A ; 
because the angles at the points E, F, S, Kare right angles, (i. 29.) 

and that the straight line which is dra-wn from the extremity of a 
diameter, at right angles to it, touches the cirole : (in. 16. Oor.) 

•therefore each of the straight Unes A B , B 0, OD, D A , touches the cfrcle, 
which therefore is inscribed in the square A B O D . q.e.e. 

PROPOSITION IX. PROBLEM. 

To desoriie a circle alout a qvi 

Let A B C D be the given square. 
It is requfred to describe a cfrcle about A B CD, 

Join A C , B D , cutting one another in E : 
and because D A is equal to A B , and A C common to the triangles 

D A 0 , B A C , (i. def 30.) 
the two sides D A , A 0 are equal to the two BA, A 0, each to each; 

and the base D C ia equal to the base B C ; 
wherefore the angle D A C is equal to the angle B A C; (i. 8.) 
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and the angle DAB is bisected by the straight Une A 0: 
in the same manner it may be demonstrated that the angles A B C, 

B OD, CDA, are severally bisected by the steaight lines BD, A 0: 
therefore, because the angle D A B is equal to the angle A B C , 

(i. def. 30.) 
andthatthe angle . E ^ ^ is thehalfof i).̂ i9, and E B A thehali of A B O ; 

therefore the angle E A B is equal to the angle E B A ; (ax. 7.) 
wherefore the side E A is equal to the side E B : (i. 6.) 

in the same manner it may be demonstrated, that the straight Unes 
EC, ED, are each of them equal to E A or E B : 

therefore the four straight Unes EA, EB, EC, ED, are equal to one 
another; 

and the cfrcle described from the center E, at the distance of one 
of them, wiU pass through the extremities of the other three, and be 
described about the square A B CD. q. e. e. 

PROPOSITION X. PROBLEM. 

To descrile an isosceles triangle, having each of the angles at the lase 
doulle of the third t 

Take any steaight line A B , and diride it in the point C, (n. II.) 
so that the rectangle A B , B C may be equal to the square on CA ; 

and from the center A, at the distance A B , describe the cfrcle B D E , 
in which place the steaight line B D equal to A C, which is not greater 

than the diameter of the cfrcle B D E ; (iv. 1.) 
and join D A . 

Then the teiangle A B D shaU be such as is requfred, 
that is, each of the angles A B D , A D B shall he double of the angle 
BAD. 

Join DC, and about the triangle ̂ D C describe the cfrcle A CD. (it. 5.) 
And because the rectangle A B , B C ia equal to the square on A 0, 

and that A C ia equal to BD, (conste*.) 
the rectangle A B , BC, is equal to the square on B D : (ax. 1.) 
and because fr-om •the point B, without the cfrcle A CD, two ste-aight 

lines B OA, BD, are dra-svu to the cfrcumference, one of which cuts, and 

the other meets the cfrcle, and that the rectangle A B , B 0, contained 
by the whole of the cutting Une, and the part of it -without the circle, 
is equal to the sqnare on B D which meets it; 

therefore the straight line B D touches the circle A C D : (in. 37.) 
and because B D touches the cfrcle, and DOia dra-wn fr-om the point 
of contact D, 

the angle BDCis equal to the angle D A C i n the alternate segment 
of Qie cfrcle: (in. 32.) 

to each of these add the angle C D A ; 
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therefore the whole angle BDA is equal to the two angles CDA, 
D A C : (ax. 2.) 

but the exterior angle B C D is equal to the angles CDA, D A C ; (i. 32.) 
therefore also B D A is equal to B C D : (ax. 1.) 
but .BD.4 is equal to the angle CBD, (i. 5.) 
because the side A D is equal to the side A B ; 

therefore CBD, or D B A , is equal to B O D ; (ax. 1.) 
and consequently the three angles B D A , D B A , B C D are equal to 

one another: 
and because the angle DBCia equal to the angle B O D , 

the side B D is equal to the side D O : (i. 6.) 
but B D was made equal to OA; 

therefore also O A is equal to CD, (ax. 1.) 
and the angle C D A equal to the angle D A C; (i. 5.) 

therefore the angles CDA, D A C together, are double of the angle 
DAC: 
but BCDia equal to the angles CDA, D A C ; (i. 32.) 

therefore also B O D is double of D A C : 
and B CD was proved to be equal to each of the angles B D A , D B A ; 
therefore each of the angles B D A , D B A is double of the angle D A B . 

Wlierefore an isosceles triangle A B D has been described, ha-ring 
each of the angles at the base double of the thfrd angle, q.e.e. 

PROPOSITION X L PROBLEM. 

To inscrile an equilateral and equiangular pentagon in a given circle. 

Let A B O D E he the given cfrcle. 
It is requfred to inscribe an equUateral and equiangular pentagon 

in the cfrcle ̂ .BCD.E'. 
Describe an isosceles triangle E G S , having each of the angles at 

G, .S" double of the angle at F; (rv. 10.) 
and in the circle A B C D F inscribe the triangle A OD equiangular 
to the triangle E G S , (rv. 2.) 
so that the angle C A D may be equal to the angle at F, 
and each of the angles A CD, C D A equal to the angle at G or S ; 

wherefore each of the angles A OD, C D A is double of the angle GAD. 
Bisect the angles ̂ CZ), C D A by the steaight Unes CE, D B ; (i. 9.) 

and joia AB, BO, DE, EA. 

Then A B O D E shall be the pentagon required. 
Because each of the angles A OD, C D A is double of CAD, 
and that they are bisected by the straight Unes CE, D B ; 
therefore the five angles D A C , A C E , EOD, CDB, B D A are 

equal to one another : 
but equal angles stand upon equal cfrcumferences; (in. 26.) 
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therefore the five cfrcumferences AB, BC, CD, DE, EA are equal 
to one another: 

and equal cfrcumferences are subtended by equal steaight lines; (m. 29.) 
therefore the five straight Hnes A B , BC, CD, D E , E A are eqaal 

to one another. 
"Wherefore the pentagon A B C D F ia equUateral. 

It is also equiangular : 
for, because the cfrcumference A B is equal to the cfrcumference D E , 

if to each be added B OD, 
the whole A B C D is equal to the whole E D C B : (ax. 2.) 
but the angle A E D stands on the cfrcumferenoe A b CD; 

and the angle B A E on the cfrcumference E D CB; 
therefore the angle B A E is equal to the angle A E D : (in. 27.) 
for the same reason, each of the angles A B O , B C D , O D E is equal 

to the angle B A E , or A E D : 
therefore the pentagon A B O D E is equiangular; 

and it has been shewn that it is equUateral: 
wherefore, in the given circle, an equUateral and equiangular pentagon 

has been descrihed. q.e.e. 

PROPOSITION XII. PROBLEM. 

To descrile an equilateral and equiangular pentagon alout a given circle. 

Let ABODE he the given cfrcle. 
It is required to describe an equUateral and equiangular pentagon 

about the circle A B ODE. 
Let the angular points of a pentagon, inscribed in the cfrcle, by the 

last proposition, be in the points A, B, 0, D, E, 
so that the cfrcumferences A B , BO, OD, D E , ISA are equal; (rv. II.) 

and through the points A, B, 0, D, E di-aw G S , S K , KL, LM, 
Jf(? touching the circle; (in. 17.) 

the figure G S K L M shall be the pentagon requfred. 
Take the center F, and join FB, FK, FC, FL, FD. 

And because the straight line K L touches the circle A B O D E in 
the point C, to which F O is drawn fr-om the center F, 

F O is perpendicular to KL, (in. 18.) 
therefore each of the angles at C is a right angle : 

for the same reason, the angles at the points B, D axe right angles: 

and because F C K ia a right angle, 
the square on FKis equal to the squares on FC, GIT: (i. 47.) 

for the same reason, the square on EIiT is equal to the squai-es on 
EB, BK: 
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therefore the squares on FC, CK are equal to the squares on FB, BK; 
(ax. I.) 
of which the square on F O is equal to the square on F B ; 

therefore the remaining square on C K is equal to the remaining square 
on B K , (ax. 3.) and the straight Une CJT equal to B K : 

and because F B is equal to FC, and F K common to the triangles 
BFK, OFK, 

the two BF, F K are equal to the two CF, FK, each to each: 
and the base .BJTwas proved equal to the base K C : 

therefore the angle BFKia equal to the angle KFC, (i. 8.) 
and the angle B K F to F K C : (i. 4.) 

wherefore the angle B E G is double of the angle KEG, 
and B K C double of F K C : 

for the same reason, the angle OFD is double of the angle OFL, 
and OLD double of CLE: 

and because the cfrcumference B C is equal to the cfrcumference OD, 
the angle B F O is equal to the angle OFD; (in. 27.) 

and B E O is double of the angle KFO, 
and OFD double of CFL; 

therefore the angle K F C is equal to the angle CFL: (ax. 7.) 
and the right angle F C K is equal to the right angle ECL; 

therefore, in the two teiangles FKC, F L 0, there are two angles of the 
one equal to two angles of the other, ekch to each; 

and the side F O which is adjacent to the equal angles in each, is 
common to both; 

therefore the other sides are equal to the other sides, and the thfrd 
angle to the thfrd angle: (i. 26.) 

therefore the steaight Une K C is equal to CL, and the angle F K C 
to the angle i^ZC: 

and because K C is equal to CL, 
K L is double of KC. 

In the same manner it may be shewn that S K is double of B K : 
and because BKia equal to KC, as was demonstrated, 
and that K L is double of KO, and iZX double of BK, 

therefore S K is equal to K L : (ax. 6.) 
in like manner it may he she-wn •tiiat GS, GM, M L are each of them 

equal to S K , or K L : 
therefore the pentagon G S K L M is equUateral. 

It is also equiangular : 
for, since the angle F K O is equal to the angle F L 0, 
and that the angle S K L is double of the angle FKC, 
and KLMdoukA.e of FLO, as was before demonstrated ; 
th-erefore the angle S K L is equal to K L M : (ax. 6.) 

and in like manner it may be shewn, 
that each of the angles K S G , S G M , G M L is equal to the angle 
SKL or KLM: 

therefore the five angles G S K , S K L , K L M , L M G , M G S being 
equal to one another, 

the pentagon G S K L M is equiangular: 
and it is equUateral, as was demonstrated; 

and it is -described about the cfrcle A B CDF. q. e, e. 
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PROPOSITION Xni. PROBLEM. 

To inscribe a circle in a given equilateral and equiangular pentagon. 

Let A B O D E he the given equUateral and equiangular pentagon. 
It is required to inscribe a cfrcle in the pentagon A B ODE. 

Bisect the angles BOD, O D E hy the straight Unes OF, DF, (i. 9.) 
and from the point F, in which they meet, draw the straight lines FB, 

FA, FE: 
therefore since .B C is equal to CD, (hjrp.) 

and C F common to the teiangles BCF, DCF, 
the two sides BC, C F are equal to the two 2*C, OF, each to each; 

and the angle BOFia equal to the angle D C F ; (conste.) 
therefore the base BFia equal to the base FD, (i. 4.) 

and the other angles to the other angles, to which the equal sides 
are opposite: 

therefore the angle C B E ia equal to the angle CDF: 
and because the angle O D E is double of CDF, 

and thai CD.E'is equal to CBA, and CZ>i^ to OBE; 
C B A is also double of the angle OBF; 

therefore the angle ABFia equal to the angle OBF; 
wherefore the angle ABCia bisected by the straight line B F : 

in the same manner it may be demonstrated, 
that the angles B A E , A E D are bisected by the straight Unes AF, FE. 

From .the point F, draw FG, F S , FK, FL, F M perpendiculars to 
the straight Unes A B , BO, OD, D E , E A : (i. 12.) 

and because the angle S O F is equal to KOF, and the right angle 
E S O equal to the right angle F K O ; 

therefore in the triangles E S C , F K O , there are two angles of the one 
equal to two angles of the other, each to each ; 

and the side EC, which is opposite to one of the equal angles in each, 
is common •to both; 
therefore the other sides are equal, each to each; (i. 26.) 

wherefore the perpendicular E S is equal to the perpendicular F K : 
in the same manner it may be demonstrated, that FL, FM, F G axe 

each of them equal to F S , or F K : 
therefore the five ste-aight Unes FG, F S , FK, FL, F M are equal 
to one another: 

wherefore the cfrcle described from the center F, at the distance of 
one of these five, -wiU pass through the extremities of the other four, 
and touch the straight Unes A B , BO, CD, D E , EA, 
because the angles at the points G, S, K, L, M are right angles, 

and that a straight Une dra-wn from the extTemity of the diameter of 
a cfrcle at right angles to it, touches the circle ; (in. 16.) 

therefore each of the straight lines A B , BC, CD, D E , E A touches 
the cfrcle: 
wherefore it is inscribed in the pentagon A B O D E , q.e.e. 
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PROPOSITION XIV. PROBLEM. 

To describe a circle about a given equilateral and equiangular pentagon. 

Let ABODE be the given equUateral and equiangular pentagon^. 
It is requfred to describe a circle about A B O D E . 

Bisect the angles B O D , O D E h j the steaight Unes CF, FD, (i. 9.) 
and from the point F, in which they meet, draw the straight lines F B , 

F A , F E , to the points B, A, E. 
It may be demonsteated, in the same manner as the preceding 

proposition, 
that the angles CBA, B A E , A E D are bisected by the straight Unes 

FB, EA, EF. 
And because the angle B C D is equal to the angle ODE, 

and that E O D is the half of the angle B O D , 
and C D F the half of O D E ; 

therefore the angle F C D is equal to E D O ; (ax. 7.) 
wherefore the side CjPIs equal to the side F D : (i. 6.) 

in like manner it may be demonstrated, 
that F B , FA, F E , axe each, of them equal to F O or F D : 

therefore the five steaight lines FA, FB, FO, FD, F E are equal to 
one another; 

and the cfrcle described from the center F, at the distance of one of 
them, -wiU pass through the extremities of the other four, and be 
described about the equUateral and equiangular pentagon A B O D E . 
Q. E. E. 

PROPOSITION XV. PROBLEM. 

To inscrile an equilateral and equiangular hexagon in a given circle. 

Let ABCDEFhe the given circle. 
It is requfred to inscribe an equUateral and equiangular hexagon in it. 

Find the center G of the cfrcle A B G D E F , 
and draw the diameter A G D ; (iii. 1.) 

and from2>, as a center, at the distance D G , describe the circle.EG O S 
l 2 
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join EG, CG, and produce them to the points B, F; 
and join ̂ 5, BO, CD, DE, EF, FA: 

the hexagon A B G D E F s h a R he equUateral and equiangular. 
Because G is the center of the circle A B ODEF, 

G E is equal to G D : 
and because D is the center of the cfrcle E G G S , 

D E is equal to G D : 
wherefore G E ia equal to D E , (ax. 1.) 
and the triangle E G D is eqidlateral; 

and therefore its three angles E G D , G D E , D E G are equal to one 
another : (i. 5. Oor.) 

but the three angles of a triangle are equal to two right angles; (i. 32.) 
therefore the angle E G D is the thfrd part of two right angles : 

in the same manner it may be demonstrated, 
that the angle D G C ia also the thfr-d pari of two right angles : 

and because the straight Une G C makes with E B the adjacent angles 
E G G , Cff.B equal to two right angles ; (i.'13.) 

the remaining angle C G B is the thfrd part of two right angles : 
therefore the angles E G D , D G C , C G B are equal to one another: 

and to these are equal the vertical opposite angles B G A , A G E , F G E : 
(1.15.) : 

therefore the six angles E G D , D G C , CGB, B G A , A G E , F G E , 
are equal to' one another: 
but equal angles stand upon equal circumferences; (in. 26.) 

therefore the six circumferences A B , BC, CD, D E , EF, FA, are equal 
to one another: 

and equal cfrcumferences are subtended by equal steaight Unes: 
(m. 29.) 
therefore the six straight Unes are equal to one another, 

and the hexagon A B O D E F is equilateral. 
It is also equiangular: 

for, since the cfrcumference A F is equal to ED, 
to each of these equals add the circumference A B CD; 

therefore the whole cfrcumference F A B CD is equal to the whole 
ED CBA: 
and the angle F E D stands upon the circumference F A B CD, 

and the angle A F E upon E D O B A ; 
therefore the angle A F E ia equal to F E D : (ni. 27.) 

in the same manner it may be demonstrated, 
that the other angles of the hexagon A B G D E F axe each ofthem 

equal to the angle A F E or F E D : therefore the hexagon is equi-
angidar; and it is equUateral, as was shewn; 
and it is inscribed in the given cirole A B G D E F . q.e.f. 

CoK.—From this it is manifest, that the side of the hexagon is 
equal to the straight Une from the center, that is, to the semi-diameter 
of the circle. 

And if through the points A, B, 0, D, E, F, there be dra-wn straight 
lines touching the circle, an equUateral and equiangular hexagon -sriU 
be described about it, wMch may be demonstrated from what has been 
said of the pentagon : and Uke-wise a cfrole may be inscribed in a given 
equUateral and equiangular hexagon, and cfrcumscrihed about it, by a 
method like to that used for the pentagon. 
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PROPOSITION XVI. PROBLEM. 

To inscribe an equilateral and equiangular quindecagon in a given circle. 

Let ABOD be the given cfrcle. 
It is reqiured to inscribe an equUateral and equiangular quin

decagon in the cfrcle A B CD. 

Let A C he the side of an equilateral triangle inscribed in the circle, 
(rv. 2.) and A B the side of an equUateral and equiangular pentagon 

inscribed in the same; (rv. II.) 
therefore, of such equal parts as the whole cfrcumference A B C D F 

contains fifteen, 
the circumference A B O, being the thfrd part of the whole, contains five; 

and the cfrcumference A B , which is the fifth part of the whole, con
tains three; 
therefore B C , thefr difference, contains two of the same parts : 

bisect .BCm.©; (ni. 30.) 
therefore B E , E C axe, each of them, the fifteenth part of the whole 
cfrcumference A B C D : 

therefore if the steaight Unes B E , E C he drawn^ and straight Unes 
equal to them be placed round in the whole cfrcle, (rv. I.) an equUateral 
and eqtdangular quindecagon -wUl be inscribed in it. q.e.e. 

And in the same manner as was done in the pentagon, if through 
•the points of di-rision made by inscribing the quindecagon, straight 
lines be dra'wn touching the cfrcle, an' ec|uUateral and equiangular 
quindecagon -wiU be described about it: and Uke-rose, as in the pentagon, 
a cfrcle may be inscribed in a given equUateral and equiangular quin
decagon, and efroumscribed about it. 



NOTES TO BOOK IV. 

T h e Pourth Book of the Elements contains some particular cases of four 
genera] problems on the inscription and the circumscription of triangles and 
regular figures in and about circles. Euclid has not given any instance of the 
Inscription or circumscription of rectilineal figures in and about other reetUineal 
figures. 

A n y rectilineal figure, of five sides and angles, is called a pentagon ; of seven 
sides and angles, a heptagon; of eight sides and angles, an octagon; of nine 
sides and angles, a nonagon; of ten sides and angles, a decagon; of eleven 
sides and angles, an undecagon; of twelve sides and angles, a duodecagon; of 
fifteen sides and angles, a quindecagon, &c. 

These figures are included under the general name of polygons; and are 
caUed equilateral, when their sides are equal; and equiangular, when thefr 
angles are equal; also when both thefr sides and angles are equal, they are 
called regular polygons. 

Prop. III. A n objection has been raised to the construction of this problem. 
It is said that in this and other instances of a simUar kind, the lines which touch 
the cfrcle at A, B, and C, should be proved to meet one another. This may 
be done by joining A B , and then since the angles K A M , K B M are equal to two 
right angles (iii. 18,), therefore the angles B A M , A B M are less than two right 
angles, and consequently (ax, 12,), A M and B M must meet one another, when 
produced far enough. Similarly, it m a y be shevpn that A L and CL, as also 
C N and B N meet one another. 

Prop. rv. This Problem is one case of the more general Problem:—To de
scribe a circle which shall touch three sfraight Unes. 

If the triangle be equUateral, the center of the inscribed cfrcle is equidistant 
from the three angular points of the triangle. The centers of the cfrcles inscribed 
•in, and cfrcumscrihed about an equilateral triangle coincide, and the radius of 
one is double the radius of the other. 

Prop. V. is the same as " T o describe a cfrcle passing through three given 
points, provided that they are not in the same steaight line." 

The corollary to this proposition appears to have been afready demonsteated 
in Prop. 31. Book in. , 

It is obvious that the square described about a circle is equal to double the 
square inscribed in the same circle. Also that the cfrcumscrihed square is equal 
to the stjuare on the diameter, or four times the square on the radius of the cfrcle. 

Prop. VII. It is manifest that a squareis the only right-angled paraUelogram 
which can be cfrcumscrihed about a cfrcle, but that both a rectangle and a square 
m a y be inscribed in a cfrcle. 

Prop. s. B y means of this proposition, a right angle may be di-yided into 
five equal parts. 

Prop. XVI. The arc subtending a side of the quindecagon, m a y be found 
by placing in the circle from the same point, two lines respectively equal to the 
sides of the inscribed regular hexagon and pentagon. 

The centers of the inscribed and circumscribed cfrcles of any regular polygon 
are coincident. 

Besides the circumscription and inscription of triangles and regular polygons 
about and in circles, some very important problems are solved in the consteuctions 
respecting the division of the cfrcumferences of circles into equal parts. 

B y inscribing an equilateral triangle, a square, a pentagon, a hexagon, &c. 
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in a circle, the ou-cumference is divided into three, four, five, six, &c. equal 
parts. In Prop. 26, Book iii., it has been shewn that equal angles at the centers 
of equal circles, and therefore at the center of the same circle, subtend equal 
arcs; by bisecting the angles at the center, the arcs which are subtended by 
them are also bisected, and hence, a sixth, eighth, tenth, twelfth, &c. part of 
the drcumference of a circle may be found. 

If the right angle be considered as divided into 90 degrees, each degree 
into 60 minutes, and each minute into 60 seconds, and so on,, according to the 
sexagesimal division of a degree ; by the aid of the first corollary to Prop. 32, 
Book I., may be found the numerical magnitude of an interior angle of any 
regular polygon whatever. 

Let e denote the magnitude of one of the ulterior angles of a regular polygon 
of n sides, 

then n8 is the sum of all the interior angles. 
But aU the interior angles of any rectilineal figure together with four right 

angles, are equal to t-wice as many right angles as the figure has sides, 
that is, if ir be assumed to designatp two right angles, 

.-. nd + 27r = nir, 
and »9 = mr — 2'n- = (» — 2) .tt, 

.•.e = (^^.., 
n 

the magnitude of an interior angle of a regular polygon of n sides. 
B y taking n = 3, i, 5, 6, &o. may be found the magnitude in terms of two 

right angles, of an interior angle of any regular polygon whatever. 
' Pythagoras was the first, as Proclus informs us in his commentary, who 

discovered that a multiple of the angles of three regular figul-es only, namely, 
the trigon, the square, and the hexagon, can fiU up space round a, point in 
a plane. 

It has been shewn that the interior angle of any regular polygon of n sides 
in terms of two right angles, is expressed by the equation 

„ ra - 2 
0 = TT. 

» 
Let 63 denote the magnitude of the interior angle of a regular figure of three 

sides, in which case, « = 3. 
Then 63 = —-—.ir = — = one-thfrd of two right angles, 

o 3 
.-. 303 = -TT, 

and 683 = 2v, 
that is, six angles, each equal to the interior angle of an equilateral triangle, 
are equal to four right angles, and therefore six equilateral triangles may be 
placed so as completely to fiU up the space round the point at which they 
meet in a plane. 

In a simUar way, it may be shewn that four squares and three hexagons may 
be placed so as completely to fill up the space round a point in a plane. 

Also it -will appear from the results deduced, that no other regular figures 
besides these three, can be made to fiU up the space round a point; for any 
multiple of the interior angles of any other regular polygon, wUl be found to be 
in excess above, or in defect from four right angles. 

The equUateral triangle or trigon, the square or tetragon, the pentagon, 
and the hexagon, were the only regular polygons kno-wn to the Greeks, capable 
of being inscribed in circles, besides those which may be derived from them. 
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M. Gauss in his Dlsquisitiones Arithmetica;, has extended the number bj 
shewing that in general, a regular polygon of 2" + 1 sides is capable of being 
inscribed in a circle by means of straight lines and cfrcles, in those cases in 
which 2" -(- 1 is a prime number. 

The case ia which « = 4, in 2" +• 1, was proposed by Mr. Lowry of the Poyal 
Military College, to be answered in the seventeenth number of Leybourn's 
Mathematical Repository, iu the following form:— 

Required a geometrical demonstration of the following method of constructing 
a regular polygon of seventeen sides in a circle : 

Draw the radius C O at right angles to the diameter A B ; on OC? and OB, 
take O Q equal to the half, and O D equal to the eighth part of the radius; 
make D E and D F each equal to D Q , and E G and F H respectively equal to 
E Q and F Q ; take O K a mean proportional between O H and OQ, and through 
K, draw K M parallel to AB, meeting the semicircle described on O G in M, 
draw M N parallel to O C cutting the given circle in N, the arc A N is the 
seventeenth part of the whole circumference. 

A demonstration of the truth of this construction has been given by 
Mr. Lowry himself, and -will be found in the fourth volume of Leybourn's 
Repository. The demonstration including the two lemmas occupies more than 
eight pages, and is by no means of an elementary character. 

QUESTIONS ON BOOK IV. 

1. "What is tlie general object of the Pourth Book of Euclid ? 
2. "What consideration renders necessary the lirst proposition of the Pourth 

Book of Euclid? 
3. "When is a cirole said to be inscribed within, and cfrcumscrihed about a 

rectilineal figure ? 
i. Shew that a circle cannot be described about a rhombus. Can a cfrcle be 

inscribed iu a rhombus ? 
S. "When is one rectilineal figure said to be inscribed in, and cfrcumscrihed 

about another rectiUneal figure ? 
6. Modify the construction of Euc. iv. 4, so that the circle may touch one 

side of the triangle and the other two sides produced. 
7. The sides of a triangle are 5, 6, 7 units respectively; find the radii of the 

inscribed and circumscribed circles. 
8. Give the constructions by which the centers of circles described about, and 

inscribed in triangles are found. In what triangles wUl tliej' coincide ? 
9. H o w is it shewn that the radius of the cfrcle inscribed in an equilateral 

triangle, is half the radius described about the same triangle ? 
10. The equUateral triangle inscribed in a circle is one-fourth of the equilateral 

triangle circumscribed about the same circle. 
11, If a cfrcle be inscribed in an equUateral triangle, the triangle formed by 

joining the points of contact will also be equilateral. 
12.' "What relation subsists between the square inscribed in, and the square 

cfrcumscrihed about the same cirole ? 
13. Enunciate Euc. in. 22: and extend this property to any inscribed polygon 

having an even number of sides. 
14, If any triangle be inscribed in a circle, the sum of the three angles in the 

Eegments cut off by the sides, is equal to four right angles. 
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15. Trisect a quadrantal arc of a circle, and show that every arc which 

isan—,,th part of a quadrantal arc, may be trisected geometrically: m and n 

being whole numbers. 
16. If one side of a quadrilateral figure inscribed in a circle be produced, 

the exterior angle is equal to the interior and opposite angle of the figure. 
Is this property teue of any inscribed polygon having an even number of 
sides ? 

17. In what parallelograms can cfrcles be inscribed ? 
18. "What Geometrical Problem must be solved as a condition precedent to 

the construction of a regular pentagon? 
19. Shew that in the figure Euc. iv. 10, there are two triangles possessing 

the,required property, 
20. H o w is it made to appear that the line B D is the side of a regular 

decagon inscribed in the larger cfrcle, and the side of a regular pentagon inscribed 
in the smaUer circle? fig. Euc. iv. 10. 

21. In the construction of Euc. iv. 3, Euclid has omitted to shew that 
the tangents drawn through the points A and B will meet in some point M . 
H o w m a y this be she'wn ? 

22. Shew that if the points of intersection of the cfrcles in Euclid's figure, 
Book IV. Prop. 10, be joined with the vertex of the triangle and with each other, 
another teiangle will be formed equiangular and equal to the former. 

23. Divide a right angle into five equal parts. H o w may an isosceles 
triangle be described upon a given base, having each angle at the base one-r 
third of the angle at the vertex ? 

24. "What regular figures may be inscribed in a circle by the help of 
Euc. IV. 10? 

23* The diflference of the squares described on the straight lines joining the 
exteemities of the base of the constructed triangle in the figure of Euc. iv. 10, 
-with the other point of intersection of the circles, is equal to the square on the 
side of the triangle. 

26. "What is Euclid's definition of a regular pentagon ? "Would the stellated 
figure, which is formed by joining the alternate angles of a regular pentagon, 
as described in the Pourth Book, satisfy this definition ? 

27. Shew that each of the interior angles of a regular pentagon inscribed 
in a cfrcle, is equal to three-fifths of two right angles. 

28. If two sides not adjacent, of a regular pentagon, be produced to meet; 
what is the magnitude of the angle contained at the point where they meet ? 

29. Is there any method more direct than Euclid's for inscribing a regular 
pentagon in a cfrcle ? 

30. State briefly the mode of describing an equilateral and equiangular 
hexagon about a given circle. 

31. In what sense is a regular hexagon also a paraUelogram ? Would the same 
observation apply to all regular figures with an even number of sides ? 

32. W h y has Euclid not shewn how to inscribe an equilateral triangle in a 
circle, before he requires the use of it in Prop. 16, Book iv. ? 

33. A n equilateral triangle is inscribed in a circle by joining the first, third, 
and fifth angles of the inscribed hexagon. 

34. If the sides of a hexagon be produced to meet, the angles formed by these 
lines -will be equal to four right angles. 

36. Shew that the area of an equilateral triangle inscribed in a circle, is one-
half of a regular hexagon inscribed in the same cfrcle. 
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36. If a side of an equUateral triangle be six inches : what is the radius of the 
inscribed cfrcle ? 

37. Find the area of a regular hexagon inscribed in a cfrcle whose diameter is 
twelve inches. W h a t is the difference between the inscribed and the circum
scribed hexagon? 

38. Which, is the greater, the difference between the side of the square and the 
side of the regular hexagon inscribed in a cfrcle whose radius is unity; or the 
difference between the side of the equilateral triangle and the side of the regular 
pentagon inscribed in the same cfrcle ? 

39. The regular hexagon inscribed in a circle, is three-fourths of the regular 
circumscribed hexagon. 

40. Assuming the construction of Euc. iv. 6 ; how m a y a regular octagon be 
inscribed in a circle ? 

41. The sum of the squares on the three diagonals of a regular hexagon 
that terminate in one angular point is equal to ten times the square on one side. 

42. All the interior angles of an octagon are equal to twelve right angles. 
43. W h a t figure is formed by the production of the alternate sides of a regular 

octagon r 
44. H o w many square inches are in the area of a regular octagon whose side is 

eight inches ? 
45. If an irregular octagon be capable of having a circle described about it, 

shew that the sums of the angles taken alternately are equal. 
46. Pind an algebraical formula for the number of degrees contained by an 

interior angle of a regular polygon of n sides. , 
47. W h a t are the three regular figures which can be used in paving a plane 

area ? Shew that no other regular figures but these wiU fiU up the space round a 
point in a plane. 

48. Into what number of equal parts may a right angle be di-rided geome
trically ? W h a t connection has the solution of this problem -with the possibility 
of inscribing regular figures in circles ? 

49. Assuming the demonstrations in Euc. iv, shew that any equilateral figure 
of 3.2", 4.2", 6.2", or 15.2" sides may be inscribed in a circle, when n is any of the 
numbers, 0, 1, 2, 3, &c. 

60. With a pair of compasses only, shew how to divide the cfrcumference 
of a given circle into twenty-four equal parts. 

51. Shew that if any polygon inscribed in a cfrcle be equUateral, it must also 
be equiangular. Is the converse teue ? 

52. The area of a regular polygon of n sides is equal to n times the area of 
the triangle whose base is a side of the polygon and altitude equal to the radius 
of the inscribed circle. 

53. Shew that if the circumference of a cfrcle pass through three angular points 
of a regular polygon, it will pass through all of them. 

64. SimUar polygons are always equiangular : is the converse of this proposi
tion true ? 

66. W h a t are the limits to the Geometrical inscription of regular figures in 
circles ? W h a t does Geometrical mean when used in this way ? 

56. What is the difficulty of inscribing geometricaUy an equilateral and 
equiangular undecagon in a circle ? W h y is the solution of this problem said to be 
beyond the limits of plane geometry? W h y is it so difiicult to prove that the geo
meteical solution of such problems is impossible ? 



BOOK V. 

DEFINITIONS. 

A liEss magnitude is said to be a part of a greater magnitude, when 
the less measures the greater; that is, ' when the less is contained a 
certain number of •times exactly in the greater.' 

n. 

A greater magnitude is said to be a miUtiple of a less, when the 
greater is measured by the less, that is, ' when the greater contains the 
less a ceriain number of times exactly.' 

in. 
"Eatio is a mutual relation of two magnitudes of the same kind to 
one another, in respect of quantity." 

IV. 

Magnitudes are said to have a ratio to one another, when the less 
can be multipUed so as to exceed the other. 

V. 

The first of four magnitudes is said to have the same ratio to the 
second, Which the thfrd has to the fourth, when any equimultiples 
whatsoever of the first and thfrd being taken, and any equimultiples 
whatsoever of the second and fourth: if the multiple of the first be less 
than that of the second, the multiple of the thfrd is also less than that 
of the fourth: or, if the multiple of the first be equal to that of the 
second, the multiple of the thfrd is also equal to that of the fourih: dr, 
if the multiple of the first be greater than that of the second, the 
multiple of the thfrd is also greater than that of the fourth. 
VI. 

Magnitudes which have the same ratio are caUed proportionals. 

N.B. ' "When four magnitudes are proportionals, it is usually expressed by 
saying, the first is to the second, as the third to the fourth.' 

'When of the equimultiples of four magnitudes (taken as in the 
fifth definition), the multiple of the first is greater than that of the 
second, but the multiple of the thfrd is not greater than the multiple 
of the fourth; then the first is said to have to the second a greater 
ratio than the thfrd magnitude has to the fourth: and, on the conte-ary, 
the thfrd is said to have to the fourth a less ratio than the first has to 
the second. 
Tin. 
"Analogy, or proportion, is the sinulitude of ratios." 
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IX. 

Proportion consists in three terms at least. 

X. 

V\Tien three magnitudes are proportionals, the first is said to have 
to the thfrd, the dupUcate ratio of that which it has to the second. 

XI. 
'When four magnitudes are continual proportionals, the first is said 

to have to the fourth, the tripUcate ratio of that which it has to the 
second, and so on, quadrupUcate, &c. increasing the denomination stUl 
by unity, in any number of proportionals. 

Definition A, to -wit, of compound ratio. 
"When there are any number of magnitudes of the same kind, the 

first is said to have to the last of them the ratio compounded of the 
ratio which the first has to the second, and of the ratio which the 
second has to the thfr-d, and of the ratio which the thfrd has to the 
fourth, and so on unto the last magnitude. 

Por example, if A, B, C, D be four magnitudes of the same kind,' the first 
A is said to have to_ the last D, the ratio compounded of the ratio of A to B, 
and of the ratio of B to C, and of the ratio of C to Xi; or, the ratio oi A to D 
is said to be compounded of the ratios of Ato B, B to C, and C to D. 

And if A has to B the same ratio which E has to F; and B to C the same 
ratio that G has to H; and C to D the same that K has to L; then, by this 
definition, A is said to have to D the ratio compounded of ratios which are the 
same with the ratios of E to F, G to H, and K to L. And the same thing is to 
be understood when it is more briefly expressed by saying, A has to D the ratio 
compounded of the ratios of E to F, G to H, and K to L. 

In like manner, the same things being supposed,. if M has to N the same 
ratio which A has to D ; then for shortness' sake, If is'said to have to N the ratio 
compounded of the ratios of Eto F, G to //, and Kto L. 

xn. 
In proportionals, the antecedent terms are caUed homologous to one 
another, as also the consequents to one another. 

' Geometers make use of the following technical words, to signify certain 
ways of changing either the order or magnitude of proportionals, so that they 
continue stUl to be proportionals.' 

xni. 
Permutando, or alternando,by permutation, or alternately. This 
word is used when there are four proportionals, and it is inferred that 
the first has the same ratio to the thfrd which the second has to the 
fourth; or that the first is to the thfrd as the second to the fourth: as 
is shewn in Prop. xvi. of this Fifth Book. 
XIV. 

Invertendo, by inversion; when there are four proportionals, and 
it is inferred, that the second is to the first, as the fourth to the thfrd. 
Prop. B. Book v. 
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XV. 
Componendo, by composition; when there are four proportionals, 

and it is inferred that th.e first together with the second, is to the 
second, as the thfr-d together with the fourth, is to the fourth. Prop. 
18, Book V. 
XYI. 

Di-ridendo, by division; when there are four proportionals, and it is 
inferred, that the excess of the first above the second, is to the second, 
as the excess of the thfrd above the fd'urth, is to the fourth. Prop. 17, 
Book V. 

XVII. 
_ Convertendo, by conversion; when there are fom- proportionals, and 

it is inferred, that the first is to its excess above the second, as the 
thfrd to its excess above the fourth. Prop. E. Book v. 

xvin. 
E x EequaU (sc. distantia), or ex sequo, from equaUty of distance: 

when there is any number of magnitudes more than two, and as many 
others such that they are proportionals when taken two and two of 
each rank, and it is inferred, that the first is to the last of the first 
rank of magnitudes, as the first is to the last of the others : ' Of this 
there are the two foUo-wing kinds, which arise from the different order 
in which the magnitudes are taken, two and two.' 

XIX. 
E x sequaU, fi-om equaUty. This term is used simply by itself, when 

the first magnitude is to the second of the first rank, as the first to the 
second of the other rank; and as the second is to the third of the first 
rank, so is the second to the thfrd of the other; and so on in order: and 
the inference is as mentioned in the preceding definition; whence this 
is called ordinate proportion. It is demonstrated in Prop. 22, Book v. 

XX. 
E x sequaU in proportione perturbat-a seu inordinata, fi-om equaUty 

in perturbate or disorderly proportion.•* This term is used when the 
first magni-tude is to the second of the first rank, as the last hut one is 
to the last of the second rank; and as the second is to the thfrd of the 
first rank, so is the last but two to the last but one of the second rank: 
and as the thi-d is to the fourth of the first rank, so is the thfrd from 
the last to the last but two of the second rank;, and so on in a cross 
order: and the inference is as in the 18th definition. It is demon
steated in Prop. 23, Book v. 

AXIOMS. 

I. 

EQurMniiTiPLES of the same, or of equal magnitudes, are equal to 
one another. 

n . 

Those magnitudes, of which the same or equal magnitudes are 
equimultiples, are equal to one another. 

* Prop. 4. Lib. ii. Archiraedis de sphsera et cylindro. 
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ni. 
A multiple of a greater magnitude is greater than the same mul

tiple of a less. 

rv. 

That magnitude, of which a miUtiple is greater than the same 
multiple of another, is greater than that other magnitude. 

PROPOSITION I. THEOREM. 

If any number of magnitudes le equimultiples of as many, each of each: 
what multiple soever any one of them is of its part, the same multiple shall 
all the first magnitudes le of all tlie other. 

Let any number of magnitudes AB, CD he equimultiples of as 
many others E, F, each of each. 

Then whatsoever multiple A B is of E, 
the same multiple shall A B and O D together be of E and E together. 

A G B C H D 

Because A B is the same multiple of E that C D is of F, 
as many magnitudes as there are in A B equal to E, so many are 

there in C D equal to E. 
Diride A B into magnitudes equal to E, viz. A G, G B ; 

and C D into GS, S D , equal each of them to F; 
therefore the number of the magnitudes OS, S D shall be equal to 

the number of the others A G, G B ; 
and because A G is equal to E, and O S to F, 

therefore .46^ and CiZ" together are equal to .E and J* together: (i. ax. 2.) 
for the same reason, because G B is equal to E, and S D to F; 

G B and S D together are equal to E and i^ together: 
wherefore as many magnitudes as there are in A B equal to E, 

so many are there in A B , C D together, equal to E and F together: 
therefore, whatsoever multiple A B is of E, 

the same multiple is A B and O D together, of E and i^ together. 
Therefore, if any magnitudes, how many soever, be equimultiples 

of as many, each of each; whatsoever multiple any one of them is 
of its part, the same multiple shaU aU the first magnitudes be of all 
the others; 'Eor the same demonstration holds in any number of 
magnitudes, which was here applied, to two.' q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION II. T H E O R E M . 

If the first magnitude be the same multiple of the second that tlie third 
is of the fourth, and the fifth tlie same multiple of the second that the sixth 
is of the fourth; then shall the first together with the fifth be the same 
multiple of the second, that the third together with the sixth is of tlie fourth. 

Let AB the first be the same multiple of C the second, that DE 
the thfrd is of î 'the fom-th: 
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and BG the fifth the same multiple of C the second, that ES the 
sixth is of E the fourth. 

Then shaU A G , the first together with the fifth, be the same mul
tiple of C the second, that D S , the thfrd together with the sistli, is of 
F the fourth. 

Because ̂ S is the same multiple of C that D E is of F; 
there are as m-any magnitudes iu A B equal to C, as there are in D E 

equal to F. 
In like manner, as many as there are in B G equal to 0, so many are 

there in .Efl" equal to F: 
therefore as many as there are in the whole A G equal to C, 

so many are there in the whole D S equal to F: 
therefore A G ia the same multiple of C that D S ia of F; 

that is, A G, the first and fifth together, is the same multiple of the 
second C, 
that D S , the thfrd and sixth together, is of the fourth F. 

If therefore, the first be the same multiple, &c. q. e. d. 
Con. Erom this it is plain, that if any number of magnitudes A B , 

BG, G S h e multiples of another C; 
and as many D E , E K , K L be the same multiples of F, each of each: 

then the whole of the first, viz. A S , is the same multiple of 0, 
that the whole of the last, viz. DL, is of F. 

PROPOSITION III. THEOREM. 

7/" the first be the same multiple of the second, which the third is of the 
fourth; and if of the first and third there le taken equimultiples ; these shall 
be equimultiples, tlie one of the second, and the other of the fourth. 

Let A the first be the same multiple of B the second, that C the 
thfrd is of D the fourth: 

and of ̂ , Clet equimidtiples EF, G S h e taken. 
Then E F shall be the same multiple of B, that G S ia of D. 

Because E F is the same multiple of ̂ , that G S ia of 0, 
there are as many magnitudes in E F equal to A, as there are in G S 

equal to C: 
let E F h e dirided into the magnitudes E K , KF, each equal to A ; 

and G'.H'into GL, L S , each equal to C: 
•therefore the number of the magnitudes E K , K F , shaU be equal to 

the number of the others GL, L S ; 
and because A is the same multiple of B, that C is of D, 

and that E K is equal to A, and G L equal to C: 
therefore E K is the same multiple of B, that G L is of D: 
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*°^ ^^^XVatfrerfCmo^e^P-*^ - ,iSe multiple of the second B, 

^''^ rixL'X#i^o?^-^ "^ A^fiith, is the same multiple of the second 
KJ-the first, togetUer w 

B, (y- 2-) .-v,-,.̂  together with the sixth, is of the fourth B. 
wliich. O S fhe tni ̂^̂ ^ J^^g_ .the first, &c. Q. e. d. 

PROPOSriTON IV. THEOREM. 

If the fu-d of four 'ino'/niludes Juts the same ratio to the second which the 
third lias io the fourth; then any equimultiples whatever of the first and third 
shall have the same ratio to a,i;j equimultiples of the second and fourth, vii, 
' the equimultiple of the firH shall have the same ratio to that of th second, 
which the equimultiple of the third has to that of the fourth.' 

Let A the first have to B the second, the same ratio which the third 

C has to the fourth D ; . -.̂  , , ^ -c. r. 
and of A and C let there be taken any equunultiples whatever E, i; 

and of B and D any equunultiples whatever G, S. 
" Then E shaU have the same ratio to G, which J" has to S. 

K- M-
E G-
A • B-
C — ^ 
F. H-
L N-

Take of E and E any equimultiples whatever K, L, 
and of G, .2" any equimultiples whatever M, N : 

then because F is the same multiple of A, that î is of C; 
and of E and F have been taken equim-ultiples K, Z; 

therefore X i s the same multiple of ..4, that Z is of C: {j- 3.) 
for the same reason, If is tiie same multiple of .B, that iVis of 2̂ -

And because, as A is to B, so is C to D, (hyp.) 
and of A and C have been taken certain equimultiples K, L, 
and of B and D have been taken certain equunultiples Mj N ; 

therefore if .The greater than M , L ia greater tiian iA ; 
and if equal, equal; if less, less: (v. def. 5.) 

but K, L are any equimultiples whatever of E, E, (conste.) 
and M, N any whatever of G, S ; 

therefore as .E'is to G, so is i^to iZ (v. def. 5.) 
Therefore, if the first, &c. q.e.d. 

OoE. LUre-wise, if the first has the same ratio to the second, which 
the thfrd has to the fourth, then also any equimultiples whatever of 
the first and thfrd shall have the same ratio to the second and fourth; 
and in like manner, the fij-st and the third shall have the same ratio 
to any equimultiples whatever of the second and fourth. 

Let A tfie first have to B the second the same ratio which the 
third O has to the fourth D, 

and of A and C let E and F be any equimidtiples whatever. 
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Then E shaU be to .B as i^ to D. 
Take of E, F any equimultiples whatever, K, L; 
and of j?, D any equimultiples whatever G, S : 

then it may be demonstrated, as before, that K is the same multiple 
of A, that Z is of C: 

and because A is to B, as C is to D, (hjqi.) 
and of A and 0 certain equimtdtiples have been taken riz. K and L; 

and of B and D certain equimultiples G, S ; 
therefore, ii K h e greater than G, L is greater than S ; 

and if equal, equal; if less, less: (v. def. 5.) 
but K, L axe any equimultiples whatever oi E, E, (constr.) 

and G, S any whatever of .B, D; 
therefore as Eia to B, so is î to D. (v. def. 5.) 

And in the same way the other case is demonstrated. 

PROPOSITION V. THEOREJL 

If one magnitude be the same multiple of anotiier, which a magnitude taken 
from the first is of a magnitude taken from the other; the remainder shall le 
tlie same multiple of the remainder, that the whole is of the whole. 

Let the magnitude AB be the same multiple of CD, that AE taken 
from the first, is of C F taken from the other. 

The remainder E B shaU be the same multiple of the remainder 
F D , that the whole A B is of,the whole CD. 

G A E B 

Take A G the same multiple of FD, that A E i a of CF: 
therefore A E i a the same multiple of CF, that E G is of C D : (v. 1.) 
but A E , by the hypothesis, is the same multiple of CF, that A b is 

of C D ; 
therefore E G is the same multiple of CD that A B is of CD; 

wherefore E G is equal to A B : (v. ax. 1.) 
take from each of them the common magnitude A E ; 
and the remainder A G is equal to the remainder EB. 

"Wherefore, since A E is fhe same multiple of CF, that A G is of FD, 
(conste.) 

and that A G has been proved equal to E B ; 
therefore AEia the same multiple of OF, that-EB is of F D : 
but AEia the same multiple of Ci^that A B is of OD : (hyp.) 
therefore E B is the same multiple of FD, that A B is of CD. 

Therefore, if one magnitude, &c. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION VI. THEOREM. 

If two magnitudes le equimultiples of two others, and if equimultiples of 
these le taken from the first two ; the remainders are either equal to these others, 
or equimultiples of them,. 

Let the two magnitudes A B , CD he equimultiples of the two F, F, 
and let A G, O S taken from the first two, be equimultiples of the 
same E, F. 

M 
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Then the remamders GB, SD shall be either equal to J^, ' 
equimultiples of them. 

K O H D 

Ffrst, let G B be equal to E : 
S D sball be equal to F. 
Make CJT equal to F: 

and because .^G' is the same multiple of E, that CSia of F: (hyp.) 
and tbat G B is equal to E, and C K to F; 

therefore A B is the same multiple of E, that K S ia oiF: 
but A B , by the hypothesis, is the same multiple of E, that OD is of F; 

therefore K S is the same multiple of F, that OD is of i?: 
wherefore K S ia equal to CD: (v. ax. I.) 
take away the common magnitude OS, 

then the remainder K C is equal to the remainder S D : 
but K O is equal to F: (constr.) 
therefore M D is equal to F. 

Next let G B he a multiple of E. 
Then S D shaU be the same multiple of F. 

AGB E 
Tf n IT I) E — 

Make O K the same multiple of F, that G B isoiF: 
and because A G is the same multiple o£E, that CSis of F\ (hyp.) 

and ffi? the same multiple of E, that CXis of î ; 
therefore A B is the same multiple oi E, that KSia oiF: (v. 2.) 

but A B is the same multiple of E, that Ci) is of F; (hyp.) 
therefore X J i s the same multiple of F, that OD is of î ; 

wherefore K S is equal to CD: (v. ax. 1.) 
take away O S from both; 

therefore the remainder K O is equal to the remainder S D : 
and because G B is the same multiple of E, that K C is of î , (conste.) 

and that K O is eqaal to S D ; 
therefore S D is the same multiple of F, that G B is of E. 

If, therefore, two magnitudes, &c. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION A. THEOREM. 

If the first of four magnitudes has the same ratio to the second, which the 
third has to the fourth; then, if the first le greater than tlie second, the tliird 
is also greater than the fourth; and if equal, equal; if less, less. 

Take any eqiUmultiples of each of them, as the doubles of each; 
then, by def. 5th of this book, if the double of the fii-st be greater 

than the double of the second, the double of the thfrd is greater than 
the double of the fourth : 

but if the first he greater than the second, 
the double of the first is greater than the double of the second; 
wherefore also the double of the thfrd is greater than the double of 
' the fourth : 
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therefore the third is greater than the fourth: 
in Uke manner, if the first be equal to the second, or less than it, 
the thfrd can be proved to be equal to the fourth, or less than it. 

Therefore, if the first, &c. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION B. T H E O R E M . 

If four magnitudes are proportionals, they are proportionals also when 
taken inversely. 

Let A be to B, as 0 is to D. 
Then also inversely, B shaU be to A, as D to C. 

A B • c — D • 
G E H — F 

Take of B and D any equimultiples whatever E and F; 
and of A and C any equimultiples whatever G and S. 
Efrst, let .E'be greater than G, then G is less than E : 

and because A is to .B, as C is to D, (hyp.) 
and of A and C, the first and thfrd, G and S axe equinxaltiples; 

and of B and D, the second and fourth, E and F are equimultiples; 
and that G is less than E, therefore S\a less than F; (v. def. 6.) 

that is, F is greater than S ; 
if, therefore, E be greater than G, 

Fia greater than S ; 
in like manner, if Z" be equal to G, 
F m a j be shewn to be equal to S ; 

and if less, less; 
but E, F, axe any equimultiples whatever of B and D, (constr.) 

and G, S anj whatever of ̂  and C; 
therefore, as B is to A, so is D to C. (v. def. 5.) 

Therefore, if four magnitudes, &c. q. e. d. 
PROPOSITION C. THEOREM. 

If the first letlie same multiple of the second, or the same part of it, 
that the third is of the fourth; the first is to the second, as tlie third is to 
the fourth. 

Let the first A be the same multiple of the second B, 
that the third C is of the fourth D. 
Then A shaU be to i? as C is to D. 

A-
E-

Take of A and C any equimultiples whatever E and F; 
and of B and D any equimultiples whatever G and S. 

Then, because A is the same multiple of B that 0 is oi D; (hyp.) 
and that Eia the same multiple of ̂ , that î is of C; (constr.) 
therefore Eis the same multiple of .B, that î is of J9; (v. 3.) 

that is, E and E are equimultiples of B and D: 
but G and Sare equimultiples of .B and D; (constr.) 

therefore, if .E" be a greater multiple of B than G is of B, 
Fia a greater multiple of D than Sia of D; 

that is, if .E" be greater than G, 
F is greater than S : 

m2 
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in Uke manner, if .E be equal to G, or less than it, 

J^may be shewn to be e^l-^ to ^J^ ^^^^^af ( onste.) 
but E, F are equimultiples, any fi^^tever, oi j^, ,\ j 

and G, S any equimultiples ̂^^^tever of J, D -
Next, MtrSl be1b^'s-e pa^ of the second B, that the 
third 0 is of the feurtfr 2).^^^^ ̂ ^ ̂  _̂ ^̂  ^ .̂  ̂ ^ ^ 

A B C D 

For since A is the same part of B that 0 is of D, 
therefore B is the same midtiple of A, that 2) is of C: 

wherefore, by the preceding case, B is to A, as 2> is to C; 
and therefore inversely, A. is to .B, as Cis •to D. (v. b.) 
Therefore, if the first be the same multiple, &c. q. b. d. 

PROPOSITION D. THEOREM. 

If the first be to the second as the tliird to the fourth, and if the first be 
a multiple, or a part of the second; the third is the same multiple, or the 
tame part of the fourth. 

Let ^ be to Z as C is to D: 
and first, let ̂  be a multiple of B. 

Then C shall be the same multiple of D. 

B c n-
E F-

Take E equal to A, 
and whatever multiple A or Z' is of B, make F the same miUtiple 

ofD: 
then, because A is to B, as C is to D; (hyp.) 

and of B the second, and D the fourth, equimultiples have been 
taken, E and F; 

therefore A is to E, as Cto F: (v. 4. Oor.) 
but A is equal to E, (constr.) 

therefore C is equal to F: (v. A.) 
and î 'is the same multiple of D, that ̂  is of .5;_ (conste.) 
therefore C is the same multiple of D, that A is of B. 

Next, let A the first be a part of B the second. 
Then C the thfrd shaU be the same part of D the fourth. 

Because A is to B, asC is to D; (hyp.) 
then, inversely, B iato A, as i) to C: (v. b.) 

but .̂  is a part of B, therefore .5 is a multiple of A : (hyp.) 
therefore, by the preceding case, D is the same multiple of 0; 

that is, 0 is the same part of D, that A is of B. 
Therefore, if the first, &c. q. e. d. 
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PROPOSITION VII. THEOREM. 
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Equal magnitudes have the same ratio to the same magnitude: and th» 
same has tlie same ratio to equal magnitudes. 

Let A and B be equal magnitudes, and C any other. 
Then A and B shall each of them have the same ratio to C: 

and C shall have the same ratio to each of the magnitudes A and B. 

A. 
D-

B-
E-

Take of A and B any equimultiples whatever D and E, 
and of C any multiple whatever F. 

Then, because D is the same multiple of ̂ , that Eia of B, (constr.) 
and that A is equal to B : (hyp.) 

therefore D is equal to E ; (v. ax. 1.) 
therefore, if i> be gTeater than F, E is greater than F; 

and if equal, equal; if less, less : 
but D, E are any equimultiples of ̂ k, B, (conste.) 

and iî is any multiple of C; 
therefore, as ̂  is to C, so is B to C. (v. def. 5.) 

Like-vrise C shall have the same ratio to A, that it has to B. 
Por having made the same construction, 

D may in like manner be she'wn to be equal to E ; 
therefore, if i^be greater than^D, 
it is like-wise greater than E ; 
and if equal, equal; if less, less; 

but î is any multiple whatever of C, 
and D, E are any equimultiples whatever of A, B ; 

therefore, Cis to .4 as Cis to B. (v. def. 5.) 
Therefore, equal magnitudes, &c. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION Vin. THEOREM. 

Of two unequal magnitudes, the greater has a greater ratio to any other 
magnitude than the less has: and the same magnitude has a greater ratio to 
the less of two other magnitudes, than it has to the greOjter. 

Let A B , B C h e two unequal magnitudes, of which A B is the greater, 
and let D he any other magnitude. 

Then A B shall have a greater ratio to D than J9C has to D : 
and D shall have a greater ratio to .BC than it has to A B . 

Fig. 1. 
Ej 
E|- A 

C -
G B 
L K H D 

Kg. 2. Kg. S. 

A 
C,-

6 B 
L K H D G B 

L KD 
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If the magnitude which is not the greater of the two AC, 0 , 
not less than D, 

take EF, FG, the doubles of A C, CB, (as in fig. 1) 
but if that which is not the greater of the two A C, CB, be less taan jj, 

(as in fig. 2 and 3) this magnitude can be multiphed, so as to 
become greater than V, whether it be A C, or CB. 

Let it be multiplied untU it become, greater than D, 
and let the other be multiplied as often; 

- and let E F be the multiple thus taken of A O, 
and F G the same multiple of CB: 

therefore E F and F O are each of them greater than D: 
and in every one of the cases, 

take JTthe double of D, Kits triple, and so on, 
till the multiple of D be that which first becomes greater than F G : 

let i be that multiple of D which is first greater than FG, 
and K the maltiple of D which is next less than L. 

Then because L is the multiple of D, which is the first that becomes 
greater than FG, 
the next preceding multiple Kia not greater than F G ; 

that is, F G is not less than K : 
and since E F ia the same multiple of A C , that F G is of OB; (conste.) 
therefore F G is the same multiple of CB, that E G is of A B ; (v. 1.) 

that is, E G and F G are equimultiples of A B and CB ; 
and since it was shewn, that F G is not less than K, 
and, by the construction, E F is greater than D; 

therefore the whole E G is greater than JTand D together: 
but Xtogether -with D is equ.Ed to L; (conste.) 

therefore E G is greater than L; 
but F G is not greater than L : (constr.) 

and EG, E G were proved to be equimultiples of A B , B C ; 
and Z is a multiple of D; (constr.) ' 

therefore A B has to D a greater ratio than B O has to D. (v. def. 7.) 
Also D shaU have to B O a greater ratio than it has to A B . 

Eor haring made the sa,me construction, 
it may be shewn in like manner, that L is greater than FG, 

but that it is not greater than E G : 
and i is a multiple of D; (constr.) 

and FG, E G were proved to be equimultiples of OB, A B ; 
therefore D has to O B a greater ratio than it has to A B . (v. def 7.) 

'Wherefore, of two unequal magnitudes, &c. q.e.d. 
PROPOSITION IX. THEOREM. 
Magnitudes which have the same ratio to the same magnitude are equal to 
one another: and those to which the same magnitude has the same ratio are 

'. to one another. 
Let A, B have each of them the same ratio to C. 

Then A shaU be equal to B. A D-
c 

B E-Eor, if they are not equal, one of them must be greater than the other; 
if possible, let A be the greater: 
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then, by what was sheAvn in the preceding proposition, 
there are some equimultiples of A and B, and some multiple of C, such, 

that the multiple of A is greater than the multiple of C, 
but the multiple of B is not greater than tha-t of C, 

let these multiples be taken; 
and let D, E be the equimultiples of A, B, 

and F the multiple of C, 
Buch that D may be greater than F, but E not greater than F. 

Then, because .4 is to C aa B is to C, (hyp.) 
and of A, B, axe taken equimultiples, D, E, 

and of C is taken a multiple E ; 
and that D is greater than F; 

therefore E is also greater than F: (v. def. 5.) 
but jE'is not greater than F; (constr.) which is impossible: 
therefore A and B are not unequal; that is, they are equal. 

Next, let C have the same ratio to each of the magni^tudes A and B. 
Then A shaU be equal to B. 

Eor, if they are not equal, one of them must be greater than the other: 
if possible, let A be the greater: 

therefore, as was she-wn in Prop, -nn,, 
there is some riiultiple F of C, 

and some equimultiples E and D of B and A such, 
that F is greater than E, but not greater than D : 

and because C is to B, as C is to A, (hyp.) 
and that F the multiple of the first, is greater than E the multiple of 

the second; 
therefore F the multiple of the thfrd, is greater than D the multiple 

of the fourth: (v. def. 5.) 
but J^is not greater than D (hyp.) ; which is impossible: 

therefore A is equal to B. 
Wherefore, magnitudes wliich, &c. Q.E.D. 

PROPOSITION X. T H E O R E M . 

That magnitude which has a greater ratio than another has unto the 
same magnitude, is the greater of the two ; and that magnitude to which tlie 
same has a greater ratio than it has unto another magnitude, is the less 
of the two. 
Let A have to C a greater ratio than B has to C; 

then A shaU be greater than B. 

For, because A has a greater ratio to C, than B has to 0, 
there are some equimultiples of A and B, 
and some multiple of C such, (v. def. 7.) 

that the multiple of A is greater than the multiple of C, ̂  
but the multiple of B is not greater than it: 

let them be taken; 
and let D, F h e the equimultiples of ̂ , B, and jFthe multiple of C; 

such, that D is greater than F, but E is not greater than F: 
therefore D is greater than E : 
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and, because D and E axe equimultiples of A and B, 
and that D is greater than E ; 

therefore A is greater than B. (v. ax. 4.) 
Next, let 0 have a greater ratio to B than it has to A. 

Then B shall be less than A. 
Eor there is some multiple F of 0, (v. def. 7.) 

and some equimultiples E and D of B and A such, 
that F is greater than E, but not greater than D: 

therefore E is less than D: 
and because E and D are equimultiples of B and A, 

and that .S is less than D, 
therefore B is less than A. (v. ax. 4.) 
Therefore, that magnitude, &o. q, e, d. 

PROPOSITION XI. THEOREM. 
Ratios that are the same to the same ratio, are the same to one another. 

Let ^ be to i? as C is to D; 
and as C to D, so let .E be to F. 
Then A shaU be to B, as E to F. 
G H K 
A C • E 
B D E 
L M N-

Take of A, 0, F, any equimultiples whatever G, S, K ; 
and of .S, D, E any equimultiples whatever L, M, N. 

Therefore, since ./4 is to .B as C to D, 
and G, S are taken equimultiples of A, 0, 

and L, M, of B, D; 
ii G h e greater than L, Sia greater than 31; 

and if equal, equal; and if less, less. (v. def. 5.) 
Again, because C is to D, as E is to F, 

and S, K are taken equimultiples oi 0, E ; 
and M, N, of D, F; 

if S h e greater than M, Kia greater than N ; 
and if equal, equal; and if less, less: 

but if ff be greater than L, 
it has been shewn that Sia greater than M ; 

and if equal, equal; and if less, less : 
therefore, if G h e greater than L, 

.2"is greater than N ; and if equal, equal; and if less, less: 
and G, Kare any equimultiples wlia-fcever of ̂ , E ; 

and L, N any whatever of B, F; 
therefore, as A is to B, so is Eto F. (v. def. 5.) 

Wherefore, ratios that, &c. q.e.d. 
PROPOSITION XII. THEOREM. 

If any number of magnitudes le proportionals, as one of the antecedents 
is to its consequent, so shall all the antecedents taken togetlier le to all the 

Let any number of magnitudes A, B, 0, D, E, F, be proportionals : 
that is, as A is to B, so C to D, and E to F. 
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Then as ..4 is to B, so shall A, 0, E together, be to B, D, F together. 
G . H K 
.4. . c E 
B n . F — 
L M If 

Take of A, 0, E any equimultiples whatever G, S, K ; 
and of B, D, F any equunultiples whatever L, M, N. 
Then, because A is to B, as C is to D, and as E to F; 

and that G, S, K are equimultiples of A, 0, E, 
and L, M, JV equimultiples of B, D, F; 

therefore, if G h e greater than L, 
Sia greater than M, and .5̂ greater than N ; 

and if equal, equal; and if less, less: (v. def. 5.) 
ŵ herefore if G' be greater than L, 

then G, S, JTtogether, are greater than L, M, iVtogether; 
and if equal, equal; and if less, less: 

but G, and G, S, .ST together, 
are any equimultiples of A, and A, 0, E together; 

because if there be any number of magnitudes eqiUmultiples of 
as many, each of each, whatever multiple one of them is of its part, 
the same multiple is the whole of the whole : (v. I.) 

for the same reason L, and L, M, N 
axe any equimultiples of B, and B, D, F: 

therefore as ..4 is to B, so are A, 0, E together to B, D, F together. 
(v. def. 5.) 

Wherefore, if any number, &c. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION XIII. THEOREM. 

If the first has to the second the same ratio which the fir ird has to the 
fourth, lut the third to the fourth, a greater ratio than tlie fifth has to tlie 
sixth; the first shall also have to the second a greater ratio than the fifth 
has to the sixth. 

Let A the first have the same ratio to B the second, which C the 
thfrd has to D the fourth, but C the third a greater ratio to D the 
fourth, than E 'the fifth has to F the sixth. 

Then also the first A shall have to the second B, a greater ratio 
than the fifth E has to the sixth F. 

M G H — . — — 
A C • E 
B D E — 
N E L 

Because C has a greater ratio to D, than E to F, 
there are some equimultiples of C and E, and some of D and F, such 

that the multiple of C is greater than the multiple of D, but the mul
tiple of Eia not greater than the miUtiple of F: (v. def. 7.) 

let these be taken, 
and let G, S h e equimultiples of C, E, 

and K, L equimiUtiples of D, F, 
such that G may he greater than K, but .B" not greater than L: 
and whatever multiple G is of C, take Jf the same multiple of A ; 
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and whatever multiple JTis of D, take iVthe same multiple of B: 
then, because A is to B, as 0 to D, (hyp.) 
and of A and C, M and G are equimultiples; 
and of B and D, N and K axe equimultiples; 

therefore, if Jf be greater than N, G is greater than K ; 
and if equal, equal; and if less, less: (v. def. 5.) 

but G is greater than K ; (conste.) 
therefore Jf is greater than N : 

but Sis not greater than L: (conste.) 
and Jf, S are equimultiples of A, E ; 

and N, L equimultiples of B, F; 
therefore A has a greater ratio to B, than E has to F. (v. def. 7.) 

Wberefore, if the first, &c. q. e. d. 
Cob. And if the first have a greater ratio to the second, than the 

third has to the fourth, but the thfrd the same ratio to the fourth, 
which the fifth has to the sixth; it may be demonstrated, in Uke 
manner, that the first has a greater ratio to the second, than the fifth 
has to the sixth. 

PROPOSITION XIV. THEOREM. 

If the first has the same ratio to tlie second which the third has to the 
fourth; then, if the first le greater than the third, the second shall le greader 
than the fourth ; and if equal, equal; and if less, less. 

Let the first A have the same ratio to the second B which the 
third C has to the fourth D. 

If ̂  be greater than C, B shall be greater than D. (fig. 1.) 
1. 2. 3. 

A A A 
E B B 
C C C 
D D D 

Because A is greater than C, and B is any other magnitude, 
A has to .5 a greater ratio than C has to B : (v. 8.) 

but, as A is to B, so is C to D ; (hyp.) 
therefore also C has to D a greater ratio than C has to B : (v. 13.) 
but of two magnitudes, that to which the same has the greater ratio, 

is the less: (v. 10.) 
therefore D is less than B ; 
that is, B is greater than D. 

Secondly, if ̂  be equal to C, (fig. 2.) 
then B shaU be equal to D. 

For A is to B, as 0, that is, A to D : 
therefore B is equal to D. (v. 9.) 

Thirdly, if ̂  be less than C, (fig. 3.) 
then B shaU be less than D. 
For C is greater than A ; 

and because C is to D, as A is to B, 
therefore D is greater than B, by the first case; 

that is, B is less than D. 
Therefore, if the first, &c. q.e.d. 
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PROPOSITION XV. THEOREM. 

Magnitudes ha/se the same ratio to one anotiier which their equimultiples 
have. 

Let A B be the same multiple of C, that D E is of F. 
Then C shaU be to F, as A B is to DE. 

A G H B D K L B 
C F — ^ ' 

Because A B is the same multiple of C, that D E ia of F; 
there are as many magnitudes in A B equal to C, as there are in 

D E equal to F: 
lot A B be dirided into magnitudes, each equal to G, yiz. A G, GS, S B ; 

and D F into magnitudes, each equal to F, yiz. DK, KL, L E : 
then the number of the first A G, G S , S B , is equal to the number 

of the last D K , KL, L E : 
and because A G, G S , S B are aU equal, 

and that DK, KL, LE, are also equal to one another; 
therefore A G is to DK, as G S to KL, and as S B to L E : (v. 7.) 
but as one of the antecedents is to its consequent, so are aU the 

antecedents together to aU the consequents together, (v. 12.) 
wherefore, as .̂ ff is to DK, so is A B to D E : 

but A G ia equal to C, and D K to F: 
therefore, as C is to F, so is A B to D E . 
Therefore, magnitudeSj &c. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION XVL THEOREM. 

If four magnitudes of the same kind le proportionals, they shall also le 
proportionals when taken alternately. 

Let A, B, O, D be four magnitudes of the same kind, which are 
proportionals, "riz. as A to B, so C to D. 

They shall also be proportionals when taken alternately •: 
that is, A shall be to 0, as B to D. 

E G 
A C 
B D 
E H 

Take of A and B any equimultiples whatever E and F; 
and of C and D take any equimultiples whatever G and S : 
and because .E'is the same multiple of A, that î is of .B, 

and that magnitudes have the same ratio to one another which 
thefr equimultiples have; (v. 15.) 

Hierefbre A is to B, asEiataF: 
but as A iS-tq B, so is 0 to D; (hyp.) 

wherefore as Cis to D, so is .E'to î : (v. 11.) 
again, because G, S are equimultiples of C, D, 
therefore as Cis to D, so is G to S : (v. 15.) 

but it was proved that as C is to D, so is E to F; 
therefore, as Eia to F, so is G to S _ (v. II.) 

But when four magnitudes are propoi-tionals, if the first be greater 
than the thfrd, the second is greater than the fourth: 

and if equal, equal; if less, less; (v. 14.) 
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therefore, if .Bbe greater than G, J'Uke-srise is greater than S; 
and if equal, equal; if less, less : 

and E, F are any equimultiples whatever of ̂ , B ; (constr.) 
and G, S any whatever of C, D: 

therefore A is to C, as B to D. (v. def. 5.) 
If then four magnitudes, &c. q.b.d. 

PROPOSITION XVII. THEOREM. 

If magnitudes, taken jointly, le proportionals, they shall also le propor
tionals when taken separately : that is, if two magnitudes together ha/oe to 
one of them, the same ratio which two others home to one of these, the re
maining one of the first two shall have to the other the same ratio which the 
remaining one of the last two has to the other of these. 
Let AB, BE, OD, DFhe the magnitudes, taken jointly which are 
proportionals; 

that is, as A B to BE, so let OD he to DF. 
Then they shaU also be proportionals taken separately, 

viz. as A E to EB, so shaU O F be to FD. 
GHK X LMNP 

E B 

Take of A E , EB, CF, F D any equimultiples whatever GS, S K , 
EM, MN: 

and again, of E B , F D take any equimtdtiples whatever K X , NP. 
Then because G S is the same multiple of A E , that SKia of EB, 

therefore G S is the same multiple of A E , that GKia of A B ; (v. 1.) 
but GSiathe same multiple of A E , that L M is of CF; 

therefore GKia the same multiple of A B , that L M ia of OF. 
Again, becanse L M ia the same multiple of CF, that MNia of F D ; 
therefore LMia the same multiple of CF, that LNia of CD: (v. I.) 
but L M w a a shewn to be the same multiple of CF, that GKia of A B ; 

therefore GKia the same multiple of A B , that LNia of CD; 
that is, GK, L N are equimultiples of A B , OD. 

Next, because S K i a the same multiple of EB, that MNia of F D ; 
and that K X is also the same multiple of EB, that N B is of F D ; 

therefore S X is the same multiple of EB, that M P is of FD. (v. 2.) 
And because A B is to BE, as CD is to DF, (hj-p.) 

and that of A B and CD, G K and L N are equimultiples, 
and of E B and FD, S X and M P are equimultiples; 

therefore if G K h e greater than S X , then LNia greater than M P ; 
and if equal, equal; and if less, less: (v. def. 5.) 

but if G S he greater than K X , 
then, by adding the common part S K to both, 

GKia greater than S X ; (i. ax. 4.) 
wherefore also L N is greater than M P ; 
and by taking away M N from, both, 
LMia greater than N P : (i, ax. 5.) 

therefore, if G S h e greater than K X , 
L M is greater than NP. 
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In like manner it may be demonstrated, 
that fr GShe equal to KX, 

L M is equal to NP; and if less, less: 
but GS, L M axe any equimultiples whatever of AE, CF, (constr.) 

and KX, N P are any whatever of EB, FD: 
therefore, as A E is to EB, so is OF to FD. (v. def. 5.) 

If then magnitudes, &c. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION XVIII. THEOREM. 

If magnitudes, taken separately, le proportionals, they shall also le pro
portionals when taken jointly: that is, if the first le to the second, as the 
third to the fourth, the first and second together shall be to the second, as the 
third and fourth together to the fourth. 
Let AE, EB, OF, FD he proportionals ; 

that is, as A E to EB, so let Ci^be to FD. 
Then they shall also be proportionals when taken jofrtly; 

that is, as A B to BE, so shaU OD be to DE. 
G K O H L N P M 

Tal^ of AB, BE, CD, D F any equimultiples whatever GS, SK, 
L3I, MN; 
and again, of BE, D F take any equimultiples whatever KO, NP: 

and because KOy N P are equimultiples of BE, DF; 
and that KS, N M are likewise equimultiples of BE, DF; 

therefore if KO, the multiple of BE, be greater than KS, which 
is a multiple of the same BE, 

then NP, the multiple of DF, is also greater than NM, the mul
tiple of the game DF; 

and if K O he equal to K S, 
N P is equal to N M ; and if less, less. 

Ffrst, let K O be not greater than K S ; 
therefore N P is not greater than N M : 

and because GS, SK, are equimultiples of AB, BE, 
and that A B is greater than BE, 

therefore GSis greater than S K ; (v. ax. 3.) 
but K O is not greater than K S ; 
therefore GSis greater than KO. 

In Uke manner it may be she-wn, that L M is greater than NP. 
Therefore, if K O he not greater than KS, 

then GS, the multiple of AB, is always greater than KO, the 
multiple of BE; 

and Uke-wise LM, the multix̂ le of CD, is greater than NP, the 
multiple of DF. 

Next, let K O he greater than K S ; 
therefore, as has been shewn, N P is greater than NM. A E B c F D 

And because the whole G S is the same multiple of the whole 
AB, that SKia of BE, 
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therefore the remainder GKis the same multiple of the remamder 
A E that GSis of A B , (v. 5.) 

which is the same that iJf is of CD. , , ,,„ 
In like manner, because iJf is the same multiple of CD, that Miy 

is of DE, _ ., ^^, . , 
therefore the remainder iiVis the same multiple oi the remamaer 

CF, that the whole iJf is of the whole CD: (j. 5.) 
but it was shewn that iJf is the same multiple of CD, that G K 

is of A E ; 
therefore GKia the same multiple of A E , that iiVis of CF; 

that is, GK, L N are equimultiples of AE, OF. 
And because KO, N P are equimultiples of BE, DF, 

therefore if from KO, N P there be taken K S , N M , which are 
' like-wise equimultiples of BE, DF, 

the remainders S O , M P are either equal to BE, DF, or equi
miUtiples ofthem. (v. 6.) 

Efrst, let S O , M P he equal to BE, D F : 
then because A E is to EB, as CF to FD, (hyp.) 
and that GK, L N are equimultiples of AE, OF; 

therefore G K is to EB, as ZiVto F D : (v. 4. Cor.) 
but S O is equal to EB, and M P to E D ; 
wherefore G'.firis to SO, as iiVto JfP; 

therefore if G K be greater than S O , LNia greater than M P ; (v. A.) 
and if equal, equal; and if less, less. 

But let SO, M P he equimultiples of ̂ .B, FD. 
Then because AEia to EB, as Ci^to FD, (hyp.) 

and that of A E , OF are taken equimultiples GK, L N ; 
and of EB, ED, the equimultiples S O , M P ; 

if G K h e greater than S O , L N is greater than M P ; 
and if equal, equal; and if less, less; (v. def. 5.) 
which was like-wise shewn in tho preceding case. 

But if G S h e gTeater than KO, 
taking KSfxom both, G K is greater than S O ; (i. ax. 6.) 

wherefore also LNia greater than M P ; 
and consequently adding N M to both, 
L M is greater than N P : (i. ax. 4.) 
therefore, if G S h e greater than KO, 

LMia greater than NP. 
In Uke manner it may be she-wn, that if G S h e equal to KO, 

LMia equal to N P ; and fr less, less. 
And in the case in which K O is not greater than K S , 
it has been shewn that G S ia always greater than KO, 

and Ukewise ZJf greater than N P : 
but GS, L M are any equimultiples whatever of A B , CD, (constr.) 

and KO, N P are any whatever of BE, D F ; 
therefore, as A B is to BE, so is CD to DF. (v. def. 6.) 

If then magnitudes, &c. q.e.d. 
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PROPOSITION XIX. THEOREM. 

// a whole magnitude be to a ivhole, as a magnitude taken from the first is 
to a magnitude taken from the other ; the remainder shall be to tlie remainder 
as the wlmle to the lohole. 

Let the whole AB be to the whole CD, as AE a magnitude taken 
from A B is to C F a magniteide taken from CD. 

Then the remainder E B shaU be to the remainder FD, as the whole 
A B to the whole CD. 

Because A B is to CD, as A E to OF: 
therefore alternately, B A is to A E , as D C to CF: (v. 16.) 

and because if magnitudes taken jointly be proportionals, they are 
also proportionals, when taken separately; (v. 17.) 

therefore, as B E is to EA, so is DFta FO; 
and alternately, as .B.E'is to DF, so is E A to E C : 

but, as A E to CE, so, by the hypothesis, is A B to CD ; 
•therefore also B E the remainder is to the remainder DF, as the whole 

A B to the whole CD. (v. II.) 
Wherefore, if the whole, &e. q.e.d. 

Con.—^If the whole be to the whole, as a magnitude taken from 
the first is to a magnitude taken fr-om the other; the remainder shaU 
Uke-wise be to the remainder, as the magnitude taken from the first 
to that taken from the other. The demonsteation is contained in the 
preceding. 

PROPOSITION E. THEOREM. 

If four magnitudes be proportionals, they are also proportionals ly con
version; that is, the first is to its excess alove the second, as the third to its 
excess alove the fourth. 

Let A B be to BF, as OD to DF. 
Then B A shaU be to A E , aa D C to OF. 

A E B 

C F D 

Because A B is to BE, as OD to DF, 
therefore by division, ̂ ..2"is to EB, as Ci^to F D ; (v. 17.) 
and by inversion, .B..£'is to EA, as D F ia to CF; (v. b.) 

•wherefore, by composition, B A is to A E , as D O is to CF. (v. 18.) 
If therefore four, &c. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION XX. THEOREM. 

If there be three magnitudes, and other three, which, taken two and two, 
ha/ve the same ratio ; then if the fi/rst be greater than the third, the fourth 
shall be greater thorn the sixth; and if equal, equal; and if less, less. 

Let A, B, O be three magnitudes, and D, E, F other three, which 
taken two and two have the same ratio, 
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•viz. as A is to B, so is D to E; 
and as B to 0, sd is Eto F. 

If ̂  be greater than C, D shaU be greater than F\ 
and if equal, equal; and if less, less. 

A : B-
D E-

Beoause A is greater than C, and B is any other magnitude, 
and that the greater has to the same magnitude a greater ratio than 

the less has to it; (v. 8.) 
therefore A has to B a greater ratio than Chas to B : 

but as D is to E, sola A t a B ; (hyp.) 
therefore D has to .E" a greater ratio than 0 to B : (v. 13.) 

and because B is to 0, as E to F, 
by inver,sion, C is to B, as î is to E : (v. B.) 

and D was she-svn to have to .E" a greater ratio than 0 to B : 
therefore D has to .Ea greater ratio than i^to E : (v. 13. Cor.) 

but the magnitnde which has a greater ratio than another to the same 
magnitude, is the greater of the two ; (v. 10.) 

therefore D is greater than F. 
Secondly, let A he equal to C. 

Then D shaU be equal to F. 

Because A and C are equal to one another, 
A is to B, as C is to i?: (v. 7.) 
but A is to B, as D to E ; (hyp.) 
and Cis to B, aa Fto E ; (hyp.) 

wherefore D is to E, as Fto E ; (v. II. and y. e.) 
and therefore D is equal to F. (v. 9.) 

Next, let A he less than C. 
Then D shaU be less than F. 

B C-
E E-

Eor C is greater than A ; 
and as was shewn in the first case, C is •to B, as i''to E, 

and in Uke manner, B is to A, as Eto D; 
therefore E is greater than D, by the first case ; 

that is, D is less than F. 
Therefore, if there be three, &c. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION XXI. THEOREM. 

If there le three magnitudes, and other three, which have the same ratio 
taken two and two, lut in a cross order; then if tlie first magnitude he 
greater than the third, the fourth shall le greater than tlie sixth; and if 
equal, equal; and if less, less. 
Let A, B, C he tliree magnitudes, and D, E, F other three, which 
nave the same ratio, taken two a,nd two, but in a cross order, 

•viz. as A is to B, so is E to F, 
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and as B is to C, so is D to E. 
If ̂  be greater than C, D shaU be greater than F; 

and if equal, equal; and if less, less. 

A B c-
D E . F-

Because A is greater than C, and B is any other magnitude, 
A has to .B a greater ratio than C has to .B: (v. 8.) 

but as E to F, so is .4 to .B; (hyp.) 
therefore E has to F a greater ratio than C to .B: (v. 13.) 

and because .5 is to 0, aa D to E ; (hyp.) 
by inversion, Cis •to B, aa Eto D: 

and E was she-wn to have to i^ a greater ratio than C has to B ; 
therefore .Ehas to i^a greater ratio than .Ehas to D : (v. 13. Oor.) 

but the magnitude to which the same has a greater ratio than it has 
to another, is the less of the two : (v. 10.) 

therefore F is less than D ; 
that is, D is greater than F, 

Secondly, let A be equal to C; 
D shaU be equal to F. A B C 

Because A and C are equal, 
^ is to .B, as C is to .B : (v. 7.) 
but A is to B, as .Eto F; (hyp.) 

and Cis to B, as Eto D; 
wherefore .Eis to î , as .Eto i>; (v. 11.) 
and therefore D is equal to F. (v. 9.) 

Next, let A he less than C: 
D shall be less than E. 

A E 0 • 
D E E 
For C is greater than A ; 

and as was she-wn, C is to B, as E to D, 
and in like manner, B is to A, aa Fto E ; 
therefore E is greater than D, by case first: 

that is, D is less than F. 
Therefore, if there be three, &c. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION XXII. T HEOREM. 

if there le any numler of magnitudes, and as many others, which talien 
two and two in order, have the same ratio ; the first shall have to the last of 
the first magnitudes, the sameratio which the first has to the last of the others. 
N.B. This is usuaUy cited by the words " ex sequali," or " ex aequo." 
Efrst, let there be three magnitudes A, B, 0, and as many others 
D, E, F, which taken two and two in order, have the same ratio, 

that is, such that A is to B, as D to E ; 
and as B is to C, so is E to F. 

Then A shaU be to C, as D to F. 
N 
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G K M-
A B C— 
D E F— 
H L • N-

Take of A and D any equimultiples whatever G and S \ 
and of B and D any equimultiples whatever K and L j 

and of C and F any whatever Jf and N : 
then because A is to B, as 2) to E, 

and that ff, S are equimultiples of ̂ , D, 
and .y, Z equimultiples of .B, E ; 

therefore as <? is to K, aoisSta L : (v. 4.) 
for the same reason, Kiata M aa Lto N : 

and because there are three magnitudes G, K, M, and other three 
S, L, N, which two and two, have the same ratio; 

therefore if (? be greater than M, Sis greater than N ; 
and if equal, equal; and if less, less; (v. 20.) 

but G, S are any equimultiples whatever of A, D, 
and Jf, iVare any eqidmultiples whatever of C, F; (conste.) 

therefore, as A is to C, so is D to F. (v. def. 5.) 
Next, let there be four magnitudes A, B, 0, D, 

and other four E, F, G, S, which two and two have the sameratio, 
riz. as A is to B, so is E to F; 
and as .B to C, so i^ to (?; 
and as C to D, so G to S. 

Then A shaU be to D,. aaEto S. A.B.C.D 
E.F.G.H 

Because A, B, 0 are three magnitudes, and E, F, G other three, 
which taken two and two, have the same ratio; 

therefore by the foregoing case, A is to C, as Z" to G: 
but C is to D, as G is to S ; 

wherefore again, by the first case A is to D, as E to S ; 
and. so on, whatever be the number of magnitudes. 
Therefore, if there be any number, &c. Q. E. d. 

PROPOSITION XXIIL THEOREM. 

If there be any numler of magnitudes, and as many others, whiei 
taken two and two in a cross order, have the same ratio ; the first shall hiwe 
to the last of tlie first magnitudes the same ratio which the first has to th 
last of the others. N.B. This is usually cited by the words " ex sequah 
in proportione perturbata;" or " ex sequo perturbato." 

Ffrst, _ let there be three magnitudes A, B, 0, and other three B, 
E, F, which taken two and two in a cross order have the same ratio, 

that is, such that A is to B, as E to F; 
and as B is to 0, so is D to E. 

Then A shaU be to C, as D to F. 
g II L 
A B c 

K M N 
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Take of A, B, D any equimultiples whatever G, S, K; 
and of C, E, F, any equimultiples whatever L, M, N : 

and because G, S are equimiUtiples of A, B, 
and that magnitudes have the same ratio which thefr equimultiples 

have; (v. 15.) 
therefore as A is to B, so is G to S : 

and for the same reason, as E is to F, so is Jf to N : 
but as ̂  is to B, so is E to F; (hyp.) 

therefore as Ĝ is to iZ", so is Jf to iV: (v. II.) 
and because as B is to 0, so is D to E, (hyp.) 

and that S, Jf are equimultiples of B, D, and L, M of 0, E ; 
therefore as .2" is to L, so is .2" to M : (y. 4.) 

and it has been she-wn that <? is to .fij as Jf to N : 
therefore, because there are three magnitudes G, S, L, and other 

three K, M, N, which have the same ratio taken two and two in a cross 
order; 

if G* be greater than L, Kia greater than N : 
and if equal, equal; and if less, less : (v. 21.) 

but G, K axe any equimultiples whatever oi A, D; (conste.) 
and L, N any whatever of C, E ; 

therefore as A is to C, so is D to F. (v. def. 5.) 
Next, let there be four mag-nitudes A, B, 0, D, and o-ther four E, 

F, G, S, which taken two and two in a cross order have the same 
ratio, 

•^. A to B, as G to S ; 
• .Bto C, asî 'to G; 
and C to D, as E to F. 

T h e n ^ shaU be to D, as Eto S. 
A.B.C.D 
E.F.G.H 

Because A, B, C are three magnitudes, and F, G, S other three, 
which taken two and -two in a cross order, have the same ratio ; 

by the first case, A is to C, as F to S ; 
but C is to D, as E is to F; . 

wherefore again, by the first case, A is to D, as E to S ; 
and so on, whatever be the number of magnitudes. 
Therefore, if there be any number, &c. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION xxrv. THEOREM. 

If the first has to the second the same ratio which the third has to the 
fourth; and the fifth to the second the same ratio which the sixth has to the 
fourth; the first and fifth together shall have to the second, the same ratio 
which the third and sixth together have to the fourth. 

Let A B the first have to C the second the same ratio which D E 
the thfrd has to F the fourth; 

and let B G the fifth have to C the second the same ratio which 
E S the sixth has to F the fourth. 

Then A Gf, the fiist and fifth together, shaU have to C the second, 
the same ratio which D S , the thfrd and sixth together, has to E the 
fourih. 

N2 
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A B G D B 

C-
Because B G iato 0, as .EH" to F; 

by inversion, C is to BG, as i^to E S : (v. B.) 
and because, as A B is to C, so is D E to F; (hyp.) 

and as Cto B G , so is i^to Z'S'; 
ex sequaU, A B is to .6(9, as D F to E S : (v. 22.) 

and because these magnitudes are proportionals when taken separately, 
they are likewise proportionals when taken jointly; (v. 18.) 

therefore as A G is to GB, so is D S to S E : 
but as G B to C, so is .H".Eto F: (hyp.) 

therefore, ex EequaU, aa A G ia to C, so is D S t o F. (v. 22.) 
Wherefore, if the first, &c. q. e. d. 

CoE. I.—̂ If the same hypothesis be made as in the proposition, the 
excess of the first and fifth shaU be to the second, as the excess of the 
thfrd and sixth to the fourth. The demonstration of this is the same 
with that of the proposition, if dirision be used instead of composition. 

OoB. 2.—The proposition holds teue of two ranks of magnitudes, 
whatever be thefr number, of which each of the first rank has to the 
second magnitude the same ratio that the corresponding one of the 
second rank has to a fourth magnitude: as is manifest. 

PROPOSITION XXV. THEOREM. 

If four magnitudes of the same kind are proportionals, the greatest and 
least of them togetlier are greater than the other two together. 

Let the foiu: magnitudes AB, CD, E, F he proportionals, 
riz. AB to OD, aaEtaE; 

and let A B he the greatest of them, and consequently i^the least. 
(y. 14, and a.) 

Then A B together with E shaU be greater than O D together -with E. 

Take A G equal to E, and CS"equal to F. 
Then because as A B is to CD, so is E to F, 

and that A G ia equal to E, and C S equal to F, 
therefore A B is to CD, aa A G to C S : (v. II, and 7.) 

and because A B the whole, is to the whole CD, as A G is to CS, 
like'wise the remainder G B is to the remainder S D , as the whole A 3 

is to the whole CD: (y. 19.) 
but A B is greater than CD; (hyp.) 

therefore G B is greater than S D : (v. a.) 
and because A G is equal to E, and C S to F; 

A G and i*'together are equal to Cffand ̂ together: (i. ax. 2.) 
therefore if to the unequal magnitudes GB, S D , of which GB is 

the greater, there be added equal magiUtudes, -riz. to G B the two A G 
and F, and O S and E to S D ; 

A B and i?" together are greater than C D and E. (i. ax. 4.) 
Therefore, if four magnitudes, &c. q.e.d. 
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PROPOSITION F. THEOREM. 

.Ratios which are compounded of the same ratios, are the same to one anotiier. 

Let A be to B, aaDto E; and B to C, as E to F. 
Then the ratio which is compounded of the ratios of A to B, and B 

to C, ~ 
which, by the defiuition of compound ratio, is the ratio of A to C, 
shaU be the same -with the ratio of D to F, which, by the same 

definition, is compounded of the ratios of D to E, and E to F. 

A.B.C 
d.e.f 

Because there are three magnitudes A, B, C, and three others D, E, F, 
which, taken two and two, in order, have the same ratio ; 

ex eequaU, A is to C, as D to F. (v. 22.) 
Next, let A be to B, as E to F, and .B to C, as 2* to .£': 

A.B.C 
D.E.F 

therefore, ex mquali in proportione perturlata, (v. 23.) 
A is to 0, as D to F; 

that is, the ratio of A to C, which is compounded of the ratios of 
A to B, and B to C, is the same with the ratio of D to F, which is 
compounded of the ratios of D to E, and E to F. 

And in like manner the proposition may be demonsteated, what
ever be the number of ratios in either case, q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION G. THEOREM. 

If several ratios be tlie same to several ratios, each to each; the ratio 
which is compounded of ratios which are the same to the first ratios, each to 
each, shall le the same to the ratio compounded of ratios which are the same 
to the other ratios, each to each. 

Let A be to B, as E to F; and C to D, as G to S : 
and let A be to B, as Kta L; and C to D, as Lto M. 

Then the ratio of K t o M, 
by the definition of compound ratio, is compounded of the ratios 

of K to L, and L to Jf, which are the same with the ratios of A to B, 
and O to D. 
Again, as E to F, so let iVbe to 0; and as G to S, so let 0 he to P. 

Then the ratio of iVto P is compounded of the ra-tios of iV to 0, and 
0 to P, which are the same -with the ratios of E to F, and G to S : 

and it is to be shewn that the ratio of K to M, is the same With 
the ratio of N t o P; 

or that Kiato M, as iVto P. 
A.B.C.D. K.L.M 
E.F.G.H. N.O.P 

Because K is to L, as {A to B, that is, as E to F, that is, as) iV to C : 
and aa Lto M, so is ( C to D, and so is G to S, and so is) O t o F : 

ex aaquali, Kis to M, as iVto P. (v. 22.) 
Therefore, if several ratios, &c, q.e.d. 
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PROPOSITION H. THEOREM. 
If a ratio which is compounded of several ratios le the same to a ratio which 

is compounded of several otlier ratios ; and if one of the first ratios, or the 
ratio which is compounded of several of them, be the same to one of the last 
ratios, or to the ratio which is compounded of several of them; then the re
maining ratio of the first, or, if there le more than one, the ratio compounded 
of tlie remaining ratios, shall he the same to the remaining ratio of the last, 
or, if there le more than one, to the ratio compounded of these remaining ratios. 
Let the first ratios be those of A to B, B to C, 0 to D, D to E, and 
EtoF; 

and let the other ratios be those of G to S, S t o K, Kto L, and 
Z to Jf: 

also, let the ratio of A to F, which is compounded of the first ratios, 
be the same with the ratio of G to M, which is compounded of the 
other ratios; 

and besides, let the ratio of A to D, which is compounded of the 
ratios of A. to B, B to 0, 0 to D, be the same -srith the ratio of G to 
K, which is compounded of the ratios of G to S, and .2" to K. 

Then the ratio compounded of the remaining first ratios, to -wit,"of 
the ratios of D to F, and E to F, which compounded ratio is the ratio 
of D to F, shaU be -the same -with the ratio of K to M, which is com
pounded of the remaining ratios of .ff' to i, and i to Jf of the other ratios. A.B.C.D.E.F 

G.H.K.L.M 

Because, by the hypothesis, A is to D, as G to K, 
hy inversion, D is to A, as iTto G; (v. b.) 
and as A is to F, so is G to Jf; (hyp.) 

therefore, ex sequaU, D is to F, aa Kto M. (v. 22.) 
If, therefore, a ratio which is, &c. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION K. THEOREM. 

If there be any numler of ratios, and any numler of other ratios, such, 
that the ratio which is compounded of ratios which are the same to the first 
ratios, each to each, is the same to the ratio which is compounded of raiios which 
are the same, each to each, to the last ratios ; and if one of the first ratios, or 
the ratio which is compounded of ratios which are the same to several of th 
first ratios, each to each, le the same to one of the last ratios,'or to the ratio 
which is compounded of ratios which are the same, each to each, to several of 
tlie last ratios; then the remaining ratio of the first, or, if tliere le more than 
one, the ratio which is compounded of ratios which are the same each to each, 
to the remaining ratios of the first, shall le the same to tlie remaining ratio 
of the last, or, if there le more than one, to tlie ratio ichich is compounded of 
ratios which are the same each to each to tliese remaining ratios. 
Let the ratios of Ato B, O to D, E to F, be the first ratios : 

and the ratios of G to S, K t o L, M t o N, 0 to P, Q to E, be the 
other ratios : 

and let A he to B, as 8 to T; and C to D, as ̂ 'to V; and J? to F, 
as Fto X : 
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therefore, by the definition of compound ratio, the ratio of Sto Xis 
compounded of the ratios of S to T, Tto V, and Fto X, which are 
the same to the ratios of ̂  to .B, C to D, E to F: each to each. 

Also, as G to S, so let T he to Z; and iT to L, as .̂ to a ; 
Jf to iV, as a to 5; 0 to P, as I to c; and QtoB, aa c to d: 

therefore, by the same definition, the ratio of 3^to d is compounded. 
of the ratios of i^to Z, Z to a, a to I, I to c, and o to d, which are the 
same, each to each, to the ratios of G to S , K t o L, M t o N , 0 to P, 
and Qto R: 

therefore, by the hypothesis, S is to X, as Fto d. 
Also, let the ratio of A to B, that is, the ratio of S to T, which is 

one of the first ratios, be the same to the ratio of e to g, which is com-
poimded of the ratios of e to /, an d / to g, which, by the hypothesis, are 
the same to the ratios of G to S , and K to L, two of the other ratios; 

and let the ratio of h to I he that which is compounded of the ratios 
of h to k, and k to I, which are the same to the remaining first ratios, 
viz. of C to D, and E to F; 

also, let the ratio of m to p, be that which is compounded of the 
ratios of m to n, n to o, and o to p, which are the same, each to each, 
to the remaining other ratios, -riz. of Jf to iV, 0 to P, and Q to R. 

Then the ratio of h to I shaU be the same to the ratio of m t o p ; or 
h shall be to I, as m to p. h, k, 1. 

A, B; C, D; E, F. 
G.H; K, L; M, N ; 0, P; 
e, f, g. m, ii, 0, p. 

S, 1, V, X. 
Q, a. T, Z, a, b, c, d. 

Because e is to/, as (<7 to S , that is, as) Yto Z ; 
and/is to g, as (iT to L, that is, as) ̂ t o «; 

therefore, ex sequaU, « is to ̂ , as Yto a : (v. 22.) 
and by the hypothesis, A is to B, that is, /S to T, as eta g; 

wherefore 8 ia ta T, aa Yta a; (v, II.) 
and by inversion, Tia to 8, as ato Y\ (v. b.) 

but 8 is to X, as Y t o D ; (hyp.) 
therefore, ex sequaU, T is to X, as ato d: 

also, because /* is •to k, as (C •to D, that is, as) Tto V; (hyp.) 
and k is to I as [E to F, that is, as) Fto X ; 
therefore, ex sequaU, h isJ:o I, as Tto X \ 

in like manner, it m a y be demonstrated, that miato p, as ata d; 
and it has been she-wn, that T is to X, aa ato d; 
therefore A is to J, as « to ̂ . (v. II.) q.e.d. 

The propositions G and K are usuaUy, for the sake of bre-rity, ex
pressed in the same terms -with propositions F and S \ and therefore 
it was proper to shew the true m e a n m g of them when they are so 
expressed; especiaUy since they are very frequently made use of by 
geometers. 



NOTES TO BOOK V. 

In tlie first four Boolis of the Elements are considered, only the absolute 
equality and inequality of Geometrical magnitudes. The Pifth Book contams an 
exposition of the principles -whereby a more definite comparison may be instituted 
of the relation of magnitudes, besides their simple equality or inequality. 

The doctrine of Proportion is one of the most important in the -vyhole course of 
mathematical truths,-and it appears probable that if the subject were read simul
taneously in the Algebraical and Geometrical form, the investigations of the 
properties, under both aspects, -would mutually assist each other, and both become 
equally comprehensible; also theii- distinct characters would be more easily per
ceived. 

Def. L, II. In the first Pour Books the -word .pan! is used in the same sense as 
w e find it in the ninth axiom, " The whole is greater than its part:" where the 
word part means any portion whatever of any whole magnitude : but in the Fifth 
Book, the word part is restricted to mean that portion of magnitude which is 
contained an exact number of times in the whole. Por instance, if any straight 
Une be taken two, three, four, or any number of times another straight line, by 
Euc. I. 3 ; the less line is called a part, or rather a snbmultiple of the greater line; 
and the greater, a multiple of the less line. The multiple is composed of a repetition 
of the same magnitude, and these definitions suppose that the multiple may be 
divided into its parts, any one of which is a measure of the multiple. A n d it is also 
obvious that when there are two magnitudes, one of which is a multiple of the other, 
the two magnitudes must be of the same kind, that is, they must he two lines, two 
angles, two surfaces, or two solids: thus, a triangle is doubled, trebled, &c., by 
doubling, trebling, &e. the base, and completing the figure. The same may be said 
of a parallelogram. Angles, arcs, and sectors of equal circles may be doubled, 
trebled, or any multiples found by Prop, xxvi—xxix, Book in. 

T w o magnitudes are said to be commensurable when a third magnitude of the 
same kind can be found which wUl measure both of them ; and this third magnitnde 
is called their common measure: and when it is the greatest magnitude which wiU 
measure both of them, it is called the greatest common measure of the two magnitudes: 
also when two magnitudes of the same kind have no common measure, they are 
Baid to be incommensurable. The same terms are also appUed to numbers. 

"Unity properly so called, may be assumed to represent that portion of every 
kind of magnitude which is taken as the measure of all magnitudes of the 
same kind. The composition of units cannot produce Geometrical magnitude; 
three units are more in number than one unit, but Still as diiferent from magnitude 
as unity itself. Numbers may be considered as quantities, for we consider every 
thing that can be exactly measured, as a quantity. 

Unity is a common measure of all rational numbers, and all numerical reasonings 
proceed upon the hypothesis that the unit is the same throughout the whole of any 
particular process. Euclid has not fixed the magnitude of any unit of length, nor 
made reference to any unit of measure of lines, angles, surfaces, or volumes. Hence 
arises an essential difference between number and magnitude; unity, being invariable, 
measures all rational numbers; but though any quantity be assumed as the unit 
of magnitude, it is impossible to assert that this assumed unit will measure all 
other magnitudes of the same kind. 

All whole numbers therefore are commensurable ; for unity is their common 
measure; also all rational fractions proper or improper, are commensurable; for 
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any such fractions may be reduced to other equivalent fractions having one common 
denominator, and that fraction whose denominator is the common denominator, 
and whose numerator is unity, will measure any one of the fractions. Two magni
tudes having a common measure can be represented by two numbers which express 
the number of times the common measure is contained in both the magnitudes: 
but two incommensurable magnitudes cannot be exactly represented by any two 
whole numbers or fractions whatever. 

IncommensurabUity arises out of the attempt to express numerically the 
relation of one magnitude to another of the same kind, either by taking one of 
them as a standard unit to measure the other, or by taking some third magnitude 
as a standard unit by which to measure both. The possibility of finding a stan
dard unit, however smaU, which will exactly measure any given magnitudes, is 
not a likely occurrence: for instance, the side and the diagonal of a square are 
two Unes, and the square on the diagonal is double the square on the side nni-
versaUy and constantly: but what is the relation beticeen the side and diagonal them
selves ? The answer generaUy given is, if the side of the square be unity, the 
diagonal is the square root of 2 or V 2 : but what is V 2 ? Simply no number 
at all in the original sense of the word as the ancients understood the term. 
It cannot be expressed in the decimal scale, nor in any other conceivable scale. 
A n approximation to its value may be made to any assigned degree of accuracy. 
Numbers may be assigned at any stage of the approximation, between which its 
value Ues, but its true and exact value can never be expressed. Por, it may 
be she-wn numerically, that if the side of a sqnare contain one unit of length, the 
diagonal contains more than one, but less than two units of length. If the side 
be divided into 10 units, the diagonal contains more than 14, butless than 16such 
units. Also if the side contain 100 units, the diagonal contains more than 141, 
but less than 142 such units. And again, if the side contain 1000 units, the 
diagonal contains more than 1414, but less than 1415 suoh units. It is also 
obvious, that as the side is successively divided into a greater number of equal 
parts, the error in the magnitude of the diagonal will he diminished continuaUy, 
but never can be entirely exhausted; and therefore into whatever number of equal 
parts the side of a square be divided, the diagonal will never contain an exact 
number of such parts. Thus the diagonal and side of a sqnare having no common 
measure, cannot be exactly represented by any two numbers. ' 

The term equimultiple in Geometry is to be understood of magnitudes of the same 
kind, or of different kinds, taken an equal number of times, and impUes only a 
division of the magnitudes into the same number of equal parts. Thus, if two given 
lines are trebled, the trebles of the lines are equimultiples of the two lines : and if 
a giTen line and a given triangle be trebled, the trebles of the Une and triangle are 
equimultiples of the line and triangle: as (vi. 1. fig.) the straight Une H C and the 
triangle AB.C are equimultiples of the line B C and the triangle A B C : and in the 
same manner, (vi. 33. fig.) the arc E N and the angle E H N axe equimultiples of the 

- arc E F and the angle EBF. 
Def. III. Ao'yos tcn-i Suo usiytiQwv ofioyzvijov t) KaTa nrriXiKorriTa Trpoi a.XKr]\a 

iroia <rxifî . B y this definition of ratio is to be understood the conception of the 
mutual relation of t-wo magnitudes of the same kind, as two straight lines, two 
angles, two surfaces, or two solids. To prevent any misconception, Def iv. Isys 
do-wn the criterion, whereby it may be kno-wn what kinds of magnitudes can have 
a ratio to one another ; namely, Aoyov ex^^" -tt/jos dW-riKa fxtyidr] XiyETai, a Suvarai 
iroWaw\aai.aX6fi.cva dWrî iiiiriiiTcpix̂ ii). " Magnitudes are said to have a ratio to 
one another, which, when they are multiplied, can exceed one another;" in other 
words, the magnitudes which are capable of mutual comparison must be of the 
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same kind. The former of the two terms is called the antecedent; and the latter, 
the consejMeni! of the ratio. If the antecedent and consequent are equal, the ratio 
is called a ratio of equaUty; but if the antecedent be greater or less than the 
consequent, the ratio is called a ratio of greater or of less inequality. Care must 
be taken not to confound the expressions "ratio of equality", and " equality of 
ratio :" the former is applied to the terms of a ratio when they, the antecedent and 
consequent, are equal to one another, but the latter, to two or more ratios, when 
they are equal. 

The ratios which form the subject of the propositions of the Pifth Book are 
the ratios of finite magnitudes, which are not supposed to admit of any variation. 
N o property is founded on a single ratio, nor on the magnitudes which constitute 
a ratio ; but all the reasonings on ratios in this Book are restricted to two or more 
ratios, as being equal to, greater than, or less than one another. The question— 
what do ratios become when one of the terms, or both of the terms of the ratios are 
increased or diminished indefinitely, does not form any part of the subject of the 
Pifth Book of the Elements. 

The simple idea of ratio itself, absolutely considered, could not, in any way, 
lead to any conclusion respecting the properties of figures, any more than the mere 
idea of magnitude. It is by the comparisml of tvio or more magnitudes subjected to 
some specified conditions in the first Pour Books of the Elements, that aU the propo
sitions have been demonstrated: and it is by the comparison of the ratios of two or 
more pairs of correlative magnitudes, subject to specijied conditions, that the properties 
of figures depending on ratio are to be established. A s each ratio involves 
the idea of two magnitudes, the least number of magnitudes between which a 
comparison of ratios is possible, is liiur, two for each of the ratios : and when these 
ratios are equal, the sixth definition gives the name of proportionals to the four 
magnitudes which constitute the two ratios. 

Arithmetical ratio has been defined to be the relation which one number bears 
to another with respect to quotity ; the comparison being made by considering what 
multiple, part or parts, one number is of the other. 

A n arithmetical ratio, therefore, is represented by the quotient which arises 
from dividing the antecedent by the consequent of the ratio; or by the fraction 
which has the antecedent for its numerator and the consequent for its denominator. 
Hence it will at once be obvious that the properties of arithmetical ratios •wiU be 
made to depend on the properties of fractions. 

It must ever be borne in mind that the subject of Geometry is not number, but 
the magnitude of Unes, angles, surfaces, and solids; and its object is to demonstrate 
their properties by a comparison of their absolute and relative magnitudes. 

Also, in Geometry, multiplication is only a repeated addition of the same mag
nitude ; and division is only a repeated subtraction, or the taking of a less magnitude 
successively from a greater, uutU there be either no remainder, or a remainder less 
than the magnitude which is successively subtracted. 

The Geometrical ratio of any two given magnitudes of the same kind wiU 
obviously be represented by the magnitudes themselves ; thus, the ratio of two 
lines is represented by the lengths of the lines themselves; and, in the same 
manner, the ratio of two angles, two surfaces, or two soUds, wUl be properly 
represented by the magnitudes themselves. 

In the definition of ratio as given by Euclid, all reference to a third magnitude 
of the same geometrical species, by means of which, to compare the two, whose 
ratio is the subject of conception, has been carefully avoided. The ratio of tlie two 
magnitudes is their relation one to the other, without the intervention of any standard 
unit whatever, and aU the propositions demonstrated in the Pifth Book respecting 
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fhe equality or inequality of two or more ratios, are demonstrated independently of 
any knowledge of the exact numerical measures of the ratios; and their generality 
includes aU ratios, whatever distinctions may be made, as to the terms of them 
being commensurable or incommensurable. 

In measuring any magnitude, it is obvious that a magnitude of the same kind 
must be used; but the ratio of two magnitudes may be measured by every thing 
which has the property of quantity. Tw'o straight lines will measure the ratio 
of two triangles, or parallelograms (vi. 1. fig.) : and t-vvo triangles, or two parallelo
grams will measure the ratio of two straight Unes. It would manifestly be absurd 
to speak of the line as measuring the ti-iangle, or the triangle measuring the 
line. (See notes on Book n.) 

The ratio of any two quantities depends on their relative and not their absolute 
magnitudes ; and it is possible, for the absolute magnitude of two quantities to be 
changed, and their relative magnitude to continue the same as before; and thus, 
the same ratio may subsist between two given magnitudes, and any other t«-o of 
the same kind. 

In this method of measuring Geometrical ratios, the measures of the ratios are 
the same in number as the magnitudes themselves. It has however two advantages; 
first, it enables us to pass from one kind of magnitude to another, and thus, 
independently of any numerical measure, to institute a comparison between such 
magnitudes as camiot be directly compared with one another : and secondly, the 
ratio of two magnitudes of the same kind may be measured by two straight lines, 
which form a simpler measure of ratios than any other kind of magnitude. 

But the simplest method of aU would be, to express the measure of the ratio 
of tiao magnitudes by one; but this cannot be done, unless the two magnitudes are 
commensurable. If there be two Unes, one of which A B contains 12 units of any 
length, and the other C D contains 4 units of the same length; then the ratio of the 
liue A B to the line CD, is the same as the ratio of the number 12 to 4. Thus, two 
numbers may represent the ratio of two lines when the lines are commensurable. 
In the same manner, two numbers may represent the ratio of two angles, two sur
faces, or two solids. 

Thus, -the ratio of any two magnitudes of the same kind may be expressed by 
two numbers, when the magnitudes are commensurable. By this means, the 
consideration of the ratio of two magnitudes is changed to the consideration of the 
ratio of two numbers, and when one number is divided by the other, the quotient 
will be a single number, or a fraction, which wiU be a measure of the ratio of the two 
numbers, and therefore of the two quantities. If 12 be divided by 4, the quotient 
is 3, which measnres the ratio of the two numbers 12 and 4. Again, if besides the 
ratio of the lines A B and C D which contain 12 and 4 units respectively, we consider 
two other lines EFwiA Gff which contain 9 and 3 units respectively; it is obvious 
that the ratio of the Une .EF to G H is the same as the ratio of the number 9'to the 
number 3. And the measure of the ratio of 9 to 3 is 3. That is, the numbers 9 
and 3 have the same ratio as the numbers 12 and 4. 

But this is a numerical measure of ratio, and can only be applied strictly when 
the antecedent and consequent are to one another as one number to another. 

And generally, if the two lines A B , C D contain a and I units respectively, and q 
be the quotient which indicates the number of times the number h is contained in a, 
then q is the measure of the ratio of the two numbers a and b : and if E F and G H 
contain c and d units, and the number dhe contained q times in c: the number a has 
to 5 the same ratio as the number c has to d. 

This is the numerical definition of proportion, which is thus expressed in Euclid's 
Elements, Book vii, defiuition 20. " Pour numbers are proportionals when the first 
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ia the same multiple of the second, or the same part or parts of it, as the third is 
of the fourth." This definition of the proportion of four numbers, leads at once to 
an equation: 

a 
for, since a contams b, q times; -r = 21 

e 
and since c contains d, q times; -̂  = q: 

therefore - = - whch is the fundamental equation upon which all the reasonings 
0 d 

on the proportion of numbers depend. 
If four numbers be proportionals, the product of the extremes is equal to the 

product of the means. 
For if a, b, c, d be proportionals, or a -.b :: c : d, 

Multiply these equals by bd, .•, —r- = —, 

or, ad — be, 
that is, tho product of the extremes is equal to the product of the means. 

A n d conversely. If the product of the two extremes be equal to the product of 
the two means, the four numbers are proportionals. 

Por if a, b, c, d be four quantities, such that ad = be, 

then dividing these equals by bd, therefore - = - , 

and a : b :: c : d, 
or the first number has the same ratio to the second, as the third has to the fourth. 

If 6' = b, then ad = b'; and conversely if ad = b': then r = , • 
6 d 

These results are analogous to Props. 16 and 17 of the Sixth Book. 
Def. V. This definition lays down a criterion by which two ratios may be known 

to be equal, or four magnitudes proportionals, without involving any inquiry re
specting the four quantities, whether the antecedents of the ratios contain, or are 
contained in, their consequents exactly ; or whether there are any magnitudes 
which measure the terms of the two ratios. The criterion only requires, that 
the relation of the equimultiples expressed should hold good, not merely for any 
particular multiples, as the doubles pr trebles, but for any multiples whatever, 
whether large or small. 

This criterion of proportion may be applied to all Geometrical magnitudes 
which can he multiplied, that is, to aU which can be doubled, trebled, quadrupled, 
&c. But it must be borne in mind, that this criterion does not exhibit a definite 
measure for either of the two ratios which constitute the proportion, but only, an 
undetermined measure for the sameness or equality of the two ratios. The nature 
of the proportion of Geometrical magnitudes neither requires nor admits of a 
numerical measure of either of the two ratios, for this would be to suppose that 
all magnitudes are commensurable. Though we know not the definite measure, 
of either of the ratios, further than that they are both equal, and one may 
be taken as the measure of the other, yet particular conclusions may be arrived at 
by this method ; for by the test of proportionality here laid down, it can be proved 
that one magnitude is greater than, equal to, or less than another: that a third 
proportional can be found to two, and a fourth proportional to three straight 
lines, also that a mean proportional can be found between two straight Unes : ani 
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further, that which is here stated of straight lines may be extended to other 
Geometrical magnitudes. 

The fifth definition is that of equal ratios. The definition of ratio itself (defs. 
3, 4) contains no criterion by which one ratio may be known to be equal to another 
ratio: analogous to that by which one magnitude is known to be equal to another 
magnitude (Euc. i. Ax. 8). The preceding definitions (3, 4) only restrict the 
conception of ratio within certain limits, but lay down no test for comparison, or 
the deduction of properties. All Euclid's reasonings were to turn upon tiis com
parison of ratios, and hence it was competent to lay down a criterion of equality 
and inequaUty of two ratios between two pairs of magnitudes. In short, his 
effective definition is a definition of proportionals. 

The precision -with which this definition is expressed, considering the number 
of conditions involved in it, is remarkable. Like all complete definitions the 
terms (the subject and predicate) are convertible: that is, 

(o) If four magnitudes be proportionals, and any equimultiples be taken as 
prescribed, they shaU have the specified relations with respect to " greater, 
greater," &c. 

(6) K o f four magnitudes, two and two of the same Geometrical Species, it 
can be shewn that the prescribed equimultiples being taken, the conditions under 
which those magnitudes exist, must be such as to fulfil the criterion " greater, 
greater, &c." ; then these four magnitudes shall be proportionals. 

It may be remarked, that the cases iu which the second part of the criterion 
(" equal, equal") can be fulfiUed, are comparatively few: namely those in which 
the given magnitudes, whose ratio is under consideration, are both exact multiples 
of some third magnitude—or those which are caUed commensurable. "When this, 
however, is fulfilled, the other two will be fulfiUed as a consequence of this. "When 
this is not the case, or the magnitudes are incommensurable, the other two criteria 
deteiinine the proportionaUty. However, when no hypothesis respecting com-
mens-jrabiUty is involved, the contemporaneous existence of the three cases 
("greater, greater; equal, equal; less, less") must be deduced from the hypothe
tical conditions under which the magnitudes exist, to render the criterion valid. 

"With respect to this test or criterion of the proportionality of four magnitudes, 
it has been objected, that it is utterly impossible to make trial oiall the possible 
equimultiples of the first and third magnitudes, and also of the second and fourth. 
It may be repUed, that the point in question is not determined by raakmg such 
trials, but by shewing from the nature of the magnitudes, that whatever be the 
multipliers, if the multiple of the first exceeds the multiple of the second magni
tude, the multiple of the third will exceed the multiple of the fourth magnitude, 
and if equal, will he equal; and if less, viill be less, in any case which m a y be 
taken. 
' The Arithmetical definition of proportion in Book vn, Def. 20, even if it were 

equally general -with the Geometrical definition in Book v, Def. 5, is by no means 
universally applicable to the subject of Geometrical magnitudes. The Geome
trical criterion is founded on multiplication, which is always possible. W h e n the 
magnitudes are commensurable, the multiples of the first and second may be equal or 
unequal: but when the magnitudes are incommensurable, any multiples •whatever 
of the first and second mu^t he unequal: but the Arithmetical criterion of î ropor-
tion is founded on division, which is not always possible, Euclid has not shewn 
in Book v, how to take any part of a line or other magnitude, or that the two 
terms of a ratio have a common measure, and therefore the numerical definition 
could not be strictly appUed, even in the limited way in which it may be appUed. 

Number and Magnitude do not correspond in aU their relations; and hence the 
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distinction between Geom.etrical ratio and Arithmetical ratio; the former is a 
comparison KOTii •jrtjXiKOTii-ra, according to quantity, but the latter, according to 
quotity. The former gives an undetermined, though definite measure, in magni-
^tudes; but the latter attempts to give the exact value in numbers. 

The fifth book exhibits no method whereby two magnitudes may be determined 
to be commensurable, and the Geometrical conclusions deduced from the multiples 
of magnitudes are too general to furnish a numerical measure of ratios, being aU 
independent of the commensurabUity or incommensurability of the magnitudes 
themselves. 

It is the numerical ratio of two magnitudes which wiU more certainly discover 
whether they are commensurable or incommensurable, and hence, recourse must 
be had to the forms and properties of numbers. All numbers and fractions are 
either rational or irrational. It has been seen that rational numbers and fractions 
can express the ratios of Geometrical magnitudes, when they are-commensurable. 
SimUar relations of incommensurable magnitudes may be expressed by irrational 
numbers, if the Algebraical expressions for such numbers may be assumed and 
employed in the same manner as rational numbers. The irrational expressions 
being considered the exact and definite, though undetermined, values of the 
ratios, to which a series of rational numbers may successively approximate. 

Though two incommensurable magnitudes have not an assignable numerical 
ratio to one another, yet they have a certain definite ratio to one another, and two 
other magnitudes may have the same ratio as the first two : and it -wUl be found, 
that, when reference is made to the numerical value of the ratios of four incom
mensurable magnitudes, the same irrational number appears in the two ratios. 

The sides and diagonals of squares can be she'wn to be proportionals, and 
though the ratio of the side to the diagonal is represented GeometricaUy by the 
two lines which form the side and the diagonal, there is no rational number or 
fraction which will measure exactly their ratio. 

If the side of a square contain a units, the ratio of the diagonal to the side is 
numerically as V s to 1 ; and if the side of another square contain b units, the ratio 
of the diagonal to the side will be fomid to be in the ratio of V 2 to 1. Again, the 
two parts of any number of lines which may be divided iu extreme and mean ratio 
wiUbe found to be respectively in the ratio of the irrational number V s - 1 to 
3 — V s . Also, the ratios of the diagonals of cubes to the diagonals of one of the 
faces will be found to be in the irrational or incommensurate ratio of V S to f2. 

Thus it •wUl be found that the ratios of all incommensurable magnitudes which 
are proportionals do involve the same irrational numbers, and these may be used 
as the numerical measures of ratios in the same manner as rational numbers and 
fractions. 

It is not however to such enquiries, nor to the ratios of magnitudes when ex
pressed as rational or irrational numbers, that Euclid's doctrine of proportionis 
legitimately directed. There is no enquiry into what a ratio is in numbers, but 
whether in diagrams formed according to assigned conditions, the ratios between 
certain parts of the one are the same as the ratios between corresponding parts of 
the other. Thus, with respect to any two squares, the question that properly be
longs to pure Geometry is :—whether the diagonals of two squares have the same 
ratio as the sides of the squares ? Or whether the side of one square has to its 
diagonal, the same ratio as the side of the other square has to its diagonal ? Or 
again, whether in Euc. vi. 2, when B C and D E are parallel, the line B D has to 
the line DA, the same ratio that the Une C E has to the line A E i There is no 
purpose on the part of EucUd, to assign either «f these ratios in numiers; but 
only to prove that their universal sameness is inevitably a consequence of the 
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original conditions according to whicli the diagrams were constituted. There is, 
consequently, no introduction of the idea of incommensurables: and indeed, with 
such an object as Euclid had in view, the simple mention of them would have 
been at least irrelevant and supei-fluous. If however it be attempted to apply nume
rical considerations to pure geometrical investigations, incommensurables -wiU 
soon be apparent, and difficulties will arise -which were not foreseen. Euclid, 
however, effects his demonstrations without creating this artificial difficulty, or 
even recognising its existence. Had he assumed a standard-unit of length, he 
would have involved the subject in numerical considerations ; and entaUed upon 
the subject of Geometry the almost insuperable difficulties which attach to aU 
such methods. 

It cannot, however, be too strongly or too frequently impressed upon the 
learner's mind, that aU EucUd's reasonings are independent of the numerical ex
positions of the magnitudes concerned. That the enquiry as to what numerical 
function any magnitude is of another, belongs not to Pure Geometry, but to 
another Science—a Science, which because Geometrical magnitudes may he, and 
for many purposes conveniently are subjected to its mechanism, is yet very liable to 
have its principles confounded with those of Geometry in the mind of the learner. 
This liabUity is increased by the interchange of the terms of the one Science with 
the written notation of the other. The true distinction is, that into Pure Geo
metry, the intermediate standard-unit does not enter; into Algebraic Geometry, it 
essentially enters, and indeed constitutes the fundamental idea. The former is 
whoUy free from numerical considerations; the latter is entirely dependent upon 
them. 

Def. VI. The fourth magnitude is called a fourih proportional to the first, 
second and third magnitudes. 

The first and second magnitudes must be of the same kind, as also the third 
and fourth, when the four magnitudes form a proportion. A U the four magnitudes 
may be of the same kind, but there is no absolute necessity requiring that condi
tion, in order that the four magnitudes may be proportionals. 

Def. VII is analogous to Def. 5, and lays do-wn the criterion whereby the ratio 
of two magnitudes of the same kind may be known to be greater or less than the 
ratio of two other magnitudes of the same kind. 

Def.-vni. "Analogy or proportion, is the simUitude of ratios," is the render
ing given by Simson of'AvaXoyia oi ectlv n twv \6yiov TavTOT-rĵ . This rendering 
has been objected to, as simiUtude or similarity admits of degrees, and cannot with 
propriety be applied to two ratios -which constitute a proportion ; besides 'i -ruv 
\6-yuav T-tiuTOTJis, the sameness or the identity of the ratios, forms the subject of the 
definition, of which subject ivakoyla is asserted as the name. The word sameness 
or identity has also been objected to as not clearly expressing EucUd's meaning. 
It is urged that two things really distinct cannot be said to be the san}e : it must 
however be observed, that it is not a sameness of two magnitudes, but the same
ness of the mutual relation of two magnitudes and of two others, which is asserted 
to constitute an analogy or a proportion. "The equality of two ratios" has been 
suggested as the most proper rendering; the word equality in Geometry is applied 
to such magnitudes as can be so placed as to be comcident, or which by a division 
of their parts may be made to coincide. Besides the equality of ratios, is an equality 
of mutual relations, and implies the idea of the arithmetical values of the ratios. 
The word equivalent has also been proposed as less Uable to objection than the 
word equal. The sameness or identity of the ratios, appears on the whole to be pre
ferable to the similitude of ratios. 

Def. IX. states that a proportion consists in three terms at least; the meaning 
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of which is, that the second magnitude is repeated, being made the consequent of 
the first, and the antecedent of the second ratio. It is also obvious that when a 
proportion consists of three magnitudes, all three are of the same kind ; a,nd the 
first is said to have the same ratio to the second as the second has to the third. 

The second is called a mean proportional between the first and second: and the 
third is called a third proportional to the first and second magnitudes. 

The three following convenient definitions have been given, when three quan
tities are in Arithmetical, Geometrical and Harmonical proportion. 

1. Three quantities are in Arithmetical proportion when the difference be
tween the first and second is to the difference between the second and third, as 
the first to the first, 

2, Three quantities are in Geometrical proportion, when the difference be
tween the-fu-st and second, is to the difference between the second and third, as 
the first is to the second. 

3. ' Three quantities are in Harmonical proportion, when the difference be
tween the first and second is to the difference between the second and third, as the 
first is to the third. 

Thus, if a, b, c he three quantities. 
Then a — b : b —"c :: a : a, when they are in Arithmetical proportion, 

a — b : b — c :: a : b, when they are iu Geometrical proportion, 
a — b : b — c :: a : c, when they are in Harmonical proportion. 

Dof. XI. includes Def. x. as three magnitudes may be continued proportionals, 
as w e U as four or more than four. In continued proportionals, all the terms ex
cept the first and last, are made successively the consequent of one ratio, and the 
antecedent of the next; whereas in other proportionals this is not the case. 

A series of numbers or Algebraical quantities in continued proportion, is called 
a Geometrical progression, from the analogy they bear to a series of Geometrical 
magnitudes in continued proportion. 

Def. A. The term compound ratio was de-vised for the purpose of avoiding cir
cumlocution, and no difficulty can arise in the use of it, it its exact meaning be 
strictly attended to. 

"With respect to the Geometrical measures of compound ratios, three straight 
lines may measure the ratio of four, as in Prop. 23, Book vi. For 7f"to inieasures 
the ratio of iSC to CG, and Lto M measures the ratio of D C to C E ; and the ratio 
oi K t o M is that which is said to be compounded of the ratios of E to L, and L 
to M , which is the same as the ratio which is compounded of the ratios of the sides 
of the parallelograms. 

Both duplicate and triplicate ratio are species of compound ratio: for duplicate 
ratio is a ratio compounded of two equal ratios ; and in the case of three magni
tudes which are continued proportionals, means the ratio of the first magnitude, 
to a third proportional to the first and second. 

Triplicate ratio, in the same manner, is a ratio compounded of three equal 
ratios; and ia the case of four magnitudes which are continued proportionals, 
the triplicate ratio of the first to the second \means the ratio of the first to a fourth 
proportional to the first, second, and third magnitudes. Instances of the compo
sition of three ratios, and of triplicate ratio, wiU be found in the eleventh and 
twelfth books. 

The product of the fractions which represent or measure the ratios of numbers, 
corresponds to the composition of Geometrical ratios of magnitudes. 

It has been shewn that the ratio of two numbers is represented by a. fraction 
whereof the numerator is the antecedent, and the denominator the consequent of 
the ratio ; and if the antecedents of two ratios be multipUed together, as also the 

file:///means
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consequents, the new ratio thus formed is said to be compounded of these two 
ratios ; and in the same manner, if there be more than two. It is also obvious 
that the ratio compounded of two equal ratios is equal to the ratio of the squares 
of one of the antecedents to its consequent; also when there are three equal ratios, 
the ratio compounded of the three ratios is equal to the ratio of the cubes of any 
one of the antecedents to its consequent. And further, it may be observed, that 
•when several numbers are continued proportionals, the ratio of the first to the last 
is equal to the ratio of the product of aU the antecedents to the product of all the 
consequents. 

It may be here remarked, that, though the constructions of the propositions in 
Book V, are exhibited by straight Unes, the enunciations are expressed of magni
tude in general, and ai'e equaUy true of angles, triangles, parallelograms, arcs, 
sectors, &c. 

The two foUowing axioms may be added to fhe four Euclid has given. 
Ax. 5. A part of a greater magnitude is greater than the same part of a less 

magnitude. 
Ax. 6. That magnitude of which any part is greater than the same part of 

another, is greater than thatiother magnitude. 
The learner must not forget that the capital letters, used generally by Euclid in 

the demonstrations of the Fifth Book, represent tJie magnitudes, not any numerical 
or Algebraical measures of them : sometimes however tlie magnitude of a line is 
represented in the usual way by two letters which are placed at the extremities of 
the line. 

Prop. I. Algebraically. 
Let each of the magnitudes A, B, C, &c. be equimultiples of as many a, h, c, &o. 
that is, let A = m times a = ma, 

B = m times 5 = mb, 
C = m times c = me, &c. 

First, if there be two magnitudes equimultiples of two others, 
then A + B = ma + mb = m (a + b) = m times (a + b). 

Hence A + B is the same multiple of (ra + b), as A is of a, or B of b, 
S|eondly, if there be three magnitudes equimultiples of three others, 

then A + B + C = ma + mb + mc = m (a + b + c) 
= m times (n + 5 + c). 

Hence A + B + C is the same multiple oi (a + b •+ c) ; 
as A is of a, B oi b, and C of c. 

Similarly, if there were four, or any number of magnitudes. 
Therefore, if any number of magnitudes be equimultiples of as many, each of 

each; what multiple soever, any one is of its part, the same multiple shaU the 
first m'agnitudes be of all the other. 

Prop. II. AlgebraicaUy. 
Let Al the first magnitude, be the same multiple of «, the second, as A^ the 

third, is of â  the fourth ; and A^ the fifth the same multiple of a^ the second, as 
A„ the sixth, is of âs the fourth. 

That is, let A{=im times â  = ma^, 
A^ = m times a, = m%, 
A^ = n times Oj = nai, 
A^ = n times a^ = na^. 

Then by addition, A^ + As, = ma^ + na^ = {m + n') â  — (•»» + n) times â , 
and Â -\- A^ = mai + na^ = {n + ») 04 = (m + n) times â . 

0 
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Therefore A^ + A^ is the same multiple of 03, as A3 + A i^ °^ "*' 
That is, if the first magnitude be the same multiple of the second, as the thud 

is of the fom-th, &c. 
Cob. If there be any number of magnitudes A^, A , A . &<=. multiples of 

another a, such that A^ = ma, A^ = na, A^ = pa, &c. 
And as many others B^, B^, B,, &c. the same multiples of another b, such that 

Bi = mb, B.i = nb, B^ —pb, &c. 
Then by addition, A^ + A^ + A ^ ^ &c. = ma + na +pa + &c. 

= {m + n + p + &c.) a = {m + n + p + &e.) times a : 
and Bi -V B^ + Bz + &ia. = mb + nb + pb + he. = {m + n •\- p + &c.) b 

= {m + n + p + &c,) times b: 
that is A-̂  + A2 + A^ + &c. is the same multiple of o that 

Bi + £3 + .Bj + &c, is of 6. 
Prop. III. Algebraically. 
Let Al the first magnitude, be the same multiple of â  the second, 

as A^ the third, is of â  the fourth, 
that is, let Ai = m times Oj = ma^, 

and .(I3 = m times 04 = ma^. 
If these equals be each taken n times, 

then nAi = m n % = mra times â , 
and re.43 = mna^ = mn times â , 

or nAi, nA^ each contain 03, 04 respectively mn times. 
•Wherefore nj-^, nA^ the equimultiples of the first and third, are respectively 

equimultiples of â  and 04, the second and fourth. 
Prop. IV. Algebraically. 
Let Al, t<j, .̂ 3, 04, be proportionals according to the Algebraical definition: 

that is, let Al : â  :: A^: â , 

then-' = ^\ 
â  04 

multiply these equals by — , m and n being any integers, 

mAi mA^ 
na^ na^ 

or mAi: n ^ • • mA^: na^. 
That is, if the first of four magnitudes has the same ratio to the second which the 

third has to the fourth ; then any equimultiples whatever of the first and third 
shall have the same ratio to any equimultiples of the second and fourth. 

The CoroUary is contained in the proposition itself: 
for if n he unity, then mA^ : â  :: mA.^ : â  : 
and if m be unity, also Ai : na^ :: A.^: na^. 

Prop. V. Algebraically. 
Let Al be the same multiple of a•̂, that A^ a part of Ai, is of â , a part of (ly 
Then Ai — jlj is the same multiple of ra; — «j, as Aiis of Oj. 

For let Al = m times raj = ma-i, 
and A^ = m times â  = ma^, 

then Al — A^ 1= mosj — muj = m (â  — a,) = m times (aj — o.,), 
that is, Al — j4j is the same multiple of (ra; — a^), as /̂ i is of aj. 

Prop. VI. Algebraically. 
Let Al, A2 be equimultiples respectî vely of Oj, 02, two others. 
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that is, let Aj = m times a, = ma,, 
and A^ — m times «, = muj. 

Also if Bi a part of .4j = » times a-i = n«i, 
and £3 a part oi A ^ ^ n times o, = najj. 

Then by taking equals from equals, 
.-. Ji — B i = mai — n % = (m — n) Oj = (m — n) times aj, 

^2 - jBj = mo!3 — «£% = (m — n) aj = (m - n) times o, ; 
that is, the remainders A-^— Bj, .̂ 3 — B^ are equimultiples of oj, â  respectively. 

And if m — K = 1, then Ai — Bi = Oj, and A, - ,83 = Oj; 
or the remainders are equal to aj, Oj respectively, 

Prop. A. Algebraically. 
Let Au «2i .^3, 04 be proportionals, or .4j : 03 :: .̂ 3 ; â , 

then^^=^\ 
Oj 04 

And since the fraction — is equal to --, the following relations only can 
a% O4 

subsist betn-een A^ and Oj; and between A^ and 04. 
First, if Al he greater than Cj; then ̂ 3̂ is also greater than â . 
Secondly, if A^ be equal to a^; then A.̂  is also equal to 014, 
Thirdly, if Ai be less than O3; then A^vs, also less than â . 

A. ' A 
Otherwise, the fraction — could not be equal to the fraction —5. 

«3 O4 
Prop. B. Algebraically 

Let Al, Oj, A^, â  he proportionals, or ̂ 1 : 02 " .<̂3 : "i' 
Then shall a^: A i W a^: A^. 
For since Ai : a,_̂  :: A^ : 04, 

•' «3 Oj ' 
and if 1 be divided by each of these equals, 

1-^=1-^?, 
O3 04 

a% a. 
or — = — , and therefore a^: Ai \: a^: Ag. 

Al y/g 
The student must however bear in mind, that the Algebraical definition is not 

equaUy applicable to the Geometrical demonstrations contained in the sixth, 
eleventh, and twelfth Books of Euclid, where the Geometrical definition is em
ployed. It has been before remarked, that Geometry is the science of magnitude 
and not of number; and though a sum and a difference oi two magnitudes can be 
represented Geometrically, as well as a multiple of any given magnitude, there is 
no method in Geometry whereby the quotient of two -magnitudes of the same kind 
can be expressed. The idea of a quotient is entirely foreign to the principles of 
the Pifth Book, as are also any distinctions of magnitudes as being commensurable 
or incommensurable. As Euclid in Books vii—x has treated of the properties of 
proportion according to the Arithmetical definition, and of their application to 
Geometrical magnitudes ; there can be no doubt that his intentiOii was to exclude 
all reference to numerical measures and quotients in his treatment of tne doctrine-
of proportion in the Pifth Book; and in his applications of that doctrine iu the 
sixth, eleventh and twelfth Books of the Elements. It may however be she-wn 

02 
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that the Geometrical definition of proportion is a consequence of the Arithmetical 
definition, and conversely. 

If four magnitudes are proportionals according to the Arithmetical definition, 
they are also proportionals according to the Geometrical definition of Proportion. 

Por if a, b, c, d represent numerically four magnitudes which are proportional 
according to the Arithmetical definition; the ratio of a to 6 is equal to the ratio 
of c to d, 

a 0 
" ' b - d -

If m, n be any integral numbers whatever, 
ma mc 

then —- = —-, 
nb nd 

N o w since these fractions are always equal, 
the foUowing relations only can subsist, between ma, nb, mc, nd. 

First, If m a he greater than nb, then mc is greater than nd. 
Secondly, If ma be equal to nb, then me is equal to nd. 
Thirdly, If ma be less than nb, then mc is less then nd. 
That is, of the four terms of a proportion a, b, c, d, if any equimultiples 

whatever, ma, me of the first and third be taken, and any equimultiples whatever 
nb, nd of the second and fourth ; if ma the multiple of the fii'st be greater than nb 
the multiple of the second, then mc the multiple of the third is greater than nd 
the multiple of the fourth; if equal, equal; and if less, less. 

Conversely, If four magnitudes are proportionals according to the Geometrical 
definition, they are also proportionals according to the Arithmetical definition of 
proportion. 

Por if a, b, c, d be four magnitudes, and when any equimultiples whatever ma, 
mc, of a and c the first and third are taken, and any whatever nb, nd, of b and d the 
second and fourth; it is found that if ma the multiple of the first be greater than 
nb the multiple of the second, then mc the multiple of the third is greater 
than nd the multiple of the fourth; and if equal, -equal; if less, less : then 
a, b, c, d are so related that -; = % > or that a, b, c, d are proportionals according to 
the Arithmetical definition of proportion. 

For if not, let a, b, c, d', he proportionals, 
^ a c 

so that - = „. 
b d 

,,,.,, , , , m m a mc 
Multiplying these equals by — ; ,•.—=• = - j , ; 

and since the fraction —;- is always equal to —;. 
nb nd 

If m a be greater than, equal to, or less than nb, then mo wUl be greater than, 
equal to, or less than nd, 

whence nd' is equal to nd, 
or d' is equal to d, 

and consequently a, b, o, d are proportionals according to the Arithmetical defini
tion of proportion. 

The following is the method by which Simson shews that the Geometrical 
definition of proportion is a consequence of the Arithmetical deiuiition, and 
conversely..' 

"Pirst, H A , B, C, D, he four magnitudes, such that A is the same multiple, 
or the same part of B, which C is of jD : 
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Then A, B, C, D, are proportionals : 
this is demonstrated in proposition (o). 

Secondly, if A B contain the same parts of G D that B F does of G H ; 
in this case likewise A B is to CD, as E F to GH. 

Let C K be a part of CD, and O L the same part of G H ; 
and let A B be the same multiple of CK, that E F is of G L ; 

-therefore, by Prop, c, of Book v, A B is to CK, as E F to GL: 
and CD, GH, are equimultiples of CK, GL, the second and fourth; 
wherefore, by Cor. Prop. 4, Book v, A B is to CD, as E F to GH. 

And if four magnitudes be proportionals according to the 6th def. of Book v, 
they are also proportionals according to the 20th def. of Book vii. 

Pirst, if ̂  be to .B, as C to 7); 
then if A be any multiple or part of B, C is the same multiple or part of D 

by Prop. D, Book v. 
Next, if A B he to CD, as E F to G H : 

then if A B contain any part of CD, E F contains the same part of G H : 
A B E F 

M for let CJS"be a part of CD, and GL the same part of GH, 
and let A B he a multiple of CK; 
E F is the same multiple of GL : 

take Mthe same multiple of GL that A B is of CK; 
therefore, by Prop, o. Book v, A B is to CK, as M to GL: 

and CD, GH, are equimultiples of CK, GL; 
wherefore, by Cor. Prop. 4, Book v, A B is to CD, as If to GH. 

And, by the hypothesis, A B is to CD, as EF to G H ; 
therefore M is equal to EF by Prop. 9, Book v, 

and consequently, EF is the same multiple of GL that ̂ B is of CK,' 
Prop. C. AlgebraicaUy. 

Let Al, aj, A^, â  be four magnitudes. 
First. Let A^ = ma.^ and A^ = moj. 

Then /̂, : 02 :: Agi 04. 
j4 

For since .4i = ma^, :. m = — ; 
a, 

and .4, = ma^, .'. m = — , 
04 

Hence -i = —3, 
and Al : a^ :: A, : a^. 
Secondly. Let A = — «?. and As= — at. 

m ' ° m ' 
Then, as before, — = - , and -^ = — ,. 

02 m (t4 «J 
Hence ^ = :^, 

O2 â  
and ^ 1 : (83 :: ..̂ 3̂: 04. 
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Prop. D. Algebraically. 

Let Al, aj, A^, a^ he proportionals, or Ai : a^ :: ^3: "i-
First. Let Ai be a multiple of a^, 01 Ai = m times ai = mai. 
Then shall A^ = ma^ 

For since Ai: a, :: A^: a,, .•. — = —: 

... . moj jIj A^ 
but since jl, = mat, .. —- = —-, or m = —, 

«a 04 a4 
and A^ = ma4 : 
therefore the third A^ is the same multiple of 04 the fourth. 
Secondly. If A = - a», then shall A = - ai. 

m " ' m 
1 or since — = — ; 

Bj a, 

and A] =• ~ flo, ,, •— = — , 
m Bj m 

A 1 , . 1 
.". — = - , and .43 = — 04: 

04 »» m 
wherefore, the third .^3 is the same part of the fourth 04, 
Prop, -VII. is so obvious that it may be considered axiomatic, when it is 
considered in reference to the Algebraical definition. A similar remark may be 
made with respect to the eighth and ninth propositions. » 
Prop. X, Algebraically, ' 
Let Al have a greater ratio to a, than A^ has to a. 
Then Ai > A3. 
For the ratio of jli to a is represented by -J , 
_^ 

and the ratio of A3 to a is represented by -5, 
•1 . A, An 

and smce —̂  > —; 
a a 

it foUows that Al > A^. 
Secondly. Let a have to JI3 a greater ratio than a has to Ai. 
Then A3 < Ai. 

For the ratio oia: A3 is represented by —, 
A^ 

and the ratio of o : .4i is represented by ---, 

. . a a 
and since -r > -r , 

A3 Al 
dividing these unequals by a, 
. J^ \ ^ 
A3 Al 
ond multiplying these unequals by Ai x A%, 
:. Al > ^3, 
or A^ < Al. 



«> 
± 3 ^ 
a4 

»! 
A, 
-4. 
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Prop. XI. Algebraically. 
Let the ratio oi Ai: Oj be the same as the ratio of A,: 04, 
and the ratio of A^: 04 be the same as the ratio of A;,: a,. 

Then the ratio of ̂ 1: oj shall be the same as the ratio of A^: o,. 
A A 

For since jIj : aj:: .rfj: a4, .* ^ — ' 

and since/^3:a4::^5: a,,, ,• 

Hence -' = -? , 
03 "0 

and Ai: a,:: jd̂ : Oj. 
Prop. XII. AlgebraicaUy. 

Let Al, Uj, A3, â , A^, â  be proportionals, 
so that Al: a3:: .(̂3 : a4:; jlg: ag. 

Then shaU Ai:a^:: Ai + A^ + A,^:a^ + â  + a^ 
For since Aiia^:: A3: a^:: A^:a„ 

^ Al A3 Jlf, 
^ '' 03 â  Og 

AndV 

and 

Hence Ai (% + â  
and dividing 

, 

•dl = 

aa 

i-l-̂ o) 

•—. .'. Aiai = aj^,. 

.̂ 5 
i — , .-. ̂ ia8 = aj^„ 

also Aia^ = a^Ai. 
= aj (̂ 1 + A3 -f A ) , by addition, 

these equals by â  (aj -f 04 + aj, 

£1- A-f-^s + ̂ s. 
a, aj -f 04 + "ie 

and ̂ 1 : aa:: vlj + .̂ a -I- .<#j: 03 -f aj + a,. 

Prop. XIII. AlgebraicaUy. 
Let Al, a„ A3, ai, A^, a^ he six magnitudes, such that ̂ 1:03:: A,: 04, 

but that the ratio of A3: â  is greater than the ratio of A;,: a„. 
Then the ratio of ̂ : o^ shall be greater than the ratio of A^: a,. 

For since A.: as:: .ilj: 04, .'. — = —^, 
Oj aj 

-̂ ^ .. A A 
but since A J"! > j4s:a^ .'. — > •—. 

34 a. 
Hence—' > —. 
That is, the ratio of ^1: a, is greater than the ratio of .4,: a,. 
Prop. XIV, Algebraically. 

Let Al, Oj, Ag, a4 be proportionals. 
If ̂ , > A„ then 83 > ai, and if equal, equal j and if less, less. 

Fqr since Aiia^i'.Agia^ 

" a^ a,' 

Multiply these equals by -p , ,', —r ~ ~' ' 
A3 A3 ai 

and because these fractions are always equal. 
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if .^1 be > A3, then.Oj must be greater than a^ 
for if aj were not greater than â , 

the fraction — could not be equal to --1; 
«i A3 

which would be contrary to the hypothesis. 
In the same manner, if Ai he = A3, then â  must be equal to 84, 

and if Ai be < A3, a, must be less than 84. 
Hence, therefore, if &c. 
Prop. XV. Algebraically. 

Let Al, â  he any magnitudes of the same kind ; 
then Al'. a,,:: mAi : ma3; 

mAi and ma3 being any equimultiples of Ai and â . 

Por:i^ = -', 

and since the numerator and denominator of a fraction may be multiplied by the 
same number -without altering the value of the fraction, 

Al mAi 
02 moji 

and All a^:: mA^ : ma^. 
Prop. x-vi. Algebraically. 
Let Al, â , A3, Oi be four magnitudes of the same kind, which are proportionals, 

Aiia^:: A^: ai. 

Then these shaU be proportionals when taken alternately, 
that is, Al : A3:: a^: ai. 

A A 
. For since Ai: a^i: A3: 04, then — = —? . 

. A ^ f_3 

and Al i A3 :i a^ : a^. 

Multiply these equals, ̂ y ^ 1 • • . — > 
A3 A3 tti 

Prop. XVII. Algebraically. 
Let Al + Oj, â , A3 -h a4, 04 be proportionals, 
then Al, â , A^, Oj shaU be proportionals. 
For since Ai + â  : â  :: A3 + ai : a,, 

Al + O3 _ A3 -h ̂ 4 
'' a, a4 

or —' + 1 = —= + 1, 
a, 84 

A A 
and taking 1 from each of these equals, .'. — = —? , 

â  84 
and Al : a^:: A3: Oi. 

Prop. XVIII. is the converse of Prop. xvn. 
The following is Euclid's indirect demonstration 

Let AE, EB, CF, F D he proportionals, 
that is, as A E to EB, so let CF be to FD. 

Then these shall be proportionals also when taken jointly; 
that is, as A B to BE, so shaU CD be to DF. 
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For if the ratio of .45 to BE be not the same as the ratio of CD to DF; 
the ratio of .4 B to B E is either greater than, or less than the ratio of CD to DF. 

Pirst, let A B have to B E a less ratio than CD has to D F ; 
• and let D Q be taken so that A B has to B E the same ratio as CD to D Q : 

and since magnitudes when taken jointly are proportionals, 
they are also proportionals when taken separately ; (v. 17.) 

therefore A E has to E B the same ratio as CQ to QD ; 
but, by the hypothesis, A E has to EB the same ratio as CF to F D ; 

therefore the ratio of CQ to QD is the same as the ratio of CF to FD. (v. 11.) 
And when four magnitudes are proportionals, if the first be greater than the 

second, the third is greater than the fourth; and if equal, equal; and if less, less; 
(v. 14.) but CQ is less than CF, 

therefore QD is less than FD ; -which is absurd. 
"Wherefore the ratio oiAB to B E is not less than the ratio of CD to DF; 

that is, A B has the same ratio to B E as CD has to DF. 
Secondly. By a simUar mode of reasoning, it may likewise be she-wn, that A B 

has the same ratio to B E as CD has to DF, if A B be assumed to have to B E 
a greater ratio than CD has to DF, 

Prop, xviir. Algebraically. 
Let Al'. a^:: A3: af. 

Then Ai + â x a^%: A3 + ai'. ai. 
For since Ai : a^:: A3: ai, .'. —-' = — , 

a, «4 
A A 

and adding 1 to each of these equals, .'. — + 1 = — + 1, 
83 84 

Pj. A + Oj _ A + aj 
«g 84 

and Al + â  : â  :: A3 + Ui : â . 
Prop. XIX. AlgebraicaUy. 

Let the whole Ai have the same ratio to the whole A^, 
as 81 taken from the first, is to 83 taken from the second, 

that is, let Ail A^:: ai : ê . 
Then A i — Ui : A3 - â  :: Ai i A^. 

•r< • A .• -̂ 1 % 
For smce Ai : A, :: ai : 83, ,*, -r = -=, 

Al â  
Multiplying these equals by — , .•. —! x —^ = 2 x —; 

«2 A,̂  ai 02 Oi 
A, Aa 

or —' = — , 
81 83 

A A 
and subtracting 1 from each of these equals, .*. -1 — 1 = — — 1, 

Oi ag 
Al — 81 A2 — 83 

or = , 
% 83 

and multiplying tliese equals by . J— 1 .". -^ = — • 
but -J = — , 

A2 83 
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Al — ai Al 
A^ — â ~~ A^' 

and Al — Ui : A2 — â  :: Al : A^. 
Cor. Ii Ai: A^:: ai : â . 
Then A^ — ai: A^ — a2 :: ai : 83, is found proved iu the preceding procesi. 
Prop. E. Algebraically. 

Let Al : cki :: A3 : 84. 
Then shall Ai : A i — â  :: A3 : A3 — ai. 

For since Ai: a^:: A3: a„ :. — = —'; 
83 84 
A A 

subtracting 1 from each of these equals, .'. — — 1 = —' — 1, 
83 84 

A - « 3 _ ^3 - «̂4 «2 

bnti^ 
83 

«4 ' 

84" 
liyiding the latter by the former of these equals. 

8j 
•Al 
»2 

( 

a„ 

y "•' 
Ai-a^ 

_ ^3 . ̂ 3 - 84 _ 
84 • 84 ' 

Oi As-Oi' 

A . 
Al — 83 ^3 — 84 ' 

and Al: Al - â  :: A^ : A3 — 84. 

Prop. XX. Algebraically. 
Let Al, A2, A^ be three magnitudes, and aj, â , 83, other three, 

such that Al : Ar̂  :: ai: â , and A3 -. A3 :: a^: 0,3-. 

iiAi> A3, then shall aj > 83, and if equal, equal; and if less, less.-

Since Aii A^:: a,: ch, .*. -r = —, 
A <̂3 

also since .̂ 3 : .̂ 3 :: Oj : 83, .'.-r ~ ~ • 
A3 83 

and multiplying these equals, .*. -r x --^ = —' x — , 

^1 _ 81 
or --j- = — , 

•̂ 3 83 
A 8 

and since the fraction -j is equal to —, and that Ai> A^; 
A3 83 

it follows that aj is > â . 
In the same way it may be shewn, 

that if Al = A3, then 8; = 83; and if Ai he < A3, then 8; < o,. 
Prop. XXI. Algebraically. 

Let Al, A^, A3, he three magnitudes, and a,, aj, 83 three others, 
such that Al : A3:: 03 : a,̂, and A^: A3:: aiX 83. 

If .(/j > /̂ 3, then shall â  > 83, and if equal, equal; and if less, less. 
For since Ai: A2 :: ch: 03, ,•. —1 = — 

A3 03 
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A a 
and since j4j : .̂ j :: a, : 83, .'. — = —. 

A3 83 
Multiplying these equals, .-. — X — = - x —, 

A3 A3 as 83' 
Al Oi 

or —' = -'; 
.rtg 83 

and since the fraction -~ is equal to —, and that Ai> A3; 
A3 83 

it foUows that also a, > 83. 
SimUarly, it may be shewn, that if Ai = A3, then 81 = 83; 
and ii Ai< A^, also a, < 83. 
Prop. XXII. AlgebraicaUy. 
Let Al, A3, A^ he three magnitudes, and a^, a>j, 83 other three, 
such that Al ^ .^3 :: a^: 83, s.ti& A3 : A3 x: a^ : 83. 
Then shaU AiX As,:: aiX 83. 
t;- • ^ ., Al ai 

Xor since Ai x A3 x: ai : â , .'.—-= — , 
A3 a, 

J • A A . -^3 "•i 
and since A^x A^xx a^x 83, ..-- — —, 

A3 83 
Multiply these equals, .-. -ji x -3^ = —' x — , 

Ai A3 83 83 
Al Ui 

or —' = -i; 
A 83 

and jlj ; A3 :: a^ : 83, 
Next, if there be four magnitudes, and other four, 
such that AiX A^xx aix a„ 
A3X A3 XX a^x 83, 
A3 X AiXxa^x Ui. 
Then shall Ai x Ai :x Oi x Ojf' 

For since AiX A^x 

and A^x A3X 

also AiX Ai\ 

?ing these equals, . 

Al a, 
or - - = =^ , : 

A, a. 

XOiX 

: 03 X 

i.-a,; 

. ̂ 1 
' A 

, A ^ 

8 • ̂ 1 _ ''I 

«s. .•.t' = -'. 

A 84 

xi2x^==^x 
A3 Ai Sj 

>̂ 4 :: 8i: 84. 

<H «3 
83 04' 

34 
And similarly, if mere were more than four magnitudes. 
Prop. XXIII. Algebraically. 
Let Al, A3, A3 be three magnitudes, and Bj, 83, 83 other three, 
such that Aix A^w li^x a^ and A3X A3XX aiX a^. 
Then shall 4; : ^3 :: 8j : 83. 

Por since AiX A^xx a^: 1 
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.... Al a, 
and smce .dj : ̂ 3 :: O/ : 83, .•.-—=-*. 

.A3 8a 
Multiplying these equals, .: •— x^ =- xA , 
Al 81 

or — = — , 
As' 03 

and jli : ^3 :: 81 : 83. 
If there were four magnitudes, and other four, 
such that Al : A3 X X 03 X ai, 
A3: A3 XX 0^x03, 
A3X AiXx OiX 83, 
Then shall also AiX AiXX aii 84. 

_ . - Al 03 
For since AiX A3XX a^x ai, •'• -r ~ ~ > 

A3 X A3 XX 03 X 03, 

A3X AfXxaiX 03, 

A3 _ 
A^ _82 

A3 _ai 
Ai 03' 

Multiplying these equals, .". — ^ x — x — ^ = — x — x — , 
A3 A3 Al Oi 03 03 

Al Bj 
or -r = ~ , 

Ai 84 
.'. AiX Aixx OiX aiX 
and simUarly, if there be more than four magnitudes. 
Prop. XXIV. AlgebraicaUy. 
Let Al : a^x: A3 X a„ and .dj : 82 :: .dj ; 04. 
Then shaU Ai + A^ : 03 :x A3 + A, x Oi, 
A A 

For since AiXa3Xx A3: 04, .'. — — — , 
83 84 

A A 
and since .^j: 83:: jlj: 04, .•.—? = —. 

82 84 o, • Oj o» * 84 
Divide the former by the latter of these equals, 

Al 83 A3 a. 
83 At 84 ^„ 

A A 
adding 1 to each of these equals, :. ~ + \ — -̂  -yX, 

- A^ An 
Al + At A3 + At 

or : = :: , 
and^' = £». 

a, 04 
Multiply these equals together, .-, ^k±J^ x ̂  = ik+A' x —», 

At â  At 84' 
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Al + A^ A, + A, 
or = , 

83 84 
and .•. Al + At X 03 XX A^ + At X a,. 

Cos. 1. SimUarly may be shewn, that .4, — jl̂  : 83 ;: ̂ 3 - A = ""j-
Prop. xxv. Algebraically. 

Let jIj : 83 ;: /Ij : 84, 
and let Ai be the greatest, and consequently a, the least. 

Then shaU Ai -f 84 > 8j -f A3. 

Since Ai x 83 :: A3 x 84, .-. — = — , 

Multiply these equals by -̂  

0.3 

A' 

subtract 1 from each of these equals, ,•. .-̂ j! — 1 = —̂  — 1, 
' ̂ 3 84 

A1-A3 
A3 ai 

quals by 5—, 
8^-84 

Al A, 
but — = — , 

83 Oi , A l - A3 _ A i 

_ Al — A3 _ A 3 
83 - 84 84 

82 — 84 83 
but Al > Oj, •.• Al is the greatest of the four magnitudes, 

.', also .̂ 1 — .̂ 3 > 83 — 84, 

add A3 + ai to each of these equals, 
.•. .̂ 1 -I- 8, > 83 -f A3. 

" The whole of the process in the Pifth Book is purely logical, that is, the 
whole of the results are virtuaUy contained in the definitions, in the manner and 
sense in which metaphysicians (certain of them) imagine aU the results of mathe
matics to be contained in their definitions and hypotheses. N o assumption is 
made to determine the truth of any consequence of this definition, -which takes 
for granted more about number or magnitude than is necessary to understand the 
definition itself. The latter being once understood, its results are deduced by in
spection—of itself only, without the necessity of looking at any thing else. 
Hence, a great distinction between the fifth and the preceding books presents 
itself. The first four are a series of propositions, resting on different funda
mental assumptions; that is, about different kinds of magnitudes. The fifth is a 
definition and its development; and if the analogy by which names have been 
given in the preceding Books had been attended to, the propositions of that Book 
would have been called corollaries of the definition."—Connexion of Number and 
Magnitude, by Professor D e Morgan, p. 56. 

The Pifth Book of the Elements as a portion of EucUd's System of Geometry 
ought to be retained, as the doctrine contains some of the most important charac
teristics of an effective instrument of intellectual Education. This opinion is 
favoured by Dr. Barrow in the following expressive terms : " There is nothing in 
fhe whole body of the Elements of a more subtile invention, nothing more solidly 
established, or more accurately handled than the doctrine of proportionals." 
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QUESTIONS ON BOOK. V. 

1. Explain and exemplify the meaning of the terms, multiple, submuUipk, 

2. "What operations in Geometry and Arithmetic are analogous ? 
3. What are the different meanings of the term measure in Geometry ? "When 

are Geometrical magnitudes said to have u. common measure? "What is meant by 
the greatest common measure and by the least common measure of two or more 
magnitudes ? 

4. "When are magnitudes said to have, and not to have, a ratio to one another ? 
•What restriction does tliis impose upon the magnitudes in regard to their species ? 

5. "When are magnitudes said to be commensurable or incommensurable to 
each other? Do the definitions and theorems of Book v, include incommensurable 
quantities ? 

6. "What is meant by the term Geometrical ratio ? H o w is it represented ? 
7. "Why does Euclid give no independent definition of the ratio of two Geo

metrical magnitudes ? 
8. "What sort of quantities are excluded from Euclid's idea of ratio, and how 

does his idea of ratio differ from the Algebraic definition ? 
9. H o w is a ratio represented Algebraically f Is there any distinction between 

the terms, a ratio of equality, and equality of ratio ? 
10. In what manner are ratios, in Geometry, distinguished from each other as 

equal to, greater, or less than, one another ? "What objection is there to the use of 
an independent definition (properly so called) of ratio in a system of Geometry ? 

11. Point out the distinction between the geometrical and algebraical methods 
of treating the subject of proportion. 

12. "What is the geometrical definition of proportion? Whence arises the 
necessity of such a definition as this ? 

13. Shew the necessity of the qualification " any whatever" in Euclid's definition 
of proportion. 

14. Must magnitudes that are proportional be aU of the same kind? 
15. To what objection has Euc. v. def. 5, been considered liable ? 
16. Point out the connexion between the more obvious definition of proportion 

and that given by Euclid, and illustrate clearly the nature of the advantage obtained 
by which he was induced to,adopt it. 

17. W h y may not Euclid's definition of proportion be superseded in a system 
of Geometry by the following : " Pour quantities are proportionals, when the first 
is the same multiple of the second, or the same part of it, that the third is of 
the fourth ?" 

18. Apply Euclid's definition of proportion, to shew that if four quantities be 
proportional, and if the first and the third be divided into the same arbitrary 
number of equal parts, then the second and fourth will either be equimultiples of 
those parts, or will lie between the same two successive multiples of them. 

19. The Geometrical definition of proportion is a consequence of the Algebraical 
definition; and conversely. 

20. What Geometrical test has Euclid given to ascertain that four quantities 
are not proportionals ? What is the Algebraical test f 

21. Shew in the manner of EucUd, that the ratio of 16 to 17 is greater than 
that of U tol3. 
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22. How far may the fifth definition of the fifth Book be regarded as an axiom ? 
Is it convertible ? If so, state the converse ; if not, state why. 

23. Def. 9, Book V. "Proportion consists of three terms at least." H o w is 
this to be understood ? 

24. Define duplicate ratio. H o w does it appear from Euclid that the duplicate 
ratio of two magnitudes is the same as that of their squares ? 

25. Shew that the ratio compounded of any ratio, and the reciprocal of that 
ratio, is a ratio of equaUty. 

26. "What is meant by " the ratio compounded of the ratio of A to B, and of 
C to D", when A, B, C, D are Geometrical magnitudes of the same species? 
Ho-w is the phrase translated into common Arithmetic when A, B, C, D are 
numbers ? 

27. B y what process is a ratio found equal to the composition of two or more 
given ratios ? Give an example, where straight lines are the magnitudes which 
express the given ratios. 

28. ^̂ l̂at limitation is there to the alternation of a Geometrical proportion ? 
29, Explain the construction and sense of the phrases, ex csquali, and ex mquali 

in proportione perturbata, used in proportions. 
30. Explain the meaning of the word homologous as it is used in the Pifth 

Book of the Elements. 
31. W h y , in Euclid v. 11, is it necessary to prove that ratios which are the 

same -with the same ratio, are the same with one another ? 
32. Apply the Geometrical criterion to ascertain, whether the four Unes of 3, 

5, 6, 10 imits are proportionals, 
33. Prove by taking equimultiples according to EucUd's definition, that the 

magnitudes 4, 5, 7, 9, are not proportionals. 
34. Give the Algebraical proofs of Props. 17 and 18, of the Fifth Book. 
35. "What is necessary to constitute an exact definition ? In the demonstration 

of Euc. V. 18, is it legitimate to assume the converse of the fifth definition of that 
Book ? Does a mathematical definition admit of proof on the principles of the 
science to which it relates ? 

36. Explain why the properties proved in Book v, by means of straight lines, 
are ti'ue of any conarete magnitudes. 

37. Enunciate Euc. v. 8, and Ulustrate it by numerical examples, 
?',. Prove Algebraically Euc, v, 25. 
39. Shew that when four magnitudes are proportionals, they cannot, when 

equally increased or equally diminished by any other magnitude, continue to'oe 
proportionals. 

40. What grounds are there for the opinion that Euclid intended to exclude the 
idea of numerical measures of ratios in his Pifth Book ? 

41. State the particular conclusions that may be arrived at by means of 
Euclid's definition of Proportion. 

42. Prove from a property of the circle, that if four quantities are propor
tionals, the sum of the greatest and least is greater than the sum of the other two. 

43. " Number and magnitude do not correspond in all their relations." In 
what relations do they correspond ? Does any intelligible relation exist between 
a point in Geometry and an unit in Arithmetic ? 

44. If four finite straight lines which are not proportionals be taken in order 
of magnitude: can any line be found Geometrically or Algebraically, which 
when added to, or taken from, each of the four lines, shall make the four lines 
BO increased, or so diminished, to be proportionals ? 

46. If arcs of circles be admitted as measures of angles subtended by them 
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at the centers of circles ; can an arc, and the-angle it subtends at the centre of a 
circle, have a ratio to each other ? 

46. Is the foUowing definition of proportion as comprehensive as Euclid's ? 
If not, point out in what respects. " Four magnitudes are proportionals, if when 
the first and second are multiplied by two such numbers as make the products 
equal, the third and fourth being respectively multiplied by the same numbers, 
Ukewise make equal products." That is, if a, b, c, d be four magnitudes, and m 
and n any two numbers, such that m a = nb and mc = nd, then a, b, c, d are propor
tionals, or 8 is to 5 as c is to d. 

47. W h a t effect is produced on a ratio, if equal magnitudes be taken from 
both the terms of the ratio : first, when the antecedent is greater than the conse
quent ; secondly, when it is less? 

48. Shew Geometrically and Algebraically, that if four magnitudes be pro
portionals, and the first be the greatest; the first and fourth together are greater 
than the second and third. 

49. If four magnitudes of the same kind be proportionals, and if the first 
magnitude be the greatest, the fourth shall be the least; and if the first be the 
least, the fourth shall be the greatest. 

60. If three magnitudes are proportionals, the sum of the extremes is greater 
than double the mean. 

51. If a series of magnitudes be in continual proportion, and there be taken 
any series of equidistant terms ; that series will also form a continual proportion, 

62. If any number of magnitudes be continual proportionals, the successive 
sums of the first and second, second and third, &c. terms shaUbe proportionals: 
as also the successive difi'erences. 

63. In every series of magnitudes in continual proportion, the ratio of the 
first magnitude to the third is the same as the- dupUcate ratio of the first to the 
second : the ratio of the first to the fourth, the same as the tripUcate ratio 
of the first to the second; the ratio of the first to the fifth, the same as the 
quadruplicate ratio of the first to the second ; and so on, whatever may be the 
number of magnitudes in the series. 

54. If four magnitudes be proportionals, and the first be the greatest, the 
difference between the first and third shall be greater than the difference between 
the second and fourth, 

65, If the first magnitude of a ratio be greater than the second, the ratio is 
increased by adding equal magnitudes to both terms of the ratio: but if the 
first magnitude of a ratio be less than the second, the ratio is diminished by adding 
equal magnitudes to both terms of the ratio, 

66. If the first of four magnitudes of the same kind has a greater ratio to the 
second than the third has to the fourth; the first shall have to the third a greater 
ratio than the second has to the fourth. 

67. It has been objected to Euclid's definition of Proportion, that "it is 
cumbrous and difficult of comprehension to a learner." Examine these objec
tions, and state how far Dr. Barrow's opinion is tenable, namely—" That there is 
nothing in the whole body of the Elements of a more subtile invention, nothing 
moi e solidly established, or more accm-ately handled, than the doctrme of pro
portionals." 

68. W h a t is the object of the Pifth Book of EucUd's Elements ? 



BOOK VI. 

DEFINITIONS. 

I. 

Rttvttt.ah. rectilineal figures are those which have their several 
angles equal, each to each, and the sides about the eq_ual angles pro-
portionals. 

n . 

" Eeciprocal figures, -viz. triangles and paraUelograms, are such as 
have their sides about two of their angles proportionals in such a 
manner, that a side of the first figure is to a side of the other, as 
the remaining side of the other is to the remaining side of the first." 

III. 

A straight Jine is said to be cut in extreme and meau ratio, when 
the whole is to the greater segment, as the greater segment is to the 
less. 

IV. 

The altitude of any figure is the straight bne dra-ma from its vertex 
perpendicular to the base. 

PEOPOSITION I, T H E O R E M . 

Triangles andpa/rallelograms of the same attitude are one to the other as 
their T 

Let the triangles A B O , A C D , and the paraUelograms EG, CF, 
have the sam.e altitude, 

•viz. the perpendicular dra-wu from the point A to B D or B D pro
duced. 

As the base .B C is to the base CD, so shaU the triangle A B C be to 
the triangle A CD, 

and the paraUelogram E C to the paraUelogram CF. 
P 
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E A E 

HGB C 

Produce B D both ways to the points S, L, 
and take any number of straight Unes B G , G S , each equal to the 
base^C; (i. 3.) 

and D K , K L , any number of them, each equal to the base CD; 
and join AG, AS, AK, AL. 

Then, because CB, B G , G S , are aU equal, 
the triangles A S G , A G B , A B C , are aU equal: (i. 38.) 

therefore, whatever multiple the base S C is of the base B C, 
the same multiple is the triangle A S C of the triangle A B C : 

for the same reason, whatever multiple the baseXC is of the base CD, 
the same multiple is the triangle A L C of the triangle A D C : 

and if the base S C be equal to the base CL, 
the triangle A S C ia also equal to the triangle A L C : (i. 38.) 

and if the base S C be greater than the base CL, 
Hke-pidse the triangle A S C is greater than the triangle A L C ; 

and if less, less; 
therefore since there are four magnitudes, 

viz. the two bases B C , CD, and the two triangles A B C , A C D ; 
and of the base B C , and the triangle A B C , the first and third, any 
eqidmultiples whatever have been taken, 

viz. the base S G and the triangle A S C ; 
and of the base C D and the triangle A CD, the second and fourth, 

have been taken any equimultiples whatever, 
•viz. the base CL and the triangle A L C ; 

and since it has been shewn, that, if the base S G be greater than 
the base CL, 

the triangle A S C ia greater than the triangle A L C ; 
and if equal, equal; and if less, less; 

therefore, as the base B C is to the base CD, so is the triangle 
A B C to the triangle A CD. (v. def. 5.) 

And because the paraUelogram C E is double of the triangle ABC, 
(I. 41.) 

and the paraUelogram C F double of the triangle A. CD, 
and that magnitudes have the same ratio which their equimultiples 

have; (v. 15.) 
as the triangle A B G is to the triangle A C D , so is the paraUelogram 

E C to the paraUelogram CF; 
and because it has been shewn, that, as the base B C ia to the base 

CDf so is the triangle A B C to the ti-iangle A CD; 
and as •the triangle A B C is to the triangle A CD, so is the paralle

logram E C to the paraUelogam CF; 
therefore, as the base B C is to the base CD, so is the paraUelogram 

E C to the paraUelogram CF. (v. II.) 
Wherefore, triangles, &c. q.e.d. 

Cob. From this it is plain, that triangles and paraUelograms that 
have equal altitudes, are to one another as theii- bases. 

Let the figures be placed so as to have their bases in the same 
straight line; and ha^wng drawn perpendiculars from the vertices of 
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the triangles to the bases, the straight line which joins the vertices is 
parallel to that in wMch tlieir bases are, (i. 33.) because the perpen
diculars are both equal and parallel to one another, (i. 28.) Then, if 
the same construction be made as in the proposition, the demonstration 
•will be the same. 

PROPOSITION II. T HEOREM. 

If a straight line le drawn parallel to one of the sides of a triangle, it 
shall out tlie other sides, or these produced, proportionally: and conversely, 
if the sides, or the sides produced, he cut proportionally, tlie straight line 
which joins the points of section shall he parallel to the remaining side of the 

Let D E be drawn paraUel to BC, one of the sides of the triangle A B C . 
and cut A B , A C, or these produced in D, E. 

Then B D ahaU be to D A , as C E to E A . 

Join BE, GD. 
Then the triangle B D E is equal to the triangle CDF, (i. 37.) 

because they are on the same base D E , and between the same 
paraUels D E , B C ; 

but A D E is another triangle; 
and equal magnitudes have the same ratio to the sanie magnitude; 
(Y. 7.) 

therefore, as the triangle B D E is to the triangle A D E , so is the 
triangle C D F to the triangle A D E : 

but as the triangle B D E to the txiangle A D E , so is B D t o D A , {yi. 1.) 
because, ha-v-ing the same altitude, -viz. -the perpendicular dra-wn 
from the point E to A B , they are to one another as their bases ; 
and for the same reason, as the triangle C D E to the triangle A D E , 
so is C E to E A : 

therefore, as B D to D A , so is C E to E A . (v. 11.) 
Next let the sides A B , A C of the triangle A B C , or these sides 

produced, be cut proportionaUy in the points D, E, that is, so that 
B D may be to D A as C^to E A , and join D E . 

Then D E shaU be paraUel to B C . 
The same construction being made, 

because as B D ta D A , so is C E to E A ; 
and as B D to D A , so is the triangle B D E to the triangle A D E ; (vi. 1.) 

and as C E to E A , so is the triangle C'D.̂ 'to the triangle A D E ; 
therefore the triangle B D E is to the triangle A D E , as the triangle 

C D E to the triangle A D E ; (v. II.) 
that is, the triangles B D E , C D E have the same ratio to the triangle 
ADE: 
therefore the triangle B D E ia equal to the triangle C D E : (v. 9.) 

and they are on the same base D E : 
p2 
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but equal triangles on the same base and on the same side of it, are 
between the same paraUels : (i. 39.) 

theremre D E ia paraUel to BG. 
Wherefore, if a straight liue, &c. q.e.b. 

PROPOSITION in. THEOREM. 

If the angle of a triangle le divided into two equal angles, hy a straight 
line which also cuts the lase; the segments of the lase shall have the same 
ratio whioh the other sides of the triangle have to pie miother: and con
versely, «/' the segments of the lase home the same ratio whioh the other sides 
of the triangle home to one another ; the straight line drawn from the vertex to 
the point of section, divides the vertical angle into two equal angles. 
Let ABC be a triangle, and let the angle BA C be divided into two 
equal angles by the straight line AD. 

Then B D shaU be to DG, as B A to A C. 

Through the point C draw CE'paraUel to DA, (i. 31.) 
and let B A produced meet C E in E. 

Because the straight line A C meets the parallels AD, EC, 
the angle A C E is equal to the alternate angle C A D : (i. 29.) 
but CAD, by the hypothesis, is equal to the angle B A D ; 
wherefore B A D is equal to the angle A C E . (ax. 1.) 

Again, because the straight Une B A E meets the paraUels AB, EG, 
the outward angle B A D is equal to the inward and opposite angle 

A F C : (i. 29.) 
but the angle A C E has been proved equal to the angle B A D ; 

therefore also A C E ia equal to the angle A F C , (ax. I.) 
a,nd consequently, the side A F ia equal to the side A C : (i. 6.) 
and because A D is drawn paraUel to EC, one of the sides of the 
triangle BCE, 

therefore B D is to DC, as B A to A E : (ti, 2.) 
but A E is equal to A G ; 

therefore, as B D to DC, so is B A to A C. (v. 7.) 
Next, let B D be to DC, as B A to AC, and join AD. 

Then the angle B A 0 shaU be divided iato two equal angles by tho 
straight Une AD. 

The same construction being made; 
because, as B D to DC, so is B A to A C ; 

and as B D to DC, so is B A to A E , because A D is paraUel to EC; 
(YI. 2.) 

therefore B A is to AG, as B A to A E : (v. II.) 
consequently .4 C is equal to A E , (y. 9.) 

and therefore the angle A E O is equal to the angle A CE: (i. 5.) 
but the angle A E G is equal to the outward and opposite angle B A D 

and the angle A CEia equal .o the alternate angle G A D : (i, 29,) 
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wherefore also the angle BAD is equal to the angle CAD; (ax. 1.) 
that is, the angle B A 0 is out into two equal angles by the straight 
Une^i>. 

Therefore, if the angle, &c. q. e. d. 

PROPOSITION A. THEOREM. 

If the outward angle of a triangle made ly producing one of its sides, 
he divided into two equal angles, hy a straight line, which also outs the lase 
produced; the segments letween the dividing line and the extremities of the 
lase, have the same ratio which the other sides of the triangle have to one 
another: and conversely, if the segments of the lase produced have the same 
ratio whioh the other sides of the triangle have ; tlie straight line drawn from 
the vertex to the point of section divides the outwa/rd angle of the triangle 
into two equal i 
Let A B O be a triangle, and let one of its sides B A be produced to E ; 
and let the outward angle C A E be di-vided into two equal angles by 

the straight Hne A D which meets the base produced in D. 
Then B D shaU be to DC, as B A to A C. 

Through Odraw CI" paraUel to A D : (i. 31.) 
and because the straight Une A 0 meets the paraUels A D , EC, 
the angle A G E is equal to the alternate angle C A D : (i. 29.) 

but C A D is equal to the angle D A E ; (hyp.) 
therefore also D A E is equal to the angle A CF. (ax. 1.) 

Again, because the straight line F A E meets the paraUels A D , FC, 
tS.6 outward angle D A E is equal to the inward and opposite angle 

OFA: (i. 29.) 
but the angle .^tZ^has been proved equal to the angle D A E ; 

therefore also the angle A CFis equal to the angle C F A ; (ax. I.) 
and consequently -Qie side AFis equal to the side A C : (i. 6.) 
and because A D is paraUel to FC, a side of the triangle B OF, 

therefore B D is to DC, as B A to A F : (ji. 2.) 
but ̂ i^is equal to A C ; 

therefore, as B D is to DC, so is B A to A C . (y. 7.) 
Next, let B D be to DC, as B A to A C, and join A D . 
The angle GAD, shaU be equal to the angle D A E . 

The same construction being made, 
because B D iato DC, as B A to A C ; 

and that B D is also to DC, as B A to A F ; {yi. 2,) 
therefore B A is to A C , as B A to A F ; (y. II,) 

wherefore ̂ O is equal to AF, (v. 9.) 
and the angle A F C equal to the angle A CF: (i. 5.) 

but the angle A F C ia equal to the outward angle E A D , (i. 29.) 
and the angle A C E to the alternate angle G A D ; 

therefore also E A D is equal to the angle GAD. (ax. 1.) 
Wherefore, if the outward, &c. . ft. e. d. 
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PROPOSITION IV. THEOREM. 

Tlie sides ahout tlie equal angles of equiangular triangles are proportionals; 
and those whioh are opposite to the equal angles are homologous sides, that is, 
an-e the antecedents or consequents of the ratios. 

Let ABG, DCE be equiangular triangles, having the angle ABC 
equal to the angle DCE, and the angle A C B to the angle D E C ; and 
consequently the angle JS.4C equal to the angle CDE. (i. 32.) 

The sides about the equal angles of the triangles ABG, DCE"shall 
be proportionals; 

and those shaU be the homologous sides which are opposite to the 
equal angles, 

Let the triangle D C E be placed, so that its side C E may be con
tiguous to BC, and iu the same straight line with it. (i. 22.) 

Then, because the angle B C A is equal to the angle CED, (hyp.) 
add to each the angle A B C ; 

therefore the two angles A B C , B C A are equal to the two angles 
A B C , CED: (ax. 2.) 
but the angles A B C , B C A are together less than two right angles; 
(I. 17.) 

therefore the angles A B C, CED are also less than two right angles: 
wherefore BA, E D if produced -wiU meet: (i. ax. 12.) 

let them be produced and meet in the point F: 
then because the angle A B C is equal to the angle DCE, (hyp.) 

B E is paraUel to CD; (i. 28.) 
and because the angle A CB is equal to the angle DEC, 

A C ia paraUel to F E : (i. 28.) 
therefore F A CD is a parallelogram; 

and consequently A F ia equal to CD, and A C to F D : (i. 34.) 
and because ̂  C is pai-aUel to FE, one of the sides of the triangle FBF, 

B A is to AF, aa B O to OE: (vi. 2.) 
but ̂ i<̂ is equal to CD; 

therefore, as B A to OD, soiaBCto OE: (v. 7.) 
and alternately, as A B to BC, so is D C to CE; (v. 16.) 

again, because CD is paraUel to BF, 
as B G to GE, so is F D to D F : (yi. 2.) 

but F D is equal to ̂  C: 
therefore, as .BC to CE, BoiaAC to D E ; (v. 7.) 

and alternately, as J9Cto GA, so C E to E D : (y. 16.) 
therefore, because it has been proved 
that A B is to .BC, as U C to CE, 
and as .B Cto CA, so G E to ED, 

ex sequaU, B A is to AC, as CD to DE. (v. 22.) 
Therefore the sides, &c. q.e.d. 
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PROPOSITION V. THEOREM. 

If the sides of two triangles, alout each of tlieir angles, le proportionals 
the triangles shall le equiangular ; and tlie equal angles shall he those which, 
are opposite to the hmnologous sides. 

Let the ti-iangles A B C , D E F have their sides proportionals, 
so that A B i s t o B C, as D E to E F ; 

and .B C to C^, as E F to F D ; 
and, consequently, ex sequoli, B A to A 0, as E D to DF. 

Then the triangle A B O shaU be equiangular to the triangle D E F , 
and the angles which are opposite to the homologous sides shaU be 
equal, viz. the angle A B C equal to the angle DEF, and B C A to 
E F D , and also B A C to FDF. 

A D 

At the poiats E, F, in the straight Une EF, make the angle F E G 
equal to the angle A B C , and the angle E F G equal to B C A ; (i. 23.) 

wherefore the remaining angle" E G F , is equal to the remaining 
angle B A C , (i. 32.) 

and the triangle G E F is therefore equiangular to the triangle A B G: 
consequently they have their sides opposite to the equal angles pro

portional: (-YC. 4.) 
wherefore, as A B to BC, so is G E to E F ; 
but as A B to .SC, so is D E to E F : (hyp.) 

therefore as D.̂ 'to EF, so G E to E F ; (v. II.) 
that is, D E and G E have the same ratio to EF, 

and consequently are equal, (v. 9.) 
For the same reason, D E is equal to F G ; 

and because iu the triangles DEF, GEF, D E is equal to E G , and 
E E ia common, 

the two sides D E , E F are equal to the tw-o GE, EF, each to each; 
and the base DFis equal to the base GF; 

therefore the angle D E F ia equal to the angle GEF, (i. 8.) 
and the other angles to the other .ajogles which are subtended by the 

equal sides; (i. 4.) 
therefore the angle D F E is equal to the angle GFE, and E D F to 

EGF: 
and because the angle D E F ia equal to the angle GEF, 

and GEFeqn.al to the angle A B C ; (constr.) 
therefore the angle A B C is equal to the angle D E F : (ax. I.) 

for the same reason, the angle A GB is equal to the .angle DE'E, 
and the angle at A equal to the angle at D: 

therefore the triangle A B C is equiangular to the triangle D E F . 
'Wherefore, if the sides, &o. q.e,d. PROPOSITION VI. T H E O R E M . 

If two triangles home one angle of the one equal to one angle of the other, 
and the sides about the equal angles proportionals, the triangles shall le 
equiangular, and shall have those angles equal which a/re opposite to the 
homologous . 
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Let the triangles AB C, DEE have the angle BAO in the one equal 
to the angle E D F in the other, and the sides about those angles pro
portionals ; that is, B A to A O, as E D to DF. 

Then the triangles A B O , D E F shall be equiangular, and shaU have 
the angle A B O equal to the angle DEF, and A C B to DFE. 

" G 

At the points D, F, in the straight line DF, make the angle E B G 
equal to either of the angles B A C , E D F ; (i. 23.) 

and the angle D F G equal to the angle A CB: 
wherefore the remaining angle at B is equal to the remaining angle 

at G: (i. 32.) 
and consequently the triangle DGFis equiangular to the triangle A B C ; 

therefore as B A to A C , so is G D to D F : (yi. 4.) 
but, by the hypothesis, as B A to A C, so is E D to D F ; 

therefore as E D to DF, so is G D to D F ; (v. II.) 
wherefore F D is equal to D G ; (y. 9.) 

and DFia common to the two triangles EDF, GDF: 
therefore the two sides ED, D F are equal to the two sides GD, DF, 

each to each; 
and the angle E D F is equal to the angle G D F ; (constr.) 
wherefore fl̂ e base EFia equal to the base FG, (i. 4.) 

and the triangle E D F to the triangle GDF, 
and the remaining angles to the remaining angles, each to each, 
which are subtended by the equal sides : 

therefore the angle D F G is equal to the angle DFE, 
and the angle at G to the angle at E ; 

but the angle D F G is equal to the angle A CB; (constr.) 
therefore the angle A CB is equal to the angle D F E ; (ax. 1.) 

and the angle B A C ia equal to the angle E D F : (hyp.) 
wherefore also the reinaining angle at .B is equal to -liie remaining 

angle at E ; (i. 32.) 
therefore the triangle A B C is equiangular to the triangle DEF. 

Wherefore, if two triangles, &c. q. e. d. 

PROPOSITION VIL THEOREM. 

If two triangles have one angle of the one equal to one angle of the other, 
and the sides alout two other angles proportionals; tlien, if each of th 
remaining angles le either less, or not less, than a right angle, or if one of 
them le a right angle; the triangles shall le equiangular, and sliall liatoe 
those angles equal alout which the sides are proportionals. 

Let the two triangles ABC, DEF have one angle in the one equal 
to one angle in the other, 

viz. the angle B A G to the angle EDF, and the sides about two 
other angles A B C , D.^i^proportionals, 

so that A B is to BC, as D E to E F ; 
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and in the first case, let each of the remaining angles at C, F be less 
than a right angle. 
The triangle A B 0 shaU be equiangular to the triangle DEF, 

viz. the angle A B O shaU 'be equal to the angle DEF, 
and the remaining angle at C equal to the remaining angle at F. 

A ' 

A 
D 

. ^ 
B C ^ ^ 

For if the angles A B 0, D E E be not equal, 
one of them must be greater than the other: 

let A B C be the greater, 
and at the point B, in the straight Une A B , 

make the angle A B G equal to the angle D E F ; (i. 23.) 
and because the angle at A is equal to the.angle at D, (hyp.) 

and the angle A B G to the angle D E F ; 
the remaining angle A G B is equal to the remaining angle D F E : 

(r. 32.) 
therefore the triangle A B G is equiangular to the triangle D E F : 

wherefore as A B is to BG, so is D E to E F : (yi. 4.) 
but as D F to EF, so by hypothesis, is A B ta B C ; 
therefore as A B to BC, so is A B to B G : (y. II.) 

and because A B has the same ratio to each of the lines 13C, BG, 
BCiaequaito B G ; (y. 9.) 

and therefore the angle B G C ia equal to the angle B C G : (i. 5.) 
but the angle B O G is, by hypothesis, less than a right angle; 

therefore also the angle B G O ia less than a right angle; 
and therefore the adjacent angle A G B must be greater than a right 
angle; (i. 13.) 

but it was proved that the angle A G B is equal to the angle at F; 
therefore •the angle at F is greater than a right angle; 

but, by the hypothesis, it is less than a right angle; whioh is absurd. 
Therefore the angles A B C, D E F are not unequal, 

that is, •they are equal: 
and the angle at A is equal to the angle at D: (hyp.) 

wherefore the remaining angle at C is equal to the remaining angle at 
F: (i. 32.) 
therefore •the triangle A B C is equiangular to the triangle D E F . 
Next, let each of the angles at C, i^be not less than a right angle. 
Then the triangle A B C shaH also in this case be equiangular to the 

triangle DEE. ^ 3 

D 

B F 

The-same construction being made, 
it may be proved in like manner that B C is equal to B G , 
and therefore the angle at C equal to the angle B G C : 
but the angle at C is not less than a right angle; (hyp.) 
therefore the angle B G C is not less than a right angle: 

wherefore two angles of the triangle B G C are together not less than 
two right angles; 

whioh is'impossible: (i. 17.) 
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and therefore the triangle ABC may be proved to be equiangular 
to the triangle DEF, as in the first case. 

Lastly, let one of the angles at C, F, viz. the angle at O, be a right 
angle: in this case likewise the triangle A B 0 shaU be equiangular 
to the triangle DEF. 

^ a 
0 

A 

' For, if they be not equiangular, 
at the point B in the straight line A B , make the angle A B G equal 
to the angle D E F ; 

then it may be proved, as in the first case, that BGia equal to B C : 
and therefore the angle B C G is equal to the angle B G C : (i. 6.) 

but the angle B C G is a right angle, (hyp.) 
therefore the angle B G C ia also a right angle; (ax. 1.) 

whence two of the angles of the triangle B G C are together not less 
than two right angles ; 

which is impossible : (i. 17.) 
therefore the triangle A B G is equiangular to the triangle DEF. 

Wherefore, if two triangles, &c. Q. e. d. 

PROPOSITION 'VIII. THEOREM. 

In a right-angled triangle, if a perpendicular he drawn from the right 
angle to the lase; the triangles on each side of it a/re similar to the wliole 
triangle, and to one anotiier. 

Let A B C he a right-angled triangle, having the right angle B A C ; 
and from the point A let A D be dra-wn perpendicular to the base BC. 

Then the triangles A B D , ̂ Z^CehaUbe sinular to the whole tri
angle A B C , and to one another. 

D c 
Because the angle B A C is equal to the angle A D B , each of them 

being a right angle, (ax. 11.) 
and that the angle at B is common to the two triangles A B O , A B D : 

the remaining angle A C B is equal to the remaining angle B A D ; 
(I. 32.) 
therefore the triangle A B C i a equiangular to the triangle A B D , 
and the sides about their equal angles are proportionals; (vi. 4.) 

wherefore the triangles are simUar: ("vr. def. 1.) 
in the like manner it may be demonstrated, that the triangle A D C 

is equiangular and simUar to the triangle A B 0. 
And the triangles A B D , A CD, being both equiangular and sionlai 

to A B C, are equiangular and simUar to each other. 
Therefore, in a right-angled, &o. q.b.d. 

OoE. From this it is manifest, that the perpendicular drawn from 
the right angle of a right-angled triangle to the base, is a mean proper-
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tional between the segments of the base; and also that each of the 
sides is a mean proportional between the base, and the segment of it 
adjacent to that side : because in the triangles B D A , A D O ; B D is to 
DA, as D A to D C ; (vi. 4.) 
and in the triangles A B 0, D B A ; B O iato B A , as B A to B D : (vn. 4.) 
and in the triangles A B G , A C D ; BCia to GA, as G A to OD. (vi. 4.) 

PROPOSITION IX. PROBLEM. 

From a given straight line to cut off any part required. 

Let A B be the given straight line. 
It is Inquired to cut off any part from it. 

From the point A draw a straight Hne A C, making any angle -with A B ; 
and in ̂  C take any point D, 

and take A C the same multiple of A D , that A B is of the part 
whioh is to be cut off from it; 

joia BC, and draw DjE"paraUel to CB. 
Then A E shall be the part required to be cut off. 

Because E D is paraUel to BC, one of the sides of the triangle A B G , 
as CD is to D A , so is B E to F A ; {vr. 2.) 

and by composition, CA is to A D , as B A to AJE: (v. 18.) 
but CA is a multiple of A D ; (constr.) 

therefore B A ia the same multiple of A E : (y. d.) 
whatever part therefore A D is of A 0, A E is the same part of A B : 
wherefore, from the straight Une A B the part required is cut off. 
Q.E.E. 

PROPOSITION X. PROBLEM. 

To divide a given, straight line similarly to a given divided straight line, 
that is, into parts that shall have the same ratios to one another which the 
pa/rts of the divided given straight lit 

Let A B he the straight line given to be divided, and A 0 the di-rided 
Hne. 

It is required to divide A B similarly to A G. 

Let A O h e dî vided in the poiats D, E ; 
and let A B , A O h e placed so as to contain any angle, and join BO, 

and through the points D, E draw DF, E G paraUels to BC. (i. 31.) 
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Then AB shaU be divided in the points F, G, similarly to AO. 
Throus-h D draw i).£rir parallel to AJ^: 

therefore each of the figures, F S , S B ia a paraUelogram; 
wherefore D S is equal to EG, and ̂ ^ t o G B : (i. 34.) _ 

and because S E is paraUel to K C , one of the sides of the tnangle 
DKC 

' as C E to ED, so is K S to S D : (yi. 2.) 
but K S i a equal to BG, and S D to G F ; 

therefore, as C E is to ED, eo is B G to G F : (v. 7.) 
ao-ain, because F D is paraUel to GE, one of the sides of the triangle 
as ED is to D^, so is GF to FA : (vi. 2.) 

therefore, as has been proved, as C E is to ED, ao ia B G to Cî , 
and as E D is to D^, so is fi'i^to F A : 

therefore the given straight Une A B is di-vided simUarly to AC. q.e.s. 

PROPOSITION XI. PROBLEM. 

To find a third proportional to two given straight lines. 

Let AB, AOhe the two given straight Unes. 
It is reqiured to find a third proportional to AB, A C. 

Let A B , A O h e placed so as to contain any angle: 
produce A B , A C to the points D, E ; 

and make B D equal ta A C ; 
join BC, and through D, draw ..D.5'paraUel to BC. (i. 31.) 

Then C E shaU be a third proportional to A B and A C. 
Because B C ia paraUel to DE, a side of the triangle A D E , 

A B is to BD, aaAOto O E : (yi. 2.) 
but B D is equal to ̂  C; 

therefore as A B is to A C , so ia A C to CE. (y. 7.) 
Wherefore, to the two given straight Hues A B , A C , & third pro

portional Cif is fo-und. q.e.e. 

PROPOSITION XII. PROBLEM. 

To find a fourth proportional to three given straight lines. 

Let A, B, 0 be the three given straight Hues. 
It is required to find a fourth proportion^ to A, B, C. 

Take two straight Hnes DE, DF, containing any angle E D F : 
and upon these make D G equal to A, G E equal to B, and i).2"equal 

to O; (i. 3.) 
D A 

. ' ^ ; 
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join GS, and through E draw .EZ?'paraUel to it. (i. 31.) 
Then i7"i^shaU be the fourth proportional to A, B, G. 

Because GSia paraUel to EF, one of the sides of the triangle D E F 
D G is to GE, as D S t o S F ; (vi. 2.) ' 

but D G is equal to A, G E to B, and D S t o 0; 
therefore, as A is to B, so is 0 to SF. (v. 7.) 

"Wherefore, to the three given straight Unes A, B, 0, a fourth 
proportional S E is found, q. e. e. 

PROPOSITION x m . PROBLEM. 

To find a mean proportional letween two given straight lines. 

Let AB, BChe the -two given straight lines. 
It is required to find a mean proportional between them. 

D 

Place A B , B C in a straight Une, and upon A G describe the semi
circle A D C , 

and from the poiat B draw B D at right angles to ̂  C. (i. 11.) 
Then B D shaU be a mean proportional between A B and BO. 

Join AD, DC. 
And because the angle A D O in a semicircle is a right angle, (in. 31.) 

and because in the right-angled triangle A D O , D B is dra-wn from 
the right angle perpendicular to the base, 

D B is a mean proportional between A B , B C the segments of the 
base: ("vi. 8. Oor.) 

therefore, between -the two given straight lines A B , BG, a mean 
proportional D B is ioimd. q. e. e. 

PROPOSITION XIV. THEOREM. 

Equal pa/rallelograms which have one angle of the one equal to one 
angle of the other, have their sides alout the equal angles reciprocally pro
portional: and conversely, parallelograms that fume one angle of the one 
equal to one angle of the other, and their sides alout the equal angles reoi-
procally proportional, aa-e equal to one another. 
Let AB, BChe equal paraUelograms, which have the angles at B 
equal. 

The sides of the paraUelograms A B , B C about the equal angles, 
shaU be reoiprocaUy proportional; 

that is, D B shaU be to B E , as G B to BF. 
A F 
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Let the sides DB, BE he placed in the same straight Une; 
wherefore also FB, B G are in one straight Une : [T-Ai.) 

complete the parallelogram FE. a i.-u ,. -a-v. 
And because the paraUelogram ̂ .B is. equal to BO, and tHat i'iî  

is another paraUelogram, „ „ , ,̂ , 
A B is to FE, as B C to F E : (y. 7.) 

but as A B to FE, so is the base D B to B E , (yi. I.) 
and as .BC to FE, so is the base G B to B F ; 

therefore, as D B to B E , so is G B to BF. (y. II.) 
Wherefore, the sides of the paraUelograms A B , B C about their 

equal angles are reciprooaUy proportional. 
Next, let the sides about the equal angles be reoiprocaUy proportional, 

viz. as D B to B E , so G B to B E : 
the paraUelogram A B shaU be equal to the paraUelogram BC. 

Because, as D B to BE, so is G B to B F ; 
and aa D B to B E , so is the paraUelogram A B to the paraUelogram 
FE; (yi. 1.) 

and as G B to BF, so is the paraUelogram i? C to the paraUelogram î J'; 
therefore as A B to FE, so B C t a F E ; (v. II.) 

therefore the paraUelogram A B is equal to the paraUelogram BQ. 
(Y. 9.) 

Therefore, equal paraUelograms, &c. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION XV. THEOREM. 

Equal triangles which have one angle of the one equal to one a/ngle of 
the other, have their sides about the equal angles reoiprocaUy proportional: 
and conversely, triangles which have one angle in the one equal to one angle 
in the other, and their sides alout the equal angles reoiprocaUy proportional, 
are equal to one another. 
JjotABC, ADE he equal triangles, which have the angle 5^ C 
equal to the angle D A E . 

Then the sides about the equal angles of the ti-iangles shaU be 
reciprocally proportional; 

that is, CA shaU be to A D , as E A to A B . 

Let the triangles be placed so that their sides OA, A D he in one 
straight Hne; 

where;fore also E A and A B are in one straight line; (i. 14.) 
and join BD. 

Because the triangle A B O is equal, to the triangle A D E , 
and that A B D is another triangle ; 

therefore as the triangle CAB, is to the triangle B A D , so is the 
ti-iangle A E D to the triangle D A B ; (v. 7.) 

but as the triangle C A B to the triangle B A D , so -is the base CA 
to the base A D , (vi. 1,) 
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and as the triangle EAD to the triangle DAB, so is the base EA 
to the base A B ; (vi. I.) 

therefore as O A to A D , so is E A to ./fli: (y. II.) 
wherefore the sides of the triangles A B C , A D E , about the equal 

angles are reciprooaUy proportional. 
Next, let the sides of the triangles A B C , A D E about the equal 

angles be reciprooaUy proportional, 
viz. CA to A D , as E A to A B . 

Then the triangle A B G shaU be equal to the triangle A D E . 
Join B D as before. 

Then because, as C A to A D , so is E A to A B ; (hyp.) 
and as CA to A D , so is the triangle A B C to the triangle B A D : 
(YI, I.) 

and as E A to A B , so is the triangle E A D to the triangle B A D ; 
(YI. I.) 

therefore as the triangle B A C to the triangle B A D , so is the tri
angle E A D to the triangle B A D ; (v. II.) 

that is, the triangles B A C , E A D have the same ratio to the tri
angle B A D : 

wherefore the triangle A B C is equal to the triangle A D E . (v. 9.) 
Therefore, equal triangles, &c. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION XVL THEOREM. 

If four straight lines le proportionals, the rectangle contained ly the 
extremes is equal to the rectangle contained ly the means: and conversely, 
if the rectangle contained ly the extremes le equal to the rectangle con' 
tamed ly the means, the four straight lines are proportionals. 
Let the four straight Hnes AB, CD, E, F he proportionals, 

viz. as A B to CD, so E to F. 
The rectangle contained by A B , F, shaU be equal to the rectangle 

contained by CD, E. 
n H 

E — 

A B 
C D 

From the poiats A, C draw A G, C S at right angles to A B , CD : 
(I. 11.) 
and make A G equal to F, and CiTequal to E ; (i. 3.) 
and complete the paraUelograms BG, D S . (i. 31.) 

Because, as A B to CD, so is E to F; 
and that .Sis equal to CS, and î to ̂ G*; 

A B is to CD as C S to A G : (y. 7.) 
therefore the sides of the paraUelograms BG, i) J about the equal 

angles are reciprooaUy proportional; 
but paraUelograms which have their sides about equal angles reoi

procaUy proportional, are equal to one another; (vi. 14.) 
&erefore the paraUelogram B G is equal to the paraUelogram B S : 
but the paraUelogram BGia contained by the straight Hnes A B , F\ 

because AGia equal to F; 
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and the paraUelogram DS is contained by CD and E; 
because Cffis equal to .E"; j-r -p • 

therefore the rectangle contained by the straight Hnes A-D, I', is 
equal to that which is contained by CD and E. > „ ^ i. 

And if the rectangle contained by the straight Hnes A B , I, be 
equal to that whioh is contained by CD, E ; 

these four Unes shaU be proportional, 
viz. A B shaU be to CD, as E to F. 
The same construction being made, 

because the rectangle contained by the straight lines A B , F, is 
equal to that which is contained by CD, E, 

and that the rectangle B G ia contained by A B , F; 
because A G ia equal to F; 

and the rectangle D S h j OD, F; because OSia equal to E; 
therefore the paraUelogram B G ia equal ta the parallelogram D S ; 

(ax. 1.) 
and they are equiangular : 

but the sides about the equal angles of equal paraUelograms are 
reoiprocaUy proportional: (v. 14.) 

wherefore, as A B to CD, so is C S to A G. 
But GSis equal to E, and .4ff to F; 

therefore as A B is to GD, so is Eto F. (v. 7.) 
Wherefore, if four, &c. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION XVII. T H E O R E M . 

If three straight lines le proportionals, tlie rectangle contained ly the 
extremes is equal to the squa/re on the mean ; and conversely, if the rectangle 
contained ly the extremes le equal to the square on the mean, the three 
straight lines are proportionals. 

Let the three straight Unes A, B, C he proportionals, 
•viz. as A to B, so B to C. 

The rectangle contained by A, C shaU be equal to the square on B. 

u 

Take D equal to B. 
And because as A to B, so is B to C, and that B is equal to D; 

A is to B, as D t a 0: (v. 7.) 
but if four straight Unes be proportionals, the rectangle contained 

by the extremes is equal to that whioh is contained by the means; 
(YI. 16.) 

therefore the rectangle contained hv A, C ia equal to that contained 
hjB,D: 
but the rectangle contained by B, D, is the square on B, 

because B is equal to D : 
therefore the rectangle contained by A, 0, is equal to the square on B. 
A n d if the rectangle contained by A, O, he equal to the square on B, 

then A shaU be to B, as B to G. 
The same construction being made, 
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because the rectangle contained by A, 0 is equal to the square on B, 
and the square on B is equal to the rectangle contained by B, D, 

because B is equal to D; 
therefore the rectangle contained by A, 0, is equal to that contaiaed 
hjB,D; 
but if the rectangle contained by the extremes be equal to that con

tained by the means, the four straight lines are proportionals: (yi. 16.) 
therefore A is to B, as Dta Ci 

but B is equal to D; 
wherefore, as A to B, so B to C. 

Therefore, if three straight lines, &c. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION XVin. PROBLEM. 

Upon a given straight line to descrile a rectilineal figure similar, and 
similarly situated, to a given rectilineal figure. 

Let AB he the given straight Hne, and CDEE the given reetUineal 
figure of four sides. 

It is required upon the given straight Hue A B to describe a reetUi
neal figure simUar, and similarly situated, to GDEF. 

Join DF, and at the poiats A, B in the straight Hne A B , make the 
angle B A G equal to the angle at C, (i. 23.) 

and the angle A B G equal to the angle CDF; 
therefore the remaining angle A G B is equal to the remaining angle 

CFD: (i. ̂ 2 and ax. 3.) 
therefore the triangle F C D is equiangular to the triangle G A B . 
Again, at the points G, B, in the straight Hne GB, make the angle 

.Bff.ff equal to the angle D E E , (i. 23.) 
and the angle G B S equal to F D F ; 

therefore the remaining angle G S B is equal to the remainiag angle 
FED, 
and the triangle F D F equiangular to the triangle G B S : 

then, because the angle A G B is equal to the angle CFD, and B G S 
to DFE, 

the whole angle ̂ G^iZ"is equal to the whole angle O F F ; (ax. 2.) 
for the same reason, the angle A B S is equal to the angle C D E : 

also the angle at A is equal to the angle at 0, (constr.) 
and the angle G S B to F E D : 

therefore the reotUiueal figure A B S G is equiangular to O D E F : 
like-wise these figures have their sides about the equal angles pro

portionals ; 
because the triangles G A B , F C D being equiangular, 

B A is to A G , as CD to CF; (vi. 4.) 
and because A G iato GB, as Ci^ to F D ; 
and as G B is to G S , so is F D to FE, 

hv reason of the equiangular triangles B G S , D F E , 
tiierefore, ex sequaU, A G iato G S , as Ci^to FF. (y. 22.) 

Q 
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In the same manner it may be proved 
that A B is to B S , as OD to D F : 

and Cffis to S B , as F E to ED. (yi. 4.) 
Wherefore, because the reotOineal figures ABMtr, VJJ1.M ara 

equiangular, ., , _±- ^ 
and have their sides about the equal angles proportionals, 

they are simUar to one another, (vi. def. 1.) 
Next, let it be required to describe upon a given straight Une AB, 

a reetUineal figure simUar, and simUarly situated, to the rectfiineal 
figure C D K E F of five sides. 

Join DE, and upon the given straight Hne A B describe the rectili
neal figure A B S G simUar, and simUarly situated, to the quadrUateral 
figure GDEF, by the former case : 

and at the points B, S,in the straight Hue B S , 
make the angle S B L equal to the angle E D K , 
and the angle B S L equal to the angle D E K ; 

therefore the remaining angle at L is equal to the remaining angle 
at K. (i. 32 and ax. 3.) 

And because the figures A B S G , O D E F are similar, 
the angle G S B is equal to the angle F E D : (-vr. def. 1.) 

and B S L is equal to D E K ; 
wherefore the whole angle G S L is equal to the Whole angle F E K 

for the same reason the angle A B L is equal to the angle C D K 
therefore the five-sided figures A G S L B , C F E K D are equiangular 

and because the figures A G S B , C F F D are similar, 
GSis to S B , as î .S'to E D ; (vi. def. 1.) 

but as S B to S L , so is E D to E K ; (yi. 4.) 
therefore, ex sequaU, GSis to S L , as FEta E K : (v. 22.) 

for the same reason, A B is to BL, as CD to D K \ 
and B L is to L S , as D K to K E , (yi. 4.) 

because the triangles B L S , D K E are equiangular : 
therefore because the five-sided figures A G S L B , G F E K D are equi

angular, 
and have their sides about the equal angles proportionals, 

they are similar to one another. 
In the same manner a reetUineal figm-e of six sides may be described 

upon a given straight line similar to one given, and so on. q.e.f. PROPOSITION XIX. THEOREM. 

Similar triangles are to one another in the duplicate ratio of their honio-

Let A B O , D E F he similar triangles, having the angle B equal to 
the angle E, 

and let A B be to B C, as D F to EF, 
so that the side B C may he homologous to EF. (v. def 12.) 
Then the triangle A B C shaU have to the triangle D E F the dupH-

cate ratio of that whioh B C has to EF. 

z A A 
G 0 
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Take BG a third proportional to BC, EF, (yi. II.) 
so that B C may be to EF, as EFta B G , and join GA. 

Then, because as A B to BG, so D E to E F ; 
alternately, A B is to D E , as .BC to E F \ (y. 16.) 
but as .BC to EF, so ia E F to B G ; (constr.) 

therefore, as A B to D E , aoia E F to B G : (y. II.) 
therefore the sides of the triangles A B G , D E F , whioh are about the 

equal angles, are reciprooaUy proportional: 
but triangles, whioh have the sides about two equal angles reoipro

caUy proportional, are equal to one another: (-vi. 15.) 
therefore the triangle A B G is equal to the triangle D E F : 

and because as .BC is to EF, so E F to B G ; 
and that if three straight Hnes be proportionals, the first is said to 

have to the third, -the dupUcate ratio of that which it has to the second: 
(y. def. 10.) 
therefore B Chas to B G the duplicate ratio of that which B C has to E F : 
but as .B Cis to .B ff, so is the triangle A B C to the triangle A B G ; (yi. 1.) 
therefore the triangle A B C has to the triangle A B G , the dupUcate 

ratio of that whioh .BC has to E F : 
but the triangle A B G is equal to the triangle D E F ; 

therefore also the tiiangle A B C has to the triangle D E F , the dupU
cate ratio of that whioh B 0 has to EF. 

Therefore, similar •triangles, &o. q.e.d. 
CoE. From this it is manifest, that if three straight lines be pro

portionals, as the first is to the third, so is any triangle upon the first, 
to a similar and similarly described triangle upon the second. 

PROPOSITION XX. THEOREM. 

Similar polygons may le divided into the same number of similar tri
angles, having the same ratio to one another that the polygons have; and the 
polygons have to one another the duplicate ratio of that which their homo
logous sides have. 
Let ABODE, FGSKL he simUar polygons, and let AB be the 
side homologous to F G : 

the polygons A B O D E , F G S K L may be di-vided into the same 
number of simUar triangles, whereof each shaU have to each the same 
ratio which the polygons have ; 

and the polygon A B O D E shaU have to the polygon F G S K L the 
dupUcate ratio of that which the side A B has to the side FG. 

Join BE, EC, GL, LS. 
Aad because the polygon A B O D E is simUar to the polygon F G S K L , 

the angle B A E i s equal to the angle GFL, (-vt. def. 1.) 
and B A is to A E , as GEta F L : (vi. def. I.) 

therefore, because the triangles A B E , F G L have an angle in one, 
equal to an angle ia the other, and their sides about these equal angles 
proportionals, 

Q2 
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the triangle ABE is equiangular to the triangle i^G'J: (""• 6.) 
and therefore simUar to it; (vi. 4.) 

wherefore the angle A B E is equal to the angle f G h : 
and because the polygons are simUar, j ̂  > 

the whole angle A B C is equal to the whole angle E G S ; -̂vi. del. \.) 
therefore the remaining angle E B C is equal to the remaming angle 

L G S \ (i. ax. 3.) 
and because the triangles A B E , F G L are simUar, 

E B is to B A , aa L G to GF; (yi. 4.) 
and also, because the polygons are similar, 
A B is to BC, as F G to G S ; (yi. def I.) 

therefore, ex sequaU, E B is to BC, as L G to G S ; (y. 22.) 
that is, the sides about the equal angles E B C , iffjB" are proportionals; 
therefore, the triangle E B C is equiangular to the triangle L G S , 

(yi. 6.) and simUar to it; ("ve. 4.) 
for the same reason, the triangle E C D Ukewise is similar to the tri

angle L S K \ 
therefore the simUar polygons A B O D E , F G S K L are di-fided into 

the same number of simUar triangles. 
Also these triangles shall have, each to each, the same ratio which 

the polygons have to one another, 
the antecedents being A B E , E B C , ECD, and the consequents 
FGL, LGS, LSK: 

and the polygon A B C D E ^ a H have to the polygon F G S K L the dupli
cate ratio of that which the side A B has to the homologous side EG. 

Because the triangle A B E is simUar to the triangle FGL, 
A B E has to FGL, the dupHcate ratio of that whioh the side B E has 

to the side G L : (-vi. 19.) 
for the same reason, the triangle B E G has to G L S the dupHcate 

ratio of that which B E has to G L : 
therefore, as the triangle A B E is to the triangle FGL, so is the 

triangle B E G to the triangle G L S . (v. II.) 
Again, because the triangle E B C is simUar to the triangle LGS, 
E B C has to L G S , the dupHcate ratio of that whioh the side E C has 
to the side L S : 

for the same reason, the triangle E C D has to the triangle L S K , the 
dupHcate ratio of that which E C has to L S : 

therefore, as the triangle E B O is to the triangle L G S , so is the tri
angle E C D to the triangle L S K : (v. II.) 

but it has been proved, 
that the triangle E B C is Ukewise to the triangle L G S , as the tri
angle A B E to the triangle F G L : 

therefore, as the triangle A B E to the triangle FGL, so is the triangle 
E B C to the triangle L G S , and the triangle .E'Ci) to the triangle L S K : 

and therefore, as one of the antecedents is to one of the consequents, 
so are aU the antecedents to all the consequents : (v. 12.) 

that is, as the triangle A B E to the triangle FGL, so is the polygon 
A B C D E to the polygon F G S K L : 

but the triangle A B E has to the triangle FGL, the dupHcate ratio of 
that which the side A B has to the homologous side F G ; (yi. 19.) 

therefore also the polygon A B C D E has to the polygon F G B K L the 
duplicate ratio of that whioh A B has to the homologous side FG. 

Wherefore, similar polygons, &o. q.e.d. 
OoB. I. In like manner it may be proved, that simUar four-sided 
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figiires or of any number of sides, are one to another in the dupHcate 
ratio of their homologous sides : and it has aH-eady been proved in tri
angles : (yi. 19.) therefore, universaUy, simUar reetUineal figm-es are to 
one another m the dupHcate ratio of their homologous sides. 

OoE. 2. And if to A B , FG, two of the homologous sides, a third 
proportional JJ/be taken, (vi. II.) 
A B has to M the dupUcate ratio of that which A B has to F G • 

(y. def. 10.) 
but the four-sided figure or polygon upqn A B , has to the four-

sided figtu-e or polygon upon E G likewise the dupUcate ratio of that 
whioh A B has to F G : (yi. 20. Oor. I.) 

therefore, as A B is to .3/; so is the figure upon A B to the fianire 
uponi^ff: (v. II.) & P S 

which was also proved in triangles : (yi. 19. Cor.) 
therefore, universaUy, it is manifest, that if three straight Hnes be 

proportionals, as the first is to the third, so is any reetUineal figure 
upon the first, to a simUar and simUarly described reetUineal figure 
upon the second. 

PROPOSITION XXI. T H E O R E M . 

Rectilineal figures whioh a/re similar to the same rectilineal figure, a/re 
also similar to one another. 

Let each of the reetUineal figures A, B he similar to the reetUineal 
fig^e C. 

The figure A shaU be simUar to the figure B. 

/ \ A 

Because A is simUar to 0, 
they are equiangular, and also have their sides about the equal 

angles proportional: (yi. def. I.) 
again, because B is simUar to 0, 

they are equiangular, and have theu- sides about the equal angles 
proportionals: (yi. def I.) 

therefore the figures A, B are each of them equiangular to C, and 
have the sides about the equal angles of each of them and of 0 pro
portionals. 

Wherefore the rectiUneal figures A and B are equiangular, 
(i. ax. I.) and have their sides about the equal angles proportionals: 
(y. U.) 

therefore A is simUar to B. ('vi. def. 1.) 
Therefore, reetUineal figures, &c. q. b. d. 

PROPOSITION XXII. T H E O R E M . 

If four straight lines he proportionals, the similar rectilineal figures 
similarly described upon them shall also le proportionals: and conversely, 
if the similar rectilineal figures similarly descried upon four straight lines 
he proportionals, those straight lines shall le proportionals. 
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Let the four straight lines AB, CD, EF, GShe proportionals, 
viz. A B to CD, as E F to G S ; 

and upon A B , CD let the simUar rectilineal figures J^^-H, J-CV De 
simUarly described; -.̂  . 

and upon EF, G S the simUar reetUineal figures MM, JSM, m hke 
TTl fl TI TI P3? * 

the rectilineal figure K A B shaU be to LCD, as M E t a N S . 

5 B 0 U EEGH Pa 

To ^.5, OD take a third proportional X; (yi. 11.) 
and to EF, G S a third proportional 0: 
and because .̂ i? is to OD, as jEF to G S , 
therefore OD is to X, as ffiTto 0; (y. 11.) 

wherefore, ex sequaU, as A B to X, so X F to 0: (y. 22.) 
but as A B to X, so is the rectilineal figure K A B to the rectilineal 

figure LOD, 
and as E E to 0, so is the rectiUneal figure M F to the rectfiineal 

figure N S : (yi. 20. Oor. 2.) 
therefore, as K A B to LCD, so is JfP to iVH". (y. II.) 

And if. the rectiUneal figure K A B be to LCD, as M F to N S ; 
the straight Une A B shaU be to Ci), as E F to GS. 

Make as A B to Ci>, so .Zî to FK, (vi. 12.) 
and upon F R describe the reetUineal figure SR simUar and simi

larly situated to either of the figures MF, N S : {xi. 18.) 
then, because as A B to CD, so is E F to FR, 

and that upon A B , OD are described the similar and similarly 
situated rectiUneals K A B , L CD, 

and upou EF, PR, in Hke manner, the similar rectUineals MF, SR; 
therefore K A B is to LCD, as M F to SB: 

but by the hypothesis K A B is to LOD, as M F to N S ; 
and therefore the rectilineal M F having the same ratio to each of the 

two NS, SR, 
these are equal to one another; (v. 9.) 

they are also simUar, and similarly situated; 
therefore GSia equal to P R : 

and because as A B to OD, so is E F to PR, 
and that P R is equal to G S ; 

A B is to CD, as E F to GS. (y. 7.) 
If therefore, four straight lines, &o. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION X X H L THEOREM. 

Equiangular parallelograms have to one anotiier the ratio which is 
compounded of the ratios of their sides. 

Let A C, CF he equiangular paraUelograms, having the angle B CB 
equal to the angle F O G . 

Then the ratio of the paraUelogram A C to the paraUelogram CF, 
shall be the same -srith the ratio which is compounded of the ratios of 
their sides. 
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A D H 

KLM E F 
Let BC , O G h e placed in a straight line; 

tlierefore D C and G E are also in a straight Une; (i. 14.) 
and complete the paraUelogram D G ; 

and taking any straight Une K, 
make as .BC to CG, so JTto L; (vi. 12.) 

and as D G to OE, so make L to M ; (-71. 12.) 
therefore, the ratios of S to L, and L to M, are the same with the 

ratios of the sides, 
viz. of .BC to OG, and D C to C E : 

but the ratio of Z" to Jf is that which is said to be compounded of 
the ratios of JjTto L, and L to M ; (v. def. a.) 

therefore .Thas to J/ the ratio compounded of the ratios of the sides: 
and because aa B O to OG, so is the paraUelogram A C to the paral

lelogram C S ; (yi. I.) 
but as B C to OG, so is K t o L; 

therefore K is to L, as the parallelogram. A O to the paraUelogram 
C S : (y. II.) 

again, because aa D C to CE, so is the paraUelogram C S to the 
paraUelogram CF; 

but aa D C to OF, so is L to Jf; 
wherefore Lia to M, as the paraUelogram C S ta the paraUelogram 

CF; (y. 11.) 
therefore since it has been proved, 

that as K t o L, so is the paraUelogram A C to the paraUelogram O S ; 
and aa L ta M, so is the paraUelogram C S to the paraUelogram OF; 
ex sequaU, K ia to M, as the paraUelogram A O to the paraUelogram 

CF: (v. 22.) 
but Khas to-Jf, the ratio which is compounded of the ratios of the 

sides; 
therefore also the paraUelogram A C has to the paraUelogram CF, 

the ratio which is compounded of the ratios of the sides. 
Wherefore, equiangular paraUelograms, &c. q.e.d. PROPOSITION XXIV. THEOREM. 

Parallelograms alout -the diameter of any parallelogram, are similar to 
the lohole, and to one another. 

Let A B C D be a paraUelogram, of whioh the diameter is ̂  C; 
and EG, S T paraUelograms about the diameter. 

The paraUelograms E G , S K shaU be simUar both to the whole 
paraUelogram A B C D , and to one another. 

D K 
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Because i)C, Ci^ are paraUels, 
the angle A D C ia equal to the angle A G E : (i- 29-) 
for the same reason, because BC, E F are paraUels, 

the angle A B C is equal to the angle A F F : 
and-each of the angles B C D , E F G is equal to the opposite angle 

D A B , (I. 34.) 
and therefore they are equal to one anotiier : 

wherefore the paraUelograms A B C D , A E F G , are equiangular: 
and because the angle ABCia equal to the angle AEF, 

and the angle B A C common to the two triangles B A 0, EAF, 
they are equiangular to one another; 

therefore as A B to BC, so is ̂ .E^to E F ; (yi. 4.) 
and because the opposite sides of paraUelograms are equal to one 

another, (i. 84.) 
A B is to A D , as A E to A G ; (v. 7.) 

and D C to CB, as G'î to F E ; 
and also CD to DA, as F G to G A : 

therefore the sides of the paraUelograms A B C D , A E F G about the 
equal angles are proportionals; 
and they are therefore similar to one another; (vr. def. 1.) 

for the same reason, the paraUelogram A B O D is similar to the 
paraUelogram F S C K : 

wherefore each of the paraUelograms GE, K S is similar to D B : 
b'ut rectiUneal figures whioh are simUar to the same rectfiineal figure, 

are also similar to one another: {vi. 21.) 
therefore the paraUelogram G E is similar to K S . 

"Wlierefore, paraUelograms, &c. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION XXV. PROBLEM. 

To describe a rectilineal figure which shall he similar to one, and equal 
to another given rectilineal figure. 

Let A B 0 he the given rectilineal figure, to which the figure to be 
described is required to be simUar, and D that to which it must be 
equal. 

It is required to describe a rectilineal figure simUar to A B C , and 
equal to D. 

A 

G H 

Upon the straight line B G describe the paraUelogram B E equal 
to the figure A B G ; (i. 45. Oor.) 

also upon C E describe the paraUelogram CJf equal to D, (i. 45. Cor.) 
and ha-ring the angle F O E equal to the angle O B L : 

therefore B O and C F are in a straight Hne, as also L E and E M : 
(i. 29. and I. 14.) 

between B C and CF&nd a mean proportional G S , (vr. 13.) 
and upon G S describe the rectilineal figure K G S simUar and simi

larly situated to the figure A B O . (vi. 18.) 
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Because .BC is to G'.ffas GS to GF, 
and that if three straight lines be proportionals, as the first is to 

the third, so is the figure upon the first to the similar and simUarly 
described figure upon the second ; {yr. 20. Oor. 2.) 
therefore, as iSC to OF, so is the reetUineal figure A B G to K G S : 
but as B C to CF, so is the paraUelogram B E to the paraUelogram 
F F ; (YI. 1.) 

therefore as the rectiUneal figure A B C is to K G S , so is the paral
lelogram B E to the paraUelogram E F : (y. 11.) 
and the reetUineal figure A B 0 is equal to the paraUelogram B E \ 
(constr.) 
therefore •the rectiUneal figure K G S is equal to the paraUelogram 
EF : (Y. 14.) 

but EFia equal to the figure D; (constr.) 
wherefore also K G S is equal to D : and it is simUar to A B C . 
Therefore the reetUineal figure K G S h a a been described simUar to 

the figure A B C , and equal to D. q.e.e. 

PROPOSITION XXVI. THEOREM. 

^ two similar parallelograms have a common angle, and le similarly 
situated; they are about tlie same diameter. 

Let the paraUelograms A B C D , A E F G be similar and similarly 
situated, and have the angle D A B common. 

A B C D and A E F G shaU be about the same diameter. 

For if not, let, if possible, the paraUelogram B D have its diameter 
A S C in a different straight Hne from AF, the diameter of the paral
lelogram EG, 

and let G F meet A S C in S ; 
and through S d r a w S K paraUel to A D or B C ; 

therefore the paraUelograms A B C D , A K S G being about the same 
diameter, they are similar to one another; (yi. 24.) 

wherefore as D A to A B , so is G A to A K : {ji. def. 1.) 
but because A B C D and A E F G are simUar paraUelograms, (hyp.) 

as D A is to A B , so is G A to A E ; 
therefore as G A to A E , so G A to A K ; (y. II.) 

that is, G A has the same ratio to each of the straight Hnes A E , A K 
and consequently A K i a equal to A E , (y. 9.) 

the less equal to the greater, which is impossible : 
therefore A B O D and A K S G are not about the same diameter: 
wherefore A B O D and A E F G must be about the same diameter. 

Therefore, if two similar, &o. q.b.d. 
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PROPOSITION XXVII. THEOREM. 

Of all pa/rallelograms applied to tlie same straight line, and deficient ly 
parallelograms, similar and similarly situated to that which is described 
upon the half of the Une; that which is applied to tU half, and is similar 
to its defect, is the greatest. 

Let A B be a straight Hne dirided into two equal parts in C; 
and let the paraUelogram A D be appHed to the half A 0, which is 

therefore deficient from the paraUelogram upon the whole line A B by 
the paraUelogram C E upon the other half C B : 

of aU the paraUelograms appUed to any other parts of A B , and 
deficient by paraUelograms that are similar and similarly situated to 
OE, A D shall be the greatest. 

Let A F h e any paraUelogram applied to A K , any other part of A B 
than the half, so as to be deficient fi-om the paraUelogram upon the 
whole Hne A B by the paraUelogram K S simUar and similarly situ
ated to O E : 

D L E 

A D shaU be greater than A F . 
First, let A K the base of A F , be greater than A C the half of A B : 

and because CEia simUar to the parallelogram S K , (hyp.) 
they are about the same diameter: ("vr. 26.) 

draw their diameter D B , and complete the scheme : 
then, because the paraUelogram CFis equal to FE, (i. 43.) 

add ZB"to both: 
therefore the whole C S is equal to the whole K E : 

but GSis equal to CG, (i. 36.) 
because the base ̂  C is equal to the base C B ; 

therefore CG* is equal to K E : (ax. 1.) 
to each of these equals add CF: 

then the whole ̂ i^is equal to the gnomon G S L : (ax. 2.) 
therefore CE, or the paraUelogram A D is greater than the paral
lelogram A F . 

Next, let A K the base of A F he less than A G: G P M H 

K C 

tihen, the same construction being made, because BO is equal to CA, 
therefore .HJf is equal to JfG'; (i. 34.) 

therefore the parallelogram D S is equal to the parallelogram D G ; 
(I. 36.) 

wherefore D S is greater than L G : 
but D S is equal to D K ; (l. 43.) 

therefore D K i a greater than L G : 
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to each of these add AL; 
then the whole A D is greater than the whole AF. 
Therefore, of siU paraUelograms appUed, &c. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION XXVin. PROBLEM. 

To a given straight line to apply a parallelogram equal to a given 
rectilineal figure, and deficient by a parallelogram similar to a given paral
lelogram : hit the given rectilineal figure to which the parallelogram to le 
applied is to le equal, tnust not le greater than the parallelogram applied to 
half of the given line, having its defect similar to the defect of that which is 
to .be applied ; that is, to the given parallelogram. 
"Let AB he the given straight Hne, and C the given reetUineal figure, 
to which the paraUelogram to be applied is required to be equal, which 
figure must not be greater (vi. 27.) than the paraUelogram appUed to 
the half of the Hne, ha-ring its defect from that upon the whole Hne 
sunUar to the defect of that whioh is to be appUed; 

and let D be the paraUelogram to which this defect is required to be 
sinular. 

It is required to apply a paraUelogram to the straight Hne A B , 
which shaU be equal to the figure C, and be deficient from the paral
lelogram upon the whole Hne by a paraUelogram simUar to D. 

Diride A S into two equal parts in the point E, (i. 10.) 
and upon E B describe the paraUelogram E B E G similar and simi
larly situated to D, (•ye. 18.) 
and complete the paraUelogram A G, whioh must either be equal to 
C, or greater than it, by the determination. 
11 A G he equal to C, then what was required is already done : 

H G OF 

\ \ \\\ K N 
A £ S B 

for, upon the straight Une AB, the paraUelogram AG is appHed equal 
to the figure C, and deficient by the paraUelogram E F simUar to D. 

But if ̂  Ĝ  be not equal to C, it is greater than it: 
and .EFis equal to A G ; (i. 36.) 

therefore E F also is greater than C. 
Make the paraUelogram K L M N equal to the excess of E F above 

C, and similar and similarly situated to D : (yi. 25.) 
then, since D is similar to EF, (constr.) 

therefore also X J f is simUar to EF, {vi. 21.) 
let K L he the homologous side to E G , and iJf to G F : 

and because E F is equal to C and .ZJf together, 
EFia greater than K M ; 

therefore the straight Hne E G is greater than K L , and G F than L M : 
make G X equal to L K , and G O equal to ZJf, (i. 3.) 
and complete the paraUelogram X G O P : (i. 31.) 

therefore X O is equal and sunUar to K M : 
but X J f is simUar to E F ; 

wherefore also X O is simUar to E F ; 
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and therefore XO and EF are about the same diameter: (yi. 26.) 
let G P B he their diameter and complete the scheme. 
Then because .E-î is equal to C and XJf together, 

and X O a part of the one is equal to K M a part of the other, 
the remainder, riz. the gnomon E B 0, is equal to the remainder C; 
(ax. 3.) 
and because O R is equal to X S , by adding S R to each, (i. 43.) 

the whole O B is equal to the whole X B : 
but X B is equal to TE, because the base A E is equal to the base 
E B ; (i. 36.) 

wherefore also T E ia equal to O B : (ax. 1.) 
add X S to each, then the whole T S is equal to the whole, •viz. to 

the gnomon E R 0: 
but it has been proved that the gnomon F R O is equal to C; 

and therefore also TS is equal to C. 
"Wherefore the paraUelogram TS, equal to the given reotiKneal 

figure C, is appHed to the given straight line A B , deficient by the 
paraUelogram SR, similar to the given one D, because SR is simfiar 
io EF. (yi. 24.) Q.E.F. 

PROPOSITION XXIX. PROBLEM. 
To a given straight line to apply a parallelogram equal to a given recti

lineal figure, exceeding by a parallelogram similar to amother given. 

Let AB he the given straight Hue, and C the given rectfiineal fig-ure 
to whioh the paraUelogram to be appUed is required to be equal, and D 
the paraUelogram to which the excess of the one to be apphed above 
that upon the given line is required to be simUar. 

It is required to apply a paraUelogram to the given straight fine 
A B wliich shaU be equal to the figure 0, exceeding by a paraUelogram 
simUax to D. 

^ F L M 

S O 

Di-ride A B into two equal parts in the point E, (i. 10.) and upon 
E B describe the paraUelogram E L similar and similarly situated to 
D : (yi. 18.) 

and make the paraUelogram G'if equal to E L and C together, and 
simUar and similarly situated to D: (vr. 25.) 
wherefore GSia similar to E L : (-vr. 21.) 

let K S h e the side homologous to FL, and K G to F E : 
and because the paraUelogram GSia gTeater than EL, 

therefore -tlie side K S i a greater than FL, 
and K G than F E : 

produce F L and FF, and make E L M equal to K S , and F E N to KG, 
and complete the paraUelogram M N : 

M N i a therefore equal and simUar to G S : 
but GSia simUar to E L ; 

wherefore JfZVis simUar to E L ; 
and consequently E L and M N are about the same diameter: (-Vi. 26.) 

draw their diameter FX, and complete the scheme. 
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Therefore, since GSia equal to EL and C together, 
and that GSia equal to M N ; 
M N is equal to E L and C: 

take away the common part E L ; 
then the remainder, viz. the gnomon N O L , is equal to O. 

And because A E is equal to EB, • 
the paraUelogram A N is equal to the paraUelogram N B , (i. 36.) 

that is, to .BJf: (i. 43.) 
add N O to each; 

tlierefore the whole, -riz. the paraUelogram A X , is equal to the 
gnomon N O L : 

but the gnomon N O L is equal to G; 
therefore also ̂ X is equal to C. 

Wherefore to the straight Une A B there is appHed the parallelogram 
A X equal to the given rectilineal figure 0, exceeding by the paral
lelogram PO, which is similar to D, because P C is similar to EL. 
(yi. 24.) Q.E.E. 

PROPOSITION XXX. PROBLEM. 

To cut a given straight line in extreme and mean ratio. 

Let A B be the given straight Hne. 
It is required to cut it in extreme and mean ratio. 

IJ 
EB 

Upon A B describe the square BO, (i. 46.) 
and to A C apply the paraUelogram CD, equal to B0, exceeding by 

the figure A D simUar to BC: (yi. 29.) 
then, since .B C is a square, 

therefore also A D is a square : 
and because B C ia equal to CD, 

hy taking the common part C E from each, 
the remainder B F is equal to the remainder A D : 

and these figures are equiangular, 
therefore their sides about the equal angles are reciprooaUy propor

tional: iyi. 14.) 
therefore, a s E E to FD, so A E to E B : 

but E E ia equal to A C , (i. 34) that is, to A B ; (def. 30.) 
and E D is equal to A E ; 

therefore as B A to A E , so is A E to E B : 
but A B is greater than A E ; 

•wherefore A E ia greater than E B : (y. 14.) 
therefore the straight Hne A B is cut in extreme and mean ratio in 

E. (-vr. def 3.) q.e.e. 
Otherwise, 

let A B he the given straight Hne. 
It is required to out it in extreme and mean ratio. 
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Divide A B in the point C, so that the rectangle contained by AB, 
BC, may be equal to the square on A C. (ii. 11-) 
Then because the rectangle AB, BCis equal to the square on ̂  C; 

as B A to AC, so is A C to CB : (vi. 17.) 
therefore A B is out in extreme and mean ratio ia C. (yi. def 3.) 

Q.E.E. 

PROPOSITION XXXL THEOREM. 

In right-angled triangles, the rectilineal figure described upon the side 
opposite to the right angle, is equal to the similar and similarly described 
figures upon the sides containing the right angle. 

Let AB C be a right-angled triangle, having the right angle BA 0. 
The reetUineal figure described upon B C shaU be equal to the 

similar and similarly described figures upon B A , A C. 

Draw the perpendicular A D : (i. 12.) 
therefore, because in the right-angled -triangle A B C , 

A D is drawn from the right angle at A perpendicular to the base BC, 
the triangles A B D , A D C are similar to the whole triangle ABC, 

and to one another : (yi. 8.) 
and because the triangle A B C ia similar to A D B , 

• as C B to B A , so is B A to B D : (yi. 4.) 
and because these three straight Hnes are proportionals, 

as the first is to the third, so is the figure upon the first to the similar' 
and simUarly described figure upon the second: (vi. 20. Oor. 2.) 

therefore as C B to B D , so is the figure upon C B to the shnilar and 
simUarly described figure upon B A : 

and inversely, as D B to B 0, so is the figure upon B A to that upon 
B O : (v. B.) 

for the same reason, as 2> C to CB, so is the figure upon CA to that 
upon C B : 

therefore as B D and D C together to BO, so are the figures upon 
B A , A O t o that upon B C : (v. 24.) 

but B D and D C together are equal to i?C; 
therefore the figure described on .BC is equal to the simUar and 

similarly described figures on B A , A C . (v. a.) 
'Wherefore, in right-angled triangles, &c. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION XXXII. T H E O R E M . 

If two triangles which have two sides of the one proportional to ttoo sides 
of the other, be joined at one angle, so as to have their homologous sides _ 
parallel to one another, tlie remaining sides shall he in a straight line. 
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Let ABC, DCE he two triangles which have the two sides BA, 
A G proportional to the two CD, D E , 

viz. B A to AC, as GD to D E ; 
and let A £ be paraUel to DG, and ̂  C to D E . 

Then B G and C^'shaU be in a straight Hne. 
Because A B is paraUel to DC, and the straight Hne A C meets them, 

the alternate angles B A C , A C D are equal; (i. 29.) 
for the same reason, the angle O D E is equal to the angle A CD ; 

wherefore also B A C is equal to CDE: (ax. 1.) 
and because the triangles A B C , D C E have one angle at A equal to 

one at D, and the sides about these angles proportionals, 
viz. B A to A 0, as OD to D E , 

the triangle ABCia equiangular to D C E : (-vr. 6.) 
therefore tiie angle A B C ia equal to the angle D C E : 
and the angle B A C was proved to be equal to A CD; 

therefore the whole angle A C E is equal to the two angles A B G, 
B A C : (ax. 2.) 
add to each of these equals the common angle A CB, 

then the angles A CF, A CB axe equal to the angles A B G, B A C, A CB: 
but ABC, B A C , A C B are equal to two right angles : (i. .̂ 2.) 
therefore also the angles A OF, A GB are equal to two right angles : 
and since at the point G, in the straight Hne A C, the two straight 

fines BC, CE, which are on the opposite sides of it, make the adjacent 
angles A CE, A CB equal to two right angles; 

•therefore B C and O E are in a straight Hne. (l. 14.) 
"Wherefore, if two triangles, &o. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION XXXin. THEOREM. 

In equal circles, angles, whether at the centers or circumferences, have the 
same ratio which the circumferences on whioh they stand have to one another: 
so also ha/ve the sectors. 

Let AB C, DEF he equal circles; and at their centers the angles 
BGC, ESF, and the angles B A C , FDF, at their circumferences. 

As the circumference B C to the circumference EF, so shaU the 
angle JG^C be to the angle F S E , and the angle B A C to the 
angle E D F ; 

and also the sector B G C to the sector E S F . 

Take any number of circumferences CK, KL, each equal to BC, 
and any number whatever FM, M N , each equal to E F : 
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and join GK, GL, SM, SN. 
Because the circumferences BG, CK, K L are aU equal, 

the angles B G C , CGK, K G L are also aU equal: (iii. 27.) _ 
therefore what multiple soever the circumference B L is of the cir

cumference BC, the same multiple is the angle B G L of the angle 
BGC: 

for the same reason, whatever multiple the circumference E N is of 
the circumference EF, the same multiple is the angle E S N of the 
angle E S F : 

and if the circumference B L he equal to the circumference EN, 
the angle B G L is also equal to the angle E S N ; (in. 27.) 

and if the circumference B L he greater than E N , 
like-wise the angle B G L is greater than E S N ; and if less, less; 
therefore, since there are four magnitudes, the two circumferences 

BC, EF, and the two angles B G C , E S F ; and that of the circum
ference BC, and of the angle B G C , have been taken any equimultiples 
whatever, viz. the circumference BL, and the angle B G L ; and of the 
circumference EF, and of the angle E S F , any equimultiples whatever, 
viz. the circumference E N , and the angle E S N : 

and since it has been proved, that if the circumference B L be greater 
than E N ; 

the angle B G L is greater than E S N ; 
and if equal, equal; and if less, less ; .. 

therefore as the circumference B O to the circumference EF, so is the 
angle B G C to the angle E S F : (v. def 5.) 

-but as the angle B G C is to the angle E S F , so is the angle B A C to 
the angle E D F : (v. 16.) 

for each is double of each; (rn. 20.) 
therefore, as the circumference B C ia to'EF, so is the angle B G C to 
the angle E S F , and the angle B A C to the angle EDF. 
Also, as the circumference B C to EF, so shall the sector B G C he 

to the sector E S F . 

Join BC, CK, and in the circumferences, BO, CK, take any poinst 
X, 0, and join BX, XO, CO, OK. 

Then, because in the triangles GBO, GCK, 
the two sides BG, G C are equal to the two CG, G K each to each, 

and that they contain equal angles ; 
the base .BC is equal to the base CK, (i. 4.) 
and the triangle G B C to the triangle G C K : 

and because the circumference .BC is equal to the circumference CK, 
the remaining part of the whole circumference of the cirole A B C, is 

equal to the remaining part of the whole circumference of the same 
circle: (ax. 3.) 

therefore the angle B X C is equal to the angle C O K ; (iii. 27.) 
and the segment B X C ia therefore simUar to the segment C O K 
(m. def 11.) 

and they are upon equal straight Unes, B 0, CK: 
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but similar segments of circles upon equal straight lines, are equal 
to one another: (in. 24.) 

therefore the segment B X C is equal to the segment C O K : 
and the ti-iangle B G O was proved to be equal to the triangle C G K ; 
therefore the whole, the sector B G O , is equal to the whole, the sector 

CGK: 
for the same reason, the sector K G L is equal to each of the sectors 
BGC, CGK: 

ia the same manner, the sectors E S F , F S M , M S N may be proved 
equal to one another: 

therefore, what multiple soever the circumference B L is of the circum
ference BC, the same multiple is the sector B G L of the sector B G C ; 
and for the same reason, whatever multiple the ou-oumference E N 

is of EF, the same multiple is the sector E S N of the sector 
ESF: 

and if the circumference B L he equal to E N , the sector B G L is 
equal to the sector E S N ; 

and if the circumference B L he greater than F N , the sector B G L 
is greater than -the sector E S N ; 

and if less, less; 
since then, there are four magnitudes, the •two cu-cumferenees B G, 

EF, and fhe two sectors B G O , E S F , and that of the circumference 
BC, and sector B G C , the circumference B L and sector B G L are any 
equimultiples whatever; and of the circumference EF, and sector -
ESF, the circumference E N , and sector E S N are any equimultiples 
whatever; 
and since it has been proved, that if the circumference B L he greater 

than E N , the sector B G L is greater than the sector E S N ; 
and if equal, equal; and if less, less: 

therefore, as the circumference B C ia to the circumference EF, so 
is the sector B G C to the sector E S F . (y. def. 5.) 

"Wherefore, in equal circles, &c. q.e.d. PROPOSITION B. T H E O R E M . 
If an angle of a triangle le lisected ly a straight line whioh likewise cuts 

the lase; the rectangle contained ly the sides of the triangle is equal to the 
rectangle contained ly the segments of the lase, together with the square on 
the straight line whioh lisects the angle. 

Let A B C he a triangle, and let the angle B A G he bisected by the 
straight Une A D . 

The rectangle B A , A G shaU be equal to the rectangle B D , D O , 
together -with the square on A D . 

A 

Describe the circle A C B about the triangle, (lY. 5.) 
and produce A D to the circumference in E, and join EG. 

Then because the angle B A D is equal to the angle C A E , (hyp.) 
and the angle A B D to the angle A E O , (in. 21.) 
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for they are in the same segment; / oo \ 
the triangles A B D , A E G are equiangular to one another: (l. 32.) 

therefore as B A to A D , so is E A to A C ; (yi. 4.) 
and consequently the rectangle BA, -̂ C!-

is equal to the rectangle EA, A D , {vr. 16.) 
tiiat is, to the rectangle ED, DA, together -with the square on A D ; 
• (n. 3.) 
but the rectangle ED, D A is equal to the rectangle BD, D C ; (ni. 36.) 
therefore the rectangle BA, AOis equal to the rectangle BD, DC, 

together with the square on A D . 
"Wlierefore, if an angle, &c. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION C. THEOREM. 

If from any angle of a triangle, a straight line le drawn perpendicular to 
• lase ; the rectangle contained ly the sides of the triangle is equal to the 

contained by the perpendicular and the diameter of the circle de
scribed alout the triangle. 

Let AB C be a triangle, and AD the perpendicular from the angle 
A to the base B C. 

The rectangle BA, A C shaU be equal to the rectangle contained by 
A D and the diameter of the circle described about the triangle. 

Describe the cii:cle A CB about the triangle, (lY. 5.) 
and draw its diameter A E , and join EC. 

Because the right angle B D A is equal to the angle E G A in a 
semicircle, (in. 31.) 

and the angle A B D equal to the angle A E G in the same segment; 
(in. 21.) 

the triangles A B D , A E G are equiangular: 
therefore as B A to A D , so is E A to A C ; (•¥!. 4.) 

and consequently the rectangle BA, A 0 
is equal to the rectangle EA, A D . {vi. 16.) 
If therefore, from any angle, &o. q. b. d. 

PROPOSITION D. THEOREM. 

The rectangle contained by the diagonals of a quadrilateral figure inscribed 
a circle, is equal to loth the rectangles contained ly its opposite r'^" 

Let A B C D he any quadrUateral figure inscribed in a cU-cle, and 
join A 0, B D . 

The rectangle contained by A C , B D shaU be equal to the two 
rectangles contained by A B , CD, and by A D , BC. 

Make the angle A B E equal to the angle D B C : (i. 23.) 
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add to each of these equals the common angle E B D 
then the angle A B D is equal to the angle E B O : ' 

and the angle B D A is equal to the angle BCE, because they are in 
the same segment; (in. 21.) 

therefore the triangle A B D is equiangular to the triangle B C E : 
wherefore, as -BC is to CE, so is B D to D A ; (vi. 4.) 

and consequently the rectangle BC, A D is equal to the reotano-lo 
BD, CE: (yi. 16.) 

again, because the angle A B E is equal to the angle D B C, and the 
angle B A E to the angle BDG, (m. 21.) 
the triangle A B E ia equiangular to the triangle B CD : 

therefore as B A to A E , so is B D to D C ; 
therefore the rectangle BA, D C ia equal to the rectangle BD, A E : 

but the rectangle B C, A D has been she-wn to be equal 
to the rectangle BD, CE; 

therefore the whole rectangle A C, B D is equal to the rectangle 
AB, DC, together •with the rectangle A D , BG. (n. 1.) 

Therefore the rectangle, &c. q. e. d. 
This is a Lemma of CI. Ptolemaeus, in page 9 of his MtyiSXtj St/i/raf is,; 

b2 



NOTES TO ROOK VT. 

In this Book, tlie theory of proportion exhibited in the Pifth Book, is applied 
to the comparison of the sides and areas of plane rectilineal figures, both of those 
which are similar, and of those -which are not similar. 

Def. I. In defining similar triangles, one condition is sufficient, namely, that 
similar triangles are those which have their three angles respectively equal; as in 
Prop, i. Book VI, it is proved that the sides about the equal angles of equiangular 
triangles are proportionals. But in defining similar figures of more than three 
sides, both of the conditions stated in Def. i, are requisite, as it is obvious, for 
instance, in the case of a square and a rectangle, which have their angles respec
tively equal, but have not their sides about their equal angles proportionals. 

The following definition has been proposed: " Similar rectilineal figures of 
more than three sides, are those -which m a y be divided into the same number of 
similar triangles." This definition would, if adopted, require the omission of a 
part of Prop. 20, Book vi. 

Def. III. To this definition may be added the foUo-wing : 
A straight line is said to be divided harmonically, when it is divided into three 

parts, such that the whole line is to one of the extreme segments, as the other 
extreme segment is to the middle part. Three lines are in harmonical proportion, 
when the first is to the third, as the difference between the first and second, is to 
the diflference between the second and third ; and the second is called a harmonic 
mean between the first and third. 

The expression ' harmonical proportion' is derived from the following fact in 
the Science of Acoustics, that three musical strings of the same material, thick
ness and tension, when divided in the manner stated in the definition, or numeri
cally as 6, 4, and 3, produce a certain musical note, its fifth, and its octave. 

Def. IV. The term altitude, as applied to the same triangles and parallelograms, 
win be different according to the sides which may be assumed as the base, unless 
they are equilateral. 

Prop. I. In the same manner may be proved, that triangles and parallelograms 
upon equal bases, are to one another as their altitudes. 

Prop. II. Observe, that the three diagrams include all the possible cases 
of this important proposition. In the first diagram, the line intersects the sides 
between the base and the vertex of the triangle: in the second, the liue intersects 
the sides produced below the base: in the third, the line intersects the sides pro
duced beyond the vertex. 

Prop. A. W h e n the triangle A B C is isosceles, the line which bisects the 
exterior angle at the vertex is parallel to the base. In all other cases, 

if the line which bisects the angle B A C cut the base B C in the point G, 
then the straight line B D is harmonically divided in the points G, C. 

Por B G is to G C as B A is to A C ; (vi. 3.) 
and B D is to D C as B A is to AC, (vi. A.) 
therefore B D ia to D C as B G is to OG, 

but BG = B D - DG, and GC = GD - DC. 
"Wherefore B D is to D C as B D - D G is to G D - D C . 
Hence BD, D G , D C , are in harmonical proportion. 

Prop. IV is the first case of similar triangles, and corresponds to the third case 
of equal triangles, Prop, 26, Book i. 
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Sometimes the sides opposite to the equal angles in two equiangular triangles, 
are called the corresponding sides, and these are said to be proportional, which is 
simply taking the proportions in Euclid alternately. 

The term homologous (ofnoXoyo^), has reference to the places the sides of the 
triangles have in the ratios, and in one sense, homologous sides m a y be considered 
as corresponding sides. The homologous sides of any two similar rectilineal figures 
will be found to be those which are adjacent to two equal angles in each figure. 

Prop. V, the converse of Prop, rv, is the second case of similar triangles, and 
corresponds to Prop. 8, Book i, the second case of equal triangles. 

Prop. VI is the third case of similai- triangles, and corresponds to Prop, i, Book i, 
tlic first case of equal triangles. 

The property of simUar triangles, and that contained in Prop. 47, Book i, are 
the most important theorems in Geometry. 

prop. VII is the fourth case of similar triangles, and corresponds to the fourth 
case of equal triangles demonstrated in the note to Prop. 26, Book i. 

Prop. vin. It may be remarked that propositions are introduced in the Second 
and Third Books under the form of properties of rectangles, and are identical 
-with propositions in the Sixth Book given in the form of proportion : as for in
stance, the first proportionin the Corollary to Euc. vi, 8, is identical to Euc. n. 14. 
In the latter (see fig.) the square on E H is equal to the rectangle BE, E F : in the 
former (see fig.) A D is a mean proportional between B D and D C . 

Prop. IX. The learner must not forget the diflferent meanings of the word part, 
as employed in the Elements. The word here has the same meaning as in Euc. v. 
def. 1. It may be remarked, that this proposition is a more simple case of the 
next, namely, Prop. x. 

Prop. XI. This proposition is that particular case of Prop, xii, in which the 
second and third terms of the proportion are equal. These two problems exhibit 
the same results by a geometrical construction, as are obtained by numerical 
multiplication and di-vision. 
Prop. xin. The difference in the two propositions Euc. ii. 14, and Euc. vi. 13, 

is this : in the SecondBook, the problem is, to make a rectangular figure or square 
equal in area to an irregular rectilinear figure, in which the idea of ratio is not 
introduced. In the Prop, in the Sixth Book, the problem relates to ratios only, 
and it requires to di-vide a line into two parts, so that the ratio of the whole line 
to the greater segment m a y be the same as the ratio of the greater segment to the 
less. 

The result in this proposition obtained by » Geometrical construction, is ana
logous to that -which is obtained by the multiplication of two numbers, and the 
exti-action of the square root of the product. 

It may be observed, that half the sum of A B and B C is called the Arithmetic 
mean between these Hues; also that B D is called the Geometric mean between the 
same lines. 

To find two mean proportionals between two given lines is impossible by the 
straight line and circle. Pappus has given several solutions of this problem in 
Book III, of his Mathematical Collections ; and Eutocius has given, in his Com
mentary on the Sphere and Cylinder of Archimedes, ten different methods of 
solving this problem. 

Prop. XIV depends on the same principle as Prop, xv, and both may easily be 
demonstrated from one diagram. Join DF, FE, E G in the fig. to Prop, xiv, and 
the figure to Prop, xv is formed. 'We m a y add, that there does not appear any 
reason why the properties of the triangle and parallelogram should be here separated, 
and not in the first proposition of the Sixth Book. 
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Prop. XV holds good when one angle of one triangle is equal to the defect from 
what the corresponding angle in the other -wants of two right angles. 

This theorem will perhaps be more distinctly comprehended by the learner, If 
he will bear in mind, that four magnitudes are reciprocally proportional, when 
the ratio compounded of these ratios is a ratio of equality. 

Prop. XVII is only a particular case of Prop, xvi, and more properly, might 
appear as a corollary : and both are eases of Prop. xiv. 

Algebraically. Let A B , CD, E, F, contain a, b, e, d units respectively. 
a 0 

Then, siuce a, b, c, d are proportionals, .*;- = -. 
Multiply these equals by bd, ;. ad = be, 
or, the product of the extremes is equal to the product of the means. 

And conversely, If the product of the extremes be equal to the product of the 
means, 

or ad = be, 
then, dividing these equals by bd, .'. - = -j, 
or the ratio of the first to the second number, is equal to the ratio of the third to 
the fourth. 

Similarly may be shewn, that if - = ^ > then ad = i^ 

And conversely, if ad-= 6"; then j — -%• 

Prop. XVIII. Similar figures are said to be similarly situated, when their 
homologous sides are parallel, as when the figures are situated on the same straight 
line, or on parallel lines : but when similar figures are situated on the sides of a 
triangle, the similar figures are said to be similarly situated -when the homologous 
sides of each figure have the same relative position with respect to one another ; that 
is, if the bases on which the similar figures stand, were placed parallel to one another, 
the remaining sides of the figures, if similarly situated, would also be parallel to 
one another. 

Prop. XX. It may easily be shewn, that the perimeters of similar polygons, are 
proportional to their homologous sides. 

Prop. XXI. This proposition is not restricted to triangles, but must be so un
derstood as to include all rectilineal figures whatsoever, which require for the 
conditions of similarity another condition than is required for the simUaxity of 
triangles. See note on Euc. vi. Def. i. 

Prop. xxm. The doctrine of compound ratio, including duplicate and triplicate 
ratio, in the form in which it was propounded and practised by the ancient Geo
meters, has been almost wholly superseded. However satisfactory for the purposes 
of exact reasoning the method of expressing the ratio of two surfaces, or of two solids 
by two straight lines, may be in itself, it has not been found to be the form best 
suited for the direct application of the results of Geometry. Almost all modern 
writers on Geometry and its applications to every branch of the Mathematical 
Sciences, have adopted the algebraical notation of a quotient A B : B C ; or of a 

A B 
fraction — ; for expressing the ratio of two lines A B , B O : as well as that of 
a product AB x BC, or AB . BC, for the expression of a rectangle. The want of 
a concise and expressive method of notation to indicate the proportion of Geome
trical Magnitudes in a form suited for the direct application of the results, has 
doubtless favoured the introduction of Algebraical symbols into the language of 
Geometry. It must be admitted, however, that such notations in the language of 
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pure Geometry are liable to very serious objections, chiefly on the ground that 
pure Geometry does not admit the Arithmetical or Algebraical idea of a product 
or a quotient into its reasonings. O n the other hand, it may be urged, that it is not 
the employment of symbols which renders a process of reasoning peculiarly 
Geometrical or Algebraical, but the ideas which are expressed by them. If 
symbols he employed in Geometrical reasonings, and be understood to express the 
magnitudes themselves and the conception of their Geometrical ratio, and not any 
measures, or numerical values ofthem-, there would not appear to be any very great 
objections to their use, provided that the notations employed were such as are not 
likely to lead to misconception. It is however desirable, for the sake of avoiding 
confusion of ideas in reasoning on the properties of number and of magnitude, that 
the language and notations employed both in Geometry and Algebra should be 
rigidly defined and strictly adhered to, in all cases. At the commencement of his 
Geometrical studies, the student is recommended not to employ the symbols of 
Algebra in Geometrical demonstrations. H o w far it may be necessary or advisable 
to employ them when he fully understands the nature of the subject, is a question 
on which some difference of opinion exists. 

Prop. xxv. There does not appear any sufficient reason why this proposition 
should be placed between Prop. xxiv. and Prop. xxvi. 

Prop. XXVII. To understand this and the three folio-wing propositions more 
easily, it is to be observed: 

1. " That a parallelogram is said to be applied to a straight line, when it ia 
described upon it as one of its sides. Ex. gr. the parallelogram .4C is said to be 
applied to the straight line A B . 

2. But a parallelogram A E is said to be applied to a straight line A B , de
ficient by a parallelogram, •when A D the base of A E is less than A B , and therefore 
AFjis less than the parallelogram A C described upon ̂ B in the same angle, and 
between the same parallels, by the parallelogram D C ; and D C is therefore called 
the defect of AE. 

3. And a parallelogram A G is said to be applied to a straight line A B , ex
ceeding by a parallelogram, when /iF the base of A G is greater than A B , and 
therefore A G exceeds A C the parallelogram described upon ̂ i? in the same angle, 
and between the.same parallels, by the paraUelogram BG."—Simson. 

Props. XXVII—XXIX are not usually read : and Prop, xxx, is read as deduced 
from Eiic, ii, 10, 

Prop, XXXI, This proposition is the general case of Prop. 47, Book i, for any 
similar rectilineal figure described on the sides of a right-angled triangle. The 
demonstration, however, here given is wholly independent of Euc. i. 47. 

Prop, xxxin. In the demonstration of this important proposition, angles 
greater than two right angles are employed, in accordance with the criterion of 
proportionality laid do-wn in Euc. v. def. 5. 

This proposition forms the basis of the assumption of arcs of circles for the 
measures of angles at their centers. One magnitude may be assumed as the 
measure of another magnitude of a different kind, when the two are so connected, 
that any variation in them takes place simnltaneously, and in the same direct 
proportion. This being the case -with angles at the center of a circle, and the arcs 
subtended by them ; the arcs of circles can be assumed as the measures of the 
angles they subtend at the center of the circle. 

Prop. B. The converse of this proposition does not hold good when the 
triangle is isosceles. 
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Q U E S T I O N S O N B O O K VI. 

1. Distinguish between similar figures and equal figures. 
2. "What is the distinction between homologous sides, and equal sides in Geo-

metrical figures ? 
3. What is the number of conditions requisite to determine similarity of 

figures? Is the number of conditions in Euclid's definition of similar figures 
greater than what is necessary ? Propose a definition of simUar figures which 
includes no superfiuous condition, 

4. Explain how Euclid makes use of the definition of proportion in Euc. vi. 1. 
6. Prove that triangles on the same base are to one another as their altitudes. 
6. If two triangles of the same altitude have their bases unequal, and if one 

of them be divided into m equal parts, and if the other contain n of those parts; 
prove that the triangles have the same numerical relation as their bases. W h y is 
this Proposition less general than Euc. vi. 1 ? 

7. Are triangles -which have one angle of one equal to one angle of another, 
and the sides about two other angles proportionals, necessarUy simUar ? 

8. What are the conditions, considered by Euclid, under which two triangles 
are simUar to each other ? 

9. Apply Euc. VI. 2, to trisept the diagonal of a parallelogram. 
10. When are three lines said to be in harmonical proportion? If both the 

interior and exterior angles at the vertex of a triangle (Euc. vi. 3, a.) be bisected 
by lines which meet the base, and the base produced in Z), G; the segments BG 
GD, G C of the base shaU be in harmonical proportion. 

II. If the angles at the base of the triangle in the figure Euc. vi. A, be equal 
to each other, how is the proposition modified ? 

12. Under what circumstances will the bisecting line in the fig. Euc, vi. A, 
meet the base on the side of the angle bisected ? Shew that there is an indeter
minate case, 

13, State some of the uses to which Euc, vi. 4, may be applied, 
14, Apply Euc, VI. 4, to prove that the rectangle contained by the segments 

of any chord passing through a given point within a circle is constant, 
15, Point out clearly the difference in the proofs of, the two latter cases in 

Euc, VI, 7. 
16, Prom the corollary of Euc, vi, 8, deduce a proof of Euc, i, 47, 
17. Shew how the last two properties stated in Euc. vi. 8. Cor. may be 

deduced from Enc. i. 47 ; ii. 2 ; vi. 17. 
18. Given the nth part of a straight line, find by a Geometrical construction, 

the (n + l)tli part. 
19. Define what is meant by a mean proportional between two given lines: 

and find a mean proportional between the lines whose lengths are 4 and 9 units 
respectively. Is the method you employ suggested by any propositions in any of 
the first Pour Books ? 

20. Determine a third proportional to two lines of 6 and 7 units: and a fourth 
proportional to three lines of 5, 7, 9, units, 

21, Pind a straight line which shaU have to a given straight line, the ratio of 
1 to -f6. 

22, Define reciprocal figures. Enunciate the propositions proved respecting 
such figures in the Sixth Book. 

23. Give the coroUary, Euc. vi. 8, and prove thence that the Arithmetic mean 
is greater than the Geometric mean between the same extremes. 
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24. If two equal triangles have two angles together equal to two right angles, 
the sides about those singles are reciprocally proportional. 

25. Give Algebraical proofs of Prop. 16 and 17 of Book vi. 
26. Enunciate and prove the converse of Euc. vi. 15. 
27. Explain what is meant by saying, that " simUar triangles are in the dupli-

cate ratio of their homologous sides." 
28. "What are the data which determine trianglesbothin species and magnitude? 

H o w are those data expressed in Geometry ? 
29. If the ratio of the homologous sides of two triangles be as 1 to 4, what is 

the ratio of the triangles ? A n d if the ratio of the triangles be as 1 to 4, what is the 
ratio of the homologous sides ? 

30. Shew that one of tlie triangles in the figure, Euc. iv. 10, is a mean propu r-
tional between the other t-n-o. 

31. W h a t is the Algebraical interpretation of Euc. vi. 19 ? 
32. Prom your definition of Proportion, prove that the diagonals of a square 

are in the same proportion as their sides. 
33. "What propositions does Euclid prove respecting similar polygons ? 
34. The parallelograms about the diameter of a parallelogram are similar to 

the whole and to one another. Shew when they are equal. 
35. Prove Algebraically, that the areas of similar triangles and of similar 

paraUelograms, are proportional to the squares on their homologous sides. 
36. H o w is it she-wn that equiangiUar parallelograms have to one another the 

ratio which is compounded of the ratios of their bases and altitudes ? 
37. To find two lines which shall have to each other, the ratio compounded of 

the ratios of the lines A to B, and C to D. 
38. State the force of the condition " simUarly described ;" and shew that, on 

a given straight line, there may be described as many polygons of different magni
tudes, simUar to » given polygon, as there are sides of different lengths in the 
polygon. 

39. Describe a triangle simUar to a given triangle, and having its area double 
that of the given triangle. 

40. The three sides of a triangle are 7, 8, 9 units respectively; determine the 
length of the lines whioh meeting the base, and the base produced, bisect the 
interior angle opposite tathe greatest side of the triangle, and the adjacent exterior 
angle. 

41. The three sides of a triangle are 3, 4, 5 inches respectively; find the lengths 
of the internal and external segments of the sides determined by the lines which 
bisect the interior and exterior angles of the triangle. 

42. What are the segments into which the hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle 
is dî rided by a perpendicular drawn from the right angle, if the sides containing it 
are a and 3a units respectively ? 

43. If the homologous sides of two triangles be as 3 to 4, and the area of one 
triangle be kno^wn to contain 100 square units ; how many square units are contained 
in the area of the other triangle ? 

44. Prove that if B D be taken in A B produced (fig. Euc. vi. 30.) equal to the 
greater segment A C , then A D is divided in extreme and mean ratio in the point B. 

Shew also, that in the series 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, &c. in which each term is the sum 
of the two preceding terms, the last two terms perpetually approach to the pro
portion of the segments of a line divided in extreme and mean ratio, Pind a 
general expression (free from surds) for the »th term of this series. 

45. The parts of a line divided in extreme and mean ratio are incommensurable 
•with each other. 
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46. Shew that in Euclid's figure (Euc. ii. 11.) four other lines, besides the 
given line, are divided in the required manner, 

47. Enunciate Euc. vi. 31. W h a t theorem of a previous book is included in 
this proposition ? 

48. W h a t is the superior limit, as to magnitude, of the angle at the circumference 
in Euc. VI. 33 ? Shew that the proof may be extended by withdrawing the usually 
supposed restriction as to angular magnitude ; and then deduce, as a corollary, the 
proposition respecting the magnitudes of angles in segments greater than, equal to, 
or less than a semicircle. 

49. The sides of a triangle inscribed iu a circle are a, b, c units respectively: 
find by Euc. vi. o, the radius of the circumscribing circle. 

50. Enunciate the converse of Euc. vi. n. 
51. Shew independently that Euc. vi. d, is true when the quadrilateral figure 

is rectangular. 
52. Shew that the rectangles contained by the opposite sides of a quadrUateral 

figure which does not admit of having a circle described about it, are together 
greater than the rectangle contained by the diagonals. 

53. W h a t different conditions may be stated as essential to the possibUity of 
the inscription and circumscription of a circle in and about a quadrUateral figure ? 

54. Pind two lines which shall be reciprocally proportional to two given lines. 
55. Apply Enc. vi. 11, to find a series of six lines which shall be in con

tinual proportion when the frrst two lines of the series are given. 
56, W h a t problem in the Sixth Book is immediately solved by Euc. ii. 14, ? 
57. Pind a fourth proportional to three given similar triangles. 
68. H o w many similar triangles are in the figure Euc. vi. n. ? N a m e them 

according to their homologous sides. 
59. State the proposition from which it is shewn that the side of an isosceles 

triangle inscribed in a circle is a mean proportional between the altitude of the 
triangle and the diameter of the circle. 

60. H o w do you explain thecaseof Euc. vi. A., whenthetriangleisisosceles? 
61. Shew by the aid of Euc. vi. 31, that a trapezium may be constructed 

equal and similar to any number of similar trapeziums. 
62. If the sides about each of the angles of two triangles be proportional, the 

triangles are simUar. Is this necessarily true in the casj of quadrUateral figures ? 
63. Under certain circumstances the reciprocals of theorems are necessarily 

true. Illustrate this by examples from the Sixth Book of the Elements. 
64. The perimeters of simUar polygons are proportional to the homologous 

sides of the polygons. 
65. W h a t are the four forms in -which Euclid's defuiition of Proportion is 

applied in the Pifth and Sixth Books of the Elements ? Quote instances. 
66. If Euclid had proved first that rectangles and parallelograms of the same 

altitude are to one another as their bases; and then deduced that triangles of the 
same altitude are to one another as their bases ;—does it appear that any advan
tages would have arisen in this mode of treating the subject ? 

67. Point out those propositions in the Sixth Book in which Euclid's definition 
of proportion is directly applied. 

68. In what cases are triangles proved to be e^ual in Euclid, and in what cases 
are they proved to be similar I 



BOOK XI. 

DEFINITIONS. 

I. 
A solid is that which hath length, breadtih, and thickness. 

n. 

That which bounds a solid is a superficies. 

in. 
A straight line is perpendicular, or at right angles to a plane, 

when it mates right angles -with every straight Hue meeting it in thâ t 
plane. 

ly. 
A plane is perpendioular to a plane, when the straight Hnes dra-wn 

in one of the planes perpendioular to the common section of the two 
planes, are perpendicular to the other plane. 

Y. 
The inclination of a straight line to a plane is the acute angle 

contained by that straight line, and another drawn from the point in 
whioh the first line meets the plane, to the point in which a perpen
dicular to the plane dra-wn from any point of the first line above the 
plane, meets the same plane. 

YI. 
The inclination of a plane to a plane is the acute angle contained 

hy two straight lines draiwn from any the same point of their common 
section at right angles to it, one upon one plane, and the other upon 
the other plane. 

YH. 
Two planes are said to have the same, or a like inclination to one 

another, which two other planes have, when the said angles of inclination 
are equal to one another. 

Yin. 
Parallel planes are such as do not meet one another though produced. 

IX. 
A solid angle is that which is made by the meeting, in one point, 

of more than two plane angles, which are not in the same plane. 

X. 

Equal and similar solid figures are such as are contained by similar 
planes equal in number and magnitude. 
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XI. 

Similar solid figui-es are such as ha,ve all their solid angles equal, 
each to each, and are contained by the same number of similar planes. 

xn. 
A pyramid is a soUd figure contained by-planes that are constituted 

bet-wixt one plane and one point above it in whioh they meet. 

xni. 
A prism is a soHd figure contained by plane figures, of which two 

that are opposite are equal, similar, and parallel to one another; and 
the others parallelograms. 

XIV. 
A sphere is a solid figure described by the revolution of a semicircle 

about its diameter, whioh remains unmoved. 

XY. 
The axis of a sphere is the fixed straight line about whioh the 

semicircle revolves. 

XYE. 
The center of a sphere is the same -with that of the semicircle. 

XYII. 
The diameter of a sphere is any straight line whioh passes through 

the center, and is terminated both ways by the superficies of the sphere. 

xvin. 
A cone is a soHd figure described by the revolution of a right-angled 

triangle about one of the sides containing the right angle, whioh side 
remains fixed. 

If the fixed side be equal to the other side containing the right 
angle, the cone is called a right-angled cone; if it be less than the 
other side, an obtuse-angled ; and if greater, an acute-angled cone. 

XIX. 
The axis of a cone is the fixed straight hne about which the triangle 

revolves. 

XX. 
The base of a cone is the circle described by that side containing 

the right angle, which revolves. 

XXI. 
A cylinder is a solid figure described by the revolution of a right-

angled paraRelogram about one of its sides whioh remains fixed. 

XXII. 

The axis of a cylinder is the fixed straight line about which the 
parallelogram revolves. 
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xxin. 
The bases of a cylinder are the circles described by the two revolvino-

opposite sides of the parallelogram. 

XXIY. 
Similar cones and cylinders are those whioh have their axes and the 

diameters of their bases proportionals. 

XXY. 
A cube is a solid figure contained by six equal squares. 

XXYI. 
A tetrahedron is a solid figure contaiaed by four equal and equi

lateral triangles. 

XXYII. 

An octahedron is a solid figure contained by eight equal and 
equilateral triangles. 

xxYin. 
A dodecahedron is a solid figure contained by twelve equal pentagons 

which are equilateral and equiangular. 

XXIX. 
An icosahedron in a solid figure contained by twenty equal and 

equilateral triangles. 

Def. A. 

A parahelopiped is a soHd figure contaiaed by six quadrilateral 
figures, whereof every opposite two are parallel. 

PROPOSITION I. TH E O R E M . 

One part of a straight line cannot he in a plane, and another part alove it. 

If it be possible, let AB, part of the straight line ABC, he in the 
plane, and ilie part B C above it: 

\ A. 3 P \ 

and since the straight line AB is in the plane, it can be produced 
in that plane: 

let it be produced to D; 
and let any plane pass through the straight Hne A D , and be turned 

about it unfil it pass through the point C: 
and because the points B, C are in this plane, 

the straight line J? C is in it: (i. def. 7.) 
therefore there are two straight lines A B C , A B D in the same plane 

that have a common segment A B ; (i. II. Oor.) 
whioh is impossible. 

Therefore, one part, &c. q.e.d. 
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PROPOSITION II. T H E O R E M . 

Two straight Unes which cut one another are in one plane, an 
straight lines whioh meet one another are in one plane. 

Let •two straight lines AB, CD cut one another in E; 
then A B , C D shall be in one plane: 

and three straight Hnes EC, CB, B E , which meet one another, shaU 
be in one plane. 

A\ /D 

Let any plane pass through the straight line EB, 
and let tho plane be turned about E B , produced, if necessary, until 

it pass through the point C. 
Then, because the points E, G are in this plane, 

the straight Hne E C is in it: (l. def 7.) 
for the same reason, the straight line J? C is in the same: 

and by the hypothesis, E B is in it: 
therefore the three ŝ fcraight Hnes EC, CB, B E are in one plane ; 

but in the plane in which .KC, F B are, in the same are CD, A B : (sl 1.) 
therefore, A B , CD are in one plane. 

"Wherefore, •two straight Hnes, &c. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION III, THEOREM. 

If two planes cut one another, tlieir common section is a straight line. 

Let two planes AB, B C out one another, and let the Hne DB be 
their common section. 

Then D B shall be a straight Hne. 

If it be not, from the point D to B, draw, in the plane AB, the 
straight Hne DjES, (post. I.) 

and in the plane B C, the straight Hne D E B : 
then two straight lines D E B , D E B have the same extremities, 

and therefore include a space betwixt them ; 
which is impossible: (i. ax. 10.) 

therefore BD, the common section of the planes A B , BC, cannot 
but be a straight Hne. 

"Wlierefore, if two planes, &c. q. e. d. 
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PROPOSITION IV. THEOREM. 

If a straight line stand at right angles to each of two straight lines 
in the point of their intersection, it shall also le at right angles to the plans 
which pa^es through them, that is, to the plane in which they are. 

Let the straight Hne .SFstand at right angles to each of the straight 
Hnes A B , CD, in E the point of their intersection. 

Then E F shall also be at right angles to the plane passinsr through 
AB, CD. 6 p p 5 » 

Take the straight Hnes A E , E B , CE, E D all equal to one another; 
and through E di-aw, in the plane in which are A B , CD, any 

straight Hne G E S ; 
and join A D , C B ; 

then from any point F, in EF, draw FA, EG, FD, FC, F S , FB. 
And because the two straight Hnes A E , E D are equal to the two 

BE, EC, each to each, 
and that they contain equal angles A E D , B E G , (i. 15.) 

the base A D is equal to the base BG, (i. 4.) 
and the angle D A E to the angle E B C : 

and the angle A E G is equal to the angle B E S : (i. 15.) 
therefore the triangles A E G , B E S have two angles of the one 

equal to two angles of the other, each to each, 
and the sides A E , E B , adjacent to the equal angles, equal to one 

another: 
wherefore they have their other sides equal: (i. 26,) 

therefore G E ia equal to E S , and A G ta B S : 
and because A E is equal to E B , and F E common and at right 

angles to them, 
the base A F is equal to the base E B ; (i. 4,) 
for the same reason, C F is equal to F D : 

and because A D is equal to BC, and ̂ i^to FB, 
the two sides FA, A D are equal to the two EB, BG, each to each; 

and the base DEvraa proved equal to the base E C ; 
therefore the angle F A D is equal to the angle E B C : (i, 8,) 

again, it was proved that G A is equal to B S , and also A E to F B ; 
therefore F A and A G are equal to F B and B S , each to each ; 
and the angle F A G has been proved equal to the angle F B S ; 

therefore the base G F ia equal to the base F S : (i, 4.) 
again, because it was proved that G'.E'is equal to E S , and .E'î is common; 

therefore GE, E F are equal to S E , EF, each to each ; 
and the base G F is equal to the base E S ; 

therefore the angle GEFia equal tot he angle S E E ; (i. 8.) 
and consequently each of these angles is a right angle, (i. def. 10.) 
Therefore F E makes right angles •with G S , that is, with any straight 

line dra-(va through E in the plane passing through A B , CD. 
In Hke manner, it may be proved, that F E makes right angles -with 

every straight Hne whioh meets it in that plane. 
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But a straight line is at right angles to a plane when it makes right 
angles -with every straight Hne which meets it ia that plane : (xi. def 3.) 
therefore E F is at right angles to the plane in whioh are A B , CD. 

Wherefore, if a straight Hue, &c. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION V. THEOREM. 

If three straight lines meet all in one point, and a cWaight line stands 
at right angles to each of them in that point; these three straight lines are 
in one and the same plane. 

Let the straight Hne AB stand at right angles to each of the straight 
lines B C, BD, B E , in B the point where they meet. 

Then B 0, BD, B E shaU be in one and the same plane. 

c 
F 

D 
B 

If not, let, if it be possible, BD and BE he in one plane, and £ C he 
above it; 

and let a plane pass through A B , BC, the common section of whioh, 
•with the plane in which B D and B E are, is a straight Hne; (xi. 3.) 

let this be B F : 
therefore the three straight Hnes A B , B C, B F are all in one piano, 

•viz. that which passes through A B , B C. 
And because A B standŝ at right angles to each of the straight Hnes 

BD, BE, 
it is also at right angles to the plane passing through them: (xi. 4.) 

and therefore makes right angles 'with every straight Hne meeting 
it in that plane; (xi. def. 3.) 

but BF, which is in that plane, meets it; 
therefore the angle A B E is a right angle: 

but the angle A B C , by the hypothesis, is also a right angle; 
therefore the angle A B E is equal to the angle A B C, 

and they are both in the same plane, whioh is impossible; (i. ax. 9.) 
therefore the straight line i?C is not above the plane ia which are 

BD and BE: 
wherefore the three straight Hnes BC, BD, B E are in one and the 
same plane. 

Therefore, if three straight Hnes, &c. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION VI. THEOREM. 

If two straight lines he at right angles to the same plane, they shall le 
parallel to one another. 

Let the straight Hnes A B , O D be at right angles to the same plane. 
Then A B shall be parallel to CD. 
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A C 

Let them meet the plane in the points B, D, 
and draw the straight line BD, to which draw D E at right angles, 

in the same plane; (i. II.) 
an(i make D E eqoA to A B , (i. 3.) and join BE, A E , A D . 

Then, because A B is perpendicular to the plane, 
it makes right angles •with every straight line which meets it, and 

is in that plane: (xi. def. 3.) 
but BD, BE, which are in that plane, do each of them meet A B ; 

therefore each of the angles A B D , A B E is a right angle; 
for the same reason, each' of the angles CDB, C D E is a right angle : 

and because A B is equal to D E , and B D common, 
the two sides. A B , B D are equal to the two FD, D B , each to each; 

and they contain right angles: 
therefore the base A D is equal to the base B E : (i. 4.) 
again, because A B ia equal to DF, and B E to A D ; 

A B , B E axe equal to ED, D A , each to each; 
and, in the triangles A B E , E D A , the base A E is common ; 
therefore the angle A B E i a equal to the angle E D A : (i. 8.) 

but A B E is a right angle; 
therefore E D A is also a right angle, and E D perpendioular to D A : 

but it is also perpendioular to each of the two BD, D O ; 
wherefore E D is at right angles to each of the three straight Hnes 

BD, DA, D O in the point in which they meet: 
therefore these three straight Hnes are aU in the same plane: (xi. 5.) 

but A B is in the plane in which are BD, DA, (xi. 2.) 
because any three straight lines which meet on6 another are in one plane: 

therefore A B , BD, D 0 are in one plane: 
and each of the angles A B D , B D C is a right angle; 

therefore A B is paraUel to CD. (i. 28.) 
Wherefore, if two straight Hnes, &o. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION "VIL THEOREM. 

// tvM straight lines he pa/rallel, the straight line drawn from any point 
in ilie one to any point in the other, is in the same plane with the parallels. 

Let AB, CD he paraUel straight Hnes, and take any poiat E in the 
one, and the point i^in the other. 

Then the straight Hne whioh joins F and F shaU be in the same 
plane with the paraUels. 

A E B 

i 
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If not, let it be, if possible, above the plane, as EGF; 
and in the plane A B C D in whioh the parallels are, 

draw the straight Hue E S F from Eto F. 
And since E G F also is a straight Hne, the two straight liaes ESF, 

E O F indude a space between them, which is impossible, (i. ax. 10.) 
Therefore the straight Hne joining the points E, Fw, not above the 

plane in which the paraUels A B , C D are, 
and is therefore in that plane. 

Wherefore, if two straight Unes, &c. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION VIIL THEOREM. 

If two straight lines be parallel, and one of them he at right angles to 
a plane ; the other also shall be at right angles to the same plane. 

Let AB, CD he two paraUel straight lines, and let one of them AB 
be at right angles to a plane. 

Then the other O D shaU be at right angles to the same plane. 

Let A B , CD meet the plane in the points B, D, and join B D : 
therefore A B , CD, B D are in one plane, (xi. 7.) 

In the plane to which A B is at right angles, draw D E at right 
angles to BD, (i. 11.) 

and make D E equal to A B , (i. 3.) and join BE, A E , A D . 
And because A B is perpendicular to the plane, 

it is perpendioular to every straight Hne which meets it, and is in 
that plane ; (xl. def. 3.) 
therefore each of the angles A B D , A B E is a right angle: 

and because the straight Hue B D meets the paraUel straight Hnes 
AB, CD, 

the angles A B D , C D B are together equal to two right angles: (i. 29.) 
and A B D is a right angle; 

therefore also C D B is a right angle, and C D perpendicular to B D : 
and because A B is equal to D E , and B D common, 

the two A B , B D are equal to the two ED, D B , each to each; 
and the angle A B D is equal to the angle E D B , because each of 

. them is a right angle ; 
therefore the base A D is equal to the base B E : (i. 4.) 
again, because A B is equal to D E , and B E to A D , 

the two A B , B E are equal to the two ED, D A , each to each; 
and the base A E is common to the triangles A B E , E D A ; 

wherefore the angle A B E i a equal to the angle E D A : (i. 8.) 
but A B E is a right angle; 

and therefore E D A is a right angle, and F D perpendicular to D A : 
but it is also perpendioular to B D ; (constr.) 
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therefore ED is perpendicular to the plane which passes through 
B D , D A ; (xi. 4.) ^ 

and therefore makes right angles vnSa. every straight line meeting 
it in that plane: (xi. def. 3.) 

but D O is in the plane passing through BD, D A , 
because all three are in the plane in which are the paraUels A B , C D 

wherefore E D is at right angles to D O ; 
and therefore C D is at right angles to D F : 

but O D is also at right angles to D B ; 
therefore C D is at right angles to the two straight Hnes D E , D B , 

in the point of their intersection D ; 
and therefore is at right angles to the plane passiag through D E , 

DB , (XI. 4.) 
which is the same plane to which A B is at right angles. 

Therefore, if two straight Hnes, &e. q. e. d. 

PROPOSITION IX. THEOREM. 

Two straight lines which are each of them parallel to the same straight 
line, and not in the same plane with it, are parallel to one another. 

Let AB, OD be each of them paraUel to EF, and not ia the same 
plane -with it. 

Then A B shaU be paraUel to CD. 
A H B 

In E F take any poinfr G, from which draw, in the plane passing 
through EF, A B , the straight Hne G S at right angles to E F ; (i. II.) 

and in the plane passing through EF, C D draw G K at right angles 
to the same FF. 
And because EFia perpendicular both to G S and GK, 

EFia perpendicular to the plane SGKpasaing through them: (xi. 4.) 
and E F is paraUel to A B ; 

therefore A B is at right angles to the plane S G K . (xi. 8.) 
For the same reason, C D is Hkewise at right angles to the plane S G K . 
Therefore A B , C D are each of them at right angles to the plane S G K . 

But if two straight Hnes are at right angles to the same plane, they 
are parallel to one another : (xi. 6.) 

therefore A B is paraUel to CD. 
"Wherefore, two straight Hnes, &c. q. e. d. 

PROPOSITION X. THEOREM. 

If two straight lines meeting one another le parallel to two others that 
meet one another, and are not in the same plane with the first two; the first 
two and the other two shall contain equal angles. 

Let the two straight Hnes AB, BC, which meet one another, be 
S2 
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paraUel to the two straight Hues DE, EF, that meet one another, and 
are not in the same plane •with A B , BC. 

The angle A B C shaU be equal to the angle DEF. 

Take B A , BO, ED, EF, aU equal to one another; 
and jom AD, CF, BF, AC, DF. 

Then, because B A is equal and paraUel to ED, 
therefore A D is both equal and parahelta B E . (i. 33.) 
Por the same reason, C F is equal and paraUel to BE. 

Therefore A D and C F are each of them equal and paraUel to BE. 
But straight Hnes that are paraUel to the same straight line, and not 

in the same plane' -with it, are paraUel to one another : (xi. 9.) 
therefore A D is paraUel to CF; and it is equal to it; (i. ax. I.) 

and A 0, Disjoin them towards the same parts; 
and therefore A C ia equal and paraUel to DF. (i. 33.) 

And because A B , B C are equal to D E , EF, each to each, 
and the base A C ta the base D F ; 

the angle A B O is equal to the angle DEF. (i. 8.) 
Therefore, if two straight lines, &c. q. e. d. 

PROPOSITION XI. PROBLEM. 

To draw a straight line perpendicular to a plane, from a given point 
alove it. 

Let A he the given point above the plane B S . 
It is reqtdred to draw from the point A a straight Hne perpen

dicular to the plane B S . 
In the plane draw any straight line BC, 

and from the point A draw A D perpendicular to BC. (i. 12.) 
If then A D be also perpendicular to the plane B S , the thing 

required is already done: 
but if it be not, from the point D draw, in the plane B S , the 

straight line D E at right angles to B C : (i. 11.) 
and from the point A draw A F perpendicular to DE. 
Then A F shaU be perpendioular to the plane B S . 

Through J'draw G S parallel to .BC (i. 31.) 
And because B C is at right angles to E D and DA, 

B C is at right angles to the plane passing through ED, D A : (xi. 4,) 
and GSis paraUel ta B C : 
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but, if two straight Hnes be paraUel, one of which is at right angles 
to a plane, 
the other is at right angles to the same plane; (xi. 8.) 

wherefore GSia at right angles to the plane through E D , D A ; 
and is perpendicular to every straight Hne meeting it in that plane 

(XI. def. 3.) 
but A F , which is in the plane through E D , D A , meets it; 

therefore GSis perpendicular to A F ; 
and consequently A F is perpendioular to G S ; 

and AEia perpendioular to D E ; 
therefore A F is perpendioular to each of the straight lines G S , D E . 
But if a straight line stand at right angles to each of two straight 

lines in the point of their intersection, it is also at right angles to the 
plane passing through them: (xi. 4.) 

but the plane passing through F D , GSia the plane B S ; 
therefore AEia perpendicular to the plane B S : 

therefore, from the given point A, above the plane B S , the straight 
Hne A F is drawn perpendicular to that plane, q.e.e. 

PROPOSITION XII. PROBLEM. 

To erect a straight line at right angles to a given plane, from a point 
given in the plane. 

Let A he the point given in the plane. 
It is required to erect a straight Hne from the point A at right 

angles to the plane. 

m ? 
From any point B above the plane draw .B Cperpendicular to it; (xi. II.) 

and from A draw A D paraUel to BO. (i. 31.) 
Because A D , CB, are -two paraUel straight lines, 

and one of them 5 C is at right angles to the given plane, 
therefore the other A D is also at right angles to it: (xi. 8.) 

wherefore a straight Hne has been erected at right angles to a given 
plane, from a point given in it. q. e. e. 

PROPOSITION XIII. T H E O R E M . 

From the same point in a given plane, there cannot le two straight lines 
at right angles to the plane, upon the same side of it: and there can be but 
one perpendicular to a plane from a point above the plane. 

For, if it be possible, let the two straight Hnes A B , A C he at right 
angles to a givefi plane from the same point A in the plane, and upon 
the same side of it. 

Let a plane pass through B A , A C ; 
the common section̂  of this -with the given plane is a straight line 

passiag through A : (xi. 3.) 
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B C 

let D A E he their common section: 
therefore the straight Hnes A B , A 0, D A E are in one plane: 

and because CA is at right angles to the given plane, 
it makes right angles with every straight Hne meetiag it in that 

plane: (xi. def. 3.) 
but D A E , which is ia that plane, meets C A ; 

therefore C A E is a right angle. 
For the same reason, B A E is a right angle. 

"Wherefore the angle C A E ia equal to the angle B A E ; (ax. 11.) 
and they are in one plane, whioh is impossible. 

Also, from a point above a plane, there can be but one perpendi
cular to that plane: 

for, if there could be two, they woidd be paraUel to one another, 
which is absurd, (xi. 6.) 

Therefore, from the same poirjt, &c. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION XIV. THEOREM. 

Planes to whioh the same straight line is perpendicular, are parallel to 
one another. 

Let the straight Hne AB be perpendioular to each of the planes 
OD, EF. 

These planes shaU be paraUel to one another. 

If not, they shaU meet one another when produced: 
let them meet; their common section is a straight Hne G S , 

in which fake any point K, and join A K , B K . 
Then, because A B is perpendioular to the plane EF, 

it is perpendicular to the straight Hne B K which is in that 
plane : (xi. def. 3.) 

therefore A B K i a a right angle. 
For the same reason, B A K is a right angle: 

wherefore the two angles A B K , B A K of the triangle ABKaxe 
equal to two right angles, which is unpossible : (i. 17.) 

therefore the planes CD, EF, though produced, do not meet one 
another; 

that is, they are paraUel. (xi. def. 8.) 
Therefore, planes, &c. q.e.d. 
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PROPOSITION XV. THEOREM. 

If tioo straight lines meeting one another le pa/rallel to two other 
straight lines which meet one another, but are not in the same plane with 
the first two; the plane which passes through these is parallel to the plane 
passing through the others. 
Let AB, BG, two straight lines meeting one another, be parallel to 
DF, EF, two other straight lines that meet one another, but are not 
in the same plane -with A B , B C. 

The planes through A B , B C , and D E , E F shaU not meet, though 
produced. 

E 

From the point B draw B G perpendioular to the plane whioh passes 
through i>.̂ , EF, (xi. II.) 

and let it meet that plane in G; 
and through <?draw (riTparaUel to .EZ), and ff If paraUel to .Eî . (i. 31.) 

And because B G ia perpendioular to the plane through D E , EF, 
it makes right angles -with every straight Hne meetiag it in that 

plane: (xi. def. 3.) 
but the straight Hues G S , G K in that plane meet it; 

therefore each of the angles B G S , B G K i a a right angle: 
and because B A is parallel to G S (for each of them is paraUel to 

D E , and they are not both in the same plane with it), (xi. 9.) 
the angles G B A , B G S are together equal to two right angles: (i. 29.) 

and B G S is a right angle; 
therefore also G B A is a right angle, and G B perpendicular to B A . 

For the same reason, G B is perpendicular to B 0. 
Since therefore the straight Hne G B stands at right angles to the 

•two straight lines B A , B G that out one another in .B ;. 
G B is perpendicular to the plane through B A , B C : (xi. 4.) 

and it is perpendicular to the plane through D E , E F ; (constr.) 
therefore B G i a perpendicular to each of the planes through A B , 
- BG, and DE, EF: 

but planes to wliich the same straight Hne is perpendioular, are 
parallel to one another; (xi. 14.) 

therefore the plane through A B , B C is paraUel to the plane through 
DE, EF. 

Wherefore, if two straight Hnes, &c. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION XVL THEOREM. 

If two parallel planes he cut hy another plane, their common sections 
with it are parallels. 

Let the paraUel planes AB, CD he cut by the plane EFSG, and let 
•their common sections -with it be EF, G S . 

Then .Ei^shaU be paraUel to G S . 
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1 . 

For, if it is not, EF, G'iTshaU meet, if produced, either on the side 
of FS, or EG. 
First, let them be produced on the side of F S , and meet in the point K. 

Therefore, since E F K is in the plane A B , 
every point ia E F K is in that plane : (xi. 1.) 

and .ff" is a point in E F K ; 
therefore K is in the plane A B : 

for the same reason, K is also in the plane CD; 
wherefore the planes A B , CD produced, meet one another: 

but they do not meet, since they are paraUel by the hypothesis; 
therefore the straight Hnes EF, G S , do not meet when produced 

on the side of F S . 
In the same manner it may be proved, that EF, G S do not meet 

when produced on the side of EG. 
But straight Hnes which are in the same plane, and do not meet, 

though produced either way, are paraUel; 
therefore E F is paraUel to G S . 

Wherefore, if two parallel planes, &o. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION xvn. THEOREM. 

If two straight lines le cut by parallel planes, they shall be cut in 
the same ratio. 

Let the straight lines AB, CD be cut by the paraUel planes GS, 
KL, JCV, in the points A, E, B ; C, F, D. 

As A E is to EB, so shaU C E be to FD. 

Join A C, BD, A D , and let A D meet the plane E L in the poiat X ; 
and join .fi'X, XF. 
Because the two parallel planes K L , M N are cut by the plane E B D X , 

the common sections E X , B D are paraUel: (xi. 16.) 
for the same reason, because the two paraUel planes G S , K L are 

out by the plane A X F G , 
the common sections A 0, X F are parallel: 

and because E X is parallel to BD, a side of the triangle A B D ; 
as A E to EB, so is A X to X D : (vi. 2.) 

again, because Xi^is paraUel ta A C , a side of the triangle A D C ; 
as A X to X D , so is C F to F D : 
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and it was proved that AX is to XD, as AE to EB; 
therefore, as ̂ ^to EB, so is CF to FD. (v. ,11.) 

Wherefore, if two straight Hnes, &c. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION XVm. THEOREM. 

If a straight line be at right angles to a plane, every plane which 
'isses through it shall le at right angles to that plane. 

Let the straight Hne AB he at right angles to the plane GK. 
Every plane which passes through A B shall be at right angles to 

the plane CK. 
D G A H 

\ 

K 

\ 

Let d.ny plane D E pass through A B , 
and let C E he the common section of the planes D F , C K ; 

take any point i^in CE, from which draw F G in the plane D E at 
right angles to CE. (i. II.) 

And because A B is perpendicular to the plane CK, 
therefore it is also perpendioular to every straight Hue in •that plane 

meeting it; (xi. def. 3.) 
and consequently it is perpendioular to G E : 

wherefore A B F i a a right angle : 
but G F B is like-wise a right angle ; (constr.) 

therefore A B is paraUel to F G : (i. 28.) 
and A B is at right angles to the plane O K ; 

therefore F G is also at right angles to the same plane, (xi. 8.) 
But one plane is at right angles to another plane, when -the straight 
les drawn in one of the planes, at right angles to their common section, 
e also at right angles to the other plane; (xi. def. 4.) 
and any straight Hne F G in the plane D E , which is at right angles 
CE, the common section of the planes, has been proved to be per-
ndioular to the other plane C K ; 

therefore the plane D E is at right angles to the plane CK. 
In like manner, it may be proved that aU planes which pass through 
B, axe at right angles to the plane CK. 

Therefore, if a straight Hne, &c. q. e, d. 

PROPOSITION XIX, T H E O R E M , 

If tioo planes which cut one another le each of them perpendicular 
a third plane; their common section shall le perpendicular to the 
ne plane. 

Let the two planes A B , B G he each of them perpendicular to a 
rd plane, and let B D be the common section of the iirst two. 

Then .Bi)-shaU be perpendicular to the third plane. 
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If it be not, from the point D draw, in the plane A B , the straight 
Hne D E at right angles to A D ; the common section of the plane A B 
?rith the third plane; (i. 11.) 

and in the plane B C draw D F at right angles to C D the common 
section of the plane i?C with the third plane. 

And because the plane A B is perpendicular to the third plane, and 
D E is drawn in the plane A B at right angles to A D , their common 
section, 

D E is perpendicular to the third plane, (xi. def. 4.) 
In the same manner, it may be proved, that DFia perpendicular to 

the third plane. 
Wherefore, from the point D two straight Hnes stand at right angles 

to the third plane, upon the same side of it, which is impossible: (xi. 13.) 
•therefore, from the point D there cannot be any straight Hne at 

right angles to the third plane, except B D the common section of the 
planes A B , B C: 

therefore B D is perpendicular to the third plane. 
"Wherefore, if two planes, &c. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION XX. THEOREM. 

If a solid angle le contained ly three plane angles, any two of them are 
greater than, the third. 

Let the soHd angle at A be contained by the three plane angles 
BAC, CAD, DAB. 

Any two of them shall be greater than the third. 

E C 
If the angles B A 0, CAD, DAB-he aU equal, 

it is e-vident, that any two of them are greater than the third. 
But if they are not, let B A C he that angle which is not less than 

either of the other two, and is greater than one of them D A B ; 
and at the point A in the straight Hne A B , 

make, in the plane which passes through B A , A 0, the angle B A E 
equal to the angle D A B ; (i. 23.) 

and make A E equal to A D , and through E draw B E G cutting 
A B , A C , in the points B, 0, and join DB, DC. 
And because D A is equal to A E , and A B is common, 

the two D A , A B , are equal to the two E A , A B , each to each; 
and the angle D A B is equal to the angle E A B ; 

therefore the base D B is equal to the base B E : (i. 4.) 
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and because BD, DO are greater than CB, (i. 20.) 
and one of them B D has been proved equal to B E a part of CB, 

therefore the other D Cis greater than the remaining part .EC: (i. ax. 5.) 
and because D A is equal to A E , and A 0 common, 

but the base D C greater than the base E O ; 
therefore the angle DACia greater than the angle F A C ; (i. 25.) 

and, by the construction, the angle D A B is equal to the angle B A E ; 
wherefore the angles D A B , D A C are together greater than 

B A E , E A C , that is, than the angle B A C : (i. ax. 4.) 
but B A 0 is not less than either of the angles D A B , D A 0: 

•therefore B A 0, -with either of them, is greater than the other. 
Wherefore, if a soUd angle, &c. q.e.d. 

PROPOSITION XXI. THEOREM. 

Fkery solid angle is contained hy plane angles, which together are less 
than four right angles. 

First, let the soHd angle at A be contained by three plane angles 
BAG, CAD, DAB. 

These three together shaU be less than four right angles. 
D 

Take in each of the straight Hnes A B , A C, A D , any points B, C, D, 
and join .FC, CD, DB. 

Then, because the soHd angle at B is contained by the three plane 
angles CBA, A B D , D B C , 

any two of them are greater than the third; (xi. 20.) 
therefore the angles GBA, A B D are greater than the angle D B G : 
for fhe same reason, the angles B CA, A CD are greater than the 

angle D O B ; 
and the angles CDA, A D B greater than B D O : 

wherefore the sis angles CBA, A B D , BCA, A C D , CDA, A D B , 
are greater than the three angles D B C , BCD, C D B : 

but the three angles jD.£C, BCD, C D B are equal to two right 
angles; (i. 32.) 

therefore the six angles CBA, A B D , B C A , A G D , CDA, A D B are 
greater than two right angles: 

and because the three angles of each of the triangles A B C , A C D , 
A D B are equal to two right angles, 

therefore the nine angles of these three triangles, -viz. the angles 
CBA, BAC, ACB, AGD, CDA, DAC, ADB, DBA, .5̂ i) are equal to 
six right angles; 

of these the sis angles CBA, A C B , A C D , CDA, A D B , D B A are 
greater than two right angles : 

therefore the remaioing three angles B A C , CAD, D A B , whioh 
contain the soHd angle at A, are less than four right angles. 

Next, let fhe soHd angle at A he contained by any number of plane 
angles BAC, CAD, DAE, EAF, FAB. 
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These shaU together be less than four right angles. 

Let the planes in which the angles are, be cut by a plane, 
and let the common sections of it with those planes be BC, CD, 

DF, EF, FB. 
And because the solid angle at B is contained by three plane angles 

CBA, A B E , E B C , of whioh any two are greater than the third, (xi. 20.) 
the angles CBA, A B E , are greater than the angle F B 0: 

for the same reason, the two plane angles at each of the poiats C, D, 
E, F, viz. those angles which are at the bases of the triangles having 
the common vertex A, are greater than the third angle at the same 
point, whioh is one of the angles of the polygon B C D E F : 

therefore aU the angles at the bases of the triangles are together 
greater than aU the angles of the polygon : 

and because aU the angles of the triangles are together equal to 
t'wice as many right angles as there are triangles; (i. 32.) 

that is, as there are sides in the polygon B C D E F ; 
and that aU the angles of the polygon, together 'with four right 

angles, are Hke-wise equal to t-wice as many right angles as there are 
sides in the polygon ; (i. 32. Oor. 1.) 

therefore all the angles of the triangles are equal to aU the angles 
of the polygon together -with four right angles : (i. ax. 1.) 

but aU the angles at the bases of the triangles are greater than aU 
the angles of the polygon, as has been proved; 

wherefore the remaining angles of the triangles, -viz. those of the 
vertex, whioh contain the soHd angle at A, are less llian four right angles. 

Therefore, every soHd angle, &c. q. e. d. 
PROPOSITION XXII. THEOREM. 

If every two of three plane angles be greater than the third, and if 
the straight lines which contain them be aU equal; a triangle may be 
made of the straight lines that join the extremities of those equal 
straight Hnes. 

PROPOSITION XXIIL PROBLEM. 
To make a soHd angle which shaU be contained by three given 

plane angles, any two of them being greater than the third, and aU 
three together less than four right angles. 
PROPOSITION A. THEOREM. 

If each of two soHd angles be contaiaed by three plane angles, 
which are equal to one another, each to each; the planes in which the 
equal angles are, have the same inclination to one another. 

PROPOSITION B. T H E O R E M . 
If two soHd angles be contained, each by three plane angles which 

are i3qual to one another, each to each, and alike situated; these soHd 
angles are equal to one another. 
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PROPOSITION C. THEOREM. 
SoHd figures whioh are contained by fhe same number of equal and 

simUar planes alike situated, and ha^ving none of their soHd angles con
tained by more than three plane angles, are equal and simUar to one 
another. 

PROPOSITION XXIV. T H E O R E M . 
If a soHd be contained by sis planes, two and two of whioh are 

parallel; the opposite planes are simUar and equal paraUelograms. 

PROPOSITION XXV. THEOREM. 

If a soHd paraUelopiped be cut by a plane paraUel to two of its op
posite planes; it di-vides the whole into two solids, the base of one of 
which shall be to the base of the other, as the one soHd is to the other. 

PROPOSITION XXVL PROBLEM. 
At a given point in a given straight Hne, to make a soHd angle 

equal to a given soHd angle contained by three plane angles. 

PEOPOSITION XXVIL PROBLEM. 

To describe froig. a given straight line a soHd paraUelopiped sinular, 
and simUarly situated, to one given. 

PROPOSITION x x v m . T H E O R E M . 
If a soHd paraUelopiped be out by a plane passing through the dia

gonals of two of the opposite planes; it shaU be out in two equal parts. 

PROPOSITION XXIX. THEOREM. 
SoHd paraUelopipeds upon the same base, and of the same altitude, 

the insisting stiraight lines of whioh are terminated in the same straight 
lines in the plane opposite to the base, are equal to one another. 

PROPOSITION XXX. THEOREM. 
SoHd paraUelopipeds upon the same base, and of the same altitude, 

the insisting straight Hues of whioh are not terminated in the same 
straight Hnes in the plane opposite to the base, are equal to one another. 

PROPOSITION XXXL THEOREM. 
SoHd parallelepipeds, which are upon equal bases, and of the same 

altitude, are equal to one another. 

PROPOSITION XXXIL THEOREM. 

SoHd paraUelopipeds which have the same altitude are to one another 
as their bases. 

CoE. From this it is manifest, that prisms upon triangular bases, 
of the same altitude, are to one another as their bases. 

PROPOSITION XXXIII. THEOREM. 
SimUar soHd paraUelopipeds are one to another in the tripHcate 

ratio of their homologous sides. 
Cob. IFrom this it is manifest, that, if four straight Hnes be con

tinual proportionals, as the first is to the fourth, so is the solid 
paraUelopiped described from the first to the simUar soHd simUarly 
described from the second; because the first straight line has to the 
fourth the tripHcate ratio of that whioh it has to the second. 
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PROPOSITION I). THEOREM. 
Solid parallelepipeds contained by parallelograms equiangular to one 

another, each to each, that is, of which the soHd angles are_ equal, each 
to each, have to one another the ratio which is the same -with the ratio 
compounded of the ratios of their sides. 

PROPOSITION XXXrV. T H E O R E M . 
The bases and altitudes of equal soHd paraUelopipeds, are reoipro

caUy proportional: and conversely, if the bases and altitudes be reci
prooaUy proportional, the soHd paraUelopipeds are equal. 

PROPOSITION X X X V . T H E O R E M . 
If, fi-om the vertices of two equal plane angles, there be dra-wa two 

straight lines elevated above the planes in which the angles are, and 
containing equal angles -with the sides of those angles, each to each; 
and if in the Hnes above the planes there be taken any poiats, and from 
them perpendiculars be drawn to the planes in whiob. the first named 
angles are; and from the points in whioh they meet the planes, straight 
Hnes be dra-wn to the vertices of the angles first named; these sfraight 
lines shaU contain equal angles -with the straight lines which are above 
the planes of the angles. 

OoB. From this it is manifest, that if from •the vertices of two equal 
plane angles, there be elevated two equal straight Hnes containing 
equal angles -with the sides of the angles, each to each; the perpen
diculars drawn from the extremities of the equal straight lines to the 
planes of the first angles, are equal to one another. 

PROPOSITION XXXVI. T H E O R E M . 
If three straight Hnes be proportionals, the soHd paraUelopiped de

scribed from aU three, as its sides, • is equal to the eqiulateral paraUelo-
' piped described from the mean proportional, one of the soHd angles of 
which is contained by three plane angles equal, each to each, to the 
three plane angles containing one of the soHd angles of the other figure. 

PROPOSITION X X X V I L T H E O R E M . 
If foiu" straight Hnes be proportionals, the similar solid paraUelo

pipeds simUarly described from them shaU also be proportionals: and, 
conversely, if the simUar paraUelopipeds similarly described from four 
straight Hnes be proportionals, the straight lines shaU be proportionals. 

PROPOSITION XXXVIIL T H E O R E M . 
"If a plane be perpendicular to another plane, and a sfraight Hne 

be dra"wn from a point in one of the planes perpendicular to the other 
plane, this straight Hne shall faU on the common section of the planes.' 

PROPOSITION XXXIX. T H E O R E M . 
In a soHd paraUelopiped, if the sides of two of the opposite planes 

be di-vided, each into two equal parts, the common section of the planes 
passiag through the points of division, and the diameter of the soHd 
paraUelopiped, cut each other into two equal parts. 

PROPOSITION XL. T H E O R E M . 
If there be two triangular prisms of the same altitude, the base of 

one of which is a paraUelogram, and the base of the other a triangle; 
if the paraUelogram be double of the triangle, the prisms shaU be equal 
to one another. 



NOTES TO BOOK XI. 

T h b Eleventh Book of the Elements commences with the definitions of the 
Geometry of Planes and Solids, and then proceeds to demonstrate the most ele
mentary properties of straight lines and planes, solid angles and parallelepipeds. 

The solids considered in the eleventh imd twelfth books are Geometrical solids, 
portions of space bounded by surfaces which are supposed capable of penetrating 
and intersecting one another. 

In the first six books, all the diagrams employed in the demonstrations are 
supposed to be in the same plane, which may he in any position whatever, and be 
extended in every direction, and there is no difiiculty in representing them 
roughly on any plane surface; this, however, is not the case vrith the diagrams 
employed in the demonstrations in the eleventh and twelfth books, •which cannot 
be so intelligibly represented on a plane surface on account of the perspective. A 
more exact conception may be attained, by adjusting pieces of paper to represent 
the different planes, and drawing lines upon them as the constructions may require, 
and by fixing pins to represent the lines which are perpendicular to, or inclined 
to any planes. 

A n y plane may be conceived to move round any fixed point in that plane, 
either in its ovm plane, or iu any direction whatever ; and if there be two fixed 
points in the plane, the plane cannot move in its own plane, but m a y move round 
the straight line which passes through the two fixed points in the plane, and m a y 
assume every possible position of the planes which pass through that line, and 
every difi'erent position of the plane -wiU represent a diflerent plane ; thus, an in
definite number of planes m a y be conceived to pass through a straight line which 
will be the common intersection of all the planes, Hence, it is manifest, that 
though two points fix the position of a straight line in a plane, neither do two 
points nor a straight line fix the position of a plane in space. If however, three 
points, not in the same straight line, be conceived to be fixed in the plane, it -will 
be manifest, that the plane cannot be moved round, either in its own plane or in 
any other direction, and therefore is fixed. 

Also any conditions -which involve the consideration of three fixed points not in 
the same straight line, will fix the position of a plane in space ; as two straight lines 
which meet or intersect one another, or two parallel straight lines in the plane. 

Def. V. 'When a straight line meets a plane, it is inclined at different angles 
to the different lines in that plane which may meet it; and it is manifest that the 
inchnation of the line to the plane is not determined by its meeting any line in that 
plane. The inclination of the line to the plane can only be determined by its iu-
cliaation to some fixed line in the plane. If a point be taken in the line different 
fi-om that point where the line meets the plane, and a perpendicular be drawn to 
meet the plane in another point; then these two points in the plane will fix the 
position of the line which passes through them in that plane, and the angle con
tained by this line and the given line, will measure the inclination of the line to 
the plane ; and it will be found to be the least angle which can be formed vrith the 
given line and any other straight line in the plane. 

If two perpendiculars be dra-svn upon a plane from the extremities of a straight 
line which is inclined to that plane, the straight line in the plane intercepted be
tween the perpendiculars is called the projection of the line on that plane; and it 
is obvious that the inclination of a straight-line to a plane is equal to the mclina-
tion of the straight line to its projection on the plane. If however, the line be 
parallel to the plane, the projection of the line is of the same length as the line 
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itself; in all other cases the projection of the line is less than the line, being the' 
base of a righ't-angled triangle, the hypothennse of which is the line itself. 

The inclination of two lines to each other, which do not meet, is measured by 
the angle contained by two lines drawn through the same point and parallel to the 
two given lines. 

Def. VI, Planes are distinguished from one another by their inclinations, and 
the inclinations of two planes to one another will be found to be measured by the 
acute angle formed by two straight lines drawn in the planes, and perpendicular 
to the straight line which is the common intersection of the two planes. 

It is also obvious that the inclination of one plane to another wiU be measure'd 
by the angle contained between two straight lines drawn from the same point, and 
perpendicular, one on each of the two planes. 

The intersection of two planes suggests a new conception of the straight line. 
Def. IX. ^TEpsa ywvla. ga-xlu r} vTTo 'jrXEioifftji/ tj Sua ytovicav iTmridwu Trepiê ô-

p.ivr], fjit] o\i<rwu ev tw avTiS iirL'WÊ w Trpos ivl crrifiELw, trfJVitTTafxivwv. The render
ing by Simson of this definition may be slightly amended. The word irEpiExoiiivri 
is rather comprehended or contained than made: and avvi<rrap.ivaiv means joined and 
fitted together, not meeting. " A Solid angle is that which is contained by more 
than two plane angles joined together at one point, (but) which are not in the 
same plane." 

W h e n a solid angle is contained by three plane angles, each plane which con
tains one plane angle, is fixed by the position of the other two, and consequently, 
only one solid angle can be formed by three plane angles. But when a solid angle 
is formed by more than three plane angles, if one of the planes be considered fixed 
in position, there are no conditions which fix the position of the rest of the planes 
which contain the solid angle, and hence, an indefinite number of solid angles, 
unequal to one another, m a y be formed by the same plane angles, when the n-um-
ber of plane angles is more than three. 

Def. X is restored, as it is found in the editions of the Greek text of Euclid. 
It appears to be universally true, supposing the planes to be similarly situated, in 
-n'hich are contained the, corresponding equal plane angles of each figure. 

Def. XIV. The sphere, as well as the cone and the cylinder are defined by a 
mode iu which the figures m a y be conceived to be generated. Here motion is for 
the first time introduced in defining of Geometrical figures. In these motions, 
the successive change of position only is considered whioh a figure undergoes, and 
the figure traced out in consequence of the motion. The velocity with -which the 
new figure is traced out, as well as the time and force requisite for effecting it, are 
considerations which do not enter into the subject of Geometry. 

Def. A. Parallelepipeds are solid figures in some respects analogous to paral
lelograms, and remarks might be made on parallelepipeds similar to those -which 
•were made on rectangles in the notes to Book ii, p. 81; and every right-
angled paraUelopiped tnay be said to be contained by any three of the straight lines 
whicli contain the three right angles by •which any one of the solid angles of the 
figure is formed ; or more briefly, by the three adjacent edges of the paraUelopiped. 

A s all lines are measured by lines, and all surfaces by surfaces, so all solids are 
measured by solids. The cube is the figure assumed as the measure of solids or 
volumes, and the unit of volume is that cube, the edge of which is one unit in length. 

If the edges of a rectangular paraUelopiped can be divided into units of the 
same length, a numerical expression for the number of cubic units in the parallele
piped may be found, by a process similar to that by which a numerical expression 
for the area of a rectangle was found. 

'Let A B , A C , A D he the adjacent edges of a rectangular parallelepiped A G , and 
let A B contain 5 units, A C , i units, and A D , 3 units in length. 
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Then if through the points of division of AB, A C , AD, planes be drawn parallel 
to the faces BG, B D , A E respectively, tlie paraUelopiped wUl be divided into cubic 
units, aU equal to one another. 

X 

And since the rectangle A B E C contains 5 x 4 square units, (note, p. 81.) and 
that for every linear unit in A D there is a layer of 5 x 4 cubic units corresponding 
to it; 
consequently, there are 5 x 4 x 3 cubic units in the whole parallelepiped AO. 
That is, the product of the three numbers -which express the number of linear 

units in the three edges, will give the number of cubic units in the paraUelopiped, 
and therefore -wiU be the arithmetical representation of its volume. 

And generally, i£ A B , AC, A D ; instead of 6, 4 and 3, consisted of a, b, and c 
linear units, it may be she-wn, in a similar manner, that the volume of the paral
lelepiped would contain abc cubic units, and the product abe would be a proper 
representation of the volume of the paraUelopiped. 

If the three sides of the figure were equal to one another, or b and c each equal 
to a, the figure would become a cube, and its volume would be represented by 
a a a, or â . 

It may easily be shewn AlgebraicaUy that the volumes of simUar rectangular 
paraUelopipeds are proportional to the cubes of their homologous edges. 

Let the adjacent edges of the paraUelopiped A B contain a, b, c units, 
and those of another similar parallelepiped A'B' contain a', b', c units respectively. 

Also, let V, V denote their volumes, 
Theu V = abc, and V = a'b'e'. 

But since the paraUelopipeds are similar, .•. — = ^ = -,; 

V abe abc a a a a^ b^ c^ 
Hence 

a'b'c' 6'3 
In a simUar manner, it may be shewn that the volumes of aU simUar solid 

figures bounded by planes, are proportional to the cubes of their homologous edges. 
Prop, VI, Prom the diagram, the foUowing important construction may be made. 
If from B a perpendicular B F he drawn to the opposite side D E of the triangle 

DBE, and A F be j oined; then A F shaU be perpendicular to DB, and the angle A F B 
measures the inclination of the planes A E D and B E D . 

Prop, XIX, It is also obvious, that if three planes intersect one another; and 
if the first be perpendicular to the second, and the second be perpendicular to the 
third; the first shaU be perpendicular to the third; also the intersections of every 
two shall be perpendicular to one another. 

The Demonstrations of the last Nineteen Propositions of the Eleventh Book 
have been omitted, as they are not included in the course of reading prescribed 
for Mathematical Honours at Cambridge, 



BOOK XII. 

LEMMA L 

If from tlie greater of two unequal magnitudes, there he taken more than 
its half, and from the remainder more than its half; and so on: there shall 
at length remain a magnitude less than tlie least of the proposed magnitudes. 
(Book X. Prop. I.) 

Let AB and C be two unequal magnitudes, of which AB is the greater. 
If from A B there be taken more than its half, 

and fi-om the remainder more than its half, and so on; 
there shaU at length remain a magnitude less than C. 

B c E 

For C may be multiplied so as at length to become greater than AB 
Let it be so multipHed, and let D E its multiple be greater than A B, 

and let D E he divided into DF, FG, GE, each equal to C. 
From A B take B S greater than its half, 

and from the remainder A S take S K greater than its half, and so on, 
•untU there be as many di-risions in A B as there are in D E : 

and let the di-visions in A B he A K , K S , S B ; 
and the di-risions in D E he DF, FG, GE. 
And because D E is greater than A B , 

and that E G taken from D E is not greater than its half, but B S 
taken from A B is greater that its half; 

therefore the remainder G D is greater than the remainder S A . 
Again, because G D is greater than S A , and that G F is not greater 

than the half of GD, but S K is greater than the half of S A ; 
therefore the remainder F D is greater than the remainder A K : 

and F D is equal to C, 
therefore C is greater than A K ; 

that is, .<4iris less than C. q.e.d. 
And if only the halves be taken away, the same thiag may in the 

same way be demonstrated. 
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PROPOSITION I. THEOREM. 

Similar polygons inscribed in circles, are to one another as the squares 
on their diameters. 

Let ABCDE, FGSKL he two circles, and in them the simUar 
polygons ABCDE, FGSKL; 

and let B M , G N h e the diameters of the circles : 
as the polygon A B O D E is to the polĵ gon F G S K L , so shaU the 

square on B M h e to the square on GN. 

. ^ ^ , 

Join BE, AM, GL, FN. 
And because the polygon A B C D E is simUar to the polygon F G S K L , 

the angle B A E is equal to the angle GF'L, 
and as B A to A E , so is G F to F L : 

therefore the two triangles B A E , GFL having one angle in one 
equal to one angle in the other, and the sides about the equal angles 
proportionals, are equiangular; 

and therefore the angle A E B is equal to the angle F L G : 
but A E B is equal to A M B , because they stand upon the same 
ciroumferenoe: (in. 21.) 

and the angle F L G is, for the same reason, equal to the angle F N G : 
therefore also the .angle A M B is equal to F N G : 

and the right angle B A M is equal to the right angle GEN; (in. 31.)' 
wherefore the remaining angles in the triangles A B M , F G N are equal, 

and they are equiangular to one another : 
therefore as .BJf to GN, so is B A to GF; (vi. 4.) 

and therefore the dupHcate ratio of B M to GN, is the same with 
the duplicate ratio of B A to GF: (y. def. 10. and v. 22.) 

but the ratio of the square on B M to the square on GN, is the 
dupHcate ratio of that which BMhaa to G N : (vi. 20.) 

and the ratio of the polygon A B C D E to the polygon F G M K L is 
the dupHcate of that which B A has to GF: (vi. 20.) 

therefore as the polygon A B C D E is to the polygon F G S K L , so is 
the square on B M to the square on GN. 

"Wherefore, simUar polygons, &c. q. e. d. 

PROPOSITION II. THEOREM. 

Circles are to one another as the squares on their diameters. 

Let ABCD, EFGShe two circles, and BD, FS their diameters. 
As the square on B D to the square on F S , so shall the circle A B C D 

be to the circle E F G S . 
For, if it be not so, the square on B D must be to the square on F S , 

as the cfrcle A B C D is to some space either less than the cfrole E F G S , 
or greater than it. 

t2 
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O"^ 
0 

M 0 

First, if possible, let it be to a space S less than a cfrole E F G S ; 
and in the cfrole .EFffiZ" inscribe the square E F G S (iv. 6.) 

This square is greater than half of the cfrcle E F G S ; 
because, if through the points E, F, G, S, there be drawn tangents 

to the circle, 
the square EFGSia half of the square described aboiit the cfrcle: (i. 47.) 

and the cirole is less than the square described about it; 
therefore the square E F G S i a greater than half of the cfrcle. 
Divide the cfrcumferences EF, FG, GS, S E , each into two equal 

parts in the poiats K, L, M, N, and join E K , KF, FL, LG, GM, 
SM, SN, NE; 

therefore each of the triangles E K E , FLG, G M S , S N E , is greater 
than half of the segment of the cfrcle in whioh it stands; 

because, if straight Hnes touching the cfrole be dra'wn through the 
points K, L, M, N, and the paraUelograms upon the straight Hnes EF, 
FG, G S , S E h e completed, 

each of the triangles EKF, FLG, G M S , S N E is the half of the 
paraUelogram in which it is : (i. 41.) 

but every segment is less than the paraUelogram in which it is; 
wherefore each of the triangles EKF, FLG, G M S , S N E is greater 

than half the segment of the circle which contains it. 
Again, if the remaining cfrcumferences be di'vided each into two 

equal parts, and thefr extremities be joined by sfraight Hnes, by con
tinuing to do this, there wiU at length remain segments of the cfrole, 
whioh together are less than the excess of fhe cfrole E F G S above the 
space S; 

because, by the preceding Lemma, if from the greater of two unequal 
magnitudes there be taken more than its half, and from the remainder 
more than its half, and so on, there shaU at length remain a magnitude 
less than the least of the proposed magnitudes. 

Let then the segments EK, KF, FL, LG, GM, MS, SN, NE be 
those that remain, and are together less than the excess of the cfrole 
EFGS ahove S: 

therefore the rest of the cirole, •viz. the polygon E K F L G M S N ia 
greater than the space S. 

Describe Hke-wise in the circle A B C D the polygon A X B O C P D R 
sinular to the polygon E K F L G M S N : 

as therefore the square on B D is to the square on FS, so is the 
polygon A X B O C P D R to the polygon E K F L G M S N : (xii. 1.) 

but the square on B D is also to the square on F S , as the circle 
A B C D is to the space S; (hyp.) 

therefore as the cirole A B C D is to the space S, so is the polygon 
A X B O C P D R to the polygon E K F L G M S N : (v. 11.) 

but the cfrole A B CD is greater than the polygon contained in it; 
wherefore the space S is greater than the polygon E K F L G M S N : 

^ . .(^•.".) 
but it is Hke-wise less, as has been demonstrated; whioh is impossible. 

Therefore the square on B D is not to the square on F S , as the circle A B C D is to any space less than the cirole E F G S . 
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In the same manner, it may be demonstrated, that neither is the 
squiire on JB" to the square on B D , as the oade E F G S i a to any snaoe 
less than the cfrole ̂ i?Ci). 

Nor is the square on B D to the square oni^.a; as the cfrcle A B C D 
is to any space gTeater than the circle E F G S . 
For, if possible, let it be so to T, a space greater than the cfrclo E F G S : 

therefore, inversely, as the square on F S to the square on B D , so is 
the space Tto the cfrcle A B C D ; 

but as the space :?' is to the cfr-cle A B C D , so is the cfrcle E F G S 
to some space, whioh must be less than the cfrcle A B C D , (v. 14.) 

because the space T is greater, by hypothesis, than the cfrole E F G D ; 
therefore as the square on F S is to the square on BD, so is the cfrole 

E F G S to a space less than the cfrcle A B CD, which has been demon-
sfrated to be impossible ; 

therefore the square on B D is not to the square on F S , as the cfrole 
A B C D is to any space greater than the cfrcle E F G S : 

and it has been demonsfrated, that neither is the square on B D to 
the square on E S , as the cfrcle A B C D to any space less than the cfrole 
EFGS: 

wherefore, as the square on B D to the square on F S , so is the circle 
A B C D to the circle E F G S . 

Cfrcles, •therefore, are, &c. q.e.d. 
PROPOSITION ni. THEOREM. 

Every pyramid having a triangular base, may be di-vided into two 
equal and similar pyramids ha-ving triangular bases, and whioh are 
simUar to tbe whole pyramid, and into two equal prisms which together 
are greater than half of the whole pyramid. 

PROPOSITION IV. THEOREM. 
If there be two pyramids of the same altitude, upon triangular 

bases, and each of them be di-vided into two equal pyramids similar to 
the whole pyramid, and also into two equal prisms ; and if each of these 
pyramids be di-yided in the same manner as the first two, and so on; 
as the base of one of the first two pyramids is to the base of the other, 
so shaU all the prisms in one of them be to aU the prisms in the other, 
that are produced by the same number of divisions. 

PROPOSITION V. THEOREM. 
Pyramids of the sam.e altitude which have triangular bases, are to 

one another as thefr bases. 
PROPOSITION VL THEOREM. 

Pyramids of the same altitude whioh have polygons for their bases, 
are to one another as thefr bases. 

PROPOSITION VII. T H E O R E M . 
Every prism having a triangular base may be divided into three 

pyramids that have triangular bases, and are equal to one another. 
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CoE. 1. From this it is manifest, that every pyramid is the thfrd 
part of a prism which has the same base, and is of an equal altitude 
with it: for if the base of the prism be any other figure than a triangle, 
it may be di-yided into prisms ha-ying triangular bases. 

Cob. 2. Prisms of equal altitudes are to one another as thefr 
bases; because the pyramids upon the same bases, and of the same 
altitude, are to one another as thefr bases. 
PROPOSITION VIII. THEOREM. 

Similar pyramids, having triangular bases, are one to another ia 
the tripHcate ratio of that of thefr homologous side. 

Cob. From this it is e-yident, that simUar pyramids whioh have 
multangular bases, are likewise to one another in the fripHcate ratio 
of thefr homologous sides: for they may be divided into simUar pyra
mids ha-ying triangular bases, because the simUar polygons which are 
their bases, may be di-yided into the same number of simUar triangles 
homologous to the whole polygons : therefore, as one of the triangular 
pyramids in the first multangular pyramid is to one of the teiangular 
pyramids in the other, so are all the triangular pyramids in the first to 
aU the triangular pyramids in the other; that is, so is the first mul
tangular pyramid to the other : but one friangular pyramid is to its 
simUar teiangular pyramid, in the triplicate ratio of thefr homologous 
sides; and therefore the first multang-ular pyramid has to the other, 
the tripHcate ratio of that whioh one of the sides of the first has to 
the homologous side of the other. 

PROPOSITION IX. T H E O R E M . 
The bases and altitudes of equal pyramids having triangular bases 

are reciprocally proportional: and, conversely, te-iangular pyramids of 
wldch the bases and altitudes are reciprocally proportionals, are equal 
to one another. 

PROPOSITION X. T H E O R E M . 
Every cone is the thfrd part of a cyHnder which has the same base, 

and is of an equal altitude with it. 
PROPOSITION XI. THEOREM. 

Cones and cylinders of the same altitude are to one another as thefr 

PROPOSITION XII. THEOREM, 
SimUar cones and cylinders have to one another the tripHcate ratio 

of that which the diameters of thefr bases have, 

PROPOSITION XIII. THEOREM. 
If a cyHnder be cut by a plane parallel to its opposite planes, or 

bases; it di-yides the cylinder into two oyHnders, one of which is to the 
other as the axis of the first to the axis of the other. 

PROPOSITION XIV. THEOREM. 
Cones and oyHnders upon equal bases are to another as thefr 

altitudes. 
PROPOSITION XV. T H E O R E M . 

The bases and altitudes of equal cones and oyHnders, are i-eciprooaUy 
proportional; and, conversely, if the bases and altitudes be reciprocally 
proportional, the cones and cylinders are equal to one another. 
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PROPOSITION XVI. PROBLEM. 

In the gTeater of two cfrcles that have the same center, to inscribe 
a polygon of an even number of equal sides, that shall not meet the 
less circle. 

LEMMA IL 
If two teapeziums A B CD, E F G S he inscribed in the cfrcles, the 

centers of which are the poiats K, L; and if the sides AB, D C he 
paraUel, as also EF, S G ; and the other four sides AD, B C, ES, FG, 
be all equal to one another; but the side A B greater than EF, and 
D C greater than S G ; the straight Hne K A from the center of the 
cfrcle in whioh the greater sides are, is greater than the straight line 
L E di'a-wn fi-om the center to the cfrcumferenoe of the other cfrcle. 
PROPOSITION XVII. PROBLEM. 

In the greater of two spheres which have the same center, to describe 
a soHd polyhedron, the superficies of which shall not meet the less 
sphere. 

CoB. And if in the less sphere there be inscribed a soHd polyhe
dron, by dra-wing steaight Hnes betwixt the points in which the straight 
Hnes from the center of the sphere drawn to aU the angles of the soHd 
polyhedron in the greater sphere meet the superficies of the less; in the 
same order in which are joined the points in which the same Hnes fi-om 
the center meet the superficies of -the greater sphere; the soHd poly
hedron in the sphere B C D E has to this other soHd polyhedi-on the 
tripHcate ratio of that which the diameter of the sphere B C D E has to 
the diameter of the other sphere. For if these two soHds be di-yided 
into the same number of pyramids, and in the same order, the pyramids 
shall be simUar to one another, each to each: because they have the 
soHd angles at thefr common vertex, the center of the sphere, the same 
in each pyramid, and thefr other soHd angles at the bases equal to one 
another, each to each, because they are contained by three plane 
angles, each equal to each; and the pyramids are contained by the 
same number of simUar planes; and are therefore similar to one 
another, each to each: but simUar pyramids have to one another the 
tripHcate ratio of thefr homologous sides. Therefore the pyramid of 
which the base is the quadrUateral K B OS, and vertex A, has to the 
pyramid in the other sphere of the same order, the tripHcate ratio of 
thefr homologous sides, that is, of that ratio whioh A B from the center 
of the greater sphere has to the straight line from the same center to 
the superficies of the less sphere, and in like manner, each pyramid in 
the greater sphere has to each of the same order in the less, the teipHcate 
ratio of that which A B has to the semi-di.ameter of the less sphere. 
And as one antecedent is to its consequent, so are aU the antecedents to 
aU the consequents. 'Wherefore the whole soHd polyhedron in the 
greater sphere has to the whole soHd polyhedron in the other, the tri
pHcate ratio of that whioh A B the semi-diameter of the first has to the 
semi-diameter of the other; that is, which the diameter B D of the 
greater has to the diameter of the other sphere. 
PROPOSITION XVIII. THEOREM. 

Spheres have to one another the teipHcate ra;tio of that which thefr 
diameters have. 



NOTES TO BOOK XII. 

This book treats of the properties of prisms and cylinders, pjTamids and cones. 
A new principle is introduced called "the method of Exhaustions," which may 
be applied for the purpose of finding the areas and ratios of cu-eles, and the rela
tions of the surfaces and of the volumes of cones, spheres and cyUnders. 

The fii-st comparison of rectilinear areas is made in the Pirst Book of the 
Elements by the principle of superposition, where two triangles are coincident iu 
all respects j next, comparison is made between triangles and other rectilinear 
figures when they are not coincident. 

In the Sixth Book, similar triangles are compared by she-wing that they are in 
the duplicate ratio of their homologous sides, and then by dividing similar polygons 
into the same number of similar triangles, and shewing that the polygons are also 
in the duplicate ratio of any of their homologous sides. In the Elev jnth Book 
similar rectUinear solids are compared by shewmg that their volumes are to one 
another in the tripUcate ratio of their homologous sides. 

" T h e method of Exhaustions" is founded on the principle oiexhausting amag-
nitude by continually taking away a part of it, as it is explained in the first 
L e m m a of the Tenth Book of the Elements. 

" The method of Exhaustions" was employed by the Ancient Geometers and 
was strictly rigorous in its principles ; but it was too tedious and operose in its ap
plication to be of extensive iitUity as an instrument of investigation. It is exem
plified in Euc. xii. 2, where it is proved that the areas of circles are proportional 
to the squares on their diameters. In demonstrating this truth, it is first she-wn 
by inscribing successively in one of the circles regular polygons of four, eight, 
sixteen, &c. sides, and thus tending to exhaust the area of the circle, that a 
polygon may be found which shall differ from the circle by a quantity less than any 
magnitude which can be assigned: and then since simUar polygons inscribed in 
the circles are as the squares on their diameters (Euc. xn. 1.) the truth of the 
proposition is established by means of an indirect proof. 

" The method of Exhaustions" may be applied to find the circumference and area 
of a circle. A rectiUnear figure may be inscribed in the circle and a simUar one cir
cumscribed about it, and then by continually doubling the number of sides of the 
inscribed and circumscribed polygons, by this principle, it may be demonstrated, 
that the area of the circle is less than the area of the circumscribed polygon, but 
greater than the area of the inscribed polygon; and that as the number of sides of 
the polygon is increased, and consequently the magnitude of each diminished, 
the differences between the circle and the inscribed and circumscribed polygons 
are continually exhausted. 

In a similar way, the principle is applied to the surfaces and volumes of cones, 
cylinders and spheres. 

A s only the first and second propositions of the Twelfth Book of the Elements 
are required to be read for Honours at Cambridge, the demonstrations of the re
maining fifteen propositions of this book have been omitted. The second pro
position is perhaps retained merely as an example of the method employed by 
the ancient Geometers. This method has been replaced by that of prime and 
ultimate ratios, which is now employed in the proofs of such propositions as were 
formerly effected by "the method of Exhaustions." 



ON THE PROPOSITIONS IN THE ELEMENTS. 

There are only two forms of Propositions ia the Elements, the 
theorem and the problem. In the theorem, it is asserted, and is to bo 
proved, tha,t if a geometrical figure be oonsteuoted -with certain speci
fied conditions, then some other specified relations must necessarily 
exist between the constituent parts of that figure. Thus:—^if squares 
be described on the sides and hypotenuse of a right-angled teiangle, 
the square on the hypotenuse must necessarily he equal to the other 
two squai-es upon the sides (Euc. i. 47). In the problem, certain things 
are given in magnitude, position, or both, and it is requfred to find 
certain other things in magnitude, position, or both, that shaU neces
sarily have a specified relation to the things given, or to each other, or 
to both of them. Thus:—a cfrcle being given, it m a y be requfred to 
consteuct a pentagon, which shall have its angular points in the cfr-
eumferenoe, and which shall also have both aU its sides equal, and aU 
its angles equal. (Euc. ry. 11.) 

A problem is said to be determinate, when -with the prescribed 
conditions it admits of one definite solution: and it is said to be in
determinate, when it admits of more than one definite solution. This 
latter cfrcumstance arises frona the data not absolutely fixing, but merely 
restricting the quassita, leaving certain points or lines not fltsed in one 
position only. The number of given conditions may be insufiicient for 
a single determinate solution; or relations m a y subsist among some of 
the given conditions, from which one or more than one of the remain
ing given conditions m a y be deduced. 

It m a y be remarked in EucHd's propositions, that there is in 
general, an aim at definiteness, considered in reference to the qucesitum 
of the problem, and -the predicate of •the theorem. The qucesitum of the 
problem is either a single thing, as the perpendicular in Euc. l. 11 ; 
or at most, two, as the tangents to the cfrcle in the first case of 
Euc. ni. 17; and in the most general problems, even those which 
teanscend the ordinary geometry, the solutions are, in general, re
stricted to a definite number, which can always be assigned a priori 
for every problem. In certain cases, however, the conditions given 
in EucHd are not sufficient to fix entfrely the qusesi-tum in all re
spects. For instance, iu Euc. i. 2, it has been seen that the position 
of the line requfred is not fixed by the conditions of the problem, 
so that more Hnes than one can be dra-wn from the given point 
falfiUing the reqiured conditions: nor is the direction prescribed in 
whioh the Hne is to be drawn, so that it has been seen, that fi-om 
the given point, two lines in opposite dfrections can be drawn from 
the given point for each of the possible constructions. A n d ia 
Euc. ry. 10, the magnitude of the triangle is any whatever, and 
therefore not entfrely fixed in aU respects: or, again, in Euclid 
ry. II, the pentagon m a y be any whatever, so that its position in 
the cfrcle is not fixed. To fix the magnitude of the triangle, or the 
position of the pentagon, some other condition independent of the data, 
must be added to the conditions of the problem. The length and posi
tion of some Hne connected -with the triangle, (as one of the equal 
sides, the base, the perpendioular, &c.) would have fixed the triangle 
in magnitude and position ; and the position of one angular point of the 
pentagon, or the condition that one side of the pentagon should pass 
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through a given point (though this poiat must be subject to a certain 
restriction as to position, if withia the cfrcle), or any other possible 
conditions, would have confined the pentagon to a single position, or 
to the alternative of two positions. Such is the only k m d of indeter-
minateness in the problems of "the Elements." In the enunciation of 
the theorems too, the same aim at singleness in the property asserted to 
be consequent on the hypothesis, is apparent throughout. There is, 
however, a remarkable drfierenoe in the characters of the hypotheses 
themselves, in Euclid's theorems : viz. 

1. That in some of them, one thing alone, or a certain definite 
number, possesses the property whioh is affirmed in the enunciation. 

2. That in others, aU the things constituted subject to the hypo
thetical conditions, possess the aflSrmed property. 

A s instances of -the first class, the greater number of theorems in 
the Elements m a y be referred to, as Euc. i. 4, 5, 6, 8, which are of the 
simplest class. In these, only one thing is asserted to be equal to 
another specified thing. In aU the theorems of the Second Book, one 
thing is asserted to be equal to several other things taken together; 
and the same occurs in Euc. i. 47, as weU as frequently in the other 
Books. They sometimes also take the form of assertiug that no certaia 
magnitude is greater or less than another, as in Euc. i. 16, or that two 
things together are less than, or greater than, some one thing or several 
things, as Euc. i. 17. In aU oases, however, this class is distinguished 
by the cfrcumstance, that the things asserted to have the property are 
of a given finite number. 

As instances of the second class, reference m a y be made to Euc. i. 
35, 36, 37, 38, where aU the paraUelograms in the two former, and aU 
the teiangles in the two latter, are asserted to have the property of be
ing equal to one given parallelogram, or one given triangle. Or to 
Euc. III. 14, 20, 21 ; the Hnes in the cfrcle in Prop. 14, or the angles 
at the cfrcumferenoe in Props. 20, 21, are any whatever, and therefore 
all the Hnes or angles constituted as in the enunciations, fulfil the 
conditions. Or again, in Book v. the two pafrs of indefinite multiples, 
which form the basis of EucUd's definition of proportionals; or his 
propositions "ex aequo" and " ex a}quo perturbato," and the Proposi
tions F, G, S , K ; or, lastly, Buo. "vi. 2, in which the property is 
(reaUy, though not formaUy,) aflrmed to be true when any'hue is 
drawn paraUel to any one of the sides of the triangle. 

The very cfrcumstance, indeed, just noticed parenthetically, prevails 
so much in EucHd's enunciations, as to render it clear that it was his 
object as much as possible to render the conditions of the hypothesis 
formally definite in number ; and if these remarks had no prospective 
reference, the cfrcumstance would scu-cely deserve notice. StUl, "with 
such prospective reference, it is necessary to insist upon the fact, that 
however the form of enunciation m a y be calculated to remove observa
tion fi-om it, the hypothesis itself is indefinite, or includes an indefinite 
number of things, whioh an additional condition would, as in the case 
of the problem, have restricted either to one thing or to a certain 
number of things. 

Sometimes too, the theorem is enunciated in the form of a negation 
of possibUity, as Euc. i. 7; in. 4, 5, 6, &c. These offer no occasion for 
remark, except the ingenious modes of demonstration employed by 
EucHd. All such demonsteations must necessarUy be indirect, assum
ing as an admitted truth the possibiHty of the fact denied in the enunciation. 
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It may be remarked that the Ancient Geometers most probably 
arrived at Theorems in thefr attempts to solve Problems. The first 
Geometrical enquiries must naturaUy have arisen in form of questions 
or problems, in whioh some things were given, a,nd some things re-
qufr-ed to be done : and in the attempts to discover the relations 
between the things given and the things requfred, many truths would 
be suggested whioh afterwards became the subjects of separate 
demonsteation. 

Both among the Theorems and Problems, oases occur in which the 
hypotheses of the one, and the data or quassita of the other, are re-
steioted -within oertaia limits as to magnitude and position. Sometimes 
it -wiU be found, whUe some Problems are possible -within definite 
limits, that certain magnitudes involved increase up to a certain value, 
and then begin to decrease; or decrease do-wn to a certain value, and 
then begin to increase. This cfrcumstance gives rise to the question of 
the gTeatest or least value which certain magnitudes may admit of, in 
indeterminate Problems and Theorems. The determination of these 
limits constitutes the docteine of Maxima and Minima. For instance, 
the Hmit of possible diminution of the sum of the two sides of a teiangle 
described upon a given base, is the magnitude of the base itself, Euc. 
I. 20, 22: Aad of aU the equal triangles upon the same base and 
between the same parallels (Euc. i. 37.), that tiiangle which has 
•the greatest vertical angle is an isosceles triangle; and the vertical 
angles of the other triangles on each side of the vertex of the isosceles 
teiangle, become greater and greater as the vertices of these triangles 
approach the vertex of the isosceles teiangle. "When a straight line is 
divided into two parts, the rectangle contained by the parts is a maxi
m u m when the given line is divided into two equal parts. The Hne 
A B (Euo. n. 5. fig.) is di-yided into any tioo parts in the point D. If 
B D the smaUer part of the Hue be supposed to increase by the point D 
mo-ying towards C, it is obvious that as the smaUer part B D in
creases, the larger part A D diminishes, untU the point D coincides with 
C, and both parts are then each equal to half the Hne A B . And it is 
clear that so long as B D increases, the rectangle A D , D B increases, 
and the square on G D decreases: and when D coiucides with C, the 
square on C D vanishes, and the rectangle A D , D B , then becomes the 
square on D C , or on D B , the square on half the line A B . 

If the point D he supposed to move beyond C towards A, the rect
angle A D , D B begins to diminish, and the square on 2* C to increase, 
in the same manner as they increased and decreased when the point 
was considered to move from B to C. Hence it is manifest that when 
a Hne is di-yided into two parts, the rectangle contained by the parts is 
a maximum or the greatest possible, when the two parts of the Hne are 
equal. It also appears that when fhe rectangle contained by the two 
parts of a Hne is a maximum, the sum of the squares on the parts is a 
minimum. For if a line be di-yided into, any two parts (Euc. ii. 4.), 
the square on the whole line is equal to the squares on the two parts 
and t-wioe the rectangle contained by the parts. Hence it foUows that 
the greater the rectangle contained by the two parts of the line, the less 
•wUl'bethe sum of the squares on these parts. Therefore when the 
rectangle contained by the parts is a maximum, the sum of the squares 
on the two parts is a minimum. That is, the sum of _ the squares on 
the two parts of a line is a minimum when the line_ is bisected; and 
the minimum value is double the square on half the line. 
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The two propositions, Euc. in. 7, 8, afford instances of the greatest 
and least Hnes whioh can be drawn from a given point to the cfrcum
ferenoe of a circle. 

The steaight Hne (Euc. in. 8, fig.) dra-wn from a fixed point with
out a ofrcle to the cfrcumference is a maximum when it passes through 
the center and meets the concave cfrcumference ; but a minimum when 
it meets the convex cfrcumference and, if produced, would pass through 
the center. It is ob-nous, that the two values of the line on each side 
of the minimum value, are both greater than that value : and the two 
values of the Hne on each side of the maximum value, are both less than 
that vafrie. In other words, the magnitude of the Hne as it approaches 
the minimum, continuaUy decreases tiU it reaches that value, and then 
increases: and the value of the line as it approaches the maximum, 
continuaUy increases tiU it reaches that value and then decreases. 

"When the given point is within the cfrcle (Euo. iii. 7), the greatest 
line that can be dra-wn from the point to the cfrcumference is the Hne 
whioh passes through the center, and the least line that can be drawn 
from the same point, is the part produced of the greatest Hne between 
the given point and the circumference. 

The theorem Euo. ti. 27 is a case of the maximum value whioh a 
figure fulfilling the other conditions can have; and tie suoceeding 
proposition is a problem involving this fact among the conditions as 
a part of the data, in teuth, perfectly analogous to Euo. i. 20, 22. 

The doctrine itself was carefuUy cultivated by the Greek Geometers, 
and no solution of a Problem or demonstration of a theorem was con
sidered to be complete, in whioh it was not determiaed, whether there 
existed such limitations to the possible magnitudes concerned in it, and 
how those limitations were to be actuaUy determined. 

Such Propositions as dfrectly relate to Maxima and Minima, may 
be proposed either as Theorems or Problems. For the most part, how
ever, it is the more general practice to propose them as Problems; but 
this has most probably arisen from the greater brevity of the enuncia
tions in the form of a Problem. "When proposed as a Problem, there 
is greater difficulty involved in the solution, as it is requfr-ed to find 
the Hmits with respect to increase and decrease ; and then to prove the 
truth of the construction: whereas in the form of a Theorem, the con
struction itself is given in the hypothesis. 

It may be remarked that though the Differential Calculus is always 
effective for the determination of Maxima and Minima, (m cases where 
such exist) yet in many cases, where it is appHed to the Problems 
which were cultivated by the Ancient Geometers, it is far less dfrect 
and elegant in its determinations than the Geometrical methods. 

N o w if reference be made to what has been stated_ respecting 
Theorems, where the hypothesis is indeterminate, or wanting ia that 
completeness whioh reduces the property spoken of to a single example 
of the figure in question, a consequence of that peculiarity in such 
classes of Propositions may be remarked. This pecuHarity iatroduoes 
another class of Propositions, which, though in "the Elements" some
what disguised, formed an importantportion of the Ancient Geometry:— 
the doctrine of Loci. 

If the converse of Euc. i. 34, 35, 36, 37, and Euc. m . 20, 21, be 
taken in the form of Problems, they wUl become :— 

1. Given the base and area, to construct the paraUelogram. 
2. Given the base and area, to construct the triangle. 
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3^ Given the base and vertical angle, to construct the triangle. 
N o w three conditions are necessary to fix the magnitude of a teiangle 

or a paraUelogram, and in general, three only are suffioient for the 
purpose ; but here it -wiU be observed that only two are given in each 
case. The precise triangle or paraUelogram, -viewed as peouHarly 
solving the Problem, cannot be separated from aU the others, except 
by adding some thfrd condition to the two afready given. 

The side of the paraUelogram in (1), and the vertex of the triangle 
in (2), opposite to the base, m a y be in any position in a certain Hne 
parallel to the base; and the vertex of-the triangle in (3), may be at 
any poiat in the cfrcumference of a segment of a certain cfrcle. The 
parallel line in whioh the vertices of all the equal triangles are situated, 
in one case, and the arc of the cfrcle in which the vertices of aU the 
ti-iangles having equal vertical angles are situated, are each called the 
locus of the vertex of the triangle, since it occupies, in each case, all the 
places in whioh that vertex m a y be situated so as to fulfil the requfred 
conditions. In the same way, the paraUel to the base is also the locus 
of aU the positions in whioh the other two angular points of the paral
lelogram may be situated. These Problems are the simplest instances 
of that class whioh is oaUed Local Problems; and thefr peouHar cha
racter is, that "the data are one less than the number of conditions 
requfred by the nature of the Problem to restrict the quEesitum to a 
single or specified number of oases; as in these Problems the data 
consist of-two conditions, whUe the exactly defining conditions must 
be three. 

Again, -viewed as Theorems, they m p y be thus enunciated:— 
I. If the base and area of a parallelogram be given," the locus of 

the other angular points "wiU be a straight Hne paraUel to the base. 
2. If the base and area of a teiangle be given, the locus of its 

vertex is a steaight lino paraUel to the base. 
3. If the base and vertical angle of a triangle be given, the locus 

of the vertex -wiU be an arc of a cfrcle. 
In the original form of the propositions, the entire meaning, and 

that justified by EucHd's o-wn reasoning, is that which would result 
from saying, " aU triangles," " aU paraUelograms," &c. It wiU ob-yi-
ously be the case here, as in the Maxima and Minima, that the propo
sition may be enunciated either as a local theorem or as a local problem ; 
and the efrcumstances -wiU be simUar as to the comparative bre-rity of 
enunciation and difficulty of the solution, when the proposition is 
given in the form of a Problem. 

The great use made of loei by the Ancient Geometers was in the 
construction of determinate Problems. If a problem relate to the de
termination of a single point, and the data be sufficient to d.etermine 
the position of that point, the problem is determinate: but if one or 
more of the conditions be omitted, the data whioh remaia may be 
sufficient for the determination of more points than one, each of which 
satisfies the condition of the problem; in that case the problem is 
indeterminate, and in general such points are found to be situated in 
some Hne, which sati.sfies the conditions of the problem. A certain 
number of data is required according to the nature of the problem 
for rendering the qusesitum determinate. The subject wUl be better 
Ulusteated by one or two examples. 

For iastance, the locus of the centers of aU the circles whose crr-
cumferences pass through two given poiats, A , B, is a steaight line 
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drawn perpendioular to AB at the point D, the point of bisection of the 
Hne A B ; so that an indefinite number of cfrcles m a y be described 
having their centers in the line perpendicular to A B dra-wn through 
D, and thefr cfrcuinferences passing through the two given .points 
A, B. If a third point C be taken, but not in the same steaight Hne 
with the first and second points A and B. Let A, 0 be joined and 
bisected in E, then the perpendicular ta A C drawn through E the 
point of bisection of A 0, -wUl be the locus of the centers of the cfrcles 
whose cfrcumferences pass through the two points A and C. Hence 
the point F, the intersection of these two perpendiculars, -wiU be the 
center of that cfrole whose cfrcumference passes through the three 
given points A, B, 0 (Euc. ry. 6.), and is called the intersection of the 
two loci. 

Another example m a y be founded on the second and third theorems 
afready noticed, which wUl take the foUowing form :̂ — 

Given the base, the area, and the vertical angle of a triangle, to 
construct it. 

"When the base and the area of a triangle are given, the locus of 
its vertex is a straight Hne which can be determined from these data; 
and when the base and vertical angle are given, the locus of the vertex 
is a portion of the cfrcumference of a cfrcle which can be determined 
from these data. N o w the point or points of intersection of these loci, 
•wiU fulfil both conditions, that the triangle shaU have the given area, 
and the given vertical angle. To express the principle generaUy:—• 
let there be « conditions requisite for the determination of a point 
which either constitutes the solution, or upon which the solution of 
the problem'depends. Find the locus of this point subject to (» - 1) of 
these conditions; and again, the locus of the point subject to any 
'other [n - 1) of these conditions. The intersection of these two loci 
gives -the point requfred. It may be observed that {ii - 2) of the data 
must be the same in determining the two loci, and no one of the n data 
must be a consequent of, or depend upon, the remaining [n - 1) data, 
in other words, the n data must separately express n independent 
conditions. 

There are however cases in which one datum is involved ia 
-another, and these are of two different Idnds—e sential and accidental. 
To Ulustrate this distiaotion, let the foUowing Problems be taken: 

Given one angle of a triangle a right angle, the base, and the 
difiBrence of the squares on the hypotenuse and the perpendicular, to 
construct the triangle. 

Given the base, the area, and the perpendicular dra-wn fi-om tho 
vertex to the base of the triangle, to construct it. 

Given the base, the vertical angle and the sum of the other two 
angles at the base of the triangle, to construct it. 

N o w in each of these problems, the thfrd datum is absolutely 
determined and invariable, in consequence of its essential dependence 
on the two previous ones. This dependence is universal and essential. 

Again, suppose the problem were :— 
Given the base of a teiangle and a cfrcle in magnitude and 

position, and Hkewise the vertical angle, to construct the triangle 
which shall have its vertex in the cfrcumference of the given ofrcle. 

In this case, the given cfrcle -vsdU generaUy be a different one from 
•that whioh forms the locus of the vertical angle, and in that case, the 
intersections, or the poiat of contact, of the two cfrcles wUl give either 
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two solutions or one solution of the Problem. But on the other hand, 
the given_ cfrcle may coincide -with fhe locus, and thus again render the 
Problem indeterminate in this particular case. GeneraUy the construc
tion is possible,_and only acoidentally it becomes indeterminate. 

The distinction between these two cases is very important. As Pro-
•blems are generaUy constructed by the intersections of loci, it is easy to 
imagiae_ oases and conditions that shall give loci which can never meet. 

For iastance, in the problem just stated, the two circles may never 
meet; and in the preceding one, the ste-aight line and cfrole may never 
meet. In aU such cases a problem is impossible -with given conditions, 
when these conditions are incompatible -with each other in their nature, 
or in thefr magnitude and position, or -with the coexistence of that 
which constitutes the qusesitum. 

The importance of the distiaotion aUuded to, when one datum is 
contained in another, arises from its constituting the foundation of 
another Class of Propositions. These are caUed lie Porisms. 

"Whenever the quBesitum is a point, the problem on being rendered 
indeterminate, becomes a locus, whether the deficient datum be of the 
essential or of the accidental kind. "When the qusesitum is a straight 
line or a ofrcle, (whioh were the only two loci admitted into the ancient 
Elementary Geometey) the problem may admit of an accidentally 
indeterminate case; but -wUl not invariably or even very frequently 
do so. This "wiU happen when the Hne or circle shall be so far 
arbiteary in its position, as depends upon the deficiency of a single 
condition to fix it perfectly:—that is, (for instance) one point in the 
line, or -two points in the ofrcle, may be determined from the given 
conditions, but the remaining one is indeterminate from the accidental 
relations among the data of the problem. 

Determinate Problems become indeterminate by the merging of 
some one dateun in the results of the remaining ones. This may arise 
in three different -ways; first, from the coincidence of two points; 
secondly, fi-om that of -two straight lines; and thfrdly, from that of 
two circles. These, moreover, are the only three ways in which the 
accidental coincidence of data can produce this indeterm i n ateness 
in the problem. 

There is a large class of indetermiaate Problems which iuvolve 
loci, and satisfy certaia defined conditions. Every indeterminate pro
blem containing a locus may be made to assume the form of a porism, 
but the converse of this does not hold. Porisms are of a more general 
nature than indeterminate problems which involve a locus. 

In conclusion, it may be observed that the Ancient Geometers ap
pear to have undertaken the solution of Problems -with a scrupulous 
and miuute attention, which would scarcely aUow any of the coUateral 
truths to escape thefr observation. They never considered a Problem 
as solved tUl they had distinguished aU its varieties, and evolved 
separately every diBferent case that could occur, carefully distinguish
ing whatever change might arise in the construction from any change 
that was supposed to take place among the magnitudes which were 
given. This cautious method of proceeding would lead them to see that 
from efrcumstances ia the data, the solution of some Problems would 
be impossible: that some would be detemunate whUe others would be 
iadeterminate: that some would admit r f a maximum or a minimum: 
that some would involve a locus: and lastiy, that some would assume 
the form of a Porism. 
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The terms Analysis and Synthesis are usuaUy understood, the 
former to signify the separation of any whole thing into its constituent 
parts, for the purpose of examining them separately: the latter to 
signify the composition, or the putting together of the several parts of 
any thing for the purpose of constituting the whole of it. These terms 
used in thefr strict etymological sense, are not exactly in accordance 
•with the use made of them in Geometry, where they are employed to 
indicate the dfrect and reverse order of a consteuction or demonsteation. 

Synthesis, or the method of composition, is a mode of reasoning in 
geometry, which commences -with the data of a Problem, or the hypo
thesis of a Theorem, and proceeding regularly by a process of construc
tion and reasoning, ends with the qusesitum of the Problem or with the 
proof of the predicate of the Theorem. The Synthetic method is pur
sued in the demonstrations of the Propositions in EucHd's Elements: 
certain principles are assumed or admitted, and on these principles are 
founded the construction of Problems and the demonsteation of Theo
rems. This m a y be termed a direct process, as it leads from principles 
to thefr consequences. 

Analysis, or the method of resolution, is a process, the reverse of 
Synthesis, which commences -with assuming the queesitum of the 
Problem as found, or the predicate of the Theorem as proved, and by 
a process of construction and reasoning, terminates in the data of the 
Problem or the hypothesis of the Theorem. This may be considered 
an indirect process, a method of reasoning from consequences to prin
ciples. Hence, "Analysis presents the medium of invention; whUe 
Synthesis naturaUy dfrects the course, of instruction." The Synthesis 
begins where the Analysis ends ; the last step of the Analysis becomes 
the first step of the Synthesis, and the other steps of the Analysis are 
reteaced in order to the first, which constitutes the last step of the 
Synthesis. 
THE ANALYSIS OE THEOREMS. 

It may have been remarked, that in the Elements, EucHd frequently 
uses the indirect method of demonsteation:—that is, of proving the 
teuth of a theorem by demonstrating that a contrary conclusion is ia-
compatible -with the hypothesis of that theorem. To effect this, he 
supposes the enunciated property to be false; and its conteary to be 
teue. H e reasons fi-om the assumed teuth of this false properly, tUl he 
arrives at a conclusion dependent upon that assumption, whioh is 
contrary to the original hypothesis; and thence it is Inferred that the 
assumption being incompatible in its consequences •with the original 
conditions of the theorem, those conditions and that assumption cannot 
coexist. If, then, aU the alternatives of the aUeged property be 
thus examined, and shown to be incompatible with the original 
hypothesis, it wiU necessarUy follow, that this property itself is teue. 
Thus, in Euo. i. 25, where one included angle B A C is aUeged in the 
enunciation to be greater than the other E D F , under the hypothesis of 
B A , A C , being respectively equal to E D , D F , but B C greater than 
E F : instead of pro-ying the assertion itself, he admits, that in the first 
place the angle B A C is equal to the angle E D F , and in the second, 
that it is less. The consequences of these admissions are both she-wn 
to be incompatible with the hypothesis, and hence it is inferred that 
the angle B A C can neither be equal to E D F , nor less than it. 
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Thmre is not the slightest difference between analysis and synthesis, as 
far as tlie course of consecutive deduction is concerned. Both are dfrect 
appHcationsof the ordinary enthymeme ; and both require the same 
specific habits of mind, and the same resources as regards truths 
afready kno^wn. The only distiaotion consists, as far as mere reasoning 
is concerned, in the difference of the starting points of the investigation. 
In Analysis w e start fi-om the enunciated property as a truth tempo-
rarUy admitted; and ultimately arrive at some property which w e 
previously knew to be frue of the hypothetical figure. 'We have only to 
reverse the order of the SyUogisms, and of the subject and predicate in̂  
each of them, to convert the analysis into the synthesis in one case, or 
the synthesis into the analysis in the other. They are so connected, in 
fact, that had the hypothesis of the proposed theorem been afready 
proved by one process; the reversed process, the analysis of which w e 
have spoken, would have become the synthesis of the theorem. 

It must now be obvious that the synthesis of the theorem can 
be at once formed from the analysis, by the reversal of the steps 
afready described, and when this has 'been effected, the analysis may, 
if desfrable, be altogether suppressed. O n the other hand, for all the 
purposes of gi-ying fiiU and legitimate con-yiotionof the truth of atheorem, 
the analysis is always sufficient, -without adding the synthesis. It is, how
ever, desfrable, in a course of Geometrical study, to complete the formal 
dradft of the investigation both in the analytic and synthetic form. 
THE ANALYSIS OF PROBLEMS. 
In every Geometrical operation we perform in the consti-uotion of 
a Problem, w e have in mind some precedent reason,—a knowledge 
of some properties of the figure, either assumed or proved, which woiUd 
result from that operation, and a perception of its tendency towards 
aooompHshing the object proposed iu the Problem. Our processes for 
construction are founded on our knowledge of the properties of the 
figure, supposed to exist already, subjected to the conditions which are 
enunciated in the proposition itself. N o Problem could be oonsteuoted 
(except by mere ti-ial, and verification by mere instrumental experiments) 
antecedently to the admission of our knowledge of some properties 
of the figure which it is proposed to construct. The simple reason 
for the operations employed, is, that they coUectively and ultimately 
fulfil the prescribed conditions ; and thefr so fulfilling the conditions, 
is only kno-wn by pre-viously reasoning upon the figure supposed 
afready to be so oonsteuoted as to embody those conditions. Let any 
Problem be selected from EucHd, and at each step of the operation, 
let the question be asked, " W h y that step is taken?" It wUl in aU 
cases be foxmd that it is hecause of some known property of the figure 
requfred, either in its complete or intermediate states, of which the 
inventor of the construction must have been in possession. This 
antecedency of Theorems to aU Geometrical construction in Scientific 
Geometry is universal and essential to its nature. 

Let the construction of Euc. rv. 10 be taken in Ulustration of 
what has been stated. There are five operations specified in the 
construction:— 

I. Take any line A B . 2. Divide that line in C, so that, &c. 
3. Describe the ofrcle B D E -with center A and radius A B . 4. Place 
B D in that cfrcle, equal to A C. 5. Join the points A, D. 

U2 
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certain principles are assumed or admitted, and on these principles are 
founded the consteuction of Problems and the demonsteation of Theo
rems. This may be termed a direct process, as it leads from principles 
to thefr consequences. 

Analysis, or the method of resolution, is a process, the reverse of 
Synthesis, which commences -with assuming the qusesitum of the 
Problem as found, or the predicate of the Theorem as proved, and by 
a process of construction and reasoning, terminates in the data of the 
Problem or the hypothesis of the Theorem. This may be considered 
an indirect process, a method of reasoning from consequences to prin
ciples. Hence, "Analysis presents the medium of invention; whUe 
Synthesis nateirally dfrects the course, of instruction." The Synthesis 
begins where the Analysis ends ; the last step of the Analysis becomes 
the first step of the Synthesis, and the other steps of the Analysis are 
reteaced in order to the first, whioh constitutes the last step of the 
Synthesis. 
THE ANALYSIS OF THEOREMS. 
It may have been remarked, that in the Elements, EucHd frequently 
uses the indirect method of demonsteation:—that is, of proving the 
teuth of a theorem by demonsteating that a conteary conclusion is in
compatible -with the hypothesis of that theorem. To effect this, he 
supposes the enunciated property to be false; and its conteary to be 
true. H e reasons fi-om the assumed truth of this false property, tUl he 
arrives at a conclusion dependent upon that assumption, which is 
conteary to the original hypothesis; and thence it is inferred that the 
assumption being incompatible in. its consequences -with the original 
conditions of the theorem, those conditions and that assumption cannot 
coexist. If, then, aU the alternatives of the aUeged property be 
thus examined, and shown to be incompatible -with the original 
hypothesis, it -wiU necessarUy follow, that this property itself is teue. 
Thus, in Euc. i. 25, where one included angle B A C is alleged in the 
enunciation to be greater than the other E D F , under the hypothesis of 
B A , A C , being respectively equal to E D , D F , but B C greater than 
E F : instead of pro-ring the assertion itself, he admits, that in the first 
place the angle B A 0 is equal to the angle F D F , and in the second, 
that it is less. The consequences of these admissions are both she-wn 
to be incompatible -with the hypothesis, and hence it is ioJerred that 
the angle B A O can neither be equal to E D F , nor less than it. 
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"Wherefore as these are the only alternatives to the truth of the enun
ciation, and both these are false, it foUows that the aUeged relation of 
the angles B A 0, E D F is true. 

This method of proof occurs frequently in the first and thfrd books 
of EucHd; and it m a y be remarked generaUy, that it occurs more 
often ia the. outset of the development of a system of tenths than in 
the more advanced parts, or in the more recondite theorems. 

It must naturaUy have occurred to Geometers, who were famUiar -with 
the use of this mode of assumption, to inqufre : " "What woiUd be the 
effect of supposing the aUeged theorem to be true, instead of false ?'' H e 
who first asked this question made the first step in the Geometeical 
Analysis. H e would see at once that the conclusion ought to be con
sistent with the hypothesis, and -with all pre-riously kno-wn properties 
of the hypothetical figure. H e may, indeed, find it of Httle conve
nience, often of none, in suggesting a direct proof of a very elementary 
•theorem, but as he would be of course led to fay its efficacy in more 
complex cases, he would be graduaUy impressed -with the facts:—that 
in many cases his steps were merely the reversal of the steps which he 
had employed in the hypothetic demonsteation of the theorem; and 
•that in all oases, a reversal in the order of the steps of his analysis 
would constitute a synthetic demonstration, though perhaps diSgjeat 
from any one pre-yiously kno-wn to him. H e would thenrhavedlscovered 
the true principle of the Geometrical Analysis of Theorems ; and ho would 
requfre but Httle additional skill to reduce the whole process to a oom-
t t o ij'sioni.—'ItTs probable that his discovery might lead to some such 

es as the following: 
I. Assume that the theorem is true. 
2. Proceed to examine any consequences that result from this 

admission, by the aid of other truths respectiag the figure, whioh have 
been afready proved. 

3. Examine whether any of these consequences be themselves 
such as are afready known to be true, or to be false. 

4. If any one of them be false, we have arrived at a reduotio ad 
alsurd/am, which proves that the theorem itself is false, as in Euo. i. 25. 

5. If none of the consequences so deduced be Icnown to be either 
true or false, proceed to deduce other consequences from aU or any of 
these, as in (2). 

6. Examine these results, and proceed as in (3) and (4); and if 
stUl -without any conclusive indications of the truth or falsehood of the 
aUeged theorem, proceed stUl further, untU such are obtained. 

In the case of the theorem being false, we shaU ultiiaately arrive 
at some result conteadictory either to the original hypothesis, or to 
some truth depending upon it. EucHd's indirect demonstrations 
always end -with a conteadiction to the immediate hypothesis; but as 
the propositions to which he appHes the method are so extremely 
elementary, this could scarcely happen other-wise, as, so far, deductions 
would be made from the hypothesis by direct steps. "Where, however, 
we find a contradiction in our results -fco any one of the consequences of 
the hypothesis, our conclusion, that the theorem is false, is as legitimate 
as though the conteadiction had immediately been of the hypothesis 
itself. Nevertheless, if it should be imposed as a rule, that the contra
diction shall be that of the hypothesis itself, it is only requisite to reverse 
that consequence of the hypothesis whioh is so contradicted, and to 
employ the contradiction instead of the conclusion of that, consequence; U 
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and the result •wUl be thus carried back into dfrect conteadiction to 
the original hypothesis. 

It may sometimes happen that our attempts thus to analyse a 
theorem may be carried on through a considerable number of succes
sive steps, and yet no conclusive evidence of the truth or falsehood of 
the aUeged theorem present itself. Nor can we ever judge, a 
priori, whether we should succeed by continuing the process farther in 
any one particular dfrection. Under one aspect this may be considered 
an inconvenience ; but even were it a real inconvenience, it is iae-yit-
able, and must so far be taken as a dra-wback upon the value of the 
method. The inconvenience is, however, more apparent than real; or, 
at least, the inconvenience is amply compensated by the advantages it 
other-wise confers, not indeed in reference to the demonsteation of the 
proposed theorem, but in its extension of geometrical discovery. A 
mistake might occur in the synthetic deduction of a proposed theorem, 
or the theorem might be a mistaken iaference from analogy, or from 
the contemplation of carefuUy drawn diagrams; but it does not often 
happen that a theorem is proposed for solution, of the truth of which 
the proposer has not satisfied himself. The probabUities then are 
greatly in favour of such proposition being correct. N o w ia this case, 
-aiLtheJnvestigations which have been made -with a -yiew to the analysis 
of thattEeor6Bij-waU become so many synthetic demonstrations of the re
sults which have been obtained during those -unsuccessful attempts to 
analyse. It wiU in general be found, too, that they are of such a 
character as would scarcely have occurred to any Qroijiotci? trundo^ 
•with pure reference to synthetic purposes. There can, in fact, be Httl" 
doubt that the greater part of the most profound and original theort 
that are found in the •writings of the greatest Geometers of ancient a 
of modern times, have originated in attempts to analyse some propost 
theorem; and which have faUed merely from the dfrection whioh wa 
pursued, lying in that of the more recondite instead of the more simph 
order of fauths connected with the proposed one. Such faUures should.. 
therefore be always carefuUy preserved, tUl the proposition itself, from 
which they were deduced, be proved either to be false or true. 

If the course of analysing pursued in the first instance be not 
found to succeed, and if the conclusions become more and more 
elementary in their character, some other properties of the figxire 
connected with the assumed truth should be tried in the same 
manner; and if this also faU to accompHsh the immediate object, 
the investigations should be pursued as before. 

It has occjpionaUy happened, though extremely seldom, that several 
such attemjjis have faUed in succession. Yet some mode of deduction 
must necessarily become a true analysis of the theorem; which -wiU 
in general result from adequate perseverance. All the results ob
tained in the preceding efforts to analyse the theorem, -wiU then 
constitute a number of tenths, connected -with each other through 
that one by which they were originaUy suggested; and often 
among truths so related, a general principle may be detected, that 
shaU prove of the utmost value in the treatment of entfre classes of 
propositions, which now stand in an uninteresting state of isolation from 
each other. Moreover, by systematising the propositions of Geometey, 
we simplify thefr didactic development; and by contemplating in 
connexion with each other, such attempted analyses of single theorems, great benefits may be conferred upon Geometeical Science and its practical appHcations. 
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There is not the slightest difference letween analysis and synthesis, as 
fa/r as the course of consecutive deduction is concerned. Both are direct 
appHcations of the ordinary enthymeme ; and both require the same 
specific habits of mind, and the same resources as regards tenths 
already kno-wn. The only distiaotion consists, as far- as mere reasoning 
is concerned, in the difference of the startiug points of the investigation. 
In Analysis we start from the enunciated property as a truth tempo-
rarUy admitted; and lUtimately arrive at some property whioh we 
pre-yiously knew to be true of the hypothetical figure. "We have only to 
reverse the order of the SyUogisms, and of the subject and predicate in-
each of them, to convert the analysis into the synthesis in one case, or 
the synthesis into the analysis in the other. They are so connected, in 
fact, that had the hypothesis of the proposed theorem been afready 
proved by one process; the reversed process, the analysis of which we 
have spoken, would have become the synthesis of the theorem. 

It must now be ob-yious that the synthesis of the theorem can 
be at once formed from the analysis, by the reversal of the steps 
afready described, and when this has been effected, the analysis may, 
if desfrable, be altogether suppressed. O n the other hand, for all the 
purposes of gi-ring fuU and legitimate con-riction of the truth of atheorem, 
the analysis is always suHicient, -without adding the synthesis. It is, how
ever, desfrable, in a course of Geometrical study, to complete the formal 
draft of the investigation both in the analytic and synthetic form. 
THE ANALYSIS OF PROBLEMS. 
In every Geometrical operation we perform in the construction of 
a Problem, we have in mind some precedent reason,—a knowledge 
of some properties of the figure, either assumed or proved, whioh would 
result from that operation, and a perception of its tendency towards 
accompHshing the object proposed in the Problem. Our processes for 
construction are founded on our knowledge of the properties of the 
figure, supposed to exist already, subjected to the conditions which are 
enunciated iu the proposition itself. N o Problem could be constructed 
(except by mere trial, and verification by mere inste-umental experiments) 
antecedently to the admission of our knowledge of some properties 
of the figure which it is proposed to consteuct. The simple reason 
for the operations employed, is, that they coUectively and ultimately 
ftdfil the prescribed conditions; and thefr so fiilfiUing the conditions, 
is only kno-wn by pre-riously reasoning upon the figure supposed 
afready to be so oonsteuoted as to embody those conditions. Let any 
Problem be selected from EucHd, and at each step of the operation, 
let the question be asked, " W h y that step is taken?" It -wiU in aU 
cases be found that it is lecause of some kno-wn property of the figure 
requfred, either in its complete or intermediate states, of whioh the 
inventor of the construction must have been in possession. _ This 
antecedency of Theorems to aU Geometrical consteuction in Scientific 
Geometry is universal and essential to its nature. 

Let the construction of Euc. ry. 10 be taken in Ulusteation of 
what has been stated. There are five operations specified ia the 
consteuction:— 

1. Take any Hne A B . 2. Divide that Hne in C, so that, &c. 
3. Describe the ofrcle B D E -with center A and radius A B - 4. Place 
B D in that cfrcle, equal to A C . 5. Join the points ..4, D. 

U2 
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Why should these operations be performed in order rather than any 
others ? And what clue have we to enable us to foresee that the result 
of them wUl be such a triangle as was required ? The demonstration 
affixed to the Proposition by EucHd, does undoubtedly prove that these 
operations must, in conjunction, produce such a teiangle : but we are 
furnished in the Elements -with no ob-rious reason for the adoption of 
these steps, unless we suppose them-accidental. To suppose that all 
the constructions, even the simple ones, were the resiUt of accident only, 
would bo supposiag more than could be shewn to be admissible. N o 
• consteuction of the problem could have been de-yised •without a previous 
knowledge of some of the properties of the figure which was to be 
constituted. In fact, in directing the figure to be constructed, we assume 
the possibility of its existence; and we study the properties of such 
a figure on the hypothesis of its actual existence. It is this study 
of the properties of the figure that constitutes the Analysis of the 

Let then the existence of a triangle B A D (fig. Euo. ry. 10) be 
admitted which has each of the angles A B D , A D B double of the 
angle B A B , in order to ascertain any properties it may possess whioh 
would assist in the actual construction of such a teiangle. 

Then, since the angle A D B is double of B A D , if we draw a line 
D C to bisect A D B and meet A B in 0, the angle A D C wiU be equal 
to C A D ; and hence (Euc. i. 6) the side A C , is equal to CD. 

Again, there are three points A, 0, D, not in the same steaight 
Hue, let us examine the effect of describfrg a ofrcle through them: that 
is, describe the circle A C D about the triangle A C D (Euc. iv. 6). 

Then, since the angle A D B has been bisected by D C , and since 
A D B is double of D A B , the angle C D B is equal to the angle D A C 
in the alternate segment of the ofrcle; the Hne B D therefore coincides 
•with a tangent to the cfrole at D (converse of Euc. iii. 32). 

"Whence it jGaUows that the rectangle contained by A B , B C , is 
equal to the square on B D (Euo. in. 36). 

But the angle B C D is equal to the two interior opposite angles 
C A D , C D A ; or since these are equal to each other; B C D is the double 
of CAD, that is of B A D . And since A B D is also double of B A D , 
by the conditions of the teiangle, the angles B C D , C B D are equal, 
and B D is equal to DO, that is, to A G. 

It has been proved that the rectangle A B , B C , is equal to the 
square on B D ; and hence the point 0 in A B , found by the intersection 
of the bisecting Hne D C , is such, that the rectangle A B , B C ia equal 
to the square on A C (Euc. ii. 11). 

FinaUy, since the triangle A B D is isosceles, ha^ring each of the 
angles A B D , A D B double of B A D , the sides A B , A D are equal, and 
hence the points B, D, are ia the cfrcumference of the circle described 
about A with the radius A B . And since the magnitude of the 
teiangle is not specified, the line A B may be of any length whatever. 

From this " Analysis of the Problem," whioh ob-riously is nothiag 
more than an examioation of the properties of such a figure supposed 
to exist already, it -wiU be at once apparent, why those steps which are 
prescribed by EucHd for its construction, were adopted. 

The Hne A B is taken of any length, lecause the problem does not 
prescribe any specific magnitude to any of the sides of the triangle: 
the circle B D E is described about A -with the distance A B , lecause the 
triangle is to be isosceles, ha-ring A B for one side, and therefore the 
other exteemity of the base is in the circumference of that circle : the 
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Hue AB is divided in C so that the rectangle AB, BG shaU be equal 
to the square on A C, hecause the base of the teiangle must be equal to 
the segment A 0: and the Hne A D is drawn, because it completes the 
teiangle, two of whose sides A B , B D are afready drawn. 

A careful examination of •this process will point out the true 
character of the method by which the consteuction of aU problems 
(except perhaps a few simple ones which involve but very few and very 
ob^vious steps) have been invented: although the actual analysis itself 
has been suppressed or concealed, as, amongst the ancient Geometers, 
appears to have been the general practice. 

It •wiU be inferred at once, that the use of the Analysis in reference 
to •the construction of problems, is altogether indispensable in its actual 
form, where the problem requfres several steps for its construction ; as 
it has been she-wn to be virtuaUy (though the operations may in certain 
simple problems be carried on mentaUy and almost unsuspeotedly) 
essential to the construction of aU problems whatever. 

W h e n we have reduced the construction to depend upon problems 
which have been afready consteucted, our analysis may be terminated; 
as was the case when, in the preceding example, we arrived at the 
division of the Hne A B in C; this problem having been afready con-
sfa-ucted as the eleventh of the second book. 

From the nature of the subject, it must be at once ob-rious that no 
general rules can be prescribed which -wiU be found appHcable to aU 
cases, and lead to the solution of every problem. The conditions of 
problems must suggest' what constructions may be possible; and the 
consequences whioh foUow from these consteuctions and the assumed 
solution, wUl shew the possibiHty or impossibUity of arriving at some 
known properfy consistent with the data of the Problem. 

In the foUo-wing exercises, many wUl be found to be of so simple a 
character, (being ob-rious deductions from the Elements) as scarcely to 
admit of the principle of the Geometrical Analysis being appHed, in 
thefr solution. 

A clear and exact knowledge of first principles must necessarily 
precede any intelHgent appHcation of -them. Indistinctness or defec
tiveness of understanding •with respect to these, -wiU be a perpetual 
source of error and confusion. The learner is therefore recommended 
to understand the principles of the Science, and their connexion, clearly, 
before he attempt the appHcation of them. The foUo-wiug directions 
may assist hi-m in his proceedings. 

1. In general, any given problem -wiU be found to depend on 
several problems and theorems, and these ultimately on some problem 
or tbeorem in EucHd. 

2. Describe the diagram as dfrected in the enunciation, and sup
pose the solution of the problem effected. 

3. Examine the relations of the Hnes, angles, teiangles, &c. in 
the diagram, and find the dependence of the assumed solution on some 
theorem or problem in the Elements. 

4. If such cannot be found, draw other lines paraUel or perpen
dicular as the case may requfre, joia given points, or points assumed 
in the solution, and describe cfrcles if need be: and then proceed to 
teace the dependence of the assumed solution on some theorem or 
problem in EucHd. 

6. Let not the first unsuccessful attempts at the solution of a Pro
blem be considered as of no value; such attempts may lead to the solution of other problems, or to the discovery of new geometeical truths. 
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through A draw .4 6* paraUel to BC, and GS parallel to EF. 
Then A G S E is a paraUelogram, wherefore A E is equal to G S , 

but E A is equal to A F by hypothesis ; therefore G S is equal to AF. 
Hence in the triangles B S G , GAF, 
the angles S B G , A G E are equal, as also B G S , GFA, (i. 29.) 

also the side GSis equal to A F ; 
whence the other parts of the teiangles are equal; (i. 26.) 

therefore BGia equal to GF. 
Synthesis. Through the given point A, dxaw A G paraUel to BC, 

on GD, take G F equal to G B ; 
then î is a second point in the requfred Hne : 

join the points F, A, and produce F A to meet B C in E ; 
then the Hue F E is bisected in the point A. 

Draw G S paraUel to A E . 
Then in the triangles B G S , GFA, the side .Bfi* is equal to GF, 

and the angles G B S , B G S are respectively equal to E G A , G F A ; 
wherefore GSia equal to AF, (i. 26.) 

but GSia equal to A E ; (i. 34.) 
therefore A E is equal to AF, or E F is bisected fri A. 

PROPOSITION IV. PROBLEM. 

Given one angle, a side opposite to it, and the sum of tlie other two sides, 
construct the triangle. 

Analysis. Suppose BAC the triangle requfred, ha-ring BC equal 
to the given side, B A G equal to the given angle opposite to BG, also 
B D equal to the sum of the other two sides. 

Join DC. 
Then since the two sides B A , A 0 are equal to BD, by taking B A 

from these equals, the remainder ̂  C is equal to the remaiader A D . 
Hence the triangle A CD is isosceles, and therefore the angle A D C 

is equal to the angle A CD. 
But the exterior angle B A C of the triangle A D C is equal to the 

two interior and opposite angles A C D and A D C : 
wherefore the angle B A C is double of the angle B D C, and B D C is 

the half of the angle B A C . 
Hence the synthesis. 

At the point D in BD, make the angle B D C equal to half the given 
angle, 

and from B the other extremity of BD, draw jBC equal to the 
given side, and meeting D C in C, 

at C in CD make the angle D CA equal to the angle CDA, so 
that C A may meet B D in the point A. 
Then the triangle A B C shaU have the required conditions. 
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PROPOSITION V. THEOREM. 

If straight lines be drawn lisecting the angles of a triangle, they shai 
all pass through the same point. 

Let A B C be a triangle, and let B E , C F be dra-wn bisecting th 
angles A B 0, A CB, and intersecting each other in G: 

join A G and produce it to meet B C in D. 
Then A G D shaU bisect the angle B A C. 

'Erom G dravr G S , GK, (?Z perpendioular to .2 C, C^, .45 respectively 
Then in the ti-iangles B G S , B G L , the angles G B S , G S B in thi 

one, are equal to GBL, O L B in the other, and the side G B is commoi 
to the two teiangles; 

therefore GSia equal to GL. (Euo. i. 26.) 
Similarly, it may be proved that GSia equal to GK. 

"Wherefore GKia equal to GL. 
And siuce in the two right-angled teiangles A K G , A D G , thi 

squares on the sides A K , K G , are equal to the squares on AL, L G 
(Euc. I. 47, and ax. 1.) 

and the square on K G is equal to the square on L G, 
therefore the square on A K i s equal to the square on AL, (ax. 3.) 

and the line A K i s equal to the Une AL. 
"Whence, in the teiangles A K G , A L G , the two sides A K , A G of thi 

one, are respectively equal to AL, A G of the other, and the base GI 
is equal to the base GL, 
wherefore the angle K A G is equal to the angle L A G , (Euo. i. 8.) 
and the three ste-aight Hues A D , BE, C F bisecting the angles o: 

the triangle A B C, pass through the same point G. 
PROPOSITION VI. PROBLEM. 

To lisect a triangle ly a line drawn from a given point in one of the sides. 

Analysis. Let ABC he the given triangle, and D the given poin' 
in the side A B . 

B K F C 
Suppose i)î  the line dra-wn from D which bisects the triangle ; 

therefore the triangle DBFia half of the triangle A B C . 
Bisect B O i n E , and join A E , D E , AF, 

then the triangle A B E is half of the triangle A B 0: 
hence the triangle A B E is equal to the triangle D B F ; 

take away from these equals the triangle D B E , 
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therefore the remainder ADE is equal to the remainder DEF. 
But A D E , D E F are equal teiangles upon the same base D E , and 

on the same side of it, 
they are therefore between the same parallels, (i. 39.) 

that is, A F is paraUel to D E , 
therefore the point F is determined. 

Synthesis. Bisect the base B C in E, join D E ; 
from A, draw .4i^ paraUel to DF, and join DF. 

Then because D E is paraUel to AF, . 
the teiangle A D E is equal to the teiangle D E E ; (i. 37.) 

to each of these equals, add the triangle B D E ; 
therefore the whole triangle A B E is equal to the whole DBF, 

but A B E is half of the whole triangle A B C ; 
therefore DBFia also half of the triangle A B G . 

PROPOSITION VII. THEOREM. 

If from a point without a parallelogram lines le drawn to the extremi
ties of two adjacent sides, and of the diagonal which they include ; of the tri
angles thus formed, that, whose lase is the diagonal, is equal to the sum of 
the other two. 

Let A B GD he a paraUelogram of whioh A C ia one of the diagonals, 
and let P he any point -without it: and let A P , PC, BP, P D he joined. 

Then the triangles A P D , A P B are together equivalent to the tri
angle A P G . 

Draw Pff.^paraUel to A D or BC, and meeting A B in G, and D C 
in E ; and join D G , GC. 

Then the-triangles GBP, C B G are equal: (i. 37.) 
and taking the common part C B S from each, 

the remainders P S B , C S G are equal. 
Again, the triangles D A P , D A G are equal; (i. 37.) 

also the teiangles D A G , A G C are equal, beiag on the same base 
A G , and between the same paraUels A G , D C : 

therefore the teiangle D A P is equal to the triangle A G C : 
but the triangle P S B is equal to the teiangle CSG, 

wherefore the triangles P S B , D A P are equal to A G C , CSG, or A C S , 
add to these equals the teiangle A P S , 

therefore the teiangles A P S , P S B , D A P axe equal to A P S , A CS, 
that is, the triangles A P B , D A P are together equal to the teiangle 

PAG. 
Cob. If the point P be within the paraUelogram, then the differ

ence of the triangles A P B , D A P may be proved to be equal to the 
triangle P A C. 
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8. Describe an isosceles teiangle upon a given base and ha-ring 
each of the sides double of the base. 

9. Draw from the center of the larger circle in the figure Euc. i. 2, 
a line so that the part of it intercepted between the two cfrcles shall 
be equal to the given straight line. 

10. In the fig. Euo. i. 5, if F C axidBG intersect in S, then prove 
that .4.2"biseots the angle B A O. And if the angle E B G he equal to 
the angle A B 0, the angle B S F is equal to t-wice the angle B A 0. 

II. From the extremities of the base of an isosceles teiangle 
steaight lines are drawn perpendicular to the sides, the angles made 
by them -with the base are each equal to half the vertical angle. 

12. A Hne dra-wn bisecting the angle contained by the two equal 
sides of an isosceles triangle, bisects the thfrd side at right angles. 

13. If a ste-aight Hne dra-wn bisecting the vertical angle of a tri
angle, also bisect the base, the triangle is isosceles. 

14. Given two points one on each side of a given steaight Hne; 
find a point in the Hne such that the angle contained by two lines 
dra-wn to the given points may be bisected by the given line. 

15. In the fig. Euo. i. 5, let F and G he the points in the sides 
A B and A 0 produced, and let Hnes F S and G K be dra-wn perpen
dicular and equal to F G and G B respectively: also if B S , CK, or 
these lines produced meet in 0; prove that B S is equal to CK, and 
.BO to CO. 

16. From two given poiats on the same side of a straight lino 
given in position, draw two Hnes whioh shall meet at a point in that 
Hne, and make equal angles -with it. 

17. From every point of a given straight line, the straight Hnes 
dra-wn to each of two given poiats on opposite sides of the Hne are 
equal: prove that the Hue joining the given points wiU out the given 
Hne at right angles. 

18. If .4 be the vertex of an isosceles triangle A B C , and B A be 
produced so that A D is equal to B A , and D C he drawn; shew that 
B C D is a right angle. 

19. The steaight line E D F , dra-wn at right angles ta B C the base 
of an isosceles triangle A B C, cuts the side A B in D, and C A pro
duced in E ; shew that A E D is an isosceles triangle. 

20. In the fig. Euo. i. 1, if A B he produced both ways to meet 
the cfrcles ia D and E, and from C, C D and C E he drawn; the figure 
C D E is an isosceles triangle ha-ring each of the angles at the base, 
equal to one-fourth of the angle at the vertex of the ti-iangle. 

21. From a given poiat, draw two steaight Hnes making equal 
angles -with two given straight lines intersecting one another. 

22. From a given poiat to draw a straight Hne to a given steaight 
Hne, that shaU be bisected by another given steaight Hne. 

23. Place a steaight line of given length between two steaight 
Hnes which meet, so that it shaU be equally inclined to each of them. 

24. To determine that point in a steaight line from which the 
straight lines dra'wn to two given points shaU be equal, pro-rided 
the line joining the two points is not perpendioular to the given Hne. 

25. In a given steaight Hne to find a point equaUy distant from 
two given steaight Hnes. In what case is this impossible ? 

26. If a line intercepted between the extremity of the base of an 
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isosceles teiangle, and the opposite side (produced if necessary) be 
equal to a side of the triangle, the angle formed by this Hne and the 
Dase produced, is equal to three times either of the equal angles of the 
teiangle. 

27. In the base 5 C of an isosceles triangle A B C , take a point D, 
and in CA, take C E equal to CD, let E D produced meet A B produced 
in F; then Z.AEF^ 2 right angles -i- A F E , or = 4 right angles + A F E . 

28. If from the base to the opposite sides of an isosceles triangle, 
three steaight lines be drawn, making equal angles with the base, viz. 
one from its extremity, the o-ther two from any other point in it, •these 
two shaU be together equal to the first. 

29. A straight Hne is dra-wn, terminated by one of the sides of an 
isosceles triangle, and by the other side produced, and bisected by the 
base; prove that the straight Hnes, thus intercepted between the 
vertex of the isosceles triangle, and this straight Hne, are together 
equal to the two equal sides of the triangle. 

30. In .a ti-iangle, if the lines bisecting the angles at the base be 
equal^ the.Jaiaa3igjg.,ig..iBiaBi?feleg. and the angle contained by the bisect
ing Hues is equal to an exterior angle at the base of the triangle. 

31. N o two straight Hnes drawn fi-om the angles of a triangle and 
terminated by the opposite sides can bisect each other. 

32. In a triangle, if Hnes be equal when drawn from the exteemi
ties of the base, (I) perpendicular to the sides, (2) bisecting the sides, 
(3) making equal angles -with the sides; the triangle is isosceles: 
and these lines which respectively join the intersections of the sides, 
are paraUel to the base. 

33. If one angle of a triangle be double or teiple of another; or 
if it be equal to the sum, or to one half of the difference of the remain
ing -two; the teiangle may either be dirided into two isosceles triangles, 
or else an isosceles triangle may be added to it in such a manner as to 
form together with it a single isosceles teiangle. Prove this, and dis-
tingtdsh the different cases. 
n. 

34. If two straight Hnes are respectively at right angles to two 
others which intersect, shew that each pafr of Hnes includes the same 
angle. 

35. A B C i a a triangle right-angled at B, and ha-ring the angle A 
double the angle G; shew that the side B C ia less than double the 
side A B . 

36. If one angle of a triangle be equal to the sum of the other 
two, the greatest side is double of the distance of its middle point from 
the opposite angle. 

37. H fi'om the right angle of a right-angled triangle, two steaight 
lines be drawn, one perpendicular to the base, and the other bisecting 
it, they -wUl contain an angle equal to the difference of the two acute 
angles of the triangle. 

38. If the vertical angle C A B of a triangle A B C be bisected by 
A D , to which the perpendiculars CE, B F are dra-wn from the remain
ing angles : bisect the base .B C in G, joia G E , GF, and prove these 
Hnes equal to each other. 

39. The difference of the angles at the base of any teiangle, is 
double of the angle contained by a line dra-wn from the vertex perpen
dicular to the base, and another bisecting the angle at the vertex. 
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40. If one angle at the base of a triangle be double of the other, 
the less side is equal to the sum or difference of the segments of the 
base, made by -the perpendicular from the vertex, according as the 
angle is greater or less •than a right angle. 

41. If two exterior angles of a triangle be bisected, and from the 
point of intersection of the bisecting Hnes, a Hne be drawn to the oppo
site angle of the teiangle, it -wUl bisect that angle. 

42. From the vertex of a scalene teiangle draw a right Hne to 
the base, whioh shall exceed the less side as much as it is exceeded 
by the greater. 

43. Diride into three equal angles, (1) a right angle; (2) one-
fourth of a right angle. 

.44. Prove that the sum of the distances of any point -within 
a teiangle from the three angles is greater than half the perimeter 
of the ti-iangle. 

45. If from the angles of a triangle A B C , ste-aight Hues A D E , 
B D E , C D G he dra-wn through a point D to the opposite sides, 
prove that the sides of the triangle are greater than the three Hnes 
dra-wn to the point D, and less than twice the same, but greater than 
two-thfrds of the lines dra-wn through the point to the opposite sides. 

46. H t w o triangles have the same base as a third triangle, and 
thefr vertices upon its two sides, the sum of thefr sides wiU be less 
than twice the sum of the sides of the thfrd triangle, and the sum of 
thefr vertical angles yriU be greater than t-wice its vertical angle. 

47. In a plane teiangle an angle is right, acute or obtuse, accord
ing as the line joiaing the vertex of the angle with the middle point of 
the opposite side is equal to, greater or less than half of that side. 

48. If the steaight Hne A D bisect the angle A of the triangle 
A B G , and B D E be dra-wn perpendicular to A D and meeting A G or 
A 0 produced in E, shew that B D = D E . 

49. The side .BC of a teiangle A B C is produced to a poiat D. 
The angle A C B is bisected by a Hue C E which meets A B in E. 
A Hne is drawn through E paraUel to B C and meeting ̂  C in î , and the 
line bisecting fhe exterior angle A CD, in G. Then EFia equal to FG. 

50. The sides A B , A C , of a triangle are bisected in D and E 
respectively, and B E , CD, are produced until E F = E B , and G D = D C ; 
shew that the Hne Ci^ passes through A. 

51. A E B , C E D are two steaight Hnes intersecting in E ; Hnes 
A G, D B are dra-wn forming two ti-iangles A CE, B E D ; if the angles 
A CE, D B E he bisected by the steaight Hnes CF, B F meeting in F, 
shew that the angle G F B is equal to half the sum of the angles 
EAC, EDB. 

52. In a triangle A B C , A D being dra-wn perpendioular to the 
steaight Hne B D which biseots the angle B, shew that a Hne drawn 
from D paraUel to .BC "wiU bisect A C. 

63. If the sides of a triangle be trisected and lines be dra-wn 
through the points of section adjacent to each angle so as to form 
another triangle, this shaH be in aU respects equal to the first triangle. 

54. Between two given straight Hues it is required to draw a 
steaight line which shall be equal to one given straight Hne, and 
parallel to another. 

65. A B C is a given triangle, it is requfred to draw from a given 
point P, in the side A B , or A B produced, a straight Hne to A C, so that it shall be bisected by B C . 
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56. H from the vertical angle of a triangle three straight Hnes be 
dra-wn, one bisecting the angle, another bisecting the base, and the 
thfrd perpendicular to the base, the first is always intermediate in 
magnitude and position to the other two. 

57. In the base of a triangle, find the point from whioh, Hnes 
drawn paraUel to the sides of the triangle and limited by them, are 
equal. 

58. In the base of a teiangle, to find a point from whioh if two 
Hnes be dra-wn, (1) perpendioular, (2) paraUel, to the two sides of the 
triangle, thefr sum shaU be equal to a given line. 
in. 
59. In the figure of Euc. i. 1, the given Hne is produced to meet 
either of the cfrcles in P; shew that P and the points of intersection 
of the cfrcles, are the angular points of an equUateral triangle. 

60. If each of the equal angles of an isosceles triangle be one-
fourth of the thfr-d angle, and from one of them a Hne be dra-wn at 
right angles to the base meeting the opposite side produced; then -wiU 
the part produced, the perpendicular, and the remaining side, form an 
equUateral triangle. 

61. In the figure Euc. i. 1, if the sides CA, C B of the equUateral 
te-iangle A B 0 be produced to meet the cfrcles in F, G, respectively, 
and If G' he the point in whioh the cfrcles cut one another, on the 
other side of A B : prove the points F, C, G* to be in the same straight 
line; and the figure C F G to be an equilateral triangle. 

62. A B G is a teiangle, and the exterior angles at B and C are 
bisected by Hnes B D , G D respectively, meeting in D : shew that the 
angle B D 0 and half the angle B A 0 make up a right angle. 

63. If the exterior angle of a triangle be bisected, and the angles 
of the triangle made by the bisectors be bisected, and so on, the tri
angles so formed -wiU tend to become eventiiaUy equUateral. 

64. If in the three sides A B , B O , O A of an equUateral teiangle 
A B O , distances A E , BF, C G he taken, each equal to a thfrd of one of 
the sides, and the points E, F, G he respectively joined (1) -with each 
other, (2) with the opposite angles: shew that the two teiangles so 
formed, are equilateral triangles. 
IV. 

65. Describe a right-angled triangle upon a given base, ha-ring 
given also the perpendioular from the right angle upon the hjqDOteniise. 

66. Given one side of a right-angled triangle, and the difference 
between the hypotenuse and the sum of the other two sides; to con
struct the triangle. 

67. Consti-uct an isosceles right-angled teiangle, haring given 
(1) the sum of the hypotenuse and one side ; (2) their difference. 

68. Describe a right-angled triangle of which the hypotenuse and 
the difference between the other two sides are given. 

69. Given the base of an isosceles teiangle, and the sum or dif
ference of a side and the perpendicular from the vertex on the base. 
Consteuct the triangle. 

70. Make an isosceles triangle of given altitude whose sides shaU 
pass through two given poiats, and whose base shall be on a given 
straight liae. 

71. Given of any triangle the perpendioular let faU from the ver-
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tical angle on the base, and the difference between each segment made 
by the perpendicular and its adjacent side, construct the triangle. 

72. Having given tho steaight Hnes which bisect the angles at the 
base of an equUateral triangle, determine a side of the teiangle. 

73_. Having given two sides and an angle of a triangle, construct 
the triangle, distinguishing the different oases. 

74. Ha-ring given the base of a triangle, the difference of the sides, 
and the difference of the angles at the base; to describe the teiangle. 

75. Given the perimeter and the angles of a triangle; to construct it. 
76. Having given the base of a triangle, and half the sum and 

half the difference of the angles at the base; to consti-uct the triangle. 
77. Having given two lines, which are not paraUel, and a point 

between them ; describe a triangle having two of its angles in the re
spective Hnes, and the thfrd at the given point; and such that the 
sides shall be equaUy incHned to the lines which they meet. 

78. Construct a teiangle, ha-ring given the three Hnes dra-wn from 
the angles to bisect the sides opposite. 

79. Given one of the angles at the base of a teiangle, the base 
itself, and the sum of the two remaining sides, to construct the teiangle. 

80. Given the base, an angle adjacent to the base, and the difi'er-
ence of the sides of a teiangle ; to construct it. 

81. Given one angle, a side opposite to it, and the difference of 
the other two sides; to construct the triangle. 

82. Given the 'base and the sum of the two other sides of a triangle: 
consteuct it so that the Hne which bisects the vertical angle shaU be 
parallel to a given Hne. 

83. Construct a triangle two of whose sides shall be together 
double of the thfrd side. If the teiangle be isosceles, prove that it is 
also equUateral. 

84. In a right-angled triangle, given- the sums of the base and 
hypotenuse, and of the base and perpendicular, also of the perpendi
cular and hypotenuse; to consteuct the triangle. 

85. Given the base, the difference and the sum of the other t-wo 
sides; to construct the triangle. 

86. Construct a teiangle equiangular to a given teiangle, and 
having its angular points upon three given steaight lines which meet 
in a point. 

87. H through the angular points of any -triangle steaight lines be 
dra-wn, making equal angles -with the sides taken in order, the triangle 
formed by these lines shaU be equiangular to the original triangle. 

88. Given the base of a teiangle, one of the angles at the base, 
and also the angle whioh the perpendioular drawn upon the base from 
the opposite angle makes -with the side opposite to the given angle of 
the triangle; construct the triangle. 

89. With the three altitudes of a triangle A B C as sides, form a 
teiangle; and -with the three altitudes of the triangle so formed, form 
another triangle: shew that this third teiangle is similar to the original 
triangle A B C. Hence determine a triangle having given its three 
altitudes. 
V. 
90. From a given point without a given straight line, to draw a Hne 
making an angle with the given Hne equal to a given reetUineal angle. 

91. Through a given point A, draw a straight lino ̂ .BC meeting 
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two given paraUel ste-aight Hnes in i? and C, such that .BC may bo 
equal to a given straight Hne. 

92. If the line joiniag two paraUel lines be bisected, aU the Hnes 
drawn through the point of bisection and terminated by the paraUel 
Hnes are also bisected in that point. 

93. Three given steaight Hnes issue from a point: draw another 
straight line cutting them, so that the two segments of it intercepted 
between them may be equal to one another. 

94. A B , A C are two straight lines, B and C given points in the 
same; B D is drawn perpendicular to A C, and D E perpendioular to 
A B ; in like manner C F is drawn perpendioular to A B , and F G to A C. 
Shew that E G is parallel to BC. 

95. A B C is a right-angled triangle, and the sides ̂ C , A B are 
produced to D and F; bisect F B O and B C D by the lines BF, CF, and 
from E let faU the perpendiculars FF, FD. Prove (-without assuming 
any properties of parallels) that A D E E is a square. 

96. A D , B C are two parallel straight lines, out obHquely by A B 
and perpendicularly hy A C ; B E D is drawn cutting A C in E, so that 
E D is equal to t-wice B A ; prove that the angle D B C is equal to one-
thfrd of the angle A B C. 

97. Ha-ring given the angles and diagonals of a paraUelogram; 
construct it. 

98. The four straight Hnes which bisect the angles of a paraUelo
gram either meet in a point or form a parallelogram. 

99. Find a point such that the perpendiculars let faU from it upon 
two given straight lines shall be respectively equal to two given steaight 
lines. H o w many such points are there ? 

100. Draw aline paraUel to one of the sides of a triangle, such 
that the portion of it frteroepted between the other two sides, shall be 
equal to the difference between one of those sides, and the side paraHel 
to the Hne. 

101. If .<4i?Cbe a triangle in which C is a right angle, draw a 
steaight line paraUel to a given straight line so as to be terminated by 
CA, C B and bisected by A B . 

102. Describe a paraUelogram "with two given Hnes as diagonals 
which shaU have an angle equal to a given angle. Within what limits 
must the given angle He ? 

103. Having given one of the diagonals of a paraUelogram, the 
sum of the two adjacent sides and the angle between them, construct 
the parallelogram. 

104. One of the diagonals of a paraUelogram being given, and the 
angle which it makes with one of the sides, complete the paraUelo
gram, so that the other diagonal may be paraUel to a given Hne. 

105. A B CD, A B ' C D are two paraUelograms whose corresponding 
sides are equal, but the angle A is greater than the angle A'; prove 
that the diameter ̂ C is less than A C , but B D greater than B'D. 

106. If in the diagonal of a paraUelogram any two points equi
distant from its extremities be joinwi with the opposite angles, a figure 
will be formed which is also a paraUelogram. 

107. From each angle of a paraUelogram a Hne is dra-wn making 
the same angle towards the same parts with an adjacent side, taken 
always in the same order; shew that these Hnes form another paraUelo
gram equiangular to the original one. 

108. Along the sides of a paraUelogram taken in order, measure A A' = BB' =00'^ D D : the figure A'B' C D wUl be a paraUelogram. 
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109. Let ABCD he a parallelogram, bisect AB, DO in E and F, 
join A F , BF, CF, D E , cutting the two diagonals in P, Q, R, S. 
Shew that P Q R S is a paraUelogram whose area is one-ninth of the 
paraUelogram A B CD. 

110. From the angular points of a paraUelogram A B C D perpen-
diciilai's are dra'wn on the diagonals meeting them in E, F, G and S 
respectively; prove that E F G S is a paraUelogram equiangular to 
ABCD. 

111. On the sides A B , BC, CD, D A , of a paraUelogram, set off 
A E , BF, CG, D S , equal to each other, and joia AF, B G , CS, D E : 
these lines form a paraUelogram, and the difference of the angles 
A F B , B G C , equals •the difference of any two proximate angles of the 
two paraUelograms. 

112. OB, O G are two steaight lines at right angles to each other, 
through any point P any two steaight Hnes are drawn intersecting 
OB, 0 G, in B, B , C, C, respectively. If D and D he the middle 
points of B B and CO', shew that the angles .B'PZ)', D O D are equal. 

113. H steaight Hnes be dra^wn fr-om the angles of any paraUelo
gram, at right angles to any Hne, the sum of those fi-om one pafr of 
opposite angles is equal to the sum of those from the other pafr of 
opposite angles. 

114. O P Q is any triangle, O R biseots P Q in R, P>STbisects O R 
in S and meets O Q in T; then 0 Q = 3.0T. 

115. A D , G S , axe two paraUel steaight Hnes, .2"the middle point 
of G S ; A G , D K meet ia B; A K , D E ia C; shew that .BC is paraUel 
taAD. 

116. Upon steetching two chains A C , B D , across a field A B C D , 
it is found that B D and A C make equal angles with D C, and that 
-4Cmakes the same angle -with A D that B D does -with B C ; hence 
prove that A B is paraUel to CD. 

117. To find a point in the side or side produced of any paraUelo
gram, such that the angle it makes -with the line joining the point 
and one exteemity of the opposite side, may be bisected by the Hne 
joining it •with •the other exteemity. 

118. "When the comer of the leaf of a book is turned down a second 
time, so that the lines of folding are paraUel and equidistant, the space 
in the second fold is equal to three tunes that iu the first. 
VI. 
119. The line joining the poiats of bisection of any two sides of a 
triangle is paraUel to the thfrd side, and the triangle so formed is one-
fourth of the given triaiigle. 

120. If in the triangle A B C , B C h e bisected in D, A D joined and 
bisected in.E', .B.E'joined and bisected in F, and Ciî  joined and bisected 
in G; then the triangle E F G vfiH he equal to one-eighth of the 
triangle A B C . 

121. Shew that the areas of the two equilateral triangles in 
Prob. 64, p. 302, are respectively, one-thfrd and one-seventh of the area 
of the original triangle. 

122. To describe a te-iangle equal to a given fa-iangle, (1) when 
the base, (2) when the altitude of the requfred teiangle is given. 

123. To describe a triangle equal to the sum or difference of two 
given triangles. 
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124. Upon a given base describe an isosceles teiangle equal to a 
given triangle. 

125. Describe an equUateral triangle equal to a given triangle. 
126. To a given straight Hne apply a triangle which shaU be equal 

to a given paraUelogram, and have one of its angles equal to a given 
rectiUneal angle. 

127. Transform a given reetUineal figure into a triangle whose 
vertex shaU be in a given angle of the figure, and whose base shaU be 
in one of the sides. 

128. Divide a triangle by two steaight Hnes into three parts, whioh 
when properly arranged shall form a paraUelogram whose angles are 
of a given magnitude. 

129. Shew that a scalene triangle cannot be dirided into two 
parts whioh wUl coincide. 

130. Divide a triangle into three equal parts, (1) by lines drawn 
from a point in one of the sides: (2) by Hnes drawn from the angles 
to a point -within the teiangle: (3) by Hues drawn from a given point 
-within the triangle. In how many ways can the thfrd oase be done ? 

131. Bisect a parallelogram, (I) by a line dra-wn from a point in 
one of its sides: (2) by a line dra-wn from a given point -within or 
-without it: (3) by a Hne perpendicular to one of the sides : (4) by a 
line drawn paraUel to a given Hne. 

132. From a given point in one side produced of a paraUelogram, 
draw a straight Hne which shaU diride the paraUelogram into two 
equal parts. 

133. To teisect a paraUelogram by lines dra-wn (1) from a given 
point in one of its sides, (2) from one of its angular poiats. 
YJI. 
134. To describe a rhombus whioh shaU be equal to any given 
quadrUateral figure. 

135. Describe a paraUelogram which shaU be equal in area and 
perimeter to a given teiangle. 

136. Find a point in the diagonal of a square produced, from which 
if a straight Hne be drawn paraUel to any side of the square, and 
meeting another side produced, it wUl form together with the produced 
diagonal and produced side, a triangle equal to the square. 

137. If from any point within a paraUelogram, straight Hnes be 
drawn to the angles, the paraUelogram shaU be dirided into four tei
angles, of wliich each two opposite, are together equal to one-half of 
the paraUelogram. 

138. If A B C D he a paraUelogram, and .E' any point in the dia
gonal A C , or A C produced; shew that the teiangles E B 0 , E D 0 , are 
equal, as also the triangles E B A and E B D . 

139. A B C D is a paraUelogram, draw D F G meeting B O i n E , and 
A B produced in G; join A F , O G ; then wiU the triangles A B E , C F G 
be equal to one another. 

140. A B C D is a paraUelogram, Ethe point of intersection of its 
diagonals, and K any point in A D . If K B , K C be joined, shew that 
the figure B K E C is one-fourth of the paraUelogram. 

141. Jjet A B C D he a paraUelogram, and Cany point -within it, 
through 0 draw Hnes paraUel to the sides of A B O D , and join OA, 0 0 ; 
prove that the difference of the paraUelograms D O , B O is twice the 
triangle OAC. 
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142. The diagonals A 0, BD of a paraUelogram iatersect in 0, and 
P is a point -within the teiangle A O B ; prove that the difference of the 
triangles A P B , O P D is equal to the sum of the teiangles A P O , B P D . 

143. H K he the common angular point of the paraUelograms 
about the diameter ̂ C (fig. Euo. i. 43.) and B D he the other diameter, 
the difference of these paraUelograms is equal to twice the triangle 
BKD. 
Vin. 
144. If a quadrUateral figure is bisected by one diagonal, the 
second diagonal is bisected by the first. 

145. If two opposite angles of a quadrUateral figure are equal, 
shew that the angles between opposite sides produced are equal. 

146. Prove that the sides of any four-sided reetUineal figure are 
together greater than the two diagonals. 

147. The sum of the diagonals of a traperiumis less than the sum 
of any four lines which can be drawn to the four angles, from any 
point within the figure, except thefr intersection. 

148. The longest side of a given quadrUateral is opposite to the 
shortest; shew that the angles adjacent to the shortest side are together 
greater -than the sum of the angles adjacent to the longest side. 

149. From a given isosceles teiangle, cut off a traperium which 
shall have the same base as the teiangle, and shaU have its remaining 
three sides equal to each other. 

150. Given any •two points in the opposite sides of a traperium, in
scribe in it a paraUelogram ha'ring two of its angles at these points, 

161. Shew that in every quadrUateral plane figure, two paraUelo
grams can be described upon two opposite sides as diagonals, such that 
the other two diagonals shall be in the same straight Hne and equal. 

152. Describe a quadrUateral figure whose sides shaU be equal to 
four given steaight Hnes. W h a t limitation is necessary ? 

153. If the sides of a quadrUateral figure be bisected and the 
points of bisection joined, the iacluded figure is a paraUelogram, and 
equal in area to half the original figure. 

154. H two sides of a traperium be paraUel, the triangle contained 
by either of the other sides, and the two straight lines drawn from its 
extremities to the bisection of the opposite sides, is equal to half the 
teaperium. 

155. If a quadrUateral have two of its sides paraUel, shew that 
the line drawn paraUel to either of these sides through the intersec
tion of the diagonals is bisected in that poiat. 

156. Shew that the diagonals of a quadrUateral, two of whose 
si#es only are paraUel, one of them being double of the other, cut one 
another in a point of teisection. 

157. If •two opposite sides of a teaperium be parallel to one another, 
the steaight line joining thefr bisections, biseots the teapezium. 

158. If of the four triangles into which the diagonals diride a 
teaperium, any two opposite ones be equal, the teaperium has two of 
its opposite sides paralleL 

159. If two sides of a quadrilateral be paraUel but not equal, and 
the other two sides be equal but not paraUel, the opposite angles of the 
quadrilateral are together equal to two right angles : and conversely. 

160. If two sides of a quadrUateral be paraUel, and the line join
ing the middle points of the diagonals be produced to meet the other X2 
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sides; the Hne so produced-wUl be equal to half the sum of the paraUel 
sides, and the line between the points of bisection equal to half thefr 
difference. 

161. To bisect a trapezium, (I) by a line drawn from one of its 
angular points: (2) by a Hne drawn from a given point in one side. 

162. To diride a paraUelogram into four equal portions by Hues 
drawn from any point in one of its sides. 

163. It is impossible to divide a quadrUateral figure (except it be 
a paraUelogram) into equal triangles, by Hnes drawn from a point 
•within it to its four comers. 

164. If a teiangle be described ha^ving two of its sides equal to 
the diagonals of any quadrUateral, and the included angle equal to 
either of the angles between these diagonals, then the area of the 
triangle is equal to that of the quadrUateral. 

165. Through a given point P on one side B C of a paraUelogram 
produced, draw a steaight Hne cutting the sides CD, D A on E and F, 
and A B produced in iẐ  so that the teiangle E D F may be equal to the 
sum of the teiangles P C E and A F S . 
IX. 

166. If the greater of the acute angles of a right-angled teiangle, 
be double the other, the square on the greater side is three times the 
square on the other. 

167. Upon a given steaight line construct a right-angled triangle 
such that the square on the other side may be equal to seven times the 
square on the given line. 

168. If from the vertex of a plane teiangle, a perpendicular fall 
upon the base or the base produced, the difference of the squares on 
the sides is equal to the difference of the squares on the segments of 
the base. 

169. If from fhe middle point of one of the sides of a right-angled 
teiangle, a perpendioular be dra^wn to the hypotenuse, the difference of 
the squares on the segments into which it is dirided, is equal to the 
square on the other side. 

170. If a straight Hne be dra-wn fi-om one of the acute angles of a 
right-angled triangle, bisecting the opposite side, the square upon that 
Hne is less than the square upon the hypotenuse by three times the 
square upon half the line bisected. 

171. If the sum of the squares on the three sides of a teiangle be 
equal to eight times the square on the line drawn from the vertex to 
the point of bisection of the base, then the vertical angle is a right angle. 

172. If a Hne be drawn paraUel to the hypotenuse of a right-
angled triangle, and each of the acute angles be joined -with the points 
where this Hne intersects the sides respectively opposite to them, the 
squares on the joining lines are togetiier equal to the squares on the 
hypotenuse and on the line dra-wn paraUel to it. 

173. Let A C B , A D B he two right-angled teiangles having a 
common hypotenuse A B , join CD, and on C D produced both ways 
draw perpendiculars A E , BF. Shew that CE" + CF^ = D E ' + DF". 

174. If perpendiculars A D , B E , CF, dra-wn from the angles on the 
opposite sides of a triangle intersec-t in G, the difference of the squares 
on A C, A B , is equal to the difference of the squares on CG, B G. 

175. If A B C he a triangle of which the angle Aia a right angle ; 
and B E , C F be drawn bisecting the opposite sides respectively: shew 
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that four times the sum of the squares on BF and CF is equal to five 
times the square on B C. 

176. If .i4.BC be an isosceles triangle, and C D he dra-wn perpendi-
cxUar to A S ; the sum of the squares on -the three sides is equal to 

AD"^2.BD'^2,.CD\ 
177. The sum of the squares described upon the sides of a rhombus 

is equal to the squares described on its diameters. 
178. Upon •the sides A B , BC, CA of any teiangle A B C , or upon 

these produced, let faU perpendiculars D E , DF, D G, fi-om the point D 
•within or •without the tiiangle. 

Then AE" -I- BE' +GC' = BE" +CF' + A CP. 
179. A B C is a teiangle, right-angled at C; D„ D,_, D,. .D^ are 

points in A B , and E^, E^, E^. ..E„ , are points in B C such that E^Di, 
E,D,..E„_,D„_._̂  are aU paraUel to CA^ and CD^, E,D,, EJ)^. .En.JD.̂  
are aU perpendicular to^i?. Prove that the square on A B is equal to 
the sum of the squares on AD,, DJ)^. -DJB, together -with twice the 
sum of the squares on CD^, EJ}„ E ^ ^ . .E.̂ .J)„. 

180. In the figure Euc. i. 47, 
(a) Shew that the diagonals FA, A K of the squares on A B , A 0, 

He in the same steaight line. 
(i) 11 DF, .Eff be joined, the sum of the angles at the bases of 

the triangles B F D , C E K is equal to one right angle. 
(tf) Ji B G and G S h e joined, those lines wiU be paraUel. 
(d) If perpendioidars be let faU from F and K on B G produced, 

the parts produced -wiU be equal; and the perpendiculars together -wiU 
be equal to BC. 

{e) Join G S , K E , FD, and prove that each of the triangles so 
formed, equals the given triangle A B 0. 

(/) The sum of the squares on G S , K E , and F D wUl be equal 
to six times the square on the hypotenuse. 

((/) The difference of the squares on A B , A 0, is equal to the 
difference of the squares on A D , A E . 

181. The area of any two paraUelograms described on the two 
sides of a triangle, is equal to that of a paraUelogram on the base, 
whose side is equal and paraUel to the Hne dra-wn from the vertex of 
the triangle, to the intersection of the two sides of the former paral
lelograms produced to meet. 

182. If one angle of a triangle be a right angle, and another 
equal to two-thfrds of a right angle, prove that the equUateral 
triangle described on the hypotenuse, is equal to the sum of the 
equUateral triangles described upon the sides whioh contain the right 
angle. 

183. On the.sides A C , B C of a triangle right-angled at C, equUa
teral teiangles .4 Ci>, B C E are described extemaUy, and A E , B D are 
joined; prove that the two teiangles A B E , A B D are together equal 
to the whole figure A B E C D . 

184. Equiangular teiangles A B D , C B E are described on the sides 
A B , C B of a given triangle, so that the angles A B D , B A D are respec
tively equal to CBE, B C E ; D F a n A E G are drawn paraUel to .B.E', 
B D respectively, and meet the sides A B , B C in F and G; shew that 
F G is parallel to A C . 

http://i4.BC


GEOMETEICAL EXERCISES ON BOOK II. 

PROPOSITION I. PROBLEM. 
Divide a given straight line into two parts, such that their rectangle \ 
he equal to a given squa/re. 

Let AB he the given straight line, and let Jf be the side of the 
given square. 

It is required to diride the line A B into two parts, so that the 
rectangle contained by them may be equal to the square on M. 

Bisect A B in C, with center C, and radius CA or CB, describe the 
semicircle A D B . 

At the point B draw B E at right angles to A B and equal to M. 
Through E, draw E D paraUel to A B and cutting the semicfrcle 

inD; 
and draw D F paraUel to E B meeting A B in F. 

Then A B is divided in F as was requfred. 
For the rectangle AF, F B is equal to the square on F D ; (ii. 14.) 

but E D is equal to FB, (i. 34.) 
and E B was drawn at right angles to A B and equal to M. 

Therefore the rectangle AF, F B is equal to the square on M. 

PROPOSITION IL THEOREM. 

The square on the excess of one straight Une ahove another is less than 
the squares on the two lines ly twice their rectangle. 

Let AB, BChe the two straight lines, whose difference is AC. 
Then the square on ̂  C is less than the squares on A B and B C h j 

twice the rectangle contained by A B and B C. 

Constructing as in Prop. 4, Book n. 
Because the complement A G ia equal to GE, 

add to each CK, 
therefore the whole AKia equal to the whole C E ; 

and A K , C ^ together are double of A K ; 
but A K , C E are the gnomon A K F and CK, 

and .^iTis the rectangle contained by A B , B C ; 
therefore the gnomon A K F and G K 

are equal to twice the rectangle A B , BG, 
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but AF, CXare equal to the squares on AB, BC; 
taking -the former equals from these equals, 

therefore the difference of A E and the gnomon A K F is equal to 
the difference between the squares on A B , B C, and twice the rectangle 
AB, BC; 

but the difference A E and the gnomon A K F is the figure S F 
which is equal to the square on A C. 

Wlierefore the square on ̂  C is equal to the difference between the 
squares on A B , B C, and twice the rectangle A B , B C. 

PROPOSITION in. THEOREM. 

Ln any triangle the squares on the two sides are together double of the 
squares on half the base and on the straight line joining its bisection with the 
opposite angle. 

Let ABC he a triangle, and AD the Hne dra^wn from the vertex A 
to the bisection D of the base B C. 

From A draw A F perpendicidar to B C. 
Then, in the obtuse-angled triangle A B D , (ii. 12.) 

the square on A B exceeds the squares on A D , DB, by twice the 
rectangle BD, D F : 

and in the acute-angled triangle A D C , (ii. 13.) 
the square on .4 C is less than the squares on A D , D C, by f-wice 
the rectangle CD, D F : 

wherefore, since the rectangle BD, D E is equal to the rectangle CD, 
-DE; it foUows that the squares on A B , A C are double of the 
squares on A D , DB. 

PROPOSITION IV. THEOREM. 

If straight lines he drawn from each angle of a triangle bisecting the 
opposite sides, four times the sum of the squares on these lines is equal to 
three times the sum of the squares on the sides of the triangle. 

Let Abc be any triangle, and let AD, BE, CF be dra-wn from 
A, B, C, to D, E, F, the bisections of the opposite sides of the teiangle: 
draw A G perpendicular to B C. 

Then the square on A B is equal to the squares on B D , D A together 
with twice the rectangle B D , D G , (n. 12.) 
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and the square on ^ C is equal to the squares on OD, DA dimi
nished by twice the rectangle GD, D G ; (ii. 13.) 

therefore the squares on A B , A 0 are equal to t-wice the square on 
BD, and twice the square on A D ; for D O is equal to B D : 

and twice the squares on A B , A C are equal to the square on BC, 
and four times the square on A D : for .BC is twice BD. 

SimUarly, twice the squares on A B , B C are equal to the square on 
A C, and four times the square on B E : 
also t̂ wioe the squares on BC, CA are equal to the square on A B , 
and four times the square on F C : 

hence, by adding these equals, 
four times the squares on A B , A C , B C are equal to four times the 

squares on A D , BE, Ci^ together •with the squares on A B , A C , B C : 
and taking the squares on A B , A C , B C from these equals, 

therefore three times the squares on A B , A C , B C are equal to four 
times the squares on A D , BF, CF. 

PROPOSITION V. THEOREM. 

= The sum of the perpendiculars let fall from any point within an equila
teral triangle upon the sides, will le equal to the perpendicular let fall from 
one of its angles upon the opposite side. Is this proposition true when tlie 
poind is in one of the sides of the triangle? In what manner must the 
proposition le enunciated when the point is witliout the triangle ? 
Let ABC he an equUateral triangle, and P any point •within it: 

and fromP let fahPD, PE, Pi^perpendiculars on the sides A B , BC, 
C A respectively, also from A let faU A G perpendicular on the base B C. 

Then AGia equal to the sum of PP, PE, PF. 

From P draw PA, PB, P C to the angles A, B, G. s 
Then the triangle A B C ia equal to the three teiangles P A B , PBG, 

POA. 
But since every rectangle is double of a triangle of the same base 

and altitude, (i. 41.) 
therefore the rectangle A G , BC, is equal to the three rectangles 

AB, PD; AC, PF and BC, PE. 
Whence the Hne A G ia equal to the sum of the lines PD, PE, PF. 

If the point P faU on one side of the teiangle, or coincide -with E : 
then the triangle A B C is equal to the two teiangles APG, B P A : 
whence A G ia equal to the sum of the two perpendiculars PD, PF. 

If the point P faU •without the base B C of the triangle : 
then the triangle A B C is equal to the difference between the sum 

of the two triangles APG, B P A , and the triangle PCB. 
Whence .^6" is equal to the difference between the sum of PD, 

PF, and PE. 
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I. 

6. If the steaight Hne A B be dirided into two unequal parts in D, 
and into two unequal parts in E, the rectangle contained by A E , E B , 
•wiU be greater or less than the rectangle contained by A D , JbB, 
according as Eia .nearer to, or further from, the middle point ol^P, 
than D. 

1. Produce a given steaight Hne in such a manner that the square 
on the w-hole Hne thus produced, shaU be equal to t-wioe the square on 
the given Une. 

8. If A B be the Hne so dirided in the points C and D, (fig. Euc. 
II. 5) shew that A B = A.CS^4:.AD.DB. 

9. If a ste-aight Hne be bisected and produced to any point, the 
square on the whole line when thus produced, is equal to the square on 
the part produced and four times the rectangle contained by the half 
line, and the Hne made up of the half and part produced. 

10. Produce a given line so that the rectangle contained by the 
whole line thus produced, and the part produced may be equal to the 
square on half the line. 

11. JI A M , M G , G A he joined, fig. Euo. ii. 5, t-wice the triangle 
A M G wiU be equal to AC" ̂  CD; or ACAD-CD. BD. 

12. Diride a line into two parts, such that the sum of thefr 
squares shall be double the square on another Hne.-

13. Shew that the difference between the squares on the two un
equal parts (fig. Euo. II. 9) is equal to twice the rectangle contained 
by the whole Hue, and the part between the points of section. 

14. Shew how in aU the possible cases, a sti-aight Hne may be 
geometrically dirided into two such parts, that the sum of thefr squares 
shaU be equal to a given square. 

15. Diride a given steaight line into two parts, such that the 
^squares on the whole line and on one of the parts, shaU be equal to t-wice 
the square on the other part. 

16. Any rectangle is the half of the rectangle contained by the 
diameters of the squares on its two sides. 

17. If a steaight Hne be dirided into two equal and into two un
equal parts, the squares on the two unequal parts are equal to twice 
the rectangle contained by the two unequal parts, together -with four 
times fhe square on the Hue between the points of section. 

18. If the points C, D be equidistant from the extremities of the 
steaight Hne A B , shew that the squares consteucted on A D and A 0, 
exceed twice the rectangle A 0, A D by the square constructed on CD. 
. 19. If any point be taken in the plane of a paraUelogram from 

which perpendiculars are let faU on the diagonal, and on the sides 
which include it, the rectangle of the diagonal and the perpendicular 
on it, is equal to the sum or difference of the rectangles of the sides 
and -the perpendiculars on them. 

20. A B C D is a rectangular paraUelogTam, of which A, C are op
posite angles, E any point in B C , F any point in CD. Prove that 
twice the area of the triangle A E F together -with the rectangle B E , 
DFia equal to the parallelogram A C . 
n. 

21. Shew how to produce a given Hne, so that the rectangle con
tained by the whole Hne thus produced, and the produced part, shaU be 
equal to the square, (I) on the given Hne, (2) on the part produced. 
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22. If in the figure Euc. ii. II, we join PPand CS, and produce 
Cff to meet PPin L, CL is perpendicular to BF. 

23. If a line be divided, as in Euc. n. 11, the squares on the 
whole Hne and on one of the parts are together three times the square 
on the other part. 

24. If in the fig. Euc. ii. II, the points F, D be joined cutting 
A S B , G S K in f, <? respectively; then shall Ff=Dd. 

25. Shew that if a line be dirided as in Euc. ii. II, the rectangle 
contained by the sum and difference of the parts; is equal to the rect
angle contained by the parts. 
III. 
26. If from the three angles of a triangle, Hnes be dra'wn to the 
points of bisection of the opposite sides, the squares on the distances 
between the angles and the common intersection, are together one-thfrd 
of the squares on the sides of the triangle. 

27. A B C ia a teiangle of whioh the angle at C is obtuse, and the 
angle at B is half a right angle: D is the middle point of A B , and C E 
is dra'wn perpendicular to A B . Shew that the square on ̂  C is double 
of the squares on A D and D E . 

28. If an angle of a triangle be twQ-thfrds of two right angles, 
shew that the square on the side subtending that angle, is equal to the 
squares on the sides containing it, together -with the rectangle con
tained by those sides. 

29. The square described on a steaight line drawn from one of 
the angles at the base of a triangle, to the middle point of the opposite 
side, is equal to the sum or difference of the square on half the side 
bisected, and the rectangle contained between the base and that part of 
it, or of it produced, which is intercepted between the same angle and 
a perpendioular dra-wn from the vertex. 

30. H the straight Hnes A D , B E , CF, drawn from the angles of a 
teiangle to D, E, F, the points of bisection of the opposite sides, inter
sect in G; the squares on the sides A B , BC, and CA, are together 
equal to three times the squares on the lines A G , B G , and CG. 

31. Produce one side of a scalene triangle, so that the rectangle 
under it and the produced part may be equal to the difference of the 
squares on the other two sides. 

32. Given the base of any triangle, the area, and the Hue bisect
ing the base, consteuct the triangle. 

33. If A B C be a triangle in which C is a right angle, and D E be 
dra-wn from a point D in A C at right angles to A B ; prove that the 
rectangles A B , A E and A C, A D , "wiU be equal. 

34. In any acute-angled triangle A B O , A D , B E , O F are dra-wn 
respectively perpendicidar to the opposite sides; prove that twice the 
rectangles contained by B D and CD, by C E and A E , by A F and B F 
are together less than the sum of the squares on the sides of the teiangle. 
IV. 
35. Shew that the square on the hypotenuse of a right-angled 
triangle, is equal to four times the area of the triangle together -with 
the square on the difference of the sides. 

36. In the triangle A B C, if A D he the perpendicular let faU upon 
the side B C ; then the square on A C together -with the rectangle con-
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taiaed by B C, BD is equal to the square on AB together -with the 
rectangle CB, CD. 

37. A B C i a a teiangle, right-angled at C, and C D is the perpen
dioular let fall from C upon A B ; if S K he equal to the sum of the 
sides A C, CB, and L M to the sum of A B , CD; shew that the square 
on J.S'together -with the square on C D is equal to the square on L M . 

38. A B C is a triangle having the angle at P a right angle : it is 
required to find in A B a point P such that the square on A C may ex
ceed the squares on A P , and PC, by half the square on A B . 

39. In a right-angled teiangle, the square on that side whioh is 
the greater of the two sides containing the right angle, is equal to the 
rectangle by the sum and difference of the other sides. 

40. The hypotenuse A B of a right-angled triangle A B C is tri
sected in the points D, E ; prove that if CD, C E he joined, the sum of 
the squares on the sides of the triangle O D E is equal to two-thfrds of 
the square on A B . 

41. From the hypotenuse of a right-angled teiangle, portions are 
cut off equal to the adjacent sides: shew that the square on the middle 
segment is equivalent to twice the rectangle under the exteeme seg
ments. 

42. If the hypotenuse ̂  C of a right-angled teiangle A B 0 he pro
duced to D, so that C D = A C , and B D be joined, B S = A B ' + 4P C". 
V. 

43. Prove that the square on any steaight line dra-wn from the 
vertex of an isosceles triangle to the base, is less than the square on a 
side of the triangle, by the rectangle contained by the segments of the 
base: and conversely. 

44. If from one of the equal angles of an isosceles triangle a per
pendicular be dra-wn to the opposite side, the rectangle contained by 
that side and the segment of it intercepted between the perpendicular 
and base, is equal to the half of the square described upon the base. 

45. If in an isosceles triangle a perpendicular be let faU from one 
of the equal angles to the opposite side, the square on the perpen
dicidar is equal to the square on the line intercepted between the other 
equal angle and the perpendicular, together with twice the rectangle 
contained by the segments of that side. 

46. The square on the base of an isosceles teiangle whose vertical 
angle is a right angle, is equal to four times the area of the teiangle. 

47. Describe an isosceles obtuse-angled triangle, such that the 
square on the side subtending the obtuse angle may be three times the 
square on either of the sides containing the obtuse angle. 

48. Jf A B , one of the sides of an isosceles triangle A B C he pro
duced to D, so that B D = A B , shew that 0 S = AB'^2.BC'. 

49. Jf A B C he an isosceles triangle, and D E he drawn paraUel to> 
the base B C , and E B he joined; prove that B E ' = B C x D E + CE". 

50. Jf A B C he an isosceles triangle of which the angles at B and; 
C axe each double of A ; then the square on -4 C is equal to the square 
on BG, together -with the rectangle contained hy A C and BC. 

61. A B C is an isosceles teiangle, A B being equal to A C , and 
B C D a triangle having a right angle at C. Jf A D he joined, and 
E, F h e the points where the perpendiculars from B and C on A D , or 
A D produced meet it, then BC"= 2 A D . FF. 
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^^" the squares on the diagonals are 

62. Shew that in a V^^^^"^''^ the sfes. .^^ j 
equal to the s u m ^ m e ^ ^ ^ , ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

and'o an?point either w^^-.^^^.,Oi>^ 
1 -1 teral flgm^e, the sum of the squares on the 

54 In any 1^""??^ four times the square on the Hne joining thefr 
diagonals ̂ S^'^^^'l^al to the sum of the squares on aU the sides. 
middle Vf^^^'^t^^vo^ioxn, if the opposite sides be bisected, the sum 

gg_ ee'on the other two sides, together with the squares on the 
of lilie ^'^^l^ equal to the sum of the squares on the bisected sides, 
f̂ '̂ f-flier -with four times the square on the Hne joiaiag the points of 

56. The squares on the diagonals of a teaperium are together 
double the squares on the two lines joining the bisections of the oppo
site sides. 

67. If the diagonals of a quadrUateral intersect each other at 
right angles, the sum of the squares on the sides of the figure, is equal 
to twice the sum of the squares on the four segments of the diagonals. 

58. In any traperium two of whose sides are paraUel, the squares 
on the diagonals are together equal to the squares on its two sides 
which are not parallel, and twice the rectangle contained by the sides 
whioh are paraUel. 

59. If the two sides of a trapezium be paraUel, shew that its area 
is equal to that of arectangle contained by its altitude and half the smn 
of the parallel sides. 

60. If a teaperium have two sides paraUel, and the other two equal, 
shew that the rectangle contained by the two paraUel sides, together 
•with the square on one of the other sides, •wUl be equal to the square 
on the straight line joining two opposite angles of the teaperium. 

61. If squares be described on the sides of any teiangle and the 
angular points of the squares be joined; the sum of the squares on the 
sides of the hexagonal figure thus formed is equal to four times the 
sum of the squares on the sides of the teiangle. 
"VII. 

62. Find the side of a square equal to a given equUateral triangle. 
63. Find a square whioh shaU be equal to the sum of two given 

rectiUneal figures. 
64. To divide a given straight Hne so that the rectangle under its 

segments may be equal to a given rectangle. 
65. Shew how to consti-uct a rectangle which shall be equal to a 

given square ; (1) when the sum, and (2) when the difference of two 
adjacent sides is given. 

66. Shew how to describe a rectangle equal to a given square and 
having one of its sides equal to a given straight line. 
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PROPOSITION I. THEOREM. 

i/AB, CD le chords of a circle at right angles to each other, prove that 
the sum of the arcs AO, B D is equal to the sum of the arcs A D , BC. 

Draw the diameter i^(?.2" paraUel to AB, and cutting CD in S, 

D 

,/ 
"/ 

\ . 

\B 
E \ 

i J 

Then the arcs E D G and E G G are each haH the cfrcumference. 
Also since C D is bisected in the point S, 

the arc F D is equal to the arc FC, 
and the arc F D is equal to the arcs, FA, A D , of which, A F is 

equal to B G, 
therefore the arcs A D , B G are equal to the arc F C ; 

add to each CG, 
therefore the arcs A D , B C are equal to the arcs FC, CG, which make 

up the half cfrcumference. 
Hence also the arcs A C, D B are equal to half the cfroumference. 
Wlierefore the arcs A D , B G are equal to the arcs A C , DB. 

PROPOSITION II. PROBLEM. 

The diameter of a circle having leen produced to a given point, it is 
required to find in the part produced a point, from which if a tangent le 
drawn to the circle, it shall le equal to the segment of the part produced, that 
is, letween the given point and the point found. 

Analysis. Let A E B he a cfrole whose center is C and whose dia
meter A B is produced to the given point D. 

Suppose that G is the point requfr-ed, such that the segment G D 
is equal to the tangent G E drawn from G to touch the circle in E. 

Join D F and produce it to meet the circumference again in F; 
join also C E and CF. 

Then in the triangle GDF, because G D is equal to GE, 
therefore the angle G E D is equal to the angle G D E ; 

and because C E is equal to CF, 
the angle C E F is equal to the angle G E E ; 
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„1 to the angles OFF, 

therefore the angles C E F G E D are egua 

^^^= but since ^f i^,-rS|w angS (xn. 18.) 
therefore the angle C||^^^?°eqn-1 to a right angle, _ 

hence the angles O E F , f ^ ^ j^j^a axe also equal to a right 
and consequently, the angles 

^^^1''' .1, .emaining angle i^CP of the triangle C F D is a right 
•herefore the tbuj. 
angle, ^ therefore C P is perpendioular to A D . 

• '̂ T'roni the center C, draw O F perpendicular to A S 
?^*^thTcircumference of the cfrcle in F: 

meeting ^̂  ̂ ^ cutting the cfrcumference in E, 
-join also OE, and at E draw P"*? perpendicular to O E and inter

secting B D in G. ^ 
Then G* -wUl be the poiat requfred. 

For in the triangle CFD, since F C D is a right angle, the angles 
OFD, C D F are together equal to a right angle; 

also since C E G is a right angle, 
therefore the angles CEF, G E D are together equal to a right 

angle; 
therefore the angles OFF, G E D are equal to the angles CFD, 

CDF; 
but because G E is equal to CF, 

the angle C E F is equal to the angle CFD; 
wherefore the remaining angle G E D is equal to the remaining 

angle CDF, 
and the side G D is equal to the side G E of the triangle E O D , 
therefore the point G is determined according to the requfred 

conditions. PROPOSITION IIL THEOREM. 

. A B , A O and E D are tangents to the circle C F B / at whatever point 
between 0 and B the tangent E F D is drawn, the three sides of the triangle 
A E D are equal to twice A B or twice A C : also the angle subtended by the 
tangent E F D at the center of the circle, is a constant quantity. 
Take G the center of the circle, and join GB, GF, GF, GD, GC. 

Then E B is equal to EE, and D G to D F ; (m. 37.) 
-13 K 

therefore E D is equal to F B and D G ; 
to each of these add A E , A D , 

wherefore A D , A E , E D are equal to A B , A G; 
and A B is equal to A G ; 

therefore A D , A F , E D are equal to t-wice A B , or twice A G; 
or the perimeter of the" triangle A E D is a constant quantity. 

Again, the angle E G F is half of the angle B G F , 
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and the angle DGF ia half of the angle GGF; 
therefore the angle D G F is half of the angle CGB, 

or the angle subtended by the tangent E D at G, is half of the angle 
contained between the two radu which meet the cfrcle at the points 
where the two tangents A B , A C meet the cfrole. 

PROPOSITION IV. PROBLEM. 

Given the lase, the vertical angle, and the perpendioular in a plane tri
angle ; to construct it. 

Upon the given base AB describe a segment of a cfrcle containing 
an angle equd. to the given angle, (m. 33.) 

u 

At the point B draw B G perpendicular to A B , and equal to the 
altiteide of the teiangle. (i. II, 3.) 

Through C, draw C D E paraUel to A B , and meeting the cfrcum
ferenoe in D and E. (i. 31.) 

Join DA, DB ; also EA, EB ; 
then E A B or D A B is the teiangle required. 

It is also manifest, that if C D E touch the cfrcle, there -wiU be only 
one teiangle whioh can be constructed on the base A B vrith the given 
altitude. 

PROPOSITION V. THEOREM. 

If a chord of a circle le produced till the part produced le equal to the 
radius, and if from its extremity a line be drawn through the center and 
meeting tlie convex and concave circumferences, the convex is one-third of the 
concave circumference. 
Let AB any chord be produced to C, so that BC ia equal to the 
radius of the cfrcle : 

B 

and let CP'be drawn from C through the center D, and meetiag 
the convex cfrcumference fri F, and the concave ia E. 

Then the arc PPis one-third of the arc A E . 
Draw E G paraUel to A B , and join D B , D G . 

Since the angle D E G is equal to the angle D G E ; (i. 6.) 
and the angle G D F ia equal to the angles D E G , D G F ; (i. 32.) 

therefore the angle G D C is double of the angle D E G . 
But tbe angle B D C i s equal to the angle B C D , (i. 6.) 

and the angle C E G is equal to the alternate angle A C E ; (i.̂ 29.) 
therefore the angle GDCia double of the angle CDB, 
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add to these equals the^^^f^^Jfh?'angle CDB 
therefore the whole angle G D B is trew ^̂ ^ subtended by the 

but the angles GDB, C D B ^ t he --f^„ ̂ E . 
arcs PP, BG, of which B(^ 'f^.^s treble of the circumference 

Wherefore the cii-cu^fere-ce^^^_ 
BF, and P P w °Te solved the foUowing problem: 

Hence may ̂  ̂^ ̂  cfrcle intercepted between a chord and 
A E , B F are '''̂ pĝ ermine the position of the chord, so that one 

^/rSlbeTriple-of the other. 

PROPOSITION VI. THEOREM. 

Jf two chords of a circle intersect each other at right angles either within 
or without the circle, the sum of the squares deseriled upon tlie four segments, 

' to the square deseriled upon the diameter. 

Let the chords AB, CD intersect at right angles in E. 

A 

Draw the diameter A F , and join A C, A D , CF, DB. 
Then the angle ̂ C P i n a semicfrcle is a right angle, (m. 31.) 

and equal to the angle A E D : 
also the angle A D O ia equal to the angle A E G . (m. 21.) 

Hence in the triangles A D E , A F C , there are two angles in the one 
r6sj)ectiyely equal to two angles in the other, 

consequently, the thfrd angle C A E is equal to the thfrd angle 
DAB; " 
therefore the arc D B is equal to the arc CF, (ni. 26.) 

and therefore also the chord D B is equal to the chord CF. (in. 29.) 
Because A E O is a right-angled triangle, 

the squares on A E , E C are equal to the square on A C ; (i. 47.) 
similarly, the squares on D E , E B are equal to the square on D B ; 
therefore the squares on A E , EG, D E , EB, are equal to the squares 

on AC, DB; 
but D B was proved equal to FG, 

and the squares on A 0, F G are equal to the square on A F , 
wherefore the squares on A E , EO, D E , EB, are equaltothe square 

on AF, the diameter of the circle. 
W h o n the chords meet without the cfrcle, the properfy is proved in 

a simUar manner. 
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PROPOSITION VII. T H E O R E M . 

Two chords of a circle, produced if necessary, meet in a point; prove 
that the angle letween them is equal to half the angle sultended at the center, 
hy the sum or difference of the intermediate ares, according as the point of 
concourse lies •within or without tlie circle. 

Ffrst. Let AB, CD be two chords iutersectiag each other in the 
point E -within the cfrcle A D B 0. 

Then the angle A E O between the chords, is equal to half the angle 
at the center of the cfrole subtended by an arc equal to the sum of 
the arcs A C , B D . 

At the point B draw PPparaUel to DC. 
Because CD, F B are paraUel chords in the cfrcle A D B G, 

therefore the arc B D is equal to the arc FC, 
add to these equals the arc A 0, 

then the whole arc ̂ Pis equal to the sum of the arcs A C , B D : 
and the angle A B E at the cfroumference, is subtended by the 

arc A F ; 
but the angle at the cfrcumference of a cfrcle is half of the angle at 

the center subtended by the same arc; (Euo. iii. 20.) 
and the angle A E O is equal to the angle A B E , (Euc. i. 29.) 

therefore the angle A E G between the chords, is equal to half the 
angle at the center subtended by the are AF, or the sum of 
the arcs A 0, B D . 

Secondly. Let the chords A B , C D intersect each other at the point 
E without the cfrcle A D B 0. 

Then the angle A E O is equal to half the angle at the center of the 
cfrcle, subtended by an arc equal to the difference of the arcs B D , A C. 

Draw C P paraUel to A B . 
Then the arc PPis equal to the arc A C, 

and the arc PPis the difference of the arcs B D , A C : 
but the angle F C D at the cfrcumference is subtended by the arc ED, 

and the angle F C D is equal to the angle A E G . (Euo. i. 29.) 
Wherefore the angle A E C is equal to half the angle at the center 

subtended by an arc equal to the difference of the arcs BD, A C. 
If the two chords become tangents to the circle at the points A, B : 

the angle E contained by the two tangents A E , BF, is equal to half 
the angle at the center of the circle subtended by FB, the difference 
of the concave and convex parts of the cfrcumferences A F B , A B . 
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8. To draw that diameter of a glvea cfrcle w H o h shaU pas 
given distance from a given point. .i„„-Wfl of its per-

9. Draw a chord hi a cfrcle, eo that it may be double ol 
pendi,ular distance from th^-^-^^^^^^^ of a.cfrole, ̂ ^^ ̂ ^mg twice 
as fir frol the center O I OD. If A O be joined, shew that it is 

bisected by ^C^^^.^^^ Hne joining the middle points of two paraUel 
chords in a cfrcle wUl pass through the center. 

12. Two chords of a circle bemg given m position and magnitude, 
describe the cfrcle. 

13. The two steaight Hnes which join the opposite extremities of 
two paraUel chords, intersect ia a point ia that diameter which is 
perpendicular to the chords. 

14. The arcs intercepted between any two parallel chords in a cfrcle 
are equal: and conversely. 

15. A, B, C, A', B , C, are points on the cfrcumference of a cfrcle; 
if the Unes A B , A C he respectively paraUel to A'B', A'C, shew that 
B C ia paraUel to B C . 

n. 

16. If through C the center of a cfrcle two straight Hnes AB, CD 
be drawn at any angle; and if through c any other point within the 
cirole there be drawn two other steaight lines ab, ed paraUel to A B , C D 
respectively; then the sum of the ares A D , B O ia equal to the sum 
of the arcs ad, he. 

17. Through a given point -within or without a cfrcle, it is requfred 
to draw a straight Hne cutting off' a segment containing a given angle. 

18. In a cfrcle -with center 0, any two chords A B , O D are dra-wn 
cutting in E, and OA, OB, OC, O D are joined; prove that the angles 
A0G\B0D = 2.AEO, and AOD ̂  B0C=2.AED. 

19. If two chords in a cfrcle make equal angles •with a diameter, 
or make equal angles at a point in the diameter produced; these Hues 
are equal, and are at equal distances from the center of the circle. 

20. Draw a steaight Hne which shaU be paraUel to a given steaight 
line, and cut off, from a given circle, a segment which shall contain an 
angle equal to a given rectiUneal angle. 

21. If on two Unes containing an angle, segments-of cfrcles be 
described containing angles equal to it, the Hnes produced -wUl touch 
the segments. 

22. If an are of a cfrcle be dirided into three equal parts by three 
steaight lines dra-wn from one extremity of the are, the angle contained 
by two of the straight lines is bisected by the third. 

23. If the chord of a given circular segment be produced to a 
fixed point, describe upon it when so produced a segment of a cirole 
which shall be simUar to the given segment, and shew that the two 
segments have a common tangent. 

24. A, B, are two given points; find a point P in the cfrcum
ference of a given cirole, so that A P B may equal a given angle, exhi
biting the number of possible solutions according to the positions 
of A, B. 
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25. Through a given point within a circle, draw a straight line 
so that the parts of it between the given point and the circumference 
shaU have a given difference. "What is the Hmiting magnitude of this 
given difference for which the problem is possible ? 

26. A B , A 0 are any two chords in a circle; D, E the middle 
points of the arcs A B , A C . If D E cut A B and A C in the points F 
and G respectively, shew that A F is equal to A G. 

27. If two equal chords be dra-wn in a cfrcle, and another chord 
be dra-wn through thefr middle poiats, the portions of this last chord 
intercepted between the middle points and the cfrcumferences are 
equal. 

28. From a given point -without a cfrcle a steaight Hne is drawn 
cutting a cfrcle. Draw from the same point another Hne so as to 
intercept two arcs wliich together shaU subtend an angle equal to 
a given angle. 

29. A B is the diameter of a cfrcle whose center is 0. Through 
0 two radU OP, O Q are drawn at right angles to each other. A Q , 
B P out in R, and A P , B Q produced meet in V. Shew that the angle 
P V Q is half a right angle, and if P, Vhe joined, the angle P O A wUl 
be twice the angle P V R . 

30. Jf A, B, 0 be three points taken in order, in the cfroumference 
of a semicfrcle whose center is E ; then the angle P P C exceeds the 
angle E A C by the angle A CB. 

31. Let A B C be a semicfrcle whose diameter ia A C , and center 
0; from A B , whioh is greater than the semi-diameter, P B is cut off 
equal to OB, and through A, A D is drawn meeting O P produced in D, 
and making the angle A D 0 equal to the angle A O D ; shew that the 
angle O A D is equal to three times the angle GAB. 

32. Given two points in the cfroumference of a cfrcle on the same 
side of a given diameter, find a point in the cfrcumference on the other 
side of the diameter, such that when joined -with the given points, the 
joining Hnes may iatersect the diameter in two points equaUy distant 
from the center. 

33. Two chords PQ, P'Q of a cfrcle intersect a given diameter 
at equal distances on opposite sides of the center; shew that PP', 
Q Q also intersect the same diameter at equal distances from the center. 

34. If from any point in a cfrcular arc, perpendiculars be let faU 
on its bounding radii, the distance of thefr feet is iuvariable. 

35. If A B , A O he any two chords passing through a point A in 
the cfrcumference of a cfrcle, and if from P, the middle point of the 
arc BO, the Hnes Pm, Pn he drawn perpendicular to A B , A G res
pectively : shew that B m wiU equal On. 
m. 
36. If both tangents be dra-wn, (fig. Euc. m. 17.) and the points 
of contact joined by a steaight Hne whioh cuts F A in S, and on S A 
as diameter a cfrcle be described, the lines drawn through E to touch 
this cfrcle "wUl meet it on the circumference of the given cirole. 

37. Draw, (1) perpendicular, (2) paraUel to a given Hne, a Hne 
touching a given cfrcle. 

38. If two straight lines iatersect, the centers of aU cfrcles that 
can be inscribed between them. He in two lines at right angles to each 
other. 

t2 
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39. Draw two tangents to a given cfrcle, which shaU con a 
angle equal to a given rectiUneal angle. + nf a given 

40. Determine the distance of a point from the center o & ^^^ 
cfrcle, so that if tangents be drawn from it to the cirole, the 
part of the circumference may be double of the convex. 

frol'^h^tft^V^'^^'^^^^^^ 
" - T . ^"rL^rp^t^^iffi^a S;:f c S s u c h that the sum of the 
two lines drawn from it touching the circle shaU be equal to the hne 
dTawn from it through the center to meet the circle. 

43. If from a point without a circle two tangents be drawn; the 
straight line which joins the points of contact will be bisected at right 
angles by a Hne drawn from the center to the point without the cfrcle. 

°44. If tangents be drawn at the extremities of any .two diameters 
of a cfrole, and produced to intersect one another; the straight Unes 
joining the opposite points of intersection -wiU both pass through the 
center. 

45. If from apy point without a cfrcle two Hnes be drawn touching 
the cfrcle, and from the extremities of any diameter, Hnes be drawn to 
the points of contact cutting each other within the cfrcle, the Hne dra-wn 
from the point without the circle to the point of intersection, shaU be 
perpendicular to the diameter. 

46. If any chord of a circle be produced equaUy both ways, and 
tangents to the circle be drawn on opposite sides of it from its exte-e-
mities, the line joining the points of contact bisects the given chord. 

47. A B is a chord, and A D is a tangent to a cfrcle at A. D P Q 
any secant paraUel to A B meeting the cfrcle in P and Q. Shew that 
the triangle P A D is equiangular with the teiangle Q A B . 

48. If from any point in the cfroumference of a cfrcle a chord and 
tangent be -dra-wn, the perpendiculars dropped upon them from the 
middle point of the subtended arc, are equal to one another. 

49. A B , A B ' are two chords of a circle intersecting in 0. Shew 
that the line joining the intersection of the tangents at A, A' with the 
intersection of the tangents at B, B' passes through 0. 

50. Two diameters AOA', B O B of a cirole are at right angles to 
each other; P is a point in the circumference, the tangent at P meets 
B O B produced in Q, and A P , A'P meet the same line in C, C res
pectively. Prove that OQ! is equal to C Q . 

51. If a tangent be dra-wn at any j)oint of a cfrcle, and fi-om the 
point of contact a perpendioular be let faU on a diameter of the cfrcle, 
and from the extremities of the diameter perpendiculars be let faU on 
the tangent, these perpendiculars wUl be respectively equal to the 
segments of the diameter. 
IV. 
52. AB, AC are equ.al arcs of a cirole, prove that the chord 
B O is paraUel to the tangent at A. 

53. A B D is a diameter of a circle, A G a chord, C D a tangent 
at 0, and equal to the chord : the triangles A CD, C B D are equiangular. 

64. If two straight lines be drawn touching a circle and meeting 
two other straight Hnes also touoh.ing it at points on the same side of 
the Hne joining the points of contact of the first two; then the angles, 
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subtended at the center by the two points of intersection on one of 
the first mentioned Hnes, wiU be equal to the angle so subtended by the 
Hke points on the other Hne. 

55. If from a point two tangents be dra-wn to a ofrcle, and also 
two secants through the extremities of any chord which cuts the chord 
passing through the poiats of contact; then the intersection of the 
two chords and the other two points in which the secants meet the 
cfroumference are on one straight Hne. 

66. In a given straight line to find a point at which two other 
steaight lines being drawn to two given points, shaU contain a right 
angle. Shew that if the distance between the two given points be 
greater than the sum of thefr distances fi-om the given Hne, there •will 
be two such poiats; if equal, there may be only one; if less, the pro
blem may be impossible. 

57. DFia a steaight line toufiiing a cfrcle, and terminated by 
A D , BF, the tangents at the extremities of the diameter A B , shew 
that the angle which D F subtends at the center is a right angle. 

58. If tangents j4», B m be dra^wn at the extremities of the dia
meter of a semicfrcle, and any Hne in m P n crossing them and teaching 
the cfrcle in P, and if Am, Bn be joined intersecting in 0 and cutting 
the semicfrcle in E and F; shew that 0, P, and the point of intersec
tion of the tangents at E and F, are in the same straight Hne. 

59. If fi-om a point P without a cfrcle, any straight Hne be drawn 
cutting the cfrcumference in A and P, shew that the straight Hnes 
joining the points A and B •with the bisection of the chord of contact 
of the tangents from P, make equal angles -with that chord. 

60. In the cfroumference of a given cfrcle, to determine a point 
to whioh two steaight Hnes dra-wn to two given points shall contain 
an angle equal to a given angle, pointing out the limitations within 
which the problem is possible. 

61. A B is a diameter of a circle, A C , A D are two chords meeting 
the tangent at P in P and F respectively. Shew that the angles F O E 
and E D F are equal. 

62. The angle contained by tangents drawn at the extremities 
of any chord of a cfrcle is equal to the difference of the angles in the 
segments which are made by the chord. 

63. From a given point Pin the tangent to a circle at A, draw 
a line cutting the ofrcle in B and C, so that the angle A B C is twice 
the angle A CB. Shew that the diameter of the cfrcle must- be 
greater than A T . 

64. If A B touch a cirole in the point B, and A C O D he dra-wn 
through 0 the center cutting the cirole in C, P ; and B E he drawn 
perpendicular to CD; the angles A B C , OBF, O B D are aU equal. 

65. ^ C is a chord of a given ofrcle, B, D, two given points in the 
chord, both -within or both without the circle ; if a circle be described 
to pass through B and D, and touch the given circle, shew that A B 
and C D subtend equal angles at the point of contact. 

66. From the extremity of the vertical radius of a circle draw a 
straight line through a given point A, in the horizontal diameter cutting 
the cfrcle again in B, and let the tangent at P meet the diameter pro
duced in C, prove that the triangle A B C ia isosceles. 

67. If A B he the diameter of a cfrcle, and A D be drawn perpen
dicular to the tangent at C, then wUl A C bisect the angle D A B . 

68. If the diameter A B of a circle be produced one-thfrd of its 
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length to C, and CD be drawn touching the ofrcle, shew that A is 
double of CP. . -noint • 

69. Two tangents are drawn to a given cfrcle from a give i ^^ 
it is requfred to draw a thfrd tangent to the circle so that tne i-
it ^^^-^^l^^^l-^i^^J^ZT^£ Td f Xr^p-nel to 
^p'and"^ equal to onthalf of it; J o - ^ ^ ^ - ^ j ^ ^ * S Pp'pToduced 
meet A C produced in P, shew that A E ^ 2 . A B . If E D produced 
meet ̂ P i n P , shew that ̂ P = 3.Pjf'. .,, ^ - i t x. 3 

71 Shew that, if from any point without a cirole lines be drawn 
touching it, the angle contained by the tangents is double the angle 
contained by the Hne joining the points of contact and the diameter 
through one of them. . , /. ^ , , 

72. A Hue touches a circle, and from the pomt ol contact A, 
any chord A B is drawn; P C is another chord paraUel to the touching 
line, and B D a chord paraUel to A C . Shew that the Hnes A B , AC, 
and C D are equal. 

73. If fhe chord of a given circular segment be produced to a 
fixed poiat, describe upon it when so produced a segment of a cfrcle 
which shall be simUar to the given segment, and shew that the two 
segments have a common tangent. 

74. If A B , C D he two equal chords in a circle, and tangents to 
the circle at B and D he produced to intersect one another in F, and to 
meet the produced chords in G and S, the triangles A B G , C D S shall 
be equal, and shall have .the sides and angles of the one respectively 
equal to the sides and angles of the other. 

75. Draw two tangents to a given circle from a point in a 
diameter produced, which shaU contain an angle equal to a given 
angle. 

76. Two radu of a cfrcle at right angles to each other, when pro
duced are cut by a Hne which touches the circle: shew that the 
tangents dra-wn from the points of section are paraUel to each other. 

77. Two equal cfrcles iatersect, the lines joining the poiats in 
which any steaight line through one of the points of section, which 
meets the circles -with the other poiat of section, are equal. 

78. A D B , A C B , are the arcs of two equal cfrcles cuttiag one 
another in the straight line A B , draw the chord A C D cutting the 
inner circumference in C and the outer in D, such that A D and D B 
together may be double of A C and C B together. 

79. Two equal cfrcles are drawn intersecting fri the points A and 
B, a thfrd cfrcle is drawn -with center A and any radius not greater 
than A B intersecting the former circles in D and C. Shew that the 
three points, P, C, D He in one and the same steaight Une. 

80. A C B , A P B are two equal cfrcles, the center of A P B being 
on the cfrcumferenoe of A CB, A B being the common chord, if any 
chord A C of ̂ C P be produced to cut A P B in P, the teiangle P B C 
is equUateral. 
_ 81. A straight line cuts two circles in the points E, S ; F, 6; E F 
18 equal to GB, shew that the cfrcles are equal,'if another steaight 
hne be cut m the same way by the cfrcles. 
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' 82. If from the poiats of intersection of two equal cfrcles, two 
paraUel Hnes be drawn to meet both cfr-cles, two of the Hnes joining 
thefr exteemities wiU be paraUel. 

83. Di-aw through one of the points in whicli any two cfrcles cut 
one another, a straight Hne which shaU be terminated by thefr cfrcum
ferences and bisected in thefr point of section. 

84. Describe two cfrcles -with given radii which shall cut each 
other, and have the line between the points of section equal to a given 
Une. 

85. If two unequal cfrcles cut one another, and the steaight Une, 
dra-wn through one of the poiats of intersection to the extremify of the 
diameter through the centers, be bisected in that point; then the cfr
cumference of the lesser cfrcle -wUl bisect the distance between the 
centers. 

86. A C B , A D B are two segments of cfrcles on the same base 
A B , take any point C in the segment A G B ; join A O , B O , and pro
duce them to meet the segment A D B in D and E respectively: shew 
that the are D E is constant. 

87. If two cfrcles intersect, the conunon chord produced bisects 
the common tangent. 

88. Shew that, if two circles cut each other, and fi-om any point 
in the steaight line produced, which joins thefr intersections, two tan
gents be drawn, one to each circle, they shaU be equal to oiie another. 

89. Two circles intersect in the points A and B ; through A and 
B any two straight lines C A D , E B F , are dra'wn cutting the cfrcles in 
the points C, D, E, F; prove that C P is paraUel to DF. 

90. If two cfrcles cut each other, the ste-aight Hne joining thefr 
centers •wiU bisect thefr common chord at right angles. 

91. Two circles cut one another; if through a point of intersection 
a steaight line is dra'wn bisecting the angle between the diameters at 
that point, this line cuts off simUar segments in the two circles. 

92. A cfr-cle is described having its center at a point A in the 
cfrcumference of a given cfrcle, and cutting this cfrcle and the diameter 
A B in E and D respectively; prove that if E D be joined and produced 
to meet the given cfrcle in F, the arc PPP-wiU be trisected ia P. 

93. If through one of the points of section of two circles whioh 
cut each other any chord be drawn, and its extremities be joined with 
the other point of section, the Hnes so dra-wn diride the two cfrcles into 
simUar segments. 

94. S two circles cut one another, and diameters be drawn 
through one of the points of section, the straight line joining the other 
extremities, of these diameters shaU pass through the other point of 
section. 

95. T w o circles cut one another, and if any two paraUel steaight 
Hnes be dra-wn through the points of section, to meet the cfrcles, they 
shall be equal to one another. 

96. Ooiomon tangents A B , C D are dra-wn to two cfrcles A E C , 
B F D which intersect. The Hne joining the points of contact P, C, 
cuts the circles A E C , B F D respectively in the poiats E and F. Prove 
that PP^ is equal to CP. 

97. On a straight Hne A B as a base, and on the same side of it 
are described two segments of cfrcles, A P , A Q are chords of the two, 
including an angle equal to the angle between the tangents to the two 
cfrcles at A, shew that P Q produced wiU pass through P. 
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98. Two cfrcles intersect in A, B, CBD is drawn f^^f^^ 
perpendicular to A B to meet the cfrcles, and E A F thxough-A o ^ ^ ^ ^ 
either the internal or external angle between .^C, A D , ̂ %,^^^ inter-
by the cfrcles : shew that the tangents to the cfrcles at E, J' 
sect in a point lying on A B produced. steaight 

99. Two cfrcles iatersect m A, and through A any ^^ s 
Hnes B A C , D A E are drawn meeting the circles in .-^'J^'ol' x-. „. 
spectively: B D , O E are joined and produced to naeet m F. bHew that 
the angle at Pis.the same for aU positions of the lines. 

100 A B C A B D are any two circles cutting each other m .A ana 
P- A E , A F tangents to the cfrcles at the point A, each ofthem being 
terminated by the circumference of the other cfrcle. If A B , B F , BF, 
be drawn, A B wUl bisect the angle E B F . 

101. Two cfrcles intersect; shew how to draw a steaight line from 
one of the points of intersection in such a manner that the segment 
between the points where it again cuts the circles, shaU be equal to a 
given sti-aight Hue, this being of such a length that the problem may 
be possible. 

102. If from any point A -without a given cfrcle as center, a cfrcle 
be described cutting the former in P and C, and through any point 
P, in the arc •within the first circle, lines B P , C P be dra^wn meeting 
the cirole again in P and E, D E shaU be a diameter. 

103. From two given points to draw right Hnes to a point in the 
cfrcumference of a given ofrcle, so that the chord of the intercepted 
segment shall be paraUel to the right Hne joining the two points. 

104. Let A C B be a quadrant of a circle, of whioh the center is C, 
and the terminating radu CA, CB; joia A B , and on it describe a 
semicfrcle: from the point A draw a straight Hne A E D cutting the 
quadrant in F, and terminated by the semicfrcle in P; and join D B ; 
it is requfred to prove that D E is always equal to D B , and that the 
greater only of the two lines A D , D B can cut the quadrant. 

106. Two cfrcles intersect each other in the points A and B, from 
which are dra-wn chords to a point C on one of the cfrcles, and these 
(produced if necessary) cut the other ofrcle in D and E ; shew that 
the Hne D E makes right angles -with a diameter of A B D E drawn 
through C. 

106. If two circles (1), (2) be drawn cutting in G and S, and at 
G a tangent be dra^wn to (1) cutting the cfrcumference of (2) in P, and 
from P a Hne be drawn through S cutting the cfrcumferenoe of (I) 
in A ; and fi-om any point E on the cfrcumferenoe of (I) a line be di-awn 
through S cutting the circumference of (2) in P, a,nd lastiy F G be 
joined and produced so as to cut off an arc GL, from (1); shew that 
arc G L = arc A E . 
VI. 

107. If two cfrcles touch each other externally, and two paraUel 
Hnes be drawn, so touching the circles in points A and P respectively 
that neither circle is cut, then a straight Hne A B wUl pass through 
the point of contact of the circles. 

108. A common tangent is drawn to two circles which touch each 
other externaUy ; if a cfrcle be described on that part of it which lies 
between the poiats of contact, as diameter, this ofrcle wiU pass through 
-the point of contact of the two cfrcles, and •wiU touch the Hne which 
' joins their centers. 109. If two circles touch each other externaUy or iaternaUy, and 
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parallel diameters be drawn, the straight Hne joiaing the extremities 
of these diameters "wiU pass through the point of contact. 

110. H two cfrcles touch each other internaUy, and any circle be 
described touching both, prove that the sum of the distances of its 
center from the centers of the two given circles •\-s-Ul be invariable. 

111. "If two circles touch each other, any straight Hue passing 
through the point of contact, cuts off simUar parts of thefr cfrcumfe
rences. 

112. T w o cfrcles touch each other externaUy, the diameter of one 
being double of the diameter of the other; through the point of con
tact any Hne is dra-wn to meet the cfrcumferences of both; shew that 
the part of the line which Hes iu the larger cfrcle is double of that in 
the smaller. 

113. T w o cfrcles touch one another internally in the poiat A ; 
it is requfred to draw from A such a chord that the part of it 
intercepted between the cfrcles may be equal to a given line, not 
greater than the difference between the diameters of the cfrcles. 

III. T w o equal circles touch one another externaUy, and through 
the point of contact chords are drawn, one to each cfrole, at right 
angles to each; prove that the steaight line joining the other extre
mities of these chords is equal and paraUel to the steaight line joining 
the centers of the cfrcles. 

115. Two given cfrcles touch each other internaUy. Find the 
semichord dra-wn perpendicularly to the diameter passing through the 
point of contact, which shaU be bisected by the cfrcumference of the -
inner cfrcle. 

116. T w o cfrcles whose radu are as 2 to 3 touch each other 
intemaUy; through the center of the smaUer cfrcle a straight line 
is dra'wn perpendicular to thefr common diameter; and from the points 
where this steaight line meets the cfrcumference of the larger cfrcle, 
tangents are drawn to the smaUer cfrole; shew that these tangents 
•wiU be perpendicular to each other. 

117. T w o cfrcles touch each other. A n y two Hnes passing through 
•thefr point of contact -wUl cut off ares whose chords are paraUel. 
vn. 
118. Two cfrcles are teaced on a plane; draw a steaight line 
cutting them in such a manner that the chords intercepted within the 
cfrcles shaU have given lengths. 

119. From two given points in the cfrcumferenoe of a circle draw 
two chords to meet in the cfrcumference, which shaU intercept between 
them a portion of a given chord equal to a given steaight Une. 

120. Between two given circles to place a straight Hne terminated 
by them, such that it shaU be equal a given straight line, and be in
clined at a given angle to the steaight Hne joining their centers. 

121. To describe a cfrcle through two given points to cut a straight 
line given in position, so that a diameter of the cfrcle dra-wn through 
the point of intersection, shaU make a given angle with the line. 

122. Through two given points to describe a ofrcle bisecting the 
ofrcumforenoe of a given cfrcle. 

123. Describe a cfrcle which shall pass through two given points 
and out a given cfrcle, so that the chord of intersection may be of a 
given length. 

file://�/-s-Ul
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124. Through a given point with a given radius, describe a rare 
bisecting the cfrcumferenoe of a given circle. j-ur-nnirh two 

125. Describe two cfrcles each of which Passes t^^^''^,-
given points, and cuts out of a given unlimited straight Hne a p 
of ̂ ven length. ^^^ ^^.-^ ^ , * ^ ° ^ ^ ; 
gents b e S w n t ? T n Tqual Circle, given in position, the chord 
S g the p L t s of contact is equal to the chord of th^ first circ e 
formed by joining the points of intersection of the two tangents 
produced -and determine the limit to the possibUity of the problem. 

127. Describe a cfrcle which shall pass through two given points, 
and cut a given cfrcle at right angles. 

128. Describe a ofrcle which shaU pass through a given point and 
bisect two given cfrcumferences. 

129. A cfrole desciibed on the common tangent to two cfrcles as 
diameter -wiU cut them at right angles. 

130. Describe a cfrcle passing through a given point and cutting 
at right angles each of two given circles. 

131. Describe a cfrcle which shall cut at right angles three given 
cfrcles. 

132. The chord A B of a circle is bisected in C, and dirided ia D, 
so that the square on C B is equal to twice the square on C D ; prove 
that the cfrcle described from center P and with radius CD, has its 
cfrcumference bisected by that of the given cfrcle. 
vm. 

133. T w o cfrcles are dra-wn, one lying within the other; prove that 
no chord to the outer cfrole can be bisected in the point in which it 
touches the inner, unless the cfrcles are concentric; or the chord be 
parpendiciUar to the common diameter. If the circles have the same 
center, shew that every chord which touches the inner cfrcle is bisected 
in the point of contact. 

134. Draw a straight Hne through two concentric cfrcles, so that the 
chord terminated by the exterior cfrcumferenoe may be double that 
terminated by the interior. W h a t is the least value of the radius of 
the interior cfrcle for which the problem is possible ? 

135. If a straight Hne be drawn cutting any number of concentric 
cfrcles, shew that the segments so cut off are not similar. 

136. If from any point in the circumference of the exterior of two 
concentric circles, two straight Hnes be dra-wn touching the interior 
and meeting the exterior; the distance between the poiats of contact 
•wiUbe half that between the points of intersection. 

137. Through a given point draw a steaight Hue so that the part 
intercepted by the cfrcumference of a cfrole, shaU be equal to a given 
straight line not greater than the diameter. 

138. Two circles are described about the same center, draw a chord 
to the outer circle, which shall be dirided into thi-ee equal parts by the 
inner one. H o w is the possibUity of the problem limited ? 

139. Draw two concentric circles such that those chords of the 
outer cirole which touch the inner, may be equal to its diameter. 

140. Find a point in a given sti-aight Hne from whioh the tangent 
drawn to a given cu-cle, is of given length. 

141. If any number of chords be drawn ia the inner of two con
centric cfrcles, from the same point A in its circumference, and each 
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of the chords be then produced beyond A to the cfrcumference of the 
outer cfrole, the rectangle contained by the whole Hue so produced 
and the part of it produced, shaU be constant for aU the cases. 

142. If two straight Hnes A E F B , C E G D be di-a-wn touching the 
inner of two concenteie cfrcles in F and G, and having thefr extremities 
A, B, and 0, D in the circumference of the outer cfrcle; and if the 
points A , D be joined, and also the points C, B : the two teiangles 
A E D , C E B "wiU be equal, and the several sides and angles of the one 
•wiU be respectively equal to those of the other. 

143. Three concentric cfrcles are drawn in the same plane. Draw 
a straight line, such that one of its segments between the inner and 
outer cfrcumference, may be bisected at one of the points in which the 
line meets the middle cfrcumference. 

144. If a chord be dra^wn cutting two concenteie cfrcles, and from 
the points of its intersection -with the exterior cfrcle, pafrs of tangents" 
be dra-wn touching the interior, prove that the line joining the inter
sections of these tangents •wUl pass through the center of the circle. 

145. Through a given point to draw a steaight line so that the 
part of it intercepted between two given concentric cfrcles shall be 
equal to a given straight line. Within what limits is this possible ? 

146. If there be two concenteie circles, and any chord of the 
greater circle cut the less in any point, this point wiU diride the chord 
into two segments whose rectangle is invariable. 

147. In the chord of a cfrcle produced, it is required to find a point, 
from which if a steaight line be dra-wn touching a cfrcle, the Hne so 
drawn shall be equal to a given steaight line. 

148. With a given point as center describe a cfrcle cutting off 
Biuular segments from two given concentric cfrcles. 
IX. 

149. The circles which are described upon the sides of a right-
angled triangle as diameters, meet the hypotenuse in the same point; 
and the line dra-wn from the point of intersection to the center of either 
of the cfrcles "wiU be a tangent to the other cfrcle. 

150. If on the sides of a triangle cfrcular arcs be described contain
ing angles whose sum is equal to two right angles, the triangle formed 
by the lines joining thefr centers,' has its angles equal to those in the 
segments. 

151. The perpendiciUars let fall from the three angles of any tri
angle upon the opposite sides, intersect each other in the same point. 

152. Jf A D , C E h e dra'wn perpendicular to the sides B O , A B of 
the triangle A B G , and D E he joined, prove that the angles A D E , and 
A G E are equal to each other. 

153. The Hnes which bisect the vertical angles of aU triangles on the 
same base and -with the same vertical angle, aU intersect in one point, 

164. A segment of a cfrcle being described on the base of a teiangle j 
describe on the other sides segments simUar to that on the base. 

165. In the triangle A B C , A D , B E are drawn perpendicular to 
B G and A O respectively, and BA' is dra-wn making the angle CBA' 
equal to the angle C B E and meeting A D produced if necessary in A'; 
shew that a cirole may be described about A C A B . 

156. It is requfred -withia an isosceles triangle to find a point such, 
that its distance from one of the equal angles may be double its dis
tance from the vertical angle. 
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157. To find within an acute-angled triangle, a PO™* *°?'„!!'^ali 
if straight Hnes be drawn to the three angles of the tnangle, tn y 
make equal angles •with each other. . , /̂ .̂ nrli-ippd 

158. The teiangle formed by the chord of a circle ̂ ^ ^ 1 ^ , ^ ^ 
or not) the tangent at its extremity, and any hne perpendicular 
to the diameter through its other exteemity wiU be isosceles. 

159 A D , B E are perpendiculars from the angles ̂  and B on the 
opposrte sides of a trianglef P P perpendioular to E D or E D produced; 
shewthat the angle P P P = P P ^ - ^ . ̂  . ., . „ 

160 0 is the center of a circle, P any point m its circumference, 
PiVa perpendioular to a fixed diameter ; shew that the straight line, 
which bisects the angle OPN, always passes through a fixed point. 

161. Three points being in the same plane, find a fourth,_ where 
lines drawn from the former three shaU make given angles with one 
another. 

162. A B is the diameter of a semicfrcle, P a point on the circum
ference, P M perpendioular to A B ; on A M , B M as diameters, two 
semicfrcles are described, and A P , B P meet these latter semicfrcles 
in Q, R; shew that Q R wUl be a common tangent to them. 

163. Let the diameter B A of a cfrcle be produced to P, so that 
A P equals the radius; through A draw the tangent A E D , and from P 
draw P E G touching the circle in C, and meeting the former tangent ia 
P; join B C and produce it to meet A E D in D : then shaU the triangle 
D E C be equilateral. 

164. On the side A B of any triangle, as diameter, a cfrcle is de
scribed, EFia a diameter paraUel to B G ; prove that the straight Hnes 
E B and F B bisect the interior and exterior angles at P. 

165. Through P, E, F, the middle points of the sides of a teiangle, 
a cirole is described cutting the sides again in D, E', F'- Of the three 
arcs D D , EE', FE', one is equal to the sum of the other two. 

166. On the sides of a triangle, semicfrcles are described, the poiats 
in which they cut two and two He in the sides, or in the sides produced. 
Also if these points be joined, the sides of the new triangle so formed 
are equaUy incHned to the sides of the original tiiangle. 

167. If in a cfrcle two chords A B , A C he drawn, and if any Hne 
parallel to the tangent to the cfrole at A meet A B , A C or these pro
duced in D andP, shew that P, C, P,' E wUl all He in the cfrcumference 
of a ofrcle. 
X. 

168. If three equal circles have a common point of intersection, 
prove that a straight Hne joining any two of the points of intersection, 
wUl be perpendioular to the straight line joining the other two points 
of intersection. ^ 

169. A number of cfrcles touch each other at the same point, and a 
straight Hne is drawn from it cutting them : the straight lines joining 
each point of intersection with the center of the circle wUl be aU paraUel. 

170. If three circles intersect one another, two and two, the three 
chords joining the points of intersection shaU aU pass through one poiat. 

171. If two equal cfrcles intersect one another in A and P, and 
from one of the points of intersection as a center, a cfrcle be described 
which shall cut both of the equal circles, then wUl the other point of 
mtersection, and the two points in which the thfrd circle cuts the 
other two on the same side of A B , be in the same straight Hne. 
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172. If three circles touch each other in one point, and if fi-om a 
point external to nil, a pafr of tangents be drawn to each cirole, the 
three chords joining tiie points of contact wiU aU pass through one 
point. 

173. If on any three chords drawn through the same point in 
the cfroumference of a circle, as diameters, three cfrcles be described: 
the points of intersection of these cfrcles two and two lie in the same 
steaight Hne. 

174. If two cfrcles cut each other; to draw fi'om one of the points 
of intersection a sti-aight Hne meeting the circles, so that the part of 
it intercepted between the circumferences may be equal to a given Hne. 

175. A B C D is a paraUelogram, A C , B D the diagonals. O n 
A B , A C, A D describe circles, then thefr common chords A E , A F , A G 
are perpendicular to D G, B D , G B respectively. 

176. Two equal cfrcles cut one another, and a third cfrcle touches 
each of these two equal ofroles externaUy: the straight Hne whioh 
joins the points of section wiU, if produced, pass through the center 
of the thfrd circle. 

177. If three circles touch each other externaUy, and the three 
common tangents be dra-wn; these tangents shall intersect in a point 
equidistant from the points of contact of the cfrcles. 

178. Three cfrcles touch one another in A, B, C. If 0„ 0„ 0^ 
he the centers of the circles in which P and 0, C and A, A and P 
respectively He, shew that twice the angle B A C is equal to the sum 
of the angles AO.^C, A0.,B. 

179. Two cfrcles touch each other in C, and A C B the line dra-wn 
through their centers meeting the cfrcumference in A, B, is bisected 
in P. Shew that if any cfrcle be described -with center P, cutting 
the two cfrcles in E, F, the Hue joiaing E F shaU pass through C the 
point of contact. 
XI. 
180. Given the base, the vertical angle, (1) the sum, and (2) the 
difference of the sides, to consteuct the triangle. 

181. Describe a triangle, haring given the vertical angle, and 
the segments of the base made by a line bisecting the vertical angle. 

182. Given the perpendicular height, the vertical angle and the 
sum of the sides, to consti-uct the teiangle. 

183. Construct a triangle in which the vertical angle and the 
difference of the two angles at the base shall be respectively equal to 
two given angles, and whose base shaU be equal to a given straight 
line. 

184. Given the vertical angle, the difference of the two sides con
taining it, and the difference of the segments of the base made hy a 
perpendicular from the vertex: construct the triangle. 

185. Given the verti.oal angle, and the lengths of two Hnes dra-wn 
from the extremities of the base to the points of bisection of the sides, 
to construct the triangle. 

186. Given the base, the altitude, and the sum of the two re
mainiag sides ; construct the triangle. 

187. Describe a triangle of given base, area, and vertical angle. 
188. Consteuct a triangle whose sides are given in magnitude and 

pass through three given poiats. 
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189. Given the base, the vertical angle, and the Pf^P^i'^QO.ie 
from the exteemity of the base upon the opposite side, find the ^ ^ j ^ ^ 

190. Given the perhneter, the vertical angle and the VfP^r- ^̂  
from one exteemity of the base upon the opposite side ot a tr s . 
consteuct the triangle^ straight line describe a teiangle wHch shdl 
have its vertical Ingle equal to a given angle, and a side equal to 

a given st™g^ m,^ ^^^^ describe a teiangle having a given vertical 
angle, and such that one of the sides outs off a given segment from a 
given cfrcle. Within what limits is this possible ? 

193. Find a triangle of which the vertical angle, the sum of the 
squares on the two sides containing it and the area are given. 

194. Given the base, the altitude, and the difference of the two 
remaining sides; consteuct the triangle. 

195. Describe on a given ste-aight line a triangle which shaU be 
equal to a given rectiUneal figure, and have its vertical angle equal to 
a given angle. 

196. The base, vertical angle, and rectangle under the sum of 
the other sides, and one of them are given. Consteuct the teiangle. 

197. Describe a right-angled triangle upon a given hypotenuse, 
80 that the hypotenuse and one side shaU be together double of the 
thfrd side. 
XIL 

198. Shew that the perpendiculars to the sides of a quadrUateral 
inscribed in a ofrcle fi-om thefr middle points intersect in a fixed poiat. 

199. The Hnes bisecting any angle of a quadrUateral figure in
scribed in a ofrcle, and the opposite exterior angle, meet in the cfr
cumference of the cfrcle. 

200. Diride a ofrcle into two parts so that the angle contained 
in one segment shall equal twice the angle contained in the other. 

201. Four circles are described so that each may touch intemaUy 
three of the sides of a quadrUateral figure, or one side and the ad
jacent sides produced; shew that the centers of these four cfrcles -wiU 
all lie in the cfrcumference of a circle. 

202. One side of a teapezium capable of being inscribed in a given 
cfrcle is given, the sum of •the remaining three sides is given ; and also 
one of the angles opposite to the given side : construct it. 

203. If the sides of a quadrUateral figure inscribed in a cirole be 
produced to meet, and from each of the poiats of intersection a 
steaight line be drawn, touching the cfrcle, the squares on these tan
gents are together equal to the square on the straight Hue joining the 
points of intersection. 

204. A quadrUateral A B C D is inscribed in a circle, B C and D C 
are produced to meet A D and A B produced in E and P. The angles 
A B C and A D C are together equal to A F C , A E B , and twice the 
angle B A C. 

205. If the hypotenuse A B of a right-angled triangle ̂ P C be 
bisected in D, and E D F dra-wn perpendicular to A B , and D E , D F 
cut off each equal to D A , and CE, C F joined, prove that the last two 
Hnes wiU bisect the angle at C and its supplement respectively. 
• _ 206. The angle contained by the tangents drawn at the exteemi
ties of any chord in a circle is equal to the difference of the angles in 
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the segments made by the chord: and also equal to twice the angle 
contained by the same chord and a diameter drawn fi-om either of its 
exteemities. 

207. If A B C D he a quadrilateral figure, and the Hnes A B , A C , 
A D he equal, shew that the angle B A D is double of C B D and C D B 
together. 

208. In a quadrUateral figure A B C D is inscribed a second 
quadrUateral by joining the middle poiats of its adjacent sides; a 
third is simUarly iascribed in the second, and so on. Shew that each 
of the series of quadrUaterals -wiU be capable of being iascribed in a 
cfrcle if the first three" are so. Shew also that two at least of the 
opposite sides of A B C D must be equal, and that the two squares upon 
these sides are together equal to the sum of the squares upon the 
other two. 

209. Shew that the teiangles into which any quadrilateral figure in
scribed in a cfrcleis dirided by its diagonals, are equiangular, two and two. 

210. The opposite sides produced of a quadrilateral inscribed in a 
circle meet in P, P, and the diagonals in G; shew that the perpendi
culars from P, P, G on FG, GE, E F respectively intersect in tiie center 
of the circle. 

211. In an acute-angled triangle A B C , perpendiculars A D , B E 
are let faU on BG, C A respectively; cfrcles described on A C , B C aa 
diameters meet B E , A D respectively in F, G, and S, K ; shew that 
F, G, S , K h e on the cfrcumferenoe of a cfrcle. 

212. A B C D is a quadrUateral inscribed in a cfrcle; A C , B D meet 
in E ; A B , C D produced meet in F; and A D , B C in G; shew that the 
Hnes bisecting the angles A E D , A F D are paraUel to one another, and 
also those bisecting the angles A E B , A GB. 

213. Jf any quadrUateral figure be inscribed in the inner of two 
concentric cfrcles, and its sides be produced to meet the outer; and if 
the adjacent points of intersection belonging to each pafr of opposite 
sides be joined; shew that the quadrUateral figure formed by pro
ducing these joining lines may have a circle described about it. 

214. Shew that the lines bisecting the angles of any quadrUateral, 
form a quadrUateral which can be inscribed in a ofrcle. 

215. If the opposite sides of a quadrUateral A B C D inscribed in a 
cfrcle be produced to intersect in E and P, the diagonal A 0 •wiU be a 
chord of the cfrcle on P P when the-angle at ̂ 4 is a right angle. 

216. In a given cfrcle to inscribe a quadrUateral figure which 
shaU be equiangular to a given quadrUateral whose opposite angles are, 
each pafr of them, equal to two right angles ; and so that one of the 
angular points of the inscribed figure shaU faU at a given point in the 
cfrcumference of the cfrcle. 

217. A B C D is a quadrUateral figure ha-ring the angles at A and 
P right angles; C D is bisected in E, and -with center E and distance 
E C a ofrcle is dra-wn cutting A D and BC, or these lines produced in 
S, G. A F ia a tangent to the cfrcle, and F E G a diameter. Join A G, 
and shew that the squares on the four sides of the quadrilateral figure 
are together equal to twice the square on A G. 

218. If P be the middle point of a semicircular arc A E B , and 
E D C be any chord cutting the diameter in P and the circle in C, prove 
that the square on CPis equal to twice the quadrilateral A E B C . 

219. In every quadrUateral described round a cfrcle, the middle 
poiats of the diagonals are in a Hne with the center of the circle. 
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220. Two sides of a quadrUateral inscribed in a ofrcle are P^°*^°^g 
to meet each other outside the cfrcle at right angles, f'lf̂ . „,-̂pie {a 
distance of their point of intersection from the center of their oi 
equal to the distance between thefr middle points. j4„Tr,o-fm.o 

221. Let C be the center of a cfrcle, AA', B B any t-wo diameteis 
at right angles to one another. Draw A P A ' ^ B Q B^Q perpendi-
culars on any tangent to the cfrole, then A P . A P ' ' r B Q B Q - O A . 

222 Let A B O D be any quadrUateral figure, let the Ime joining 
the middle points of the diagonals be bisected in P, and with center E 
any cfrcle be described. Prove that for aU points P m this circle, 
PA" + PD" ̂ PC"^ PD" is the same, and that it =EA" + E B + ED" + 4. EP". 

223. If a semicircle be divided into any three parts ; the square on 
the diameter is greater than the sum of the squares on the three 
chords. 

224. If two opposite sides of a quadrilateral figure inscribed ia or 
about a circle be equal, prove that the other two are paraUel. 

226. The angles subtended at the center of a cfrcle by any two 
opposite sides of a quadrUateral figure efroumscribed about it, are 
together equal to two right angles. 

226. H a quadrUateral figure be described about a cfrole, the 
sums and the differences of the opposite sides are equal; and each sum 
equal to half the perimeter of the figure. 

227. A B C D is a quadrUateral figure inscribed in a circle. 
Through its angular points tangents are drawn so as to form another 
quadrUateral figure F B L C S D E A oiroumscribed about the cfrcle. 
Find the relation whioh exists between the angles of the exterior and 
the angles of the interior figure. 
xin. 
228. If fi-om any point in the diameter of a semicfrcle, there be 
drawn two straight Hnes to the cfrcumference, one to the bisection of 
the circunaference, the other at right angles to the diameter, the 
squares upon these two lines are together double of the square upon 
the semi-diameter. 

229. If from any point in the diameter of a cfrcle, straight Hnes 
be drawn to the extremities of a paraUel chord, the squares on these 
lines are together equal to the squSres on the segments into which the 
diameter is dirided. 

230. From a given point -nithout a circle, at a distance from the 
circumference of the circle not greater than its diameter, draw a 
straight line to the concave circumference which shaU be bisected by 
the convex cfrcumference. 

231. If any two chords be dra-wn in a ofrcle perpendicular to 
each other, the sum of their squares is equal to twice the square on 
the diameter diminished by four times the square on the line joining 
the center with their point of intersection. 

232. Two points are taken in the diameter of a circle at any 
equal distances fi-om the center; through one of these draw any chord, 
and join its extremities and the other point. The triangle so formed 
has the sam of the squares on its sides invariable. 

233. If chords dra-wn from any fixed point in the circumference 
of a circle, be cut by another chord which is paraUel to the tangent 
at that point, the rectangle contained by each chord, and the part of 
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it intercepted between the given poiat and the given chord, is con
stant. 

234. If A B he a chord of a cfrcle incHned by half a right angle to 
the tangent at A, and A C, A D be any two chords equaUy incHned to 
AB, then A C"+AS = 2 . AB". 

235. A chord P O Q cuts the diameter of a cfrcle in Q, in an angle 
equal to half a right angle ; P0'+ OQ?^ 2 (rad.)'. 

236. Let A C D B he a semicfrcle whose diameter is A B ; and 
A D , B C any two chords iutersectiag in P; prove that 

AB" = DA.AP-t-CB.BP. 
237. Jf A B D O he any parallelogram, and if a cfrole be described 

passing through the point A, and cutting the sides A B , A G, and the 
diagonal A D , in the points P, G, irrespectively, shew that 

AB.AF+AC.AG=AD.AS. 
238. If .4 be a point -within a cfrcle, P C the diameter, and through 

A, A S be drawn perpendicular to the diameter, and P.4P meeting 
the cfrcmnference in E, then B A . B E = B C .BD. 

239. The diameter A C D of a cfrcle, whose center is C, is produced 
to P, determine a point F in the Hne A P such that the rectangle 
P F . P O may be equal to the rectangle P D . PA. 

240. To produce a given steaight Hne, so that the rectangle con
tained by the whole line thus produced, and the part of it produced, 
shall be equal to a given square. 

241. From the vertex of any triangle A B G , draw a steaight Hne 
meeting the base produced in D, so that the rectangle D B . D O = A S . 

242. Two steaight Hnes stand at right angles to each other, one of 
which passes through the center of a given cfrcle, and from any point 
in the other, tangents are dra-wn to the ofrcle. Prove that the chord 
joining the poiats of contact cuts the first Hne in the same point, what
ever be fhe point in the second from which the tangents are dra-wn. 

243. A, B, G, D, are four points in order in a steaight line ; find 
a point E "between P and C, such that A E . E B = E D . F C , by a 
geometrical construction. 

244. If any two cfrcles touch each other in the point 0, and lines 
be drayfm through 0 at right angles to each other, the one line cutting 
the cfrcles in P, S , the other in Q, Q'; and if the Hne joiniag the 
centers of the cfrcles cut them in A, A'; then P'P'-t QQ"=A'A', 

245. If from the vertex .4 of a triangle A B C , a perpendicular A D 
be drawn to the base, and from D he dra-wn D E , DF, perpendiculars 
upon A B , A 0 respectively, shew that the rectangle A B , A E is equal 
to the rectangle A C, A F ^ 

246. From each angular point of a triangle, a perpendicular is let 
faU on the opposite side ; prove that the rectangles, contaiaed by the 
segments into which each perpendicular is dirided by the point of 
intersection of the three, are equal to each other. 

247. If A D , O E be dra-wn perpendiciUar to the sides BC, A B of 
the triangle A B C , prove that the rectangle contaiaed hy B C and B D , 
is equal to the rectangle contained by B A and B E . 

248. In a given steaight Hne A D C B , whose middle point is 0, 
determine the point D, so that the square on C D shall be equal to the 
rectangle contained by A D and D B . 

249. Let A P he a tangent to any cfrcle, and A B a diameter. To 
determine the poiat P, so that P C B being drawn, cuttiag the cfroum-
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ference in C, the rectangle contained by PC, CB, shall he equal to a 
given square; and shew in what cases this is impossible. • t. j nf 

250. If two chords A B , A C he drawn from any VO'^]^j}t 
a cfrole, and be produced to D and P, so that the rectangle ^ v , 
A E is equal to the rectangle A B , A D , then, if 6> be the center 
of the cfrcle, ui 0 is perpendicular to DF. 

251. On O A the radius of one cfrcle as diameter another is 
described, and a chord P Q is drawn in it paraUel to OA. If through 
P Q Hues be drawn perpendiciUar to O A and meetmg the larger 
cfrcle in P, E ; and P, G respectively, then PD. PE^^ Q F . Q G ^ OA. 

252. Two equal cfrcles touch one another at the point A ; from 
any point P in the one, P Q is drawn to touch the other, P and A are 
joiaed, then PQ« = 2 PA". 

253. Two circles A B C , A D E touch intemaUy in A, and from 
F (any point in thefr common tangent .4P,) a cfrcle is described cutting 
them in points B, D respectively. Draw the radu FB, F D meeting the 
cfrcuinferences in C and P; and shew that P C = P.P. 

254. Two cfrcles cut one another, and from a point A -without 
them the steaight Hnes A B C , A D E are drawn cuttiag the cfrcles in B, 
C and D, Erespectively, so that the rectangle A B , A C ia equal to the 
rectangle A D , A E . Shew that the poiat A ia in the chord of iater-
section of the two cfrcles. 

265. If in the diameter or diameter produced of a cfrcle, two 
points be taken equaUy distant from the center; the sum of the squares 
of the distances of any poiat ia the cfrcumference from these two 
points is constant. 

266. A B C is a teiangle whose acute vertex is A and base BC, 
shew that B C " is less than AC'-tAB" by twice the square of a Hne 
drawn from A to touch the cfrcle of which B C ia the diameter. 

257. Through a given point draw a line terminating in two lines 
given in position, so that the rectangle contained by the two parts 
may be equal to a given rectangle. 

258. If P be a point without a cfrcle whose center is 0, and A OB 
a diameter perpendiciUar to P O : draw a Hne P M E C cuttiag the cfrcle 
in Jf and C and the diameter in E, so that the rectangle P M , PC, may 
,be four times the rectangle A E , EB. 

269. If on the radius A C of a cfrole another semicfrcle be described 
and a perpendicular B D E he drawn to the diameter cutting the cfrcles 
in P and D, and A B , A D he joined, then the square on A B is double 
of the square on A D . 

260. The cfrcumference of the circle A C E is di-rided into six equal 
parts ia the poiats A, B, 0, D, E, F; G is 1;he center of A C E ; -with 
radius A 0, and centers A, D, describe two cfrcles intersecting in S ; -with 
radius A 0, and centers C, E, describe two cfrcles intersecting in K ; 

AK.AG = AS". 
261. If there be two circles in the same plane not cutting each 

other, and two Hnes be drawn (one of them meeting the Hne joining 
the centers) to touch both circles and terminate at the points of contact, 
prove that the difference of the squares of these Hnes "wiU be equal to 
the rectangle of the diameters of the cfrcles. 

262. If A O B be a chord to the outer, and a tangent to the inner 
of two concentric circles, whose diameters are D and d; and if any 
two chords EOF, G O D be drawn through 0: and E, D, and C, F he joined, cutting A B in Jf and iV respectively, then 4. CN. N F I MN" = D" - d". 
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PROPOSITION I. THEOREM. 

If an equilateral triangle be inscribed in a circle, the square on the side 
of the triangle is triple of the square on the radius, or on the side of the 
regular hexagon inscribed in the same circle. 

Let ABD be an equUateral triangle iascribed ia the cfrcle ABD, 
of which the center is C. 

A 

Join BO, and produce P C to meet the cfrcumference in E, also 
join A E . 

And because A B D is an equUateral triangle inscribed in the cfrcle; 
therefore A E D is one-thfrd of the whole cfrcumference, 
and therefore A E is one-sixth of the cfrcumferenoe, 

and consequently, the steaight Hne A E is the side of a regular hexagon 
(ry. 15.), and is equal to EC. 

And because PPis double of P C or A E , 
therefore the square on B E is quadruple of the square on A E , 
but the square on BFia equal to the squares on A B , A E ; 

therefore the squares on A B , A E are quadruple of the square on A E , 
and taking from these equals the square on A E , 

therefore the square on A B is triple of llie square on A E . 

PROPOSITION n. PROBLEM. 

Inscrile a circle in a given sector of a circle. 

Analysis. Let CAB he the given sector, and let the required 
cfrcle whose center is 0, touch the radii in P, Q, and the arc of the 
sector ia D. 

c 

Join OP, OQ, these Hues are equal to one another. 
Join also CO. 

Then in the triangles OPO, GQO, the two sides PC, CO, are equal 
to QC, CO, and the base O P is equal to the base O Q ; 

Z2 
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therefore the angle P G O is equal to the angle Q C O ; 
and the angle A CB is bisected by C O : 

also C O produced •wUl bisect the arc A B in D. (m. 26.) 
If a tangent E D F he drawn to touch the arc A B in D; 

and OA, CB he produced to meet it in P, P: 
the inscription of the cfrcle in the sector is reduced to the rnscnp-
tion of a cfrole in a teiangle. (rv. 4.) 

PROPOSITION III. THEOREM. 

In any triangle inscriled in a circle, if from one extremity of that 
diameter which lisects the lase, a perpendicular be drawn to the longer of 
the two sides ; the segments of this side are respectively equal to half the sum 
and half the difference of the two sides of the triangle. 

• Let .^PC be a triangle iascribed in a cfrcle,- of which the diameter 
P P biseots the base P C in P, and also the arc B E G in E. 

Let E G be drawn from E, one exteemity of the diameter DE, 
perpendicular on the longer side A B . 

Then A G i a equal to half the sum of the two sides A B , A C, 
and B G equal to half thefr difference. 

From E draw E S perpendicular on A C produced in S, and join 
AE, EB, EC. 

Ffrst. Because the angles B A E , C A E are equal (Euc. iii. 21.), 
and the angles E G A , E S A are right angles, 

also the side ̂ P i s common to the two triangles A G E , A S E : 
therefore E G is equal to E S , and A G to A S . (Euc. i. 26.) 

Again, because E B is equal to EC, 
and E G to E S in the right-angled triangles E B G , E C S ; 

therefore PG^ is equal to CS. 
And A G has been shewn to be equal to A S , 

therefore A B and A 0 are equal to A G and A S ; 
but A G and A S are double of ̂  ff; 

wherefore the double of A G ia equal to A B and A 0 , 
and A G is equal to half the sum of A B and A 0. 

Secondly. It has been shewn that .^G^is equal to A S , and B G 
to CS. 

Because A B is equal to the sum of the lines A G, GB, 
and A 0 equal to the difference of A S , G S ; 

' therefore the difference of A B and .<4 C is double of B G , 
and B G is half the difference of A B and A 0. 
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PROPOSITION IV. THEOREM. 

In any triangle inscriled in a circle, if from the extremities of that 
diameter which lisects the lase there le drawn two lines to the vertex of the 
triangle ; the angle contained between the diameter and the line drawn to 
that extremity below the base, is equal to half the difference of the angles at 
the base of the triangle; and the angle contained by the line drawn to 
the other extremity and the adjacent side of the triangle, is equal to half their 

Let A B C be a triangle inscribed in a cfrcle whose diameter D E 
bisects the base BC, also the arc B E C in E ; and let AE, A D be 
joined. 

Then the angle A E D is equal to half the difference of the angles 
ABC, A C B at the base of the triangle, and the angle B A D is equal 
to half thefr sum. 

Pirst. Draw A G paraUel to BC, and join BG, GE. 
Because BC, A G are paraUel chords in the ofrcle, 

the arc BGia equal to the arc A 0; 
add to these equals the arc GDA, 

therefore the arc B G A is equal to the arc GAG : 
but the angle A C B stands on the arc BGA, 

and the angle GB C on the arc CA G, 
therefore the angle A C B is equal to the angle GBC; 

and if A B C he taken from these equals, 
the difference of the angles ACB, A B O is equal to GBA, the 
difference of the angles GB 0, A B 0, 
but GBA is equS to GEA, (Euc. in.) or twice AED, 

for E D bisects the angle GEA : 
therefore twice the angle A E D is equal to the difference of the 

angles .4CP, ABG, 
and the angle A E D is equal to one-half the difference of A GB, 

A B 0, the angles at the base of the triangle. 
Secondly. Let OA he produced to S. 

Then because the arcs BE, E G are equal, 
the angle B A E is equal to the angle EA C, 

and A E bisects the angle B A C. 
And because A D being at right angles to AE, (Euc. iii. 31.) 

bisects the adjacent angle BAS, 
therefore B A D is half of the angle BAS. 

'But B A S is equal to the two angles ABC, ACB; (Euc. I. 32.) 
therefore B A D is equal to half the sion of the angles A CB, A B C. 
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PROPOSITION V. PROBLEM, 

ABCD is a rectangular parallelogram. Required to draw ^f'J 
parallel to AH, DC, so that the rectangle B F mm/ he equal to the figure 
E M D , and E B equal to FD. 

Analysis. Let EG, EG be drawn, as requfred, bisecting the 
rectangWPCP. ̂ ^^^^^ ̂ ^ ^^^^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ 

Then BD also bisects the rectangle ABCD; 
and therefore the area of the teiangle K G S is equal to that of the 
two tifiangles F S B , F E D . 

Draw G L perpendioular to BD, and join QB, 
also produce F G to Jf; and E G to JV. 

If the triangle L G S he supposed to be equal to the triangle F S B , 
by adding S G B to each, 

the triangles LGB, G E B are equal, 
and they are upon -the same base GB, 

and on the same side of it; 
therefore they are between the same paraUels, 

• that is, H L , F were joined, P P would be paraUel to G B ; 
pnd if a semicfrcle were described on G B as a diameter, 

it would pass through the points E, L; 
for the angles at P, L are right angles : 

also P P would be a chord paraUel to the diameter O B ; 
therefore the arcs intercepted between the paraUels LE, G B are 

equal, 
and consequently the chords EB, L G are also equal; 

but E B is equal to GM, and GMta G N ; 
wherefore LG, GM, GN, are equal to one another; 

hence G is the center of the cfrcle inscribed in the triangle BDO> 
Synthesis. Draw the diagonal BD. 

Find G the center of the circle inscribed in the teiangle B D G ; 
through G draw PffA^paraUel to BC, and PPJf paraUel to^P. 

Then E G and F G bisect the rectangle A B CD. 
Draw G L perpendicular to the diagonal BD. 

In the teiangles GLS, F S B , 
the angles GLS, S E B are equal, each being a right angle, 

and the vertical angles L S G , F S B are equal, 
also the side L G is equal •to the side E B ; 

therefore the teiangle L S G is equal to the te-iangle E S B . 
Similarly, it may be proved, that the teiangle G L K is equal to the 
triangle K F D ; 

therefore the whole teiangle K G S ia equal to the two triangles 
ESB, KFD; 
end consequently EG, F G bisect the rectangle A B C D . 
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I. 

6. In a given cfrcle, place a steaight liae equal and parallel to a 
given straight Hne not greater than the diameter of the circle. 

7. If an equilateral triangle be inscribed in a cfrcle; shew that 
the radu drawn to its angles trisect the cfrcle. 

8. If an equUateral triangle be iascribed in a cfrcle, and a steaight 
line be drawn from the vertical angle to meet the cfrcumference, it will 
be equal to the sum or difference of the steaight Hnes drawn from the 
exteemities of the base to the point where the Hne meets the cfrcum
ference, according as the Hne does or does not cut the base. 

9. If from the angles of an equUateral triangle, perpendiculars be 
let faU on any diameter of the cfrcumscribiag cfrcle, the sum of the 
perpendiculars on the same side of the diameter •wiU be equal to the 
perpendicular on the other side. 

10. The perpendicular from the vertex on the base of an equUa
teral triangle, is equal to the side of an equilateral triangle inscribed 
in a cfrcle whose diameter is the base. Eequfred proof. 

II. If an equUateral teiangle be inscribed in a cfrcle, and the 
adjacent arcs cut off by two of its sides be bisected, the line joining the 
poiats of bisection shall be trisected by the sides. 

12. If an eqidlateral triangle be iascribed in a cfrcle, any of its 
sides wUl cut off one-foiuth part of the diameter drawn through the 
opposite angle. 

13. If a triangle be inscribed in one and described about another 
of each of two concentric cfrcles, shew that it is eqmlateral. 

14. If an equUateral triangle be turned about its center in its o^wn 
plane, any two positions of the altitude -wUl always make the same angle 
as those of fhe sides; and there 'wUl be three positions of coincidence 
of the triangle. 

15. About a given triangle, a cfrcle is described, and another 
triangle is formed by dra-wing tangents to the cfrcle through the 
angular points. If this process be continuaUy repeated, the last of the 
series of triangles so successively formed -wUl be equUateral. 

16. If on the sides of any triangle three equUateral triangles be 
described, and cfrcles iascribed in each of these triangles, the steaight 
lines joiaing the centers of the cfrcles "wiU form an equUateral triangle. 

17. If a cfrcle can be described cutting the sides A B , B C , CA, of 
a triangle in the poiats D, E ; F, 6; S, K ; in such a manner that 
A D = B F = C S , and E B = G C ^ E A , shew that the teiangle is equi
lateral. 

18. A B C P , a n d A l B C P ' are two concentric cfrcles, A B G , A B C 
are any two eqiulateral triangles inscribed in them. If P, P' be any 
two poiats in the cfrcumferenoe of these cfrcles, shew that 

A'P"^B'P"\ C P ' = AP"^BP'"t CP'". 
II. 
19. T£ ABCDEFhe an equilateral and equiangular hexagon, and 
A B , D G h e produced to meet ia G; B O O is an equUateral triangle. 

20. If A B G D E F be a regular hexagon, and A O , B D , OE, D F , 
E A , F B be joined; another hexagon is formed whose area is one-
thfrd of that of the former. 
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21. BC, CD and PPare contiguous sides of an equilateral hexa
gon, and P P i s joined; prove that the line B E is ^''^^^^^r^JCl 
the sides of the hexagon at an angle which is equal to hall a rigni; 
angle. , , , 

22. If an equUateral teiangle be inscribed in a cfrcle, and tangents 
be drawn paraUel to the sides; the perimeter of the hexagon thus 
formed -wiU be two-thfrds of the perimeter of the teiangle. _ 

23. If two equUateral teiangles be described about a circle, they 
wUl by thefr intersections, form a hexagon equUateral, but not gene
raUy equiangular. 

24. Prove that the area of a regular hexagon is greater than that 
of an equUateral triangle of the same perimeter. 

25. If any sis-sided figure be inscribed in â  cfrcle, the sum of 
either three alternate angles is equal to four right angles. 

26. Jf two equUateral triangles be inscribed in a cfrcle so as to 
have the sides of one paraUel to the sides of the other, the figure com
m o n to both wUl be a regular hexagon, whose area and, perimeter 
wUl be equal to the remainder of the area and perimeter of the two 
triangles. 

27. Determine the distance between the opposite sides of an equi
lateral and equiangular hexagon inscribed in a cfrcle. 

28. Through the angular poiats of a given triangle, draw steaight 
Hnes which shaU form an equUateral hexagon whose area shaU equal 
t-wice that of the triangle. 

29. A B C is a teiangle, A a bisects B C in a, and is produced to b*, 
so that fla' is one-thfrd of Aa, the same construction is made for BI', 
Od. Shew that dl'd is a triangle similar to A B G and equal to it. 
Shew that the hexagon common to the two triangles is two-thfrds of 
either triangle. 

30. If any two consecutive sides of a hexagon inscribed in a cfrole 
be respectively paraUel to thefr opposite sides, the remaining sides are 
paraUel to ea«h other. 

31. If the alternate sides of a regular hexagon be produced to 
meet, the figure so formed wUl be regular, and have an area equal to 
twice the area of the hexagon. 

32. If the alternate sides of a regular hexagon be produced to 
meet one another, and the angular points of the triangles thus formed 
be joined, a regular hexagon wiU be formed, the area of which is equal 
to three times the area of the original hexagon. 

33. If a regular hexagon be inscribed in a circle, six cfrcles equal 
to it may be described, every one touching the origiual cfrcle, and two 
of the others. If the centers of these cfrcles be joined successively, a 
regular hexagon -wiU be formed, whose area is four times the area of 
the former: and if the outermost poiats of the sis cfrcles be joiaed, 
another hexagon -wiU be formed, whose area is seven times the area of 
the first. 

34. If A B G D E F be a hexagon such that A B is equal and 
parallel to D E , and P C to EF, prove that O D is equal and paraUel 
to FA. Also that A D , B E , C E aU meet ia a point, bisecting each 
other, and that 

AD"tBE"-p CF" = AB\BC"\ CD"^AC"^BS + CE". 
35. To inscribe a regular duodecagon in a given cfrcle, and shew 

that its area is equal to the square on the side of an equUateral triangle inBcnbed in the cfrcle. " 
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in. 

36. The center of the cfrcle which touches the two semicfrcles 
described on the sides of a right-angled triangle is the middle point of 
the hypotenuse. 

37. If a cfrcle be inscribed in a right-angled triangle, the excess 
of the sides containing the right angle above the hypotenuse is equal 
to the diameter of the inscribed cfrcle. 

38. Three circles whose radU are as 1, 2, 3, touch each other ex
temaUy ; the Hnes joining thefr centers form a right-angled tiiangle. 

39. T w o right-angled triangles A B C , A B D , have a common 
hypotenuse. If P be the point where the other sides cross, and 0 the 
center of the cfrcle.described about C D E , then OA" -f OB" = A B + 2. OE". 

40. If two cfrcles be drawn, one -within, and the other about, a 
given right-angled tiiangle, the sum of their diameters -wiU equal the 
sum of the sides containing the right angle. 

41. The rectangle of the segments into whioh the hypotenuse of 
a right-angled triangle is dirided by the poiat of contact of the in
scribed cfrcle, is equal to the area of the triangle. 
IV. 

42. If fhe three poiats be joiaed in which the inscribed cfrcle 
touches the sides of the triangle, prove that the resulting triangle is 
acute-angled. 

43. Any number of triangles haring the same base and the same 
vertical angle, -wiU be efroumscribed by one cfrcle. 

44. Find a poiat in a triangle from which two straight lines 
drawn to, the exteemities of the base shaU contain an angle equal to 
twice the vertical angle of the triangle. Within what Hnoitations is 
this possible ? 

45. Jf any point in the cfrcumference of a cfrcle described about a 
triangle be joined with the angular points of the triangle, the joining 
Hnes shaU be in the dfrection of the sides of a triangle whioh is equi
angular -with the inscribed triangle. 

46. If two isosceles triangles be inscribed in a cfrcle upon a 
com Then base; then an isosceles triangle which has the center for its 
vertex, and a side of either of the former for its base, is equiangular 
•with tiie other one. 

47. On each side of an acute-angled triangle as base, an isosceles 
teiangle is constructed, the sides of each being equal to the radius of 
the efroumscribed cfrcle; if the vertices of these be joiaed, a triangle 
wUl be formed equal and equiangular to the original. 

48. If the Hne joining an angle of a triangle -with the center of 
the efroumscribed cfrcle, cuts the other side at right angles, the teiangle 
is isosceles. 

49. In a triangle .<4PC let A D bisecting the angle A meet P C in 
D : from 0 the center of the inscribed cfrde draw O E perpendicular 
to B O ; then is the angle BOEequal to the angle D O C . 

60. A cfrole is described round the isosceles teiangle A B C in 
which A B = B C ; from P a steaight Hne is drawn meeting the base in 
D and the cfrcle in E ; prove that the cfrcle whioh pa,sse8 through A , 
D, and E, touches A B . 

51. From A and P the exteemities of a diiuneter of a cfrcle, two 
straight lines are drawn meeting the cfrcumference ia C and D, and 
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each other ia a point E -within or •without the efrde. Shew tha 
steaight Hnes drawn from C and P to the center of the cfrcle aescnDea 
about the triangle C F D are tangents to the first cfrcle, and tnose 
drawn to the center of the first, tangents to the second. n n in, 

52. From a point O without a cfrcle draw two Unes OA, vxs, JO 
touch the cfrcumference, and about G A B describe a circle. Draw any 
Hne B C D cutting the cfrcles in C and D, then ahaO. AO=C2J, and 
moreover the efrcle described about A O B shaU pass through the center 
of the first cfrole. . , , . ., , , , x . .. 

53. If in a given triangle a circle be inscribed, and tangents to it 
be drawn paraUel to the sides; the sum of the perimeters of the three 
smaU triangles cut off by these tangents, wUl equal the perimeter of 
•the given triangle. 

54. If a cfrcle be inscribed in a teiangle, and the points of contact 
be joined by steaight lines, shew that the angles of the triangle thus 
foi-med -wiU be the halves of the supplements of the corresponding 
angles of the original triangle. 

55. From any point B in the radius C A of a given cfrcle whose 
center is C, a steaight line is dra^wn at right angles to C A meeting the 
cfroumference ia D ; the cfrcle described round the triangle C B D 
touches the gi-ven cirole in D. 

66. If a cfrcle be described about a triangle A B C , and perpen
diculars be let faU from the angular points A, B, C, on the opposite 
sides, and produced to meet the cfrcle in D, E, F, respectively, the 
circumferences EF, F D , D E , are bisected in the points A, B, C. 

57. If from the angles of a triangle, lines be drawn to the points 
where the inscribed cfrcle touches the sides; these lines shaU iatersect 
in the same point. 

58. Let three perpendiculars from the angles of a triangle A B O 
on the opposite sides meet in P; a circle described so as to pass through 
P and any two of the points A, B, 0, is equal to the cfrcunascribing 
cfrcle of the triangle. 

59. If perpendiculars Aa, BI, Ce be drawn from the angular 
points of a triangle A B 0 upon the opposite sides, shew that they -wUl 
bisect the angles of the triangle ale. 

60. A cfrcle is described about the triangle A B O , the tangent at 
C meets A B produced in D, the cfrcle whose center is D and radius 
D 0 cuts A B at E ; shew that E C bisects the angle A GB. 

61. The perpendiculars from the angles A and P of a teiangle on 
the opposite sides meet in D ; the circles described about A D C and 
B D O out A B or A B produced in the points .4' and P'respectively: 
prove that A A = BB'. 

62. Hthe base B C of a triangle A B O inscribed in a cfrole pass 
through the center, and from the exteemity P of the base, a cfrcle be 
described at the distance of the other extremity ; the cfrcumference cut 
off' from that cfrcle by the side C A produced, -wUl be bisected by the 
remaining side produced. 

63. P is the middle point of the arc of a segment ̂ P C less than 
a semicircle. Produce A B to D, and draw D C perpendicular to B C . 
Then the cfrcle described about B O D -wUl pass through the intersec
tion of the tangents at A and C. 

64. 0 is the center, O A a radius, and P a point in a efrcle. 
Another cfrcle is described about the teiangle P O A , and cuts in Q the 
Hne PJf perpendicular to OA. In the triangle P.4 Q the angle Q is double the angle P. 
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65. If the efrcle inscribed in the teiangle AB G touch the sides 
A B , A C in the points D, E, and a straight line be drawn from A to 
the center of the cfrcle, meeting the cfrcumference in G; shew that O 
is the center of the circle inscribed in the triangle A D E . 

66. A triangle -4PCbeing iascribed in a cfrcle, and the side A G 
produced to cut the tangent at P in P, shew that the angles A B D , 
B C D are equal. 

67. If from a point A -without a cfrcle, A B be dra^wn to touch, and 
^ C to meet the efrde, and 0 be the center of the cfrcle described about 
A B C ; then if a cfrole described about ,4 O C cuts A B in P, P C touches 
the first-mentioned circle. 

68. A B C D is a cfrcle, and A C , B D are any two chords at right 
angles to each other: from A any chord A P is dra^wn cutting B D in Q ; 
shew that the center of a cfrcle described about P Q D Hes in the 
chord CD. 

69. If a crrde be inscribed in a triangle, prove that the part 
of any side intercepted between one of its angles and the point 
in wMoh the side touches the cfrcle, is equal to the difference be
tween one-half of the three sides and the side opposite to the angle in 
question. 

70. If the ares, cut off by the sides of a triangle inscribed in a 
cfrcle be bisected, and from the points of bisection, as centers, cfrcles 
be described passing through the exteemities of the respective sides; 
shew that they aU pass through the center of the cfrcle inscribed in 
the triangle. 

71. From a point A in a cfrcle are dra^wn two chords A B C , A B C 
through the middle points B, B of two equal chords. H a cfrole can 
be described round BBCC', B B is paraUel to CO' and A B B is 
isosceles. 

72. If from the center A of a, cfrole, a steaight Hne A D B be 
drawn, cutting the cfrcumference in D, and equal to the diameter of 
the cfrcle, and from the point B a straight Hne be drawn touching the 
cfrcle in C, the steaight line C D subtends at the center of the cfrcle, an 
angle equal to one-thfrd of two right angles. 

73. If fiwm any point in the cfrcimiferenee of a cfrcle perpendi
culars be let faU upon the sides of a triangle inscribed in it, the feet of 
•the perpendiculars •wiU be in the same steaight line. 

74. D is any point in A B the base of a triangle C A B ; let C D be-
joined, and cfrcles be described about the triangles CDA, C D B cutting: 
the sides CA, C B in E, F ; and let D E , D F be dra-wn. Prove that 
D E , D F are equaUy inclined to the base. 

75. Shew that the perpendiculars dra-wn from the center of the 
cfrole inscribed in a triangle upon the sides, are tangents to three> 
cirdes which touch one another, and have thefr centers at the angles of 
•the triangle. 

76. From the angle A of a triangle A B G , A D is drawn to any 
point D of the opposite side. If 0 and O are the centers of the cfrcles; 
inscribed in the triangles A B D , A O D ; shew that O D C is a right 
angle. 

77. A cfrcle is described about a triangle A B C in which the angle 
B A 0 is half a right angle. From A perpendiculars are dra^wn on the 
lines touching the cfrcle at P and C, and meeting the cfrcumference in 
E and D respectively. If E C , B D be joiaed, the angles A CE, A B D 
•will together equal a right angle. 
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78. 0 is the center of the cfrcumsoribing cfrcle of ^^ tnanglQ 
A B C ; D, F , F the feet of the perpendiculars from A, B, 0 onjne 
opposite sides: shew that OA, OB, 0 0 are respectively perpendicular 
to EF, FD, DE. + • rt 

79. ^ P C is a triangle inscribed in a cfrcle ""'liofe center is l/. 
If three cfrcles be described about the triangles^OP, A 0 C , M U L : the 
sum of the angles subtended at thefr centers by A B , A G , B C respec
tively, is equal to four right angles. .,' . , J, ^. , 

80. The poiats of contact of the inscribed circle oi a tnangle are 
joined; and from the angular points of the triangle so formed perpen
diculars are dra-wn to its opposite sides; shew that the triangle of 
which the feet of these perpendiculars are the angular points, has its 
sides paraUel to the sides of the original triangle. 

81. From each angular poiat of a triangle, a perpendicidar is let 
faU on the opposite side ; prove that the distance of the point of inter
section of these perpendiculars from any one of the angular poiats, is 
equal to twice the distance of the center of the efroumscribed cfrcle 
from the side opposite to that angular point. 

82. 0 is the intersection of the perpendiciUars from A, B, C on 
•the opposite sides of the triangle A B C , shew that the efrcle which 
passes through the middle points of OA, OB, 0 0 passes also through 
the feet of the perpendiculars, and through the middle poiats of the 
sides of the triangle. 

83. The Hue joining the centers of the inscribed and efroumscribed 
circles of a teiangle, subtends at any one of the angular poiats an angle 
equal to the semi-difference of the other two angles. 

84. If from any point P, whether -within or -without a triangle 
A B O , perpendiculars Pa, PI, Pc he dropped upon the sides B C , A C , 
A B ; and cfrcles be described about the triangles Pal, Pac, Pic; the 
area of the triangle formed by joining the centers of these ofroles -wiU 
equal one-fourth of the area of the triangle A B C . 

85. A, B, 0, 0 are any four points in a plane ; D is the center of 
the cfrcle described about the triangle O P C, E that of the circle de
scribed about the triangle 0 CA, F that of the cfrcle described about 
the triangle G A B ; prove that the teiangle D E F is equiangular to the 
triangle A B C . 

86. If four straight Hnes intersect so as to form four triangles, the 
cfrcles described round these triangles shaU aU pass through the same 
poiat. 87. Shew how to describe a cfrcle touching one side of a given 
teiangle and the other two produced. 

88. Describe a cfrcle touching the inscribed cfrcle and two of the 
sides of the triangle. 

89. The centers of the escribed circles of a triangle must He -with
out the cfrcumsoribing cfrole, and cannot be equidistant fi-om it unless 
the triangle be equUateral. 

90. Shew that the Hnes joining the centers of the cfrcles, each of 
•which touches one side externaUy and the other two produced, pass 
through the angular points of the teiangle. 
/T 4.?.̂1 F ^ ^® *^® center of the cfrcle iascribed ia the teiangle A B C ; 
V that of the circle touching the base B O and the sides A B , A 0 pro-
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duoed; shew that a cfrde may be described passing through the poiats 
B, 0, 0, o: 

92. The steaight Hne joiaing the center of the cirde inscribed in 
the teiangle A B O with the middle point of the side B C , ia paraUel to 
the steaight Hne joining A with the point of contact of the cfrcle touch
ing B C externaUy, and A B , A 0 produced. 

98. A efrcle is described touching one of the sides of a triangle 
and also the two others produced, shew that the first mentioned point 
of contact, and the point at which the inscribed cfrcle touches the same 
side, are equidistant from the two adjacent angles, and also that the 
distance between these two points is equal to the difference between 
the other two sides. 

94. If a cfrole be described touching the base of a triangle and the 
sides produced, and a second cfrcle be inscribed in the teiangle; 
prove that the distances between the points where the two cfrcles touch 
the sides and the sides produced, are each equal to the base of the 
teiangle. 

95. Let a cfrcle be described about a given te-iangle; bisect the 
arc of this cfr-cle out off by one side, and -with the point of bisection as 
center describe a drcle tliough the exteemities of this side, shew that 
this cfrde passes through the centers of the inscribed cfrde of the 
triangle, and of the escribed cfrcle touching that side. 

96. If there be a series of triangles ha^ring the same vertical angle 
and equal perimeters, and if a cfrcle touch the sides produced and one 
of the bases, it -wiU also touch all the other bases of the triangles. 

97. The four cfrcles, each of whioh passes through the centers of 
three of the four cfrcles -touching the three sides of a teiangle, are equal 
to each other. 

98. If 0, Ol, O^be the centers of the escribed circles of a triangle, 
and C the center of the iascribed, and if 00, 0,0, he bisected in points 
P, Q, shew that P Q is a diameter of the cfrcumscribing cfrcle of 
the triangle. • 

99. The sum of the radii of the three escribed cfrcles of "any 
triangle, is equal to the sum of the radius of the inscribed, and four 
times the radius of the efroumscribed cfrole. 

100. If perpendiculars be dropped from the angular points of a 
teiangle upon the sides, the sum of the distances of thefr poiat of in
tersection from, the angular points, equals the sum of the diameters of 
the inscribed and efroumscribed cfrcles. Also the difference between 
the sum of any two of the above distances and the third, equals the 
difference between the diameter of one of the escribed cfrcles and the 
diameter of the efroumscribed cfrcle. 

101. The steaight lines joining the center of the iascribed, 
to the centers of the escribed circles of a triangle are bisected by 
the cfrcumsoribing cfrcle. 

102. A cfrcle is dra^wn, touching the hypotenuse of a right-
angled triangle and the two sides produced: prove that the diameter 
of this efrcle is equal to the perimeter of the triangle. 
Vi. 

103. • Ha-ring.given the hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle, 
and the radius of the inscribed circle, to construct the triangle. 

104. In a given cfrcle inscribe a teiangle equal in area to a given 
triangle. 
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105. In a given cfrcle inscribe a triangle, two of ^•'^°?Tf^\ t^ 
shaU be parallel to given Hnes, and whose thfrd side shaU pass tnrougii 
a given point. . nhrwd 

106. Inscribe a triangle in a given cfrcle having a given cnoru 
for its base, and its sides diriding another given chord, m such a -way 
that the rectangle contained by the extreme segments m a y be equal to 
a given square. . , , . -, • . 

107. Inscribe a triangle in a given circle having its vertex at a 
given point on fhe cfrcumference, its vertical angle, and area bemg 
fifivGn. 

108. Given the base of a triangle, and the point from which the 
perpendiculars on the three sides are equal; construct the triangle. 
To what limitation is the position of this point subject, in order that 
the triangle may He on the same side of the base ? 

109. Haring given the vertical angle of a teiangle, and the 
radii of the inscribed and cfrcumscrihed cfrcles, to consteuct the 
triangle. 

110. Given the base and vertical angle of a triangle and also 
the radius of the inscribed cfrcle, requfred to construct it. 

III. Given the three angles of a triangle, and the radius of the 
inscribed cfrcle, to consteuct the teiangle. 

112. Construct a plane triangle, having given the three perpendi
culars let faU on the three sides from the center of the cfrcumscrihed 
cfrcle. 

113. Construct the teiangle when one side, the efroumscribed 
cfrcle, and the sum of the other two sides are given. 

114. O n the sides of an equUateral triangle three squares are 
described. Compare the area of the teiangle formed by joining 
the centers of these squares •with the area of the equilateral tri
angle. 

vn. 
115. In a given triangle to inscribe'a teiangle, the sides of which 

shaU be paraUel to the sides of a given triangle. 
116. .P is any point in A B the base of the triangle C A B , D E is 

drawn paraUel to ̂ C cutting B C in E, EFia dra-wn parallel to B A 
Cuttiag C A in F, and so on. Shew that after two complete roimds 
the path returns -to D. 

117. In a given teiangle inscribe a paraUelogram which shaU be 
equal to one-half the teiangle. Is there any Hmit to the number of 
euch paraUelograms ? 

118. H any number of paraUelograms be inscribed in a given 
paraUelogram, the diameters of aU fhe figures shall cut one another 
in the same point. 

119. A square is inscribed in another, the difference of the areas 
is t-wice the rectangle contained by the segments of the side, which 
are made at the angular point of the inscribed square. 

120. If from the point of intersection of the diagonals of a 
rhombus, perpendiculars be drawn to the. sides, the lines joining 
the points at which these perpendiculars meet the sides, -wUl form 
a rectangle. 

121. Inscribe a rhombus within a given rhombus, so that 
**?!!- !, angular points of the inscribed figure m a y bisect a side 
ol the other. 
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122. Inscribe a rhombus in a given parallelogram, so as to 
have an angle on each side or on each side produced. Shew that 
the number is unlimited. 

123. In a given quadrilateral figure insoribe a rhombus. 
124. Describe a paraUelogram simUar to a given paraUelogram 

so that its four sides shaU pass through the four angular poiats of 
a given square respectively. With what Hmitation is this possible ? 

vm. 

125. In a given square, iasoribe a regular octagon AB CDEFGS; 
and shew that the octagon is twice the rectangle A B , EF. 

126. Inscribe a cfrcle in a rhombus. 
127. In a given cfrcle inscribe a rectangle equal to a given 

rectilineal figure. 
128. If a cfrcle can be described so as to cut out equal pieces 

from the four sides of a paraUelogram, the paraUelogram must be 
equUateral. Shew how to fiad the center of aU such cfrcles. 

129. In a given cfrcle insoribe a quadrUateral figure, so that 
two of its adjacent sides may be paraUel to two given Hnes, and that 
the other two may pass through two given poiats. 

130. If two squares be described about a cfrcle in any way, 
shew that the perimeter of the octagon thus formed is always the 
same. 

131. Jf cirdes be described haring for centers the corners of a 
square, and the radius of each equal to the semi-diagonal, they 
cut the sides in poiats which are the corners of a regular octagon. 

132. The sum of the alternate angles in any octagonal figure 
in a cfrcle is equal to six right angles. 

133. Shew that the difference between the efroumscribed square, 
and the iascribed duodecagon in a cfrclo, is equal to one-fourth of the 
cfrcumscribing square. 

134. A cfrcle having a square inscribed in it being given, to find a 
cfrole in which a regular octagon of a perimeter equal to that of the 
square, may be inscribed. 

135. On a given steaight Hne describe an equUateral and eqtd
angular octagon. 

136. A regular octagon inscribed in a cfrcle is equal to the rec
tangle contaiaed by the sides of the squares iascribed ia, and cfrcum
scrihed about the efrcle. 

137. If from any point in the cfrcumference of a cfrcle, steaight 
Hnes be dra^wn to the angular poiats of the inscribed square, the 
sum of the squares on these four Hnes shaU be equal to twice the 
square on the diameter of the cfrcle. 

138. If a cfrcle be inscribed in a square, an equUateral triangle 
in the cfrcle, and a cfrcle in the teiangle, the lines dra^wn from the 
vertices of the triangle to meet in any point of the inner cfrcle, and 
the radius of that cfrcle, have thefr squares together equal to the 
given square. 

139. If in any cfrcle the side of ah inscribed hexagon be produced 
tUl it becomes equal to the side of an inscribed square, a tangent 
dra^wn from the exteemity, without the cfrcle, shall be equal to the 
side of an inscribed octagon. 
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IX. 

140. Let two steaight Hnes be drawn from any point "«^*^J^^ 
cfrcle to the cfrcumferenoe: describe a cfrde, which shaU touch inem 
both, and the arc between them. ' . . ,, 

141. In a given tiiangle haring inscribed a oircle, inscribe another 
cfrcle in the space thus iutercepted at one of the angles. . , , ,. 

142 Two equal ofroles touch each other, and a steaight fine 
touches both, describe a efrde wHch shaU touch the steaight Hne 
and cfrcles. ,.. „ , , , , 

143. Let A B , A G, he the bounding radii of a quadrant; complete 
the square A B D C and draw the diagonal A D ; then the part of the 
diagonal •without the quadrant wUl be equal to the radius of a cfrcle 
inscribed in the quadrant. 

144. On one radius of a quadrant describe a semicfrcle, and then 
draw a cfrde touching it and the quadrantal arc at the exteemity of 
the other. 

146. A cfrcle being inscribed ia a quadrant, iascribe a 
cfrcle in each of the remaining spaces of the quadrant. 

146. Quadrants are described on the sides of a right-angled 
isosceles triangle so as to touch each other at the vertex. Shew 
that the radius of the cfrcle which touches the hypotenuse and each 
of the two quadrants, is equal to one-eighth of the hypotenuse. 

147. Two iatersectiag circles being given in position, inscribe a 
square in the space common to both. 

148. If two equal cfrcles intersect, and the space common 
to them be bisected by the straight Hne joining thefr centers, shew 
how to inscribe a cfrcle on one of the half spaces. 

149. If three equal ofroles touch each other; to compare the area of 
the triangle formed by joining thefr centers, with the area of the 
triangle formed by joining the points of contact. 

150. In a given segment of a cfrcle inscribe an isosceles triangle, 
such that its vertex may be in the middle of the chord, and the base 
and the perpendicular together equal to a given Hne. 

151. Insoribe three cfrcles in an isosceles teiangle touching 
each other, and each of them touching two of the three sides of 
the teiangle. 
X. 

162. In the fig. Prop. 10, Book iv, shew that the base B D is the 
side of a regular decagon inscribed in the larger cfrcle, and the side of 
a regular pentagon inscribed in the smaUer cfrcle. 

153. Jf the poiats of intersection of the two cfrcles be joined with 
the vertex of the teiangle and •with each other, another teiangle •wiU be 
formed simUar and equal to the former. 

154. In the figure (Euc. ry. 10.), if the two equal chords of the 
smaUer cfrcle -be produced to cut the larger, and these points of section 
be joiaed, another triangle wUl be formed haring the property re
quired by the proposition. 

155. If ..̂4 be the vertex, and B D the base of the construoted 
triangle, P being one of the poiats of intersection of the two cfrcles 
employed in the construction, and E the other, and A E he dra-wn 
meeting B D produced in F, prove that F A B is another isosceles 
triangle of the same kind. 
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156. The obtuse angle ACD in the figure (Euc. ry. 10.) is three 
times -the angle at •the vertex of the isosceles triangle A B D . 

157. If P b e the second point of intersection of the two circles, 
the steaight line joining A and E shaU be paraUel to CD. 

158. In the figure (Euc. ry. 10), shew that the angles subtended 
at the center of the smaUer circle by the side of the triangle nearest 
to that center, is double of each of the angles at the base of the triangle. 

159. H f r o m one extremity of the base (fig. Euc. ry. 10.) a per
pendicular be dra^wn upon the opposite side, this line wUl diride the 
angle at the base into two parts, one of which is three times the other. 

160. In the fig. Prop. 10, Book iv, produce P C to meet the circle 
in P, and draw B F ; then the angle A B E shaU be equal to three 
times the angle B F D . 

161. Shew how to construct an isosceles triangle, whose vertical 
angle is three times either of the angles at the base. 

162. Describe an isosceles teiangle so that four times either of tha 
base angles is three times the vertical angle. 

163. Describe an isosceles teiangle haring each of the angles at 
the base equal to one-eighth of the thfrd angle. 

164. Diride a right angle into five equal parts. 
165. C and P being the poiats in which the smaUer cfrcle cuts the 

side A B and the larger cfrcle, respectively; join.4P, CF, and produce 
A F , B D , to meet ia G; then O D G F ia a paraUelogram. 
XI. 

166. If a pentagon be equUateral, and three of its angles be 
equal, shew that it is equiangular. 

167. Each diagonal of a regular pentagon is paraUel to the side 
•with which it is not conterminous. 

168. If an equUateral pentagon have any two of its diagonala 
paraUel to two of its sides, the other three diagonals are also paraUel 
to the other three sides, and the pentagon is equiangular. 

169. If the alternate angles of a regular pentagon be joined, the 
figure formed by the intersection of the joining Hnes -wUl itself be a 
regular pentagon. 

170, A wateh-ribbon is folded up into a flat knot of five edges, 
shew that the sides of the knot form an equUateral pentagon. 

171. The three points of intersection of the diagonals within the 
pentagon forin an isosceles teiangle, such that the base and one of the 
sides together, are equal to a side of the pentagon. 

172. The sum of aU the angles subtended by the sides of a pen
tagon at any point of the cfrole which tarcumsoribes it, is the fifth 
part of sixteen right angles. Explain the apparent error when the 
point is at an angle of the pentagon. 

173. If circles be cfrcumscrihed about the two smaU triangles in 
the figure (Euc. ry. II.) which are equiangular •with the triangle first 
constructed, find the magnitude of the angle at which the cfrcles wiU 
intersect. 

174. A B O D E is an equiangular and equUateral pentagon, A C and 
B D being joined intersect in P; shew that the cfrcle passing through 
A , F, and D touches the sides A B , CD. 

175. Shew that the area of a regular pentagon is less than four 
times the area of the triangle formed by joining the extremities of 
two adjacent sides. AA 
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176. Describe an equUateral and equiangular V<>^^^S°^J^.^ 
given straight Hne without assuming EucHd's construction 
pentagon, . . , „-nii A O 

177. J f A B C D E h e any pentagon inscribed m ^ circle, ana-^u, 
B D , CF, D A , F B be joined, then are the angles A B E , MCM., ̂ ^J-d, 
D E C , E A D , together equal to two right angles. 

178 The difference between the side and the diagonal of a regiilar 
pentagon is equal to the side of another regular pentagon, whose dia
gonal is equal to the side of the first , ^ „ , •,• i 

179 If C be the center of the ofrcle, and C B he a perpendicular 
on one of the sides of the pentagon, shew that C B is equal to half the 
sum of a side of a decagon and the side of a hexagon in the same circle. 

180. If fi-om the extremities of the side of a regular pentagon 
inscribed in a circle, steaight lines be dra-wn to the middle of the arc 
subtended by the adjacent side, thefr difference is equal to the radius: 
the sum of thefr squares to three times the square of the radius : and 
the rectangle contained by them is equal to the square of the radius. 

181. Shew that the alternate angles of a decagon inscribed in a 
cfrcle are equal to eight right angles. 

182. Prove that the sides of the inscribed hexagon and decagon 
are together equal to the triple chord of the decagon. 

183. The rectangle under the sides of a regular inscribed hexagon 
and decagon, is equal to the difference of the squares inscribed on them. 

184. If the sides of an equUateral and equiangular pentagon be 
produced to intersect; the steUated figure whioh results, is equilateral 
and equiangular, and the straight Hnes joining the points of intersec
tion -wUl form another equilateral and equiangular pentagon. 

185. The square described upon the side of a regular pentagon 
in a cfrcle, is equal to the square of the side of a regular hexagon, 
together with the square upon the side of a regular decagon in the 
same cfrole. 

xn. 
186. In a given cfrcle insoribe three equal cfrcles touching each 
other and the given circle. 

187. A B is the diameter, and C the center of a semicfrcle; shew 
that 0 the center of any cirole inscribed in the semicfrcle, is equi
distant from C and fpfim the tangent paraUel to A B -

188. Three equal cfrcles touch each other; shew that the dia
meter of the circle which circumscribes them, is sixteen times the 
diameter of the smaller cfrcle which touches them aU. 

189. Shew that if two cfrcles be inscribed in a third to touch one 
another, the tangents at the points of contact -wiU aU meet in the same 
point. 

190. Uppn the diameter of a semicircle two equal circles are de
scribed, each ha^ring the radius of the semicircle as diameter; and 
another cfrcle is described touching both of these cfrcles and also the 
semicircle. Shew that the radius of this last cfrcle has its radius one-
third of the radius of the semicfrcle. 

191. Four equal circles touch each other and a given cfrcle ex
ternally: compare the radius of one of the four ofroles -with the radius 
of the given cfrcle. 

192. In a given cfrcle inscribe five equal circles touehino- one 
another. 
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193. Shew that a cfrcle may be touched by sis cfrcles of radius 
equal to itself which shall also touch one another. 

194. If there be three concente-io cfrcles, whose radU are I, 2, 3 ; 
determine how many cfrcles may be described round the interior one, 
having thefr centers in the cfrcumference of the cfrcle, whose radius is 
2, and touching the interior and exterior cfrcles, and each other. 

xm. 
195. Produce fhe sides of a g^ven heptagon both ways, tUl they 
meet, forming seven teiangles; requfred the sum of thefr vertical 
angles. 

196. To convert a given regular polygon into another which shall 
have the same perimeter, but double the number of sides. 

197. A point is taken -within a polygon, shew that the steaight 
Hnes joining the point to the angiUar points of the polygon, are 
together greater than half the sum of the sides of the polygon. 

198. A n infinite number of polygons can be inscribed in a cfrole 
so that thefr sides may be paraUel to those of a given inscribed polygon 
-with an even number of sides. "Why is this not teue if the number of 
sides be odd ? 

199. "When an equUateral polygon is described about a circle, it 
must necessarUy be equiangular, if the number of sides be odd, but not 
otherwise. 

200. If steaight Hnes be dra-wn bisecting the angles of a polygon 
of n sides, shew 1b.at if n-1 of the bisectors pass through a fixed point, 
•fhe remaining one •wUl also pass through the same. H o w must the 
enunciation be altered when re = 3 ? 

201. Shew that a polygon whioh is inscribed in the larger, and 
cfrcumscrihed about the smaUer of two concenteie cfrcles, must be a 
regular polygon. 

202. H t w o cfrcles touch one another extemaUy, and in one of 
them any polygon be inscribed, shew that steaight lines dra'wn from 
each of the angles of the polygon to the poiat of contact of the cfrcles, 
•wUl if produced, intersect the other cfrcle in a series of poiats, by join
ing which a polygon wiU be formed similar to the former. 

203. K a point be assumed in a regular polygon of n sides, from 
which perpendiculars, are drawn to each of the sides, or the sides pro
duced, the sum of these perpendiculars is n times the radius of the 
iascribed ofrcle. 

204. In any plane equilateral and equiangular polygon of n sides, 
-when » is an odd number, it lines be dra^wn from one of the angles to 
the exteemities of the opposite side, the angle contained by these lines 
is equal to one »th of two right angles. 

205. One of the angular points of an equUateral and equiangular 
polygon is joined by steaight lines with aU the rest, perpendiculars 
are let fall from the center of the polygon on these lines and the feet 
of successive perpendiculars are joined. Shew that the figure thus 
construoted is similar to the original polygon, and compare the areas 
of the two. 

206. The sum of the squares on the lines dra^wn from any point in 
the cfrcumference of a cfrole to the angular poiats of a regular polygon 
of 2n sides iascribed in it, is equal to » times the square on the 
diameter. AA2 
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PROPOSITION I. PROBLEM. 

To inscrile a square in a given triangle. 

Analysis. Let ABC he the given teiangle, of whioh the base PC, 
and the perpendicular A D are given. 

A E 

Let F G S K he the requfred iascribed square. 
Then B S G , B D A are simUar triangles, 

and GSia to GB, as A D is to A B , 
but G F is equal to G S ; 

therefore GEia to GB, as A D is to A B . 
Let B F be joiaed and produced to meet a Hne dra^wn from A 

paraUel to the base B C in the point P. 
Then the triangles BGF, B A E are similar, 

and ̂ Pis to A B , as G'P is to GB, 
but GFia to GB, as A D is to A B ; 

•wherefore A E is to A B , as A D is to A B ; 
hence A E is equal to A D . 

Synthesis. Through the vertex A, draw ̂ P paraUel to P C the 
base of the triangle, 

make A E equal to A D , 
join E B cutting A C in F, 

through F, draw F G paraUel to P C, and F K paraUel to A D ; 
also through G draw <?P" parallel to A D . 

Then G S K F is the square requfred. 
The different cases may be considered when the triangle is equi

lateral, scalene, or isosceles, and when each side is taken as the base. 

PROPOSITION II. THEOREM. 

If from the extremities of any diameter of a given circle, perpendiculars 
he drawn to any chord of the circle, they shall meet the chord, or the chord 
produced in two points whioh are equidistant from the center. 

Ffrst, let the chord CD intersect the diameter AB in L, but not 
at right angles; and from A, B, let A E , B F be dra^wn perpendioular 
to CD. Then the points P, P are equidistant from the center of the 
chord CP. 

Join EB, and from J the center of the cirole, draw IG perpendi
cular to CD, and produce it to meet E B in S.̂  
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B 
Then IG biseots CP in <?; (m. 2.) 

and IG, A E being both perpendioular to CD, are paraUel. (i. 29.) 
Therefore PPis to B S , as IA is to S F ; (yi. 2.) 

and PP"is to FG, as S F is to G E ; 
therefore P/is to FG, as IA is to G E ; 

but PPis equal to IA ; 
therefore F G is equal to iGE. 

It is also manifest that I)E is equal to CF. 
"When the chord does not intersect the diameter, the perpendiculars 

intersect the chord produced. 

PROPOSITION m. THEOREM. 

If two diagonals of a regular pentagon le drawn to cut one another, the 
greater segments will le equal to the side of the pentagon, and the diagonals 
"̂  cut one another in extreme and mean ratio. 
Let the diagonals A C, B E be dra^wn from the exteemities of the 

side A B of the reg^ar pentagon ̂ P C P P , and iatersect each other 
in the point S. 

Then B E and A C are cut in exteeme and mean ratio iu S, and 
the greater segment of each is equal to the side of the pentagon. 
Let the cfrole A B C D E he described about the pentagon, (rv. 14.) 
Because EA, A B are equal to A B , BC, and they contain equal 

angles; 
therefore the base E B is equal to the base A C, (i. 4.) 
and the triangle E A B is equal to the triangle CBA, 

and the remaining angles wiU be equal to the remaining angles, 
each to each, to which the equal sides are opposite. 

Therefore the angle B A C is equal to the angle A B E ; 
and the angle A S E is double of the angle B A S , (i. 32.) 

but the angle E A C is also double of the angle B A C, (vi. 33.) 
therefore the angle S A E is equal to A S E , 

and consequently S E is equal to EA, (i. 6.) or to A B . 
And because B A is equal •to A E , 

the angle A B E is equal to the angle A E B ; 
but the angle A B E has been proved equal to B A S : 
therefore the angle B E A is equal to the angle B A S : 
and A B E is common to the two triangles A B E , A B S ; 

therefore the remaining angle B A E is equal to the remaining 
angle A S B ; 
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and consequently the teiangles ABE, ABS are equiangulM; 
therefore E B is to BA, as A B to B S : but B A is equal to E M , 

therefore E B is to E S , as E S is to B S , 
but PPis greater than E S ; therefore PP^is greater than S D ; 
therefore B E has been cut in extreme and mean ratio in S. 

SimUarly, it may be shewn, that A C has also been cut m exteeme 
and mean ratio in S, and that the greater segment of it CP^iS equal 
to the side of the pentagon. 

PROPOSITION IV. PROBLEM. 

Divide a given are of a cirole into two parts whioh shall ha/ve their 
chords in a given ratio. 

Analysis. Let A, B he the two given points in the cfrcumference 
of the ofrcle, and' C the point reqidred to be found, such that when the 
chords A G and P C are joined, the Hues A G and P C shall have to one 
another the ratio of E to F. 

E-

Draw CD touching the cfrcle in C; 
join A B and produce it to meet CD in P. 

Siace the angle B A C ia equal to the angle BCD, (m. 32.) 
and the angle C D B is common to the two teiangles DBC, D A C ; 
therefore the third angle C P P in one, is equal to the thfrd angle 
D CA in the other, and the triangles are similar, 

therefore A D is to DC, as D C is to D B ; (ti. 4.) 
hence also the square on A D is to the square on D C as A D is to 

BD. (VI. 20. Cor.) 
But A D is to ̂ C , as P C is to CB, (-yi. 4.) 
and A D is to DC, as A C to CB, (v. 16.) 

also the square on A D is to the square on D 0, as the square on 
..<4 C is to the square on CB; 

but the square on A D is to the square on DC, as A D is to D B ; 
wherefore the square on .4Cis to the square on CB, as A D is to B D ; 

but ̂ C is to CB, aa E is to P, (constr.) 
therefore A D is to D B as the square on P is to the square on F. 

Hence the ratio of A D to D B is given, 
and A B is given in magnitude, because the points A, B in the cfr
cumferenoe of the ofrcle are given. 

Wherefore also, the ratio of A D to A B is given, and also the mag
nitude of A D . 

Synthesis. Jffin A B and produce it to D, so that A D shaU be to 
BD, as the square on E to the square on P. 

From P draw D C to touch the ofrcle in C, and join. CB, CA. 
Smce A D is to DB, as the square on Pis to the square on F, (conste.) 

and A D is to DB, as the square on A C is to the square on P C ; 
ttierefore the square on ̂ C is to the square on BC, as the square 

on E18 to the square on P, 
and ̂ C is to PC, as Pis to P. 
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PROPOSITION V. THEOREM. 

The diagonal and the side of a square are incommensurable. 

Let A B C D be a square, and A 0 its diagonal. 
Then the side A B and diagonal A C are incommensurable; 
or, there is no Hne which wUl exactiy measure A B and A G. 

A B 

D 
On A C, take A E equal to the side A B , 

join B E , and at E draw E F perpendicular to A C and meeting B G 
in P. 

Then E C the difference between the diagonal A G and the side A B 
of the square, is less than A B , or B C (Euc. i. 19.) and CE, EF, FB, 
may be proved to be equal to one another; also OE, E F are the 
adjacent sides of a square whose diagonal is FC. 

On F C take F G equal to CE, and join E G . 
Then, as in the first square, the difference C G between the diagonal 

F C and the side E C or EF, is less than the side EC. 
Hence E C the difference between the diagonal and the side of the 

given square, is contained twice in the side A G or B C with a re
mainder CG: and C G is the difference between the side G E and the 
diagonal C F of another square. 

By proceeding in a simUar way, it may be shewn, that C G the 
difference between the diagonal C F and the side CE, is contained 
twice in the side C E 'with a remainder: and the same relations may 
be shewn to exist between the difference of the diagonal and the side 
of every square of the series of squares which is so consteucted. 

Hence, therefore, as the difference of the side and diagonal of 
every square of the series, is contained twice in the side with a re
mainder ; 

It follows, that there is no Hne which exactly measures the side 
and diagonal of a square. 

PROPOSITION VI. PROBLEM. 

F^om the oltuse angle of an obtuse-angled triangle, it is requited to draw 
a line to the base which shall be a mean proportional letween the segments of 
the lase. 

Analysis. Let A B G he an obtuse-angled triangle, having the base 
BG, and B A C the obtuse angle. 

Let A D be dra'wn from A to meet the base B C in D, so that A D 
shaU be a mean proportional between A D and D B the segments of the 
base P C. 

Produce A D to E making D E equal to AD.-
Then because the rectangle contained by B D , D C is equal to the 

rectangle contained by A D , D E : a cfrcle can be described passiag 
through the poiats A, B, E, C. (Euc. m . 35.) 
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Let this cfrcle be described, and let 0 be its center; join AO, OD: 
then O P is at right angles to A F , (Euc. m . 3.) 

and ̂ P O is a right-angled triangle. -ii „„o„ 
Hence the semicfrde described on ^ 0 as a diameter w m pass 

through the point P, (Euo, in. 31.) 

Therefore the point D is determined to be that point in the base, 
where the cfrcumference of the semicircle described upon the radius 
of the cfrcumsoribing ofrcle of the triangle, intersects the base. 

H the cfrcle be completed, it 'wUl intersect the base in another 
point G, so that A G is also a mean proportional between B G and GC. 

Synthesis. Describe a cfrcle about the given triangle A B G , and 
let 0 be the center; join A G , and on ^ 0 as a diameter describe a 
semicfrcle A D O intersecting the base B C in D, join A D , then A D is a 
mean proportional between A D and D B . 

Produce ̂ P to meet the cfrcumference in E, and join OD. 
Then because O D is at right angles to A E , and is drawn from the 

center 0, 
therefore A D is equal to D E . (Euc. iii. 3.) 

And because A E , B G intersect each other withia the cfrcle; 
the rectangle B D , DGia equal to the rectangle A D , D E , (Euc. m . 35.) 

but P P is equal to A D , 
therefore the rectangle BD, D O ia equal to the square on A D : 

and A D is a mean proportional between P P and PC. (Euc. vi. 17.) 
Jf A G h e joined, then A G can be shewn to be a mean proportional 

between B G and G O ; whioh is a second solution of the Problem. 
Cor. \- J£ the given teiangle .4PC become right-angled at A, the 

center O of the cfrole wUl bisect the base BG, and the Hnes A D , A G 
wUl coincide at the second point P, where the circle cuts the base BC, 
and be at right angles to P C, ^nd A D •vyUl be a mean proportional̂ , 
between B D and D C . 

Cob. 2. If the triangle A B 0 be aoute-angled at A, the problem 
is impossible; as it is obvious that the ofrcle which cfroumscribes the 
teiangle A B C , wUl have its center O withia the triangle, and the 
semicfrcle described upon the radius ̂ 4 0 as a diameter cannot intersect 
the base P C of the triangle. 

If, however, a tangent A D he dra-wn to touch the ciroumsoribuig 
circle at the point A, and C B he produced to meet the tangent A D in 
the point D j the rectangle contained by P C, D B is equal to the square 
o n P ^ : (Euc. iii. 36.) and D A is a mean proportional between P C 
a n d P P (Euc. vi. 17.) Hence a straight Hne A D has been drawn 
from A, an angle of an aoute-angled triangle to meet the base P C pro
duced in P, 60 that A D is a mean proportional between C D and DB. 
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I. 

7. JfA CB, ADB be two teiangles upon the same base AB, and 
between the same paraUels, and if through the point in which two of 
the sides (or two of -fhe sides produced) intersect two straight Hnes, be 
dra"wn paraUel to the other two sides so as to meet the base A B (or 
A B produced) in points P and P. Prove that A E = BF. 

8. In •the base A G of a teiangle A B C take any point P; bisect 
A D , DC, A B , BC, in P, P, G, S respectively : shew tiiat E G is 
equal to SF. 

9. If, in simUar teiangles, fi-om any two equal angles to the 
opposite sides, two straight lines be dra-wn making equal angles -with 
the homologous sides, these Unes -wiU have the same ratio as the sides 
on which they faU, and -wiU also diride those sides proportionaUy. 

10. BD, CD are perpendioular to the sides A B , A C of a tiiangle 
A B C , and C E is drawn perpendicular to A D , meeting A B in P: 
shew that the triangles A B 0, A C E are simUar. 

11. In any triangle, if a perpendioular be let faU upon the base 
from the vertical angle, the base -wiU be to the sum of the sides, as the 
difference of the sides to the difference or sum of the segments of the 
base made by the perpendicular, according as it faUs 'within or 'with
out the triangle. 

12. J£ two triangles on the same baso have thefr vertices joined 
by a steaight Hne which meets the base or the base produced; the 
parts of tMs Hne between the vertices of the triangles and the base, 
are in the same ratio to each other as the areas of the triangles. 

13. In the triangle A B C there are dra'wn A D bisecting BC, and 
F F paraUel to B C and cutting A B in F and ̂ C in P Shew that 
B F and C E "wUl intersect in A D . 

14. Jf the side B C of a triangle A B C be bisected in P, and 
the angles A D B , A D C he bisected by the straight Hnes DE, DF, 
meeting .^P, .<4Cin P, Prospectively, shew that PPis paraUel to BC. 

15. A P B , CQD are two paraUel right lines, and A P is to P B as 
P Q is to QC, prove that the right Hnes PQ, A D , B O meet in a point. 

16. CAB, C E B are two triangles ha-ring a common angle 
CP^, and the sides opposite to it CA, CE, equal; if B A E he pro
duced to D, and E D he taken a thfrd proportional to BA, AC, then 
shaU the triangle B D 0 he simUar to the triangle B A C. 

17. From a point P in.the common base of two triangles A C B , 
A D B , steaight Hues are drawn paraUel to AC, A D meeting BC, B D 
in F and G, shew that the Hnes joining F, G and 0, D wUl be parallel. 

18. A B is a given steaight Hne, and P a given point on it; 
it is requfred to find a point P, in A B produced, such that AP-
is to P B as A D is to DB. 

19. ABl, AoO are two given steaight lines, cut by two others 
BG, ho, so that the two triangles A B G , Abc may be equal; the Hnes 
BC, he, diride each other proportionaUy. 

20. H A B , A O h e two given steaight Hnes, and A D he taken on 
A B , and A E o n A O , suththat A B = m. A D , and A C =m. A E ; joinPP,, 
C D to meet in F; shew that D E = {m^\). DF. 

21. A B C is a triangle; Al, Ac are taken on A B , A C res-. 
pectively, a u ^ that A B = n.Al, and A O = n . Ac; 01, Be meet in D, 
and A D produced meets B C in P: shew that 2.AE={n+l). A D , 
and Eis the middle poiat of BC. 22. A B , A C are two straight Hnes, P and C given points in the 
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same; PPisdrawnperpendicular to ^C and PP perpendicular to ^P; . 
in Hke manner CPis draw perpendicular to A B , and F G to ̂ c , snew 
that P<T is paraUel to PC. , . „ +„-„„„i„ 

23. Lines drawn from the exteemities of the base of a tnangle 
intersecting in the Hne joining the vertex with the point ol bisection 
of the base, cut the sides proportionally: and conversely. 

24 A B C is any triangle, P any point m A B produced; E the 
point in P C, such that OE: EB:: A D : BD. Prove that P P produced 
25. In a given triangle draw a steaight Hne paraUel to one of the 
sides so that it may be a mean proportional to the segments of the base. 

26. Through P, F, two points on the side A B of a triangle A B G , 
so taken that .4P is equal to PP, two straight Hues E G , B S are dra-wn 
respectively paraUel to the other sides and meetiag them in G and S ; 
if G S h e joined, it -wUl be paraUel to A B . 

27. If the three sides of a teiangle be bisected, the Hnes which 
join the points of bisection -wiU diride the triangle into four equal 
-triangles, each of them similar to the whole teiangle. 

28. H the side P C of a triangle A B C be bisected in P, and 
the angles A D B , A D C he bisected by the straight Hnes D E , DF, 
meeting A B , A C in E, F respectively, shew that E F is paraUel to P C. 

29. A straight line dra'wn through the middle point of one side 
of a teiangle dirides the two other sides, the one intemaUy and the 
other externaUy in the same ratio. 

30. If two of the interior angles of a triangle A B C he bisected 
by the Hnes COE, B O D intersecting in 0, and meeting the opposite 
sides in the points E and D, prove that 

OD: OB::AD:AB, and OC: OE::AC:AE. 
31. If the vertical angle C A B of a triangle ̂ P C b e bisected by 

A D , to which the perpendiculars CE, BF, are drawn from the 
remaining angles; bisect the base B C in G, join GE, GF, and prove 
'these lines equal to each other. 

32. H a side B O of a triangle A B O he bisected by a steaight 
Hne whioh meets the sides A B , A 0 (produced if necessary) ia P and E 
respectively; the line A E 'wiU be to EC, as A D to D B . 

33. The base A B of an isosceles te-iangle A B C is produced both 
ways to A' and B , so that A A'. B B = AC"; shew that the triangles 
A'A C, B B C are simUar to one another. 

34. To find a point P in the base B C of a triangle produced, so 
that P D being dra-wn paraUel to A C , and meeting A C produced to P, 
AC:CP::CP:PD. 

35. If from the extremities of the base of a triangle, -two steaight 
lines be drawn, each of which is paraUel to one of the sides, and 
equal to the other, the steaight lines joining their other exteemities 
'with the other exteemities of the base, 'wiU cut off equal segments 
from the sides, and each of these 'wUl be a mean proportional between 
the other two segments. 

36. A straight Hne C D is dra-wn bisecting tiie vertical angle G 
of a teiangle A CB, and cutting the base A B in P; also on A B pro
duced a point E is taken equidistant from C and P: prove that 
AE.BE=DE". 

37. A B C is an equUateral triangle; E any point in ..4 C; in P C 
produced take CD^. CA, C F ^ C E , A F , D E intersect in .2"; then 
SC:EC::AC:AC\EO. 
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38. ABC is an isosceles teiangle; draw CE perpendioular to the 
base A B ; draw A D F intersecting O E in P, and O B in P; then 
DE: OE:: CA-EF: CA+ CF. 

39. From an angle of a triangle a Hne is drawn to the laiddle 
point of the opposite side. And through the point of bisection of 
this line another is drawn from either angle to the side subtending 
it. Prove that the latter Hne divides this side into segments which 
are as 2 to 1. 

40. Determine the point in the produced side of a teiangle, from 
which a straight Hne being dra'wn to a given point in the base, 
shall be intersected by the other side of the triangle in a given ratio. 

41. H from two points P, Q, four perpendiculars be dropped 
upon the steaight Hnes A B , A C, such that the perpendiculars are pro
portionals ; shew that P and Q He in the same steaight Hne through A. 

42. J£ one side of a teiangle be produced, and the other shortened 
by equal quantities, the Hne joining the points of section 'wiU be di
vided by the base in the inverse ratio of the sides. 
n. 
43. If the teiangle ABC has the angle at C a right angle, and 
from C a perpendicular be dropped on the opposite side intersecting 
it in P, then AD:DB::AC": CB". 

44. In any right-angled triangle, one side is to the other, as 
•the excess of the hypotenuse above the second, to the Hne out off 
from the first between the right angle and the Hne bisecting the 
opposite angle. 

45. H on the two sides of a right-angled triangle squares be 
described, the Hnes joining the acute angles of the teiangle and the 
opposite angles of the squares, -will cut off equal segments from the 
sides; and each of these equal segments •wiU be a mean proportional 
between the remaining segments. 

46. A B C is aright-angled triangle, haring a right angle at C; 
find a point P in the hypotenuse, so situated, that P A may be half of 
the perpendioular dropped from P upon P C the base. 

47. Determine that point in the base produced of a right-angled 
triangle from which the line drawn to the angle opposite the base, 
shall have the same ratio to the base produced, which the perpendiciUar 
has to the base itself. 

48. H the perpendicular in a right-angled triangle diride the 
hypotenuse in exteeme and mean ratio, the less side is equal to the 
alternate segment. 

49. From P the right angle of a right-angled triangle A B G , 
B p is let fall perpendicidar to A C, from p, pq is let fall perpendicular 
to B A , &c.: prove that 

Bp+pq + &a. : AB::AB^AG:BC. 
60. H t h e triangle A C B has a right angle C, and A D be dra-wn 

bisecting the angle A, and meeting C B in P, prove that 
AC":AD"::BC:2.BD. 

51. In any right-angled teiangle A B C , (whose hypotenuse is A B ) 
bisect the angle A by A D meeting C B in D, and prove that 

2AC':AC"-GD"::BC: CD. 
62. A B C is a right-angled triangle, C D a perpendicular from 
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the right angle upon AB; shew that if ^C is double of BG, BD is 
one-fifth of A B . , n r» nf a 

53. If through C the exteemity of the hypotenuse -f^ °[ »| 
right-angled teiangle A B C there be drawn two steaight Imes Diseoting 
the internal and Ixternal angles at O, and meeting B A P^-dnced in 
P and P respectively, .4C wUlbe a mean proportional between A D 
^"^ s/^if P be a point in the side CB, and CD, FE be perpendi
culars on the hypotenuse A B , then A D . A E + C D . E F = A C ' -

in. 
55. Triangles and paraUelograms of unequal altitudes are to each 

other in the ratio compounded of the ratios of thefr bases and altitudes. 
56. If teiangles A E F , A B C have a common angle A, triangle 

ABC: triangle AEF:: AB. AC: AE.AF. 
57. Consteuct an isosceles teiangle equal to a given scalene teiangle 

and having an equal vertical angle with it. 
68. On two given steaight Hnes simUar triangles are described. 

Required to find a thfrd, on which, if a teiangle simUar to them be 
described, its area shaU equal the difference of thefr areas. 

59. In the triangle A B C , A 0 = 2 . B C . H CD, C E respectively 
bisect the angle C, and the exterior angle formed by producing A C ; 
prove that the triangles CBD, A CD, A B 0, C D E , have thefr areas as 
1, 2, 3, 4. 

60. If two sides of a teiangle be bisected and the poiats joiaed 
with the opposite angles, the joining Hnes shaU diride each other 
proportionaUy. And the triangle formed by the joining lines and 
the remaining side shaU be equal to a thfrd of the original triangle. 

61. A square is inscribed below the base-of an isosceles triangle, 
prove that if the vertex be joined to the corners of the square, the 
middle segment of the base wSl he to the outer one in double the ratio 
of the perpendioular on the base to the base. 

62. P is the middle point of the base P C of an isosceles teiangle, 
C F perpendicular to A B , D E perpendicular to OF, E G paraUel to 
the base meets A D in G; prove that E G is to G A in the tripUcate 
ratio of P P to D A . 

63. If a straight Hne be dra^wn through the points of bisection 
of any two sides of a triangle, it wiU divide the teiangle into two parts 
which are to each other as 1 to 3. 

64. If perpendiculars be drawn from the exteemities of the base 
to a, teiangle on a straight Hne which bisects the angle opposite to the 
base, the area of the triangle is equal to the rectangle contained by 
either of the perpendiculars, and the segment of •the bisecting Hne 
between the angle and the other perpendicular. 

65. H the angles at the base of an isosceles teiangle (which are 
double of the vertical angle) be bisected by Hnes meeting the opposite 
sides, and the points of intersection with the sides be joined, then the 
joining line will divide the triangle into two parts, which have the same 
constant ratio to one another, as one of the sides of the triangle bears 
to the base. 
_ 66. The square on the line bisecting the vertical angle of any 

triangle is a mean proportional between the differences of the squares 
on each side containing that angle, and the square on the adjacent 
segment of the base. 
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67. If a Hne be dra-wn biseotiug the vertical angle BAG of a 
triangle, and meeting the base B G in P, and if from P any line be 
dra'wn meeting B A , GA (one of them being produced) in Q and R 
respectively; shew that the rectangle P Q , P B -wiU be to the rectangle 
PR, P C as P Q is to OR. 

68. Jf a teiangle be inscribed in another haring one side paraUel 
to a side of the latter, its area shaU be to that of the larger triangle as 
the rectangle contained by the segments of one side to the square of 
the whole side. 

69. H perpendiculars be raised upon the middle points of the 
sides of a 'teiangle, and respectively equal to half of those sides, and 
the exteemities of those perpendiculars be joined; the sum of the 
squares on these last Hues is equal to the sum of the squares on the 
sides of the triangle together 'with six times its area. 

70. H the interior angle G A D of a triangle B A 0 he bisected by 
a steaight Hne A E which like'wise cuts the base B G produced in E ; 
shew that the rectangle B E , E C is equal to the rectangle B A , A O 
together with the square on A E . 

71. P, P, are the middle points of the sides CA, CB of a 
triangle; join P and E, and draw A E , B D , intersecting in O; then 
shall the areas of the triangles D O E , E G B , B O A , be in geometeical, 
progression. 

72. Through the point of intersection D of two straight lines 
dra^wn from two angles of a triangle to bisect the opposite sides, 
a steaight Hne E D F G is made to pass, meeting two sides in E and F 
and the remaining sides produced in G; prove that 

DG. DF-DE. DG=DE. DF. 
73. P is any point in the side A O of a teiangle A B C , O E drawn 

paraUel to B D meets A B produced ia E, A F and A G are mean pro
portionals between A D , A O and A B , A E respectively ; shew that the 
•triangle A G Fia equal to the teiangle A B G . 

74. Two teiangles A B C , B C D , have the side B C common, the 
angles at P equal, and the angles A CB, B D 0 right angles. Shew 
that the triangle A B C : triangle B C D : : A B : BD. 

76. Through D, any point in the base of a given teiangle A B O , 
steaight Hnes D E , D F are dra^wn parallel to the sides A B , A 0, and 
meeting the sides in P and P, join E F ; shew that the triangle AEF' 
is a mean proportional between the triangles EBD, E D 0. 

76. H in the figure Euc. ry. 10, the straight lines DC, B A he 
produced to meet the cfrcle again in P, P, and E F he joined: shew 
that the teiangle A B D is a mean proportional between C E F and BCD. 

77. H a straight Hne A B he produced to a point 0, so that A B 
is a mean proportional between A C and C B ; then the square on 
AB: square on BC :: AB : AB-BC. 

78. H the straight line A B he perpendioular to the two paraUel 
straight lines A D , B E ; and if from C the middle point of A B ; CD, 
and C E he drawn at right angles to each other to meet A D , B E in P 
and E, and if D E he joined; prove that the area of the triangle D C E 
is equal to the sum of the areas of A D 0 and CBE. 

79. H .4PCbe a right-angled triangle haring the right angle 
at P, and squares A B D E , OBFG, he described on the sides A B , CB; 
and DF, F G he produced to meet A C produced ia the poiats S and K, 
the triangle A B C wUl be a mean proportional between the triangles AES, CGK. 
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IV. 
80. Draw a steaight Hne such that the perpendiculars let faU 

from any point ia it on two given lines may be in a given ratio. 
81. It is requfred to cut off a part of a given hue so that 

the part cut off may be a mean proportional between the remamder 
and another given line. , . ix t 

82 It is requfred to diride a given fimte straight Hne mto 
two parts, the squares of which shaU have a given ratio to 
each other. 

83. Through a given point -within a given angle draw a straight 
line such that the segments intercepted between the given point and 
the lines, which form the angles, shall be in a given ratio to 
one another. 

84. If a sti-aight Hne be dirided in two given points, determine 
a thfrd point, such that its distances from the exteemities, may be 
proportional to its distances from the given poiats. 

85. Find a point the distances of which from three given points, 
not in the same steaight Hne, are proportional to p, q, and r 
respectively, the four points being in the same plane. 

86. Two equal straight Hnes meet at one exteemity; draw 
a straight Hne passing through- thefr common exteemity so that 
the perpendiculars upon it from the other extremities may be in 
a given ratio. 

:87. A point and a steaight Hne being given in position, to draw 
a Hne paraUel to the given Hue, so that aU the lines dra-wn through 
the given poiat may be divided at it in a given ratio. 

88. C is a poiat in a given Hne A B , it is requfred to determine a 
point P, so that A P and B P together may be equal to a given Hne, 
and the angle A P B he bisected by PO. 

89. From two straight Hnes cut off two parts having a given 
ratio, so that the sum of the squares of the remainders may be equal, 
to a given square. 

90. Two sti-aight lines and a point between them being given in 
position, to draw two lines fi-om the given point to terminate ia fhe 
Unes given in position, so that they shaU contain a given angle, and 
have a given ratio. 

91. H a perpendicular be drawn from a given point of a given 
Hne; find a point in it, such that lines dra-wn from it to the extee
mities of the given lino, may be in a given ratio. 

92. Find a point, such that the perpendiculars let fall from it on 
three straight lines given in position may be in a given ratio. 

93. Let D A C E B he points in a straight Hne such that 
AC: CB:: AD: DB, and AE=EB; 

shew that rectangle D C E equals rectangle A CB. 
94. H two lines intersecting each other, are each terminated by 

t-wo unlimited Hues given in position, the ratio of the rectangles con
tained by thefr respective segments -wiU be the same with the ratio of 
the rectangles made by the segments of any other two iatersectiag 
each other which are simUarly terminated, and are respecti-̂ ely paraUel 
to the former. 

95. Pour Hnes A B , CD, EF, G S , drawn in any dfrection, inter
sect m the same point P ; then if from any point in one of these Hnes, 
another be drawn parallel to the next ia order, cutting the remainiag 
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two iu p and q ; the ratio of mp : pq is the same in whichever Hne the 
point ni is taken. 

96. In tha figure to Proposition 47, Book i. draw through G a 
right Hne, so that the sum of the perpendiculars falling on it from P 
and C may be equal to P C. 

V. 

97. A D is dra'wn bisecting the angle B A G , and A E is drawn 
at right angles to A D . If B D C E be any straight line cutting A B , 
A D , A 0, A E respectively in the poiats P, C, P, P; shew that B E , 
B C , B D are in harmonical proportion. 

98. If a steaight Hne be harmonically dirided, and the angle con
tained by lines drawn from the exteemity and one point, be bisected 
by a Hne drawn from the other point; that line shall be at right angles 
to the Hne which is drawn from the other extremity. 

99. If diverging Hnes cut a steaight Hne, so that the whole is to 
one exteeme, as the other exteeme is to the middle part, they -wiU in
tersect every other intercepted Hne in the same ratio. 

100. The diameter C D of a cfrcle cuts a chord A B at right angles. 
H P be any other point on the cfrcle and the lines E A , E B , EC, F D 
(pr duoed if necessary) meet any other line in the poiats a, I, c, d; 
shew that ac : cl :: ad : dl. 

101. H a given steaight line A B be dirided into any two parts in 
the point C, it is requfred to produce it, so that the whole line pro
duced may be harmonicaUy divided in C and P. 

102. To diride a given line in harmonical proportion. 
103. To find, by a geometrical construction, an arithmetic, geo

metric, and harmonic mean between two given Hnes. 
104. H through the point of bisection of the base of a triangle any 

line be drawn, intersecting one side of the triangle, the other pro
duced, and a Hne dra'wn paraUel to the base fi-om the vertex, this Hne 
shaU be cut harmonicaUy. 

105. H through a given point within a triangle Hnes be drawn 
fi-om the angles to the opposite sides, and the points of section be 
joined, the three ifrst drawn lines wUl be harmonically dirided. 

106. H fi-om any point four steaight Hues be dra'wn, so that a Hne 
paraUel to one of them falling upon the other three may be bisected 
by the middle one of these, then wiU the four lines out any Hue in 
harmonic proportion. 

107. A B , C D are two paraUel straight lines, A D and B C are 
joined meeting in E, and A C and B D meeting in F. Shew that the 
steaight Hne passing through E and P, biseots A B and CD, and is itself 
dirided harmonicaUy. 

108. B E , A C are paraUel Hnes; F, G, S, &c. a series of equi
distant poiats in A C ; draw Bfh cutting B E in P, and EF, E G , E S , 
&c. in/, g, h, &c. Bf, Bg, Bh, &c. are ia harmonic progression. 
vr. 

109. It is requfred to bisect any triangle (1) by a Hne dra-wn 
paraUel, (2) by a Hne drawn perpendioular, to the base. 

110. To diride a given triangle into two parts, haviag a given 
ratio to one another, by a straight Hne drawn paraUel to one of 
its sides. 
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111. Bisect a triangle by a steaight Hne drawn through a pomt 
•within or •without the teiangle. , , j „ i,-.r,Qci +,̂  

112. From a given point in the side of a teiangle, to draw Lnes to 
the sides which shaU diride the triangle into any number ol equal 

^''llS. Any two triangles being given to draw a straight Hne 
paraUd to a side of the greater, which shaU cut off a triangle 
equal to the less. . , , ,. i-r -i j. p -j. -j 

114. Trisect a teiangle by straight Hnes paraUel to one ol its sides. 
115. Through a given point, either within or -without a given 

teiangle, to draw a steaight Hne, which shaU cut off from the triangle 
any part requfred. 

VII. 
116. The rectangle contained by two Hnes is a mean propor

tional between thefr squares. 
117. Describe a rectangular parallelogram which shaU be equal to 

a given square, and have its sides in a given ratio. 
118. If from any two points within or without a paraUelogram, 

steaight lines be dra-wn perpendicular to each of two adjacent sides 
and intersecting each other, they form a paraUelogram similar to the 
former. 

119. It is requfred to cut off from a rectangle a similar rectangle 
which shaU be any required part of it. 

120. Hfi-om one angle ̂  of a paraUelogram a steaight line be drawn 
cutting the diagonal ia P and the sides in P, Q, shew that 

AE"=PE.EQ. 
121. The Hnes drawn from an angle of a parallelogram perpendi

ciUar to the sides containing the opposite angle, or to those sides pro
duced, are inversely proportional to these sides. 

122. If through any points in the diagonal of a paraUelogram a 
straight Hne be drawn meeting two opposite sides of the figure, the 
segments of this straight Hne -wiU have the same ratio as those of the 
diagonal. 

123. If lines be drawn through the angles of a paraUelogram so 
as to form a second paraUelogram, the segments which these taken in 
order produced or not, cut off from the sides taken in order of the first 
produced or not, shaU be proportionals. 

124. If A B C D he a paraUelogram; P, Q, points in a Une which 
is paraUel to A B ; also if P A , Q B meet in P, and P P , QCio. S; then 
M S is paraUel to A D . 

125. In the figure Euc. yi. 26, either of the complements is a 
mean proportional between the paraUelograms about the diameter. 

126. Shew that if the diameters of the complements of the paral
lelogram, about the diameter of a paraUelogram, be dra-wn, the two 
which do not meet in the diameter of the parallelogram -will, if pro
duced, meet in it produced. 
vm. 
127. In a given oircle place a steaight Hne paraUel to a given 
straight Hne, and having a given ratio to it; the ratio not being 
greater than that of the diameter to the given line in the cfrde. 

128. In a given circle place a straight Hne, cutting two radu which 
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are perpendioular to each 'other, in such a manner, that the line itself 
may be teisected. 

129. A B is a diameter, and P any point in the cfrcumferenoe of 
a cirde; A P and B P are joined and produced if necessary; if 
fi-om any point C of A B , a perpendicular be drawn to A B meeting 
A P and B P in points P and E respectively, and the cfrcumference 
of the circle in a point P, shew that C D is a thfrd proportional 
of C E and CF. 

130. H from the exteemity of a diameter of a circle tangents be 
dra-wn, any other tangent to the cfrcle terminated by them is so 
dirided at its point of contact, that the radius of the ofrcle is a mean 
proportional between its segments. 

131. From a given poiat without a cfrole, it is required to draw 
a steaight Hne to the concave circumference, which shaU be di
vided in a given ratio at the point where it intersects the convex 
cfroumference. 

132. From what point in a cfrcle must a tangent be drawn, so that 
a perpendicular on it from a given point in the cfrcumference may be 
cut by the cfrcle in a given ratio ? 

133. Through a given point "within a given cfrole, to draw a 
sti-aight Hne such that the parts of it intercepted between that point 
and the cfrcumference, may have a given ratio. 

134. Let the two diameters A!B, CD, of the cirole A D B Che at 
right angles to each other, draw any chord EF, join CE, CF, meeting 
A B iu G and S ; prove that the teiangles C G S and C E F are simUar. 

135. A cfrcle, a steaight line, and a point being given in position, 
requfred a point in the Hne, such that a Hue drawn from it to the 
given point may be equal to a line drawn from it touching the cirole. 
"What must be the relation among the data, that the problem may 
become porismatic, i.e. admit of innumerable solutions ? 

136. Hfrom a point without a cfrcle two Hnes be dra-wn touching 
the cfrcle, and fi-om one of the points of contact a perpendicular be let 
faU on the diameter passing through the other, it -wiU be bisected by a 
steaight Hne drawn from the point without the cfrole to the farthest 
extremity of the diameter. 

137. H one chord in a cfrole bisect another, and tangents dra'wn 
from the exteemities of each be produced to meet, the Hne joining 
thefr points of intersection 'wiU be paraUel to the bisected chord. 

138. H t w o chords in a cfrcle intersect each other, and the two 
segments of one chord have the same ratio to each other as the two 
segments of the other chord; a straight line bisecting the angle con
tained by the two segments which form corresponding terms of the 
ratios, "Will pass through the center of the cfrole. 

139. H A B be any chord of a cfrcle, and from any point C in the 
circumference a Hne C D be drawn perpendicular to A B , and be pro
duced to meet the circle in P, and from A a perpendicular A F be 
drawn to the tangent at C, the triangles A E C , F A D are simUar. 

140. A B is any chord of a cfrcle, P any point in the circumference 
of the cfrole, P m perpendioular to A B is produced to meet the cirde in 
Q, A n is dra'wn perpendicular to the tangent at P; shew that the 
teiangle n A m is similar to P A Q. 

141. To draw a Hne from the vertex of a triangle to the base, 
which shaU be a mean proportional between the whole base and one 
segment. B B 
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142. H a steaight Hne touch a cirde, and a perpendicular be 
drawn from the point of contact upon any diameter; and i± irom tne 
extremities of the same diameter, and from the center, perpendiculars 
be raised upon the diameter and produced to meet the Ime wUicn 
touches the circle, these four perpendiculars are proportional. 

143 A point is taken in the diameter of a circle, and anotfier 
point in the diameter produced, so that the radius is a mean propor
tional between thefr distances from the center; prove that the hnes 
drawn from these points to any, the same pomt m the circumferenoe, 
are always in the same ratio. 

144. If to any point C in a circle, a tangent A C B he drawn, and 
from A, C, B perpendiculars be drawn to the diameter P P , and CPbe 
produced to I; the rectangle contained by A B , C I is equal to that 
contained by PP^ G S . 

145. Through a point 0 outside or inside a ofrcle, two sfraight 
Hnes are drawn makiug chords A B , C D ; join ̂ C , B D , A D , BC. 

Prove that OA.OC: OB. OD :: AO" : BD", 
and OA.OD: OB. 00 :: A S : BC". 

146. H tangents be dra-wn from the extremities of any diameter 
of a oircle, the portion of any other tangent, intercepted between them, 
is dirided at the point of contact so that the radius of the cfrcle is a 
mean proportional between its segments. 

147. If fi-om any point of a cfrcle Hnes be drawn through the 
extremities of a chord, intersecting a diameter at right angles to the 
chord, shew that the radius is a mean proportional between the dis
tances of the points of intersection from the center. 

148. The perpendicular dra-wn from any point of a cfrcle upon a 
chord of the ofrcle, is a mean proportional between the perpendiculars 
dra-wn from the same point upon the tangents at the extremity of the 
chord. 

149. If through the middle point of any chord of a ofrcle two 
chords be drawn, the Hnes joining their extremities shaU intersect the 
ifrst chord at equal distances from its extremities. 

150. Given a circle and two points A, B, exterior to it, find a point 
X in the cirole such that if X A , X B , be drawn cutting the cfrcle in 
P, Q, P Q shaU be paraUel to A B . 

161. In the diameter BB' of a cirole produced, a point A is taken 
such that ̂ P is one-fourth of the radius; fi-om ̂ a tangent ..4 C is 
dra-wn to the circle ; find a point D in the circle such that A D shall be 
a mean proportional between A B and A C. 

152. Let A B C he the diameter of any cfrole whose center is C, 
P any poiat in it, Q a point so taken that C P : C A :: G A : C Q ; take 
Jfany point in the circumference, join Q M , A M , P M . Prove that 
A M always bisects the angle QMP-

153. If a circumference be dirided into any number of equal parts 
A B , B C , CD, D E , &c., and the straight Hnes A B , A C , A D , A E , &c. 
be drawn, then A B : A C :: A B + A D and 

AC: ADtAB:: AD:ACt-AE. 
154. The perpendicular drawn from the center of a cfrcle on the 

chord of any arc, is a mean proportional between half the radius and 
the line made up of the radius and the perpendicular drawn fi-om the 
center bn the chord of double the arc. 

155. To describe a cfrde through two given poiats to cut a 
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straight line given in position, so that a diameter of the cfrcle drawn 
through the point of intersection shaU make a given angle -with the 
Hne. 

166. From a given point without a given circle a Hne is drawn 
cutting the ofrcle. It is requfred to draw from the same point another 
Hne also cutting the cfrcle, so that the sum of the arcs intercepted be
tween these two lines shaU be equal to a given arc. 

157. A B C is a plane ourvUinear teiangle formed by arcs of cfrcles 
•which meet in P; shew -that the sum of its angles is equal to two 
light angles. 

IX. 

158. Prove that there may be two, but not more than two, siaular 
'triangles in the same segment of a cirde. 

159. H as in EucHd -vr. 3, the vertical angle B A C of the triangle 
B A C he bisected by A D , and B A be produced to meet C E drawn 
paraUel to A D in E ; shew that A D -wUl be a tangent to the cfrcle 
described about the triangle E A C. 

160. If a triangle be inscribed in a cfrcle, and from its vertex, lines 
be dra'wn paraUel to the tangents at the exteemities of its base, they 
wiU cut off simUar'teiangles. 

161. H the line bisectingthe vertical angle of atriangle be dirided 
into parts which are to one another as the base to the sum of the sides, 
the point of dirision is the center of the inscribed cirole. 

162. The rectangle contained by the sides of any triangle is to the 
rectangle by the radU of the inscribed and efroumscribed ofroles, as 
twice the perimeter is to the base. 

163. H fi-om the extremities of the base of a triangle, perpen
diculars be let faU on the opposite sides, and likewise straight Hues 
dra'wn to bisect the same, the intersection of the perpendiculars, that 
of the bisecting lines, and the center of the cfrcumscribing cfrole, wiU 
be in the same sti-aight Une. 

164. A C B is a triangle in a semicfrcle whose diameter is A B , 
D E F G a steaight Hne, perpendicular to A B at any point P in A B , 
cutting one side of the teiangle, the ofrcle, and the other side of the 
triangle produced, in the points F, F, G: then D E : D F :: D F : D G . 

165. A C B is an isosceles triangle inscribed in a semicfrcle, of 
which the diameter is A B ; fi-om any point in A C produced, D E is 
drawn perpendicular to A B , and cutting the semicircle in P, and C B 
in G. Prove that EFia a mean proportional between E G and E D . 

166. A B is the diameter of a ofrcle, P any point in the circum
ference, and Cthe middle point of the arc A D . Jf A C , A D , B C h e 
joined, and A D cut B O in. E, the cfrcle described about the teiangle 
A E B vnR touch A 0, and its diameter wUl be a thfrd proportional to 
PC and .^P. 

167. One ofrcle is inscribed in an equUateral triangle ..<4P C, and 
another is described about it; through A and P tangents are dra'wn to 
the outer cfrcle meeting in P, and from P a Hue P E S is drawn touch
ing the inner cfrcle in E, and meeting the outer cfrcle in S; find the 
ratio of P S to ̂ P . 

168. A tangent at any point C of a circle, center 0, meets the 
tangents at the extremities of a diameter A B in I, N. Prove that the 

B B 2 
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radu of the cfrcles inscribed in the triangles ACB, ION, are in the 
same ratio as the radu of the efroumscribed cfrcles. 

169. Hfrom the center of the cfrcle cfrcumscribing any teiangie, 
perpendiculars be let faU upon the sides, the sum of these perpen
diculars is equal to the sum of the radU of the inscribed and cir
cumscribed cfrcles. . . , J i. • -uj. 

170 H a triangle A B C he inscribed m a cirole, and a sfa-aight 
line P P be drawn paraUel to the tangent at ̂ , meeting ̂ C or ^ C 
produced in D, then wiR AD : AB :: AB : AC. 

171. If a cfrcle be inscribed in a teiangle, and another be de
scribed about it; the distance between thefr centers is a mean propor
tional between the radius of the circumscribed cfrole, and its excess 
above t-wioe the radius of the inscribed cfrole. 

172. If from the angles of a teiangle, Hnes be dra-wn to the poiats 
where the inscribed circle touches the sides ; these Hues shaU intersect 
in the same point. 

173. In a plane triangle, if the Hne joining the center of the efr
oumscribed cfrcle and the point of intersection of the perpendiculars, 
be dirided into parts, one of which is double of the other; (the smaUer 
segment being estimated from the center of the cfrcle) the point so 
determined is distant from the vertical angle, two-thfrds of the Hne 
dra-wn from that angle to the bisection of the base. 

174. If a cfrcle be inscribed in a right-angled triangle and another 
be described touching the side opposite to the right angle and the 
produced parts of the other sides, shew that the rectangle under the 
radu is equal to the teiangle, and the sum of the radu equal to the sum 
of the sides which contain the right angle. 

175. H a perpendicular be drawn fi-om the right angle to the 
hypotenuse of a right-angled teiangle, and cfrcles be inscribed with
in the two smaUer, teiangles into whioh the given triangle is divided, 
their diameters wUl be to each other as the sides containing the 
right angle. 

176. H from 0 the center of the circle inscribed in a teiangle 
A B C , OD, OE, O F he dra-wn perpendicular to the sides A B , A C , B C , 
and if O P be drawn paraUel to the side A B , to any point P, and from 
P perpendiculars P Q , P R he dra-wn upon O E and OF, or those Hnes 
produced, prove that the rectangle contained by P C, O R is equal to 
the rectangle contained hy A C , OQ. 

177. About a triangle A B C describe a circle, and through the 
points A, B, O draw tangents D A E , F B E , E C D , forming a teiangle 
D F E ; shew that the rectangle D E , A F , is to the rectangle P C , DF, in 
the dupHcate ratio of A B to CB. 

178. In any triangle, the rectangle contained by the excess of 
half the perimeter above each of the two sides including an angle, is 
equal to the rectangle contained by the radius of the inscribed cfrcle, 
and the radius of the cfrcle which touches the base and the two sides 
produced. 

179. If a cirole be inscribed in any plane teiangle, and a right 
line dra-wn from the point of the vertex to the point where the cfrcle 
touches its base: prove that the middle point of that Hne, the center 
of the ofrcle, and the middle point of the base of the triangle, are ia 
the same straight line. 

180. H the sides of a triangle be in arithmetic progression, and a 
and «, be the longest and shortest sides, and r and fi the radu of tho inscribed and circumscribed circles, 6rr^ = aâ . 
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181. BEFia a cfrcle inscribed in the teiangle ABC touching the 
sides BO, A C , in D, E, F; S I K is a cfrcle touching A B in P"and 
CB, CA, produced in S, I; in CP" take C P = CA, and in CP take 
CM= CB; then FK = A M and 4.4P. FB = AL. MB. 

182. A triangle ̂ P C is inscribed in the cfrcle P.4C. Through 
the point P a Hne P P is drawn paraUel to the tangent at A, and 
meeting ̂  C in P; compare the areas of the triangles A B L and A B C. 

183. Ĝ  is the center of a cfrcle in which an equUateral teiangle 
.4PCis inscribed; Pis a point in the cfroumference ̂ C ; joia F A , 
E B , EC, and draw P P perpendicular to .<4C, thenPP- is greater than 
EA" + EC" hyi.EG.EF. 
X. 

184. In any triangle, inscribe a teiangle simUar to a given teiangle. 
185. From the vertex of an isosceles triangle two steaight Hnes 

dra-wn to the opposite angles of the square described on the base, cut 
the diagonals of the square in E and P; prove that the line P P is 
paraUel to the base. 

186. Insoribe a square in a segment of a cfrcle. 
187. Insoribe a square in a sector of a cfrole, so that the angular 

points shall be one on each radius, and the other two in the cfrcumference. 
188. Inscribe a square in a given equUateral and equiangular 

pentagon. 
189. Inscribe a paraUelogram. in a given triangle similar to a 

given paraUelogram. 
190. In a given rectangle inscribe another, whose sides shall bear 

to each other a given ratio. 
191. In a given segment of a cfrde to inscribe a similar segment. 
192. The square inscribed in a cfrcle is to the square inscribed ia 

the semicfrcle :: 5 : 2. 
193. H a square be inscribed in a right-angled triangle of which 

one side coincides -with the hypotenuse of the teiangle, the extremities 
of that side diride the base into three segments that are continued 
proportionals. 

194. The square inscribed in a semicfrde is to the square inscribed 
in a quadrant of the same circle :: 8 : 5. 

195. Shew that if a teiangle inscribed in a cfrcle be isosceles, 
having each of its sides double the base, the squares described upon 
the radius of the cfrde and one of the sides of the triangle, shaU be to 
each other in the ratio of 4 : 16. 

196. A P B is a quadrant, S P T a straight line touching it at P, 
Pif perpendicular to CA ; prove that triangle S C T : triangle A C B :: 
teiangle A C B : teiangle C M P . 

197. H through any point in the arc of a quadrant whose radius 
is P, two cfrcles be dra-wn touching the bounding radii of the quadrant, 
and r, r' be the radu of these ofroles; shew that rr' = R". 

198. H P be the radius of the cfrcle inscribed in a right-angled 
teiangle A B 0, right-angled at A ; and a perpendicular be let faU from 
A on the hypotenuse P C, and if r, r' be the radU of the cfrcles in* 
scribed in the triangles A D B , A G D ; prove that r"-tr'" = R". 

199. H o n the diameter of a semicfrcle, two equal semicfrcles be 
described, and in the curvilinear space a cfrcle be inscribed touching 
the three semicfrcles, the radius of this cfrcle shall be to the radius of 
either less semicfrcle :: 2 : 3. 
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XI. . . • ^ 
200. Given the perimeter of aright-angled triangle, it is reqimed 

to consteuct it, (1) H the sides are in arithmetical progression;. (̂ ) U. 
the sides are in geometeical progression. ' . 

201. Given the vertical angle, the perpendicular drawn from it to 
the base, and tiie ratio of the segments of the base made by it, to con
struct the teiangle. . i .i 

202. Oonste-uct a triangle, having given the vertical angle, the 
radius of the inscribed circle, and the rectangle contained by the 
straight Hnes dra-wn from the center of the ofrcle to the angles at the base. 

203. Describe a teiangle with a given vertical angle, so that the Hne 
which biseots the base shall be equal to a given Hne, and the a,ngle whioh 
the bisecting Hne makes -with the base shaU be equal to a given angle. 

204. Given the base, the ratio of the sides containing the vertical 
angle, and the distance of the vertex from a given point in the base; 
to construct the triangle. 

205. Given the vertical angle and the base of a teiangle, and also 
a Hne drawn from either of the angles, cutting the opposite side ia a 
given ratio, to construct the triangle. 

206. Upon the given base A B construct a triangle ha'ring its sides 
in a given ratio and its vertex situated in the given indefinite Hue CD. 

207. Given the hypotenuse of a right-angled -triangle, and the side 
of an inscribed square. Required the two sides of the triangle. 

208. To make atriangle, whioh shaU be equal to a given triangle, 
and have two of its sides equal to two given straight lines ; and shew 
that if the rectangle contained by the two steaight lines be less than 
f-wice the given triangle, the problem is impossible. 

209. In a right-angled triangle, given the sums of the base and 
the hypotenuse, and of the base and the perpendiotdar; to determine 
the triangle. 

210. In the triangle A B C , let D he the middle point of A B , and 
P the foot of the perpendicular let faU from C on A B ; then prove 
that, if C B - C A = D E , the three sides CA, A B , B C are in arithmetical 
progression. Also shew h o w such a teiangle may be construoted. 

211. Having given the base, the suin bf the other two sides and 
the point in which the Une bisecting the exterior angle at the vertex 
meets the base produced; Describe the teiangle. 

212. Given in any triangle the base, the ratio of the sides, and the 
distance between the points in which the internal and external bisec-
•Jors cut the base, construct the" teiangle. 

213. Given •the base, the vertical angle, and the ratio of the parts 
that the line bisecting the base is dirided into, by the line joining the 
centers of the efroumscribed and inscribed cfrcles, to construct the 
plane teiangle. 

214. Given the difference of the angles at the base, the ratio of 
the segments of the base made by a perpendicular from the vertex and 
the sum of the sides: consteuct the triangle. 

215. Given the base, the vertical angle, and the ratio of the sides 
which contain that angle, construct the triangle. 

XII. 
_ 216. H through the vertex, and the exteemities of the base of a 

triangle, two cfrcles be described, intersecting one another in the base 
or its continuation, their diameters are proportional to the sides of the teiangle. 
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217. Ha tangent to two circles be drawn cutting the steaight line 
which joins thefr centers, the chords are paraUel which join the points 
of contact, and the points where the Hne through the centers cuts the 
circumferences. 

218. H fi-om the centers of each of two cfrcles exterior to one 
another, tangents be drawn to the other cfrcle, so as to cut one another, 
the rectangles of the segments are equal. 

219. The circumference of one cfrcle passes through the center 0 
of another ; and through A, one of the points of intersection, a radius 
A B is drawn to the first cfrole, meeting the second cfrole in C. Shew 
that the rectangle A B , A C , is equal to the square on 00. 

220. H two cfrcles cut each other; to draw from one of the points 
of intersection a steaight line meeting the cfrcles, so that the part of it 
intercepted between the cfrcumference may be equal to a given Hne. 

221. A steaight Hne A B C D is terminated and trisected at the 
points where it meets the cfrcumferences of two equal cfrcles that cut 
each other, and it is intersected in P by F G whioh joins thefr centers; 
shew that AF : ED:: 2EFi-EG : 2EG -t EF. 

222. T wo cirdes cut at right angles. A Hue is dra^wn from the 
center 0 of the first and cuts the second in A, P. If any radius 0 0 
be dra-wn, and A G , P C joiaed; the triangles G A G , O B O wUl be 
simUar. 

223. The Hue A D is dirided into three equal parts in the points 
B, C; a cfrole is described -with P as a center and B A as radius, and 
any circle cutting this is described with P as center. Shew that if a 
diord to both the efrdes be dra-wn from it through one of the points of 
intersection, it -wiU be bisected by this point. 

224. H two cirdes cut each other and straight Hnes are dra-wn 
from the centers through one of the points of section to the cfrcumfe
rences, they -wiU be dirided at that point in inverse proportion. 

225. T wo equal cfrcles intersect, the center of one being on the 
circumferenee of the other; shew that thefr cfrcumferences are divided 
in the ratio of two to one. 

226. H i;wo cfrcles cut each other so that the circumference of one 
may pass through the center of the other, and from that center, Hnes 
be dra-wn cutting both circumferences, the segments of the Hnes inter
cepted be-tween the cfrcumferences, -wiU be to each other as the per
pendiculars let faU from the intersections -with the inner cfrcumference 
upon the line whioh joins the points of intersection of the circles. 

227. H two cfrcles cut each other, and a common chord A B C D E 
he drawn, meeting one cfrcle in A and P, the other in P and E, and 
the Hne joining these points of intersection in C; then the square on 
B D shaU be to the square on A E as the rectangle P C, CD, is to the 
rectangle A G, CE. 

228. If two cfrcles cut each other in any two points, and from 
either point diameters be dra-wn, the extremities of these diameters 
and the other point of intersection are in the same straight Hne. Also, 
if on the line joining the points of intersection, as a diameter, a oircle 
be described, and any Hne be drawn from one extremity of this dia
meter cutting the two cfrcles, the parts of this line intercepted between 
the cfroumference of the ofrcle, and the cfrcumferences of the other two 
cfrcles, shaU be proportional to the perpendiculars drawn in these 
circles from the extremity of the diameter. 229. T w o cfrcles intersect in A and B ; A D , A S are diameters ; 
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AC, AC are chords, each of which touches the circle of which it is not 
a chord; the Hne A E F ' bisects the angle D A B ' and outs ttie circles m 
E and P'; then the common tangent to the cirdes is a mean Propor
tional between the chords PP, D E ' ; and thefr common chord .4J^ is 
a mean proportional between the chords P C , P C . . . « 

230. If two cirdes cut each other and from one of the points of 
intersection a steaight Hne be drawn cutting the C]rcles,_ then the hnes 
joining the new points of intersection .-with the other point ol mtersec
tion of the two ofroles, wUl be to each other as the radu of the cfrcles 
of whioh they are the chords. 
XIII. 

231. If two circles touch each other extemaUy and also touch, a 
straight line, the part of the line between the points of contact is a 
mean proportional between the diameters of the circles. 

232. Two circles touch each other intemaUy at the point A, and 
from two poiats in the Une joining thefr centers, perpendiculars are 
drawn intersecting the outer cirde in the points P, C, and the ianer 
in P, P; shew that A B : A C :: A D : A E . 

233. To draw a straight line which shaU intersect two given cfrcles, 
so that the chords intercepted by each cfrcle may be equal to a given 
Hne. 

234. Let two cfrcles touch one another in the point 0, and through 
this point let two chords P^OP,, Q^OQ^ be drawn meeting the cfrcles 
in the points P„ P„ shew that OP,. 0Q^= OP^. OQ,. 

235. Two circles touch each other externaUy or intemaUy and 
through the point of contact a straight Hne is drawn cutting the two 
circles, prove that the parts of 'the line intercepted are _proportional to 
the diameters of the cfrcles in which they may lie. 

236. H t w o cfrcles touch each other and from the point of contact 
aiiy two straight lines be dra'wn cutting the cfrcles, and thefr extre
mities be joined, the teiangles so formed are in the dupHcate ratios of 
the diameters of the cfrcles. 

237. From the point Pof intersection of the common tangents to 
two circles whose radu are as 2 to 1, any two Hnes are dra'wn cutting 
the circles in A, B, and a, I respectively, shew that the rectangles 
TA. TB, and Ta. Tb are as 4 to 1. 

238. If at any two points A, B, A O , B D he dra-wn perpendioular 
to A B on the same side of it, of such magnitude that A B is a mean 
proportional between A 0, B D ; the ofroles whose diameters are 
A 0, B D wUl touch each other. 

239. A B is the diameter of a circle, Pthe middle point of the 
radius OB. On A F , E B as diameters, ofroles are described. P Q P is 
a common tangent, meeting the circles in P and Q, and A B produced 
in P. Shew that P P equals the radius of the smaUer circle. 

240. If two cfrcles touch each other intemaUy in a point A, from 
which a straight line A B O is dra-wn cutting the circles in P, C; then 
if another steaight line which joins the centers, cut the other cfrole ia 
D, A D shaU be a mean proportional between A B and A C. 

241. Given the magnitude and position of two cfrcles; to draw a 
chord ..4P of the greater to touch the less at C, so that C A shaU have 
to OB a given ratio. 

242. Two circles whose centers are A and P, touch each other in 
the point C; shew that if P be a point without the cfrcles such that 
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DA, DB make equal angles •with DO, the rectangle contained by the 
tangents dra-wn from P is equal to the square on D 0. 

243. PP/is a common tangent to two circles, meeting the line 
which joins the centers produced in the point I; I D O G S ia any 
steaight Hne cutting the cfrcles. Prove that I E x IF=^ ID x IS'^ 1 0 x IG. 

244; H two given cfrcles touch each other and also touch a given 
Hne, the rectangle contained by the diameters of the cfrcles, is equal to 
the rectangle contained by the sum of the diameters and the perpen
dicular distance of the point of contact from the touching line. 

XIV. 

245. The diagonals of a teaperium, two of whose sides are parallel, 
cut one another in the same ratio. 

246. H two sides of a quadrUateral figure be parallel to each 
other, a steaight Hne dra'wn paraUel to either of them shaU cut the 
other sides or them produced, proportionaUy. 

247. A B O D is a teaperium of which the opposite sides A D , B C 
are parallel, shew that 

AC" •- B S : A B ^ D C :: BC^ A S : BC'- AD. 
248. Two straight lines A B , C D intersect in E. If when A G, 

B D are joined, the sides of the triangle A C E taken in order are pro
portional to those of the triangle D B E taken in order, shew that 
A, C, B, D He on the cfrcumference of the same cfrcle. 

249. On a given line describe a rectangle whioh shall be equal to 
the difference of the squares on two given steaight lines, any two of 
the three given lines being greater than the thfrd. 

260. Given the sides of a quadrilateral figure inscribed in a cfrcle, 
to find the ratio of its diagonals. 

251. The diagonals A C , B D , of a traperium inscribed in a cfrcle, 
cut each other at right angles in the point E ; 

the rectangle A B .BG : the rectangle A D . D C : : B E : E D . 
252. H the sides of a quadrilateral figure cfrcumscribing a cfrde, 

touch the drcle at the angular points of an inscribed quadrUateral 
figure; aU the diagonals -wiU intersect at the same point. 

253. H two circles can be described so that each shaU touch the 
other and three sides of a quadrUateral figure, one-fourth of the diffe
rence of the sums of the opposite sides is a mean proportional between 
the radu. 

254. A B G D i a a quadrUateral figure inscribed in a circle; B A , 
C D are produced to meet in P, and A D , B C are produced to meet ia 
Q. Prove that the ratio of P C : P B :: Q A i QB. 

255. A B G D i a a quadrilateral iascribed iu a cfrcle; the steaight 
lines CE, D E , whioh bisect the angles A CB, A D B , cut B D and A C in 
F a n d G respectively ; shew that PPis to E G , as P P to E C . 

256. A B is a diameter of a circle, and C D a chord at right angles 
to it, P any point in CD. H A E and B E he drawn and produced to 
cut the circle ia P and G, the quadrUateral E G G D has any two of its 
adjacent sides in the same ratio as the remaining two. 

257, A B C D is a quadrUateral iascribed in a circle, and its diago
nals intersect in F; shew that the rectangle A F , F D is to the rectangle 
BF, FC, as the square on A D is to the square on P C. 

258. Two sides of a quadrUateral described about a circle are 
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paraUel; if the points of contact diride the other two sides propor
tionally, they are equaUy incHned to the first two. ., •, • • -i 

259. The diagonals of a quadrUateral figure inscribed m a circle, 
are to one another as the sums of the rectangles contained by tne sides 
which meet their extremities. , , , , . . , , 

260 A quadrUateral is cfrcumsonbed about a given circle, and any 
tangent is dfawn to the cfrde. H perpendiculars be drawn from the 
angular points of the quadrUateral on the tangent, shew that the rect
angle of those from one pafr of opposite angles, is to the rectangle of 
those from the other pafr in a constant ratio. _ 

261. A B C D is any trapezium inscribed in a circle. Its sides are 
produced to meet in P and Q. Prove the foUo-wing proportion; 

PD.DQ: AD.DC :: PB.BQ : AB.BC. 
262. Prove that in order that aU the rectangles circumscribed 

about a quadrUateral figure may be similar to a given rectangle, the 
diagonals of the quadrilateral must be at right angles to each other, 
and proportional to the sides of the given rectangle. 

XV. 

263. Hin a given equUateral and equiangular hexagon another 
be inscribed, to determine its ratio to the given one. 

264. A regular hexagon inscribed in a circle is a mean propor
tional between an inscribed and circumscribed equUateral teiangle. 

265. The diameter of a ofrcle is a mean proportional between the 
sides of an equUateral triangle and hexagon whioh are described about 
that oircle. 

266. If two equUateral teiangles be inscribed in the same cfrcle 
with their vertices at the opposite extremities of the same diameter, 
compare the magnitude of either with that of the hexagon formed 
by the intersection of the sides. 

267. If a hexagon be described about a cfrcle, the three lines joia
ing the opposite angular points, intersect in a point. 

268. The area of the inscribed pentagon, is to the area of the 
cfrcumscribing pentagon, as the square on the radius of the cfrcle 
inscribed within the greater pentagon, is to the square on the radius of 
the cirole cfrcumsoribing it. 

269. A regular, decagon inscribed in a circle is a mean propor
tional between an inscribed and circumscribed regular pentagon. 

270. JfA:, ̂ 2 be the areas of the squares inscribed in, and cir
cumscribed about a given cfrcle, A that of a regular octagon inscribed 
in the same cfrole, shew that Ai : A :: A : A.̂ . 

271. If one cfrcle touch another internaUy passing through its 
center, and any number of chords be drawn cutting the two cfrcles, 
the polygons formed in the two circles by joining the extremities of 
consecutive chords -wiU be in the ratio of 1: 4. 

272. Any polygons whatsoever described about a cfrcle are to 
one another as their perimeters. 

273. If two equilateral polygons be drawn, one within, and the 
other about a cfrde, and another of half the number of sides be 
inscribed in the cfrole, this shaU be a mean proportional between the 
other two. 

274. H the sides of any regular figure be bisected, and each two 
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adjacent points of bisection be joined, a simUar figure -wiU be formed, 
and its area •wiU be to that portion of the original area of the figure 
which is -without it, as the square on the diameter of the cfrcle cfrcum
scribing it is to the square on one of its sides. 

275. Two simUar reetUineal figures being given, to find a third 
figure, which shall be simUar to them, and also have its area a mean 
proportional between them. 

276. To describe a figure simUar to each of two other figures, 
and equal to thefr sum or difference. 

XVI. 

277. H there be three equal rectangles contained by AB, AG; 
CD, CS; EF, FK, then if EK- CS= CS- A G, then ̂ P - CP wiU be 
to C D 'EF, as A B is to EF. Also if this latter proportion hold, 

EK-CS=CS~AG; 
prove this, and esj)lain how this is reaUy a geometrical proof of the 
common propositions of harmonic progression. 

278. H a square be inscribed in a right-angled triangle, twice the 
side of this square is an harmonic mean between the sides which contain 
the right angle. 

279. H from a point without a cirde there be dra-wn three steaigbt 
Hnes, two of which touch the cfrcle, and the other outs it, the line 
which cuts the cfrole -wiU be divided harmonically by the convex 
cfrcumference, and the chord which joins the points of contact. 

280. The steaight line A B C D is dirided harmonicaUy in the 
points P, C; prove that if a cfrcle be described on .4 C as diameter, 
any cfrole passing through P and P -wiU cut it at right angles; and 
conversely. 

281. H two cfrcles touch one another externaUy and from the 
center of one, tangents be drawn to the other ; the chord joining the 
points in which the first cfrcle is cut by the tangents, -wiU be an har
monic mean between the radu of the cfrcles. 

282. In any teiangle, if the radu of the cfrcles, touching two sides; 
produced and one externally, be in harmonic progression, the mean 
radius is three times that of the inscribed cfrcle, and the sides are in 
arithmetical progression. 

283. 5 is a fixed point in O A the radius of a ofrcle, center 0; in 
O A produced, O P is taken a third proportional to O S and OA, and 
from the point P, any line P P Q is drawn cutting the circle in P and Q, 
and if the line P P Q out the line dra-wn from S at right angles to A O 
in the point E, prove (1) that L Q is dirided harmonicaUy in the points 
E and P. (2.) H P S he joined, the ratio of P P to PS, is a constant 
ratio. (3.) H Q S he also joined, the rectangle contained by P 8 , 8 Q 
is a constant rectangle. (4.) H through S a line be drawn at right 
angles to A O, tangents to the circle at P and Q vrUl out this line in 
one and the same point. 

284. A B O D E is a regular pentagon whose sides D C and A B are 
produced to meet in P, and from B P , B Q is cut off equal to A B ; 
shew that A P , A Q and B P form an harmonic series. 

286. JfA, B, C, D, E, &c. be the successive angles of a regular 
decagon whose center is 0, and A D cut O B in P', B E cut 0 C in C, 
and so on; shew that OA, OB', 00', &c. are in harmonic progression. 
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LOCI. 

THE STRAIGHT LINE AND THE CIRCLE. 

PROPOSITION L THEOREM. 

Find the locus of the middle points of all straight lines which ha/ve one 
rZityin a g J n point and the other m a given straight hne. 

Let A be the given point, and P C the given Hne, and let any line 
A D he drawn from ̂  to meet the Hne P C m any pomt P, and be 

'^^^Jtla required to determine the locus of P for aU positions of the 
Hne A D , whUe the point A and the line P C remain in the same fixed 
position. 

From A draw .^Pperpendicular to B O , 
bisect ̂ P i n the point Q, and join PE, PQ. 
Then because A E D is a right-angled triangle, 

and E P is drawn from the right angle to the bisection of the hypotenuse, 
the Hne E P is equal to A P or P D . 
And iu the triangles A P Q , E P Q , 

the sides A Q , Q P are respectively equal to E Q , QF, 
and the base A P is equal to the base EP, 

therefore the angle A Q P is equal to the angle EOBt 
and these are adjacent angles, 

therefore each of them is a right angle ; 
wherefore the Hue P Q is at right angles to A F at Q, the middle 

point of the distance of A fi-om P C. 
Hence the point P for aU positions of the line A D is situated in 

P Q or P Q produced. 
"Wherefore the locus of P, the middle point of A D is a steaight Hne 

paraUel to P C, drawn through Q the middle point of the distance of 
the given point A from the given line P C. 

PROPOSITION IL PROBLEM. 

Saving given the lase and vertical angle of a triangle, to find tlie locus 
of the intersection of the perpendiculars from the three angles drawn to the 
opposite sides. 

On the given base AB describe a segment A CB of a cfrcle contain
ing an angle equal to the given vertical angle of the triangle, and 
complete the cfrcle. 
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Draw A O , B G to any point 0.in the cfrcumference; 
then A B G ia one of the triangles.' 

Let the perpendiculars Aa, BI, Cc he dra-wn to the sides BC, A C , 
A B , and intersecting each other in the point 0. 

Then 01 Oa is a quadrUateral figure haring the two opposite angles 
Cl 0, Ca 0, right angles, 

therefore also the other opposite angles I Ca, I Oa are equal to two 
right angles, a constant magnitude, (Euc. ill. 22.) 

but the angle I Oa or A C B is constant, 
therefore also the angle I Oa is constant for aU positions of the point 0: 

and the base A B is given, 
wherefore the point 0 is in the arc of a cfrcle described upon A B as 

a chord. 

' PROPOSITION in. T H E O R E M . 

The loeus of the centers of the circles, which are inscriled in all right-
angled triangles on the same hypotenuse, is the quadrant deseriled on the 
hypotenuse. 

Let ABC be one of the right-angled teiangles, C being the right 
angle and A B the hypotenuse. 

Let 0 be the center of the cfrcle inscribed in the triangle A B O , and 
let the triangle A B C he efroumscribed by the circle A CBD. 

Join CO and produce it to meet the semicfrcle A D B ia D. 

Then since 0 is the center of the cfrole inscribed in the triangle A B C , 
C O D biseots the right angle A CB, (Euc. ry. 4.) 

and hence also the semicfrcle A D B which subtends that angle. 
Join AO, BO, AD, DB. 

Then the angles D A B , D O B are equal, (Euc. m . 21.) 
and the angles A C D , B C D are also equal; (Euc. ly. 4.) 
therefore the angle D A B is equal to the angle P CA, 
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and Hkewise the angle CA 0 to GAB, (Euc. ry. 4.) 
whence D A 0 is equal to the angles CAO, A G O ; 

but the angles CAO, A O O are equal to A O D , (Euc. i. 32.) 
therefore the angle D A 0 is equal to A OD, 

and the steaight line P 0 is equal to D A ; and also to D B . 
The point 0 is therefore in the arc of a ofrcle whose center is P and 

radius D B or D A . , ^ -j. xi i « 
And since D B is equal to D A and at right angles to it, the locus of 

0 is a quadrantal arc of the cirole whose radius is D A or D B upon the 
given base A B of the right-angled triangle. 

OoK. H the teiangle be an acute angled-triangle, the consteuc
tion holds good, but the locus of the centers of the inscribed cfrcle is 
an arc of a cfrcle upon the base, but greater than a quadrant; and if 
the triangle be an obtuse angled-triangle, the locus of the centers of 
the inscribed cfrole is an arc of a cfrcle upon the base, but less than a 
quadrant. 

PROPOSITION IV. PROBLEM. 

Given a circle and a point within it: if a straight line le drawn from 
the given point to the circumference and divided in a given ratio, to deter
mine the locus of the point of section. 

Let A he the given point -within the given cirole whose center is C, 
and let the steaight Hne A B be drawn to meet the cfrcumferenoe in 
P; and let A B he dirided in P so that the ratio of A D to D B is a 
given ratio; it is requfred to determine the locus of the point D. 

Draw A O and produce it both ways to meet the cfrcumference ia P 
and P. 
Joia P C and draw D G paraUel to P C meetiag the diameter P P in G. 

Then siuce the ratio of A D to D B is given, 
the ratio of A B to A D is also given. 

And A B is to A D , as B G to D G . (Euo. -yt. 4.) 
Hence the ratio of B C to D G is given ; 

and because P C the radius is given in magnitude, 
therefore PO^ is also given in magnitude. 

But A D is to A B , aa A G ia to A C , (Euo. vi. 4.) 
Hence ̂  C is dirided in the given ratio in G, 

and therefore G ia a fixed point for any position of the point P. 
Wherefore, since the point G is fixed, and the fine G D is given in 

magnitude, the locus of the point P is the circumference of a cfrcle 
whose radius is PG^ and whose center is G. 
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5. Determine the locus of the vertices of aU the equal triano-les, 
which can be described on the same base, and upon the same side of it. 

6. Straight Hnes are drawn from a fixed point to the several 
points of a steaight Hue given in position, and on each base is de
scribed an equUateral teiangle. Determine the locus of the vertices. 

7. The base of an isosceles triangle lies in a given infinite straight 
Hne, and has one of its extremities at a given point of that line. H 
the sum of the base of the triangle and its altitude are together equal 
to a given straight Hne, find the locus of its vertex. 

8. P, E, F, G are the middle points of the sides of a rectangle 
A B CD. Join D F , E G ; then if P be a point such that 

AP^PG=BP + PD, 
shew that P can only He in D F , E G or these Hnes produced. 

9. A square is moved so as always to have the two exteemities 
of one of its diagonals upon two fixed lines at right angles to each 
other in the plane of the square: shew that the exteemities of the 
other diagoned -wUl at the same time move upon two other fixed straight 
lines at right angles to each other. 

10. A B , BG, D E , EFaxe rods joined at B, F, E, and P, capa
ble of angular motion in the same plane, and so placed that EBDFl is 
a parallelogram. H, when the rods are in any given position, points 
A, E andC be taken in the same Hne, shew that these points wiU always 
be in the same Hne, whatever be the angle the rods make with each 
other. 

11. Two Hnes of given length slide upon two given Hnes; shew 
that the locus of a point, such that the sum of the areas made by join
iag -with it the ends of the given lines is constant, is a straight line, 
and determiae its position. Is the property true for aU points of this 
Hne? 
n. 
12. Find the locus of the middle points of any system of parallel 
chords in a cfrole. 

13. Shew that aU equal steaight Hnes in a cfrcle wUl be touched 
by another circle. 

14. H equal straight lines be placed simUarly round a cfrcle just 
•without it, the loci of thefr exteemities wUl be concentric circles. 

15. H fi-om a point in the cfrcumference of a ofrcle any number of 
chords be dra-wn, the locus of thefr points of bisection -wiU be a cfrde. 

16. Aia a fixed point in the cfrcumference of a cfrcle, B C any 
chord, B P and C P are drawn making angles -with A B , A 0 equal to 
those which P C makes -with these lines. The, locus of P is the dia
meter through A. 

17. H in a cfrcle two chords of given length be drawn so as not to 
intersect, and one of them be fixed in position, and if the opposite ex-
fe-emities of the chords be joiaed by two lines intersecting -within the 
cfrde; then the locus of the point of intersection will be a portion of a 
cfrcle passing through the exteemities of the fixed cord. 

18. H from two fixed points in the cfrcumference of a cfrcle, steaight 
Hnes be drawn intercepting a given arc and meeting -without the efrcle, 
the locus of thefr intersections is a circle.. 
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19. P is any point in a semicfrde whose diameter is -^' ^^ ^ 
produced to Q so that P Q is equal to P B ; find the locus o± «• 
^ 20. ^ C P is the diameter of a cfrde, CP, C Q axe perpendicular 
radu, shew that the locus of tiie intersection of A P , and B Q is a cirole 
whose center is in the given cfrcle, and radius the diagonal of the 
square on the radius. . „ . n j> • i 

21 H through two given pomts m the circumference ol a circle 
pairs of equal chords be drawn, one set of thefr intersections wUl He m 
a diameter of a cfrcle and the other in the cfrcumference of a second 
cfrole, passing through the given points. . , i. 

22. If from any external point any number of straight hnes be 
dra-wn cutting a oircle, find the locus of the middle points of the chords 
thus formed. 

23. Find a point without a given cfrole from which if two tangents 
be dra-wn to it, they shaU contain an angle equal to a given angle, and 
shew that the locus of this point is a cfrcle concentric with the given 
ofrcle. 

24. Determine the locus of the exteemities of any number of 
straight Hnes drawn fi-om a given point, so that the rectangle contained 
by each, and a segment cut off from each by a Hne given in position, 
may be equal to a given rectangle. 

25. H f r o m a given point S, a perpendicular Sy he dra-wn to the 
ta,ng6nt Py at any point P of a ofrcle whose center is C, and in the 
line M P drawn perpendicular to CS, or in M P produced, a jjoint Q be 
always taken such that M Q = Sy, then the locus of Q is a straight line. 

m . 

26. If one side of a triangle be constant and the difference of the 
squares described on the other two also constant, the locus of the vertex 
is a straight Hne. 

27. Given the base and sum of the squares of the sides of any 
teiangle, find the locus of its vertex. 

28. "When the. vertical angle and the sum of the sides of a plane 
triangle are given, prove that the locus of the middle of the base is a 
Hne given in position. 

29. Find the locus of the vertex of a teiangle, haring given 
the radius of the iascribed cfrcle and the difference of the sides 
of the triangle. 

30. The base of a triangle and the radius of its cfrcumsoribing 
circle being given, find the locus of its vertex., 

31. If on a given base a triangle be described such that a straight 
Hne drawn from the vertex to a given point in the base bisects the 
vertical angle, shew that the vertex wUl generally lie in a certain 
circle. W h a t wUl be the locus, when the given point is the center of 
the base ? 

32. If a series of triangles be described upon the same base, the 
perpendiculars drawn to the sides of each triangle from thefr middle 
points -will intersect in a certain straight line. 

33._ Given of any teiangle the base, and the point where the Hne 
bisecting the exterior vertical angle cuts the base produced, find the 
locus of the triangle's vertex. 

34. Two fixed steaight Ihies A B , A C are cut by any straight Hne 
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in B and C: shew that the steaight Hnes bisecting the angles ABC, 
A OB, -wiU always iatersect in a third fixed steaight line. 

35. H the sides A B , A C of a given triangle be out proportionaUy 
in any two points P and F, and perpendiculars to the sides from those 
points intersect in P: prove that aU the poiats P correspondiag to 
different positions of D and P -wiU be in a straight line passing 
through A. 

36. Shew that the locus of the vertices of aU the teiangles con
structed upon a given base, and ha'ring thefr sides in a given ratio, is 
a cfrole. 

37. On the base of a given isosceles teiangle and on the same side 
of it, describe a teiangle ha-ring the angle at the vertex double the 
angle at the vertex of the original triangle. Prove that the vertices of 
aU such triangles He in a certain cfrcle. 

38. Triangles are constructed on the same base, with equal verti
cal angles ; prove that the locus of the centers of the escribed circles, 
each of which touches one of the sides externaUy and the other side 
and base produced, is an arc of a cfrde, the center of which is on the 
cfrcumference of the cfrcle cfrcumscribing the teiangles. 
IV. 

39. H through any point in the cfrcumference of a cirole, chords 
be drawn and dirided, so that the parts are iu a constant ratio, the 
poiats of dirision shall aU He on the cfrcumference of another cfrole. 

40. Determine a series of points 'within a given cfrcle, such that 
the rectangle contained by the parts of aU chords dra'wn through them 
shall be equal to the square whose side is half the radius of the oircle. 

41. Let 0, O, be any two fixed points in a cfrcle, and O A any 
chord; then if A C he joined and produced to P so that O B may be 
equal to OA, the locus of P is an equal cfrole. 

42. B C A , P O P ' are two steaight Hnes, B C A is fixed, and P O P ' 
revolves about 0; shew that the locus of the intersection of B P , P'A 
is a cfrcle. 

43. Find the locus of a point such that the distance between the 
feet of the perpendiculars from it upon two straight lines given in 
position may be constant. 

44. A ladder is gradually raised against a waU; ficad the locus of 
its middle point. 
V. 

45. H a cfrcle roU 'within another of t'wice its size, any point in its 
cfrcumference 'wiU teace out a diameter of the first. 

46. Two segments of a cfrole are upon the same base A B . P is 
any point ia one of the segments. The Hnes A P D , B P C are drawn, 
meeting the other segment in P and C. A C and P P are drawn, in
tersecting in Q. Shew that the locus of Q is a cfrole. 

47. P, Q are any points in the cfrcumferences of two segments 
described on the same line A B ; the angles P A Q , P B Q axe bisected 
by the Hnes A R , B R meeting in R : prove that R wUl always He on a 
thfrd segment described on A B . 

48. H a rod move bet-wixt two fixed straight Hnes CP, C Q ; and 
the perpendiculars from P, Q upon CP, C Q respectively meet in P, 
whUst those from P, Q upon CQ, C P respectively meet in ;Sf: the loci 
of R and S vnR be two cfrcles having thefr common center in C. 

CC 
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49. H any number of efrdes be drawn haviag a common chord 
A B , and from a point Cin A B produced, Hnes be drawn intersecting 
the drcles; shew that when the locus of the first points ol intersection 
of the straight Hnes and cirdes is u. cirde passing througJi .« and C, 
then the locus of the second points of intersection is a steaigiit Lne._ 

50. H there be two given circles, shew that the locus of points 
from which tangents drawn to each include a given angle is another circle. 

51. Find the locus of a point such that the tangents drawn from it 
to two fixed cfrcles are equal. 

52. A series of cirdes is described haring a common chord, and 
from a point in the chord produced, tangents are drawn to the cfrcles, 
shew that the points of contact of the tangents with the cfrcles He in 
the cfrcumferenoe of another circle. 

53. A series of cfrcles touching each other at one point are cut by a 
fixed oircle ; shew that the intersections of the pafrs of tangents to the 
latter, at the points where it is cut by each of the other cfrcles. He in a 
straight Hue." 

54. Construct the locus of a point whose distance from one given 
point is double of its distance from another. 

55. If a straight Hne be dirided into any two parts, find the locus 
of the point at which these parts subtend equal angles. 

56. Three given straight Hnes are in the same steaight line; find 
a point from which lines dra'wn to thefr exteemities shaU contain equal 
angles. 

57. If a circle be given in magnitude and position, and a given 
point either within or without the cfrcle, and if tangents be dra'wn 
at the extremities of all the chords which pass through the given 
point; to find the locus of the intersections of the tangents. 

58. If two chords be drawn, one in each of two circles which 
intersect one another, through any point in the chord which joins 
the points of intersection of the circles; the locus of the exteemities 
of the two chords is the circumference of a cfrcle. 
VI. 
59. Two steaight lines which intersect and whose point of iater-
seotion is fixed, contain a given angle and are always to each other in 
the same ratio, and the exti-emity of one of these lines moves on a 
given straight Hne; prove that the extremity of the other moves also 
on a straight Hne, and determine its position. 

60. Find the locus of a point, such that if straight lines be dra'wn 
from it to the four corners of a given square, the sum of the squares 
shall be invariable. 

61. If in two paraUel lines two points A and P be taken, and 
through two other points C, P, in the same Hnes, any pafr of paraUels 
be dra-wn to meet any pair of parallels through the points A, B, in 
the points E, F; the line passing through the points P, F, shaU 
pass through a point whioh shaU remain fixed as long as A, B, C, D 
remain fixed. Shew also that if C and D move in a certain manner 
along the fixed parallels, the line passing through P a n d P-wiU stfll 
pass through the fixed point. 

62. If any rectangle be inscribed in a given triangle, requfred the 
locus of the point of intersection of its diagonals. 

63. From any point in the base of a triangle Hnes are drawn 
paraUel to the sides ; shew that the intersection of the diagonals of 
every paraUelogram so formed Hes in a certain straight Hne. 
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PROPosrnoN i. problem. 

From two given points on the same side of a straight line given in posi
tion, draw two straight lines which shall meet in that line, and make equal 
angles with it; also prove, that the sum of these two lines is less than the 
sum of any other two lines drawn to any other point in the line. 

Analysis. Let A, B he the two given points, and CD the given Hne. 
Suppose G the required point in the line, such that A G and P G 

being joined, the angle A G C ia equal to the angle B G D . 

Draw ./4Pperpendicular to C D and meeting B G produced in E. 
Then, because the angle B G D is equal to A G F , (hyp.) 

and also to the vertical angle F G E , (i. 16.) 
therefore the angle A G F is equal to the angle E G F ; 

also the right angle A F G is equal to the right angle EFG, 
and the side F G is common to the two triangles A F G , EFG, 

therefore AGia equal to FG, and A F to FE. 
Hence the point E being known, the point G is determiaed by the 

intersection of C D and B E . 
Synthesis. From A draw A F perpendicular to CD, and produce 

it to P, making F E equal to AF, and join B E cutting CD in G. 
Join also A G . 

Then A G and P G make equal angles -with CD. 
For since A F is equal to FE, and F G is common to the two tri

angles A G F , EGF, and the included angles A F G , E F G are equal; 
therefore the base A G is equal to the base EG, 

and the angle A O F ta the angle EGF, 
but the angle E G F ia equal to the vertical angle B G D , 
therefore the angle A G F ia equal to the angle B G D ; 

that is, the straight Hnes A G and P G make equal angles with the 
straight Hne CD. 

Also the sum of the Hnes A G, G B is a minimum. 
For take any other point S i n OD, and join PP^, S B , A S . 

Then since any two sides of a triangle are greater than the thfrd side, 
therefore E S , S B are greater than E B in the te-iangle E S B . 

But E G is equal to A G , and PP'to A S ; 
therefore A S , S B are greater than A G, G B ; and this -wiU always 

be so, how near soever the point S may be to the point G. If any 
other point S ' be taken on the other side of G, and A S , B S be 
dra'wn, it may be shewn in the same way that A S , B S are always 
greater than A G, GB, how near soever the point S may be to G. 

But when three consecutive values of a variable magnitude are 
found, such that the ffrst and third are always greater than the second, 
the second magnitude has then its least value. Hence the sum of A G, 
G B is less than the sum of any other two lines whioh can be drawn 
from A and P to any other point in CD. 

CC 2 
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PROPOsrrioN ii. problem. 
From two given points on different sides of a straight linj,f<rJl^o 

straight lines to meet at a point in the line, so that their difference shall ho 
the greatest possille. 

T ot ̂  7? Le the two ffiven points, and C D the given Hne. 
n Stequi^^d to fed apo^nt /in C P so that the difference of the 

Hnes ̂ " P 6̂  drawn from^i and P shaU be the greatest possible. 
Frfm'p draw B E perpendioular to CD, and produce B E to F, 

°^^Jom.^P and produce it to meet CD in G; then G shaU be the 
point requfred, such that the difference of A G and B G is greater 
than the difference of any other two Hnes drawn from A and P to any 
other point in CD. 

Take any other point P"in CD, and join A S , S F , S B . 
Then fi'Pis equal to GB, (Euc. i. 4.) also P P i s equal to S B ; 

and the difference of A S , S B is equal to the difference of A S , SF, 
but in the triangle ̂ iTP, the difference of the two sides A S , PPis 
less than A F , the thfrd side of the triangle. 

And A F ia the difference of A G and G B ; 
therefore the difference of ̂ P"and S B is always less than AF, the 

difference of A G and GB, how near soever the point S m a y be to 
the point G. 

H any other poiat S be taken on the other side of G, it may be 
shown in the same manner, that the difference of A S ' and S B is always 
less than the difference of A G and GB, how near soever the point 
S may be to the point G. 

And when three consecutive values of a variable magnitude are 
found, such that the ffrst and thfrd are always less than the second 
magnitude, the second magnitude has then its greatest value. 

Hence the difference of A G and G B is greater than the difference 
of any other two lines dra-wn from A and B to any other point ia CD. 
PROPOSITION III. THEOREM. 

Of all triangles having the same hose and equal vertical angles, the 
isosceles triangle is the greatest. 
Let A B 0 be an isosceles triangle haring the sides A B , A C equal. 
Describe a circle about the triangle .4PC, and take any point in the 

arc A C , and join D B , DC. 
Then A B C , D B C are two triangles upon the same base BC, and 

haring equal vertical angles. 
Through A draw P.^PparaUel to B C , 

produce B D to meet E A ia P, and join FO. 
Then because P C is parallel to EF, 

the triangle B A O is equal to the triangle B E G ; (Euc. I. 87.) 
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but the triangle B F G is greater than the triangle B D O , and -wiU be 
always greater, so long as the point P does not coincide -with the 
point A, therefore the triangle B A 0 is always greater than B D G . 

li any other point S be taken in the arc A B , and D B , S O he 
dra'wn, it may be shewn iu the same manner that the triangle A B 0 is 
always greater than the ti-iangle D'B 0. 

Hence the triangle A B C is greater than any other triangle which 
has the same base and an equal vertical angle. 

PEOPOSITION IV. THEOREM. 

If two cireles touch each other internally, and from any two points in the 
cireumference of the interior circle, straight lines le drawn to the point of 
contact, they will contain a greater angle than any other two lines drawn 
from the same points to any other point in the exterior circumference. 
Let the cfrole PAB touch the cfrcle PDF intemaUy in the point P, 
and let A, B he any two points in the cfroumference of the cfrcle P A B , 
and let AP, B P be dra'wn to the poiat of contact P. Then the angle A P B 
shall be greater than the angle contaiaed by any other two Hnes drawn 
iiomA, B to any other point in the cfrcumference of the exterior cfrcle. 

Jom A B and produce it to meet the exterior cfrcle in P, E. 
late any pomt Q m the cfrcumference of the exterior cfrcle; and 

araw.ffy mtersectingthe interior cfrcumferenoe in C, and join CA, QA. 
xneangles^PP,^CPareequal,beinginthesamesegment,(Euc.iii.2I.) 

but the angle A CB is greater than the angle A QB, (Euc. i. 32.) 
therefore the angle A P B is greater than A Q B ; 

B u d A P B - m U h e always greater than A Q B , how near soever the 
pomt Q may be to the point P. 

H a point Q h e taken in the arc PE, and Q A , Q B be joined, it may 
De ̂ o w n that the angle A P B is always greater than the angle A Q B 

Hence the angle A P B is a maximum at P, the point of contact 
» a'S'^ H a common tangent be drawn to the cfrcles at tiie point P. 
and PD, P E be joined, the angle A P D is equal to B P E . 
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I. 
6. Two pafrs of equal straight lines being given, shew how to 

construct with them the greatest paraUelogram. 
6. Within a square there is no point so distant from the point of 

intersection of the diagonals as the corners. _ 
7 Determine the shortest path from one given point to another, 

subied to the condition, that it shaU meet two given lines. 
8 A point is taken within a square, and straight lines dra-wn 

from' it to the angular points of the square, and perpendicular to the 
sides; the squares on the first are double the sum of the squares on 
the last. Shew that these sums are least when the poiat is ia the 
center of the square. 

9. To find a point in a given right line such that the sum of the 
squares on the lines from the two points to that point shaU be less 
than that of the Hues fi-om the two given points to any other point ia 
the given Hne. 

10. The sum of the squares of two lines is never less than twice 
thefr rectangle. 

11. Diride a given straight line so that the rectangle under the 
parts may be equal to a given square, and point out the limit which 
the side of the given square must not exceed so that the problem may 
be possible. 

12. If two straight Hnes of given magnitude cut each other at right 
angles, the sum of the rectangles contained by the segments into 
w H c h each, dirides the other is least when they bisect each other. 
n. 
13. The perimeter of a square is less than that of any other 
paraUelogram of equal area. 

14. Shew that of aU quadrUateral figures ha'ring the same peri
meter, that which is a square is the greatest. 

15. Shew that of aU equiangular paraUelograms of equal peri
meters, that what is equUateral is the greatest. 

16. Prove that the perimeter of an isosceles triangle is greater 
than that of an equal right-angled paraUelogram of the same altitude. 

17. The sum of the diagonals of a traperium is less than the sum 
of any four Hnes whioh can be drawn to the four angles, from any 
point 'within the figure, except their intersection. 

18. If two sides of a teiangle be given, the triangle 'wUl be greatest 
when they contain a right angle. 

19. Given one of the angles and the perimeter of a plane triangle, 
to find the sides, when the area is the greatest possible. 

20. ^ P C i s a right-angled teiangle; find the point P i n ^ C , SO 
that the sum of the distances from A and A C i a the least possible. 

21. Given the base and one side of a triangle, to find the third 
side, so that the area may be the greatest possible. 

22. If from a point in the base of an isosceles triangle, two steaight 
lines be drawn parallel to and terminated by the sides, the sum of the 
â reas of the new teiangles so formed wUl be least when the point is at 
the center of the base. 

23. Of all triangles having the same vertical angle, and whose 
bases pass through a given point, the least is that whose base is 
bisected m the given point. 
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24. Of aU the teiangles having the same base and the same peri
meter, that is the gTeatest which has the two undetermined sides 
equal. 

25. The perimeter of an isosceles triangle is less than that of any 
other equal teiangle upon the same base. 

26. Of aU faiangles on the same base, haring equal perimeters, 
the equUateral has the greatest area. 

27. Find the greatest of aU teiangles haring the same vertical 
angle and equal distances between that angle and the bisection of the 
opposite sides. 

38. Of all teiangles on the same base and between the same 
paraUels, the isosceles has the greatest vertical angle. 

29. Of aU teiangles which have the same vertical angle, and whose 
bases pass through the same point, to determine that in whioh the 
rectangle contained by the sides is the least possible. 

m . 

30. Shew that the perimeter of the teiangle, formed by joining the 
feet of the perpendiciUars dropped from the angles upon the opposite 
sides of a triangle, is less than the perimeter of any other teiangle, 
whose angular points are on the sides of the ffrst. 

31. In an acute-angled teiangle, to find a point from which if three 
lines be drawn to the three angles, the sum of these lines shall be the 
least possible. 

32. Draw through the angles of an equUateral triangle three 
sfraight lines whioh shall form by their intersection another equUateral 
triangle; shew that there may be an infinite number of such triangles, 
and describe the greatest. 

33. The sides of a triangle are dirided in the same ratio; shew 
that the sum of the squares on the lines that join the poiats of dirision 
-with each other, is greatest when the sides are bisected. 

34. Insoribe a square in a given square. Shew that an infinite 
number can be inscribed, and find the least. 

35. In a given rectangle A B C D insoribe another rectangle which 
shaU have one angle at a given point P in A B ; giring aU the solu
tions and the Hmits of the possibiHty of the problem. 

36. Determine which is the greatest, and whioh the least, of the 
three squares which may be inscribed in a given triangle. 

37. Through the angular points of a quadrilateral, Hnes are drawn 
forming a rectangle; shew that the difference of the areas of the 
greatest and least rectangles which can be so formed, is equal to twice 
fhe area of the quadrUateral. 

IV. 

38. Through a point in a cfrcle which is not the center, to draw 
the least chord. 

39. From two given points draw two straight lines to the same 
point in a given straight Hne, so as to include a given angle; and find 
the Hmit which the given angle must not exceed. 

40. Of all straight lines which can be drawn from two given points 
to meet in the convex circumference of a given cfrcle, the sum of those 
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two wUl be the least, which make equal angles with the tangent at the 
point of concourse. „ . . a t> A t>t> 

41. H any point P be taken in the plane of a circle, and .^^, ^ , 
PC,... he d r a w to any number of points A,B,C,... sitiiated sym-
metrioaUy in the cirouiiference, tiie sum of P A , PB,..-la least when 
P is the center of the cfrde. . •, j. •, t i i.x. • ̂  

42 From a given point withm a circle, to draw a Hne to the circle, 
so that the angle which it makes with the tangent at the pomt of con
tact may be the least possible. „ . . , î 

43. Find a point in the cfrcumference of a given circle, the sum of 
whose distances from two given Hnes at right angles to each other is 
the gTeatest or least possible. 

44. Of aU straight Hnes whioh can be dra'wn through a given 
point within a cfrcle, find that whioh cuts the cfrcumference in the 
greatest and least angles. 

45. Let A'̂  be any point in the diameter of a cfrcle, whose center is 
S, P N Q a chord dra'wn through N , and join S P ; shew geometricaUy 
that P Q is a minimum, and the angle 8 P Q a maximum when P Q is 
perpendicular to the diameter. 

46. Determine that point in the arc of a quadrant from which two 
lines being drawn, one to the center, and the other bisecting the radius, 
the included angle shaU be the greatest possible. 

47. A flag-staff of a given height is erected on a tower whose 
height is also given: at what point on the horizon wUl the flag-staff 
appear under the greatest possible angle ? 

48. A and B are two points within a circle; find the point P on 
the cfrcumference such that, if P A S , P B K be dra-wn meetiag the 
cfrcle in S and K, the chord S K shaU be the greatest possible. 

49. Find the point in a given steaight line at which the tangents 
to a given cfrole -wiU contain the greatest angle. 

60. H from a point 'without a cfrcle two tangents be drawn to the 
circle, and Hnes be dra'wn terminated by these 'two tangents and them
selves touching the oircle, shew that the least of these steaight Hnes is 
that whioh faUs between the ofrcle and the intersection of the tangents, 
and makes equal angles -with the two tangents. 

61. Draw through a given point in the diameter of a cfrcle a 
chord, whioh shaU form with the Hnes joining its extremities -with 
either extremity of the diameter, the greatest possible triangle. 

52. From a given point A without a cfrde whose center is 0, draw 
a steaight Hne cuttiag the cfrde in the poiats B and C, such that the 
area B O G may he a maximum. 53. The cfrcumferenoe of one cfrole is whoUy •within •that of 
another. Find the greatest and the least straight Hnes that can be 
drawn touching the former and terminated by the latter. 

54. Let one circle touch another internally, and let steaight Hnes 
touch the inner cfrole, and be terminated by the outer; shew that the 
greatest of these Hnes is the one paraUel to the common tangent at the 
point of contact. 

55. Find the longest and shortest Hnes which can be dra^wn join
ing the circumferences of two cirdes. 

56. Find the points from which two unequal cfrcles subtend equal 
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angles. Find also the positions of the points when the equal angles 
are the greatest and least possible. 

57. Through either of the points of intersection of two given in
tersecting cfrcles, draw the greatest possible Hne terminated both ways 
by the two cfrcumferences. 

58. Find the radu of the greatest and least cfrcles which can be de
scribed touching two given cfrcles neither concenteie nor intersecting. 

59. Two cfrcles can be described, each of which shall touch a 
given cfrcle, and pass through two given points outside the cfrcle; 
shew that •tiie angles which the two given points subtend at the two 
.points of contact, are one greater and the other less than that which 
they subtend at any other point in the given circle. 

60. The centers of three cfrcles are equidistant from each other. 
Describe an equUateral triangle of given magnitude such that the three 
circles shall touch its three sides respectively on the part external to 
the triangle. "What are the greatest and least magnitudes of the tri
angle that this may be possible ? 
VI. 

61. Through a given point between two indefinite steaight Hnes 
not paraUel to each other, to draw a steaight Hne which shaU be termi
nated by them, so that the rectangle contained by its segments shaU 
be less than the rectangle contained by the segments of any other 
steaight Hne dra^wn through the same point and terminated by the 
same steaight Hnes. 

62. A, B, are two given points either -within or -without a given 
cfrcle; find in the cfroumference points P, so that A P " + B P ' may be 
the greatest and least possible. 

63. Find the least triangle which can be cfrcumscrihed about a 
given cfrde. 

64. The perimeter of an equUateral triangle inscribed in a efrcle 
is greater than the perimeter of any other isosceles triangle inscribed 
in the same cfrcle. 

65. Prove that the greatest right-angled teiangle that can be in
scribed in a cfrcle is an isosceles triangle. 

66. The square is greater than any rectangle iascribed in the same 
efrcle. 

67. Inscribe the greatest paraUelogram in a given semicfrcle. 
68. A B is a fixed chord in a cfrcle. Find the position of the 

chord A C, such that the diagonal through A of the paraUelogram con
struoted on A B and A C as sides may be a maximum. 

69. Of aU quadrUateral figures contained by fo-ur given steaight 
lines, the greatest is that which is inscriptible in a cfrcle. 

70. H on a steaight line there stand two polygons, -without re-
enteant angles, one of which encloses the other, the exterior polygon 
has the longest perimeter. 

71. Prove •tiiat of the polygons of a given number of sides, which 
can be inscribed in a given cfrcle, the greatest is that which is equila
teral. 

72. Of aU polygons formed •with given sides, the greatest is that 
which may be iascribed in a circle. 

73. Of aU polygons having equal perimeters, and the same number 
of sides, the equUateral polygon has the greatest area. 



TANGENCIES. 

PROPOSITION L PROBLEM. 

To desoriie a oircle which shall touch agiven circle in a given point, and 
pass through a i 

Analysis. Let ̂  be the given point in the circumference of the 
given circle whose center is C, and P the given pomt m the Hne D E 

^^^Suppo^rthe point G to be the center of the required cfrcle whioh 
touches the given circle in the point A, and passes through the point 
B in the given Hne P P . 

Draw^P, GB, GC; 
then G A is equal GB, G being the center of the cfrcle: 

and C C passes through the point of contact A ; (Euo. ni. 12.) 
Through C draw C P paraUel to A B meeting G B produced in F. 

Then G'Cis equal to GE, (Euc. i. 6.) 
and G A is equal to GB, 

therefore B F is equal to A C the radius of the given cfrde. 
Synthesis. Draw the Hnes A B , A C; 
through Cdraw C P paraUel to ̂ P ; 

from P draw P P equal to CA and meeting C P in F, 
produce CA, F B to meet in G. 

Then G is the center of the cirole which passes through the given 
point P in the line DE, and touches the given cfrole whose center is 0 
in the given point A. 
PROPOSITION II. PROBLEM. 

To descrile two circles with given radii, which shall touch each other and 
a given straight line, one of the circles touching the given line at a given point. 

Analysis. Let A B he the given steaight line and C the given point in it. 
Suppose the cfrcles whose centers are 0, 0' described with the 

given radU, touch each other in the point P, and the cfrole whose center 
is 0 touch the Hue A B in the given point C, and the cfrcle whose 
center is 0" in some other point P. 
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Join GO, 00, OD; 
then O O passes through P the point of contact, (Euc. iii. 12.) 

and OG, G D are perpendioular to A B , (Euc. m . 18.) 
and are therefore paraUel to each other. (Euc. i. 29.) 

Through P di-aw P P paraUel to OO, 
and produce 0 0 ta meet D E in E. 

Then O O D E is a paraUelogram, of whioh the side O P is equal to 
the radius of the larger cfrcle, and the adjacent side E D is equal to the 
sum of the given radU. 

Synthesis. At the given point C in the Hne A B , 
draw CO at right angles to A B , and equal to the given radius of 

the smaUer cfrcle; 
produce CO to E, maldng O E equal to the radius of the larger cfrde, 

with center P, and radius equal to the sum of the radu of the two 
cfrcles, describe a cirde intersecting A B inP; 

at P draw D O at right angles to A B , and equal to the radius of the 
larger cfrcle. 

With center 0 and radius O G describe a cfrcle, this cfrcle •wiU touch 
the given line in the given point C. 

"With center O and radius O'D describe a cfrcle; it wiU touch the 
line A B in D, and the other cfrcle in the point P. 

Therefore two cfrcles are described touching each other at a point P, 
and each touching the given line A B , one of them at the given point 
Cin it. 

PROPOSITION m . PROBLEM. 

To describe a circle whioh shall touch a straight line given in position, 
and pass through two given points. 

Analysis. Let AB be the given straight Hne, and C, D the two 
given points. 

Suppose the cfrcle requfred which passes through the points C, S 
to touch the Hne A B in the point E. 

A B F B 

Join GD, 
and produce D C to meet A B in F, 

and let the cfrole be described ha-ring the center P, 
join also PP, and draw Pi?"perpendicular to CD. 

Then C D is bisected in S, 
and P P is perpendicular to A B . 

Also, because from the point P -without the cirole, are drawn two 
steaight Hnes, one of whioh F E touches the cfrcle, and the other E D O 
cuts it; 
therefore the rectangle contaiaed by FC, FD, is equal to the square on 
FE. (m. 36.) 
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Synthesis. Jom C, D, and produce CD to meet ^P in P, 
take the point P in FB, such that the square on F E shaU be equal 

to the rectangle FD, FG. (n. 14.) 
Bisect C D in S, and draw P X perpendicular to C D ; 
thenP'P'passes through the center, (in. 1, Cor. 1.) 

At P draw E G perpendicular to FB, 
then E Q passes through the center, (ni. 19,) 

consequently L, the point of intersection of these two Hnes, is the 
center of the cfrcle. 

It is also manifest, that another cirole may be described passing 
through C, D, and touching the line A B on the other side of the point 
P; and this cfrcle wiU be equal to, greater than, or less than the other 
circle, according as the angle C F B is equal to, greater than, or less 
than the angle CFA. 

PROPOSITION IV. PROBLEM. 

To describe a circle passing through two given points and touching a 
— circle. 

Analysis. _ Let P A B he the required cirole passing through the 
two given points A, B, and touclung the given cfrole whose center is 
O in the point P. 

1 4. ̂ }-^^^'^- '^^ ̂ ^ common tangent be dra-wn to the two cirdes, and 
let A B h e jomed and produced to meet P Q in Q. 

Then the rectangle QA, Q B is equal to the square on QP. 
irom Q draw any Hne Q O D cutting the given cfrcle in C, D, 
then the rectangle QC, Q D is equal to the square on Q P ; 
but the rectangle QA, Q B is equal to the square on Q P ; 

therefore the rectangle QC, Q D is equal to the rectangle QA, QB, 
whereforethe pomts .4, B, C, P axe in the cfrcumference of a cfrcle. 
bynthesis Describe a circle passing through the given points 

A, B and interseetmg the given cirole in any points C, D 
Draw A B , CD and produce them to meet in Q. 

TT,^ 4.̂. '̂ •̂ ? ̂ ^'^ ^^ *° *°^''^ *^e given cirde in P. 
shaurssthr w™''̂ -*''̂ ''̂ '"̂ .*'' ̂ ^̂ ^ °^ describing a cfrole which 

then tho cirde PAB is the cfrcle requfred. 
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J. 

5. Draw a straight Hne whioh shall touch a given cfrcle, and 
make a given angle -with a given straight Hne. 

6. Draw a tangent to an arc (of given length) of a cfrcle, so that 
the length of the tangent intercepted between the extreme radu of the 
arc shall equal a given sti-aight Hue. 

7. In a given steaight Hne find a point such that the straight 
line drawn fi-om it to touch a given cfrcle, shall be equal to a given 
steaight line. 

8. Draw a tangent to one circle the portion of whioh intercepted 
by the cfrcumference of another ofrcle shall equal a given straight line; 
prorided that if the center of that cfrcle He without the cfroumference 
of the other, the steaight Hne be not greater than the diameter; or if 
-within the cfrcumference, than the chord which touches the former 
cfrcle where the Hne joining the centers cuts it. 

9. H two tangents A B , A G he dra-wn to a cfrcle, and P be any 
point in the cfrcumference, the sum of the angles A B D , A G D , is 
constant 
n. 
10. Describe a cfrcle which shaU pass through a given point and 
which shall touch a given sti-aight line in a given point. 

II. Describe a cfrole touching a given steaight line and cutting a 
given cfrcle in such a way that the chord of intersection may pass at a 
given distance from the center of the cfrde. 

12. Describe a cfrcle which shall have its center in a given straight 
Hne, touch another given line, and pass through a fixed point in the 
first given line. 

13. Describe the circles which shaU pass through a given poiat 
and touch two given steaight lines. 

14. Shew how to describe a ofrcle that shall have its center in a 
given steaight Hne, which shaU pass through a given point, and also 
touch another given straight line. 

15. Describe a cfrcle which shall touch one given Hne in a given 
point, and shaU from another given Hne intercept a chord of a given 
length. 

16. Describe a cfrcle through a given poiat, and touching a given 
steaight Hne, so that the chord joining the given point and point of 
contact may cut off a segment containing a given angle. 

17. Draw a cfrole touching a given Hne in a given point, and 
such that the angle in the segment cut off by another given Hne may 
be equal to a given angle. 

18. With agiven radius describe a circle whioh shall touch two 
given steaight lines. 

19. Describe a cfrcle to touch two Hnes given in position, and 
such that a tangent dra-wn to it from a given point may be equal to a 
given line. 

20. Describe a cfrcle to touch two right Hues given in position, 
60 that lines drawn from a given point to the points of contact shaU 
contain a given angle. 

21. Describe a cfrcle touching a given Hne at a given poiat, such 
that the tangents drawn to it from two given points in the line may be 
paralleL 
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22. A, B, axe two fixed points on the cfrcumference of a given 
cfrcle, P a moveable point on the cfrcumference, on P B is taken a pomt 
A' such that P A ' : P A ia a constant ratio; atd on P.^ a pomt B', 
such that P B ' : P B in the same ratio; prove that A'B' always touches 

23. Describe a cirde touching three given lines which are not aU 
paraUel. H o w many such circles are there in general? and under 
what efrcumstances are there only two such cfrcles ? 

m. 

24. Describe a cfrole which shaU have a given radius and touch 
a given steaight Hne and a given cirole. 

25. Describe a ofrcle with a given center, such that the cirde so 
described and a given ofrcle may touch one another intemaUy. 

26. To describe a ofrcle which shaU touch a given cfrcle ia a 
given point, and also a given straight line. 

27. Describe a cfrcle which shall have its center in a given Hne, 
and shaU touch a cfrde and a straight Hne given in position. 

28. Describe a cfrde which shaU touch a given ofrcle, have its 
center in a given straight Hne, and pass through .a given point in the 
same straight line. 

29. Find the position of a steaight line, such that every two 
tangents drawn from the same point in this Hne to two given cfrcles, 
may be equal. 

30. A circle is dra-wn to touch a given cfrole and a given steaight 
Hne ; shew that the points of contact are always in the same steaight 
Hne with a fixed point in the circumference of the given cfrcle. 

31. The common chord of two cfrcles is produced to any point P; 
P A touches one of the cirdes in A, P B C is any chord of the other: 
shew that the circle whioh passes through A, B, C touches the circle 
to which P A is a tangent. 

32. A C B being the arc of a circle, it is requfred to find in it a 
point C such that the ofrcle described with center C and radius CA, 
shaU touch a given cirole whose center is in P. 

33. Describe a circle touching a steaight line in a given point, 
and also touching a given cfrcle. W h e n the line cuts the given cfrcle, 
shew that your construction wUl enable you to obtain sis cfrcles touch
ing the given cfrcle and the given Hue, but not necessarUy ia the 
given point. 
IV. 

34. T w o poiats are given, one in each of two given cfrcles; de
scribe a ofrcle passiag through both points and touddng one of the 
cfrcles. 

35. Draw a circle touching a given ofrcle in a given point, and 
also touching another given circle. 

36. To describe a cfrole touching a given ofrcle in a given poiat, 
and passing through a given point not in the cfrcumference of the 
given circle. In what oase is this impossible ? 

37. Describe a circle which shaU touch a given cfrcle, and each of 
two given steaight Hnes. 
_ 38. Two given circles touch each other externaHy, describe a 
circle with given radius which shaU touch them both. 
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39. Find the semicfrde whioh circumscribes two given circles which 
touch each other, and find the condition that the problem m a y be 
possible. 

40. If two circles touch each other externaUy, describe a circle 
which shaU touch one of them in a given point, and also touch the 
other. In what case does this become impossible ? 

41. Describe a cirole touching a given straight Hne, and also two 
given circles. 

42. Describe a circle whioh shall pass through a given point and 
touch a given steaight Hne and a given cfrde. 

43. With a given radius to describe a cfrole, touching two given 
cfrcles. 

44. Through a given point draw a cfrole touching two given 
efrdes. 

46. If a cfrcle be described touching two given cirdes, prove that 
the line joining the points of contact always passes through a given 
point. 

46. Draw a cirde which shall touch two given circles and have 
its center upon a given sfraight line. 

47. One cfrcle outs another at the exteemities of a diameter, to 
draw a cfrcle touching these two cirdes, and haviag its center in the 
Hne perpendioular to the diameter at its extremity. 

48. Describe a cfrcle touching one given ofrcle, and bisecting 
the cfrcumference of another. 

49. H two cfrcles touch each other extemaUy, and a steaight line 
which touches both of them intersect another straight Hne passing 
through thefr centers, at a point whose distance from the nearer oircle 
w equal to its diameter, the radius of one of the cfrcles wUl be twice as 
great as that of the other. 

50. The center of a given cfrole'is equidistant from two given 
steaight lines; to describe another ofrcle which shall touch the two 
steaight lines, and shaU cut off from the given circle a segment con
taining an angle equal to a given reetUineal angle. 

51. To find a point P, so that tangents from it to the outsides of 
two equal cfrcles which touch each other, may contain an angle equal 
to a given angle. 

52. Given two circles; it is required to find a point from whioh 
tangents may be drawn to each, equal to two given straight Hnes. 

63. _ A straight Hne and two cfrcles are given. Find the point in 
the straight Hne from which tangents dra-wn to the cirdes shaU be equal. 

64. Find a point without two circles, such that the tangents 
drawn therefrom to the cfrcles shaU contain equal angles. 

VI. 

55. Describe three equal circles touching each other, and each 
passing through an angle of a given equUateral triangle. 

66. _ With three given poiats, not lying in a steaight line, describe 
three cfrcles which shall have three common tangents. 

67. Find a point from which, if straight Hnes be drawn to touch 
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three given efrdes, none of whioh lies within the other, the tangents 
so drawn shaU be equal. , , -i,„..̂ .„~ +-̂,/̂,•_ 

58. Describe three circles touching each other and havmg tneii 
centers at three given points. In how many different ways may tnia 

^ 59!"^ Describe in a given cfrcle three cfrcles which shaU touch one 
another and the given circle. . , ., . . i, ,,. 

60. Find the center and diameter of a ou-cle that touches three 
given cirdes, each of which touches the other two. 

61. From three given points as centers, describe three cfrcles 
each of which touches the other two. In how many ways may this be 
done ? Find also the center of the cfrde which passes through the 
points of contact. 

62. If three ofroles touch each other in any maimer, the tangents 
at the points of contact pass through the same point. 

63. Given three unequal circles which do not intersect, and let 
pafrs of double tangents be drawn internaUy to each pafr of them, the 
three intersections -will be in one right line. 

64. The centers of three cfrcles {A, B, C,) are in the same steaight 
Hne, P and C touch each other externally and A internaUy, if a Hne 
be dra-wn through the point of contact of P and C, making any angle 
-with the common diameter, then the portion of this Hne intercepted 
between C and^, is equal to the portion intercepted between P and .4. 

66. A, B, C, are three given points, find the position of a cfrole 
such that aU the tangents to it drawn from the points A, B, C shaU 
be equal to one another. W h a t is that cfrcle which is 'the superior 
Hmit to those that satisfy the above condition ? 

66. A, B, C, axe three given points in the same plane, but not 
in the same straight Hue, determine the center and the position of 
a circle, such that three tangents A P , A Q , A R , drawn from the points 
A, B, C, shaU be respectively equal to three given straight lines. 

67. The straight line A B joining A, B, the centers of two ofroles, 
whose radii are R, r respectively, is dirided ia C, so that A C " - B C " = 
R"-r", and a straight Hne is dra-wn from Cperpendicular to A B ; 
prove that the tangents drawn to both cfrcles from any point in this 
line are equal. 
vn. 
68. Draw a straight line whioh shaU touch two given cfrcles; (1) 
on the same side; (2) on the alternate sides. 

69. A common tangent is drawn to two circles whioh touch each 
other externaUy; if a circle be described on that part of it which Ues 
between the points of contact, as diameter, this circle 'wUl pass through 
the point of contact of the two cfrcles, and 'wUl touch the line which 
joins thefr centers. 
_ 70. Let C, C be the centers of two circles, draw two Hnes touch
ing them on the same side in A, A , and on opposite sides in P, P', then 
AA"-BB' = ACA.CA'. 

71. Find the point in the line joiniag the centers of two cirdes 
winch do not meet, from which the tangents drawn to the two cfrcles 
are equal. 
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THEOREM L 

If a straigU line le perpendicular to a plane, its prof ection on any other 
plane, produced if necessary, will cut the common intersection of the two 
planes at right angles. 

Let AB he any plane, 
and C P P another plane intersecting the former at any angle in the 

line P P ; 
and let the line Ĝ .2"be perpendicular to the plane CEF. 

H c 

Draw GK, S L perpendicular on the plane A B , 
and join L K , 

then PP'is the projection of the Hne G S on the plane A B ; 
produce EF, to meet P'P in the point L; 

then FF, the intersection of fhe two planes, is perpendicular to 
L K , the projection of the Hne G S on the plane A B . 
Because the Hne G'P"i8 perpendicular to the plane CEF, 

every plane passiag through G S , and therefore the projecting 
plane G S K L is perpendicular to the plane C E F ; 

but the projecting plane G S L K i a perpendicular to the plane A B ; 
(conste.) 

hence the planes CEF, and JlB are each perpendicular to the thfrd 
plane G S L K ; 

therefore EF, the intersection of the planes A B , CEF, is perpen
dicular to that plane; 

and consequently, PPis perpendicular to every steaight line which 
raeets it in that plane; 

but P P meets L K i n that plane. 
Wherefore, E F is perpendicular to K L , the projection of G S o n 

the plane A B . 
DD 
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THEOREM IL 

the diagonal of a 
Prove that four times the square 

rectangular paraUelopiped, is equal to thê  sum of the »?««^** ' 
on the diagonals of the parallelograms containing the parallelopipea. 
Let AD be any rectangular paraUelopiped; and^P, Pff two dk-
gonals Intersecting one alother; also^ff, B D , the diagonals of the 
two opposite faces S F , CE. 

Then it may be shewn that the diagonals A D , B G , are equal; as 
also the diagonals which join G F and S E : and that the four diagonals 
of the paraUelopiped are equal to one another. 

The diagonals A G, B D of the two opposite faces S F , O F are equal 
to one another: also the diagonals of the remaining pafrs of the oppo
site faces are respectively equal. 

And since A B is perpendicular to the plane OE, it is perpendicular 
to every steaight line which meets it in that plane, 

therefore A B is perpendicular to B D , 
and consequently A B D is a right-angled teiangle. 

SimUarly, G D B is a right-angled triangle. 
And the square on A D is equal to the squares on A B , B D , (i. 47.) 

also the square on B D is equal to the squares on B C , CD, 
therefore the square on A D is equal to the squares on A B , BC, C D ; 

simUarly the square on P ff or on A D is equal to the squares on A B , 
BC, CD. 

"Wherefore the squares o n ^ P and B G , or twice the square on A D , 
is equal to the squares on A B , BC, OD, A B , B C , C D ; 

but the squares on B C , C D are equal to the square on B D , the 
diagonal of the face C E ; 

similarly, the squares on A B , B C axe equal to the square on the 
diagonal of the face S B ; 

also the squares on A B , OD, are equal to the square on the diagonal 
of the face B F ; for C D is equal to BF. 

Hence, double the square on ..<4Pis equal to the sum of the squares 
on the diagonals of the three faces S F , S B , B C. 

In a simUar manner, it may be shewn, that double the square on the 
diagonal ia equal to the sums of the squares on the diagonals of the 
three faces opposite to P"P, S B , BC. 

_'Wherefore, four times the square on the diagonal of the paraUelopi
ped IS equal to the sum of the squares on the diagonals of the sts 
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3. H two stea%ht Hnes are paraUel, the common section of any 
two planes passiag through them is paraUel to either. 

4. H two steaight Hnes be paraUel, and one of them be incHned at 
any angle to a plane; the other also shall be inclined at the same 
angle to the same plane. 

5. ParaUel planes are cut by paraUel straight Hnes at the same 
angle. 

6. H t w o sfraight Hnes in space be paraUel, their projections on 
any plane -wUl be paraUel. 

7. Shew that if two planes which are not parallel be cut by two 
other paraUel planes, the Hues of section of the first by the last two 
-wiU contain equal angles. 

8. H four steaight Hnes in two parallel planes be drawn, two from 
one point and two fi-om another, and making equal angles _ 'with 
another plane perpendicular to these two, then if the first and thfrd be 
paraUel, the second and fourth 'wUl be Hkewise. 

9. Draw a plane through a given steaight Hne paraUel to another 
given steaight Hne. 

10. Through a given point it is requfred to draw a plane paraUel 
to both of two steaight Hnes which do not iatersect. 
n. 
11. From a point above a plane two steaight Hnes are dra'wn, tha 
one at right angles to the plane, the other at right angles to a given 
Hne in that plane ; shew that the straight Hue joining the feet of the 
perpendiculars is at right angles to the given Hne. 

12. A B , A 0, A D are three given straight Hnes at right angles to 
one another, A E is dra'wn perpendicidar to CD, and B E is joined. 
Shew that B E is perpendicular to CD. 

13. H perpendiculars A F , A'F he drawn to a plane from two 
points A, A' above it, and a plane be dra'wn through A perpendicular 
to AA'; its line of intersection 'with the given plane is perpendicular 
to P P . 

14. A, B, C, D are four poiats in space, A B , C D are at right 
angles to each other, and also A 0, B D ; shew that A D , B 0 wiU also 
be at right angles to one other. 

16. Two planes intersect each other, and from any point in one of 
them a Hue is dra'wn perpendicular to the other, and also another line 
perpendicular to the Hue of intersection of both; shew that the plane 
which passes through these two Hnes is perpendicular to the Hne of 
intersection of the plane. 

16. A B C i a a triangle, the perpendiculars from A, B on the oppo
site sides meet in D, and throughP is dra'wn a straight Hne perpendicular 
to the plane of the triangle ; if P be any point in the line, shew that 
E A , B C ; E B , C A ; and EC, A B are respectively perpendicular to 
each other. 

17. Find the distance of a given point from a given line in space. 
18. Draw a Hne perpendicular to two Hnes which are not ia the 

same plane. 
19. Two planes being given perpendicular to each other, draw a 

thfrd perpendioular to both. 
DD2 
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ni. 
. 20. Two perpendiculars are let faU from any point on two given 

planes, shew that the angle between the perpendiculars -wiU be equal 
to the angle of inclination of the planes to one another. _ 

21. If through any point two steaight liaes be drawn equaUy in
cHned, the first to one plane and the second to another, shew that the 
angle between the Hnes is equal to the angle between the_planes. 

22. Two planes intersect, straight lines are dra-svn in one of the 
planes from a point in thefr common intersection making equal angles 
with it, she-w that they are equaUy inclined to the other plane. 

23. Two planes intersect at right angles in the Hne A B ; at a point 
Cin this plane are drawn C E and C P in one of the planes so that the 
angle A O E is equal to A CF. ' O E and C F wiU make equal angles 
with any Hne through C in the other plane. 
IV. 

24. Three steaight Hnes not in the same plane, but paraUel to and 
equidistant from each other, are intersected by a plane, and the points 
of intersection joined; shew when the triangle thus formed -wiU be 
equilateral and when isosceles. 

25. Three parallel straight Hnes are cut by paraUel planes, and 
the points of intersection joined, the figures so formed are aU similar 
and equal. 

26. H a steaight line PBpl cut two paraUel planes in B,b, P and 
p being equidistant from the planes, and PAa, pc 0 he other lines 
dra-wn fi-om P, p, to cut the planes, then the teiangles A B C , abc vdH 
be equal to one another. 

27. H two straight Hnes be cut by four parallel planes, the two 
segments, intercepted by the first and second planes, have the same 
ratio to eaoh other as the two segments intercepted by the thfrd and 
fourth planes. 

28. H three straight lines, whioh do not aU lie in one plane, be 
cut in the same ratio by three planes, two of which are paraUel, shew 
that the thfrd wUl be paraUel to the other two, if its intersections -with 
the three straight Hnes are not aU in one steaight Hne. 

29. To describe a cfrcle which shaU touch two given planes, and 
pass through a given point. 

30. Three Hnes not in the same plane meet in a point; if a plane 
cut these Hnes at equal distances from the point of intersection, shew 
that the perpendicular from that point on the plane wiU meet it in the 
center of the.cfrole inscribed in the triangle, formed by the portion of 
the plane intercepted by the planes passing through the Hnes. 
V. 

31. A soUd angle is contained by the planes B O G , COA, A O B : 
A D is dra'wn perpendicular to the plane B O O , and D B , D 0 are drawn 
in that plane perpendicular to OB, 0 0 respectively: if A B , A C he 
.joined, shew that they are perpendioular to OB, O C respectively. 

32. Three straight lines, not in the same plane, intersect ia a point, 
and through their point of intersection another straight Hne is dra-wn 
within the soHd angle formed by them; prove that the angles which 
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tills steaight Hne makes witii tiie first three are together less than 
S s X but gi-eater tiian half the sum, of tiie angles which tiie first 
three make with each other. , , x, , t j} j n 

33 H a soUd angle bo formed at A hy three plane angles B A C , 
•RAT) CiD- the three planes which bisect the three angles contained 
f / £ e plants .IBC, A G D ; A C B , - A B B ; A B B , A B C respectively, 
iatersect each other in a straight line passing through A. 

34 Htwo soHd angles bounded by any number of plane angles and 
haring a common vertex, be such that one Hes whoUy witiun the other 
thJTiL of the plane angles bounding the latter wUl be greater than 
the sum of the plane angles bounding the former. 

35 Hapolyo'on having only sahent angles He withm another, and 
these polygons be made the bases of pyramids ha'ring a common vertex 
tiie s L of the plane angles at the vertex of the outer pyramid wUl 
be greater tiian the sum of those at the vertex of the mner. 

36 Given the three plane angles which contain a sohd angle. 
Find by a plane consteuction, the angle between any two of the 
containing planes. , . , „ t-i i 

37 Two of the three plane angles which form a sohd angle, 
and also the incHnation of tiiefr planes beiag given, to find the third 
plane angle. 
VI. 
88. H a steaight Hne be dirided into two parts, the cube of the 
whole Hne is equal to the cubes of the two parts, together with thrice 
the right paraUelopiped contained by thefr rectangle and the whole 
line. 

39. H planes be drawn through the diagonal and two adjacent 
edges of a cube, they -wUl be frtcHned to eaoh other at an angle equal to 
two-thfrds of a right angle. 

40. "When a cube is out by a plane obHquely to any of its sides, 
the section -wUl be an oblong, always greater than the side, if made by 
cutting opposite sides. Draw a plane cutting two adjacent sides so 
that the section shaU be equal and simUar to the side. 

41. A cube is cut by a plane perpendicular to a diagonal plane, 
and making a given angle with one of the faces of the cube. Find 
•the angle which it makes -with the other faces of the cube. 

42. Shew that a cube may be cut by a plane, so that the sectisn 
shall be a square greater iu area than the face of the cube in the pro
portion of 9 to 8. 

43. Shew that if a cube be raised on one of its angles so that the 
diagonal passiag through that angle shall be perpendioular to the 
plane which it touches, its projection on that plane "wUl be a regular 
hexagon. 

44. H a four-sided soHd be cut off from a given cube, by a plane 
passing through the three sides which contain any one of its solid 
angles, the square of the number of standard units in the base of this 
soHd, shaU be equal to the sum of the squares of the numbers of simi
lar imits contained in each of its sides. 

45. H any poiat be taken-within a given cube, the square described 
on its distance from the summit of any of the solid angles of the cube, 
is equal to the sum of the squares described on its several perpendi' 
cular distances from the three sides containing that angle. 
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46. Trisect a cube. . , •, x, „n +t,a nlntioa 
47. A rectangular parallelepiped is bisected by aU tne pianes 

drawn through the axis of it. , -nTnTips Tia«is 
48. H three Hmited straight Hnes be paraUel, and P^^^^s pass 

through each two ofthem, and the exteemities !^ JOl^^i;.^P;^^^^'^ 
be formed, the ends of which wUl-be paraUel if the ste-aight Hnes be 
^^Ti Given the lengths and positions of two straight Hues which do 
not meet when producid and are not paraUel; form a paraUelopiped 
of which these two Unes shaU be two of the edges. , ,. • 

50. The content of a rectangular paraUelopiped whose length is 
any multiple of the breadth, and breadth the same multiple of the 
depth, is the same as that of the cube whose edge is the breadth. 

51 If a right-angled triangular pnsm be cut by a plane, the 
volume of the teuncated part is equal to a prism of the same base and 
of height equal to one-thfrd of the sum of the three edges. 

52. In an obHque paraUelopiped the sum of the squares on the 
four diagonals, equals the sum of the squares on the twelve edges. 

53. Oonstroct a reotangular paraUelopiped equal to a given cube, 
and such, that its three edges shall be continued proportionals. 

vn. 

54. How many friangular pyramids may be formed whose edges 
are six given straight lines, of which the sum of any three -wUl form a 
triangle ? 

55. Haring three points given in a plane, find a point above the 
plane equidistant from them. 

66. A, P are two fixed points in space, and O D a constant length 
of a given straight line; prove that the pyramid formed by joining the 
four points A, B, 0, D ia always of the same magnitude, on whatever 
part of the given Une C D be measured. 

57. Bisect a teiangular pyramid by a plane passing through one of 
its angles, and cutting one of its sides in a given dfrection. 

68. Shew that the six planes passing through one edge of a tri
angular pyramid and bisecting the opposite edge meet in a point. 

69. Shew how to fiad the content of a pyramid, whatever be the 
figure of its base, the altitude and area of the base being given. 

60. Compare the content of a triangular pyramid with the content 
of the paraUelopiped of whose faces the edges are diagonals. 

61. A B C , the base of a pyramid whose vertex is 0, is an equUa
teral triangle, and the angles P O C , COA, A O B are right angles; 
shew that three times the square on the perpendicular from 0 on 
A B O , is equal to the square on the perpendioular, fi-om any of the 
other angular points of the pyramid, on the faces respectively opposite 
to them. 

62._ Two triangles have a common base, and thefr vertices are in 
a straight Hne perpendioular to the plane of the one; there are given 
the vertical angle of the other, the angles made by eaoh of its sides 
with the plane of the first and the distance of the vertices of the two 
triangles, to find the common base. 
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63 A B C D E is a regular pentagon, on A D , A C axe described 
equUateral tiiangles with a common vertex P; fr a plane through P C 
cut AF, DF, in exteeme and mean ratio xn Q, S, shew that GUCJi is 

a ®^^^®^^ ^^jjjjj^.^th a polygon for its base be cut by a plane 
paraUd to tiie base, the section wUl be a polygon simUar to tiie base. 

"VUL 

65 Ha stiraight Hne be at right angles to a plane, the intersection 
of tiie perpendiculars let faU from the several points of that line on 
another plane, is a steaight Hne which makes right angles with the 
common section of the two planes. .,.,,„ ,, 

66. Fiad the locus of those poktts which are eqmdistant from three 
given planes. j. 

67. Two planes iatersect; shew that the loci of the points, from 
which perpendiculars on the planes are equal to a given straight Hne, 
are stiraight Hnes; and that four planes may be drawn, each passing 
through two of these Hnes, such that the perpendicular from any point 
in the line of intersection of the given planes upon any one of the 
four planes, shaU be equal to the given Une. 

rx. 

68. H there be two steaight Hnes which are not paraUel, but 
which do not meet, though produced ever so far both ways, shew that 
two paraUd planes may be determined so as to pass, the one through 
the one Hne, the other through the other; and that the perpendicular 
distance of these planes is the shortest distance of any point that can 
be taken in the one Hne from any point taken in the other. 

69. Of aU the angles, which a straight line makes 'with any straight 
lines dra-wn in a given plane to. meet it, the least is that which mea
sures the inclination of the line to the plane. 

70. Shew that if a steaight Hne meets two others not in the same 
plane -with one another, and is perpendicular to both; the part of it 
intercepted between them is the shortest Hne that can be drawn from 
any point in one of them to any point in the other. 

71. Find a point in a given straight Hne such that the sum of its 
distances from two given points (not in the same plane 'with the given 
steaight Hne) may he the least possible. 

72. I^ round a line which is dra'wn from a point in the common 
section of two planes at right angles to one of them, a thfrd plane be 
made to revolve, shew that the plane angle made by the three planes 
is then the greatest, when the revolving plane is perpendicular to eaoh 
of the two fixed planes. 

73. Two points are taken on a waU and joined by a Une which 
passes round a comer of the waU. This line is the shortest when its 
parts make equal angles with the edge at which the parts of the wall 
meet. 

74. Prove that among aU paraUelopipeds of given volume, a cube 
is that which has the least surface. 
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THEOREM I. 

If semicircles A D B , B E C he described on the sides AB, ̂ o f a right-
angled triangle, and on the hypotenuse another semim^U K F m G l e des
eriled, passing through the vertex B ; tU Unes AJ'BD and B G G E are 
together equal to the triangle ABC. 

It has been demonstrated (xn. 2.) that the areas of cfrcles are to one 
another as the squares on thefr diameters; it foUows also that semicfrcles 
•wiU be to each other in the same proportion. 

Therefore the semicfrcle A D B is to the semicfrcle A B C , as the 
square on A B is to the square on A C, 

and the semicfrcle C E B is to the semicfrcle A B C as the square on 
P C is to the square on A G , 

hence the semicfrcles ..4PP, GEB, are to the semicfrcle ̂ P C as the 
squares on A B , B G are to the square on A C ; 

but the squares on A B , B C are equal to the square on .4C: (i. 47.) ' 
therefore the semicfrcles A D B , C E B are equal to the semicfrde 
A B C . (v. 14.) 

From these equals take the segments A F B , B G C of the semicfrcle 
on A C, and the remainders are equal, 

that is, the lunes A F B D , B G G E are equal to the teiangle B A C . 

T H E O R E M II. 

J^ on any two segments of the diameter of a semicircle semicircles le 
deseriled, all towards the same parts, the a/rea included between the three 
cvrcumferences {called ap/3)j\oe) will le equal to the area of a circle, the 
diameter of whioh is a mean proportional between the segments. 

Let AB C be a semicfrcle whose diameter is AB, 
and let A B he dirided into any two parts in D, 

and on A D , D C let two semicfrcles be described on the same side; 
also let D B be di-a-wn perpendicular to A O . 
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Then the area contained between the thi-ee semicfrdes, is equal to 
the area of the cfrcle whose diameter is B D . 

Since ̂  C is dirided into two parts in C, 
the square on ACia equal to the squares on A D , D C , and twice the 
rectangle A D , D C ; (ii. 4.) 

and since B D is a mean proportional between A D , D C ; 
the rectangle A D , DOia equal to the square on D B , (vi. 17.) 
therefore the square on ACia equal to the squares on A D , D G, 
and twice the square on D B . 

But cfrcles are to one another as the squares on thefr diameters or 
radu, (xn. 2.) 

therefore the cfrole whose diameter is A 0, is equal to the cfrcles 
whose diameters are A D , D C , and double the cfrcle whose diameter 
isPP; 

wherefore the semicfrcle whose diameter is .4 C is equal to the cfrcle 
whose diameter is B D , together -with the two semicfrcles whose 
diameters are A S and P C: 

if the two semicfrdes whose diameters are A D and P C be taken 
from these equals, 

therefore the figure comprised between the three semi-ofrcumfer-
ences is equal to the efrcle whose diameter is D B . 

T H E O R E M III. 

Every section of a sphere by a plane is a circle. 

Hthe plane pass through the center of the sphere, it is manifest that 
the section is a cfrcle, having the same diameter as the generating semi
cfrcle. 

But if the cuttiag plane does not pass through the center, 
let A E B be any other section of the sphere made by a plane not 
passiag through the center of the sphere. 

H 

Take the center C, and draw the diameter S G K perpendicular to 
the section A F B , and meeting it in P ; 

draw A B passing through P, and joia A 0; 
take S, F, any other poiats in the Hne A E B , and join CE, D E ; 
CF, DF. 
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Then since CD is perpendicular to the plane AEB, it is perpen
dicidar to every steaight line which meets it in that plane, 

therefore the angles C D A , CDF, C D F are right angles, 
and CA, CF, OE, being Hnes drawn from C the center of the 
sphere to points in the surface, are therefore equal to one 

Hence, in the right-angled triangles CDA, CDF, CDE; 
fhe square on D A is equal to the difference of tiie squares on G A 

aM the square on PPis equal to the difference of tiie squares on 
OFasACD; 

also the square on D E is equal to the difference of the squares on 
C E and CD: , x-i 

therefore the squares on DA, DF, D E are equal to one anotber; 
and therefore the Hnes DA, DF, D E are equal to one another. _ 
But DA, DF, D E are three equal Hnes drawn from the same pomt 

D, in the same plane, . 
hence the points A, P, P He in the cfrcumference of a cirde of 

whioh D is the center. 

T H E O R E M IV. 

There can he only five regular solids. 

If the faces be equUateral teiangles. The angle of an equilateral 
triangle is one-thfrd of two right angles; and six angles, each equal to 
the angle of an equUateral triangle, are equal to four right angles; 
and therefore a number of such angles less than six, but not less than 
three are necessary to form a solid angle. Hence there cannot be more 
than three regular figures whose faces are equal and equUateral tei
angles. 

If tho faces be squares. Since four angles, eaoh equal to a right 
angle, can fiU up space round a point in a plane. A soUd angle may 
be formed -with three right angles, but not -with a number greater or 
less than three. Hence, there cannot be more than one regular soHd 
figure whose faces are equal squares. 

H the faces be equal and regular pentagons. Since eaoh angle of 
a regular pentagon is a right angle and a fifth of a right angle: the 
magnitude of three such angles being less than four right angles, may 
form a soHd angle, but four, or more than four, cannot form a soHd 
angle. Hence, there cannot be more than one regular figure whose 
faces are equal and regular pentagons. 

If the faces be equal and regular hexagons, heptagons, octagons, or 
any other regular figures; it may be shewn that no number of them 
can form a solid angle. 

Wherefore there cannot be more that five regular soUd figures, 
of which, there are three, whose faces are equal and equUateral tei
angles ; one whose faces are equal squares; and one, whose faces are 
equal and regular pentagons. 
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PROPOSITION V. PROBLEM. 

To construct the five regular solids. 

The regular Tetirahedron. ^.^.^ ;, fj. • t,x 
Each of the angles of an equUateral teiangle is one-thurd of two right 

angles; a soUd angle may therefore be formed by three a.ngles of three 
eqSal ̂ d equUateral teiangles, and the figure formed by the three bases 
of tiie teiangles is manifestly an equUateral tnangle equal m ma^itudo 
to each of ttie three given equUateral teiangles. The angles of mcH-
nation of every two of the four faces are also equal. 

The regular Octahedron. . , ,. -i- i x 
Through any point 0 draw three steaight lines perpendicular to 

each other, take GA, Oa, OB, Ob, OC, Go equal to one another, and 
join the extremities of these Hnes. The faces A B C , AbO, &c. are 
equUateral teiangles equal to one another and eight m number; also 
the incHnations of every two contiguom faces are equal. 

The regular Icosahedron. 
A soUd angle may be formed -with five angles, eaoh equal to the 

angle of an equUateral triangle. At the point A of an equUateral 
triangle A B C , let a soHd angle be formed with it and four other equal 
and equUateral triangles A B D , A D E , A E F , A F C eaoh equal to the 
triangle A B C. Next at the poiat B, let another soHd angle be formed 
witiithe teiangle A B C and four others B G S , B S K , B K D , B D A , 
each equal to it. The soHd angle at P is equal to the solid angle at 
A, and the iacHnations of every two contiguous faces are equal; also 
the two sohd angles have two faces A B C , A B D common. Next let 
a thfrd soHd angle be formed at C, by placing the two triangles CFG, 
Ce^P" contiguous to the three C A B , OFA, C E B . The solid angle at 
C is equal to that at A or P, and the incliaations of the contiguous 
faces make equal angles. Thus two equal and equUateral triangles 
are placed contiguous one to another, forming three soHd angles at A , 
B, C, and haring every two contiguous faces equally incHned: also 
the sohd angles formed atP, P, F, G, S, K, have alternately three aud 
two angles of the equUateral teiangles. In the same manner let 
another figure equal to this be formed with ten equal and equUateral 
•teiangles, each equal to the triangle A B C. 

H these two figures be connected together, so that the points at 
which there are two angles of one figure, may coincide with the pointa 
which contain three angles •with the other, there wiU be formed at tha 
points D, E, F, G, S, K, six. equal solid angles, each contained by-
five angles of the equUateral triangles, and every two contiguous faces; 
wUl have the same inclination. 

Hence a figure of twenty faces is formed, each equal to the equi^ 
lateral triangle A B C , and haring the inclinations of every two con--
tiguous faces equal. 

The regular Hexahedron. 
Since three right angles may form a soHd angle, it is therefore 

obrious that the soHd angle formed by three equal squares has every 
two of the faces equaUy incHned to one another ; and -with three other 
squares, each equal to the former, a figure is formed, bounded by sis 
equal squares, and haring every two contiguous faces at right angles 
to one another. 

The regular Dodecahedron. Siace three angles eaoh equal to the angle of a regular pentagon may 
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form a soHd angle; let ABCDE he a regular pentagon, and vrith -two 
others each equal to this, let a soUdangle a t ^ be formed; tueinouna-
tions of every two contiguous faces wUl be equal. At tne poinis js, c, 
P , P successively, let solid angles be formed by pentagons equal to 
A B C D E . The soHd angles at B, C, D, P, are each equal to the sohd 
angle at A, and the inchnation of every two contiguous laces is the same. 
Thus is formed a figure with six equal and regular pentagons, haring 
the incHnation of every two contiguous faces equal, and the angles at the 
Hnear boundary of the figure alternately consisting of an angle of a pen
tagon and of two angles of two pentagons equaUy inoHned to eaoh other. 

Next, let another figure equal to this "be consteucted with six pen
tagons, each equal to the pentagon A B CDE. 

H these two figures be so placed that the angular points of the plane 
angles in the linear boundary of one, may coincide with the points at 
which there are two angles in the other figure; at each of these poiats 
wUl be formed ten soUd angles, eaoh equal to the angle at A, and haring 
the inclination of every two contiguous faces equal to one another. 
Hence a reg^ar figure is formed haring twelve equal faces, and the 
inclinationB of every two contiguous faces equal to one another. 

6. Find the radius of a cfrcle whose area is eight times as great as 
that of another whose radius and area are kno-wn. 

7. Construct a cfrole the area of whioh shaU have a given ratio to 
that of a given cfrcle. 

8. Diride a cfrcle into any number of equal parts by means of 
concenteie cfrcles. 

9. A B C i a a cfrcle of given radius, describe another concentric 
cfrcle abc whose area shaU be equal to three times the area of A B C . 

10. To diride a ofrcle into any number of equal parts, the perimeters 
of which shaU be equal to the cfrcumference of the cirole. 

11. H the diameter A B of a efrcle be dirided into an odd number 
in) of equal parts, and C and D he the 4-(»- l)th and J-(w-f l)th diri-
sions; and A E C , A F D , CGB, D S B be semicfrcles; shew that the 
perimeter of the figure A F C G B S D F is equal to that of the ofrcle, and 
its area an nth part of the area of the circle. 

12. Let ̂ P and P C be two diameters of a given cfrcle, at right 
angles to each other; A E B a cfrcular arc described -with radius D B or 
D A ; prove that the area of the lune A E B C = area of triangle A D B . 

13. Two cfrcles touch each other internaUy, and the area of the 
lune cut out of the larger is equal to t̂ wice the area of the smaUer cfrcle. 
Eequfred the ratio of the diameters of these circles. 

14. The diameter of a cirole is dirided into two parts, upon each 
of whioh as diameters circles are described; when the remaining area 
of the great cfrde is equal to that of one of these two cfrcles, find the 
ratio whioh the parts of the diameter bear to one another. 

15. The diameter of a semicirde A D B is divided into two parts in 
C (so that the length of .4 C is t-wioe that of P C ) , and upon them are 
described the semicfrcles ̂ P C , CFB. Compare the areas of the cfrcles 
whichare described on each side of the common tangent C D so as to 
touch it and the two semicfrdes, 
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16. The centers of three circles A, B, and C are in the same right 
line, P and C touch A internaUy, and eaoh other extemaUy; P, Q be
ing the poiats where A is touched by P, C respectively; to find a 
point P on .̂  such that the portion of the lune P R intercepted between 
B and A may be equal to the portion of Q R between C and A. 

17. On the chord of a quadrant a semicfrcle is described; re
qufred the area of the crescent thus formed. 

IS. Semicfrcles are described upon the radu CA, C B of a quad
rant, and intersect each other in a point P, shew {a) That the area 
common to both semicirdes is equal to the area -without them. (J) That 
the remauiiag areas of the two semicfrcles are equal, eaoh is one-fourth 
of the square on A C. 

19. H on one of the radii of a quadrant a semicfrcle be described; 
and on the other, another semicfrcle so described as to touch the former 
and the quadrantal arc; compare the area of the quadrant with the 
area of the circle described in the figure bounded by the three curves. 

20. Any right-angled teiangle B A C is inscribed in a semicfrcle, 
A being the right angle, and A D a perpendicidar on the base B G . 
Hcfrcles be described on the sides B A , A C aa diameters, prove that 
the areas of these cfrcles wUl always be to each other in the same ratio 
as the segments into which the base is dirided by the Hne A D . 

21. If on the two sides of a right-angled triangle, semicfrcles be 
described, and a circle be described touching them both, it wUl include 
the cfrcle whose diameter is the hypotenuse; and the space between 
the two cfrcles wiU be to the outer cfrcle as t̂ wice the rectangle of the 
sides of the triangle to the square on the sum of the sides. 

n . 

22. In different efrdes the radu which bound equal sectors contain 
angles reciprooaUy proportional to thefr cfrcles. 

23. Prove that the sectors of two different circles are equal, when 
thefr angles are iaversely as the squares of the radu. 

24. If the arc of a semicfrcle 'be trisected, and from the points of 
section lines be drawn to either exteemity of the diameter, the diffe
rence of the two segments thus made wUl be equal to the sector whioh 
stands on either of the arcs. 

25. H A B he a cfrcular arc, center 0, and A D he drawn perpen
dicular to B O , and the a r o A O taken equal to A D , then the sector 
B O O equals the segment A OB. 

26. If two points P, P, be taken at equal distances from the ends 
of the arc of a quadrant, and perpendiculars B G , D S h e dra-wn to the 
exteeme radius; the space B G S D shaU be equal to the sector P O P . 

27. H cfrcles be inscribed in the triangles formed by dra-wing the 
altitude of a teiangle right-angled at the vertex, the cfrcles and the 
teiangles are proportional. 

28. H a semicfrcle be described on the hypotenuse A B of a right-
angled triangle A B O , and from the center P, the radius E D he drawn 
at right angles to A B , shew that the difference of the segments on the 
two sides equals twice the sector GED. 
_ 29. H semicfrcles be described upon the sides of a right-angled 

triangle on the interior, the dift-erence between the sum of the cfrcular 
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segments thus standing upon the exterior of the sides and se^ents of 
thi base, equals the space intercepted by the droumferences described 
on the sides. . , , , , i. -t. 

30. A B , B D are two radu of a ofrcle at right angles to each other. 
Produce B D to C, and make B D equal to the a r o ^ P . Join ^ C 
cutting the cfrcumference in P. Then the area P P C is equal to the 
area of "the segment .^P. n tj/t j -u j 

31. A B C i a an isosceles right-angled tnangle. O n P C is described 
a semicircle B D E O , and B E C is a cfrole whose radius is A B and center 
A. The segment P C F is equal to the segments B A D , A CE. 

32. The cfrde inscribed in a square is equal to four equal cfrcles 
touching one another and the sides of that square intemaUy. 

33, If the diagonals of a quadrUateral inscribed in a ofrcle cut eaoh 
other at right angles, and circles be described on the sides ; prove that 
the sum of two opposite cfrcles wUl be equal to the sum of the other 
two. 

34. H two chords of a cfrcle intersect each other either •withia or 
•without the circle at right angles; and if on these segments as dia
meters, circles be described, the areas of these four cfrcles are together 
equal to that of the original ofrcle. 

35. Shew that the semicfrcles described on the diagonals of a 
right-angled paraUelogram together equal the sum of the semicfrcles 
described on the sides. 

36. A quadrUateral iascribed in a cfrole has a diameter passiag 
through the center ; or has its two diameters at right angles to one 
another; on the sides of the quadrUateral semicfrcles are described; 
the four crescents outside, are together equal to the quadrilateral 
m. 
37. Two straight Hnes are inclined to eaoh other at a ^ven angle, 
find the area of aU the cfrcles which can be described touching each 
other and the two given Hnes, the position of the center of the last 
cfrcle being given. 

38. The centers of three cfrcles A, B and C are in the same right 
Une, P and C touch A internally, and each other externaUy. Shew 
that the portion of the area of A, which is outside P and C, is equal 
to the area of the semicfrcle described on the chord of A, whicli touches 
P and C at thefr point of contact. 

39. H three equal cirdes intersect, so that each of the cfrcumfe
rences pass through the centers of the other two, the spaces bounded 
by the circumferences intercepted wiU be aU equal. 

40. Take any three points A, B, O in the cfrcumference of a cfrcle. 
Join A B , B C , A C , and draw A D , A E parallel to the tangents at B 
and C, and meeting P C produced if necessary in D and E ; and prove 
that the segments B D and E C are to each oilier in the dupHcate ratio 
of AB to A 0. 
TV. 

41. H from a poiat above the plane of a cfrcle steaight Unes be 
dra-wn to the circumference ; there will be only two of them equal in 
length, and they -wiU be equidistant fi-om the shortest and longest, and 
on opposite sides. W h a t is the exception to this proposition? 
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42. Apply Euc. vi. 19, to shew that the area of a section of a cone 
paraUel to the base varies as the triangle which any diameter of that 
section makes -with the slant sides. 

43. H through a point without the plane of a cfrole steaight Hnes 
be drawn to its cfrcumferenoe and a plane be drawn paraUel to the 
cfrole on either side of the point, the points of intersection of the lines 
with the plane wiU be in a cfrole, and the area of this and of the first 
cfrcle will be as the squares on thefr distances fi-om the given point. 

44. H two circles be so placed that thefr planes are paraUel, and 
the steaight line which joins thefr centers perpendicular to the plane of" 
eaoh; the sti-aight Hnes which join the opposite extremities of any 
pafr of paraUel diameters -wiU aU intersect the straight Hne which 
joins the centers in the same poiat: if the cfrcles be equal, that point 
•wiU be the bisection of the aforesaid steaight Hne. 

45. Equal steaight lines whose exteemities are in the surface of a 
sphere, are equaUy distant from the center of the sphere. 

46. Shew that the angle between the plane of two great cfrcles of 
a sphere, is measured by the arc of a great cfrole w M o h joins thefr 
poles. 

47. H two paraUel planes out a sphere so that the sections are 
equal, they are equidistant from the center. 

48. A steaight Hue or a plane can only touch a sphere at one 
point; and at that point the radius of the sphere wiQ. be perpen
dicular to the line or plane. 

49. Shew that aU Hnes dra-wn from an external point to touch a 
sphere are equal to one another; and thence prove that if a tetrahe
dron can have a sphere inscribed in it touching its six edges, the sum 
of every two opposite edges is the same. 

50. H two equal cfrcles cut one another in the diameter, and a 
plane cut them perpendicularly to the same diameter, the points of 
section of this plane -with .the cfrcumferences, are in a cfrole. 

51. The squares on the diameter of a sphere and the side 
of the inscribed cube,areas 3 to 1. 

62. H three steaight Hnes intersect eaoh other 'within a sphere 
at right angles, eaoh at right angles to the plane of the other two; 
the sum of the squares on the six segments is equal to the square on 
the diameter of the sphere, together -with twice the rectangle of the 
segments of the diameter made at the point of intersection. 

63. Haring given an frregular fragment, which contains a portion 
of spherical surface; shew how the radius of the sphere, to which the 
fragment belongs, may be praoticaUy determined. 

54. Let three given spheres be placed on a horizontal plane in 
mutual contact -with each other ; find the sides of the triangle formed 
by joiaing the points in which the spheres touch the plane. 

65. A pyramid of teiangular base is composed of ten spherical 
balls of given radius ; the base is composed of six, the next larger of 
three, and the remaining one is placed upon them. Find the distance 
of the upper baU from the ground. 
•VI. 

56. All the sections of a tetrahedron made by planes paraUel to 
the base are sinular to the base. 
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57. Find the incHnation of two contiguous faces of a teteahedron 
to each other. •, 3 n 

58. H on the base of a regular tetrahedron lines be drawn from 
any two angles to bisect the opposite sides; the Une joining their pomt 
of section with the vertex of the soHd is at right angles "with the base. 

59. A B O D is a regular tetrahedron; from the vertex A, a perpen
dioular is drawn to the plane B C D meeting it in 0. Shew that three 
times the square on ̂  0 is equal to twice the square on A B . 

60. If the shortest distances between opposite edges of a tetea
hedron be mutuaUy at right angles, they wUl bisect the edges. 

61. Prove that the shortest distance between two opposite edges 
of a regular tetrahedron is equal to half the diagonal of the square de
scribed on an edge. 

62. If in a tetrahedron the shortest distances between the opposite 
edges are mutuaUy at right angles, prove that these distances meet ia 
a point, that they bisect each other, and that the opposite edges of the 
tetrahedron are equal. 

63. If the line joining the bisections of two edges of a teteahedron 
which do not meet be bisected, the point so foxmd is distant from the 
base one-fourth of the perpendioular altitude of the teteahedron. 

64. H the angles of a regular tetrahedron be joiaed to the centers 
of the cfrcles inscribed in its faces, the joining Hnes 'wiU form the edges 
of a new tetrahedron paraUel to those of the old. 

65. The perpendioular drawn from any angle of a regular 
teteahedron upon the opposite face, wUl meet that face in the 
center of the cfrcle which cfroumscribes that face. 
VIL 
66. The angles of incHnation of the faces of a regtdar teteahedron 
and of a regular octahedron are supplementary to each other. 

67. Find the dihedral angle contained by two adjacent faces of a 
regular octahedron; and find its soUdity. 

68. H lines be drawn joining the centers of the faces of a 
cube; these will be the edges and diagonals of a regular octa
hedron, and the square on the diagonal is double the square on 
the edge. 
Vin. 
69. Inscribe a sphere -within a teteahedron. 

70. Describe a sphere about a regular tetrahedron. 
71. Given the side of a regular octahedron, find the radius of the 

inscribed and circumscribed spheres. 
72. Draw three diameters of a sphere, each &t right angles 

to the other two; then the six points where the exteemities of 
the diameters meet the surface of the sphere, wUl be the angles 
of a regular octahedron, and the lines joining the adjacent points 
•wUl be the edges, also the three diameters of the sphere its dia
gonals. 

73. H three planes intersect each other at right angles, so that 
the planes pass through a fixed point; find the locus of a point, such 
that the sum of the squares on its distances from the three planes may 
be constant for aU points in the locus. 

74. Describe a sphere about a teiangular pyramid, three of whose 
faces are at right angles to one another. 
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HINTS, &c. 

8. This is a particular oase of Euc. i. 22. The triangle however may be de
scribed by means of Euc. i. 1. Let A B be the given base, produce A B both ways 
to meet the circles in D, E (fig. Euc. i. L;; -with center A, and radius A E , 
describe a oircle, and -with center B and radius BD, describe another circle cutting 
the former in G. Join GA, G B 

9. In the diagram, Euc. i. 2, -with center D and radius D A , describe a cirole 
intersecting the circle C G H in the point M, join D M and produce it to meet the 
circumference of the circle G K L in N : then M N shall be equal to AL. "What 
is the condition that this construction may be possible ? 

10. One property is proved by Euc. i. 6, 8 : the other by Euc. i. 32, 13, 5. 
11. Let fall also a perpendicular from the vertex on the base. 
12. Apply Euc I. 4. 
13. Let C A B be the triangle (fig. Euo. i. 10.), C D the line bisectingthe angle 

A C D and the base AB. Produce CD, and make D E equal to CD, and join AE. 
Then CB may be proved equal to A E , also A E to AC. 

14. Let A B be the given line, and C, D the given points. From C draw C E 
perpendicular to A B , and produce it making E F equal to CE, join FD, and pro
duce it to meet the given line in G, which -will be the point required. 

16. Make the construction as tlie enunciation directs, then by Euc. i. 4, B H 
is proved equal to C K ; and by Euc. i. 13, 6, O B is she-wn to be equal to OC. 

16. Let A, B be the given points,. P Q the given line ; and let AF, B F be the 
lines required meeting the line P Q in F, and making the angle A F P equal to the 
angle BFQ. Draw A C perpendicular to P Q and let it meet B F produced in G. 
Then A C may be she-wn to be equal to CG. 

This problem has been proposed as a theorem iu the following form :—A and 
B are two given points, A C and B D perpendicular to a given straight line C D ; 
A D and B D intersect in E, E F is perpendicular to C D ; prove that A F and B F 
make equal angles -with CD. 

17. Let A, B, be the two given points, join A B cutting the given line in E ; 
iu the line take any other point F, and join AF, BF. Then Euc. i. 8, the angles 
AEF, B E F are equal, and they are adjacent angles. 

18. The angle B C D is equal to the sum of the angles A B C , A D G . 
19. The angles A D E , A E D may be each proved to be equal to the comple

ments of the angles at the base of the triangle. 
20. The angles CAB, CBA, being equal, the angles C A D , C B E are equal, 

Euc. I. 13, Then, by Euc. i. 4, C D is proved to be equal to CE. And by Euc. 
I. 5, 32, the angle at the vertex is she-wn to be four times either of the angles at 
the base. 

21. Let A B , C D be two straight lines intersecting each other in E, and let P 
be the given point, -within the angle A E C . Draw E F bisecting the angle A E C , 
and through P draw P G H parallel to EF, and cutting ED, E B in G, H. Then 
E G is equal to EH. And by bisecting the angle D E B and drawing through P a 
line parallel to this line, another solution is obtained. It will be found that the 
two lines are at right angles to each other. 

22. Let the two given straight lines meet in A, and let P be the given point. LetPQE, be the line required, meeting the lines A Q , AE,in43 and R, so that , P Q is equal to QK. Thiough P draw PS paraUel to A R and join KS. Then APSE, is a parallelogram, and AS, P R the diagonals. Hence the construction. 23. Let the two straight lines A B , A C meet in A. In A B take any point D, and from A C cut off A E equal to A D , and join D E . On D E , or D E produced, take D F equal to the given line, and through F draw F G parallel to A B meeting A C in G, and through G draw G H parallel to D E meeting A B in H. Then G H is the line required. EE 
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24. The two given points may be both on the same side, or one point may be 
on each side of the line. If the point required in the Une be supposed to be found, 
and lines be drawn joining this point and the given points, an isosceles triangle is 
formed, and if a perpendicular be drawn on the base from the pomt in the Imei 
the construction is obvious. . -n e j. • i .̂  

25. The problem is simply this-to find a pomt m one side oi a triangle from 
which the perpendiculars drawn to the other two sides shall be equal. 11 all the 
positions of these lines be considered, it will readily be seen m what case the 
problem is impossible. . , , ^ .n_ • j , , 

26. It may be she-wn that the angle contained between the side produced 
and the line dra-wn from the other extremity of the base to meet it, is t-wice either 
of the angles at the base, if the triangle be obtuse-angled; but equal to the angle 
at the vertex, if the triangle be acute-angled. 

27. Construct the figure and apply Euc. i. 5, 32, 15. 
If the isosceles triangle have its vertical angle less than two-thirds of a right 

angle, the line E D produced, meets A B produced towards the base, and then 
3. A E F = 4 right angles + A F E . If the vertical angle be greater than two-thirds 
of a right angle, E D produced meets A B produced towards the vertex, then 
3. A E F = 2 right angles + A F E . 

28. Let A B C be an isosceles triangle, and from any point D in the base BC, 
and the extremity B, let three lines D E , D F , B G be dravm to the sides and 
making equal angles with the base. Produce E D and make D H equal to D F and 
join B H . 

29. In the isosceles triangle A B C , let the line D F E which meets the side A C 
in D and A B produced in E, be bisected by the base in the point E. Then D C 
may be shewn to be equal to BE. 

30. If two equal straight lines be dra-wn terminated by two lines which meet 
in a point, they will cut off triangles of equal area. Hence the two triangles have 
a common vertical angle and their areas and bases equal. By Euc. i. 32 it is she-wn 
that the angle contained by the bisecting lines is equal to the exterior angle at 
the base. 

31. This may be proved indirectly. 
32. (1), (3) Apply Euc. i. 26, 4. (2) The equal lines which bisect the sides 

may be shewn to make equal angles -with the sides. 
33. The different eases offer no occasion for remark. Taking one ofthem, 

that in which one angle A B C is triple of another angle A C B of the triangle. 
At B make the angle C B D equal to BCA, then B D is equal to C D : and the 
angles C D B , C B D are each double of the angle A C B . 

34. Let A B , A C contain any angle at A, and from any point P draw PB, 
P C respectively perpendicular to A B , A C ; the angle B P C is equal to BAC. 

35. At C make the angle B C D equal to the angle A C B , and produce A B to 
meet C D in D. 

36. LetBC be bisected in D, join A D , then A D is equal to B D o r D C . 
Through D draw D E parallel to CA, and D F to BA. Then in the triangles 
B E D , D F C , by Euc. i. 26, B E is equal to D F ; and D F is equal to EA. Euc. i. 
34, whence in the triangles B E D , A E D , Euc. i. i, B D is equal to D A . 

37. Let A B C be a triangle, having the right angle at A, and the angle at C 
greater than the angle at B, also let A D be perpendicular to the base, and A E be the 
line drawn to E the bisection of the base. Then A E may be proved equal to BE 
or E C independently of Euo. iii. 31. 

38. Produce E G , F G to meet the perpendiculars CE,BF, produced if necessary. 
The demonstration is obvious. 

39. If the given triangle have both of the angles at the base, acute angles; the 
difference of the angles at the base is at once obvious from Euc. i. 32. If one of the angles at the base be obtuse, does the property hold good ? 40. Let A B C be a triangle having the angle A C B double of the angle ABC, and let the perpendicular A D be drawn to the base BC. Take D E equal to D C and join AE. Then A E may be proved to be equal to EB. If A C B be an obtuse angle, then A C is equal to the sum of the segments of the base, made by the perpendicular from the vertex A. 41. Let the sides A B , A C of any triangle A B C be produced, the exterior angles bisected by two lines which meet in D, and let A D be joined, then A D bisects the angle B A C . For draw D E perpendicular on BC, also D F , D G perpendiculars on A B , A C produced, if necessary. Then D F may be proved equal to DG, and the squares on DP, D A are equkil to the squares on D G , G A , of which the square on F D is equal to the square on D G ; hence A F is equal to A G , and Euo. I. 8, the angle B A C is bisected by A D . 
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42. The line required -vrill be found to be equal to half the sum of the two 
sides of the triangle. 

43. Apply Euc. i. 1, 9. for the trisection of a right angle. To trisect one-
fourth of a right angle. If an equilateral triangle be described on one of the 
sides of a triangle which contains the given angle, and a line be drawn to bisect 
that angle of the equilateral triangle which is at the given angle, the angle con
tained between this line and the other side of the triangle will be one-twelfth of 
a right angle, or equal to one-third of the given angle. 

It may be remarked, generally, that any angle which is the half, fourth, eighth, 
&o. part of a right angle, may be trisected by Plane Geometry. 

44. Apply Euc. i. 20. It may also be shewn that the greatest of the three 
sides of a sealene triangle lies between one-half and one-third of the perimeter of 
the triangle. 

45. Apply Euc. i. 20. 
46. Apply Euo. i. 20, 16. 
47. For the first case, see Theo. 36, p. 300: for the other cases, apply Euc. 1.19. 
48. This is obvious fiom Euc. i. 26. 
49. By Euc. i. 29, 6, F C may be shewn equal to each of the lines EF, FG. 
60. Join G A and AF, and prove G A and A F to be in the same straight line. 
61. Apply Euc. I. 32. 
52. Let the straight line drawn through D parallel to B C meet the side A B 

in E, and A C in P. Then in the triangle E B D , E B is equal to E D , by Euc. i. 29, 
6. Also, in the triangle E A D , the angle E A D may be shewn equal to the angle 
E D A , whence E A is equal to E D , and therefore A B is bisected in E. In a similar 
way it may be she'wn, by bisecting the angle C, that A C is bisected in F. Or 
the bisection of A C in F may be proved when A B is she'wn to be bisected in E. 

63. The triangle formed 'will be found to have its sides respectively parallel to 
the sides of the original triangle. 

64. If a liue equal to the given line be drawn from the point where the two 
lines meet, and parallel to the other given line; a parallelogram may be formed, 
and the construction effected. 

55. Let P be the given point in the side A B produced, of the triangle A B C . 
Supposing P D Q the line required cutting the base B C in D and meeting the side 
A G in Q, so that P D is equal to D Q . Through Q draw Q E parallel to B C and 
D F parallel to A B . Then B E may be shewn to be equal to BP, whence the 
Synthesis. If Q be supposed to be given, then the line Q D P meets the side A B 
produced. 

66. Let A B C be the triangle; A D perpendicular to BC, AJE drawn to the 
bisection of BC, and A F bisecting the angle B A C . Produce A D and make D A ' 
equal to A D : join FA', EA'. 

87. If the point in the base be supposed to be determined, and lines dra'wn 
from it parallel to the sides, it wUl be found to be in the Une which bisects the 
vertical angle of the triangle. 

58. Let A B C be the triangle, at C draw C D perpendicular to CB and equal to 
the sum of the required lines, through D draw D E parallel to C B meeting A C in 
E, and draw E F parallel to D C , meeting B C in F. Then E F is equal to DC. 
Next produce CB, making C G equal to CE, and join E G cutting A B in H. From 
H draw H K perpendicular to E A C , and H L perpendicular to BC. Then H K and 
H L together are equal to D C . The proof depends on Theorem 28, p. 300. 

59. Let C be the intersection of the circles on the other side of the base, and 
jom A C , B C . Then the angles CBA, C B A being equal, the angles CBP, C'BP 
are also equal, Euc. i. 13 : next by Euc. i. i, CP, P C are proved equal; lastly 
prove C C to be equal to CP or P C . 

60. In the fig. Euc. i. 1, produce A B both 'ways to meet the circles in D and E, join CD, CE, then CDE' is an isosceles triangle, having each of the angles at the base one-fourth of the angle at the vertex. At E draw E G perpendicular to D B and meeting D C produced in G. Then C E G is an equilateral triangle. 61. Join CC', and shew that the angles C C F , C C G are equal to two right angles; also that the line F C G is equal to the diameter. 62. Construct the figure and by Euc. i. 32. If the angle B A C be a right angle, then the angle B D C is half a right angle. 9S. Let the Unes which bisect the three exterior angles of the triangle A B G form a new triangle A'B'C. Then each of the angles at A , B', C may be shewn to be equal to half of the angles at A and B, B and C, C and A respectively. And it -will be found that half the sums of every two of tliree unequal numbers whose sum is constant, have less differences than the three numbers themselves. E'E 2 
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64. The first case may be shewn by Euc. i. 4: and the second by Euo. i. 
?2, 6, 15. .̂_, , 

66. At D any point in a line EF, draw D C perpendioular to El and equal to 
Jhe given perpendicular on the hypotenuse. 'With center C and radius equal to 
the given base, describe a circle cutting E P in B. At C draw C A perpendicular to 
CB and meeting E F in A. Then A B C is the triangle required. 

66. Let A B C be the required triangle having the angle A C B a right angle. 
In B C produced, take C E equal to A C , and with center B and radius B A describe 
a circular arc cutting C E in D, and join A D . Then D E is the difference between 
the sum of the two sides A C , C B and the hypotenuse A B ; also one side A C the 
perpendicular is given. Hence the construction. On any line E B take E C equal 
to the given side, E D equal to the given difference. At C, draw C A perpendicular 
to CB, and equal to EC, join -AD, at A in A D make the angle D A B equal to A D B , 
and let A B meet E B in E. Then A B C is the triangle required. 

67. (1) Let A B C be the triangle required, having A C B the right angle. 
Produce A B to D making A D equal to A C or C B : then B D is the sum of the 
sides. Join D C : then the angle A D C is one-fourth of a right angle, and D B C is 
one-half of a right angle. Hence to construct: at B in B D make the angle D B M 
equal to half a right angle, and at D the angle B D C equal to one-fourth of a right 
angle, and let D C meet B M in C. At C draw C A at right angles to B C meeting 
B D in A : and A B C is the triangle required. 

This Problem has been proposed in the foUo-wing form:—Divide a given 
straight line into two parts, so that the square on one part may be double of the 
square on the other part. 

(2) Let A B C be the triangle, C the right angle: from A B cut off A D equal to 
A C ; then B D is the difference of the hypotenuse and one side. Join C D ; theu 
the angles A C D , A D C are equal, and each is half the supplement of D A C , which 
is half a right angle. Hence the construction. 

68. Take any straight line terminated at A. M ake A B equal to the difference 
of the sides, and A C equal to the hypotenuse. At B make the angle C B D equal 
to half a right angle, and with center A and radius A C describe a circle cutting 
B D in D : join A D , and draw D E perpendicular to A C . Then A D E is the required 
triangle. 

69. Let B C the given base be bisected in D. At D draw D E at right angles 
to B C and equal to the sum of one side of the triangle and the perpendicular 
from the vertex on the base: join D B , and at B in B E make the angle E B A 
equal to the angle B E D , and let B A meet D E in A : join A C , and A B C is the 
isosceles triangle. , 

70. This construction may be effected by means of Prob. 16, p. 299. 
71. This problem is reduced to that of constructing two right-angled triangles 

of the same altitude, one on each side of the perpendicular, when the altitudes 
and the difference between the hypotenuse and the base of eaoh triangle is 
known. 

72. Let A B C be the equilateral triangle of whioh a side is required to be found, 
having given B D , C D the lines bisecting the angles at B, C. Since the angles DBC, 
D C B are equal, each being one-third of a right angle, the sides BD, D C are equal, 
and B D C is an isoscele? triangle ha-ving the angle at the vertex the supplement of 
a third of two right angles. Hence the side B C may be found. 

73. Let the given angle be taken, (1) as the included angle between the given 
sides ; and (2) as the opposite angle to one of the given sides. In the latter case, 
an ambiguity will arise if the angle be an acute angle, and opposite to the less 
of the two given sides. 

74. Let A B C be the required triangle, B C the given base, C D the given diffe
rence of the sides A B , A C : join B D , then D B C by Euo. i. 18, can be shewn to be half the difference of the angles at the base, and A B is equal to A D . Hence at B in the given base BC, make the angle C B D equal to half the difference of the angles at the base. O n C B take C E equal to the difference of the sides, and with center C and radius CE, describe a circle cutting B D in D : join C D and produce it to A, making D A equal to D B . Then A B C is the triangle required. 75 On the line which is equal to the perimeter of the required triangle describe a triangle having its angles equal to the given angles. Then bisect the angles at the base ; and from the point where these lines meet, draw Unes parallel to the sides and meeting the base. 76. Let A B G be the required triangle, B C the given base, and the side A B greater than A C . Make A D equal to AC, and draw CD. Then the angle B C D may be shewn to be equal to half the difference, and the angle D C A equal to half 
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the sum of the angles at the base. Hence ABC, ACB the angles at the base of the 
triangle are known. 

77. Let the two given lines meet in A, and let B be the given point. 
If BC, B D be supposed to be drawn making equal angles with A C , and if A D 

and D C be joined, B C D is tlie triangle required, and Sbe figure A C B D may be 
she-wn to be a parallelogram. "Whence the construction. 

78. It can be shewn that Unes drawn from the angles of a triangle to bisect 
the opposite sides, intersect each other at a point whioh is two-thirds of their lengths 
from the angular points from which they are drawn. Let A B C be the triangle 
required, A D , BE, CF the given lines from the angles drawn to the bisections of 
the opposite sides and intersecting in G. Produce G D , making D H equal to 
D G , and join B H , C H : the figure G B H G is a paraUelogram. Hence the con
struction. 

79. Let A B C (fig. to Euc. i. 20) be the required triangle, having the base B C 
equal to the given base, the angle A B C equal to the given angle, and the two sides 
E A , A C together equal to the given line B D . Join D C , then since A D is equal 
to A C , the triangle A C D is isosceles, and therefore the angle A D C is equal to the 
angle A C D . Hence the construction. 

80. Let A B C be the required triangle (fig. to Euc. i. 18), having the angle 
A C B equal to the given angle, and the base B C equal to the given line, also C D 
equal to the difference of the two sides A B , AC. If B D be joined, then A B D 
is an isosceles triangle. Hence the synthesis. Does this construction hold good 
in all cases ? 

81. Let A B C be the required triangle (fig. Euc. i. 18), of which the side B C 
is given and the angle B A C , also C D the difference between the sides AJB, A C . 
Join B D ; then A B is equal to A D , because C D is their difference, and the triangle 
A B D is isosceles, whence the angle A B D is equal to the angle A D B ; and since 
B A D and twice the angle A B D are equal to two right angles, it follows that A B D 
is half the supplement of the given angle B A C . Hence the construction of the 
triangle. 

82. Let A B be the given base: at A draw the line A D to whioh the line 
bisecting the vertical angle is to be parallel. At B draw B E parallel to A D ; from 
A draw A E equal to the given sum of the two sides to meet B E iu E. At B make 
the angle E B C equal to the angle B E A , and draw CF parallel to A D . Then A C B 
is the triangle required. 

83. A n indefinite number of triangles may be constructed with the given 
data; the only essential condition required is, that the sum of the two sides, be 
divided into two parts, such that the sum of any two of the three Unes shall be 
greater than the third. 

84. By adding the three given lines together is obtained a line equal to double 
the perimeter of the triangle : whence the three sides may be found and the tri
angle constructed. 

86. From tbe sum and difference of the two sides of the triangle, the sides 
can be found, and the base is given. Hence the triangle can be constructed. 

86. Let A B C be the given triangle, P Q , PR, P S the three given Unes meet
ing iu P. Bisect the vertical angle B A C of the triangle by A D . Through P 
draw a line E P F making with PR, the same angle that A D makes -withBC.' 
At any point G in PC, make the angle P G F equal to B A D and P G E equal to 
D A C : the triangle G F E is equiangular to A B C . Draw FS -parallel to P G meet
ing P S in 6, ba to F G meeting P Q in a, and ac to G E meeting P Q in c ; join be, 
then die is a triangle fulfilling the required conditions. 

87. Apply Euc. I. 13, 32. 
88. At the point A in A B the given base, make the angle B A C equal to the 

given angle, and at B, make the angle A B C equal to the complement of the angle given between the side B C and the perpendicular from C upon the base A B : from C draw C D perpendioular on A B ; then the triangle A C B has the required conditions. 89. If the three perpendiculars be equal, the triangle is equilateral, and the problem becomes that of constructing a right-angled triangle of which the base is given and the hypotenuse double of the perpendicular. Next consider the isosceles triangle, and lastly the scalene triangle. 90. Take any point in the given line, and apply Euc. i. 23, 31. 91. O n one of the parallel lines take E P equal to the given line, and with center E and radius E F describe a circle cutting the other iu G. Join E G and through A draw A B C paraUel to E G . ' 92. This -wiU appear from Euc. i. 29, 15, 26. 
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centers A, O being joined with the line produced, wiU pass through F. Join 
OB. Then A O B is the triangle required. 

187. Since the area and base of the triangle are given, the altitude is given. 
Hence the problem is—given the base, the vertical angle and the altitude, de
scribe the triangle. 

188. LetP, Q, R, be the three given points ; join P Q , Q R , R P . Forma 
triangle whose sides A B , AC, BC, shall be equal to the three given sides. O n 
i?Q describe a segment of a oircle, containing an angle equal to the angle A B C ; and 
on P R a segment containing an angle equal to A C B . Through the point P, draw 
JPc equal to B C and terminated by the arcs on PQ, PR. Join SQ, cR, and pro
duce them to meet in a. The triangle abc has its sides and angles equal to the 
triangle A B C , and its sides pass through the three points P, Q, R. _ 

189. On B C the given base describe a segment of a circle containing an angle-
equal to the vertioal angle of the triangle. Also on B C describe a semicircle, and 
from C draw C D to meet the arc of the semicircle in D, and so that C D shall be 
equal to the given perpendicular. Join B D and produce it to meet the circumfe
rence of the segment in A, and join A C . A B C is the triangle required. 

190. Suppose A B C the triangle required, B A G being the given vertical angle 
and C D the given perpendioular on the side A B . Let P E Q the diameter of the 
circumscribing circle be drawn through E the bisection of the base, and let QS be 
drawn perpendicular on AB. Then A S is half the sum and B S half the difference 
of the sides AB, AG. Hence the sides are known, and the perimeter is known: 
whence the base is kno-wn, and the triangle may be constructed. 

191. Describe on the given base B C a segment of a circle containing an angle 
equal to the given angle, and from B or C draw B A or C A equal to the given side 
to meet the circumference in the point A ; join A C or A B , and A B C is the triangle 
required. 

192. The simplest case of this problem, is that in which the side A B of the 
triangle coincides with the chord A B of the given circle which cuts off the given 
segment. 

193. "When the vertical angle and area are given, the rectangle under the 
sides is also given. Likewise the sum of the squares and the rectangle of the two 
lines which constitute the sides are given. These lines may hence be found and 
the triangle constructed. 

194. Let C D be the given difference of the sides AB, A C (fig. Euc. i. 18), 
and B C the given base. Let A B G be the triangle required; at B draw B F per
pendicular to BC, through A draw A E parallel to B C meeting B F in E, and 
produce C A to meet B F in F. Join B D , then A D , A B , A F are equal to one 
another, and the triangle may be constructed on the base B C with altitude BE, 
and having the difference of the sides equal to CD. For the point D is determined 
by two circles which touch one another, one described with center C and radius 
CD, and the other described passing through the points F, B, and touching the 
circle whose radius is C D in D. 

196. Make a triangle A B C equal to the given figure, by Prob. 127, p. 306. 
ProducethebaseBC, if necessary, making B D equaltothe given base. On B D make 
the triangle B D E equal to A B C ; through E draw E G parallel to B D , and upon B D 
describe a segment of a circle containing an angle equal to the given angle, 
Euc. III. 33, and cutting E G in H ; join H B , H D . H B D is the required tri
angle. 

196. Let A B be the base, and A H B the segment containing the vertical 
angle. At any poiijt H draw the tangent HP, making the square on H P equal to 
the given rectangle under the sum of the sides of one of them. Find O the center 
of the oircle A H B and join PO, with which as radius describe a circle P D Q . 
Also from R the middle of the arc A H B , with radius R A or R B describe the circle A D B cutting P D Q in D. Draw D A cutting A H B in C, and join CB. A C B is the triangle required. For, draw the tangent D E , and join H O , E O , D O . Then H P ^ = D E ^ = A D . D C = (AC -|- CB) . CB ; for the triangle D C B is isosceles. 197. Let A B C be the required triangle having the right angle A B C , and such that the sum of A C and A B is double of BC. N o w since A G + A B = 2BC, therefore A O - B C = B C - A B . On A C take A D equal to this difference. Then A C = B C -|- A D , A B = B C - A D , and since A C = AB'' -f B C ^ it foUows that BC= = 4BC . A D , and B C = 4AD. Hence A D the difference between the hypotenuse and one side B C is known, and therefore the hypotenuse A C = SAD. Hence the construction of tlie triangle depends on the division of the hypotenuse into five equal parts. • 
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198. The fixed point may be proved to be the center of the circle. 
199. Let the Une which bisects any angle B A D of the quadrUateral, meet the 

circumference in E, join EC, and prove that the angle made by producing D C is 
bisected by EC. . . , , , 

200. Di-aw a tangent to the circle, and at the point of contact draw a chord 
making an angle equal to one-third of a right angle. 

201. The centers of the four circles are determined by the intersections of the 
lines which bisect the four angles of the given quadrilateral. Join these four 
points, and the opposite angles of the quadrilateral so formed are respectively 
equal to two right angles. 

202. Let A B C D be the required trapezium inscribed in the given circle 
(fig. Euc. III. 22.) of which A B is given, also the sum of the remaining three sides 
and the angle A D C . Since the angle A D C is given, the opposite angle A B C is 
known, and therefore the point C and the side BC. Produce A D and make D E 
equal to D C and join EC. Since the sum of A D , D C , C B is given, and D C is 
knov\-n, therefore the sum of A D , D C is given, and likewise A C , and the angle 
A D C . Also the angle D E C being half of the angle A D C is given. Whence the 
segment of the circle-ivhich contains A E C is given, also A E is given, and hence 
the point E, and consequently the point D. Whence the construction. 

203. Let A D B C be the inscribed quadrUateral; let A C , B D produced meet 
in O, and A B , C D produced meet iii P, also let the tangents from 0, P meet the 
circles in K, H respectively. Join OP, and about the triangle P A C describe a 
circle cutting P O in G and join A G . Then A, B, G, O may be shewn to be 
points in the circumference of a circle. Whence the sum of the squares on O H 
and P K may be found by Euc. iii. 36, and shewn to be equal to the square on O P . 

204. Apply Euc. in. 22. 
205. A oircle can be described about the figure A E C B F . 
206, Apply Euc. in. 21, 22, 32. 
207. Apply Euc. in. 20, and the angle B A D wUl be found to be double of 

the angles C B D and C D B together. 
208. Apply Euc. in. 22. 
209. This'is shewn from Euo. III. 21. 
210. G E , G F produced to meet the circle again form two chords in the circle, 

and the two perpendiculars drawn from E, F upon these chords pass through 
the center of the circle C. If C G be joined and produced to meet E F in H, then 
C G H may be proved to be perpendicular to EF. 

211. The points G, K, coincide with E, D respectively, Euc. in. 31. Join 
FH, H G , G K , K F , and shew that the opposite angles of F H G K are respectively 
equal to two right angles. 

212. The Unes which bisect the adjacent angles A E B , A E D may be shewn 
to.be at right angles to one another. Next let the lines which bisect the angles 
at F, G intersect each other in O, and meet the circumference in the points H, 
K ; L, M. Then the ares D M , M C : as also A L , L B are equal to each other. 
Similarly the arcs CK, K B are equal, and D H , H A : from -which it may be shewn 
that the sum of the arcs H M , K L is equal to the sum of H L, K M : whence by 
the converse of Theo. l,p. 317. H K , L M intersect each other at right angles. 
Whence since the Unes bisecting the angles A E F and G being in the same direc
tion, as also the lines bisecting the angles A E D and F ; it follows that these four 
Unes at their intersections form a rectangular parallelogram. 

213.. This is shewn by proving that the snms of the opposite angles of the 
iiiew quadrilateral are respectively equal to two right angles. 

214. Let the angles be bisected and let the bisecting lines meet eaoh other 
in the points a, b, c, d. Shew that the sum of the angles at a and c, as also the 
sum of the angles at b and d, are equal to two right angles. 215. Since the angle A of the quadrilateral is a right angle, the opposite angle C is also a right angle. If F E be joined the semicirele described on E F as a diameter will pass through the points A, C, and the line joining the points A, C, will be a chord of the circle whose diameter is EF. 216. Let abed he the given quadrilateral whose opposite angles a, c\ b, d, are equal to two right angles, and let A be the given point on the circumference of the given circle. Join bd, and at B draw a line P Q to touch the circle at B. At the point B in B Q make the angle Q B D equal to bad, D B C equal to dbc and D B A equal to dba: join A D , D C : then A B C D is the quadrUateral required. 217. Eet the figure be constructed, and join D B , D G , then D A B G is a rectangle, and F G is equal to CD, both being diameters of the circle, and by Euo. i. 47 i II. 12, 3 ; III. 36, the property may be proved. 
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218. Draw the diameter EF, join CF, and draw CG perpendicular to EF. 
Then EC^ = EF^ - CF* = EF^ - EF. E G = EF . E G = EF . EO -f EF. O G 

= 2. AEB -f 2 . ACB = 2 fig. AEBC. 
219. Let the diagonals AC, B D be bisected in the points P, Q, and let 0 be 

the center of the circle. Join PO, OQ, and prove P O Q to be a straight line. 
220. Let A B C D be a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle so that the two sides A B , 

D C when produced meet in a point E at right angles : let F, G, the middle points 
of AB,DC, and O the center of the circle, join E O andFG: these lines may be shewn 
to be the diagonals of a square. 

221. Let the tangent meet the oircle in a point T between the points A and B'. 
Join T C and produce it to meet the circumference again in T', draw a tangent to 
the circle at T. Produce P A to meet this tangent in B, then A B is equal to A' P'. 
Draw A M perpendicular on TT'. Then A P . A'P' = A P . A R = A M ^ It may 
be shewn also that B Q . B'Q' = CM^. Whence by adding these equals the 
property is shewn to be true. 

222. Let A B C D be any quadrilateral figure, A C , B D , the diagonals, F, G, 
their points of bisection, E the point of bisection of FG. Let P be any point in 
the oircumferenoe of a circle described from center E. Join PF, PE, PG, P A , 
PB, PC, PD, EA, EB, EC, ED. Theu by Theo. 3. p. 311. 

223. Let AC, CD, DB, be any three chords of a semicircle whose diameter is 
A B . From B let fall B E perpendicular on C D produced. Then by Euc. ii. 12, 
III. 31, I. 48. 

224. Draw the diagonals of the quadrilateral, and by Euc. in. 21, i. 29. 
225. From the center draw lines to the angles : then Euc. in. 27. 
226. This wUl be manifest from the equality of the two tangents dra-wn to a 

circle from the same point. 
227. Apply Euo. in. 22, 32. 
228. Join the center of the circle with the other extremity of the line per

pendicular to the diameter. 
229. Let A B be a chord paraUel to the diameter F G of the cirole, fig. Theo. 

1, p. 317, and H any point in the diameter. Let H A and H B be joined. Bisect 
F G in O, draw O L perpendicular to F G cutting A B in K, and join H K , H L , 
OA. Then the square on H A and H F may be proved equal to the squares on 
F H , H G , by Theo. 3, p. 311; Euc. i, 47; Euc. n. 9. 

230. Let A be the given point (fig. Euc. in. 36, Cor.) and suppose A F C 
meeting the circle in F, C, to be bisected in F, and let A D be a tangent drawn 
from A. Then 2 . AF'' = A F . A C = AD", but A D is given, hence also A F is 
given. To construct. Draw the tangent A D . O n AI) describe a semicircle 
A G D , bisect it in G ; with center A and radius AG, describe a circle cutting the 
given circle in F. Join A F and produce it to meet the circumference again 
inC. 

231. Let the chords AB, C D intersect eaoh other in E at right angles. Find 
F the center, and draw the diameters H E F G , A F K and join AC, CK, BD. Then 
by Euc. II. 4. 5 ; in. 35. 

232. Let E, F be the points in the diameter A B equidistant from the center 
O ; C E D any chord; draw O G perpendicular to CED, and join FG, OC. The 
sum of the squares on D F and F C may be shewn to be equal to twice the 
square on F E and the rectangle contained by A E , EB, by Euo. i. 47; ii. 6; 
in. 35. 

233. Let the chords AB, A C be drawn from the point A, and let a chord F G 
parallel to the tangent at A be drawn intersecting the chords A B , A C in D and E, 
and join BC. Then the opposite angles of the quadrilateral B D E C ai-e equal 
to two right angles, and a circle would circumscribe the figure. Hence by 
Euc. I. 36. 234. Let the lines be dra-wn as directed in the enunciation. Draw the diameter A E and join CE, D E , B E : then AC* H- A D " and 2 . AB* may be each she-wn to be equal to the square on the diameter. 235. Let Q O P cut the diameter A B in O. From C the center draw C H perpendicular to QP. Then C H is equal to O H , and by Euc. ii. 9, the squares on PO, O Q are readily shewn to be equal to twice the square on CP. 236. From P draw P Q perpendicular on A B meeting it in Q. Join AC, CD, DB. Then circles would circumscribe the quadrilaterals A C P Q and B D P Q , and then by Euc. in. 36. 237. Describe the figure according to the enunciation ; draw A E the diameter of the circle, and let P be the intersection of the diagonals of the parallelogram. Draw EB, EP, EC, EF, EG, EH. Since A E is a diameter of the circle, the 
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angles at F, G, H, are right angles, and EF, EG, EH are perpendiculars from the 
vertex upon the bases of the triangles E A B , E A C , E A P . Whence by Euc. ii. 13, 
and theorem 3, p. 311, the truth of the property may be shewn. 

238. Let A D meet the circle in G, H, and join BG, GC. Then B G C is a 
right-angled triangle and G D is perpendicular to the hypotenuse, and the rect
angles may each be shevvn to be equal to the square on BG, Euc. in. 35 ; ii. 6 ; i. 
47. Or, if E C be joined, the quadrilateral figure A D C E may be circumscribed by 
a circle, Euc. in. 31, 22, 36, Cor. 

239. On P C describe a semicircle cutting the given one iu E, and draw E F 
perpendicular to A D ; then F is the pomt required. 

240. Let A B be the given straight line. Bisect A B in C and on A B as a 
diameter describe a circle ; and at any point D in the circumferenoe, draw a tan
gent D E equal to a side of the given square ; join DC, EC, and with center C and 
radius C E describe a circle cutting A B produced in F. From F draw F G to touch 
the circle whose center is C in the point G. 

241. Produce the longer side B A at the vertex of the triangle to any point E . 
bisect the angle C A E by A D meeting B C produced in D. Then the square on 
D A is equal to the rectangle DB, D C . For describe a oircle passing through the 
points B, C, and toiiching A D at A. Then Euc. in. 36. 

242. Let A D , D F be two lines at right angles to each other, O the center 
of the circle B F Q ; A any point in A D fr-om which tangents A B , A G are drawn ; 
then the chord B C shaU always cut F D in the same point P, wherever the point 
A is taken in A D . Join A P ; then B A C is an isosceles triangle, 

and FD. DE -f AD* = AB* = BP . PC + AP* =BP . PC -f AD* + DP^, 
wherefore BP . PC = FD . DE - DP*. 

The point P, therefore, is independent of the position of the point A ; and is 
consequently the same for all positions of A in the line A D . 

243. The point E -will be foimd to be that point in BC, from which two tan
gents to the circles described on A B and C D as diameters, are equal, Euo. 
111. 36. 

244. If A Q , A T ' be produced to meet, these Unes with A A ' form a right-
angled triangle, then Euc. i. 47. 

245. If a semicircle be described upon B D as a diameter, it will pass through 
the point B and touch the line A D iu the point D : then the rectangle A E , A B is 
equal to the square on A D . 

246. The semicircles described upon the sides of the triangles -will pass 
through the feet of the three perpendiculars dra'wn upon the sides. Euc. in. 35. 

247. The oircle described on A B as a diameter wiU pass through E and D. 
Then Euc. in. 36. 

248. On AlB describe a semicircle, draw C E at right angles to A B meeting the 
circumference in E, and bisect the angle A C E by CF meeting the circumference 
in F. From F draw F D perpendicular to A B meeting A B in D. 

249. Draw the chord A C in the circle which shall be equal to the side of the 
given square, join B C and produce it to meet the tangent A P in the point P. 

250. By Euc. ui. 36, Cor. a circle can be described passing through the points 
B, C, E, D. 

251. Through A, draw the chords APS, A Q R ; then A P is equal to PS, and 
A Q to QR. Join Q O . By Euc. in. 36, 31, i. 47, the property is shewn to be 
true. 

252. If the line P A be produced to meet the other circle iu A', then P A is: 
equal to AA', by Euc. iii. 36. 

253. The rectangle FB, F C is equal to the rectangle FD, FE, each being-
equal to the square on FA. And since F B is equal to FD, it follows that F C is 
equal to F E : whence B C is equal to D E . 254. Let the circles intersect in the points P, Q, draw the chord PQ, and join A P , and prove A P Q to be a straight line. Euc. in. 36, 37. 255. The construction of the figure suggests a reference to Theorem 3, p. 311 „ 256. Let the line dra-wn from A touch the circumferenoe in P, and from B, C,. let Unes be drawn to the points where the oircle intersects the two sides of the; triangle. Then by Euc. in. 31 ; ii. 13 ; in. 36. 257. Let A B , A C be the two given lines meeting at the point A, and D the given point. From D draw D E perpendicular to A B and produce E D to F, so that the rectangle contained by ED, D F may be equal to the given rectangle. On D F as a diameter describe a cfrcle cutting A C in G, join G E and produce it to meet A B in H. Then a circle may be described through the points E, G, F, H. 268, Let the point E in A O be supposed to be found subject to the coiiditions 
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of the problem. Produce PO to meet the ciroumferenoe in Q. Then by Euo. n. 
6, 6 ; III. 36, Cor. combined -with the given conditions, the squares on O E and O P 
may be she-wn to be equal to five times the square on the radius A O . And the 
triangle P E O is right-angled. Hence the square on P E is five times the square on 
A O , and A O is kno-vra, therefore the line P E is known, also the point P is given. 
Whence the point E is determined subject to the given conditions. 

259. Here A is the extremity of the diameter and C the center of the larger 
circle, the perpendicular B D E meets A C in E, the smaller circle in D and the 
larger in B. From the right-angled triangles the truth of-the property may be 
she-wn. 

260. Draw AG, D K , AE, AC, A H , EK, KC, CG, CE, and let M be the in
tersection of AK, EC. Then A E K C is a rhombus, and M K = M A : also G M = M D . 
Whence G K = A D = 2 .AG, and A K = 3.AG: wherefore A K . A G = 3.AG*. 
Also A H * = AC* = AG* -i- GC* + 2. A G . G M = 3. GM*. Hence A K . A G = AH*. 

261. Let A, B, be the centers, EF the tangent intersecting the line A B joining 
the centers, and C D the other tangent. Draw the radii AC, AE, BD, BF to the 
points of contact; and draw B G parallel to D C meeting A C iu G ; and B H 
parallel to F E meeting A E produced in H. 

Then BG = CD, BH = EF, AG = AC - BD, 
and AH = AE -f BF = AC -f BD : and CD* - EF* may be proved to be equal to 
4. AC. BD, or the rectangle of the diameters of the circles. 

262. Let Q be the center of the circles. Join QO, QB. Then Q O B is a 
right-angled triangle. Also O N may be proved equal to OM. 

And 4 . C N . N F 4- M O * may be shewn to be equal to the difference of the 
squares on the radU of the circles by Euc. in. 35, n. 6, i. 47. 

GEOMETRICAL EXEECISES ON BOOK IV. 
HINTS, &o. 

6. Let AB be the given line. Draw through C the center of the given 
circle the diameter DCE. Bisect A B in F and join FC. Through A, B draw 
A G , B H parallel to FC and meeting the diameter in G, H : at G, H draw GK, 
H L perpendicular to D E and meeting the circumference in the points K, L ; join 
K L ; then K L is equal and parallel to AB. 

7. The three radii divide the circle into three equal sectors. 
8. Let the line A D drawn from the vertex A of the equilateral triangle, cut 

the base BC, and meet the circumference of the circle in D. Let DB, D C be 
joined: A D is equal to D B and DC. If on DA, D E be taken equal to DB, and 
B E be joined; B D E may be proved to be an equUateral triangle, also the tri
angle A B E may be proved equal to the triangle CBD. The other case is when 
the line does not cut the base. This theorem has been proposed in the foUowing 
form:—If three of the angular points of a quadrilateral figure in a circle, be 
equally distant from each other, then the distance of the fourth from the middle 
one, equals the sum of the distances from the other two. 

9. Let A B C be an equilateral triangle inscribed in a circle, and let AP, BQ, 
C R be perpendiculars drawn from A, B, C on any diameter D E of the cfrcle. 
Produce A P to meet the circumference in F, through F draw a Une parallel to 
D E and produce QB, B C to meet this Une in G, H. Then B G is equal to CR, 
and C H to QB. 

10. Let a circle be described upon the base of the equilateral triangle, and 
let an equilateral triangle be inscribed in the circle. Draw a diameter from one 
of the vertices of the inscribed triangle, and join the other extremity of the di
ameter with one of the other extremities of the sides of the inscribed triangle. The 
side of the inscribed triangle may then be proved to be equal to the perpendicular 
in the other triangle. 

11. The line joining the points of bisection is parallel to the base of the 
triangle and therefore outs off an equilateral triangle from the given triangle. By 
Euc. in. 21 ; i, 6, the truth of the theorem may be shewn. 

12. Let a diameter be drawn from any angle of an equUateral triangle inscribed in a circle to meet the circumference. It may be proved th-at the radius is bisected by the opposite side of the triangle. 13. The sides are chords oiithe exterior and tangents to the interior concentric ofrcle. From the center draw perpendiculars on the sides, Euc. in. 14. 
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14. Let the equilateral triangle ABC whose altitude is AD, be turned round 
its center O, till it assume the position dbc, and let the base be of the new 
position out B C in E. Produce ad to meet B C in F. Then from the right-angled 
triangles O D F , rfEF, the angle between the two positions of the altitude is proved 
to be equal to the angle between the bases BC, be. 

15. Apply Euc. IV. 5: in. 22, 32. The construction faUs, if the triangle be 
a right-angled triangle. 

16. Let three equilateral triangles be described upon A B , A C , BC, the sides 
of any triangle, and let D, E, F be tbe centers of the circles inscribed in the 
equUateral triangles on A B , A C , B C respectively. Let D E , EF, F D be drawn; 
then E F D is an equilateral triangle. Join D A , D B , E A , EC, FB, FC. At E in 
A E make the angle A E G equal to FEC, and take E G equal to E D , and join G A . 
Then the angles of the triangles G D E , D E F may be proved to be respectively 
equal, and each equal to two-thirds of two right angles. 

Shew that the triangle formed by joining the centers of squares described 
on the sides of any triangle is equilateral. 

17. Prove the three chords cut off from the three sides of the triangle to be 
equal to one another. 

18. Let a. diameter be drawn from P through the center Q, and join PA', 
PB', P C also from A', B', C, draw lines perpendicular to the diameter through 
P. Then PA'Q, PB'Q, P C Q are three triangles, of which one will be obtuse-
angled and the other two acute-angled. Then by Euc n. 12, 13, PA'» + PB'* + P C * 
may be found to be equal to 3 . PQ* + 3 . AQ*. Again, by joining P'A, P'B, P'C, 
&o. in a similar way, P'A* + P'B* + P'C* may be found to be equal to the same 
quantity. 

19. Shew that each of the angles of the triangle B G C , is equal to half the 
interior angle contained by two sides of the hexagon. 

20. Let the Unes intersect each other in a. A, c, d, e, /, and form the interior 
hexagon, the line A C is trisected by the two lines B D , B F ; and the rest in the 
same manner. 

21. The line B E is a diameter of the circumscribing circle. 
22. Two tangents can be drawn parallel to each side of the inscribed triangle, 

which -will form a hexagon and an equilateral triangle; the perimeter of the 
hexagon is two-thirds of the perimeter of this latter equilateral triangle. 

23. The hexagon will be equilateral and equiangular, when the Unes dra'wn 
from the vertices to the bisections of the bases of the two triangles are coincident: 
in all other positions the hexagons wiU be equilateral, but not equiangular. 

24. It may be shevvn that four equal and equilateral triangles will form an 
equUateral triangle of the same perimeter as the hexagon, whicli is formed by six 
equal and equilateral triangles., 

26. This appears from Euc. in. 21. 
26. Let the figure be constructed. By dra-wing the diagonals of the hexagon, 

the proof is obvious. 
27. By Euc. I. 47, the perpendicular distance from the center of the circle 

upon the side of the inscribed hexagon may be found. 
28. Describe a cirole about the given triangle A B C , and join the center O 

with the angular points A, B, C. If from A, B, C Imes be drawn parallel and 
equal to OA, O B , OC, an equUateral but not equiangular hexagon will be formed 
equal to twice the area of the triangle. 

29. If O be the point where the lines Aa, B5, Ce meet eaoh other, A O is 
double of Oa, and so of the rest. The lines a'b', b'c, c'a are respectively paraUel 
toBA, CB, A C . 

30. The angles contained in the two segments of the circle, may be shewn to 
be equal, then by joining the extremities of the arcs, the two remaining sides may be shewn to be paraUel. 31. Let the alternate sides of the figure, Euc. iv. 16, be produced to meet; each of the triangles so formed exterior to the hexagon, may be proved equal in all respects to each of the six triangles into which the hexagon is divided by the diagonals. 32. This appears directly from Euc. i. 38, and rv. 16. 33. The circles will be the escribed circles of the six triangles formed by joining the center of the circle and the angular points of the efroumscribed hexagon. 34. Join A E , B D ; A E D B is a parallelogram audits diagonals A D , B E bisect each other. Join BF, EC, B F E C is also a parallelogram and the diagonals BE, C F bisect each other. Join A C , D F , these lines are equal by the triangles A B O , 
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DEF, and the lines FC, AD joining their opposite extremities are also equal, 
therefore F A C D is a paraUelogram, apply Theo. 3, p. 311. Shew whether a circle 
can cfrcumscribe the hexagon. 

36. A regular duodecagon may be inscribed in a circle by means of the 
equilateral triangle and square, or by means of the hexagon. The area of the 
duodecagon is three times the square on the radius of the circle, which is 
the square on the side of an equUateral triangle inscribed in the same circle. 
Theorem 1, p. 339. 

36. Let A B C be a triangle, having C a right angle, and upon A C , BC, let 
semicircles be described : bisect the hypotenuse in D, and let fall D E , D F perpen
diculars on A C , B C respectively, and produce them to meet the circumferences 
of the semicircles in P, Q ; then D P may be proved to be equal to D Q . 

37. Let the angle B A C be a right angle, fig. Euc. iv. 4. Join A D . Then 
Euc. III. 17, note p. 130. 

38. The sides of the required right-angled triangle wiU be 3, 4, and 5 units. 
39. A B is the common hypotenuse. Let A D , B C be produced to meet in F, 

then the circle which circumscribes the triangle C D E , also circumscribes the 
quadrilateral figure CEDF, and the center O is the bisection of FE. 

40. The excess of the two sides containing the right angle above the hypo
tenuse is equal to the diameter of the inscribed oircle. In this theorem the 
hypotenuse is equal to the diameter of the cfrcumscrihed circle. 

41. The rectangle contained by the segments of the hypotenuse may be easily 
shewn to be equal to one-half of the rectangle contained-by the sides vvhich contain 
the right angle. 

42. Each line joining the points of contact divides the cirole into two segments, 
one greater and one less, than a semicircle. Euc. in. 31. 

43. This is manifest from Euo. in. 21. 
44. The point required is the center of the circle which cfroumscribes the tri

angle. See the notes on Euc. in. 20, p. 130. 
45. Construct the figure. If of three lines, two be paraUel and one coincident, 

or one parallel and two coincident with three other lines, the three former Unes are 
said to be in the same directions as the three latter. 

46. This is shewn from Euc. in. 20, 21. 
47. Construct the figure, the proof offers no difficulty. 
48. This appears from Euo. in. 3. 
49. This property of the figure, Euc. iv. 4, exhibited by joining A D and 

producing it to meet the base, is shewn to follow from Euc. 1, 32. 
60. By Euc. iii. 35. The rectangle B D , D E is equal to the rectangle A D , 

D C . Also Prob. 43, p. 315, A B * = A D * + A D .DC. Whence it may be shewn 
that the rectangle B E , B D is equal to the square on B A . 

51. Produce A D , B C to meet m F. The cfrcle described about the triangle 
D E C passes through F. Shew that the cfrcumferences of the two cfrcles intersect 
at right angles. 

6'2. Join A B , A E , B E ; E being the center of the circle. The circle described 
through the points O, A, B, will pass througli E. Euc, in. 22. Prove the angle -
C A D equal to the angle C D A . 

63. Let the figure be constructed; the proof depends on Theorem 4, p. 319. 
64. Apply Euc. in. 32. 
55. This is manifest from Euc. in. 11, 18. 
66. The base B C is intersected by the perpendioular A D , and the side A C is 

intersected by the pei-pendicular BE. From Theorem i. p. 317 ; the arc A F is 
proved equal to A E , or the arc F E is bisected in A. In the same manner the 
arcs F D , D E , may be shewn to be bisected in BC. 

If the perpendiculars intersect in P, and meet the sides of the triangle in the points a, b, c, respectively; it may be easily she-wn that P D , PE, PF, are bisected by the sides of the triangle in the points a, b, c, respectively. 67. Let A B C be a triangle, and let D, E be the points where the inscribed circle touches the sides A B , A C . Draw BE, C D intersecting each other in O. Join A O , and produce it to meet B C in F. Theu F is the point where the inscribed circle touches the third side BC. If F be not the point of contact, let some other point G be the point of contact. Through D draw D H paraUel to A C , and D K parallel to BC. By the similar triangles, C G may be proved equal to CF, or G the point of contact coincides with F, the point where the Ime drawn from A through 0 meets BC. 58. Let A B C be any triangle inscribed in a circle, and let the perpendiculars A D , B E , C F intersect in G. Produce A D to meet the circumference in H, and 
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join BH, CH. Then tie triangle BHC may be shewn to be equal in all respects 
to the triangle B G C , and the circle which circumscribes one of the triangles will 
also circumscribe the other. Similarly, it may be shewn by producing B E and 
CF, &c. 

69. Fu-st. Prove that the perpendiculars Aa, B6, Co pass through the same 
point O, as Theo. 163, p. 331. Secondly. That the triangles Acb, Boa, Ca5 are 
equiangular to A B C . Euc. in. 21. Thfrdly. That the angles of the triangle aSe 
are bisected by the perpendiculars. 

00 Produce C B to meet the circumferenee in F. Take the center C, join 
FC, and shew that F C bisects A B at right angles, whence the arc A F is equal 
toFB. 

61. Produce C D to meet A B in Q, then C Q is perpendicular to A B , 
Euc. in. 36. 

62. Let CA, B A be produced to meet the larger circle in A', B' respectively : 
then CAA' is a chord and B A from the center is perpendicular to CA'. 

63. Construct the figure, and let E be the intersection of the tangents at B 
and C, join D E , BE, and sbew that C B E D is a quadrUateral about whioh a cfrcle 
can be described. 

64. Let P M produced meet the cfrcumference of the larger circle in P', 
Because O M A is di-awn from the center O perpendicular upon the chord PQP', 
therefore PP' is bisected in M ; also the arc PAP' is bisected in A ; the angles 
P O A , P Q A are equal, being botli at the circumference and standing on the arc A P 
of the smaUer cfrcle. And P O A is double of APP'. Whence the angle Q is 
double of P. 

65. Join D G , E G , and prove that these lines bisect the angles at D and E. 
Euc. IV. 4. 

66. Apply Euc. in. 32 ; i. 32. 
67. Pro'duce A C to meet the cfrcumference of the first circle in E, and join 

B E ; then the angles D B C , D C B may be proved each equal to BCE. A D B was 
drawn to touch the circle in B, and D C is dravm to meet it in C, and makes the 
angle O C B equal to OEB, therefore by converse of Euo. in. 32, D C touches the 
first circle. 

68. At Q draw Q E at right angles to B D meeting C D in R and join PR, P D ; 
if R P can be shewn to be at right angles to PD, the circle described about P Q D 
'wUl pass through R, and have its center in the line R D . 

69. This is obvious from the fact, that two tangents dra'wn from any point to 
a ofrcle are equal. 

70. Let the arcs A B , BC, C A be bisected in the points D, E, F, respectively; 
and let the circles described, with centers D, F intersect in a, with center D, E 
intersect in b, and w-ith centers E, F, intersect in c: join Aa, B6, Cc, and prove 
•these lines to meet in a point which wUl be the center of the cfrcle in which the 
triangle is inscribed. 

71. If a circle can be described about BB'C'C, it maybe she'wn that BB' and 
CC' are both paraUel to the line which joins the extremities of the equal chords. 

72. Construct the figure, and shew that A C D is an equilateral triangle. 
73. In the arc A B (fig. Euo. iv. 2.), let any point K be taken, and from K, 

let KL, K M , K N be drawn perpendicular to A B , AC, BC, respectively, produced 
if necessary, also let L M , L N be joined : then M L N may be shewn to be a straight 
line. Draw A K , BK, CK, and by Euc. in. 31, 22, 21 ; Euo. i. 14. 

74. B D E C is a quadrilateral described in the circle CBD, and the side C E is 
produced, the exterior angle D E A is equal to the interior opposite angle D B C , 
and the angle C A B is common to the two triangles E D A , B C A : when the angle 
E D A is equal to the angle A C B . Similarly A D F C is also a quadrilateral des
cribed in the circle A D C ; whence also the angle F D B is equal to A C B . 76. Apply Euc. III. 18. 76. Let the circles touch the base in the points E, F; then the angles O D A , O D E are equal to one another, as also the angles O'D A, O'DF. Whence the angle O D O ' is equal to the angles O D E , O'DF. 77. The arc B C being the arc of a quadrant, the tangents at B and C intersect at right angles, and the lines drawn from A perpendicular on these lines also contain a right angle. Join ED, then E D is a diameter (Euc. in. 31). And the angle A B D , is equal to A C D , Euc. in. 21. Therefore the angles A C E , A B D are equal to the angle ECD, the angle in a semiofrcle. 78. Let A O meet F E in s and F C in q : describe a circle touching Fj in F and passing thiough the point A. Then the angle jFs is equal to FAy: Euc. in. 
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the center of the inscribed ofrcle. Let the perpendionlars ^°^J^' „^roendiouiara 
di-awn meeting the sides or sides produced of the triangle. Let ̂"̂ '̂ ^̂ ĵ '̂ âys meet 
CD, OE, O F from O on the sides BC, CA. AB, when ^°^'^''Tr^.\nA let R, D, 
the circumference of the circumscribing circle in K, L; «, «• ,̂ - ;'bribed cfrcles, 
r, d, denote the radu and diameters of ̂ ^ circumscribed ana ™ ^̂ ^ 
Then Theo. 81; p. 348. A G = 2 . O D ; B G = 2 • O B '^^ Z 2J> + r = iU + r. 
Theo. 99. Then D K + E Q + ^ 1 = 0,Nx -(- O^N. + O f ̂ ^^^f+3 d K + E Q 
But D K = O D -f R; E Q = OE -f B; FS - U.b -̂  ̂ , qj. ̂  r + ^ "* 
H- FS = 3R -f O D -4- OE -f OF; 7^<=j^<=^„°^cG = D + A Next, Let r,T 

"^ toi ^ ?f P the^enter'^of the inscribed cfrcle be joined to I" the center of the 
circle -which passes through the centers of the escribed cu-cles, and P P be bisected 
in O • then O is the center of the circumscribed circle. And the radius of the 
circle' whose center is P' may be shewn to be double the radius of the cfrcle whose 
102. Let ABC be the triangle, right-angled at C. Let O be the center of fhe 
escribed circle touching the hypotenuse. Draw OD, O E perpendicular on CA, 
CB produced. Then the figure C D O E is a rectang-jlar paraUelogram. See 
Theorem 3, p. 318. , , . . , 

103. Suppose the triangle constructed, then it may be shewn that the differ
ence between the hypotenuse and the sum of the two sides, is equal to the diameter 
of the inscribed circle. 

104. If the base be not greater than the diameter, a triangle may be inscribed 
equal in all respects; but if the base be greater than the diameter, a triangle of 
less base can be constructed (Prob. 122. p. 305), and an equal triangle inscifted 

106. Produce the given lines to meet, the angle they contain is equal to the 
vertical angle of the triangle. And since the cfrcle is given, its diameter is known-
through the given point draw a chord cutting off a segment from the circle con' 
taining an angle equal to the angle formed by the two given lines. From the 
extremities of the chord draw two chords parallel to the two given lines. 

106. Let B C be the position of the given base and D E that of the other riven 
chord in the given circle, and let A B C be the triangle required, intersecting DE 
in the points F, G, bo that the rectangle DF, G E is equal to E G take n equal 
to the side of the given square. Hence D E is given and E G is known, the Sffe-
renoe of D E and E G may be divided so that the rectangle DF, G E may be equal 
to the square on FG. "Whence the points F, Q are found, and therefore the 
point A. 

107. Since the vertical angle of the triangle ia given and the cfrcle is eivea, 
the base of the triangle is given. And the area is given, whence the altitude cm 
be found. 

108. If the perpendiculars meet the three sides of the triangle, the point ig 
within the triangle, Euo. iv. 4. If the perpendiculars meet the base and the two 
Bides produced, the point is the center of the escribed cfrcle. 

109. With the given radius of the circumscribed circle, describe a cirele. 
Draw B C cutting off the segment B A C containing an angle equal to the given 
vertical angle. Bisect B C in D, and draw the diameter EDF: join FB, and with 
center F and radius FB describe a cfrcle : this wiU be the locus of the centers of 
the inscribed circle (see Theorem 3, p. 381.) On D E take D G equal to the avca 
radius of the inscribed cfrcle, and through G draw G H parallel to BC, and meeting 
the locus of the centers in H. H is the center of the inscribed oircle, 

110, This may rcadUy be effected in almost a similar way to the preceding 
Problem. 

111. With the given rodiuB describe a circle, then by Euo. m. 3*. 
112. If the radius of the circumscribed circle be known and the perpendicu

lars drawn from tho center of the circle; the sides of the triangle ran be found. 
113. Let A B C be the given circle. Place in it the chord BC equal to the given base of the triangle. Tlicn since the circle is given and the chord BCis given, the segment B A C cut off by BO ia given, and therefore the angle in that segment i« known. Henco tho problem is tlio same as to consfruct atriangle having given tho base, tho verticiil nngli- and the sum of the two sides. 114. Let A B C bo tho oqviihitcral triangle, and let a, >, S be the centers of the Bquoxos dcBoribod upon the sulos opposite to the angles A, B, C respectively. The tnangle formed by drawing 06, be, ca may bo proved to be on equilateral triangle, 
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thesides of which are respectively equal to the lin« drawn from any angle of the 
given triangle to the center of the square on the opposite side. If the numerical 
value of the side of the given triangle be given, the areas of the two triangles may 
be expressed in terms of the given side. 

116. Let A B C be fhe given triangle, and A'B'C the other triangle, to the sides 
of which the inscribed triangle is required to be parallel. Through any point a in 
A B draw ab paraUel to A'B' one side of the given triangle, and through a, b draw 
ac, be respectively parallel to A C , BC. Join Ac and produce it to meet B C in D ; 
through D draw D E , D F , paraUel to ca, cb, respectively, and join EF. Then 
D E F is the triangle requfred. 

116. Let the Unes be dra-wn ; the proof offers no difiiculty. 
117. Suppose the parallelogram to be rectangular and inscribed in the given 

triangle and to be equal in area to half the triangle : it may be shewn that the 
paraUelogram is equal to half the altitude of the teiangle, and that there is a 
restriction to the magnitude of the angle which two adjacent sides of the paraUelo
gram make -with one another. 

118. This point wUl be found to be the intersection of the diagonals of the 
given paraUelogram. 

119. The difference of the two squares is obviously the sum of the foui tri
angles at the comers of the exterior square. 

120. Construct the figure and prove its angles right angles. 
121. Take any point in one side, and similar points in the other sides, join 

these points and tlie figure wiU be a rhombus, except in one case. 
122. If -two lines be drawn meeting the opposite sides or sides produced, and 

be bisected at right angles at thefr intersection, the Unes joining thefr extremities 
wiU form a rhombus. 

123. Draw in the quadrUateral two lines bisecting each other at right angles, 
and terminated by the opposite sides. 

124. The Unes which form the required parallelogram may intersect eaoh 
other outside or inside the square. 

125. Draw the diagonals ac, bd of the square intersecting ini e. With centers, 
a, b, c, d and radius ae, describe circles cutting the four side? of the square in 
A , B, C, D, E, F, G, H . Join A B , C D , EF, G H , next joui B E , A F . 

126. Let the diagonals of the rhombus be drawn; the center of the inscribed 
circle may be shewn to be the point of their intersection. 

127. O n the diameters AB' describe a rectangle equal to the given reetUineal 
figure, and let the side paraUel to A B meet the eirSUmfereneS in E. Join A E , 
E B , through A, draw A F paraUel to B E and join BF. 

128. The bisection of tiie diagonals determines the center of the circle. 
129. Since the positions of the two lines to which two adjacent sides of the 

quadrilateral are to be paraUel are given, the angle between them is gj-ven. Let 
P, Q be the two given points outside the given circle through which the other 
two sides are requfred to pass. Join P Q and on P Q describe a segment of a cfrcle 
containing an angle equal to the supplement of the angle contained by the two 
given lines, and touching the cfrcumference of the' given oircle in C. Join PC, 
Q C and produce them to meet the cfroumference in D, B : through B, D draw B A, 
parallel to one of the given Unes and join A D ; A D shaU be paraUel to the other. 

130. Apply Theo. 3, p. 318. 
131. A B C D is a squarei ff the intersection of the' d'ragolnals, -with radius A B , 

and centers A, B, D describe efrelea etttting A B in F, G and A D iu H ; join G H , 
and prove G H equal to FG. 

132. The sum of the arcs on wtici stafftd the ffrst, thfrd, fifth and seventh 
angles, is equal to the sum of the arcs on which stand the second, fourth, sixth 
and eighth angles. 133, Construct the figifrfe, sAd tUe tttth is obvious. 134. Take half of the side of the square in'seribed in the given oircle, this will be equal to a side of the requfred octagon. At the extremities on the same side of this line make two angles each equal to three-fourths of two, right angles, bisect these angles by two straight lines* the point at which they m'eet wi'H be th'e Center of the cfrcle which circumscribes the tf^aigon, affld either of the bisecting lines is the radius of the circle. 135. Each of the interior ttnglei of* a i'egiiisx̂  cMtsgun may be shewn to be equal to three-fourths of two right angles, and the exterior angles made by producing the sides, are each equal to orte-fcraith of two right angles, or oneAalf of a right angle. 136, B y constructing thef %iire9: Mii Sxamti^ lifje'S iiom. the CeiVter of the GGa 
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cirole to the angles of the octagon, the areas of the eight triangles may be easUy 
shewn to be equal to eight times the rectangle contained by the radius of the 
cfrcle, and half the side of the inscribed square. 

137. Let the given point in the cfrcumference be joined with the center of the 
cfrole, then by Theo. 3. p. 311. 

138. Let a circle inscribed touch one of the sides in the point A, let A B C be 
an equUateral triangle inscribed in the cfrcle, also let a cirole inscribed in the tri
angle, touch BC, CA, A B in the points D, E, F respectively. A D being joined 
passes through O the common center of the two circles. If any point P be taken 
in the cfrcumference of the inner cirole, and P A , P B , P C be drawn, then P A * + 
PB* -I- PC* + O D * = 4 . AO*, or the area of the given square. B y Theorem 22, 
,. 309, after joining PF, PC, P D ; P A * + P B * + P C * = P D * -f-PE* + FF'+3 . BF*. 
:f perpendiculars PL, P M , P N be drawn to the sides of the triangle BC, CA, A B ; 
since the square of the chord P D drawn from any point P to the point of contact 
of the inscribed cfrcle, is equal to the rectangle contained by the perpendicular P L 
and the diameter of the cfrcle, P D * -f PE* + PF* = (PL -|- P M -h P N ) . 2 D O ; 
also P L H- P M + P N = A D (Theorem5, p. 312.) = 3 . O D (Euo. iv. i.) Whense 
may be deduced the required property. Is the property true when the point P is 
not on the circumference, but any point within the cfrcle ? 

139. Let A B , A C , A D , be the sides of a square, a regular hexagon and an 
octagon respectively inscribed in the cfrole whose center is O. Produce A C to 
E making A E equal to A B ; from E draw E F touching the cfrcle in F, and 
prove E F to be equal to A D . 

140. Bisect the angle contained by the two lines at the point where the bi
secting line meets the circumference, draw a tangent to the cfrcle and produce the 
. two straight lines to meet it. In this triangle inscribe a cirole. 

141. From the given angle draw aline through the center of the cirole, and 
at the point where the line intersects the circumferenoe, draw a tangent to the 
cfrcle, meeting the two sides of the triangle. The cfrcle inscribed within this 
triangle wUl be the cfrcle required. 

142. The problem may be reduced; to describe a cfrcle in a right-angled 
isosceles triangle. 
- 143, Let the diagonal A D oat the arc in P, and let O be the center of the 
inscribed cfrcle. Draw O Q perpendicular to A B . Draw P E a tangent at P 
meeting A B produced in E : then B E is equal to P D . Join P Q , PB. Then A B 
.may be proved equal to Q E . Hence A Q is equal to B E or D P . 

144. This problem is a particular case of describing a cfrole to touch two 
.given circles and a straight line. 

145. This problem may be redijced to that of inscribing a cfrcle in a triangle. 
146. Construct the figure, and by Euc. i. 47, it may be shewn that the hypo

tenuse of the given triangle is equal to twice the radius of the quadrant; and the 
.radius' of the circle inscribed is one-fourth of that radius. 

147. First, If the two intersecting circles be equal, bisect the line joining thefr 
centers intercepted by the cfrcles, and at the point of bisection make an angle 
equal to half a right angle ; the point where the line cuts the cfrcumference, will 
be one of the angular points of the square. Secondly. If the inteisecting circles 
be not equal. 

148. Let the Unes joining the intersections of the circlesand the centers inter
sect iu O. O n each side of O take O A equal to O B on the line joining the centers. 
O n A B describe a square A B C D , join O C and produce it to meet the cfrcle in Ej 
then E is one of the angular points of the required circle. 

149. The area of the triangle formed by joining the centers, may be shewn to 
be four times the area of the triangle formed by joining the points of contact of the 
cfrcles. 160. Let A B be the base of the given segment, C its middle point. Let D C B be the required triangle having the sum of the base D E and perpendicular C F equal to the given line. Produce CF to H making F H equal to D E . Join H D and produce it, if necessary, to meet A B produced in K. Then C K is double of D F . Draw D L perpendicular to CK, 161. From the vertex of the isosceles triangle let fall a perpendicular on the base. Then, in each of the triangles so formed, inscribe a circle, Euc. rv. 4 ; next inscribe a circle so as to touch the two circles and the two equal sides of the triangle. This gives one solution: the problem is indeterminate. Next, let the triangle be equilateral, and lastly, let the triangle be a scalene triangle. Also let the three circles be equal or unequal. 152, If B D be shewn to subtend an arc of the larger circle equal to one-tenth 
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of the whole ciroumferenoe :—then BD is a side of tfie decagon in the larger circle. 
And if the triangle A B D can be shewn to be inscriptible in the smaller circle, 
B D wUl be the side of the inscribed pentagon. 

153. Shew that the angles and sides of the two triangles are respectively 
equal 

154. Let D C , C A produced meet the circumference of the larger circle in E, 
F respectively, join D F ; prove C E F to be equiangular to the triangle A B D . 

155. This is proved by sho-wing that B A D is bisected by A D , and that B F is 
divided in D so that the rectangle FB, B D is equal to the square on D F . 

156. Apply Euo. I. 32. 
167. Apply Euc. ni. 22, and shew that the angle D C B is equal to E A C . 
168. The angle at the center of the smaUer cfrcle is equal to double the sup

plement of the angle A C D . 
159. Apply Euc. i. 32. 
160. It may be she-wn that the angles A B F , B F D stand on two arcs, one of 

whioh is three times as large as the other. 
161. In the fig. Euc. iv. 10, the triangle A C D has the angle A C D at the vertex 

three times.either of the angles at the base. 
162. The angle at the vertex of the triangle is double the vertioal angle, fig. 

Euo. XV. 10, and the angles at the base are each three halves of that angle. 
163. The angles at the base of the triangle are eaoh equal to half the vertical 

angle B A C of the triangle A B D in the figure, Euc. iv. 10. 
164. The angle B A G at the vertex of the triangle (fig. Euo. iv. 10.) is one-

fifth of two right angles ; if this angle be bisected, each is the fifth of a right angle. 
A right angle can be divided into 2, 3, or 6 equal parts, and any angle can be di-vided 
into two equal parts; but no method is known by which any angle can he divided 
into 3 equal parts by means of the straight line and circle. The condition, how
ever, for the trisection of an angle can be found. Let A O C be one-thfrd of any 
angle A O B ; with centre O and radius O A describe a cfr-cle, intersecting OB, O C 
ia. B, C. Draw B E F paraUel to C O meeting the circle in E and the diameter 
A O D produced in F, and join EO. Then the angle B F O = A O C = one-third of 
A O B , and O B F = B O C = two-thfrds of A O B = twice B F O . But O B E = O E B 
= B F O + E O F : therefore twice B F O = B F O -f E O F ; hence B F O = E O F , and 
E F = E O . To trisect the angle A O B , the line B E F is requfred to be dravm in 
such a manner that the point E F shall be equal to the radius of the oircle; whioh 
cannot be effected by the straight Une and cirole. 

166. Shew that C F is parallel to B D G and that C D is equal to FG. 
166. Let A B C D E be an equilateral pentagon having the angles A B C , B C D , 

C D E equal. Join A C , CE, then Euc. i. 4, the angle B A C is equal to D E C and 
C A is equal to C E ; therefore Euc. i. 5. the angle C A E is equal to C E A ; hence 
•the angle B A E is equal to A.ED, and these angles may be shewn to be equal to 
each of the three given angles. 

167. This may be she-wn from the equaUty of the alternate angles. 
168. By means of the paraUels and the triangles, the properties may be proved'. 
169. It may be proved that the diagonals bisect the angles of the pentagon, 

and the five-sided figure formed by thefr intersection, may be shewn to be both 
equiangular and equilateral. , 

170. If a side C D (figure, Euc. iv. 11) of a regular pentagon be produced to 
K, the exterior angle A D K of the inscribed quadrilateral figure A B C D is equal to 
the angle A B C , one of the interior angles of the pentagon. From this a construc
tion may be made for the method of folding the ribbon. 

171. The diagonals intersect in five points, the triangle ia formed by joining 
the first, third and fourth points. The proof is obvious. 

172. Apply Euc. III. 20, 22. 173. The angle at which two cireles intersect, is the angle between two lines dra-wn through a point of intersection and at right angles to t-A-oradu of the cfrcles drawn from that point. 174. Prove that the two radu of the cirole circumscribing the triangle A F D , which are dra-wn to the points A, B are perpendicular to A B , D C respectively. 176. The triangle formed by joining the first, third and fourth angles of the pentagon, may be shown to be greater than double one of the triangles formed by joining the extremities of two adjacent sides. 176. There are different constructions for the regular pentagon whioh can be effected without describing the triangle as in EucUd; but all depend on the same principle. The foUo-wing are two methods. (1) At A and. B the extremities of the given line -vrith radius A B describe two cfrcles, and di-ride A B in C, ao that 
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the rectangle AB, AC is eqiial to the square on BC. From A to D along A'l^" 
oumference of the circle whose center is A, set off three chords each equal ""^y'' 
and SimUarly let E be the point in the circumference, where the same chords are 
set oft from B. With D, E as centers and radius A B describe two cfrcles mtersecx-
m g in F ; then A, B, D, F, E, are the angular points of the pentagon. (2) Draw a ^ 
at right angles to A B the given line, and equal to half of A B . With center a 
and radius B C describe a circle, join A C and produce it to meet the cfrcumferenoe 
again in D. With A, B as centers and radius A D , describe two cfrcles cutting 
eaoh other in E ; with centers A, B, C and radius A B describe cfrcles cutting eacli 
other in P and G. Then A, B, G, E, F, are the angular points of the pentagon. 

177. The figure A B O D E is an irregular pentagon inscribed in a cfrcle ; It may 
be she-wn that the five angles at the cfroumference stand upon arcs whose sum 
is equal to the whole circumferenoe of the cirole : Euc. in. 20. 

178. Let the diagonals B D , A C (fig. Euc iv. 11.) intersect in K ; then D K is 
equal to D C ; and B K the difference of B D and D C , is to be shewn to be equal 
to the side of a pentagon. 

179. By means of Euo. i. 47. in. 35. n. 7, and Theorem 186, p. 354, it may 
be shewn that the square on the side of the decagon is equal to the square on the 
difference of twice C B and a side of the hexagon. 

180. In the figure, Euo. iv. 10, let D C be produced to meet the circumference 
inF, and join FB. Then F B is the side of a regular pentagon inscribed in the 
larger cfrole, D is the middle of the are subtended by the adjacent side of the pen
tagon. Then the difference of F D and B D is equal to the radius A B . Next, 
it may be shewn, that F D is divided in the same manner in C as A B , and by Euo. 
II, 4. 11, the squares on F D and D B are three times the square on A B , and the 
rectangle of F D and D B is equal to the square on A B . 

181. The alternate angles of a decagon stand upon arcs of the ofrcle which are 
equal to four complete circumferences. 

182. Let A B , BC, C D be three consecutive sides of a decagon inscribed in 
the cfrcle whose center is O. Join A D , A O ; then A D is equal to the sum of A B 
and A O . Draw O B meeting A D in E and join O D : then A B is parallel to O D , 
and the triangles B A E , E D O are isosceles; whence A E is equal to A B , and E D 
to D O or A O , therefore A E and E D or A D is equal to the sum of A B and A O . 

183, Let A B , BC, be two consecutive sides of a decagon inscribed in the cfrcle 
whose center is O. Join O B , OC, and produce OC, A B to meet in D. Then B D 
is equal to B O or A O ; and the rectangle A D , D B is equal to the square on B D 
or on A O . But the rectangle A D , D B is equal to the rectangle A B , B D and the 
square on A B , therefore the rectangle A B , B D and the square on A B is equal to 
the square on A O ; whence the rectangle A B , B D is equal to the difference of the 
squares on A O , A B . 

184. The figure may be proved to be both equilateral and equiangular by 
means of the isosceles triangles formed by producing the sides of the pentagon. 
Next prove the five lines joining the points of intersection to be equal, also 
the angles contained by every two lines which are adjacent to one another. 

185. The angle at A the center of the circle (fig. Euo. iv. 10.) is one-tenth of 
four right angles, the arc B D is therefore one-tenth of the circumference, and the 
chord B D is the side of a regular decagon inscribed in the larger circle. Produce 
D C to meet the circumferenoe in F and join BF, then B F is the side of the in- > 
scribed pentagon, and A B is the aide of the inscribed hexagon. Join FA. Then 
P C A may be proved to be an isosceles triangle and F B is a line drawn from the 
vertex meeting the base produced. If a perpendioular be dra-wn from F on BC, 
the difference of the squares on FB, F C may be shewn to be equal to the rectangle 
A B , BC, (Euo. I. 47 ; ii. 5. Cor.) ; or the square on A C . 

186. Divide the ofrcle into three equal sectors, and draw tangents to the middle points of the arcs, the problem is then reduced to the frisoription of a cfrcle in a triangle. 187. Let D F be the tangent at D the extremity of the radius C D perpendicular to A B . Join D O , CO, and prove these Unes to be equal to one another. 188. The three Unes whioh join the centers of tlie three equal cfrcles form an equilateral triangle. 189. Let the inscribed cfrcles whose centers are A, B touch each other in G, rfrn J ni?"' 5̂-°̂ ®, """*'"' ."̂  ̂ ' ™ *'i'= P°i"ts D, E ; join A, D ; A, E ; at D, S d Ti-aV^P^^'^i"."'" *°u"f • ̂ ""̂  ̂ ^ '° ̂ B- meeting in F. Let F. G be joined 190 ^.^P'^°\l^ *° t°"-«l' the two circles in G whose centers are A and B. lau. Uraw the figure and the necessary lines. Then by Euo. i. 47. 
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191. If the radius of the given cirele be unity, the radius of eaoh of the four 
equal circles which touch it externaUy and each other, may be found numerically. 

192. Describe five circles in the sectors formed by dra-wing Unes from the 
center of the circle to the angular points of the inscribed pentagon. 

193. Each of the circles is the escribed cfrcle of the triangle formed by draw
ing lines from the center of the inscribed cfrcle of the hexagon, to the angular 
points of it. 

194. The problem ia the same as to find how many equaJ circles may be placed 
round a cfrcle of the same radius, touching this cfrcle and each other. The number 
is six. 

195, Each of the vertical angles of the triangles so formed, may be proved 
to be equal to the difference between the exterior and interior angle of the 
heptagon. 

196. Everv regular polygon can be divided into equal isosceles triangles by 
dra-wing lines £rom the center of the inscribed or circumscribed cfrcle to the angular 
points of the figure, and the number of the triangles wUl be equal to the number 
of the sides of the polygon. If a perpendicular F G be let faU from F the center, 
(figure, Euc. iv. 14) on the base C D of F C D , one of these triangles, and if G F b e 
produced to H tiU F H be equal to F G , and H C , H D be joined, an isosceles triangle 
;b formed, such that the angle at H is half the angle at F. Bisect H C , H D in K, 
L, and join K L ; then the triangle H K L may be placed round the vertex H , 
twice as many times as the triangle C F D round the vertex F. 

197. Apply Euc. i. 20. 
198. If the number of sides be odd, and A B , B C , C D , D E , E A be sides of any 

polygon (suppose of five sides) inscribed in a circle, whose sides are respectively 
parallel to the sides ab, be, ed, de, ea of the polygon inscribed in another circle ; 
if A'B' be drawn parallel to A B , and the polygon A'B'CD'F be drawn whose sides 
shaU be respectively parallel to the sides of the given polygon, the angular pointa 
do not aU fall in the cfrcumference of the circle. 

199. Let any equilateral polygons of an odd and of an even number of sides be 
described about two cfrcles; each of the sides is bisected at the points of contact. 
Let the diagonals in the two polygons be drawn. It wiU appear in the polygon of 
the odd number of sides, that the triangles formed by one side and two diago
nals cannot have any angles increased or diminished without increasing or di
minishing the sides : but in the polygon of an even number of sides, the parallelo
grams formed by two opposite sides of the figure and two diagonals, may have thefr 
angles increased or diminished -without increasing or diminishing the sides of the 
paraUelograms. 

200. The mode of proof is analogous to that of theorem 5, p. 297. A polygon 
regular or irregular may be divided into as many triangles wanting two, as the 
polygon has sides, drawing lines from one of the angles to the other angles of the 
figure. Hence to construct any irregular polygon of 3, 4, 5, 6, &c. sides and 
angles; 3, 5, 7, 9, &c. independent conditions must be given. And generaUy, 
if the irregular polygon consist of n sides and n angles, to construct the figure, of 
these 2n conditions, 3n — 2 must be independent. 

201. The sides of the polygon are chords of the outer, and tangents to the 
inner cfrcle. 

202. Let anypolygon(suppo3eof five sides) A B C D E be inscribed in the circle 
whose center is C, and which touches at the point P, the cirole whose center is C , 
Draw from the angles of the figure to P the point of contact A P , B P , CP, D P , EP, 
and produce these lines to meet the cfroumference of the circle whose center is C 
in a, b, c, d, e: join ab, be, cd, de, ea, and prove the polygon cAcde sinular to 
ABCDE. 

203. From the given point draw lines to the angles of the polygon ; then the area of the polygon is equal to the areas of the triangles thus formed, namely, the rectangle contained by the sum of the perpendiculars and half one of the equal sides. But the area of the polygon is also equal to n times the area of the equal triangles of which the polygon is composed, this is n times the rectangle contained by the radius of the inscribed cfrcle and half one side. Hence, &c. 204. Let two lines also be drawn from the center of the cfrcumscrihed cfrcle to the extremities of the same side. 205. A ny side of the polygon formed by joining the feet of the perpendiculars is equal to one-half of a side of the given polygon. 206. Construct the figure dra-wing the necessary lines, and apply Theorem 3. p. 811. 
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7. L-ET two sides intersect in O, through O draw POQ parallel to the hase AB. 
Then by simUar triangles, P O may be proved equal to O Q : and P O F A, QOLB, 
are parallelograms : whence A E is equal to FB. 

8. Apply Euc. VI. 4, v. 7. 
9. The lines dra-wn making equal angles with homologous sides, di-vide the 

triangles into two corresponding pafrs of equiangular triangles ; by Buo. vi. 4, the 
proportions are evident. 

10. A circle may be described about the four-sided figure ABDC. By 
Buc. I. 13; Euc. in. 21, 22. The triangles ABC, A C E may be shewn to be 
equiangular. 

11. Apply Euc. I. 48 ; ii. 5. Cor., vi. 16. 
12. Let ABC, D B C be two triangles on the same base BC, and let their ver

tices A, D, be joined, and produced to meet the base B C produced, if necessary, 
in E. Draw AF, DG, perpendicular to BE, then Euc. vi. 1, 4. 

13. Apply Euc. VI. 4. 
14. By Euo. VI. 3, B E is proved to have the same ratio to E A as CP to FA. 

Then by Euc. vi. 2, EF is paraUel to BC. 
15. Draw AD, BG, intersecting in O, join PO, OQ, and shew that PO, O Q 

are in the same straight line. 
16. Since CE is equal to CA, the triangles CAB, CED are similar, Euc. -VI. 6, 

and by Euc. i. 6, 32, the triangles CAB, D C B may be shewn to be simUar. 
17. Apply Euo. VI. 2, 
18. This may be done by means of Euo. vi. 3, A. See note, p. 244. 
19. Let BC, be intersect each other in O. From eaoh triangle take the figure 

AJOC, and the remaining triangles OB6, OCc are equal, and 0C6 is another tri
angle. Euc. V. 7. VI. I. 

20, Join BC, DC. Draw A F intersecting D C in G, and let A F produced 
meet BC in H. Then D C is parallel to BC, and from the similar triangles FDG, 
E H C ; FDE, FBC; A D E , A B C ; FC may be shewn to be equal to m. F D ; and 
D C = FC -I- DF. 

21. Join ba cutting A E in F. Then by the similar triangles DiF, D F C ; 
Dba, D B C ; Aba, A B C ; re . FE = (»j -H) . DE, and D E = A E - AD. Also from 
the similar triangles Aba, A B C ; n.FE = (« - 1) . AE. Whence is shevm 
2. A E = (n-I-1).AD. 

22. The angle between two lines is equal to the angle between the perpendi
culars on these lines. 

23. Apply Euc. vi. 1. 
24. Join BF ; then CE : EB :: triangle CED : triangle EBD, and CE : EB :: 

triangle CEF : triangle EBF, therefore CE :' EB :: triangle CFD : triangle FBD. 
Also A D : D B :: triangle A D F : triangle BDF. But CE : EB :: A D : DB, 
whence triangle CFD : triangle F B D :: triangle A D F : triangle F B D ; in which 
the second term is equal to the fourth, wherefore the first is equal to the third, or 
triangle CFD is equal to triangle ADF. Whence CF is equal to FA, and A C is 
bisected in the point P. 

25. Let A B C be the triangle, it is requfred to draw a line parallel to the side 
AC, so that it may be a mean proportional between the segments of the base BC. 
Divide BC in D so that B D may be to D C in the duplicate ratio of BC to CA, 
and through D, draw D P parallel to A C meeting A B in the point P. Then B D 
is to DP as BC is to CA (Euc. vi. 4.); and B D is to D C in the duplicate ratio Of 
BC to C A (constr.); therefore B D is to D C in the duplicate ratio of B D to DP, 
and consequently B D is to D P as D P is to D C ; or D P is a mean proportional be
tween BD, D C the segments of the base BC. 26. Apply Euc. vi. 2, to prove E G equal to B H ; then Euo. i. 33. 27. The lines joining the bisections of every two sides may be proved parallel to the remaining side of the triangle, and the equality of the triangles may be inferred from Euc. i. 38. 28. Apply Euc. III. 2. The triangles EBD, FDC are equal; and ABD, A D C are equal; whence AED, A D F are equal, .-. EBD : E D A :: CDF : ADF, but EBD : E D A :: BE ; EA, and CDF : A D F :: CF : FA, .-. BE : EA :: CF : PA, ,-. EF is paraUel to BC. 29. Let the straight line cba bisect the side AB of the triangle ABC ih c, cut 
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AC in i, and meet the side BC produced in a. Then Ai is to 6C as aB is to aC. 
Through A draw A D paraUel to BC, and produce cba to meet it in D. Then 
Euc. VI.. 4. 

30. Join A O and produce it to meet the base BC in F; then A O F bisects the 
angle BAC. The proportions follow directly from Euc. vi. 3. 

31. Produce EG, F G to meet the perpendiciUars CE, BF produced, if neces
sary. The demonstration is obvious. 

32. Let D E bisect the base BC in F, draw CG parallel to AB, then CG is 
equal to DB, Euc. i. 26 ; and the triangles A D E , C G E are similar. Euc. vi. 4. 

33. This follows dfrectly from Euc. vi. 4. 
34. In BC produced take CE a thfrd proportional to BC and A C ; on CE 

describe a cfrole, the center being O ; draw the tangent EF at E equal to A C ; 
draw FO cutting the oircle iu T and T'; and lastly draw tangents atT, T' meeting. 
BC in P and P'. These points fulfil the conditions of the problem. 

By combining the proportion in the construction 'with that from the simUar 
triangles ABC, DBP, and Euo. m. 36, 37 : it may be proved that CA. P D = CP*. 
The demonstration is simUar for P'D'. 

35. Let ABC be any triangle, let B D be dra'wn pEirallel to A C and equal to 
AB, and CE parallel to A B and equal to AG. Join DC, BE intersecting AB, A C 
in F, G respectively. Then by means of the simUar triangles, two proportions may 
be found from whioh it may be proved that A F is equal to AG, and that either is 
a mean proportional between BF and CG. 

36. The triangles AEC, CBE may be she'wn to be equiangular. Euo. vi. 4. 
37. The triangles HOP, A B F may be shewn to be equiangiilar. 
38. Draw F G perpendicular to BA, and F H perpendicular to CE, From the 

simUar triangles AED, AGF, BFG, BCE; D E : CE :: B G : AG. 
But B G = A E - E G = A E - FH, and A G = A E 4- E G = A E -V FH. 
And from the simUar triangles CFH, CEA; A C : CF :: A E : FH. 

"Whence may be deduced the proportion D E : EC :: A C - CF : A C -l- CP. 
39. If the base BC of the triangle ABC be produced to E, so that CE is equal 

to BC, and A G be bisected in D, then if B D be joined and produced to meet A E 
ni F, A F is one half of FE. 

40. Let A B C be any triangle, and D the given point in the base BC. Di'ride-
D C in E so that CE may be to E D in the given ratio. Join AD, and from E draw 
EF to meet A C in F, and making the angle CFE less than CAD. Through F 
draw F G paraUel to CB meeting A B in G, join D G and produce it to meet CA, 
produced in H. Then D H is divided in G in the given ratio. 'What are the limits 
to the position of the point F ? 

41. Ffrst. Let P, Q be on the same side of the lines AC, A B which issue 
from the point A, and let PM, Q N be perpendiculars on AB, and Pm, Qn on AC, 
such that P M : Q N :: Vm : Q»: join PQ, QA^ and prove P Q and Q A to be in the 
same straight line. If the points P, Q are on opposite sides of the point A, two of 
the perpendiciUars wiU faU on the line CA, CB produced. 

42. Let A B C be the given triangle, andlet the line E G F cut the base BC in G. 
Join AG. Then it may be proved that A C is to A B as G E is to GF. 

43. This property may be immediately deduced from Euc. vi. 8, Cor. 
44. Let A B C be the triangle, right-angled at C, and let A E on A B be equal 

•to AC, also let the line bisecting the angle A, meet BC in D. Join DE. Then 
the triangles ACD, A E D are equal, and the triangles ACB, D E B equiangular. 

4 5. The segments out off from the sides are to be measured from the right 
angle, and by similar triangles are proved to be equal; also by similar triangles, 
either of them is proved to be a mean proportional between the remaining segments 
of the two sides. 

46. ITie angles made by the four lines at the point of thefr divergence remain constant. See Note on Euc. vi. A. p. 244. 47. For " the base produced," read " the part of the base produced." "Let A B C be the given right-angled triangle, C the right angle, and BC the base. At the vertex A in AB, make the angle B A D equal to the angle BAC, and let A D meet the base CB produced in D. Then D is the point required. Euc. vi. 3. 48. Apply Euo. vi. 8, Cor'.; vi. 17. 49. The triangles formed by drawing the successive perpendiculars may be shewn to be equiangular, and each equiangular to the original triangle. 60. From D draw D E perpendicular to AB, then D E is equal to DC. And by Euc. vi. 3, 4, D C : A C :: BE : BC. Whence may be shewn, AC* : AD* :: BC*: BE* + B C : also BE* = BD*-DE* = BD* - DC* = (BD-^DC).(BD- DC) = BC.(BD-DC). Whence it foUows that AC*: AD*:: BC*: BC . (BD-DC-fBC) :: BC : 2 ,BD. 
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61. Krst prove AC": AD*:: BC: 2.BD ; then 2 . AC*: AD* :: BC: BD, whence 
2.AC>-AD*:AD*::BC-BD:BD, 

and since 2 . AC* - AD* = 2 . AC* - (AC* + DC*) = AC* — CD% 
the property is immediately deduced. . ̂ 1,3 

62. BC is a mean proportional between AB and BD, Euo. vi. 8. Cor. and "̂  
square on A B is five times the square on BC. 

63. The angle DCE is a right angle, and AC is at right angles to DE, whence 
Euo. VI. 8, Cor. AC is a mean proportional between A D and AC. 

64. By Euo. vi. 8, Cor. A D . AB = AC'^: and A D . (AE-(-EB) = AC*; 
«l80 ADC, FEB are simUar triangles, -whence A D . BB = CD . TE, whence 
AD . AE -f CD . EE = AC*. 

55. In the figure Euo. -vi. 23, let the parallelograms be supposed tohe rectan
gular. Then the rectangle A C : the rectangle D G :: B C : CG, Euc. vi. 1; 

and the rectangle D G : the rectangle CF :: C D : EC, 
whence the rectangle A C : the rectangle CF :: B C . C D : C G . EC. 

In a similar way it may be shewn that the ratio of any two paraUelograms is 
as the ratio compounded of the ratios of thefr bases and altitudes. 

66. This property follows as a corollary to Euc. vi. 23 : for the two triangles 
are respectively the halves of the parallelograms, and are therefore in the ratio 
compounded of the ratios of the sides which contain the same or equal angles; 
and this ratio is the same as the ratio of the rectangles by the sides. 

67. Let A B C be a scalene triangle, having the vertical angle A, and suppose 
A D E an equivalent isosceles triangle, of which the side A D is equal to AE. Then 
Euc. VI. IS, 16, A C . A B = A D . A E , or AD*. Hence A D is a mean propor
tional between A C , A B . Euo. vi. 8. 

68. The construction is suggested by Euo. i. 47, and Euo, -vr. 31. 
69. See Note Euo. vi. A. p. 244. The bases of the triangles CBD, A C D , 

A B C , C D E may be shewn to be respectively equal to D B , 2.BD, 3.BD, 4.BD. 
60. Apply Euc. VI. 2. 
61. Let ABCbethe isosceles triangle, B C D E the square upon the base ; AFD, 

A G E , the lines dra-wn from the vertex A to the corners of the square, and 
A H the perpendicular on the base. Then the triangles A F H , F C D are 
similar, and P G the middle segment of the base is double of FH. 

62. By compounding the proportions obtained from the similar triangles A B D , 
D G H , D E G , G A H ; E G may be proved to have to G A , the tripUcate ratio of B D 
to D A . 

63. The triangle out off may be proved to be one-fourth of the given triangle. 
64. Let the perpendiculars from B, C the angles at the base, meet the line 

bisecting the vertioal angle A in E, F; and let the line bisecting the vertioal angle, 
meet the base in D. Then twice the area of the triangle A B C is the sum of the 
rectangles contained by A D , B E and A D , CF. The triangles AFC, A E B are 
equiangular, as also the triangles CFD, B E D . 

65. Let the lines DC, B F bisect the angles at the base of the triangle A B D 
and mfeet the opposite sides in C, F. (fig. Euc. iv. 10.) Then by Theo, 56, p. 364. 
Triangle A B D : triangle A C F :: A B . B D : A C . CF :: A B : CF ; therefore figure 
B D F C : triangle A C F :: A B - CF : CF :: A C : CF :: A B : BD. 

66. This property may be deduced dfrectly from Euc. vi. B, 3. 
67. Apply Euc. VI. 1, 3, and Prop. 66, p. 364. 
68. Let A b c be any triangle, and 0160 be an inscribed triangle, having c5 

paraUel to B C and the vertex a in BC. Draw BJ, then the triangles Bcb, abe are 
equal. Euo. i. 37. Then Euo. vi. 1, 19. 
r, A ®^; T,^5' P^' ̂ ^' ̂ ^' ̂^ "^awn perpendicular to the middle of the sides BC, 
^ h ,-̂ P .°' }^^ triangle ABC, and each equal to half the side from the middle of 
which It is drawn ; join G H , H K , K G , AK, KB, BG, GC, CH, and H A ; produce OrC, and draw H Q peipendicular to it, and A P perpendicular to BC. Then the two right-angled triangles A P C , C Q H , are sfrnilar; whence A P * = 2 . C Q * ; also GO* = 2 .CD*: and Euc 11 12, G H * = GC* -I- CH* + 2 . G C . 6q, whioh may be K^T'whe^r^^l-i^ltl^^Alt^nt'^''' ^^^^- Si-i'-ly^-^^'. 70. This theorem bears the same relation to Euo. vi. B, as Euc. vi. A does to riro,;rfJ" ̂ ^^"V-^? "̂ "''̂ i': ?''̂°.}̂^ the triangle ABC, produce E A to meet the the rectangle BA, AC is equal to the rectangle AE, AF. Bv Euc in 36 Cor g e re^tang e F E B A is equal to the rectangle^BE, E C ^ A n d L c e F E ^ s di'vWed wiiS'tSe" square' on AE. nlncef &k ""'' "^^"^ '° *^' ^"^'^'^ ^^' ^^ *°Sether 
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71. The triangles DOE, EOB are readUy proved to have the same ratio as the 
triangles EOB, B O A by Euc. vi. 1. 

72. Let A B C be the triangle, M the middle point of BC, and A D = 2. D M ; 
draw AK, P L parallel to the base, the former meeting E F produced in K, and the 
latter through D meeting A B and A C in P and L. Then P D = PL, and by the 
simUar triangles K E ; F D = K F . ED, or D F . (KD - D E ) = (KD + DF) . D E ; 
whence is deduced the equality required. 

73. From the theorem itself and Euc. vi. 4, it may be proved that the sides 
of the triangles ABC, A F G are reciprocally proportional. Euc. vi. 16. 

74. The triangles have the angles ABC, D B C equal. Apply Theo. 66, p. 364. 
75. Having constructed the figure. By Theo. 56, p, 364. the triangle E D O : 

triangle A F E :: E D . E C : A E . A F :: EC : AE , and triangle A F E : triangle B F D 
:: A E . A F : F D . B F :: A F : BF. But EC : A E :: E D : BF, Euc. vi. 4, there
fore triangle E D O : triangle A F E :: triangle A F E : triangle BFD. 

76. Draw AF, and the triangle A F G is equal to the triangle A B D ; therefore 
the ratio of the triangle F G E to A B D is known. The numerical value of the ratio 
may be found from the note on Euc. ii. 11, p. 89. 

77. Apply Enc. vi. 30. 
78. The triangles ACD, EBC, C D E are equiangular. Draw CF perpendicular 

to E F and apply Euo. vi. 31. 
79. Let the figure be consfructed, then from the three simUar right-angled tri

angles, Euc. VI. 19. 
80. Let the two given lines meet when produced in A. At A draw A D per

pendicular to A B , and A E to AC, and such that A D is to A E in the given ratio. 
Through D, E, draw DF, EF, respectively parallel to AB, A C and meeting each 
other in F. Join A F and produce it, and the perpendiculars drawn from any point 
of this line on the two given lines -«-ill always be in the given ratio. 

81. Let A B be the given Une from which it is required to cut off a part B C 
such that B C shaU be a mean proportional between the remainder A C and another 
given line. Produce A B to D, making B D equal to the other given line. On A D 
describe a semicfrcle, at B draw B E perpendicular to A D . Bisect B D in O, and 
with center O and radius O B describe a semicircle, join O E cutting the semi
circle on B D in F, at F draw F C perpendioular to O E and meeting A B in C. 
C is the point of division, such that B C is a mean proportional between A C and 
BD. 

82. Find two squares in the given ratio, and if B F be the given line (figure, 
Euc. VI. 4), draw B E at right angles to BF, and take BC, CE respectively equal 
to the sides of the squares which are in the given ratio. Join EF, and draw C A 
paraUel to E F : then B F is di-vided in A as requfred. 

83, Let AB, A C be the two lines meeting in A, and P the given p oint between 
them. Through P draw P D meeting A B in D and parallel to AC, and on A B 
take A D to D Q in the given ratio, join Q P and produce it to meet AlC in B. j 
then Q P is to PR, in the given ratio. If the point P be -without the angle B A C , 
draw P D parallel to A C and divide A D in Q, so that A D is to D Q in the given 
ratio. Join P Q and produce it to meet A C in K, then PE, is to P Q in the given. 
ratio. 

84. Let the given Une A B be divided in C, D. On A D describe a semicircle, 
and on CB describe another semicfrcle intersecting the former in P; draw P E 
perpendicular to A B ; then E is the point requfred. 

85. Let A, B, C be the three given points, and join AB, BC, CA. On A B 
take A D , A B equal to the Unes p, r respectively. Make the angles A D F , A E G 
each equal to ACB. From center D and radius equal to g, describe a cfrcle; and 
from center F and radius equal to A G describe another cfrcle cutting the former 
in H, and join H A , H D . At B draw B P making the angle A B P equal to the angle A H D , and meeting A H produced in P. .loin CP, FH. Then by means of tlie equiangular triangles, it may be proved that AP, BP, CP are as A D , D H , AE, or asp, q, r. 86. Let AB, A C be the two equal lines meeting in A. Join B C and divide it in D so that B D is to D C in the given ratio. Join A D , and draw B M , C N perpendiculars on A D , producing if necessary. 87. Let P be the given point and A B the given straight Une. Draw P Q perpendicular to AB, and produce Q P to R making Q P to PE, in the given ratio ; through R draw C D parallel to A B : then any Une drawn through P and terpii-nated by the parallels wiU be di-rided at P in the given ratio. 88. With the centers O, O' and diameter greater than the sum of AP, BP, describe two equal ofroles having A B for their common chord. Draw A P Q equal to 
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the sum of AP, PB meeting the inner cfrcumference in P and the '"^*^F,_"J,„u 
Join OO' intersecting A B in D : join also PB, P C ; P C produced passes tnruug 
O. Then P B is equal to PQ, and the angle A P B is bisected by PCO. „ ĵg 

89. Let AB, AC, be the two given lines placed at right angles at A. -̂  
A C to A D in the given ratio, and join C D ; with center B and radius E F ^1 , i-, i 
the side of the given square, describe a circle cutting C D in P ; draw P B pai'^^ 
to AC, and E F parallel to C D : then AB, A C are divided in E and F as required. 

90. Let AB, A C be the t-wo given straight lines meeting at A, and P the given 
point between them. At A draw A D , A E so that A D is to A E in the given ratio, 
and containing the angle A D E equal to the given angle. Join D E , PA, through P 
draw P F paraUel to A D meeting A B in F, and P G paraUel to A E meeting A C m 
G. PF, PG, are the lines required. 

91. Let A B be the given straight line, and let a perpendicular be drawn to A B 
from the point C. Divide A B in D, so that A D is to D B in the given ratio : then 
if from D a line D E be drawn to meet the perpendioular in E so that when A E , 
E B are joined, the angle A E B shall be bisected by ED, E wUl be the point re
quired. Euo. VI. 3. 

92. Let the three given Hnes meet in A, B, C and form a triangle, and let the 
ratios of the three perpendiculars be as three lines m, n, p. On AC, BC, take A D , 
B E each equal to m, draw DF, E G each equal to m and parallel to AB. Join AF, 
B G and produce them to meet in O, the perpendiculars OP, OQ, O R dra-wn from O 
to A B , AC, BC, shall have the same ratios as m, n,p. From F draw F H perpen
dicular to A B , F K to AC, and F L parallel to AC. Then by the similar triangles. 

93. By converting the proportion by Euc. vi. 16, and observing that 
DB = D C -1- CB, CB = AC -f 2. CE, and A D = DC - AC. 

94. Let AB, CD intersect each other in E, and be terminated by two unlimited 
lines given in position: and let ah, cd he drawn parallel to A B , C D respectively, 
intersecting each other in e, and also terminated by the two given lines. Then by 
the similar triangles and the composition of the ratios. 

95. Let a point m be taken in CD, and m-pq he dra-wn paraUel to AB, and 
intersecting FE, H G , inp, q: through q, let rqs be drawn parallel to CD, and in
tersecting EF, A b inr, s; then mp -.pqwsq: qr, may be proved from the simUar 
triangles. In the same manner, if through s, tsv be drawn paraUel to EF, and 
intersecting G H , C D in t, v, then qs x gr :: ts : vs, and simUarly if a Une be drawn 
through V parallel to the line next in order, &c. 

90. This problem may be constructed in the same way under more general 
efrcumstances than those in which it is enunciated ; namely, when A, B, G, are 
any points, and any line is substituted for BK, compatible -with the construction 
foUowing. 

Bisect A B in V and join VG, produce V G to P, make G P = 2 . V G ; on P G 
describe a circle, in whioh place the chords PQ, PQ' equal to the given sum of the 
perpendiculars : then the line Q G is that required, and Q'G is that upon whioh 
the difference (instead of the sum) of the perpendiculars shaU be equal to 
97. This is only another form of stating the general property of three Hnes in 
harmonical proportion. It may be deduced from the note to Euc. -vi. A, page 244. 

98. Produce A C to G. Then the angle B C G is bisected by CF, Euc. vi. A, 
and the angle A C B by CE. Euc. vi. 3. 

99. The angles made by the four lines at the point of thefr divergence, remain 
constant. See Note on Euo. vi. A, p. 244. 

100. The angle A E C is equal to the angle CEB, and if A E be produced, it 
will be seen that E D bisects the exterior angle of the triangle oiE. "The theorem 
thus is reduced to the same as 97 above. 

101. If a triangle be constructed on A B so that the vertical angle is bisected 
by the line drawn to the point C. By Euc. vi. A. the point requfred may be determined. 102. This' may be effected iu different ways, one of which is the foUowing. At one extremity A of the given line A B draw A C making any acute angle -with A B and join B C ; at any point D in B C draw D E F paraUel to A C cutting A B in E and such that E P is equal to ED, draw F C cutting A B in G. Then A B is harmonicaUy di-rided in E, G. •pn̂ -"̂ ;!, ̂"-.̂ ^ fig^'^s Eî o. VI. 13. If E be the middle point of A C ; then A E or Tf-nw -û^ arithmetic mean, and D B is the geometric mean, between A B and BC. *l ̂  t-̂ ^ joined and B F be drawn perpendicular on D E ; then D F maybe proved to be the harmonic mean between A B and BC. 104. Let the Une D F drawn from D the bisection of the base of the triangle 
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ABC, meet AB in E, and CA produced in F. Also let AG drawn parallel to BC 
from the vertex A, meet D F in G. Then by means of the similar triangles ; DF, 
FE, FG, may be shewn to be in harmonic progression. 

105. Let A B C be any triangle, and let Aa, B5, Ca be drawn from the angles 
to the opposite sides intersecting eaoh other in O ; and let ab, ac, be be joined in
tersecting Aa, B6, Cc in a', V, c' respectively ; then Ao, B6, Cc are divided harmo
nically. Produce cab to meet B C produced in D, and prove B D to be cut harmo
nically by the four lines cB, ca, cC", cD. These lines also cut harmonically B6, 
in the points b', O, by Theo. 99, p. 367. 

106. Let PA, PB, PC, P D be four straight lines dra-wn from P, and let mpq 
be dra-wn paraUel to P A and meeting PB, PC, P D in m, p, q, so as to be bisected by 
P C inp. Throughp draw any line EFpG meeting the other three Unes in E, F, 
G. Then E G is divided harmonically in F, p. 

107. Let F E meet A B in G, and C D iu H. Then by means of the triangles, 
it may be shewn that F G is to G E , as F H is to HE. 

108. Suppose 'Bfh to intersect EF, EG, E H in /, g, h, and to meet E K in K. 
Through h draw hkl paraUel to E B or AC, and km parallel to EF. Then by means 
of the simUar triangles it may be proved, that B/ is to fh as fg is to 2mg, Whence 
By is to BA asfg is to gh, since 2mg is the difference between j^ and gh. 

Again draw H » paraUel to Gg, and by a similar process it is proved, that Bg is to 
B K as gh to AK. The line Bfh might be drawn so as to meet any one of the equi
distant points in the given line AC. 

109. (1) Let A B C be the triangle which is to be bisected by a line drawn 
paraUel to the base BC. Describe a semicircle on AB, from the center D draw 
D E perpendicular to A B meeting the cfrcumference in E, joinEA, and with center 
A and radius A E describe a circle cutting A B in F, the line drawn from F paraUel 
to BC, biseots the triangle. The proof depends on Euo. vi. 19 ; 20, Cor. 2. 
(2) Let A B C be the triangle, B C being the base. Draw A D at right angles 
to B A meeting the base produced in D. Bisect B C in E, and on E D describe a 
semicfrcle, from B draw B P to touch the semicircle in P. From B A cut off B F 
equal to BP, and from F draw F G perpendicular to BC. The line F G bisects the 
tnangle. Then it may be proved that B F G : B A D :: B E : BD, and that B A D : 
B A C :: B D : B C ; whence it foUows that B F G : B A C :: B E : B C or as 1 : 2. 

110. Let A B C be the given triangle which is to be divided into two parts 
having a given ratio, by a liiie parallel to BC. Describe a semicfrcle on A B and 
divide A B in D in lie given ratio; at D dra-w D E perpendicular to A B and 
meeting the cfrcumference in E ; with center A and radius A E describe a 
circle cutting AB in F: the line dra-wn through F parallel to B C is the liue required. 
In the same manner a triangle may be divided into three or more parts having 
auj' given ratio to one another by lines. drawn parallel to one of the aides of 
the triangle. 

111. This problem is a particular oase of 115, p. 368. 
112. Let A B C be any triangle and D be the given point in BC, from which 

lines are to be drawn which shall divide the triangle into any number of (suppose 
five) equal parts. Divide B C into five equal parts in E, F, G, H, and draw A E , 
AF, A G , A H , A D , and through E, F, G, H draw EL, FM, G N , H O paraUel to 
A D , and join D L , D M , D N , D O ; these lines divide the triangle into five 
equal parts. 

113. Let A B C be the larger, abc the smaller triangle, it is requfred to draw a 
line D E paraUel to A C cutting oif the triangle D B E equal to the triangle abc. On 
B C take B G equal to be, and on BG, describe the triangle B G H equal to the 
triangle abc. Draw H K parallel to BC, and join K G ; then the triangle B G K is 
equal to the triangle abc. On BA, B C take B D to B E in the ratio of B A to BC, and 
such that the rectangle contained by BD, B E shall be equal to the rectangle contained by BK, BG. Join D E , then D E is paraUel to AC, and the triangle B D E is equal to abc. 114. Let A B C be the given triangle. Divide the base B C into three equal parts in the points D, E. On BC describe a semiofrcle, and draw DF, EG, perpendicular to B C and meeting the circumference in F, G, and join BF, B G . With center B and radUBF, B G describe circles cutting BC in H, K, and through H, K draw H L , K M parallel to the side B C : H L , K M trisect the triangle A B C . For triangle B H L : triangle B K M :: BH* : BK* :: BF* : BG* :: B D . B C : B E . B C :: B D : B E :: 1 : 2. And simUarly, friangle B K M : triangle B C A :: 2 : 3. Wbence triangle B H L : triangle B C A :: 1 : 3 ; and triangle B H L is one-third of triangleBCA. And L H K M , M K C A maybe each shewn to be equal to the triangle B H L . Give the Analysis of this Problem, 
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115. Lrt D be the given point within the triangle ABC. In the base ^^ ji,e 
B X t o B C as the part to be out off is to the whole triangle. Join BX, a2?i,^(j on 
the parallelogram B E F G equal to the triangle A B X , having the sides B^> ̂  -p jj 
B A , B C respectively, and the side E F passing through the point D. Draw 
parallel to A B , and on H G describe a semicircle, place H K in this semioir';! > 
equal to H B , join G K , and with center G and radius G K describe a cfrole <=uttmB 
B C in L, M ; the line drawn from L or M through D, cuts off the requfred part 
from the triangle A B C . Give the analysis. 

116. Let A B C D be any rectangle contained by A B , BC, 
then A B * : A B . B C :: A B : BC, 
and A B . B C : BC* :: A B : BC, 

whence AB* : A B . B C :: A B . B C : BC*; 
or the rectangle contained by two adjacent sides of a rectangle, is a mean propor
tional between their squares. 

117. In a straightlineatany point A, make Ac equal to A<i in the given ratio. 
At A draw A B perpendioular to cAd, and equal to a side of the given square. 
O n cd describe a semicircle cutting A B in b; and join be, bd; from B draw B C 
parallel to be, and B D parallel to bd: then A C , A D are the adjacent sides of the 
rectangle. For, C A is to A D as cA to Ad, Euc. vi. 2; and C A . A D = AB*, C B D 
being a right-angled triangle, 

118. From one of the given pointa two straight lines are to be drawn perpen
dicular, one to each of any two adjacent aides of the paraUelogram; and from the 
other point, two lines perpendicular in the same manner to each of the two 
remaining sides. W h e n these four lines are drawn to intersect one another, the 
figure so formed may be shewn to be equiangular to the given parallelogram. 

119. It is manifest that this is the general case of Prop, 5, p. 342. 
If the rectangle to be cut off be two-thirds of the given rectangle A B C D . 
Produce BCT to E so that B E may be equal to a side of that square whioh is 

equal to the rectangle required to be cut off; in this case, equal to two-thfrds of the 
rectangle A B C D . On A B take A F equal to A D or B C ; bisect F B in G, and 
••rith center G and radius GE, describe a semicircle meeting AB, and A B produced, 
in H and K. O n C B take C L equal to A H and draw H M , L M parallel to the 
sides, and H B L M is two-thfrds of the rectangle A B C D . 

120, Let A B C D be the parallelogram, and C D be cut in P and B C produced 
in Q, By means of the simUar triangles formed, the property may be proved. 

121. The triangles formed by the perpendiculars on the aides, or the sides pro
duced containing the opposite angle are similar. 

122. Apply Euc. VI. 4. 
123. The two pairs of parallel Unes drawn through the angles of the given 

parallelogram form with the segments of the sides, similar triangles. 
l24. Apply Euc. vi. 2. 
125. Apply Euc. VI. Ij 4. 
126. Let FH, G B (fig. Euo. t. 43.) be joined and produced, they will meet 

the diagonal C A produced in the same point L. The Unes CA, GE, FH, may be 
proved by simUar triangles to converge, and when produced, to meet in the point L. 

127. Let A B be the given straight line, and C the center of the given cfrole; 
through C draw the diameter D C E perpendicular to A B . Place in the cfrole a 
line F G which has to A B the given ratio: bisect F G in H, join C H , and on the 
diameter D C E , take CK, C L each equal to C H ; either of the lines dra'wn through 
it, L, and parallel to A B is the line requfred. 

128. Let C be the center of the circle, CA, C B two radii at right angles to 
eaoh other ; and let D E F G be the line required which is trisected in the pointa 
E, P. Draw C G perpendicular to D H and produce it to meet the circumference 
in K ; draw a tangent to the cirole at K ; draw CG, and produce CB, C G to meet the tangent in L, M, then M K may be shewn to be treble of LK. 129. The triangles A C D , B C E are simUar, and CF is a mean proportional between A C and CB. 130. Let any tangent to the ofrcle at E be terminated by A D , B C tangents at the extremity of the diameter A B . Take O the center of the cfrcle and join OC, O D , O E ; then O D C ia a right-angled triangle and O B is the perpendicular from the right angle upon the hypotenuse. . ̂ P". .'̂ '̂̂  problem only differs from problem 133, p. 169, in having the given pomt without the given circle. c w o 6 T. ^^\ -̂ f.* •*• ̂ ^ * ® W-^^^ P°™* '"̂  * « ciroumferenoe of the ofrcle, C its center. Draw the diameter A C B , and produce A B to D, taking A B to B D in the given 
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tatio: from D draw a line to touch the circle in E, whioh is the pofrit requfred 
From A draw A F perpendioular to D B , and cutting thfe cfrcle in G. 

133. Let A be the given point within the cirole whose center is C, and let 
B A D be the line requfred, so that B A is to A D in the given ratio. Join A C and 
produce it to meet the cfrcumference in E, F. Then E F is a diameter. Draw 
B G , D H perpendicular on E F ; then the triangles B G A , D H A are equiangular. 
Hence the construction. 

134. Through E one extremity of the chord EF, let i'line be dra'wn parallel 
to one diameter, and interseetmg the other. Then the three angles of the two 
triangles may be shewn to be respectively equal to one another. 

135. Let A B be that diameter of the given cfrcle which when produced is 
perpendicular to the given line CD, and let it meet that line in C; and let P be 
the given point: it is requfred to find D in CD, so that D B may be equal to the 
tangent D F . Make B C : C Q :: C Q ; CA, and join P Q ; bisect P Q in E, and 
draw E D perpendicular to P Q meeting C D in D ; theu if is the point required. 
Let O be the center of the circle, dravif the tangent D F ; and join OF, O D , Q D , 
P D . Then Q D may be she'wn to be equal to D F and to DP. W h e n P coincides 
'with Q, any point D in C D fulfils the conditions of the problem; that is, there are 
innumerable solutions. 

136. Let A B , A C be dra'wn from A and touch the cfrcle in B, C; let A B be 
perpendicular to the diameter BD, and C E perpendicular to B D , also let A D in
tersect C E in P; then C E is bisected in F. Join D C and produce it to meet B A 
produced iu G. D G may be shewn to be equal to A D , and E F to F B by means 
of sinular triangles. Euc. vi. 4. . . , . . 

137. Let the chord A B be bisected iii E by the chord CD. Let the tirigents 
at A, B meet in P, and the tangents at C, D meet in Q, join PQ, and PQis paraUel 
to A B . Join P E and produce it to the center O, also join O Q cutting C D in F. 
Draw the radu OC, OA. Then the triangles OFE, O P Q are equiangular and 
right-angled, also the right angle B E P is equal to the alternate angle EPQi 

138. Let the chords A B , C D intersect each other iu E, so that A E is to E B as 
C E to E D . Then it may be shewn that the lines joining D B , A C are paraUelj and 
that the Une bisecting the angle at E bisects these parallels. 

139. Let the figure be constructed: then the quadrilateral A F C D may be cir
cumscribed by a cfrcle; whence the angle F C A is equal to FDAj (Euc. iii; 21.) 
and F C A is equal to C E A (Euc. in. 32.) therefore the angle F D A is equal to 
CEA. Again, the angles F A C , D A E are equal, each being the complement of a 
light angle, and adding the angle C A D to each of these equals, the angle F A D ia 
equal to CAE. Hence two angles in eaoh triangle are respectively equal, the 
thfrd angles are equal, and the two triangles are similar. 

140. A cfrcle may be described about the quadrilateral P»Am, (Euo. in. 22.) 
the angle A n m is equal to A P m . (Euc. in. 21.) And the angle A P a is equal to 
A Q P , (Euc. III. 32 ) Whence the complements nAP, Q A m of these angles are 
equal; add to each the angle m A P , then the angle m A n is equal to Q A P . Where
fore the angles Amn, A Q P are equal, and the triangles Anm, A P Q are equian
gular, and hence the sides about thefr equal angles are proportional. 

141. This Problem is analogous'.'to Prob. 6, p. 359. 
142. Let a tangent be drawn to touch the cfrcle at P, and let P M be dra'wn 

perpendicular to the diameter ACB, C being the center of the cfrcle. At A, C, B^ 
draw lines perpendicular to the radius meeting the tangent at P in A', C, B'. 
Then AA', M P , C C , BB' are proportional. Draw A R , P Q parallel to A B and 
meeting P M , BB' in R, Q respectively. Then by the simUar triangles PA'R, 
B T Q , the required proportion may be deduced, observing that A'A is equal to 
A'P ; B'P to B'B, and C C an arithmetic mean between A A and BB'. 

143. The lines so dra-wn may be proved by Euo. vi. 3, to be proportional to the segments of the base of the triangle. 144. Let the figure be constructed and let the perpendicular from A G on the diameter be greater than the perpendicular B H . 'Take 0 the center of the cirole, join CO, and draw B K perpendioular to A G . Then the triangles A B K , O C F being equiangular; A B is to B K or G H as O C is to CF. But D E is equal to twice OC, and C T is twice CF. Hence A B is to G H as D E is to C F ; and therefore the rectangle contained by A B , CF is equal to that contained by G H , D E . 146. These properties foUo w dfrectly from compounding the proportions which arise from the simUar triangles in the figure. 146. Let C be the center of the cirole, and let the thfrd tangent at P meet the tangents at the extremities of the diameter A B in D, E. Join CP, CD, C E ; then D C E is a right-angled triangle and C P is perpendicular to D E . 
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147. Eet P be any point iu the cfrcumference of a circle, and let the <='?°':^ jg . 
intersect the diameter C D at right angles, and let O be the center of the ci • 
also let the lines drawn from P to A, B, the extremities of the chord mt'^f T̂ r ̂ ri. 
diameter in E and the diameter produced in G. Join PO, and shew that tne 
angles OEP, O P G are similar. onfp-

148. Let A B be any chord of a circle, and P any point m the circumierence, 
let P M be drawn perpendicular to A B , also P N , P Q perpendiculars on the tan 
gents at A, B. Join P H , P B ; the triangles P A N , P B M are similar, as also the 
triangles ̂ ^^ J-Ba^^^ .̂  ̂  ̂ .̂^̂^̂  ^̂  ̂ .̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^ .̂  ^̂  ̂ ^̂  p^, ̂ ^̂  ^̂  
drawn throuRh C ; also let thefr extremities DG, FE be]oined interseetmg CB m 
II Ind A C ifi K ; then A K is equal to H B . Through H draw M H L paraUel to 
E F ineetine F G in M, and D E produced in L. Then by means oi the equiangular 
trianelea H C may be proved to be equal to CK, and hence A K is equal to H B . 

160 ' Join A B , and from A draw A T to touch the cfrole in T. Divide A B m 
C so that the rectangle contained by A B , A C shaU be equal to the square on AT. 
Through C draw C P to touch the circle in P, join A P and produce it to meet the 
circumference in X. Draw X B intersecting the circumference in Q and join PQ, 
P Q is parallel to A B . The proof requires Euo. vi. 6. H o w is the construction to 
be effected if the two points A, B be given -within the cirole ? 

151. The tangent A C by Euc. in. 36, may be shewn to be equal to 3 . A B : 
the problem is reduced to finding a mean proportional between A B and 3 . AB. 

152. Join CM, then C M is equal to C A ; and Euc. -vi. 6, the triangles CMP, 
C Q M are equiangular. Whence it may be shewn that the angle Q M P is bisected 
by A M . 

153. Let the figure be dra'wn, and BC, CD, B D be joined. Then A B C D is a 
quadrilateral figure mscribed in a cirole, and BD, A C are the diagonals. By Euo. 
VI. D, 17, the first proportion is deduced ; and the other in a similar way. 

164. Let the arc A E be double the arc A B of the cirole whose center is C. 
Let CD, CF, be the perpendiculars on the chords of the arcs A B , AE. Produce 
C F to meet the cfrcumferenoe in B and G, join G A and draw C H perpendicular to 
G A . The proportion is deduced from the similar triangles CBD, GFA. 

166. Let A, B be the given points, and C D the given line. From E the middle 
of the line A B , draw E M perpendioular to A B , meeting C D in M, and draw M A . 
In E M take any point F ; draw F H to make the given angle with C D ; and draw 
F G equal to F H , and meeting M A produced in G. Through A draw A P paraUel 
to F G ; and C P K parallel to FH. Then P is the center, and C the thfrd defining 
point of the cfrcle required ; and A P may be proved equal to CP by means of the 
triangles G M F , A M P ; and H M F , C M P , Euo vi. 2. Also C P K the diameter makes 
with C D the angle K C D equal to F H D , that is, to the given angle. 

156. Let P be the given point and P B A the given Une cutting the circle A B O 
in the points B, A. Let P C D be the Une required ; join OC, O D , 0 being the 
center of the circle. Theu the arc A B being given, and the sum of the arcs'BC, 
A D ; the arc C D is also given in inagnitude, and the angle C O D which it subtends 
at the center. Whence the Construction. Take the arc R S equal to the defect 
of the sum of the three arcs A B , D A , B C from the whole circumference; join RS, 
and with center O describe a cfrcle touching RS, and draw P C D to touch the 
cfrcle. 

157. The angles of the curvilinear triangle are measured by the angles be
tween the tangents to the circles at the three angular points of the triangles. 

158. It may be proved that the vertices of the two triangles which are similar 
in the same segment of a circle, are in the extremities of a chord paraUel to the 
chord of the given segment. 

169. For let the oircle be described about the triangle EAC, then by the con
verse to Euc. in. 32 ; the truth of the proposition is manifest. 160. Let the figure be constructed, and the similarity of the two triangles wiU be at once obvious from Euc. in. 32 ; Euc. i. 29. 161. Let A B C be a triangle, and let the line A D bisecting the vertical angle A be divided in E, so that B C : B A -I- A C :: -AE: ED. By Euc. vi. 3, may be deduced B C : B A + A C :: A C : A D . Whence maybe proved that C E biseots the angle A C D , and by Euc. iv. 4, that E is the center of the inscribed cirole. 162. By means of Euo. iv. 4, and Euc vi. c. this theorem may be shewn to be true. 163. Let A B C be any triangle, and from A, B let the perpendiculars A D , B E on the opposite sides intersect in P : and let AF. B G drawn to F, G the bisections of the opposite sides, intersect in Q. Also let FR, G R be dra-wn perpendicular to 
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BC, AC, and meet in R ; then R is the center of the efroumscribed cfrcle. Join 
PQ, Q R ; these are in the same Une. 

Join FG, and by the equiangular triangles GRF, APB, A P is proved double of 
FB. And A Q is double of QF, and the alternate angles P A Q , Q F B are equal. 
Hence the triangles A P Q , R F Q are equiangular. 

164. By Euo. VI. 8, Cor. A D : D F :: D F : DB, and D E : A D :: D B : D G , 
by simUar triangles A D E , G D B , whence D E : D F :: D F : D G . 

165, Let the figure be constructed, then from the isosceles triangles, E D is 
shewn to be equal to EA, and E G to EB. Then Euc. vi. 13. 

166. Let 0 be the center of the circle which circumscribes the triangle AEB. 
Join O A and produce it to meet the circumference in E, join also BE, Then A O 
is at right angles to AC, and the triangles ACB, A B E are similar. 
• 167. By means of Euc. I. 47. in. 36. IV. 3, 4. A B and PS may be expressed 

in terms of the radius of the inscribed cfrcle-; whence the ratio of PS to A B may 
be found. 

168. The two triangles are right-angled triangles. 
169. Let A B C be a triangle, F the center of the efroumscribed cfrcle (figure,. 

Euc. IV. 5.) FD, FE, FG, the perpendiculars from F on AB, AC, B C respectively. 
Draw D E , D G , GE. Then each of the quadrUaterals A D F E , B D F G , G F E C may 
he circumscribed by a cfrole, Euo. in. 22. Then by Euc. vi. E, and observing 
that twice the area of the triangle A B C is equal to the sum of the rectangles con
tained by the perpendiculars FD, FE, F G and the sides on which they respeo-
-tively faU, and also to the rectangle by the sum of the sides and the radius of the 
inscribed cfrcle, we may shew that the rectangle contained by the sum of the 
perpendiculars and the sum of the sides of the triangle, is equal to the rectangle 
contained by the sum of the sides, and the sum of the radii of the inscribed and 
cfrcumscrihed circles. 

170. The triangles ABC, A D B may be she'wn to be equiangular. 
171. Let A B C be any triangle, and let D,E be the centers of the cfrcumscrihed 

and inscribed circles respectively. Join A D , and through D draw the diameter. 
F D G and join A E ; A E produced meets the diameter in F. Draw E H perpendi
cular to A C and joui D E , EC, FC, CG. Then FC is equal to FE, and by Theorem 
43, p. 315, DE* = DA* - A E . E F = DA* - A E . FC ; also the triangles A E H , 
G F C being simUar, A E . F C = G F . EH. Whence the truth of the theorem may 
be she-wn. 

172. Let A B C be a triangle, and let D, E, be the points where the inscribed 
cfrcle touches the sides AB, AC. Draw BE, C D intersecting each other in O. 
Join A O , and produce it to meet B C in F. Then F is the point where the inscribed 
cfrcle touches the thfrd side BC. If F be not the point of contact, let some other 
point G be the point of contact. Through D draw D H paraUel to AC, and D K 
parallel to BC. By the similar triangles, C G may be proved equal.to CF, or G the 
point of contact coincides with F, the point where the line drawn from A through 
O meets BC. 

173. Let A B C be the triangle ; Q the center of the circumscribing cirole ; P 
the intersection of the perpendiculars BG, C H :D, Ethe middle points of BA, C A ; 
di-ride P Q in R, so that P R = 2 . Q R ; and join BR, R E : also draw D Q , QE, 
ED. Then the triangles BPC, E Q D may be shewn to be equiangular, and hence 
BP = 2 . QE. 

Again, P Q meeting the parallels QE, BP, the angles RQE, RPB are equal; 
and by hypothesis, R P = 2 . R Q : whence the sides about the equal angles are pro
portional, that is, E Q : Q R ̂ : B P : PR, and the angles QRE, P R B are equal. 
The points B, R, E are therefore in one line. The same triangles give P R : R Q :: 
B R : RE, and hence B B = 2 . R E ; or the point R is distant from B, two-thirds 
of the line B E drawn to the middle of the opposite side AC. 174. Let the figure be construoted as in Theorem 3, p. 318, the triangle E A D being right angled at A, and let the circle inscribed in the triangle A D E touch A D , AE, D E in the points K, L, M respectively. Then A K is equal to AL, each being equal to the radius of the inscribed ofrcle. Also A B is equal to GC, and A B is half the perimeter of the triangle AED. Also if G A be joined, the triangle A D E is obviously equal to the difference of A G D E and the triangle G D E , and this difference may be proved equal to the rectangle contained by the radii of the other two cireles. 176. From the centers of the two circles let straight lines be drawn to the extremities of the sides which are opposite to the right angles in each triangle, and to the points where the circles touch these sides. Euc. vi. 4. 176. The triangles O Q B , A B C may be proved to be similar. Euc. vi. 4. HH 
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177.. Draw FG to bisect the angle DFE, and draw DK ,EH perpendicnlar on 
F G ; and let F K meet A B in G. ^ „ .̂ ^ __,. 

Then 2.GB : BF :: 2.HE : FE, and 2.AG : A F :: 2.DK : F D , .̂̂ ^ 
hv shnilar triangles: and by compounding these proportions, observmg 
£ F = FB, A G = GB, and 4.HE.DK = f-^'C.CE, there results 
AB*. AF* :: ^^^^^^^^^ft^^};^;^^'^-^'^'^ 

178 Let O O' be the centers of the inscribed and esonbed circles of the tn 
;' .-r,?;̂  11 * *i,o*vtmnT touch A B AC in D,, B,; and the latter touch A B , 

angle ABC, and let the former toJ^h^a AU .̂. ̂ ^^ ^̂ ^ perimeter above the 
A C P?;°'l̂ ''̂ dm I\, B̂ - Tli^n ̂ D^ s ^̂ ^ ^̂  O B D „ O'BD, maybe 
^htwt to be °sSiUa^; whence Uy hs shewn BD,. BD = R. r And by joining 
r>l o n O'C, 0'E„ in a simUar way may be shewn, R . r = CEi. CEj. 
^̂  17^ ' Let A B C be a triangle, D the 'center of the inscribed pircle drawDE 
perpendicular to the base BC, E is the point where the mscribed circle touches the 
baS. Join C E and bisect it in P, bisect also B C in G. Then the points G, D, P 
may be proved to be in a straight line. t • m r a 

Draw G H perpendicular to BC, and D K perpendicular to G H . Join C K and 
produce it to meet B O in L, join also G D , DF. Then L G is equal to GE, and by 
the simUar triangles, C E may be proved tp be bisected in F. Hence G, D, F 
must be in the same straight line. 

180. By Euc. iv. 4, twice the area of the triangle is equal to the rectangle 
contained by the sum of the sides and radius of the inscribed circle. By Euc. vi. 
E. the area may be expressed in terms of the sides and the radius of the cfr
cumscrihed circle. Whence the property requfred may be deduced, observing 
that one of the sides of the triangle is half the sum of the other two sides. 

181. Let O be the center of the inscribed cfrcle DEF, and P that of the escribed 
cfrcle H I K ; these are in the Une bisecting the angle C. Join M B , L A cutting C O P 
in N and R ; draw the several radii to the points of contact; and join OA, OB, 
FA, PB. Then prove that F K is equal tp the difference of the sides AC; CB ; 
and therefore to A M . Next, the lines B M , A L are perpendicular to CP, which 
bisects the common vertical angle, and CNB, C R L are right angles, as are also the 
angles made by OF, A B . Describe semicircles about O N F B and O F R A , and 
joui NF, RF. Then the angle A P R = A O R = B O F = B N F ; and the alternate 
angles F A R , F B N are equal. The triangles APR, B N F are therefore equiangular 
and A R : A F :: F B : B N ; also i. AF.FB = 4.AaBN f= AE.BN. 

182. The triangles A B L , A B C may be shewn to be simUar, and they have the 
same altitude; by Euc. vi. 1, ABL, A B C are as their bases A L , A C ; and by 
Euc. VI. 19, they may be she-wn to be in the dupUcate ratio of A B to AC. 

183. Apply Prop. 8. p. 343 and Euc. vi. c. 
184. Let A B C be any triangle, and D E F the given triangle to which the in

scribed triangle is required to be similar. Draw any Une de terminated by A B , 
AC, and on de towards A C describe the triangle def similar to DEF, join Bf, and 
produce it to meet A C in F'. Through F' draw F'D' parallel to fd, F'E' paraUel 
tofe, and join D'E', then the triangle D'E'F' is similar to DEF. 

186. Let B C D E be the square on the side B C of the isosceles triangle A B C . 
Then by Euc. vi. 2, F G is proved paraUel to E D or BC. 

186. Let A B be the base of the segment A B D , fig. Euc. in. 30. Bisect A B 
in C, take any point E in A C and make CF equal to C E ; upon E F describe 
a square E F G H : from C draw C G and produce it to meet the arc of the segment 
iuK. 

187. Take two points on the radu equidistant from the center, and on the 
Une joining these points, describe a square; the lines drawn from the center 
through the opposite angles of the square to meet the cfrcular arc, -wiU determine 
two points of the square inscribed in the sector. 188. Let A B C D E be the given pentagon. On A B , A E take equal distances AF, A G , join FG, and on F G describe a square F G K H . Join A H and produce it to meet a side of the pentagon in L, Draw L M paraUel to F H meeting A E in M. Then L M is a side of the inscribed square. 189. Let A B C be the given triangle. Praw A D making with the base B C an angle equal to one of the given angles of the paraUelogram. Draw A E parallel to B C and take A D to A E in the given ratio of the sides. Join B E cutting A C fri P. ® ,190. Analysis. Let A B C D be the given rectangle, and E F G H that to be constructed. Then the diagonals of E F G H are equal and bisect each other in P the center of the given rectangle. About E P F describe a cfr-cle meeting B D in K, 
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andjoin KE, KF. Then since the rectangle EFGH is given in species, the angle 
E P F formed by its diagonals is given ; and hence also the opposite angle E K F of 
the inscribed quadrUateral P E K F is given. Also since K P bisects that angle, 
the angle P K E is given, and its supplement B K E is given. And in the same way, 
K F is paraUel to another given line; and hence E F is parallel to a thfrd given 
line. Again, the angle E P F of the isosceles triangle E P F is given; and hence 
the quadrilateral E P F K is given in species. 

191. In the figure Euo. in. 30; from C draw CE, CF making with CD, the 
angles D C E , D C F eaoh equal to the angle C D A or CDB, and meeting the arc 
A D B in E and F. Join EF, the segment of the circle described upon E F and 
which passes through C, wUl be simUar to A D B , 

192. The square inscribed in the circle may be shewn to be equal to t'wice 
the square on the radius ; and five times the square inscribed in the semicfrcle to 
four times the square on the radius. 

193. The three triangles formed by the three sides of the square with segments 
of the sides of the given triangle, may be proved to be similar. Whence by Euc. 
•VT. 4, the truth of file property is proved. 

194. By consfructing the figure, it may be shewn that t'wice the square in
scribed in the quadrant is equal to the square on the radius, and that five times the 
square inscribed in the semicfrcle is equal to four times the square on the radius. 
Whence it follows that, &o. 

195. By Euo. i. 47, andEuc. vi. 4, it maybe shewn, that four times the square 
on the radius is equal to fifteen times the square on one of the equal sides of 
the triangle. 

196. Constructing the figure, the right-angled triangles SCT, A C B may be 
proved'to have a certain ratio, and the triangles A C B , C P M , in the same way, 
may be proved to have the same ratio. 

197. Let B A , A C be the bounding radii, and D a point in the arc of a 
quadrant. Bisect B A C by A E , and draw through D, the line H D G P perpen
dicular to A E at G, and meeting A B , A C , produced in H , P. From H draw 
H M to touch the cfrcle of whioh B C is a quadrantal arc ; produce A H , making 
H L equal to H M , also on H A , take H K equal to H M . Then K, L, are the points 
of contact of two circles through D which touch the bounding radii A B , AC. 

Join D A . Then, since B A C is a right angle, A K is equal to the radius of the 
cfrcle which touches BA, B C in K, K'; and similarly, A L is the radius of the 
cfrole whioh touches them in L, L'. Also, H A P being an isosceles triangle," 
and A D drawn to the base, AD* is shewn to be equal to A K . K L . Euc. in. 36 ; 
n. 5, Cor. 

198. Let E, F, G be the centers of the circles inscribed in the triangles A B C , 
A D B , A C D . Draw E H , FK, G L perpendiculars on BC, BA, A C respectively, 
andjoin CE, E B ; BF, F A ; CG, GA. Then the relation between R, r, r or E H , 
FK, G L may be found from the simUar triangles, and the property of right-angled 
triangles. 

199. Let O, O' be the centers of the semicircles on the radii AC, CB. At C 
draw C D perpendicular to A B meeting the cfrcumferenoe in D. Produce C D and 
make D E equal to the radius of either of the smaller semicircles. Join EO, EO', 
and let F be the center of the oircle described about the triangle EOO', join FO, 
FO' meeting the circumferences in G, H. Then FD, FG, F H may be proved to 
be equal to one another; and by Euc. in. 36, twice O G may be shewn to be equal 
to three times GF. 

200. (1) In every right-angled triangle when its three sides are in arithmetical 
progression, they may be shewn to be as the numbers 6, 4, 3. On the given line 
A C describe a triangle having its sides AC, A D , D C in this proportion, bisect the 
angles at A, C by A E , C E meeting in E, and through E draw EF, E G parallel to A D , D C meeting in F and G. (2) Let A C be the sum of the sides of the triangle, fig. Euc. vi. 13. Upon A C describe a triangle A D C whose sides shall be in continued proportion. Bisect the angles at A and C by two lines meeting in E. From E draw EF, E G parallel to D A , D C respectively. 201. Describe a circle 'with any radius, and draw within it the straight line M N cutting off a segment containing an angle equal to the given angle, Euo. in. 34. Divide M N in the given ratio in P, and at P draw P A perpendicular to M N and meeting the circumference in A. Join A M , A N , and on A P or A P produced, take A D equal to the given perpendicular, and through D draw B C parallel to M N meeting A M , A N , or these lines produced. Then A B C shall be the triangle requfred. HH2 
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202. Let PAQ be the given angle, bisect the angle A by AB, i»/-^S"i^ 
the center of the inscribed ofrcle, and draw D C perpendioular to AP. -̂ 5, îp , 
D E such that the rectangle D E , D C is equal to the given rectangle. ^S?S;,Z,/i 
cirole on D E as diameter meeting A P in F, G; and A Q hi F', G'. Jom 1; ̂ .̂ auu 
A F G ' wiU be the triangle. Draw D H perpendicular to FG' and jom G D. Ĵ y 
Euc. VI. c. the rectangle FD, D G ' is equal to the rectangle BD, D K or CD, UJi-

203. .On any base B C describe a segment of a circle B A G containing an angle 
equal to the given angle. From D the middle point of B C draw D A to make the 
given angle A D C wi!h the base. Produce A D to B so that A E is equal to the 
liven bisectfrig line, and through B draw F G parallel to BC. Jom A B , A C and 
nroduce them to meet F G in F and G. . 

204 Employ Theorem 36, p. 385, and the construction becomes obvious. _ 
205' Let A B be the given base, A C B the segment containing the vertical 

angle •' draw the diameter A B of the cfrole, and divide it in E, in the given ratio ; 
on A E as a diameter, describe a cfrole A F E ; and with center B and a radius 
equal to the given Une, describe a circle cutting A F E m F. Then A F being 
dra-wn and produced to meet the circumscribing oircle in C, and CB being joined, 
A B C is the triangle required. For A F is to F C in the given ratio. 

206. The Une C D is not necessarily paraUel to A B . Divide the base A B iu 
C so that A C is to CB in the ratio of the sides of the triangle. 

Then if a point E in C D can be determined such that when A E , CE, E B are 
joined, the angle A E B is bisected by CE, the problem is solved. 

207. Let A B C be the required triangle, B C the hypotenuse, and F H K G the 
inscribed square: the side H K being Jon BC. Then B C may be proved to be 
divided in H and K, so that H K is a mean proportional between B H and KC. 

208. Let A B C be the given triangle. On B C take B D equal to one of the 
given lines, through A draw A E parallel to BC. From B draw B E to meet A E 
in E, and such that B E is a fourth proportional to BC,|BD, and the other given 
Une. Join EC, produce B E to F, making B F equal to the other given line, and 
join F D : then F B D is the triangle required. 

209. Let A D be the sum of the base and hypotenuse, A B the sum of the base 
and perpendioular (figure, Euo. 11. 10.). At D draw a line perpendicular to A D , 
and through B draw E B G making with A B an angle A B E equal to half a right 
angle, and meeting the perpendicular to A D in G. Join A G and draw B H equal 
to B D and meeting A G in H. From A dra-B" A E parallel to H B meeting E B G 
in E ; draw E F paraUel to A D meeting the perpendioular at D, in F; and lastly, 
draw E C perpendicular to A D , Then the triangle A E C is the triangle required; 

210. By Euc. I. 47. BC*-BE* = AC* - AE*, hence BC* - AC* = BE*-AE*,. 
or (BC + AC).(BC-AC) = (BE-fAE).(BE - A E ) , butBE - A E = 2.DE, also 
B C - A C = D E . .-. B C -)- A C = 2.AB, or the three sides AC, A B , B C are hi 
arithmetical progression. 

211. Apply Euc. VI. 3. A. 
212. Apply Euc. VI. 3. A. 
213. Let A B C be the required triangle, C D the line bisecting the vertical 

angle cutting A B in H, and meeting the circumscribed oircle in D, D M E a 
diameter drawn through D, and therefore bisecting the base A B in M. Let D E 
be bisected in O, then O is the center of the circumscribing cirole; also let P be 
the center of the inscribed circle. 

Then the line O P joining the centers, cuts the line bisecting the vertical angle 
in the center of the inscribed oircle. W e have given, therefore, the base A B , the 
seg-ment containing the vertical angle ACB, and the ratio CP to P H . 

By means of the equiangular triangles D B C , D H B , the ratio of D B to D C may 
be shewn to be the same as the ratio of P C to P H , which is given. Hence tlie 
ratio of D B to D C is given ; also D B is given in magnitude, and therefore D C . Whence the construction. 214. Take any line A C and di-ride it in B, so that A C is to CB in the given ratio of the segments of the base ; on A B describe a segment of a cirole containing an angle equal to the given difference of the angles at the base of the triangle; draw C D perpendicular to A C and cutting the circumference in D. Produce A C and make C E equal to CB, and join D A , D B , D E ; on D A take D F so that P A + D E : D A :.- given sum of the sides : DF, and through F draw F G H meet-.ing D C in G, and D E in H ; then D F H is the triangle required. As the perpendicular C D cuts the circumference in one point, it will when produced, cut it in a -second point, which wiU give a second solution. If C D touch the cfroumference, the problem admits of only one solution. 216. Let B C be tho given base. On B C describe a segment B A C of a cirole 
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containing an angle equal to the given vertical angle, and complete the cirole. 
Bisect the arc BC in E and divide B C the base in the given ratio. Join E D and 
produce it to meet the arc B A C in A ; join AB, AC. Then A B C is the triangle 
requfred. Euc. vi. 3. 

If the triangle have the given angle a right angle, the base B C is a diameter of 
•the circle. 

216. Let A B C be the triangle, and B C its base ; let the circles AFB, A F C be 
described intersecting the base in the point F, and their diameters AD, AE, be 
drawn; then D A : A E :: B A : AC. For join DB, DF, EF, EC, the triangles 
D A B , E A C may be proved to be similar. 

217. Let C, C be the centers of the two circles, and let C C the Une joining 
the centers intersect the common tangent PP' in T. Let the line joining the 
centers cut the cfrcles in Q, Q', and let PQ, P'Q' be joined; theu PQis parallel to 
PQ'. Join CP, C'P\ and then the angle Q ? T may be proved to be equal to the 
alternate angle Q'P T. 

218. This follows directly from the similar triangles. 
219. The triangles BAO, O A C are similar, 
220. Let the two circles out one another in A and B. Join AB, and suppose 

A C D to be the line requfred meeting the circumferences in C, D, such that the part 
D E is equal to the given line. Join also BC, BD. Then the angles at C, D may 
be shewn to be given, and the point D. 

221. The centers lie on opposite sides of the line A B C D . The proof offers no 
difficulty. In every other case the theorem does not hold good. 

222. Join OP, P being one of the points where the two circles intersect Theu 
Euc. in. 36. the rectangle OA, O B is equal to the square on OP, or the square on 
O C ; whence O A is to OC as O C to OB, and the triangles OAC, O B C are simUar, 
Euc. -VI. 6. 

223. Let the cfrcles intersect in E, and let A E F be the chord drawn from A. 
Join EB, FC, and shew these lines to be parallel; then Euc. vi. 2. 

224. Let the circles whose centers are C, C intersect in A, and from C, C let 
CAB, C A D be drawn to the cfrcuinferences. Join CD, CB. The triangles 
A C D , A C B are similar. 

225. Apply Euc. VI. 33. 
226. Let A be the center of the circle whose circumference pas ses through B 

the,center of the other cfrcle, and CD the line which joins the intersections of the 
two cfrcles ; draw B F cutting the first cirole in F and the second in E, and draw 
E G perpendicular to CD ; then F E : E G is a given ratio. 

For, join BC, CF, FD, CE, and draw EP perpendioular to CF. The angle FCE 
may be shewn to be equal to the angle D C E ; or EC bisects the angle FCD, and 
hence E G is equal to EP. But the angle F E G being given, and EPF being a 
right angle, the ratio F E to E P is given; that is, the ratio FE to E G is given. 

227. Let F G join the intersections of the cfrcles, and cut A E in C. 
Then AC.CD = FC.CG = BC.CE, or, A C : CE :: BG : CD ; whence, 

A C 4- CE :: B C -1- C D :: A C : CB, and A C -f CE : B C -t- C D :: CE : C D ; 
compounding these proportions and putting for A C -f CE and B C -f CD, their 
equals, we have AE* : BD* :: A C . CE : BC.CD. 

228. Let the circles out eaoh other in A, B, join AB, and on A B as a diameter 
describe a circle cutting the two given circles, and from A draw a straight line 
A C D E meeting the cfroumference in C, D, E. From B the other extremity of the 
diameter, draw BF, B G perpendicular to A B and meeting the circumferences of the 
two given cfrcles in F, G. Then CD is to D E as B G toBF. The triangles CDB, 
A B G are similar, as also the triangles BED, ACF. 

229. Let the diagram be constructed according to the enunciation ; and let PP' 
be the common tangent; draw PS parallel to OO', (O, O'being the centers) meetr ing O P in S ; produce PO, P'O' to meet DE, D'E' in Q, Q'. Then the triangles ABC, A B C are equiangular ; whence B C : BA:: B A : BC. Again join DD' and bisect D D ' in M, and make M m = halt the difference of the sides A D , AD'. Then D E . D'E', and P'P*, may each be shewn to be equal to 4r̂  - (R - »•)*, R, r being the radii of the two cfrcles. 230. Let the two cfrcles whose centers are C, c intersect in A and B, and let any line D A d be dra-wn through A and terminated by the circumferences in D, d. Join BD, Bd, and draw the diariieters BCE, Bee, and join DE, de. 231. If the extremities of the diameters of the two circles be joined by two straight lines, these lines may be proved to intersect at the point of contact of the two circles ; and the two right-angled-triangles thus formed may be shewn to be similar by Euc. iii. 34. 
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232. This is shewn by the simUar triangles. The perpendiculars are not per
pendioular to the common diameter, but lines perpendioular to one another. 

233. liCt O, O' be the centers of the given cfrcles, and let ABOJJO " ,̂^ 
position of the required line, so that the chords A B , C D intercepted by W ^ i. 
are equal. Joui OO' and produce it to meet A B C D S in S. From U, u 
OP, O Q perpendiculars on A B , CD. If cfrcles be de.̂ iribed with centers y, 
and radii O P f c Q , these cfrcles wUl touch aU chords m the circles which are eqû i 
° 234°"^ Join P,Q„ PaP,, and the triangles OPiQ,, OPaQ^ are similar. 

235 The trtengles i^ the two cfrcles formed by joimng the extremities of the 
chords and the diameters of the cfrcles, wiU be simUar. 
237: Sup^'posfthelommon tangents Vp, Q?, intersect each other at the pofrit 
Tin tlie UnrCc joining thecenters of the cfrcles. From -T let T A B be drawn 
intersecting the larger circle, and Tab the smaller. The triangles P I C, pTe are 
simUar, then Enc. in. 36, vi. 4. 

238. See Theorem 231, p. 376. . , -nr ^x 
239. Let 0, n be the centers of the circles on A E , EB, the triangles oPL, n Q L 

are similar; from which oL is shewn to be equal to 3.«L. Whence B L is proved 
to be equal to «Q. 

240. Join DC, then in the triangles A D B , A D C , the angle A C D is equal to 
the angle A D B , both standing upon equal arcs of the same circle, also the angle 
D A B is common to the two triangles. Hence the triangles are equiangular, and 
by Euo. VI. 4, the property is manifest. 

241. Since the magnitude and position of the two ofroles are given, thefr radii 
and the distances of their centers are known. Let O, O' be the centers of the larger 
and smaUer circles, join 00', O'C, from C draw C E to touch the larger cfrole in E. 
Join also OE, CO. Then Euo. m . 36. C A . C B = CE*, and from the right-angled 
triangles C E is known, also the ratio of C A to C B is given. Hence the problem 
is reduced to this : to find two Unes whioh have a given ratio to one another, and 
whose rectangle is equal to a given rectangle. 

242. The locus of the point D whioh fulfils the condition is a cfrcle (Theorem 
36, p.?85) whose diameter is found by drawing the common tangent P Q to meet 
ACI5 procfuoed irf K. Let A B meet the circles in L and M, and D C meet them' 
in E and F, and join FL, EO, D K . Then since EO, F L are paraUel to D K the 
base of the triangle CDK, and by compounding the two proportions deduced from 
Euo. VI. 2 : we have E D . D F : L K . K M :: CD*: CK*. 

And it may be shewn that L K . K M = CK*; 
whence E D . D F = DC=, or E D : D C :: D C : DF, 

hence ED . DC: DC* : :DC*: DC . DF ; 
orDH*:DC* ::DC*:D62; 

andDH:DC :: DC : DG ; or DH .DG = DC*. 
243. Join EC, ED, FG, F H , then by means of the similar triangles two pro

portions may be found, from which it is shewn, that the ffrst rectangle is equal to 
the second, and the second to the third. 

244. Construct the figure dravring the necessary Unes : then by means of the 
similar triangles the property is proved. 

246. The two triangles formed by the parallel sides of the trapezium and the 
segments of the diagonals are similar. 

246. Let A B C D be a quadrUateral figure of whioh the side A B is parallel 
to CD, let E F be drawn paraUel to DC, then A D , B C are cut proportionaUy. 
Produce D A , C B to meet in G. Euo. vi. 2. 

247. Suppose the side A D greater than BC, and from B, C, draw BE, CE, 
perpendiculars on A D . Then by the right-angled triangles, &c. 

248. By Euc. VI. 6, the triangles A C E , B E D are equiangular, and by Euc. 
VI. 16, the rectangle A E , E D ia equal to the rectangle BE, EC. 249. In the fig. Euo. vi. d, if A D be parallel to BC, theuBD is equal to AC, and A B to CD, and therefore the difference of the squares on A C , A B is equal to the rectangle A D , BC. Whence the requfred rectangle may be found. 260, By means of Euo. vi. o, the ratio of the diagonals A C to B D may be found to be as A B . A D -H B C . C D to A B . B E -f A D . DC, figure, Euc. vi. n. 261, This property follows dfrectly from Euc. vi. o. T7 -ŵ  ra. -i®' '̂' '̂' ̂ ' ̂  ^° *® angular points of the inscribed quadrUateral, and i' § tl'̂ose of the efroumscribed one whose points of contact with the cirole are at A, B, C, D. It is required to prove that the diagonals A C , B D , intersect in one pomt, 
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263. Half the difference between liie sums of the opposite sides is equal to the 
distance between the points where the two circles touch one of the sides of the 
figure. This distance may be proved to be a mean proportional between the 
diameters of the circles. 

254. Draw the diagonals AC, E D ; then the triangles PDB, P A C are equi
angular, having the angles PBD, P C A equal, Euc. in. 21, and PC : PB :: A C : BD, 
Euc. VI. 4. SimUarly Q A : QB :: A C : BD, whence PC : PB :: Q A : QB. It 
may be added that half the sum of the angles at P and Q, is equal to the comple
ment of the opposite angle A B C of the quadrUateral figure. 

255. The triangles GDC, F D C on the same base D C have their vertical angles 
D G C , D F C equal. Hence the triangles can be circumscribed by the same oircle, 
and the rectangle EG, G D is equal to the rectangle EF, FC, Euc. in. 36, and by 
Euc. VI. 16, EF is to E G as E D is to EC. 

256. Since the diagonal CD cuts the diameter of the cfrcle at right angles, the 
arcs CA, A D are equal, and the angles CFA, A F D are equal. In the triangle 
CFD, CF : F D :: CE : ED, Euc. vi. 3. Also in the triangle CDG, C G : G D :: 
CE : ED, whence CF : F D :: CG : GD. 

257. The triangles AFD, BFC are sfruUar. Apply Euc. vi. 19. Theo. 56. 
p. 364. 

258. Let A B C D be a quadrilateral described about a circle, having the side 
A B paraUel to CD. Let D, E be the points of contact of the other two sides, join 
DE, then D E is paraUel to AB. 

259, Let A B C D be a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle of which AC, E D 
are the diagonals. Draw AM, CN perpendiculars on DB. 

Then Euc. vi. c. A B . A D = A M . D, D being the diameter of the cfrcle ; and 
CD. CB = CN . D ; 

therefore NB . ND -f CD , CB = (AM + CN). D. 
SimUarly BA. BC -|- DA. DC = (BM' -f DN') . D ; 

therefore AB .AD -l- CD . CB ; AB .BC -f A D .DC :: A M + CN :BM' + D N . 
But (AM + AN) DB = ABCD = (BM' + DN') AC 

therefore A M + AN: BM' + D N :: AC : DB 
wherefore AB . A D -f CD . CB : AB . BC -f AD. DC :: AC: DB. 

260. Let ABCD be a efroumscribed quadrilateral touching the cirole in the 
points ci,b, c, d; and let a tangent be drawn to the cfrole at any point of the circum
ference between b and c. Let APi, BP^, CPp, DP, be perpendiculars drawn 
from A, B, C, D upon the tangents, and let CD intersect the tangent in S, and A B 
produced meet the tangent produced in T. Then by similar triangles and com
pounding the proportions, the ratio of APi. CP, to BP2. DP4 may be shewn to be a 
constant ratio. 

261. By the sunUar triangles PAD, PBC, 
P B : B C : : P D : D A : 

and by the similar triangles QBD, Q C D ; 
Q B : A B :: Q D : D C ; 

then by compounding these proportions the property is proved. 
262. Let A B C D be one of the simUar rectangles cfrcimisoribmg lie quadrilateral 

figure E F G H which has its diagonals EG, F H at right angles to eaoh other. 
From A draw A K parallel to H F meeting BC in K, and from B draw B L parallel 
to E G meeting CD in L. The triangles ABK, BCL are sunUar, and the diagonals 
A K , B L are proportional to the sides AB, BC. Whence the converse may be 
proved ex absurdo. 

263. The two hexagons consists each of six equilateral triangles, and the 
ratio of the hexagons is the same as the ratio of thefr equilateral triangles. 

264. The area of the inscribed equilateral triangle may be proved to be 
equal to half of the inscribed hexagon, and the circumscribed triangle equal to four times the inscribed triangle. 266. Let the sides AB, BC, C A of the equUateral triangle A B C touch the cfrcle in the points D, E, F respectively. Draw A E cutting the cfrcumference in G; and take O the center of the cfrole and draw O D ; draw also H G K touching the cfrcle in G, The property may then be she-wn by the simflar triangles AHG, AOD. ^ 266. The area of the equUateral triangle may be shewn to be equal to half the area of the hexagon. 267. The hexagon is not necessarUy regular. Join two pairs of the opposite points of contact, and to the point of their intersection draw lines to the remaining •two points of contact and then shew that these two lines are in the same straightline. The property is more neatly proved by means of poles and polars. ' 
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268. The pentagons are similar figures, and can be divided into the same 
number of simUar triangles. Euc. vi. 19. , 

269. Let A B be a side of a regular pentagon inscribed in the cfrcle wtiose 
center is O, draw O F perpendicular to A B meeting it in F, and produce it to 
meet the cfrcle in C. At C draw D C E touching the oircle at C, join AO, DA, 
OB, and produce OA, O B to meet the Une D C E in D and B. Then A C is a side 
of the inscribed decagon, and D E a side of the circumscribed pentagon. The areaa 
of the inscribed and circumscribed pentagons and the decagon will be proportional 
to the triangles OAF, ODC, OAC. Then by Theo. 56, p. 364, triangle O A F : 
triangle O A C :: A O . OF : AO* :: O F : OA, and triangle O A C : triangle O D C :: 
A O * : A O . O D :: O A : OD. 

But the triangles OAF, O D C are simUar. 
therefore O F : O A :: O A : OD. 

Hence triangle O A F : triangle O A C :: triangle O A C : triangle ODC, and 
consequently the decagon is a mean proportional between the inscribed and cfr
cumscrihed pentagon. 

270. In the figure Euo. iv. 7. draw A D , then A D is the side of the inscribed 
square. Join E F meeting A D in L, and the cfroumference in M, and draw A M ; 
A M is the side of the inscribed octagon. Then it may be shewn that Aj : A :: E L : 
EA, and A : Aj:: E A : EF ; also since the triangles ELA, E F A are simUar, 
E L : E A :: E A : EF. Whence it follows that, &c. 

271. Apply Euc. vi. 20. 
272. Every polygon described about a cirole may- be shewn to be equal to 

the rectangle contained by the radius of the cfrcle and the perimeter of the 
polygon. 

273. Let a perpendicular be dra'wn from the center C on oS, A B two sides 
(supposed paraUel) of the inscribed and circumscribed polygons meeting them in d, 
D. Join Da : then Da is a side of a regular inscribed polygon of double the num-
bei- of sides. , The areas of the three polygons are the same multiples of the tri
angles adC, ffiDC, A D C , whioh may easUy be shewn to have the proportion stated. 

274. The triangles which form the two regular figures are the same in number, 
and are similar. By the similarity of triangles the proportion is obvious. 

276. A mean proportional between two homologous sides of the polygons wUl 
be the corresponding side of the required polygon. 

276. Reference may be made to Euc. vi. 31. 
277. Siuce the three rectangles are equal, A B . A G = C D . C H = EF. EK. 

Hence A B : CD :: C H : AG, and C D : EF :: E K : CH. Then supposing E K -
C H = C H - AG, there may be deduced A B - C D : CD - E F :: A B : EF. And 
conversely. See Note on Def. in. and Prop. A, p. 244. 

278. Let CD, CE two sides of the square D C E F faU on C A, CB, two sides of 
the triangle ABC, right-angled at C. Draw A G paraUel to CB, and B G to CA, 
and produce DF, EF to meet B G in H, and A G in K. Then from the figure it ia 
obvious that A C . CB = C D . CB + CE. CA. Whence it may be shewn that 
3.CD is a harmonic mean between A C and BC. 

279. Let DB, DE, D C A be the three straight Unes, fig. Euo. in. 37 ; let the 
points of contact B, E be joined by the straight line B C cutting D A in G. Theu 
B D E is an isosceles triangle, and D G is a line from the vertex to a point G in the 
base. And two values of the square on B D may be found, one from Theo. 43, p. 
816 : Euc.III. 35 ; ii. 2 ; and another from Euc. in. 36 ; ii. 1. From these maybe 
deduced, that the rectangle DC, GA, is equal to the rectangle A D , CG. Whence 
the, &o. 

280. This vrill appear from Euc. 'vi. 3, A. 
281. Let the two circles whose centers are O, O' touch each other at the 

point P, and from O let OT, OT', be drawn from O, and touching the cfrcle whose center is O iu TT', and intersecting the oircle whose canter is O in S, S'. Let OO' intersect SS' in Q. Then by the simUar triangles O'TO, SQO. 282. First prove that the sum of the reciprocals of the radii of the escribed circles is equal to the reciprocal of the radius of the inscribed cfrcle; and the sum of the reciprocals of the first and third radii of the inscribed circle is given equal to double of the reciprocal of the second. Whence it follows that the mean radius IS three times the radius of the inscribed oircle. See also Theo. 180, p. 372. 283. Under this number some other properties are noticed whioh are not Stated m the question. ,.W^°»struct according to the enunciation, and complete the diameter A B since OS : OA :: OA : OL, 
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therefore OA - OS : OS -(- OA :: OL - OA : OL + OA, 
or since 0 A = OB, this becomes A S : SB :: A L : LB, 

whioh expresses that LB is harmonically divided in S and A. 
(i) Join PO, Q O ; since P O = OA, therefore OS : O P :: O P : O L ; and the 

triangles POS, L O P having the angle at O common and the sides about that angle 
proportionals, they are similar. Whence OS : OP or O A :: SP : P L ; or the 
ratio of SP : P L is constant. 

In like manner the ratio SQ : Q L is also constant, and the same as SP : PL. 
This ia (2). 

(c) Jofri AP, B P ; then since OS : O A :: O A : OL, hence 
OS :0A:: OA-OS : OL- OA:: SA: AL, 
OS : OA :: OA + OS : OL + OA :: BS : BL. 

Whence SA : AL :: SP : PL, 
and SB : B L :: SP : P L ; 

and the lines AP, BP bisect the interior and exterior angles SPL, SPQ of the 
triangle SPL at P. 

SimUarly, QA, Q B bisect the exterior and interior angles of the triangle S Q L 
at Q. 

(rf) Let the perpendioular at S produced meet the circumferenoe in C, D : and 
join OC, CL ; sfrice OS . O L = OA^ = OC*, and OSC is a right angle, it foUqws 
that OCL is also a right angle, and that LC is a tangent to the circle at C. 

In the same way it may be shewn that L D is a tangent at D. Whence the 
tangents at C and D meet the diameter A B produced in the same point. 

(e) By the right-angled triangles OCL, GLS; OL. LS = CL* = PL. L Q ; or 
the four points P, Q, O, S are in the cfrcumference of a cfrcle. .Whence the ex
terior angle P S A of the quadrUateral is equal to the opposite angle OQP. But 
bv the similar triangles OQS, OLQ, the angle O S Q = OQL. Whence Q S P = A S P , 
and QSC = PSC. 

(/) Produce QS to meet the cfrcle in F: then A S F = QSB = QSA; and 
hence SP = SF; wherefore PS . SQ = SF . SQ = SC*, a constant magnitude. 
This is (3). 

(?) Since SE biseots the interior angle PSQ, and SL the exterior angle PSF, 
of the triangle PSQ, P E : E Q :: PS : SQ :: P L : L Q ; or L Q is harmonicaUy 
divided in P, E. This is (1). 

(A) Produce AP, B Q to meet in G, and let AQ, B P meet in H ; then G, H 
-wUl be iu the line CD. For in the triangle PSQ, the three lines QA, BP, SC 
have been she-wn to bisect the angles; wherefore these lines meet in a point. 

Also, SC bisects PSQ, and AP, B Q bisect the exterior angles at P and Q; there
fore they also meet in a point. Whence G, H are in the Une CD. 

(i) The lines BG, A G , are bisected in K and I by the cfrcle which passes 
through the points P, S, O, Q. 

(A) Let the cfrcle P S O Q cut SG in M ; and draw M O , M Q , M P . 
Then since S M bisects the angle QSP, it bisects the circumference Q M P on 

which QSP stands ; and hence M Q = M P . Also, since Q O = OP, it follows that 
M O is perpendicular to QK, and ia a diameter of the cfrole PSOQ. Whence O Q M , 
O P M are right angles. But OQ, O P are radii of the circle BQPA, and hence 
Q M , P M are tangents at Q and P : and they meet at M in S C produced. Where
fore tangents at P and Q always meet in the Une SC produced. This is (4). 

(Z) If any chord QSF be drawn through the pole S, and QL, F L be drawn; 
then the angle SLF = SLQ. 

For, join SP : then QS . SP = A S . SB = QS . SF : whence SF = SP, and the 
triangles PLS, FLS are equal in all respects, and hence the angle SLF = SLQ. 

(m) Conversely. If Q F be drawn through S, and lines be dra-wn from Q, F 
to make equal angles -with L V dra-wn through L; the line whioh bisects the angle F L Q is a diameter passing through S. Note. The line SG is called the polar, and L the pole ; as are also the Une L V and the point S, so caUed respectively. 'Taken together, either point and its respective line are eaUed reciprocal polars ;—as for instance SG and L. The characteristic property of the pole and polar to which it is most convenient to refer, is, that if the diameter of a ofrcle A B be produced and be harmonically divided in S and L ; then a perpendicular to A B through S is the polar of L, and a perpendioular to A B through L is the i)olar of S. 284. It may be proved that of the four Unes drawn from C which meet AP, in A, B, Q, P, two of them AC, C Q are at right angles to each other. 285. Draw the figure as the enunciation directs, and let A D cut OC in P r theu prove O C to be divided harmonicaUv in the points P, C j and that O C is equal to O A and O P to OB'. 
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5. Let ABC, DBC, EBC, be three equal triangles on the same base BC and 
on the same side of it. Join A D , D E . Theu A D is parallel to BC, and D E is 
parallel to BC. . . , ,. 

6. From the given point A, let fall A B on the given straight hne, and upon 
A B describe an eqmlateral triangle P A B . Produce A P to meet the given line in 
D, and bisect the angle B A D , by A C meeting the given line in C. O n A C , B D , 
describe the equilateral triangles Q A C , R A D ; if P, Q, R can be proved to be in 
a straight line the locus of the vertices of the triangles on the same side of A B wUl 
be a straight line. 

7. This problem is the same as to find the locus of the vertex of a right-angled 
triangle which has the sum of the base and perpendicular equal to a given line. 

8. Whether P be in the luie D F or D F produced, shew that A P must always 
be equal to PD. 

9. Let xAx', yAy' be two straight lines at right angles to eaoh other, and let 
a square abed have the point a coincident with A, and ab on A x and ad on Ay, so 
that b, d the extremities of the diagonal of the square are upon A x and Ay. If 
the square be moved so that the points b, d always move on Ax, Ay, it wUl be 
found that the points a, c move on two lines at right angles to each other whioh 
bisect the angles xAy, x'Ay. 

10. The points A, C are two points in the adjacent sides BF, B D produced 
of the parallelogram. It may be shewn that so long as the figure B F E D is a 
parallelogram, the angles made by FE, D E at the point E, -with A E and CE, are 
together equal to two right angles, and therefore by Euc. i. 14, the line A E is in 
the same straight line with EC. 

11. Ffrst let the more simple case be taken when the two sUding lines are 
equal and when the lines on which they slide are at right angles to one another. 
Next take the two lines unequal, and lastly, let the lines on which they sUde not 
be at right angles to one another. 

12. This may be easUy shewn to be a straight Une passing through the center 
of the cirole. 

13. This appears from Euc. iii. 14. 
14. Let lines be drawn to the center of the cfrole from the extremities of the 

Unes and the points of contact, and the loci of the extremities of the lines may 
be shewn to be in the circumferences of two concentric circles, unless the parts of 
the Unes on each side of the points of contact be equal. 

15. Let A B be the diameter of the given oircle of whioh the center is C, and 
E the bisection of any chord A D . Join EC, then the angle A E C may be proved 
to be always a right angle in whatever position the chord A D may be situated. 

16. Join P A and prove that P A produced if necessary passes through the 
center of the cirole. 

17. The center of the circle vriU be fotmd to be a point in that diameter of the 
circle which bisects the fixed chord. 

18. The line drawn from the point of intersection of the two lines to the 
center of the given circle, may be shewn to be constant, and the center of the given 
cfrcle is a fixed point. 

19. Join QB, the angle A Q B is constant for all positions of the point P in the 
cfrcumferenoe of the semicircle, being half a right angle. 

20. Let A P , B Q be produced to meet each other in the point O. Shew that 
the angle P O Q is constant. 

21. Let P, Q be the given points, and let PA, Q B be one pair of equal chords intersecting eaoh other in M , and P A , QB' another pair of equal chords intersecting each other in M' and the former pair in N, N'. The locus of the intersections at M , M' are in that diameter whioh bisects the arc P Q , and the intersections at N, N' Ue in the circumference of a circle. 22. Let T be the given point and O the center of the given cfrole, and let T A B be one of the Unes from T, and cutting the given circle in A, B, and let P be the bisection of A B . Join O P ; then P is a point in the locus. _ 23. Suppose A D , D B to be the tangents to the circle A E B containing the ?^n?J ̂ "gle. Draw D C to the center C and join CA, CB. Then the triangles A C D , B C D are always equal; D C biseots the given angle at D and the argle 
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ACB. The angles CAB, CBD, being right angles, are constant, and the angles 
A D C , B D C are constant, as also the angles A C D , B C D ; also AC, CB the radii of 
the given cfr-cle. Hence the locus of D is a circle whose center is C and radius 
CD. 

24. Let A be the given point and let A B be a line divided iu C so that the 
rectangle A B , B C is equal to the given rectangle; then B is one point in the 
locus. On A C describe a cirole and from A draw any line A Q P meeting the cfr
cumference in Q, and a perpendioular from B to A B in P. Then P is a second 
point in the locus. For join QC, the quadrUateral P Q C B can be cirenmseribed by 
a circle, and AP.PQ = AB.BC, and P is a point in the perpendioular P B ; the 
locus is the line B P perpendicular to AB. The line B P may also cut the circle. 

25. Let the diagram be described as in the enunciation, and let CS meet the 
cfrole at A (between C and S) draw the tangent at A, and in it take A E = AE ' 
= A S ; on C D describe a cirole cutting the given one in B, B'; join BB' meeting 
CS in D ; draw D E , DE', Then these lines wUl be the loci of the point Q. 

Analysis. Suppose it true that Q M = Sy, Q being taken in the line D E . 
Then draw CP and produce it to meet the circle on SC in N, and join NS. 

Since Sy and N P are perpendicular to Py, they are parallel, and since C N S is 
in a semicfrcle, it is a right angle. Whence Ny is a rectangle, and N P = Sy. 

Again, by the similar triangles EAJ>, Q M D , 
QM. AD = EA . MD, or QM . (AC - CD) = (CS - CA) . (CM - CD). 

Also by the similar triangles CMP, CNS, 
CM . CS = CP . CN = CP* -f CP .PN = CA* + CA . Sy, 

or CA . Sy = CM . CS - CA*. 
Now since the proposition is assumed to be true, namely, that QM = Sy, 

a comparison of their values gives 
CA : CA - CD :: CM . CS - CA* : (CS - CA) (CM - CD), 

or CD : CA :: CM. CS - CA* - CS. C M -i- CS. CD 4- CA. C M - CA. CD: 
CM CS — C A*' 

and since CD:CA :: CA : CS, and CS . CD = CA*; 
this becomes CA : CS :: CA. DM : CM . CS - CA*; 

whence CS. DM = CM . CS - CA*, or CA* = CS (CM - DM) = CS . SD, 
a kno-wn truth. Whence the Theorem is true. 

26. This is ob-rious from Euc. i. 47. 
27. Let A B C be the required triangle on the given base A B , ha-ring the sum 

of the squares on its sides AC, CB equal to the given square. If the base A B be 
bisected in D and C D be joined; then by Theorem 3, p. 311, the difference be
tween the sum of the squares on the sides and on the square of half the base may 
be she-wn to be equal to double the square on CD. Hence C D is constant, and 
therefore the locus is a cirole whose center is D and radius D C . ' 

28. Let A B C be the isosceles triangle which fulfils the conditions; take any 
point F in the base BC, from which draw F H and F G paraUel to A B and A C ; 
make G D equal to G A and draw DFE, Then since the side A G of the triangle 
A D E is bisected in G, and G F is paraUel to A E , the base D E is bisected in F. 
Again, since G F ia equal to A H , and F H to A G ; and since B G F , HFC, are 
isosceles triangles : it follows that A G -I- A H = A G + G B = AB. Wherefore 
AD-i-AE=2.AG-t-2.AH = 2.AB = BA-f A C . The variable triangle A D E 
therefore has its vertioal angle and the sum of its sides constant, and the middle of 
its base is iu the line BC. 

29. Let A B C be the triangle of which the vertex is A, and the base BC. Let 
the inscribed cfrcle touch the sides A B , A C iu D, E, and the base iu F, and the 
escribed cfrcle touch A B , A C produced in G, H and the base in K. Then C F 
may be proved to be equal to B K , and F K equal to the difference of the sides 
AB, AC. Also the line which bisects the vertioal angle A passes through O, O' the centers of the inscribed and escribed cfrcles; and if A K , O'G', OK', OD, O F be dra-wn, and F O produced to meet A K in L: then by means of the similar triangles A D O , AGO'; A L O , AKO'; O L is proved equal to O D ; and the points K, L being known, the position of K L A is kno-wu. 30. Let A B be the given base, upon A B as base describe an isosceles triangle A B C ha-ring the equal sides AC, B C each equal to the radius of the circumscribing cfrcle; bisect A C , B C by lines meeting in O. O will be the center of the cfrcle which cfroumscribes the triangle, and therefore the locus of its vertex. 31. Let A B C be a triangle described on the given base B C and let the line drawn from the vertex A to the point D in B C bisect the vertical angle. Describe a cfrcle about the triangle A B C and produce A D to meet the ciroumferenoe B C inE. 
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32. The straight line may be shewn to be that diameter of the circumscribmg 
circle which bisects the base of the triangle. 

33. See Euo. vi. 3. A. 
34. The third fixed line is that line which biseots the angle B A C . _ 
35. Join A L , and produce it to meet the base B C in G. Join also D F interseci-

ing A G in M . Then every line D F drawn parallel to the base B C is divided in tne 
same proportion as the segments of the base made by a line dra-wn from thevertex 
of the triangle. Then conversely, if this proportion hold good, the Une joining the 
points L, G must pass through A. 

36. Divide the given base B C in D, so that B D may be to D C in the ratio of 
the sides. At B, D draw BB', D D ' perpendicular to B C and equal to B D , D C 
respectively. Join B'D' and produce it to meet B C produced in O. With center 
O and radius O D , describe a cfrole. From A any point in the circumference join 
A B , A C , A O . Prove that A B is to A C as B D to D C . Or thus. If A B C be one 
of the triangles; di-ride the base B C in D, so that B A is to A C as B D to D C . 
Produce B C and take D O to O C as B A to A C ; then O is the center of the 
circle. 

37. Let A B C be the given triangle, andlet B D C be a triangle described on 
B C having the vertical angle B D C double of B A C . Since the base B C is con
stant, and the vertical angle is also constant, the locus of D is a cfrcle. 

38. Let A B C one of the triangles on the given base B C be circumscribed by 
a cfrcle: and let the exterior angles made by producing the sides A B , A C be 
bisected by B O , C O meeting in O. Then O is the center of one of the escribed 
circles. Draw OE, O F perpendicular to A B , A C produced, and O D perpendicu
lar to BC. The angle B O G may be proved to be constant for aU positions of O, 
also the line B C is constant. 

39. Let A B be the diameter of a circle whose center is C. The simplest ease is 
when the chords drawn from A, are divided in a ratio of equality; in that case the 
locus is the circumference of the circle described on the radius A C . 

40. The series of points wiU be found to be on the circumference of a cirole, 
which is described on the radius of the given oircle as a diameter. 

41. I'he triangles O A C , O B C have the sides OA, O B equal, O C common, and 
the angles opposite to the equal sides OB, OA, one the supplement of the other. 

42. Let BP, AP' intersect in Q, prove that the angle P Q P ' is constant. 
43. The locus is a cfrole. See Theorem 34, p. 323. 
44. If the ladder be supposed to be a straight line, the locus of the middle 

point of this line, while the ends move along two lines at right angles to eaoh 
other, may be shewn to be the quadrantal arc of which the radius is half the length 
of the line. If a semicircle be described on the line as a diameter, any point in 
the circumference may be shewn to move in a straight line, while the Une is 
moved with its extremities along the two lines. 

45. Let the point P in the circumference of the smaUer cfrcle coincide -with 
A the extremity of a diameter A O B of the larger circle, O being the center. 
W h e n the smaller circle has rolled on the quadrantal arc A D , the point P will 
then be at the center O of the larger circle, and at any intermediate point of con
tact, the smaller circle may be shewn to intersect the radius A O of the larger 
cfrole. 

46. The angle A P B is constant, and the chord A B is constant; it may be 
she-wn that the angle at Q is constant. 

47. Shew the angle A R P to be constant for all the various positions of P 
and Q. 

48. First, Since the angle P C Q and base P Q of the triangle P C Q are constant, 
the oircle about P C Q is constant in magnitude, and consequently fri diameter. 
Also since the angles PCQ, P R Q are supplementary, R is in the cfrcumferenoe of the cfrcle PCQ. But B Q C , R P C being right angles, C R is a diameter ; and it has been proved to be of constant magnitude. Wherefore R is always at the same distance from C. Secondly, Draw RS, SC ; then P Q is bisected in L, since P S Q R is a parallelogram. Also bisect R C in K and join KL. Then since R C is the diameter of a cirole given in magnitude, and P Q a given chord in it, the line K L is of constant magnitude. Moreover, since RS, R C are bisected in L and K, CS is equal to twice L K a given line; and the locus of S is a circle. 49. The straight line which is the locus of the second points of intersection, -will be at right angles to A B the common chord of the circles, and the produced part B C will be the diameter of the locus of the ffrst points of intersection. 50. Let the tangents drawn at T, T' two points in the circles whose centers are O, O', intersect eaoh other in the point P, so that the angle TPT' is constant 
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for aU positions of P. Join PO, PO', TO, T'O', and shew that the point P moves 
in an arc of that cfrcle of which OO' is a chord and O P O the angle subtended at 
the oircumfeience by that chord. If the tangents be at right angles to each other, 
the locus of thefr intersection is a ooncenti-ic cfrole whose diameter is equal to the 
diagonal of the circumscribing square. 

51. Let O, O' be the centers of the two fixed circles, and let P be a point in 
the requfred locus, so that the tangents PT, PT' drawn to the two circles are equal. 
Jom TO, OP, T'O', O'P', OO'. Then the difference of the squares on PO, P'O' is 
equal to the difference of the squares on the radii OT, O'T', a constant quantity. 
And 0, O' are tixed points. The locus is a straight line at right angles to 00'. 

62. The tangents drawn from the fixed point in the chord produced, are equal 
to one another. Euo. in. 36. 

63. Let the fixed circle C D E cut one of the series of circles touching one 
another at P, in the points C, D. Draw P T a common tangent to the series of 
circles at P ; join C D and produce it to meet the tangent in T. The rectangle TC, 
T D is equal to the square on TP, which is constant for the points where the fixed 
cfrcle cuts each one of the series' of circles. 

54. The locus may be proved to be a cfrole. 
66. Let A B be dirided internally in C into two parts, and let P be a point in. 

the locus, so that when PA, PC, P B are drawn, the angle A P C may be equal to 
CPB. Then A P is to P B as A C to CB, Euc. vi. 3. Again, let A B be divided 
extemaUy in C, and let A P be produced to Q and P C be drawn so that the angle 
BPC' may be equal to C P Q . Then A P is to P B as A C to B C , Euo. vi. a. 
Whence C P C is a right angle, and the point P lies in the circumference of a cirole. 

56. Let A B , BC, C D be the tliree given straight lines in the same straight 
line. On A C as a base describe the locus of the vertex of the triangle whose sides 
are as A B to BC. On the base B D describe the locus of the vertex of the triangle 
whose sides shall be as B C to CD. Let P be the intersection of these loci. Join 
PA, PB, PC, P D ; the angles A B P , BPC, C P D are equal angles. See prob. 36, 
p. 385. 

67. Through A the given point either within or -without the given circle 
whose center is C, let any chord B A D be dra-wn, and let tangents be drawn at B. 
and D meeting in the point P ; then P is one point in the locus. Draw CP cutting 
the chord B D in E and the cfrcumference in F, and P Q perpendieular to C A pro
duced in Q. Then the rectangle CP, C E is equal to the square on the radius CF ; 
also the rectangle CP, C E is equal to CQ, C A ; whence the rectangle CQ, C A is 
equal to the square on CF. Hence Q is also a point in the locus, which is a 
straight Une drawn from the point G; and G is known, A G being a third propor
tional to C A and CF. 

58. Let two circles whose centers are O, O' intersect each other in A, B ; and 
through C any point in the chord A B , let chords D C E , F C G be drawn through O 
in the circles whose centers are O, O'. Then the rectangle D C , C E is equal to 
the rectangle FC, CG, eaoh being equal to the rectangle A C , CB. Hence by the 
converse of Euo. in. 35, the four points D, E, P, G, lie in the circumferenoe of a 
cfrcle. 

69. Let A B be a Une given in position, and P the given point. At P make 
the angle A P D equal to the given angle, taking the point D, so that A P is to P D 
in the given ratio. Draw a line through the point D making with P D an angle 
equal to the angle P A B . Then this line is the locus of the extremity D of the line 
P D . Thismay be proved by taking another point A'on the given line, and making 
the angle A'PD' equal to the angle A P D . The triangles A'PA, D'PD may be 
she-wn to be similar. 

60. Let A B C D be the given square, and let the diagonals intersect each other 
in E. Let F be any point in the locus", and join FA, FB, FD, FC, FE. Then by Theorem 3, p. 311, the sum of the squares on the lines from F to the angles of the square is she-wn to be equal to twice the area of the square and four times the square on EF. And E is a fixed point; if E F be constant, the locus of F is a cfrcle whose center is E and radius EF. 61. Let the figure be drawn, it will be seen that whatever inclination the paraUels A E , B F ; and C C , D D ' have to the lines A C , B D , the Une E F is a diagonal of the paraUelogram A E B F . 62. The-loous of the intersections ofthe diagonals of all the rectangles inscribed •in a scalene triangle, is a straight line drawn from the bisection of the base to the bisection ofthe shorter side ofthe triangle. 63. The straight Une may be proved to be a line parallel to the base ofthe triangle. 
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MAXIMA AND MINIMA. 

HINTS, &c. 

5. The greatest paraUelogram constructed -with given sides can be proved to 
be reotangular. 

6. This is she-wn by Buc. i. 18. 
7. The construction of this problem may be effected from Prob. i. p. 293. 
8. The former part is at once manifest by Euc. t. 47. Let the diagonals of, 

the square be drawn, and the given point be supposed to couicide with the inter
section of the diagonals, the minimum is obvious. Find its value in terms of 
the aide. 

9. Join the two given points, and the perpendicular drawn from the point of 
bisection of the distance, wiU determine the point in the given line. 

10. The sum of the squares on the two parts of any Une is least when the 
two parts are equal. 

11. See Prob. 1, p. 310. The greatest square is determined by the Une D E 
meeting, but not cutting the circle. 

12. The two rectangles are two squares, whose sum may be she-wn to be 
the least possible. 

13. First prove that the perimeter of a square is less than the perimeter of an 
equal rectangle : next, that the perimeter of the rectangle is le§g than the perimeter 
of any other equal parallelogram. 

14. This differs from the preceding in that the quadrUateral figure is not a 
parallelogram. 

15. "This may be proved by shewing that the area of the isosceles triangle is 
greater than the area of any other triangle which has the same vertical anglj, and 
the sum of the sides containing that angle, equal to the sum of the equal sides 
ofthe isosceles triangle. 

16. Let A B C be an isosceles triangle (fig. Euc. 1, 42), A E perpendicular to 
the base BC, and A E G G the equivalent rectangle. Then A C is greater than E A , &c. 

17. This may be shewn by Euc. i. 20. 
18. O n the same base A B , and on the same side of it, let two triangles A B C , 

A B D be constructed, having the side B D equal to BC, the angle A B C a right 
angle, but the angle A B D not a right angle; then the triangle A B C is greater than 
A B D , whether the angle A B D be acute or obtuse. 

19. Make an isosceles triangle, having its vertical angle equal to the given 
angle. Describe a triangle simUar to this isosceles triangle, and haviag its perimeter 
equal to the given perimeter. Then the area of this triangle may be shewn to be 
greater than the area of any other triangle which has the same vertical angle and 
the same perimeter. 

20. Let A B C be a right-angled triangle, having the right angle at B, and the 
base B C greater than the perpendioular A B . Let P be the required point in 
B C so that when A P is joined, and P D drawn perpendioular to A C , A P and 
P D shall be a minimum. Produce D P to meet A B produced in E. 'Then E D 
or A P and P D may be proved to be less than the sum of two lines dra-wn to any 
other point of BC. 

21. See Theorem 69, p. 304. 
22. Let A B C be an isosceles triangle, and from any point D in the base let 

D E , D F be drawn parallel to B A, C A respectively: and from D' the bisection of 
the base, let D'E', D'P' be similarly drawn"; it is required to prove that the tri
angles D'BF', D'CE' are less than the triangles D B F , D C E . 

23. Let A B C be a triangle whose vertical angle is A, and whose base B C is bisected in D ; let any Une E D G be drawn through D, meeting A C the greater side in G and A B produced in E, and forming a triangle A E G having the same vertical angle A. Draw B H paraUel to A C , and the triangles B D H , G D C are equal. Euc. i. 26. ' a > t ^t- J^^^ *^° triangles be construoted on the same base with equal perimeters ot which one IS isosceles. Through the vertex of that which is not isosceles draw a line parallel to the base, and intersecting the perpendicular drawn from the ver-IĴ-i "X isosceles triangle upon the common base. Jofri this point of intersection and the extremities of the base. 25. Let A B C , D B C be two equal triangles on the same base, of which A B C 
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is isosceles, fig. Euo. i. 37. By producing AB and making AG equal to AB or 
A C , and joining G D , the perimeter of the triangle A B C may be shewn to be less 
than the perimeter ofthe triangle D B C . 

26. It can be shewn that of all triangles on the same base and between the 
same paraUels, the isosceles triangle has the least perimeter. The equUateral tri
angle, being also isosceles, may be shewn to be greater than any other isosceles 
'triangle of the same perimeter, and hence of all triangles of equal perimeters, the 
equilateral has the greatest area. 

27. It may be proved that of all triangles ha'ring equal vertical angles, and 
their distances from their vertices to the bisections of thefr bases, equal to one 
another, the greatest is that which is isosceles. 

28. Let A C be the common base of the triangles, A B C the isosceles triangle, 
and A D C any other triangle on the same base A C and between the same parallels 
A C , B D . Describe a cfrcle about A B C , and let it cut A D in E andjoin EC. 
Then, Euc. i. 17, ni. 21. 

29. Let A B C be any triangle, and D any point in the base, and let A E F be 
another triangle ha'ving the same vertical angle, whose base E F is bisected in the 
point D. It may be shewn that the rectangle of the sides A E , A F is always less 
than the rectangle A B , A C , and that the triangle A E F is also always less than 
the triangle A B C . 

30. B y means of Prob. i. p. 387, the sum of ab, be, ca, may be proved to be a 
minimum. See Theo. 59, p. 346. 

31. O n any two sides A C , C B describe internally two segments of circles each 
containing an angle equal to one-thu-d of four right angles, and let the segments 
intersect each other in D. Join A D , B D , C D . Let a oircle be described with 
center A and radius A D and a tangent be dra'wn to it at D. The sum of B D , D C 
is a minimum when these Unes make equal angles with the tangent, and therefore 
when they make equal angles with the radius A D . Similarly it may be shewn 
that the sum of A D , D C is a minimum. But the lines A D , B D , C D make equal 
angles -with each other, D therefore is the point required. 

32. If three lines be drawn within the triangle from the angular points, 
making equal angles 'with the respective sides of the triangle, an equilateral tri
angle is formed by the intersection of these lines, except when each line makca 
equal angles with two sides of the triangle; and the smaller the angles are which 
are contained between the lines and the sides of the triangle, the greater wiU be 
the area of the new triangle, which cannot exceed the area of the given triangle. 
If however the lines are not requfred to be drawn within the triangle, the greatest 
triangle 'wiU be that whose sides are parallel to the sides of the given triangle. 

33. W h e n the sides are bisected, the lines joining the points of bisection are 
each respectively equal to half the opposite sides of the triangle. 

34. H four points successively be taken in the sides at equal distances from 
the angles, the lines joining these points -wiU form a square. W h e n the four points 
coincide with the bisections of fhe sides of the given square, the area of the in
scribed square is a minimum. 

35. The diagonals of all the inscribed rectangles intersect each other in the 
same point as the diagonals of the given rectangle. Take C R equal to A P and 
join PR, and upon P R as a diameter describe a semicircle cutting A D in Q, take 
B S equal to D Q ; then P Q R S is the inscribed rectangle, and the least value may be 
readily determined. 

36. The sides ofthe three squares inscribed in the triangle may be she-wn to 
be inversely as the three sides of the triangle respectively assumed as the base. 
Hence that square is the greatest which is contiguous to the smaUest of the three 
sides of the triangle. 

37. Describe semicircles on the exterior sides of the quadrUateral, the angles of any rectangle which cfrcumscribes the quadrilateral wiU lie on the cfrcumferences of these semicfrcles. 38. The least chord drawn through a given point, is the Une perpendioular to that diameter, which passes through the given point. 39. The point D may be shewn to be that point in the circumference ofthe cfrcle which passes through the points A, B and touches the line C D in the point D. 40. Let two lines A P , B P be drawn from the given points A, B, making equal angles with the tangent to the circle at the point of contact P, take any other point Q in the convex cfrcumference andjoin Q A , Q B ; then by Prob. 1, p. 387, and Euo. I. 21. •41. Take the center O, andjoin A P , A O , &o. and apply Euo. i. 20. 42. Let P be the given point -within the ofrcle whose center is O. Let P O 
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be joined and produced to meet the cfrcumferenoe in A, B. From ?r|?'"°'^ Jj^^ 
perpendicular to meet the circumferenoe in Q, and at Q draw a tangent Q I meet g 
the diameter produced in T. • i il 

43. , From the angular point draw a line through the center of the circle, and 
from the points where this Une cuts the cfrcumference, draw lines perpendicular 
to the two given lines. . , . 

44. The angle at whioh any straight line cuts the Circumference of a circle is 
the angle contained between the line and a tangent to the cfrcle at the point of 
XSXljQTSGCtiiojl. 
• 45. The chord P Q is proved greater than any other chord T R passing through 

the same point N, by Euc. i. 19 ; in. 15. If a cfrcle be described about the tri
angle P S Q , it will touch the circumference of the given cfrole in P, and the angle 
S P Q may be shewn to be greater than the angle STR. 

46. The point required will be found to be that point at which the Une dra'wn 
bisecting the radius is perpendicular to it. 

47. Let A be the base of the tower, A B its altitude, B C the height of the flag
staff, A D a horizontal line drawn from A. If a circle be described passing through 
the points B, C, and touching the line A D in the point E : E wUl be the point 
requfred. Give the analysis. 

48. The chord H K wiU be the greatest .possible when the arc H K is the 
greatest possible, that is, when the angle H P K is the greatest possible. 

49. It may be shewn that the point required is determined by a perpendicular 
drawn from the center ofthe cfrole on the given line. 

50. See fig. Theo. 3, p. 318 ; D E wUl be least when F is the middle point of 
the arc B F C . 

61. Let A be the given point in the diameter B C ; through A draw D A E 
perpendioular to B C , and join D B , B E . Through A draw any other chord F A G ; 
and join BF, B G ; draw F H , G K paraUel to B C meeting D E in H, K respectively; 
join B H , B K , and draw F M , G N perpendicular to B C . Then H K may be proved 
to be less than D E , and the triangle F B G less than the triangle D B A . 

62. -First find the chord D E so that the rectangle O F , D E may be the greatest 
possible. With center O and radius O F describe acirole, D E touches this cfrole in 
F. From A draw a line touching the smaller ofrcle and intersecting the given 
cfrole in A and B. Joui B O , CO, then B O C is the triangle required. 

53. Let the straight line joining the centers of the two cfrcles be produced both 
ways to meet the circumference of the exterior cirole. 

64. Let perpendiculars from the center of the larger cu-cle be dra-wn on 
those straight lines, then Euo. in. 16. 

65. The longest and shortest lines may be .proved to be in the line joining 
the centers of the two circles. 

66. Let two common tangents be drawn to the cfrcles, first, intersecting each 
other, next, meeting each other. . 

67. The line drawn through the point of intersection of the two circles parallel 
to the line which joins thefr centers, may be shewn to be double ofthe line which 
joins thefr icenters, and greater than any other straight line drawn through the 
same point and terminated by the circumferences. The greatest line therefore 
depends on the distance between the centers ofthe two circles. 

68. One cfrcle may be within the other, or the circles may be without one 
another. Let the centers of the circles be joined and the line produced to meet 
the cfrcumferences of both circles. 

69. Apply Euo. in. 21. 
60. Suppose the equilateral triangle described, and let the three cfrcles be the 

fiscribed circles of the triangle. 
61. The liqe drawn through fhe given point and making equal angles -with the two given lines is the line required. If a cirole be described touching the two given lines at the points where the required line meets them, the rectangle contained by the segments of any other line drawn through the given point, is greater than .the rectangle by the segments .of that line which makes equal angles with the given line. 62. The two points required are at the extremities of a certain diameter. 63. The equilateral triangle can be proved to be the least triangle which can be cfrcumscrihed about a cfrcle. 64._ Let A B C be an equilateral triangle inscribed in a circle, and let A B ' C be an isosceles triangle inscribed in the same circle, having the same vertex A. Draw the diameter A D intersecting B C in E, and B C in E', and let B'C' fall below BC. Then A B , B E , and.AB', B'B', are respectively tlie semi-perimeters 
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of the triangles. Draw B'F perpendicular to BC, and cut off AH equal to AB, 
and join B H . If B F can be proved to be greater than B'H, the perimeter of A B G 
is greater than the perimeter of AB'C. Next lot B'C' fall above BC. 

65. This may be shewn to be that isosceles triangle whose base ia the 
diameter. 

66. Let one of the diagonals of the square be drawn, then the isosceles right-
angled triangle whioh is half the square, may be proved greater than any other 
right-angled friangle upon the same hypotenuse. 

67. Let A B C be the given semicfrcle, O the center, and O C perpendicular to 
A B . If E F G H be the greatest rectangle inscribed in the semicircle ; then half of 
this rectangle O G H K wUl be the greatest rectangle inscribed in the quadrant O B C . 
The tangent ST to the quadrant at H, and terminated by OB, O C produced in S, 
T, is bisected at the point H. If instead of a semicfrcle, any segment of a circle 
be given, it will be found that the tangent S H T is bisected in H. 

68. The magnitude of the diagonal A D of the paraUelogram of which A B ia 
constant and A C variable, but terminated by the cfrcumference of the ofrcle, 
depends on the magnitude of A C and the angle C A B . 

69. Let A B C D , A'B'C'D' be two quadrilateral figures, having their corres
ponding sides respectively equal, and let A B C D be circumscribed by a circle, and 
A'B'C'D' not capable of being so circumscribed, the quadrilateral A B C D is greater 
than the quadrUateral A'B'C'D'. Draw the diameter A E , intersecting the side 
CD, and join CE, E D . O n C D ' describe the triangle C'E'D' having its sides 
respectively equal to the sides of the triangle C E D , andjoin A'E'. The proof 
depends on she-wing that of the quadrUaterals A B C E , A'B'C'E', which have their 
sides respectively equal, the greater is that which has its fourth side equal to 
the diameter of the circumscribing cirole. 

70. This may be easily shewn by Euo. i. 20. 
71. Let A B C D E (figure iv. 11), be a regular polygon inscribed in a circle, 

and in the arc A B take any point M , and join A M , C M . Then the triangle A B O 
may be shewn to be greater than the triangle A M C . 

72. This Theorem is the general form of theorem 69, p. 393, and may be proved 
in a similar manner for a polygon of 6, 6, &c. sides. 

73. The proof depends on the property, that an isosceles triangle has a greater 
area than any scalene triangle of the same perimeter. 

TANGENCIES. 

HINTS, &c. 

It may be remarked that in most of the Problems on tangencies, numerous 
cases arise, depending on the magnitude and position of the given circles, and on 
other circumstances. In Prob. 43, p. 399, no fewer than fifteen different oases 
have been distinguished. 

5. Let O be the center of the given cfrole. Draw O A perpendicular to the 
given straight line ; at O in O A make the angle A O P equal to the given angle, 
produce P O to meet the circumference again in Q, Then P, Q are two points 
from which tangents may be drawn fulfilling the required condition. 

6. Let A B be the given arc. Find the center C of the circle, and draw the 
radu CA, C B and produce them. The tangent TPT' touching the arc A P and 
terminated by the radii CA, C B produced in T, T' has a minimum value when 
the point P is at the center of the arc A B . 

7. Let A B be the given straight line and C the center ofthe given circle whose 
radius is CD. At the point D draw D E equal to the given tangent and join C E ; 
with center C and radius C E describe a circle touching or intersecting the given 
Straight line ; the point or points so determined, are the point or points required. 

8. First. If the cfrcles be without each other. In the second cfrcle draw a 
chord equal to the given portion of the tangent to the first circle. Describe a 
concentric oircle touching this chord, and then draw a common tangent to the first 
cirole and the concentric circle. Secondly. If the cfrcles be one within the other, 
the concentric circle must be dra-wn to the ffrst circle. 

9. Take any point E in the arc BC.'and join BE, EC. Then Euo. in. 22, 32. 10. Let A be the given point, and B the givrai point in the given line CD. II 
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At B draw BE at right angles to CD, join AB and bisect it in F, and from F dra-w 
F E perpendicular to A B and meeting B E in E. E is the center of the requireo 
cfrcle. 

11. Let A B be the given line and C the center of the given circle. Since 
the radius is given and the perpendicular from the center of the chord is given; 
hence the length of the chord is known. The problem is the same as, to de 
scribe a circle passing through two given points and touching a given straight line. 

12. Let A B be the given line and D the given point in it, through which the 
cirole is required to pass, and A C the line whioh the cfrcle is to touch. From D 
draw D E perpendicular to A B and meeting A C in C. Suppose O a point iji A D 
to be the center ofthe required circle. Draw O E perpendicular to A C , and join 
OC, then it may be shown that C O bisects the angle A C D . 

13. Let A B , A C be the two given lines which meet at A , and let D be the 
given point. Bisect the angle B A C by AE, the center of the circle is in A E . 
Through D draw D F perpendicular to A E , and produce D F to G, making F G 
equal to FD. Then D G is a chord of the circle, and the circle which passes through 
D and touches A B , will also pass through G and touch AC. 

14. Let A be the given point, B C the given straight line which the cirele is to 
touch, and D E the line in which the center is to be situated. LetDE beproduced 
to meet B C in C. Join A C , and through A draw A B perpendicular to BC, and 
produce it to meet D E C in D. With center D and radius D B describe a circle 
cutting CA, produced if necessary, in tv.'o points F, G, or touching it in one. Join 
F D , and draw A H parallel to F D meeting D E in H. The circle described with 
center H and radius H A is the circle required. Draw H K perpendicular to BC, 
then by similar triangles, H G is proved to be equal to H A . 

15. Let A T , A B C be the two given lines meeting when produced in A, and 
let T be the point in the line where the circle touches A, and B C the chord of 
given length. Since AT* = A C . A B , Euc. in. 36, the positions of B, C the ex
tremities of the given chord B C are indeterminate. 

16. Let D be the given point and E F the given straight line. (fig. Euc. in. 32.) 
Draw D B to make the angle D B F equal to that contained in the alternate segment. 
Draw B A at right angles to EF, and D A at right angles to D B and meeting B A 
in A. Then A B is the diameter of the cirele. 

17. Let A P be the given line, and P the given point where the cfrcle is to touch 
it, and let A Q be the position of the other given line intersecting the former line 
in A. At P draw PB, P C intersecting A Q in B, C, and making the angle P B C 
equal to the supplement of the angle in the segment to be out off by A Q . The 
circle passing through P, B, C, is the circle required. 

18, Let A B , A C be the two Unes given in position and when produced meeting 
in A. Bisect the angle B A C by AF, at A draw A G perpendicular to A B and 
equal to the given radius. Through G draw G H paraUel to A B , meeting A F 
-in H Then H is the center of the required circle. 

19. Let A B , A C be the given lines and P the given point. Then if O be the 
center ofthe required cfrcle touching AB, AC, in R, S, the line A O wiU bisect the 
given angle B A C . Let the tangent from P meet the circle in Q, and draw O Q , 
OS, OP, AP. Then there are given A P and the angle O A P . Also since O Q P is 
a right angle, we have OP* —'tlO* = OP* — OS* = PQ* a given magnitude. More
over the right-angled triangle A O S is given in species, or O S to O A is a given 
ratio. Whence in the triangle A O P there is given, the angle A O P , the side A P , 
and the excess of OP* above the square on a line ha'ring a given ratio to O A , to 
determine OA. Whence the construction is obvious. 

20. Draw any Une A B so that A C is equal to B C ; on this describe a segment 
to contain the given angle; through the given point P draw CQ, meeting the seg
ment in Q, and join Q A , Q B ; draw PD, P E parallel to QA, Q B respectively; and D O perpendicular to AC, and E O to BC. "Then O is the center. 21. Let P be the given point in the line where the circle is to touch it. Q, B, the other two given points through which the two tangents drawn to the circle are to be parallel. On Q R describe a semicfrcle, and at P draw P C at right angles to Q R to meet the circumference in C. Then C is the center of the circle which touches A B iu P and two lines drawn from Q, R parallel to one another. 22. Join AA', BB' and shew A'B' to be constant. 23. These circles are the inscribed circle and escribed circles of a triangle. If two of the given lines be parallel and intersected by the third, only two cfrcles can be described touching the three lines. 24. Let A B be the given straight line and C the center of the given cfrole; draw C D perpendioular to A B , and in D C or D C produced, take D E equal to the 
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radius ofthe required oircle, at B draw EP parallel to AB, and with center C and 
radius equal to the sum of the radii of the given and required circles, describe a 
cfrole intersecting E F in F. Then F is the center of the requfred cfrole. 

25. Euc. III. 11, suggests the construction. 
26. Let the circle required touch the given circle in P, and the given line in 

Q. Let C be the center of the given cirole, and C that of the required ofrcle. 
Join C C , C Q , Q P ; and let Q P produced meet the given circle in R, join R C and 
produce it to meet the given liue in V. Theu R C V is perpendicular to V Q . 
Hence the construction. 

27. Let the two given lines A B , B D meet in B, and let C be the center of the 
given oircle, and let the required circle touch the line A B , and have its center ia 
B D . Draw C F E perpendicular to H B intersecting the circumference ofthe givea 
circle in F, and produce CE, making E F equal to the radius CF. Through G 
draw G K paraUel to A B , and meeting D B in K. Join CK, and through B, draw 
B L paraUel to K C , meeting the circumference of the circle whose center is C in L ; 
join C L and produce C L to meet B D in O. Then O is the center of the circle re
quired. Draw O M perpendicular to A B , and produce E C to meet B D in N , 
Then by the sinular triangles, O L may be proved equal to O M . 

28. Let A be the given point in the given line A B through which the re
qufred circle is to pass, and to touch the given circle whose center is C. Through 
C draw C D parallel to A B meeting the circumference in D ; join A D intersecting 
the oircle in E, draw C E and produce it to meet A B in O. O is the center of the 
requfred cfrcle. 

29. The position of the Une may be determined by means of Theorem 67, 
p. 400. 

30. The fixed point is the extremity of that diameter of the given circle which 
when produced is perpendioular to the given line. 

31. Let the two cfrcles intersect eaoh other in RS, and let R S be produced to 
P, and from P let the tangent P A be drawn to the oircle whose center is O, and 
P B C be drawn making B C a chord in the other ofrcle whose center is O'. The 
center of the ofrcle which passes through the points A B G is in the liue A O or A O 
produced. 

32. With center .B and radius equal to the radius ofthe given circle, describe 
a circle cutting the given arc in D. The problem differs from 28, in haring the 
given point and the required center in a circular arc instead of a straight Une. 

33. Let C be the given point in the given straight line A B , and D the center 
of the given circle. Through C draw a line C E perpendicular to A B ; on the other 
side of A B , take C E equal to the radius of the given cfrcle. Draw E D , and at D 
make the angle E D F equal to the angle D E C , and produce E C to meet DF. This 
gives the construction for one case, when the given line does not cut or touch the 
other circle. 

34. Let the cirole A C F having the center G, be the requfred circle touching 
the given cfrole whose center is B, in the point A, and cutting the other given 
cfrcle in the point C. Join B G , and through A draw a Une perpendicnlar to 
B G ; then this Une is a common tangent to the cfrcles whose centers are B, G. 
Join A C , G C . Hence the construction. 

35. Let C, C be the centers of the given circles and P the given point in one 
of them. Draw C P and produce it, the center of the required oircle is in C P pro
duced. Join C C cutting the circle's in D, D', on P C take P E equal to C D ' and 
join E C ; at C make the angle E C O equal to C E P , and produce C O to meet 
C P produced in O. O is the center of the circle required. 

36. Let C be the center of the given circle, B the given point in the circum
ference, and A the other given point through which the required circle is to be 
made to pass. Join CB, the center of the cfrcle is a point in C B produced. The center itself may be found in three ways. 37. Let A B , C D be the two lines given in position and E the center of the given cfrole. Draw two lines F G , H I parallel to A B , C D respectively and external to them. Describe a circle passing through E and touching PG, HI. Join the centers E, O, and with center O and radius equal to the difference of the radu of these cfrcles describe a cfrcle; this will be the circle required. 38. The lines joining the centers of three circles which touch one another, pass through the points of contact of the circles. 39. Inscribe two unequal circles in a semicircle, touching each other and the diameter and circumference of the semicircle, and reverse the problem. 40. Let A, B, be the centers of the given circles, which touch externallyin E ; and let C be the given point in that whose center is B. Make C D equal to Il2 
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AE and draw AD; make the angle DAG equal to the angle ADG : then G is the 
center of the cfrcle required, and G C its radius. . i.,„;„'ht 

41. Let A, B be the centers of the given cfrcles and C D the given ̂ f'^ffV' 
line. O n the side of C D opposite to that on which the circles are situateo, 
draw a line E F parallel to C D at a distance equal to the radius of the s™aue£ 
oircle. From A the center of the larger ofrcle describe a concentric ofrcle GU. 
with radius equal to the difference of the radii of the two circles. Then the center 
ot the circle touching the ofrcle G H , the Une EF, and passing throi^h the center 
ofthe smaller circle B, may be shewn to be the center of the ofrcle which touches 
the cfrcles whose centers are A, B, and the liue C D . 

42. Let A be the given point, B C the given straight Une, and D the ce nter 
of the given cfrcle. Through D draw C D perpendicular to B C , meeting the cfr
cumference in E, F. Join A F , and take F G to the diameter FE, as F C is to F A . 
The circle described passing through the two points A, G and touching the Une 
B C in B is the circle required. Let H be the center of this cirole ; join H B , and 
B F cutting the circumference of the given circle in K, and join EK. Then the 
triangles FBC, F K E being equiangular, by Euo.wi. 4, 16, and the construction, 
K is proved to be a point in the circumferenoe of the circle passing through the 
points A, G, B. And if D K , K H be joined, D K H may be proved to be a straight 
line,—the straight line which joins the centers of the two cfrcles, and passes 

" through a common point in their circumferences. 
43. Let the two given circles be without one another, and let A, B be thefr 

centers. Join A B cutting the circumferences in C, D ; take CE, D F each equal to 
the radius ofthe required oircle : the two circles described with centers A, B, and 
radii A E , B F respectively, will intersect one another, and the point of intersection 
wUl be the center ofthe required circle. Distinguish the different cases. 

44. Let A be the given point, B, C the centers of the two given circles. Let a 
Une drawn through B, Cmeet the cfrouraferences ofthe circles in G, F; E, D, re
spectively. In G D produced, take the point H, so that B H is to C H as the radius of 
the cfrole whose center is B to the radius of the cirole whose center is C. Join 
A H , and take K H to D H as G H to A H . Through A, K describe a oircle A L K 
touching the circle whose center is B, in L. Then M may be proved to be a point 
in the circumference ofthe cirole whose center is C. For by joining H L and pro
ducing it to meet the circumference of the ofrcle whose center is B in N ; and 
joining B N , BL, and drawmg C O parallel to BL, and C M paraUel to B N , the line 
H N is proved to cut the oircumferenoe of the circle whose center is B in M, O ; 
and CO, C M are radii. By joining GL, D M , M may be proved to be a point iu 
the cireumference of the circle A L K . And by producing BL, C M to meet m P, 
P is proved to be the center of A L K , and B P joining the centers of the tŵ o ofroles, 
passes through L the point of contact. Hence also is shevm that P M C passes 
through M, the point where the circles whose centers are P and C touch each 
other. 

Note. If the given point be in the circumference of one of the drcles, the con
struction may be more simply effected thus : 

Let A be in the ciroumferenoe of the cirole whose center is B. Join B A , and 
in A B produced, if necessary, take A D equal to the radius of the circle whose 
center is C ; join D C , and at C make the angle D C E equal to the angle C D E , the 
point E determined by the intersection of D A produced and CE, is the center of 
the circle. 

45. The Kne joining the points of contact, -when produced, intersects the Une 
joining the centers, when produced in a fixed point. 

46. Let O be the center of the required circle in the given line A B , and 
touching the given circles Avhose centers are C, C in P and Q. Join CP, C Q , 
these lines produced pass through O. Euc. in. 12. Join also C C , P Q : P O Q is an isosceles triangle. If P C be greater than Q C ; on P C take P E equal to Q C and join E C ; then E C O is also an isosceles triangle having the base E C paraUel to P Q . 4 7. This problem is a particular case of the preceding prob. 46. 48. Let C be the center of the first and C' the center of the second cirole. Join the centers C C , meeting the first circle in D. Through C draw a diameter E C F at right angles to C C ; then the cirele described passing through the points D, E, Ĵ , will touch the first circle in D and bisect the circumference of the second cfrole. Next, take the point D not in the line joining the centers ofthe circles. 49. This may be shewn to follow directly from Euc. in. 36, i. 47. 50. Let the given oircle be described. ' Draw a line through the center and intersection ofthe two lines. Next draw a chord perpendicular to this Ime, cutting 
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off a segment containing the given angle. The circles described passing through 
one extremity of the chord and touching one of the straight lines, shall also pass 
through the other extremity of the chord and touch the other line. 

61. Join the centers A, B ; at C the point of contact draw a tangent, and at 
A draw A F cutting the tangent in F, and making -with C F an angle equal to one 
fourth of the given angle. From F draw tangents to the circles. 

62. At any points P, R in the circumferences of the circles, whose centers are 
A, B, draw P Q , RS, tangents equal to the given lines, and join A Q , BS. These 
being made the sides of a ti-iangle of which A B is the base, the vertex of the tri
angle is the point required. 

63. Let A B be the ̂ iven straight line, and C, C the centers of the given circles. 
Let O be a point in AI3 such that the tangents .OP, O Q drawn from O to the two 
cfrcles are equal. Join C C , OC, O C , PC, QC', and draw Oil perpendioular to 
C C . Then M is a point in C C such that C M * - C M * = CP* - CQ*. 

54. Let C, C be the centers of the given circles, and let P be the point at 
-which the taiigents P Q , P R ; PQ', PR' contain equal angles. Join Q C , CR, 
Q'C. C R', C C . Then P Q C , P C Q' are simUar triangles, and CQ, C Q ' are con
stant ; whence the ratio of CP to C P is constant, also C C is constant. The point 
P Ues on the circumference of a circle. Determine its center. 

55. Bisect the sides A B , BC, CA, in D, E, F, and join D E , EF, F D ; then 
the circles described about the triangles A D F , B D E , C E F shall pass through the 
angles A, B, C of the equilateral triangle and shall touch each other. 

56. If each of the three circles is to be touched by eaoh of three straight 
lines : the cfrcles requfred wUl be found to be the inscribed cirole and two of the 
escribed cfrcles of a triangle. 

67. Let A, B, C be the centers of the three given cireles. On the same side 
draw the tangent D E to the circles whose centers are A, B ; and F G to the 
cfrcles whose centers are B, C; bisect D E in H, a n d F G in K : and draw H L , 
K M perpendicular to A B . A C . (the lines jo-lning the centers of the circles) to 
meet in O. O is the point requfred. For, join D A , H A , FA, liA, EB, H B , K C , 
CG, A O , B O , C O I draw the tangents O P , O Q , O R to the circles whose centers 
are A, B, C respectively, andjoin A P , B Q , CR. Then the difference ofthe squares 
on O P and O Q may be shewn to be equal to the difference of the squares on D H 
and H E . But D H is equal to H E , by construction, it follows that O P is equal to 
O Q . In the same way it may be shew-n, that O P is equal to OR. 

Note. The line H O is caUed the radical axis of the circles, whose centers are A 
and B ; and simUarly, K O of the cfr-cles whose centers are B and C. 

The pomt O is the radical center of the circles whose centers are A, B, C. 
68. If the three points be such as when joined by straight lines a triangle is 

formed ; the points at which the inscribed oircle touches the sides ofthe triangle, 
are the points at which the three circles touch one another. Euo. iv. 4. Different 
cases arise from the relative position of the three points. 

69. First, let the three cfrcles be equal. Divide the given circle into three 
equal sectors, and draw tangents to the middle of the arcs, the problem is then 
refiuced to the inscription of a circle in a triangle. Secondly, let two of the circles 
be equal; and thfrdly, let the three circles be unequal. 

60. 'The general case of this problem is when the given ofroles do not touch or 
intersect one another. Let A, B, C be the centers of the given circles. With 
center B describe a cfrcle with a radius equal to the difference or sum (as the case 
may require) of the radii of the circles whose centers are A and B : with center 
C describe another cfrcle with a radius equal to the difference or sum of the radii 
of the cireles whose centers are A and C. Then the circle described touching these 
-two circles and passing through the point A (Prob. 69, p. 361) willhave its center 
coincident with the center of the required ofrcle. Give the analysis of the problem. 61. Let A, B, C be the three given points, join A B , BC, CA. Then Euc. iv. 4, suggests the method of finding the points on A B , BC, CA, through whioh the three cfrcles pass. 62. The three tangents will be found to be perpendicular to the sides of the triangle formed by joining the centers ofthe three circles. 63. Let C, C, C" be the centers of the three cfrcles; C is the center of the largest, C of the smallest. Let the tangents to the circles whose centers are C, C ; C, C ; C, C" meet in A, B, C respectively. Join the points A, B, C; then A B shaU be in the same straight line as BC. Join C, C, C" and produce C C , CC", G'C"; these lines meet the tangents in A, B, C respectively. Through C'̂  draw C E paraUel to A B , then B C may be proved also parallel to C'E. 
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64. Let POQ be the common diameter, O being the point of "O'^*^"'-°5,,*! 
circles B, C. Let D E O F G be any line drawn through O and meetmg the ciruum 
ferenoes of the circles. Join PE, QF, then D B is equal to FG. fthem 

65. Describe a oircle through the three given points; from A any one ol tde , 
draw any chord, and from the center D draw the perpendicular D E upon ii. 
With the same center and radius D E describe a circle. Then from B, C draw imes 
BF, C G touching this circle; then AE, BF, C G are equal to one another, ine 
circle, which is the superior limit, is the circle passing through the points A, B, L" 

66 Let A B, C be the three given points. Suppose O to be the center ot the 
efrcle requfred, such that the tangents AP, BQ, C R drawn from A, B, C are equal 
to three eiven straight lines. Draw OP, OQ, OR, OA, OB, O C ; 

then AO* - OP* = AP*, BO* - OQ* = BQ*, OC* - OR* = CB*: 
whence AO* - BO* = AP* - BQ* = a constant square; and the locus of O can 
be drawn. In a similar way BO* - CO* = BQ* - OR* = some constant square; 
and the locus of O in this case also can be drawn. 

The intersection of the t-svo loci wUl determine the center of the cirole. It may 
be remarked that the three circles described with centers A, B, C -with radii A P, 
BQ, C R respectively, intersect the required oircle at right angles. 

67. Let the tangents TP, T Q be drawn from any point T in the perpendicular 
C T to meet the circles in P, Q respectively. Join AP, BQ, AT, P T ; then by 
Euc. 1. 47, the square on P T may be shewn to be equal to the square on QT. 

68. (1) When the tangent is on the same side of the two circles. Join C, C 
their centers, and on C C describe a semicirele. With center C and radius equal 
to the difference of the radii of the two circles, describe another oircle cutting the 
semicircle in D ; join D C and produce it to meet the circumference ofthe given 
circle in B. Through C draw C A parallel to D B and join B A ; this line touches 
the two circles. 

(2) When the tangent is on the alternate sides. Having joined C, C ; on C C 
describe a semicircle ; with center C, and radius equal to.-the smn ofthe radii of 
the two circles describe another circle cutting the semicircle in D, join C D cutting 
the circumference in A, through C draw CB parallel to C A and join AB. 

69. Let A, B, be the centers, and C the point of contact of the two circles; D, 
!E the points of contact of the circles with the common tangent DE, and CF a 
tangent common to the two circles at C, meeting D F in E. Join DC, CE. Then 
DP, FC, F E may be shewn to be equal, and F C to be at right angles to AB. 

70. Let C, C be the centers, BB' the tangent intersecting the line C C 
'oining the centers, and A.A' the other tangent. Draw the radii A C , BC, A'C, 
B'C to the points of contact; and draw C G paraUel to A A ' meeting A C in G; 
and B H parallel to BB' meeting CB produced in H. Then C'G=AA', C'H=BB', 
C G = A C -> A'C, and A H = CB -f- B H = A C -l- A'C; and A'A* - B'B* may 
be proved to be equal to 4. A C . A'C, or the rectangle of the diameters of the 
cfrcles. 

71. Let Obe the point required in the line C C which joins the centers ofthe 
two circles, such that tangents''OP, O Q drawn from O to touch the two circles 
are equal. The lines CC, CP, O Q are known, and the position ofthe point O may 
fee determined from CO* - C O * = CP* - CQ*. 

t 

GEOMETRICAL EXEECISES ON BOOK XI. 

HINTS, &c. 

S. Let ad, BE be two parallel straight lines, and let two planes ADFC, BEFC 
pass through A D , BE, and let CF be their common intersection, fig. Euo. xi. 10. 
Then CF may be proved parallel to B E and A D . 

4. This theorem is analogous to Euo, xi. 8. Let two parallel lines AC, B D 
meet a plane in the points A, B. Take A C equal to B D and draw CE, DP, per
pendiculars on the plane, and join AE, BF. Then the angles CAE, DBF, are the 
jnolinations of AC, B D to the plane, Euc. xi. def. 6, and these angles may be 
proved to be equal. 

5. Let lines be drawn in each plane through the points where the Unes out the 
planes, then by Buc. i. 29. 
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6. Let AB, CD be parallel straight lines, and let perpendiculars be drawn 
fix>m the extremities of AB, C D on any plane, and meet it in the points A', B', C', 
D'. Draw A'B', CD', these are the projections of A B , C D on the plane, and may 
he proved to be parallel. 

7. Draw the figure, the proof offers no difiiculty. 
8. Let AB, A C drawn from the point A, and A'B', A'C dra-wn from the 

point A', in two parallel planes, make equal angles with a plane E F passing through 
AA', and perpendicular to the planes BAC, B'A'C. Let A B in the plane A B C 
be paraUel to A'B' in the plane A'B'C; then A C may be proved to be paraUel 
to A C . 

9. The plane must be drawn through the given line so that the plane and the 
other given line may be equally inclined to a thfrd plane. 

10. The required plane must be drawn through the given point so as to have 
the same inclination to a thfrd plane, as the plane whioh passes through the two 
given lines. 

11. From the point A let A B be dra-wn perpendicular to a plane, and A C 
perpendicular to a aiven Ime C D in a plane: join BC, then B C is at right angles 
to CD. For AB, BC, C D may be considered as three consecutive edges of a rectan
gular paraUelopiped, and A C the diagonal of one face. 

12. In the triangle B C D in which B E is drawn from the vertex to a point E 
in the base C D ; it may be proved that the difference of the squares on the sides 
BC, B D is equal to the difference of the squares on the segments CE, E D of the 
base. By the converse of Theo. 168, p. 308. 

13. "The Unes AA', FF' produced in the planes, meet in the Une of thefr inter
section. See Theorem 11. p. 403. 

14. Construct the figure by joining the points, and it wUl be foimd to be a 
rectangular paraUelopiped of which A, B, C, D are four of the comers. 

15. Let B C be the common intersection of the two planes A B C D , E F G H 
which are inclined to each other at any angle. From K at any point in the plane 
A B C D , let K L be dra-wn perpendicular to the plane E F G H , and K M perpendi
cular to BC, the line of intersection of the two planes. Join LM, and prove that 
the plane which passes through KL, K M is perpendieular to the line BC. 

16. Let a line be dra-wn in the plane of the triangle through the point A 
parallel to B C the base. 

17. About the given Une let a plane be made to revolve, till it passes through 
the given point. The perpendicular drawn in this plane from the given point 
upon the given line is the distance required. 

18. Through any point in the first Une draw a line parallel to the second ; the 
plane through these is parallel to the second Ime. Through the second line draw 
a plane perpendicular to the fore-named plane cutting the first line in a point. 

Through this point draw a perpendicular in the second plane to the first plane, 
and it -wiU be perpendicular to both Unes. 

19. Through any point draw perpendiculars to both planes ; the plane passing 
through these two Unes wUl fuUU the conditions requfred. 

20. From the points where the lines meet the planes, draw two Unes perpen
dicular to the intersection of the planes. 

21. This is only a more general form of the preceding theorem. 
22. Let AB, A C in one of the planes make equal angles with D E the line of 

the intersection of the planes. Let A B be equal to AC. Draw BF, C G perpen
diculars on the other plane, and draw FA, G A in that plane, and prove the angle 
B A P equal to the angle CAG. 

23. This differs from the preceding only in the two planes being at right angles 
to each other. 

24. H the intersecting plane be perpendioular to the three straight lines; by joining the points of thefr intersection with the plane, the figure formed will be an equUateral triangle. If the plane be not perpendicular, the triangle -wUlbe isosceles. 25. Let the three parallel straight lines A D , BE, CF be cut by the parallel planes A B C , D E F , and A, B, C, the points of intersection ofthe lines, be joined, as also D, E, F ; then the figure A B C may be proved to be equal and simUar to tho figure DEF. 26. This is shewn by means of the similar triangles. 27. This may be readUy proved by Euc. xi. 17. 28. Apply Euc. xi. 6. 29. This is an indeterminate Problem. If however, the cfrole be in that plane •which passes through the given point, and be perpendicular to the two given planes, the problem is reduced to that of describing a oircle whioh shaU pass through a given point, and touch two given straight lines. 
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30. Let the three Unes meet m the point A, and let a plane intersect them in 
the points B, C, D, so that A B , A C , A D are equal to one another.. ̂ ^^ff"~ 
cfrcle about the triangle B C D , and let O be the center; the line A U is p 
pendicular to the plane B C D . 

31. See Theorem 16, p. 403. . . .̂ _ 
32. Let the straight lines intersect in A, and let a plane be drawn outtmg iu» 

three given lines in the points B, C, D, and the fourth in B. 
33. This theorem is analogous to Theorem 5, p. 297. 
34. This wUl appear from Euc. i. 19. 
36. Apply Euo. I. 19. ,.,,., , , . ot. 
36. Let S be the proposed soUd angle, m which the three plane angles A S B , 

A S C B S C are known, it is required to find the angle contained by t-«-o of these 
plane's, such as ASB, ASC. O n a plane make the angles B'SA, A S C , B"SC 
equal to the angles BSA; ASC, BSC in the soUd figure ; take B S and B"S each 
equal to E S in the solid figure ; from the points B' and B " at right angles to S A 
and SC draw B'A and B'C, which will intersect each other at the point O. 
From O as a center with radius A B ' describe the semicircle B'SE ; at the point 
O, erect Ob perpendicular to B'E and meeting the circumference iu b; join AS: 
the angle EA.5 -will be the required inclination of the two planes ASC, A S B in the 
soUd angle. Legendre's Geometry, translated by Sfr David Brewster, pp. 125, &o. 

37 Let ASC, A S B (same figure as in 36) be the two given plane angles; 
and suppose for a moment that GSB" is the third angle required ; then employing 
the same construction as in the foregoing problem, the angle included between the 
planes of the two first, the inclination of these planes would be EA5. N o w as 
E A 5 can be determined by means of CSB", the other two being given, so lUte-wise. 
may CSB" be determined by means of EAd, which is just what the problem 
requires. 

Having taken SB' at pleasure, upon S A let fall the indefinite perpendicular 
B'E; make the angle EAS equal to the iaoUnation of the two given planes; from 
the point b, where the side Ab meets the circle described from the center A, with 
the radius AB', draw 60 perpendicular to A E ; from the point O, at right angles 
to SC draw the indefinite line O C B " ; make SB" equal to SB'; the angle CSB" 
will be the thfrd plane angle requfred. Legendre's Geometry, translated by Sfr 
David Brewster, pp. 127, &c. 

38. This theorem is analogous to Euc. n. 4. 
39. Construct the figure, and it will be found that the angle between the 

diagonal and one side of the cube measures the inchnation of the two planes. 
40. The section will be in all cases a paraUelogram, but not necessarily rect

angular. Any plane dra-wn perpendicular to a face through a line equal to the 
edge of the cube, will fulfil the condition. 

41. The diagonal plane of a cube is at right angles to two ofthe faces ofthe 
cube, and makes angles each equal to half a right angle with the other four faces. 

42, Let a rectangular parallelogram A B C D be formed by four squares, eaoh 
equal to a face of the given cube, and let EF, G H , K L , be the lines of division of 
the four squares. Let B D the diagonal of A B C D , cut E F in M ; the square o n B M 
to the square on A B is as 17 to 16. Let B G the diagonal of A B H G c u t E F in N ; 
the square on B N is to the square on A B , as 20 is to 16 ; hence there is some square 
between that on B M and B N which bears to the square on A B , the ratio of 18 to 
16, or of 9 to 8. 

The foUowing addition may be easily proved. If six edges of a cube taken in 
order round the figure, be bisected, and the points of bisection be joined ui suc
cession, these six Unes wUl form a regular hexagon. 

43. From the six points out of the perpendicular, draw perpendiculars to the 
plane, and join the points where the perpendiculai-s meet the plane. 44. Let O be one of the solid angles of a cube whose three adjacent edges are OA, OB, O C ; Q B E C being the base ofthe cube. O n O A , O B , OC, let any three points A', B', C be taken, andjoin A'B', B'C, CA'. Then the square" of the area ofthe base A'B'C of the solid OA'B'C is equal to the sum ofthe squares of the areas of the faces, OA'B', OA'C, OCB'. Join O E intersecting B'C in E", and join A'W. Then A'E' may be shewn to be perpendioular to the base C B ' of the triangle A'B'C, and by Euo. i. 47, and note page 82, the truth of the property ia shewn. . 46._ This is to shew that the square on the diagonal of a rectangular paraUelopiped is equal to the sum of the squares on its three edges. 46. This may be effected in several ways, the most simple is by dra-wing a plane through a diagonal of the cube. r j n 
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47. This theorem is analogous to the corresponding theorem respecting a rect
angular parallelogram. 

The a.xis ot a paraUelopiped must not be confotmded with its diagonal. 
48. See the figure Euc. xi. 10. If the lines be unequal, the figure maybe 

shewn not to agree with the definition of a prism. Euc. xi. def. 13. 
49. Tlirough each line draw a plane paraUel to the other ; these planes wiU 

be parallel, and obviously form two of the faces of the paraUelopiped. Through 
each Une and one extremity of the other, draw a plane; and a second plane 
parallel to it through the remaining extremity. This wUl complete the figure ;, 
bat there wiU be fom- varieties of cases according as the extremities are situated. 

60. Let the depth be taken as the fixed unit, and let the breadth be double the 
depth, and the length double the breadth. Let the parallelepiped and the cube be 
constructed. Then the cube may be shewn to consist of the same number of cubic 
units as the paraUelopiped. See note on def. a. p. 272. 

SimUarly, U' the breadth be treble, or any other multiple of the depth, and the 
length treble, or the same multiple of the breadth, the equality of the two figures 
may be shewn to exist. 

51. Let A B G D E F be a truncated prism whose base A B C is a triangle, right-
angled at B, and whioh is cut off by a plane which intersects the edges in D, E, F. 
Through D the extremity of the shortest edge, draw a plane parallel to the base 
A B C cutting the edges BF, C E m b, e respectively. Then the sum of the prism 
ABCaSD, and the pyramid DcEF6 may be shewn to be equal to the volume of the 
prism stated in the question. 

52, Let the figure be deseribed in a similar manner to that of Theorem 2, page 
402 : by employing Euc. n. 12,13, instead of Euc. i. 47, the truth of the theorem 
may be proved. 

63. See Theorem 60, p. 406. 
64. Every possible combination of the lines taken three at a time-wUl form 

the pyramids, since the respective faces may be so formed. These are fifteen ia 
number, 

66. Describe a cfrcle passing through the three given points, and from the 
center draw a line perpendicular to its i^ane. Then every point iu this perpendi
cular fulfils the conditions requfred 

66. Let B C D be the base of the pyramid. Take C D ' equal to C D in the same 
Kne, and join A C , B C , AD', BD'. Then the triangular base B C D ' is equal t» 
B C D , Enc. I. 38. And since A is a fixed point, the altitude of the pyramids. 
A B C D , A B C D ' is the same, and pyramids ofthe same altitude on equal bases are 
equal. 

67. Bisect the base by a Une dra-wn in the given direction, whether parallel to. 
a given line, or tending to a given point. The plane drawn through the bisecting 
liue and the vertex of the pyramid, gives the solution of the problem. 

58, This Theorem is analogous to Theorem 151, p. 331. 
69. Every oblique pyramid is equal to a right pyramid of the same base and 

altitude. Every right pyramid whose base is not triangular may be divided into 
triangular pyramids of the same altitude. Every pyramid on a triangular base 
is equal to one-third of a prism of the same base and altitude. Hence, any pyramid 
may be proved to be one-third of a prism of the same base and altitude. 

60. See the preceding problem, and note on Def. a, p. 272. 
61. Draw the necessary Unes and by Euc. i. 47. 
62. Let A C B , A D B , be the triangles, C D being perpendicular to the plane of 

A C B . Then the angles D A C , D B C , and the line D C being given, the lines D A , 
D B , can be construoted. Draw ab through C perpendioular to CD, and make the 
angles C D a , C D S , the complements of the given angles ; then Ca, Cb will be of 
the same length as CA, CB. Whence the angle-which they are to form being given, the triangle may be constructed, and its base is the line required. 63. The triangle F C D is equal in aU respects to A C D , and C H is ob-riously equal to C D or C B ; and it wUl be sufficient to shew that the angle B O H is a. right angle, and that H G and G B are each equal to BC. 64. From the vertex A draw a line to any point B in the base of the pyramid, and meeting the given section in B'. From the angular points ofthe base dra-yv Unes to the point B ; also from the angular points of the given section to the point B'. Then any triangle in the section, may be shewn to be simUar to the corresponding triangle in the base. Euo. vi. 20. 65. Let A B be at right angles to the plane B C E D , and let the perpendiculars from A B intersect the plane G H K L in the Une M N , and let H N K be the common intersection of the planes C B D E , G H K L . Join A M , B N , and prove M N to be s Btraight line perpendicular to H K , 
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66. The locus may be shewn to be a straight Une incUned at half a rig a g' 
so each of the planes. _ w ^ e the 

67. Let the line E F be the intersection of the two planes AB, ŷ if- f̂  „ianes 
point P between the planes, such that the perpendiculars PQ, P R on the t-wo p ^̂  
respectively may be equal to the given straight line; then the locus ol r, oi 
the points may be shewn to be one of the lines, which -wiU be parallel to Jii • 

68. Let A B , A'B'be any portions of the two straight hnes. At B draw .d v. 
parallel to AB, and B'C perpendicular to the plane passing through A B C . i.ei 
the plane passing through A'B'C fritersect the line A B in the pomt A. In the plane 
A'B'C from A draw AA' perpendicular to A'B, and A C perpendicular to A A . 
Then the plane C A B passing through the line A B may be shewn to be parallel to 
the plane A'B'C passing through the Une A'B', and that no other parallel planes 
can be drawn through AB, A'B'. Also AA' is the per pendicular distance between 
the two planes, and that AA' is less than any other Ime which can be drawn be
tween the two planes. 

69. Let A B meet the straight lines BE, D E in the plane B E D , fig. Euc. xi. 6, 
and let the angle A E B measure the inclination of A E to the plane B D E ; then the 
angle A E B is less than the angle A E D . Draw A B perpendicular to the plane, 
make E D equal to E B and join BD, A D . Euc. i. 18, 19. 

70. Let AB, C D be two straight lines not in the same plane, and let E F be 
the portion of the line perpendicular to both lines which is intercepted between 
them. Through the Unes AB, E F draw a plane which wUl meet the line C D in 
F, and through the line C F D draw a plane parallel to the line A E B , and intersect
ing the plane through A B , E F in the line G F H ; also draw a plane through the 
lines CD, F E ; then E F may be shewn to be less than any other line E G drawn ia 
the plane through CD, F E to meet CD. 

71. Let A, B, be the given points, and G H the given straight line ; draw A C , 
B D perpendicular on G H , and in the plane A G H produced, draw DB' perpendi
cular to G H , and equal to D B ; join AB', meeting G H in E, and draw EB. Then 
A E -t- E B is the minimum. For the triangles EDB, EB'D are equal, being right-
angled at D, and having one side common, and the others equal, Whence the 
angle B E H is equal to GEA, each being equal to B'EH. The conclusion foUows 
from the demonstration of Theorem 73, p. 407. 

72. Let H M be the common section of the two planes M N , M Q ; and let A B 
be dra'wn from a point A in H M perpendicular to the plane M N : then, if planes be 
dra'wn through A B to cut the planes M N , M Q in lines which make the angles 
C A D , E A F with each other, and that the plane B A C D is perpendicular both to 
M N and M Q ; the angle C A D wiU be greater than EAF. Shew that the angle 
B A D is less than the angle BAF, and it follows that C A D is greater than EAF. 

73. Let G H be the edge of the wall. A, B the two points, and let the line 
joining A, l^meet the edge of the wall G H in E. If the points A E , B E make 
equal angles with G H , then A E , E B may be proved to be less than any other two 
lines drawn from A, B, to meet G H in any other point B'. 

74. This is analogous to the theorem :—The square has its perimeter less than 
that of any right-angled parallelogram ofthe same area. 

GEOMETEICAL EXEECISES ON BOOK XII. 

HINTS, &c. 

6. Find a square which is eight times the given square. Euo. xn. 2. 
7. Apply Buc. xn. 2, 
8. First, to bisect a circle by a concentric efrcle. Let C be its center, A C any 

radius. On A C describe a semicfrcle, bisect A C in B, draw B D perpendicular to 
.a.C, and meeting the semiofrcle in D ; join CD, and with center C, and radius CD, 
describe a circle ; its oiioumference shall bisect the given circle. Join A D . Then 
» L I?*'" "''• o' f • }l *^ ̂ l""^ °" ̂ ° ̂  t° * e «1™are on C D as A C is to CB ; 
lTr« K^i """• ; ^°i^^ ''̂""' ̂ !-̂ ' '̂  "̂"̂  '•̂'""̂  ̂ C be trisected, and perpendicul 
cfrclP» riff'^K^Tf *l.P°^°*^ of trisection to meet the semicfrcle in D.E,^the two 
acfrcleX'K /°?P-'"i'^'^'^" ™.' C E ShaU trisect the circle. And generally, 
a cirole may be divided mto any number of equal parts. ^' 
•-MhUhSiA:r^:^i^^:^f^,^^^^ 
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9. The radius of a cfrcle whose area is three times the area of a given efrcle 
IS equal to the side of a square whose area is thi-ee times that of thi square on 
the radius of the given cirele. ^ 

10. To divide the circle into two equal parts. Let any diameter A C B be drawn 
and two semicircles be described, one on each side of the two radii A C , C B : these 
semicireles divide the circle into t-wo equal parts which have thefr periineterB 
equal. In a simUar way a circle may be di-vided into three parts, by dividing the 
diameter into three equal parts, A B , BC, CD, and describing semicircles upon A B , 
A C on one side of the diameter, and then semicfrcles upon D C , D B on the other 
side of the diameter. 

11. Let the diameter A B be divided into five equal parts, in C, D, E ; then C, 
D are the second and third points of division. The semicircles A E C , A F D are 
described on one side ofthe diameter, and B G C , B H D on the other. 'Then since 
the semicircumlerences of circles are proportional to thefr diameters, the perimeter 
ofthe figure A E C G B H D F is shewn to be equal to the perimeter ofthe original 
cfrcle. By Euc. xn. 2, the area of the figure A E C G B H D F may be shewn to be 
one-fifth part of the area of the circle. The general case, when the diameter is 
divided into n equal parts is proved in the same way. 

12. By Eue. xn. 2, the area ofthe quadrant A D B E A is equal to the area of 
the semicfrcle AlBCA. 

13. By Eue. xn. 2. The squares on the radu of the two cfrcles may be shewn 
to be in the ratio of 3 to 1. 

14. By reference to Theorem 2, p. 408 and Euc. xn. 2, the parts of the dia
meter may be proved to bear to each other the ratio of 1 to 2. 

15. Apply Euc. XII. 2. 
16. If the cfrcles whose centers are B and C touch each other in S, the prob

lem may mean:—to find the point R, so that the figure between the three circles 
(see fig. Theo. 2, p. 408) may be bisected by the Une R S ; or it may mean, if two 
chords be dra-wn from P, Q, to R, the portions of the lunes bounded by parts of 
these chords and portions of the circles may be equal. 

17. This vriU be found by Theorem 1, p. 408. 
18. (o) Produce C D to meet the arc of the quadrant in E. Then the sector 

A C E is half of the quadrant: also the semicircle C D A may be shewn to be equal 
to half the quadrant. (6) The segments on C D and D A are similar and equal, if 
the figure bounded by D A , A C , and the arc C D be added to each, the remaining 
part of the semicfrcle on A C is equal to the triangle A C D which is a right-angled 
isosceles triangle. 

19. The area ofthe cfrcle of which the quadrant is given, is to the area of the 
cfrcle which touches the three cfrcles, as 36 is to 1. And the quadrant is one-fourth 
ofthe area of the cfrcle. Hence the quadrant is to the circle as 9 to 1. i 

20. The circles on B A , A C are as the squares on BA, A C ; Euc. xi . 2. and 
the square on B A is equal to the rectangle BC, B D , also the square on A Cis equal 
to the rectangle CB, C D ; whence it foUows that the circles are as B D , CD. 

21. Let A B C be the right-angled triangle, B C being the hypotenuse, and let 
semicfrcles be described on A B , A C as diameters. Bisect A B , A C , BC, in E, F, 
6; from G draw perpendiculars on A B , A C , meeting the semicircles in H, K, and 
shew that G H is equal to G K . By Euc. xn. 2. the difference is found. 

22. Let A B , A'B' be arcs of concentric circles whose center is C and radii C A , 
CA', and such that the sector A C B is equal to the sector A'CB'. Assuming that 
the area of a sector is equal to half the rectangle contained by the radius and the 
included arc : the arc A B is to the arc A'B' as the radius A'C is to the radius A C . 
Let the radu A C , B C be cut by the interior cfrole in A', D. Then the arc A'D i& 
to the arc A B , as A C is to A C ; because the sectors A'CD, A C B are simUar t 
and the arc A B ' is to the arc A D , as the angle A C B ' is to the angle A C D , or the-angle A C B . Euo. VI. 33. From these proportions may be deduced the proportion :—as the angle A C B is to the angle A'CB', so is the square on the radius A'C to the square on the radius A C . And by Euc. xn. 2, the property is manifest. 

A'( 

the are^A'DTas the angle A'CB' is to the angle A'CD, or ACB. Euc. vi. 33. 
And the arc A'D is to the arc A B , as the radius A'C is to the radius AC, by 
simUar sectors. By means of these two proportions and the given proportion, the 
rectangle contained by the arc A B and the radius A C , may be proved equal to 
the rectMigle contained by the arc A'B' and the radius A'C. 

24 Let the arc of a semicircle on the diameter A B be trisected in the pointe 
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D, E ; C being the center; join AD, AE, CD, CE; then the tliff«^^°°^ °p*eE.^^^" 
ments on A D and A E , may be proved to be equal to the sector A^^y " rectangle 

25. Assuming that the area of a sector of a circle is equal to hall int b^ 
contained by the radius and the arc, the sector A O C is shewn to be f1^^' , ,. -oq. 

26. Let P O Q be any quadrant, O being the center of the circle, fnl^f^ -" ,̂  
D H be drawn perpendicular to the radius P O , and O B , O D be jomed. Ihe 
angle G B O is equal to D H O . , , , .̂ t ̂  ..i, .. „ ĉ Aaa 

27. The radii of the circles may be proved to be proportional to the two sioes 
of the original triangle. Then by Buc. xn. 2 ; vi. 19. „ , , 

28 'fiie triangles CBA, C E B are equal, and the difference of the two segments 
is equal to the difference of the parts of the semicfrcle made by CE. ihe difference 
of the same parts may also be shewn to be equal to double the sector D E C . 

29. Let A B be the hypotenuse of the right-angled tnangle A B C , and let the 
semicircles described upon the sides A C , B C , intersect the hypotenuse in D. 
Join A D . A D is perpendicular to AB. The segments on A C , A D , and on one 
side of C D are similar ; and the segments on A C may be shewn to be equal to the 
segments on A D , CD. Also the segment on B C may be shewn to be equal to the 
segments on B D , and the other side of CD. If Euc. vi. 31 be true for all similar 
figures, the conclusions above stated foUow at once.. 

30. The area of the triangle A B C is equal to the quadrant A B D . From these 
equals take the figure A E D B . 

31. The segments on BC, B A , A C may be shewn to be similar. And simUar 
segments of circles may be proved to be proportional to the squares on thefr radii, 
Euo. xn. 2, and to the squares on the chords on which they stand, Euo. vi. 6. 

If Euc. VI. 31 be extended to any similar figures, the equality foUows directly. 
32. This is shewn from Euc. xn. 2 ; i. 47 ; v. 18, 
33. The sum of the squares on the segments ofthe diagonals, is equal to the-

sum of the squai'es on each pair of opposite sides of the quadrilateral figure. Hence 
by Euc. XII. 2 ; I. 47 ; V. 18, the property is proved. 

34. The squares on the four segments, are together equal to the square on the 
diameter. Theorem 6, p. 320. Then by Euc. xn. 2. 

35. This is shewn by Euc. i. 47 ; xn. 2 ; v. 18. 
36. Apply Theorem 1, p. 408. 
37. Let the two lines intersect each other in A, and let C be the center ofthe 

last circle. Join CA, and draw CB perpendioular to A B one of the lines. 
Then C A and C B are given. Let C, C", &c., be the centers of the circles 

which successively touch one another. Draw CB', C'B", &o., perpendicular to 
A B and C D , C D ' paraUel to A B meeting CB in D, C B ' in D', &o. Then by 
means of the similar triangles, the radii C'B', C'B", &c., may be expressed in 
terms of CB and C A. Hence the sum of the series of the cfrcles may be expressed 
in terms of the area of the last circle. 

38. The proof of this property depends on the demonstration of 'Theorem 2, 
p. 408, and the relation between the area of two cfrcles described upon two lines 
as diameters, one of which is double of the other. 

39. Let the figure be described, and the demonstration will be obvious from the 
consideration of tlie parts. 

40. The triangles A B D , A B C have the angle A B D common, and A C B may 
be proved equal to B A D , by Euc. i. 29 ; in. 32. And therefore the angle C A B is 
equal to the angle A D B . Also the triangles C A B , C E A may be shewn to be equi
angular, and A D equal to A E . Then by Euc. vi. 4. 

41. The figure formed by lines di-awn from a point above the plane of a circle 
to every point in its circumference is a cone. If the point be in the perpendicular 
to the plane draviju from the center of the cu-cle, the cone is a right cone, and aU 
lines from the point to the circumference are equal; if the point be not in the perpendicular, the cone is an oblique cone and has only the two lines equal. 42. Let A be the vertex, B C the diameter of the base ofthe cone, A B , A C lines m the surface joining the exfremities of B C ; and let any other section of wuich bo IS the diameter be made paraUel to the base, theu the triangles Abe, A B C are similar triangles. Euo. vi. 19 ; xn. 2. di-,™»t»;'^P^ ̂ '̂ •̂'̂ y P";"'*- ̂ l̂ ove the plane of the cfrole whose center is C and produced HI,;. T 9^. and let a plane pass through any point c in A C or A G produce them^,^°/A",*''''7^^2\'^™nY "̂̂  P̂ ^̂ ^̂ l̂ *" ̂ ^^- JoiuBA, D A and m thP Hro,f <• ^"''^^"i "i."̂  s'nd *• Then b, d may be proved to be two points SanglS A." T C D th*''' "^^1'',T^'^ diameter is bid, a A by means of tlTe sFZl? to thlsqutts ot I c t i d a T " '^° """''' "^^ ^' '''̂ '̂  *° ̂ ' proportional 
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«. tui ^^t ^«''If *^e Une joining fte centers of the two circles whose planes are 
parallel, and let A C B , acb be parallel diameters drawn in each. Join A C Bi then 
AB60 is a quadrilateral figure having two of its sides A B , ab paraUel. It is' then 
requfred to shew that the Unes joining A6, Ba intersect at the same point D in 
the line Cc. If ai be equal to A B , the figure ABia is a rectangular paraUelcram. 

45. This Theorem is analogous to Euc. in. 14. ° 
46. The arc of a ofrcle being considered as the measure of an angle -which the 

arc subtends ; the angle between the planes of two great circles can be shewn to be 
equal to the angle between the two radu of that great cfrcle which bisects tha 
two planes at right angles. 

47. This theorem is analogous to Euc. in. 14. 
48. This may be proved indfrectly as in Euc. ni. 18. 
49. Let D be the given point, and from D let D A be dra'wn through the center 

E, and meeting the surface in C, A. Let D B be a line from D touching tlie sphere 
at B. Join BE. Then the triangle D B E (fig. Euc. in. 36) is in a plane passing 
through D, and E the center ofthe sphere, and the distances D E , E B are always 
the same. Hence it foUows that B D is always of the same length. Euc. i. 47. 

The sphere which touches the six edges of any tetrahedron, has four cfrcular 
sectionstouohing the sides of the four triangles whioh form the surface of it. 

50. Let the circle A D B cut the cfrcle A E B in the diameter A B at any angle, 
C being thefr common center. Next let the plane perpendicular to A B out the cir
cumferenoe of the oircle A D B in D, F, and the cu'cumference of A E B in E, G. 
Then E, D, G, F may be proved to be in the circumference of a circle. 

61. The diameter ofthe sphere is equal to the diagonal of the cube. 
62. Let A B , CD, E F be three Unes meeting the surface and intersecting each 

otherat right angles in the point G within a sphere whose center is O. Join O G 
and produce it to meet the surface of the sphere in H, K ; then H K is a diameter. 
From O draw OL, O M , O N perpendicular on A B , CD, E F respectively, then there 
three lines are bisected in L, M, N. Next draw O P perpendicular to the plane of 
A B , EF, and join P L ; P L is perpendicular to the line A B ; also in the same plane 
join P N ; P N is also perpendicular to EF. Join also O A , OC, OF. Then Euc. 
II. 9, the squares on A G , B G , are equal to double the squares on A L , LG. Simi
larly for the Unes C D and E F ; and by Euo. i. 48, n. 6. Cor. it may be proved that 
the squares on A G , GB, CG, G D , E G , G F are together equal to the square on H K 
and twice the rectangle H G , G K . 

53. Take a point A on the spherical surface of the fragment as a center, and 
-with any radius A B describe a cfrcle upon it. Take two other points C, D in the 
circumference of this ofrcle, and describe a plane triangle A'B'C' having its sides 
equal to the distances AlB, BC, CA, respectively. Describe a circle about the 
triangle A'B'C, and draw the diameter A'D'; with centers A', D' and the radius 
equal to A B , describe cfrcles intersecting each other in E' and through the points 
A', D', E' describe a cirole ; the diameter of this ofrcle wUl be equal to that of the 
sphere of which the fragment is given. 

64. By Eue. i. 47, expressions for the squares on the sides of the triangle may 
be found, from which it will appear that the three sides of the triangle are mean 
proportionals between every two of the three diameters of the spheres. 

65. If the centers of the upper sphere, and the three upon which it rests, be 
joined, the figure is a tetrahedron : aud the same remark may be made with re
spect to each of the three, and the spheres upon which they severally rest. 

66. A U the sections may be proved to be equUateral triangles. 
67. From the vertex A draw the line A E perpendicular on B C D the base of 

the tetrahedron, and from E draw the line E F perpendioular on the plane A B C ; 
the angle between the perpendiculars is equal to the inclination of two planes of 
the tetrahedron. It wiU be found that in the triangle A E F , the side A E is three times EF. The incUnatiou may also be found as in Prob. 37, p. 405. 68. The two lines dravm from two angles to bisect the opposite sides ofthe base ofthe tetrahedron, are at right angles to the sides ofthe triangular base. 59 Draw B O and produce it to meet D C in E. Theu Euc. i. 47. 60' Ffrst, let A B C D be a tetrahedron ; bisect the opposite edges, A B in E, and C D in F ; join EF, and prove E F perpendicular to A B , CD. Then conversely. 61. if F E be the shortest distance of the opposite sides A B , C D ; join CE, D E , and shew that the square on E F is one-fourth of the square on CD. 62 First prove the dfrect proposition, then the converse of it. 63] Let A B C D be a tetrahedron and let the line E F joining the bisections E, F of the two opposite sides A B , CD, be bisected in G ; the line A O drawn from the vertex A to the plane of the base B C D passes through G. Draw the necessary lines. Euo. vi. 4. 
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64. The joimng lines in the theorem, are the lines joining the cen era 
cfrcles inscribed in the four faces of the given tetrahedron. . ,, center 

65. From the vertex A of a tetrahedron draw A O to the point y, u' ^̂ ^ 
of the circle which circumscribes the face B C D , and prove A O perpendicui*! 
plane B C D ; then conversely. * tip draw 

66. Let A B C D be a! regular tetrahedron. From A in the plane ACi^ " 
A E perpendicular to BC, and join D E in the plane B C D , also from A draw a 
perpendicular to the line D E . Then the angle A E G is the inclination of the two 
faces A B C , D B C ofthe tetrahedron, and the base E G is one-third of the hypote
nuse A B in the right-angled triangle A G E . , , ,. <7 *t, * +,. 

Let aicdefbe a regular octahedron whose faces are equal to those ot the tetra
hedron. Join a, f, two opposite vertices. Draw ag in the plane abc perpendicular 
to be, and ge perpendicular to af. Draw fg in the plane/Sc, and from/ draw/A 
perpendicular to off produced. 

Then agf is the inclination of two faces of the octahedron. Also in the nght-
angled triangle/A^, gh may be proved to be one-thfrd of ̂ , and_^ is equal to A E . 
Hence the triangles ̂ /s, A E F are equal in aU respects. Therefore the angle_;^A is 
equal to the angle A E B . Hence the angle A E F ia the supplement of the angle 
agf, or the inclination of two contiguous faces of a tetrahedron, is the supplement 
ofthe inclination of two contiguous faces of an octahedron. 

67. For the inclination of any two contiguous faces of the octahedron, see 
Theorem 66, page 416. 

The octahedron is divisible into two pyramids whose bases are squares, and 
the four slant sides equilateral triangles. 

68. The sides of the equilateral triangles which bound the octahedron so 
formed, wiU be equal, each to one-half of the diagonal of a face of the given 
cube. 

69. Let A be the vertex, and B C D the triangle forming the base of the tefrahe-
dron. Bisect eaoh of the dihedral angles at the base by three planes which mutuaUy 
intersect each other in the point F, which will be the center. Then a perpendicular 
fi-om F, drawn upon any one ofthe faces will be the radius of the inscribed sphere. 

70. If planes be drawn through the bisections of three of the edges of the tetra
hedron at right angles to the edges, the point of thefr mutual intersection, is the 
center of the sphere which circurascribfes the tetrahedron. 

71. It may be shewn that the diameter of the sphere which cfrcumscribes 
a regular octahedron wiU be to an edge as the diagonal is to the side of a square. 

72. Let A B , CD, E F be three diameters of a sphere each at right angles to the 
other two, and intersecting each other in O the center of the sphere, the extremi
ties of the lines meeting the surface of the sphere. Join A C , CB, B D , D A , then 
these four edges of the figure may be proved equal to one another by the right-
angled triangles. In the same way the other edges may be proved equal. Having 
proved aU the edges equal, the faces of the figure are equilateral triangles. Lastly 
prove the inclinations of every two faces to be equal. 

73. Let three planes at right angles intersect eaoh other in the fixed point O, 
and let O A , O B , O C be the intersections of the planes. Let P be any point in the 
locus such that O P is equal to the line, the square on which is constant, and equal 
to the sum of the squares on P M , P N , P R the perpendiculars from P on the three 
planes A O B , A O C , B O C respectively. Complete the rectangular paraUelopiped 
of whioh P O is the diagonal and P M , P N , P R the edges. The siim of the 
squares on the three edges of a parallelepiped is always equal to the square on 
the diagonal. But the edges P M , P N , P R are variable in magnitude according to 
the position of the point P, while the diagonal is constant iu magnitude, and 
moveable in any direction whatever round the fixed point O. The locus of P ia 
therefore the surface of a sphere whose radius is P O and center 0. 74. Let A B C D be a triangular pyramid having the three faces at the vertex A at right angles to each other. At the bisections E, F, G of A B , A C , A D , draw EO, F O perpendicular to A B , A C , and meeting in O ; and EO', G O ' perpendicular toAB, A D and meeting in O'; then O, O' are the centers of the ofroles which circumscribe the triangles A B C , A B D . In the plane of G E O ' draw O P , O P perpendicular to O E , OTE meetmg in P; joui P A , PB, PC, P D , and prove these lines equal to one another. > > . . f •-
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1 Emm. .22 ,35. ,46. 
Sid. ,30. Trin. ,37. 

2 Trin. ,40. Cai. ,.57. 
Joh. ,.51. Chr. ,58. 

3 Trin. ,32. ,37. ,50. 
T. H. ,52. Joh. ,54. 
S. H. ,54. 

i Sid. ,30.,43. Jes.,50. 
,.58. Qu.,34. Trin. ,40. 
Cla. ,47. Emm. ,56. 

6 Cai. ,60. 
6 S. H. ,17. Trin. ,24. 
,37. Qu. ,25. Emm. 
,27. ,48. Cath. ,'̂  9. ,48 
Pem. ,39. ,47. Sid ,40. 
Chr ,45. Cla. ,56. 

7 S. H. ,19. Trin. ,29. 
Qu. ,35. Pem. ,44. 
Jes. ,49. B. S. ,55. 

8 Qu. ,26. ,28. S.H. 
,49. ,50. Pet. ,56. 
Emm. ,.50. C. C. ,57. 
Cai. ,55. 

9 Trin. , . B. S. ,58. 
10 Emm. ,S4. ,58. Mag. 

,38. Joh. ,58. 
11 Cai. ,40. Joh. ,50. 

T. H. ,59. 
12 S. H. ,40. ,54. 
13 Cath. ,31. S. H. ,60. 14 15 Pet. ,57. 

16 
17 Cath. ,22. ,33. Trin. 

,37. 
18 Cai. ,57. 
19 Chr. ,56. 
20 Emm. ,56. 
21 T. H. ,51. 
22 Jes. ,58. 
23 S. H. ,60. 
24 Qu. ,19. T. H. ,51. 

Emm. ,51. ,60. Pem. 
,57. 

25 Jes. ,58. 
26 S.H. ,14. Cla. ,55. ,60. 
27 Cai. ,41. 
28 Chr. ,26. ,41. ,52. Jes. 

,52. Joh. ,31. Pet. 
,38. Trin. ,39. ,60. 
Mag. ,51. 

29 S. H. ,58. ,60. 
30 C. C. ,53. S. H. ,69. 
31 Pet. ,66. 
32 C. C. ,63. Qu. ,54. 

Chr. ,56. Joh. ,46. 
Trin. ,53. 

33 Joh. ,66. 
34 Cath. ,59. 
36 Trin. ,31. 
36 S. H. ,36. ,48. Mag. 

,47. Chr. ,54. ,59. 37 Emm. ,25. 38 Joh. ,19. Qu. ,25. 

39 Chr. ,28. Pem. ,42. 
Jes. ,51. 

40 Trin. ,26. Sid. ,43 
C. C.,57. 

41 Pem. ,29. B. S. ,48. 
Qu. ,52. 

42 Qu. ,50. 
43 Qu. ,31. Cath. ,3.5. 

Emm. ,36. ,60. Sid. 
,38. B. S. ,40. Trin. 
,27. ,34. 

44 S. H. ,55. Joh. ,59. 
Trin. ,60. T. H. ,69. 

45 Trin. ,54. Emm. ,54. 
Pem. ,59. 

46 T. H. ,58. 
47 Trin. ,58. 
48 Cai. ,55. 
49 Pet. ,58. 
50 Chr. ,65. 
51 Cai. ,69. 
52 Cai. ,49. 
53 Jes. ,64. 
54 S.-H. ,53. 
65 Chr. ,69. 
66 Trin. ,39. ,61. Pem. 

,51. 
67 Trin. ,43. 
58 Joh. ,26. Pem. ,47. 

Chr. ,62. ,53. 59 Cai. ,46. Qu. ,48. Jes. ,56. 
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60 Cai. ,31. Joh. ,30. 
61 
62 Jes. ,52. Cai. ,66. 
63 Jes. ,65. 
64 Pet. ,51. 
66 Chr. ,39. 
66 Pet. ,36. 
67 Trill. ,52. ,54. T. H. 

,62. Cla. ,68. Chr. ,68. 
68 Pet. ,61. 
69 Trin. ,61. 
70 Jes. ,54. 
71 Qu. ,55. 
72 S. H. ,48. 
73 
74 T. H. ,54. 
75 Trin. ,40. Cai. ,60. 
76 
77 Cat. ,33. Qu. ,33. 
78 Trin. ,49. 
79 Qu. ,31. Chr. ,56. 

Sid. ,36. Pet. ,53. 
80 Qu. ,19. 
81 Qu. ,24. 
82 Cla. ,61. 
83 Joh. ,66. 
84 
85 
86 Pet. ,58. Trin. ,61. 
87 Mag. ,69. 
88 Pet. ,53. 
89 Trin. ,48. 
90 Qu. ,32. Jes. ,36. 

S. H. ,49. ,50. 
91 S. H. ,49. Mag. ,62. 
92 Qu. ,37. 
93 Trin. ,48. 
94 Chr. ,58. 
95 Chr. ,52. 
96 Cath. ,31. 
97 
98 Trin. ,59. 
99 Cai. ,60. 
100 Jes. ,69. 
101 S.H. ,61. 
102 Cath. ,49. 
103 Cla. ,67. 
104 Pet. ,46. 
105 C. C. ,60. Cai. ,63. 
106 Mag. ,51. ,58, 
107 Jes. ,54. T. H. ,51. 

Trin. ,46. ,57. 

108 Cath. ,49. S.H.,64. 
109 Jes. ,53. 
110 S.H. ,61. 
Ill Qu. ,66. Jes. ,55. 
112 Cai. ,46. 
113 Qu. ,55. 
114 C. C. ,56. 
116 Chr. ,59. 
116 Chr. ,43. 
117 Joh. ,31. 
118 Cai. ,36. Cath. ,55. 
119 Emm. ,30. S. H. ,56. 

Cath. ,57. Chr. ,65. 
,66. ,57. T. H. ,55. 
Mag. ,63. 

120 Trin. ,59. 
121 Pet. ,51. 
122 Qu. ,29. ,35. ,37. 

B. S. ,39. 
123 
124 Mag. ,52. 
125 Chr. ,47. Cla. ,48. 
126 Pet, ,51. 
127 Sid. ,45. Chr. ,47. 

Emm. ,47. 
128 S. H. ,52. 
129 Emm. ,57. 
130 Qu. ,26. ,29. ,37. 

Trin.,27. ,33. ,36.,40. 
,49. ,50. Chr. ,44. 
Pem. ,45. Cath. ,68. 
Emm. ,64. Jes. ,52. 
S. H. ,60. C. C. ,58. 

131 Qu. ,19. ,37. Emm. 
,25.,63. Mag.,29.,32. 
Cai.,34. Trin.,37.,38. 
Pet. ,44, ,52. ,64. 

132 S. H. ,48. 
133 Qu. ,39. Mag. ,54. 

S. H. ,59. 
134 Trin. ,29. 
135 Emm. ,22. C. C. ,58. 
136 Pet. ,45. 
137 S. H. ,35. ,48. Joh. 

,37. Chr.,60. Pet.,50. 
138 Pet. ,38. Chr. ,39. 

S. H. ,69. 
139 S. H. ,63. 
140 Joh. ,58. 
141 C. C. ,46. 
142 Pem. ,46. 
143 S. H. ,64. 

144 Pem. ,47. 
145 Cla. a -II fl<! 
146X1. ,48. S.H. .53. 
147 Qu. ,30. Chr. ,46. 
148 Pet. ,58. 
149 Emm. ,33. Mag. ,iO. 
150 Jes. ,57. 
151 Mag. ,57. 
162 Cai. ,52. 
153 Trin. ,37.,60.,5I.,62. 

Joh. ,47. Emm. ,52. 
,53. ,56. Chr. ,50. 
T. H. ,52. Qu. ,50. 

154 Emm. ,21. Trm. ,44. 
155 Pet. ,55. 
166 Qu. ,54. 
167 Mag. ,49. 
158 Cla. ,36. Pet. ,60. 
169 Joh. ,58. Chr. ,58. 
160 Trin. ,63. ,64.-
161 Joh. ,16. Qu. ,30. 

Pem.,33.,49. Jes.,46. 
Trin. ,47. ,58. 
C. C. ,68. 

162 Pet. ,27. 
163 S. H. ,36. 
164 Joh. ,56. 
165 Pet. ,55. C. C. ,60. 
166 Chr. ,64. 
167 Cla. ,66. 
168 Jes. ,20. Qu. ,32. ,48. 

Cath. ,36. S. H. ,69. 
169 Trin. ,40. 
170 Pet. ,32. ,35. 
171 Pet. ,49. 
172 S. H. ,55. Trin. ,56. 
173 Jes. ,53. 
174 Chr. ,56. 
176 T. H. ,62. 
176 Joh. ,20. Emm. ,26. 
177 Sid. ,46.' Mag. ,58. 
178 Joh. ,13. Pet. ,48. 
179 Ki. ,69. 
180 Emm. ,32. Qu. ,35. 

,69. C. C. ,36. ,59. 
Mag. ,39. B. S. ,47. 

181 Trin ,21. ,50. 
182 Jes. ,35. 
183 Pet. ,64. 
184 Cai. ,47. 

EXERCISES O N B O O K II., p. 310, &c. 

1 S.H. ,14. ,50. Joh. ,18. 
Trin. ,35. Chr. ,55. 

2 Joh. ,17. 
3 S. H. ,16. 69. Trin. 
,27. ,30. ,37. ,47. ,48. 
Mag. ,31. ,43. Pet. 
,29. ,38. ,59. Bid.-,34. 
Emm.,21.,27.,37. ,44. 

Cai. ,43. Qu. ,37. 
T. H. ,66. 

4 Emm. ,34. Pem. ,46. 
Mag. ,51. 

6 S. H. ,03. Joh. ,18. 
Qu. ,21. Trin. ,37. 
Sid. ,42. Chr. ,45. ,46. 
,48. Pem. ,57. 

6 Pet. ,52. 
7 Pet. ,58. 
8 Jes. ,54. 
9 
10 
11 Jes. ,69. 
12 Cai. ,58. 
13 Jes. ,53. 
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Pet. ,25. 
Chr. ,40. 
Trin. ,42. 
Pet. ,37. 
T. H. ,40. ,64. 
Qu. ,37. 
S. H. ,38. 
Chr. ,48. ,54. Jes. ,48. 
Sid. ,49. Pet. ,55. ,69. 
Pem. ,58. 
Emm. ,56. 
Qu. ,50. 
Qu. ,24. 
Chr. ,49. 
S. H. ,04. ,10. 
Trin. ,29. 
Pet. ,43. 
Chr. ,49. 
Qu. ,66. 
Qu. ,67. 
Joh. ,59. 
Qu. ,61. 

36 Mag. ,57. 
37 Cai. ,69. 
38 Chr. ,67. 
39 Cai. ,44. 
40 Joh. ,44. 
41 Trin. ,49. Cai. ,57. 
42 T. H. ,59. 
43 Joh. ,13. Emm. ,25. 

,36. Trin. ,32. ,59. 
Mag. ,33. ,40. Pet.,52. 
S. H. ,63. 

44 Joh. ,21. S. H. ,60. 
Pet. ,54. 

45 Joh. ,25. 
46 Cai. ,42. 
47 S. H. ,63. 
48 T. H. ,58. 
49 Joh. ,26. Jes. ,37. 

Mag. ,42. 
50 Pet. ,44. 
61 Jes. ,69. 
62 Emm. ,23. ,26. ,28. ,43. 

,61. Trin. ,27. ,44. 
,49. ,60. ,61. Qu.,60. 
Pet. ,30. ,59. 

Mag. ,33. ,43: ,46. ,62. 
B. S.,38. C O . ,51. 
Chr. ,41. ,47. ,60. 

53 Emm. ,28. Sid. ,33. 
C. C. ,39. Chr. ,69. 

64 Joh. ,19. Qu. ,29. ,30. 
,48. Chr. ,69. 

65 Chr. ,.3.0. Emm. ,36. 
S. II, ,45, Cath. ,52. 

66 S.H, ,07. ,59. 
T. H. ,44. Pem. ,62. 
Joh. ,41. Triu. ,63. 
Emm. ,52. 

67 
58 Emm. ,28. ,46. 

Trin. ,32. Pem. ,47. 
69 Chr. ,61. 
60 Pet. ,53. 
61 Cai. ,68. 
62 
63 
64 Emm. ,59. 
65 Jes. ,58. T. H. ,60. 

Mag. ,58. 
66 S. H. ,59. 

G E O M E T R I C A L EXERCISES, Book III. p. 317. 

Chr. ,28. S. H. ,36. 
,59. Cai. ,44. 
Qu. ,23. T.H. ,54. 
Mag. ,63. 
Trim ,27. 
Mag. ,53. 
S. H. ,04. Sid.,41. 
Trin. ,19. ,23. Qu.,21. 
,22. Pem. ,30. ,39. 
Sid. ,36. Pet. ,31. 
Emm. ,34, ,42. ,44. 
T. H. ,64. 
Trin. ,19. Sid. ,33. 
Cai. ,34. Emm. ,24. 
,34. Qu. ,36. ,66. 
Chr. ,49. ,56. Cla. ,46. 
Joh. ,57. ,58. e.H.,53. 
B. S. ,51. 
Pet. ,29. Cla. ,46. 
Joh. ,21. ,51. 
Cath. ,60. 
Cla. ,68. 
S. H. ,48. 
Mag. ,46. ,63. 
Cath. ,49. Chr. ,64. 
Mag. ,48. Ki. ,60. 
S. H. ,43. 
Jes. ,46. 
Joh.,17. Pem.,47.,60. 
C. C. ,42. 
Cai. ,39. ,40. Pet. ,52. Joh. ,21. S. H. ,48. 

23 Pet. ,47. 
24 C. C. ,62. 
25 Trin. ,67. 
26 Trin. ,56. 
27 Pet. ,44. 
28 Joh. ,17. 
29 Jes. ,59. 
30 Jes. ,56. 
31 Sid. ,59. 
32 Pet. ,51. 
33 Cai. ,53. 
34 Trin. ,39. 
36 Pet. ,50. 
36 Emm. ,54. 
37 S. H. ,63. 
38 S. H. ,59. 
39 Qu. ,57. 
40 Trin. 30. ,39. 

C. C. ,3-5. ,46. 
Emm. ,37. Chr. ,39. 
Pem. ,40. 

41 Sid. ,35. Chr. ,49. 
42 Joh. ,30. 
43 Joh. ,20. Emm. ,26; 
44 Cath. ,31. 
45 Qu. ,36. 
46 Joh. ,28. Qu. ,35. 
47 Emm. ,56. 
48 Trin. ,57. 
49 Cath. ,58. 60 Cai. ,46. 61 Trin. ,41. 62 C. C. ,47. 63 Cai. .46. 

54 Jes. ,57. 
65 Sid. ,48. 
66 
67 S. H. ,14. 

Qu.,20. ,32. Joh. ,25. 
Emm. ,32. Chr. ,45. 
Cai. ,44. Cla. ,48. 
Pem. ,51, 

58 Pet. ,56. 
59 Trin. ,67. 
60 Pet. ,39. Qu. ,39. 
61 Emm. ,66. 
62 Jes. ,51. T. H. ,65. 
63 Cai. ,46. 
64 Chr. ,51. Ki. ,59. 
66 Cai. ,53. 
68 Joh. ,61. 
67 Chr. ,60. 
68 Qu. ,60. 
69 Chr. ,59. 
70 Jes. ,53. 
71 Qu. ,50. 
72 Qu. ,50. 
73 Pet. ,47. 
74 Pet. ,53. 
75 
76 Chr. ,58. 
77 Emm. ,48. 
78 Joh. ,22. 
79 Joh. ,14. Chr. ,26. C. C.,66. 80 Chr. ,48. Sid. ,62. 81 Jes. ,58. 82 T. H. ,69. 
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83 Trin. ,11. 
84 Qu. ,36. 
85 Jes. ,56. 
86 Jes. ,33. Trin. ,62. 

S. H. ,63. Chr. ,60. 
87 Joh. ,42. Chr. ,53. 
88 S. H. ,25. Emm. ,62. 

S. H. ,63. 
89 Cai. ,43. Emm. ,44. 
90 Trin. ,29. Sid. ,45. 

S. H. ,60. Jes. ,60. 
91 Jes. ,68. 
92 Pet. ,64. 
93 Chr. ,62. 
94 Cla. ,47. 
96 Pet. ,69. Cai. ,65. 
96 T. H. ,52. 
97 Joh. ,58. 
98 Chr. ,59. 
99 Chr ,53. 
100 Jes. ,51. 
101 Trin. ,59. 
102 Pet. ,66. 
103 Trin. ,48. 
104 Pem. ,31. 
106 Chr. ,60. 
106 C. C. ,59. 
107 Trin. ,39. 
108 S. H. ,36. Jes. ,57. 

Chr. ,58. 
109 S. H. ,02. Pem. ,32. 

T. H. ,44. Chr. ,54. 
Joh.,59. 

110 Trin. ,46. 
Ill S. H. ,04. ,59. , 

Pem, ,56. 
112 Pet. ,39. Emm. ,66. 

S. H. ,69. 
113 Chr. ,58. . 
114 S. H. ,59. 
115 Trin. ,34. 
116 Mag. ,36. 
117 Qu.,60. T.H.,68.,59. 
118 Joh. ,47. 
119 Trin. ,50. 
120 Joh. ,17. 
121 Trin. ,24. 
122 Qu. ,39. Pem. ,43. 
123 Qu. ,64. Trin. ,46. 

Pet. ,63. 
124 Pet. ,51. 
125 C. C. ,46. 
126 Cai. ,61. 
127 Qu. ,62. C. C. ,54. 128 Cai. ,67. Joh. ,60. 129 Trin. ,48. 130 C. C. ,53. 131 C. C. ,52. 132 Pet. ,54. 133 Cath. ,53. 134 Sid. ,35. Pem. ,42. 136 Qu. ,38. 136 Cai. ,31. 137 S. H. ,60. Qu. ,54. -Pem. ,60. T. H. ,58. .38 Cai, ,47. Cath., 67. 

139 Emm. ,56. ,67. 
140 T. H. ,58. 
141 Pet. ,52. 
142 Pet. ,62. 
143 S.H. ,60. 
144 Trin. ,62. 
145 
146 Joh. ,34. 
147 Pet. ,25. 
148 Pem. ,60. 
149 Pet. 39. Pem. ,45. 
150 Chr. ,40. 
151 Trin. ,29. ,32. ,38. 

S. H. ,08. 
Pet. ,19. ,20. ,21. 
Qu. ,20. ,28. Mag.,30. 
B. S. ,39. Chr. ,61. 

162 S. H. ,49. 
153 Joh, ,31. Cai. ,29. 

Emm. ,53. ,66. 
164 Chr. ,27. 
166 Cai. ,60. 
166 Joh. ,26. 
167 S.H. ,20. Qu.,39. 

Trin. ,22. ,26. 
Mag. ,37. C. C. ,49. 

158 Jes. ,54. 
159 Cai. ,51. 
160 Cai. ,59. 
161 Qu. ,34. ,44 
162 Chr. ,54; 
163 Pet. ,49. 
164 Cai. ,50. 
165 C. C. ,52. 
166 Cai. ,39. Jes. ,26. 

C. C. ,38. ,47. 
Pem. ,60. 

167 Pet. ,60. 
168 Cai. ,37. 
169 Cat ,36. ,69. 
170 Pet. ,48, Joh. ,68. 
171 Pet. ,62. 
172 Qu. ,37. 
173 Chr. ,32. ,33. ,38. 

Emm. ,32. 
174 Triu. ,38. Joh. ,34. 

Pet. ,37. 
175 C. C. ,51. ,55. 
176 Cai. ,42. 
177 Qu. ,64. Pem. ,68. 
178 Cath. ,60. 
179 Jes.,60. 
180 Trin, ,42. ,69. 

Chr. ,61. Pem. ,64. B. S. ,58. 181 Cla. ,57. 182 S. H. ,04. Joh. ,16. Qu. ,20. ,29. ,36. Trin. ,22. ,23. Pet.,31.B.S.,30.,34. 183 Pet. ,43. 184 Trin. ,33. 186 Pem. ,44. 186 Sid.,35. 187 T. H. ,68. 188 Trin. ,46. ,50. 

189 Qu.,48. 
190 Jes. ,62. 
191 S. H. ,69. 
192 Trin. ,64. 
193 Pet. ,37. 
194 Sid. ,36. 
195 Jes. 28. Sid. ,36. 
196 Joh. ,26. 
197 Chr. ,39. 
198 Qu. ,54. Cath. ,59. 
199 Joh. ,58. 
200 Emm. ,60. 
201 Joh. ,41. ,42. ,49. 

Qu. ,55. 
202 Qu. ,33. 
203 Joh. ,20. ,48. 

Trin. ,46. 
204 T. H. ,68. 
206 S. H. ,48. 
206 T. H. ,64. 
207 Cla. 
208 Jes. ,66. 
209 Joh. ,66. Mag. ,59. 
210 Chr. ,69. 
211 Chr. ,59. 
212 Chr. ,59. 
213 Pet. ,.50. 
214 Pet. ,57. Trin. ,68. 
215 Cai. ,46. 
216 Pet. ,62. 
217 Triu. ,42. 
218 Joh. ,60. 
219 T. H. ,60. 
220 T. H. ,60. 
221 C. C. ,62; 
222 C. C. ,4*2. 
223 Joh.,62. 
224 Emm. ,47. 
225 Jes. ,49. Pet ,52. 
226 Joh. ,25. 

T. H. ,51. ,55, 
Trin. ,51. Emm. ,60. 

227 Cath. ,68. 
228 Mag. ,49. 
229 Joh. ,18. ,19. 

Qu. ,26. ,39. 
Mag. ,29. Emm. ,30. 
Trin. ,46. 
Pem. ,44. ,48. 

230 Mag. ,35. 
231 Catii. ,30. 
232 Joh.,34. 
233 Trin. ,26. Pem. ,34. 
234 C. C. ,46. 235 Joh. ,35. Ki. ,60. 236 Trin. ,38. ,63. Joh. ,19. Chr. ,39. Jes. ,43. S. H. ,42. Pet. ,62. Cath. ,47. T. H. ,53. 237 Jes. ,38. C. C. ,38. 238 C. C. ,33. 239 Pet. ,32'. 240 C. C. ,25. B. S. ,28. Mag. ,45. 241 Pet. ,28. ,35. 
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4 Trin. ,22. ,60. Qu. ,39. 29 54 
Chr. ,42. Cai. ,49. 30 Cai. ,52. Joh. ,60. 65 
Jes. ,58. 31 Cai. ,56. 66 
Cla. ,47, .51. ,58. 32 Chr. ,49. 57 
Mag. ,62. 33 Emm. ,25. Mag. ,42. oS 

6 Cai. ,32. ,41. Pem. ,46. Joh. ,66. 
6 Qu. ,47. 34 69 
7 S. H. ,53. Chr. ,69. 36 Trin. ,48. ,49. 60 
8 Cla. ,55. C. C. ,59. 36 Emm. ,21. Pem. ,32. 61 
9 Chr. ,65. Cla. ,36. Cai. ,45. 62 
10 Trin. ,34. Trin. ,45. 63 
11 T. H. ,60. 37 Qu. ,21. ,26. ,36. 
12 Cla. ,56, Trin. ,49. Trin. ,62. Cla. ,56. 64 

Chr. ,64. 38 Pet. ,46. 66 
13 Cla. ,66. 39 Joh. ,57. 66 
14 40 Cai. ,33. B. S. ,40. 
16 Chr. ,55. 41 Trin. ,23. Qu. ,37. 67 
16 Joh. ,30. 42 Qu. ,22. ,38. 68 
17 T. H. ,60. Trin. ,42. ,44. ,48. ,50. 
18 Cla. ,60. 43 Trin. ,36. 69 
19 Qu. ,40. 44 Trin. ,36. 
20 Qu. ,43. 45 Pet. ,61. 70 
21 Pet. ,66. 46 Cath. ,49. 71 

Trin. ,58. 

Pet. ,45. 
Emm. ,57. 
Joh. ,19. Qu. ,28. 
Qu. ,33. 
T. H. ,59. 
Qu. ,33. 
Jes. ,57. 
Qu. ,32. 
Joh. ,14. ,16, ,37. 
S. H. ,44. Ki. ,62. 
Qu. ,31. 
S. H. ,04. 
Cla. ,59. 
Jes. ,67. 
Trin.,19.,41. Sid.,45. 
C. C. ,44. 
Pet. ,44. 
C. C. ,34. 
Trin. ,11. Chr. ,36. 
S. H. ,36. 
Trin. ,19. ,56. ,60. 
Sid. ,69. Q u ,60. 
S. H. ,36. Jes. ,67" 
Chr. ,58. 
Qu. ,42. C. C. ,52. 
Cla. ,60. 

G E O M E T RICAL EXERCISES on Book XI. p. 401, &e 

1 Trin. ,29. Chr. ,43. ,46. 
2 Chr. ,44. 
3 S.H. ,12. 
4 Pet. ,25. 
6 Cai. ,37. 
6 S. H. ,20. 
7 Emm. ,58. 

8 Emm. ,34. 
9 Joh. ,51. 
10 B. S. ,61. 
11 Trm. ,31. 

Mag. ,68. 
12 Cla. ;67. 
13 Emm.,•54. 

,36. ,46. 
Cla. ,69. 

14 Chr. ,57. 
15 Pet. ,40. 
16 Chr. ,57. 

Pet. ,61. 
17 Trin. ,32. 
18 S. H. ,25. 

Trin. ,26., 

Joh.,58. 

Qu. ,30. 
35. 
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19 Emm. ,32. 
20 Trin. ,24. Cla. ,58. 
21 Cai. ,63. 
22 Cla. ,66. . 
23 T. H. ,60. 
24 Cai. ,43. 
26 Cai. ,34. 
26 Chr. 
27 Trin. ,43. 
28 S. H. ,60. 
29 Trin. 
30 Pet. ,60. 
31 Cai. ,66. 
32 S. H. ,59. 
33 
34 B. S. ,65. 
.36 B. S. ,68. 
36 Trin. ,24. ,47. 
37 Trill. ,30. ,41. 
38 Joh. ,17. 

39 Cai. ,46. 
40 Cai. ,36. 
41 Trin. ,67. 
42 S. H. ,33. 
43 Chr. ,61, 
44 Trin. 
46 Trin. 
46 C. C. ,61. 
47 Cai. ,44. 
48 Cai. ,38. 
49 Trin, ,29. 
60 Cai. ,45. 
51 Trin. ,42. 
52 Trin. ,22. ,25. Mag.,29. 

Joh. ,34. Chr. ,45, 
63 
64 S. H. ,26. ,37. 
66 Cai. ,42. Mag. ,59. 
56 Cath. ,33. 
67 Qu. ,30. 

68 S. P. .60. 
69 S. H. ,01 
60 Trin. ,49. 
61 Cai. ,61. 
62 Trin. 
63 Chr. ,64. 
64 Joh. ,22. Cai. ,52. 
65 Trin. ,31. 
66 Cai. ,48. Cla. ,49. 
67 S. H. ,68. 
68 Cai. ,67. Trin. ,57. 

Chr. ,.58. 
69 Joh. ,31. 
70 Qu. ,46. C. C. ,61. 
71 Joh.,29. 
72 Joh. ,14. 
73 Trin. ,28. 
74 Trin. ,63. GEOMETRICAL EXERCISES on Book XII. p. 408, &o. 

1 Trin. ,23. ,27. ,46. 
Pem. ,30. Sid. ,31.,44. 
Cai. ,31. ,34. ,41. 
Emm. ,36. ,40. 
Chr. ,42. Joh. ,47. 
Qu. ,64. 

2 Jes. ,19. Pem. ,32. 
Qu. ,48. Chr. ,61. 
Sid. ,62. 

3 Chr.,.32. B.S. ,35.,37. 
Cai ,61. 

4 Cath. ,30.Trin.,32;,57. 
S.H. ,03. ,43. 
Chr. ,36. ,50. Cla. ,67. 

5 Trin. ,32. ,34. 
6 C. C. 
7 Chr. ,49. 
8 Qu. ,25. .29. 
Trin. ,33. ,35. ,44. 
Chr. ,34. ,41. ,45. 
Emm. ,39. Cai. ,62. 

9 C. C. ,34. Pem. ,52. 
10 Trin. ,21. Qu. ,37. 
11 Pem. ,37. 
12 S. H. ,01. 
13 S. H. ,18. Chr. ,33. 
14 Pem. ,45. 
15 C. C. 
16 S. H. ,44. 
17 Trin. ,60. 

18 Joh. ,22. Cai. ,38. 
S. H. ,43. Emm. ,53. 

19 Joh. ,21. Chr. ,31. 
20 Cath. ,56. 
21 Trm. ,64. 
22 Emm. ,33. 
23 S. H. ,16. 
24 Qu. ,24. 
26 Chr. ,37. 
26 Joh. ,15. 
27 Cai. ,35. 
28 Joh. ,31. 
29 Cai. ,37. 
30 Jes. ,55. 
31 Joh. ,17. 
32 Joh. ,17. 
33 Cai. ,32. 
34 Trin. ,21. Joh. ,15. 
35 Qu. ,36. 
36 C. C. ,60. 
37 S. H. ,28. 
38 S. H. ,44. 
39 Cai. ,39. 
40 Pet. ,37. 
41 Cai. ,37. 
42 Cath. ,67. 
43 Cai. ,38. 
44 Cai. ,39. 
45 Cai. ,50. 
46 Cai. ,61. 

47 Cai. ,45. 
48 
49 Joh. ,37. 
50 Cai. ,44. 
61 
62 
63 S. H. ,37. 
54 Sid.,33. 
66 Qu. ,33. 
56 Qu. ,50. 
67 T. H. ,69. 
68 Chr. ,56. ,69. 
69 Joh. ,68. 
60 Chr. ,69. 
61 S. H. ,61. 
62 S. H. ,62. 
63 Trin. ,49. 
64 T. H. ,60. 
65 
66 S. P. ,39. 
67 Trin. ,29.,37. S.H.,2a 

Mag. ,29. 
68 
69 Mag. ,29. Trn. ,32. 
70 Trin. ,41. 
71 Trm. ,21. 
72 
73 
74 Cla. ,66. 
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W O E K S B Y ROBERT POTTS, M A 
TRINITY COLLEGE, CAMBRIDaE' "' '' 

J^ucKd's Eletnents of Geometry, the First 8iw Books 
and the portions ofthe Eleventh and Twelfth Books read 
at Cambridge, with Notes, Questions, and Geometrical 
Exercises, from the Senate House and Gollege Examination 
Papers, with Hints, &c. By 11. PoTTS, M.A., Trinity 
VoUege, Gambridge. ^ 

The ifniversity Edition, the Second, improved, 8vq. 
cloth, 10s. 

The School Mition, the Fifth. l2mo. roan, 5s. 

chih, 4s. M. ; Booh I—IV. 8s.: Books I—III. 
2s. 6d.: Booh I, II. Is. 6d.: Book I. Is. 
The Emmeiations of Euclid, 9d. 

^ y^^^^ ^^^ ^®?? awarded to "R. Potts for the excellence of 
ISiVl8lr)«Wii^^/i^t^3°=^^ °^*^- International 
" Mr. Potts' Euclid is in use at Oxford and Cambridge, and in the 
Principal Grammar Schools. It is supplied at reduced cost for 
National Education from the Depositories of the National Society, 
Westminster, and ofthe Congregational Board of Education, Homer-
ton College, It may be added, that the Council of Education at 
Calcutta -were pleased to order, in the year 185:}, the introduction of 
these Editions of Euclid's Elements into the Schools and Colleges 
under their control in Bengal." 
Critical Eemarks on the Editions of Euclid. 

" In m y opinion Mr. Potts lias made a valuable addition to Geometrical literature 
by Us Editions of EucUd's Elements."—TT. Whewell, D.D., Master of Trinilv Oolieae, 
Cambridge (1848.) J v ^ 
'• Mr. Potts has done great service by his published -works in pi-omoting (he.stndy of 

Geometrical Science."—iJ". rUlpott, D.D., Master of St. Oattiarims'-s. College. (1848.) 
"Mr. Potts' Editions of Euclid's Oeometry are characterized by a due appreciation 

of the spirit and exactness of the Greek Geometrj', and an acquaintance -with its his
tory, as -well as by a kno-wledge of the modern extensions of the Science. The 
Elements are given in such a form as to preserve entirely the spirit of the ancient 
reasoning, and having been extensively used in Colleges and Public Schools, cannot 
Ikil to have the effect of keeping np the study of Geometry in its original purity."— 
James Cliallis, M.A., Plumian Professor of Asiroiioniy and ^Experimental FJiilosophy 
in the University of Carribrldge. fI84.H.) 

**Mr. Potts' "edition of Kuclid is very generally used in both our Universities and iu 
lyur Public Schools; the notes which are appended to it she-w great research, and are 
admirably calculated to introduce a student Io a thorough knowledge of Geometrical 
principles and methods."—George Peacoch, B.H., ̂ owndean Professor of Mathematics 
and Dean of Ely. (1848.) 

"By the publication of these -works, Mr. Potts has done very great,service to the 
cause of Geometrical Science; I have adopted Mr. Potts' -work as the test-book for my 
o-wn Lectures in Geometry, and I believe that it is recommended by all the Mathematical 
Tutors and Professors in this University."—Eobert Walker, M.A., F.P.S., Reader in Ex-r 
periniental Philosophy in the Vniversity, and Mathematical Tutor of Wadtiam College, 
Oxford. (1848.) 
** -WTien the greater Portion of this Part of the Course was printed, and had for some 

time been in use in the Academy, a ne-w.Edition of Euclid's Elements, by Mr. Robert 
Potts, M.A., of Trinity College, Cambridge, which is likely to supersede most others, to 
the extent, at least, of the Six Books, -was published. From the maimer of .arrang". ing the Demonstrations, this edition has the advantages of the symbolical form, .and it Is at the same time free from the manifold objections to which that form is open. The auodeeimo edition of this -Work, comprising only the iirst Six, Books of Euclid, "with Deductions from them, having been introduced at this Jn.stitution as a text book, now renders any other Treatise on Plane Geometry unnecessary in our course of Mathematics."—Pra/ace to Descriptive Gmmetry, ̂ c. for the Use of tlie Boyal Military Academy, iy S. Hunter Otirhtie, M.A., of Trinity College, Camlridge, late Secretary of the Royal Society, 4c., Professor of Mathematics in the Boyal Military Academy, Woolwich. (1847.) 



W O R K S B Y E O B E R T POTTS, M.A., 

TBINITY COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE. 

Critical Keraarks o n the Editions of Euclid. 

and problems, and the solutions and ^^^^1^^%^^^^ Universities, then in tlie public 
lislimen to the subject :-fî ^̂ ^ ^ the Country.-His EucUd is 
schools, and finally. ̂^„^°f_ "^g^^"" Military Academy, and we find its arrangements 
°nr/dditioTeSd^ngl^^ 
?he subject by the Gentlemen Cadets."-?'. S. Davies, Professor of Mathematics xn the 
RovalMilitary Academy, Woolwieh. (1848.) , . .̂ „ „ ,̂  . i,,-̂  •. - * 

" The Hdition of t]iQ Elements of Euclid whicli Mr. Potts has pablialied, is confes
sedly the best which has yet appeared."—c7o/i« Phillips Migman, M.A., F.E.S., late 
Fellow and Tutor of Triidty College, Camhridge, (184S.) 

" I a m well acquainted with Mr. Potts' Editions of Euclid, and I have the greatest 
pleasure in certifying tbat I consider them superior to any I liave ever seen, and so 
jnucli' so, that I have Invariably recommended them to Students in Geometry."—J'eier 
Mason, M.A., Head Master ofthe Perse Grammar School. (1848.) 

"Mr. Potts has lately published an edition of f̂ uclid's Elements of Geometry, which 
he has illustrated with a collection of Examples. I consider that he has performed Ids 
task with great care and judgment, and that the work seems to bid fair to possess a 
larger share of popular favour than any edition of EucUd yet published."—B. Bvston, 
B.D., Fellow and Tutor of Emmamiel College. (1848.) 

"I gladly embrace this opportunity of expressing the very high opinion I entertain 
of the merits of Mr. Potts' edition of the Elements of Euclid."—J.P.Birkett, M,A., 
Fellow and 'Tutor of Jesus Gollege. (1848.) 

*'I consider Mr. Potts* edition ofFuclid to be a most valuable addition to our Cam
bridge Mathematical literature, and especially to the department of Geometry; and 
look to it as a great help towards keeping up, and indeed reviving, the tr.ie spirit and 
feeling for Geometry, which of late years had been too much neglected among us."— 
TT. Williamson, B.D., Fellow and Tutor of Glare Gollege. (1848.) 

"I believe there is a general opinion in this University that the Principles of 
Euclid and Elementary Geometry caniiot possibly be presented to the'mind of a com
mencing student in a better form, nor be accompanied by a more judicious selection of 
problems, with hints for their solution, than occurs in the pages of Mr. Potts' publica
tions. By combining symmetry of arrangement with simplicity of language, and by 
restoring the Syllogism to its plain and simple form, so as to make an introduction to 
Geometry serve at the same time as an exercise in logic (an advantage which has been 
quite lost sight of in many of the abbreviated editions with which this University had 
previously been deluged), I consider that Mr. Potts has done good service to the cause 
of education."—y^. Power, M.-'l,, Fellow of Clare College, and University Librarian. 
(1848.) 

"Mr. Potts has maintained the text of Simson, and secured the very spirit of Euclid's 
Geometry, by means which are simply mechanical. It consists in printing the syllogism 
in a separate paragraph, and the members of it in separate subdivisions, each, for the 
most part, occupying a single line. The divisions of a proposition are therefore seen at 
once without requiring an instant's thought. Were this the only advantage of Mr. 
Potts* Edition, the great convenience which it affords in tuition would give it a claim to 
become the Geometrical text-book of England. This, however, is not its only merit."— 
Philosophical Magazine, January, 1848. 
*' The plan of this work is excellent."—yS^cc^aior. 
" If we may judge from the solutions we have sketched of a few of them [the Geo

metrical Exercises], we should be led to consider them admirably adapted to improve 
the taste as well as the skill of the Student. As a series of judicious exercises, indeed, 
we do not think there exists one at all comparable to it in our language—viewed either in reference to the student or teacher."—ilfefj/ia7iZM' Magazine, No. 1175. "The 'Hints' are not to be understood as propositions worked out at length,in the manner of Bland's Problems, or like those worthless things called 'Kevs,' as generally * forged and filed,'—mere books for the dull and the lazv. In some cases references only are made to the Propo.'sitions on which a solution depends; in others, we have a step or two of the process indicated ; in one case the analysis is bricflv given to find the consti-uction or demonstration; in another case the reverse of this. Occasionallv, though seldom, the entire process is given as a model; but most commonly, just so much is suggested as will enable a student of average ability to complete the whole «?,^J? ?'?°yV^^'^^°/'''i''^J-=''^^ "° «^°^e) assistance is afforded as would, and S r t p S m S ' ' ' f ^ ^ '̂  tutor to his pupil. Mr! Potts appears to us to have hit the golden mean' of Geoineti-ical tutor ship. "-JJfccAflmcs' Marmzine, No l'>70 W e can most conscientiously recommend it [The School EditionV to our own ^S^?!!SSSl.^i.^f™ t^,li"^ ^°°^ °" "^--'^ wi-tlllScncTe 



W O R K S B Y E O B E U T POTTS, M.A., 

TEINITY COLLEGE, CAMBEIBGE. 

LIBER CANTABRIGIENSIS. 

JPART I. An Account ofthe Aids, the encourage' 
ments, and rewards offered to Students, in the Univer-. 
siti/ of Cambridge; to which is prefiaaed a GoUection of 
Maxims, Aphorisms, &o. Designed for the Use of Learners. 
Bg EOBBET Potts, M.A., trinity College. Fcap. 8w., 
pp. 570, Ms. 4s. Qd. 
" It was not a bad idea to prefix to the many encouragements afforded to students 
m the University of Cambridge, a selection of maxims drawn from the writings of 
m e n who have shown that learning k to be judged by its fruits in social and individual 
life.—The Literary Ghurchman, 

" A work like this was much wanted."—Clerical Journal. 
" The book altogether is one of merit and -^sImg."—Guardian. , , 
*' The several parts of this book are most interesting and instructive."—.fft̂ wcoizona? 

Times. 
" No doubt many will thank Mr. Potts for the very valuable information he has 

afforded in this laborious compilation."—CVtVic. 
pART IL An Account ofthe Changes made hy 
recent Legislation in the Colleges.^ and the University 
of Cambridge., with an Appendix., containing the Examina
tion Papers for the Open Minor Scholarships in 1861-1862. 
Fcap, Svo,j pp. 462, bds. As. 6d. 
•' We regard Liber Cantabrigiensis, Part II., as an invaluable addition to an inr 
valuable work."—Fnglish Journal of Fducation. 

"M r . Potts has very meritoriously presented, in a manageable compass, not only the 
present code of the University and it-s Professorships, Scholarships, and Prizes, but also 
a full abstract of the Statutes of all the Colleges, with particulars of their Fellowships, 
Scholarships, and Exhibitions. It is a permanent Companion to the Calendar, the 
importance of which latter will henceforth depend chiefly on, the Class lists and other 
lists of names."— The Header. 
*^* Tfie Liter Cantabrigiensis will he found to le 
a sniiaUework of reference for School Libraries. 
j ^ View of the Evidences of Christianity.̂  and the 
IIorcB PcbulintB; by William Paley, D.D., formerly Pellow and 
Tutor of Christ's College, Cambridge. A n e w Edition, witli Notes, an 
Analysis, and a selection of Questions from the Senate-House and 
College Examination Papers; designed for the use of Students. B y 
K o B E U T Potts, M.A., Trinity College. 8vo. pp. 568, price 10a. Q>d. in cloth-
" The theological student will find this an invaluable volume. In addition to the 
text there'are copious notes, indicative of laborious and useful research; an analysis of 
great ability and correctness; and a selection from the Senate-House and College Exa-
jTjination Papers, by^wluch. great help.is given as to what to study and how to study 
if. There is nothing wanting to make this book 'pQYteci."—OhwcKand State Gazette* 

" M r . Potts' is the most complete and useful edition yet published."—Flectic Eeoiew. 
" W e feel that this ought to.be henceforth the standard edition of the 'Evidences 

and 'Horee.'"—Biblical lieview. • , • • 
" Without this volume the library of any Christian Man is incomplete,"r—C7t«?-cA of 

Mngla7id Q,itarlerlij Reoiew. 
X-oNGMAN & Co., London. 



W O R K S BY T H E LATE A N N A H. POTTS. 

Shetches ofCJiaracter,and Other P^^'^fJ''^Zt 
^ B y A N N A H . P O T T S , pp. 210. Fcap. 8yo. cloth. Pnce^4s. 

••Mrs. Potts'ToBimedeserycs to 1)C rommm^ii^i 'th.^TOUtUulf of to thI)se'I^ore 
prove a most acoeplable Christmas oifering, either to the youiiuui, 
advanced in yeai-s."—Opiirt Journal. ^ 

"The neat little volume of Mrs. Potts, is full of tender feeling, Y^ch^^teacts and 
unites mind to mind, and heart to heart. Her poetrĵ  "A^e \ei n<Stralte o"cowwr 
of Mrs Hemans • and her " Sketches of Character' of the best portraira oi vuwijer. 
NoScanTead^'he?e skSchcs wShouthavlngthe finest synipathies aroused, and goofl 
ifesolutions'Strengthened."-Ẑ iffî G>̂ / Gazette. ' 

" She chiefly aims at developing the proper sphere of her sex, by pointing out the 
duties of women under the various circumstances in which they are placed; showing 
the importance of patience and fbrbcarance, truthfuhiess and constancy, and a reliance 
upon the practical influence of religion. These topics are urged in various rorms with 
clearness and simplicity."—.Bewi/ej/'* Miscellany. 

"This little volume is a Collection of Poetical Effusions on.subjects of universal 
interest. Many of them are remarkable for their graceful :simplicity, and the absence 
of pretension, while some exhibit no inconsiderable degree of humour. The fair Au-
thorea,3 passes '-from grave to gay, from lively to severe,' with a refreshing ease, 
and in many passages displays much feeling on subjects of domestic interest.'*—Ĵ ii«ca-
tiunal Times. 

"There are many pleasing poems in this unpretending volume."—Church and State 
Gazette. 

" The Sketches of Character contained in this agreeable volume may be enumerated 
under the heads, 'Husbands,' 'Wives,' and 'Maidens,' which are written in an easy, 
simple style, .delineative and didactic, with some passages of satire; and to these may 
also he added the shorter Pieces, called 'The Sisters,' and *The Proud.' The 
* Other pieces in Verse,' are numerous and of varied kinds, playful and grave, de
scriptive or commemorative, sentimental or imaginative, the metrical strueture various, 
but always easy and flowing, with a careful and accurate-choice of rhymes. A deep 
and fervent tone of religious feeling pervades all the Pieces in whicli sacred thoughts 
are appropriate, and the moral sentiments are chaste, loving and-cheerful, adorned 
with poetical imagery and pleasing conceptions, which are all tke more effective 
for their simplicity.—Xeetis Intelligencer. 
*' The accomplished authoress evidently aims at something higher than mere poetrj', 
which, when properly understood and written, is only a means to an end; and that 
end is the elevation of man, as a religious, moral, and Intellectual being."—Glasgow 
Fza7niner\ ~ ' ' ' . ^ " 
**In the 'Sketches of Character* there is a "word of advice to each, of the 
three classes, Husbands, Wives, and Maidens. To each class -a separate • poem 
, of considerable length is devoted, and we can assure our readers, whetiier they are 
husbands, wives, or fair maidens, that each and all of them will find a lesson here 
from which they may.derive pure and profitable instruction, inculcated in a playful 
and yet earnest style. W e can ti'uly say that there is not in the volume one verse 
which the writer will ever regret to have written or the reader to have perused."— 
Glasgow Pqformer^s Gazette. 
J§imple Poems for National and Sunday-Schools. 
By ANNA H. POTTS. 18mo. sewed. 2s. per dozen. 
"Mrs. Potts possessed the happy seoret of adapting her style to suit the comprehen-
Bion of childhood, without becoming trivial or common-place, -and we trust her work 
may meet with the success it so well deserves."—Lady's Newspap&r. 
Sold at the National Society's Depository, Westminster. J^imple Po^mes a V usage des Ecoles Nation ales du Bimanche, traduits de T Anglais de Mrs. ANNA H. POTTS, par le Chevalier de Chatelain. Fcp. 8vo. prix Is. Gd. ROLANDI. No. 20. Berners Street. Londrea. 
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